
STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

In Re: Sharon L. Y eago Case No .. : FEC 13-125 

TO: Paul Regensdorf, Esquire 
Holland & Knight 
50 North Laura Street, Suite 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Joseph Little, Esquire 
3731NW13th Place 
Gainesville, FL 32605 

NOTICE OF HEARING <REVIEW RECOMMENDED ORDER) 

A heating will be held in this case before the Florida Elections Commission on October 28, 2014, at 3:00 pm, or as 
soon thereafter as the parties can be heard, at the following location: Senate Office Building, Room S-110, 404 South 
Mourne Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399 .. 

Failure to appeai in accotdance with this notice will constitute a waivet of your tight to patticipate in the heating. 
Continuances will be granted only upon a showing of good cause 

This heating will be conducted pursuant to Section 106 25, Florida Statutes, which governs your participation as 
follows: 

If you are the Respondent, you may attend the heating, and you or yout attorney will have 5 minutes to present your 
case to the Commission Howevet, some cases (including those in which consent orders or recommendations for no probable 
cause are being considered) may be decided by an en mas se vote and, unless you request to be heard or the Commission 
requests that your case be considered sepatately on the day of the hearing, your case will not be individually heard. 

If you are the Complainant, you may attend the heating, but you will not be petmitted to address the Commission In 
addition, some cases (including those in which consent orders ot recommendations for no probable cause are being consideted) 
may be decided by an en masse vote and, unless the Respondent requests to be heard or the Commission requests that the case 
be considered sepruately on the day of the heaiing, the case will not be individually heard 

If you are an Appellant, and you have requested a heating, you may attend the heaiing, and you or your attorney will 
have 5 minutes to present your case to the Commission 

Please be advised that both confidential and public cases are scheduled to be heard by the Flotida Elections 
Commission on this date As an Appellant, Respondent 01 Complainant in one case, you will not be petmitted to attend the 
heatings on other confidential cases 

The Commission will electronically tecord the meeting Although the Commission's recotding is consideted the 
official record of the heating, the Respondent may provide, at his own expense, a cettified coutt repottet to also record the 
heating 

If you require an accommodation due to a disability, contact Donna Malphurs at (850) 922-4539 or by mail at 107 West 
Gaines Street, The Collins Building, Suite 224, Tallahassee, Flotida 32399, at least 5 days before the heating 

See further instructions on the reverse side 

}lnry :M.(.Keever 'l'oman 
Executive Director 
Flotida Elections Commission 
October 13, 2014 



Please refor to the information below for further instructions related to your pruticular hearing: 

This Review of a Recommended Order will be conducted pursuant to Section 106..265( 6), Florida Statutes, 
and Chapter 28 and Commission Rule 2B-1 0045, Florida Administrative Code.. · 
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ROBERT J. BARNAS, 

 

     Petitioner, 

 

vs. 

 

SHARON L. YEAGO,
1/
 

 

     Respondent. 

_______________________________/ 

 

 

 

 

Case No. 13-4759F 

 

 

RECOMMENDED ORDER 

 

Pursuant to notice, a formal hearing was held before the 

Division of Administrative Hearings Administrative Law Judge 

Diane Cleavinger on February 25, 2014, and April 24, 2014, in 

Gainesville, Florida. 

APPEARANCES 

     For Petitioner:  Joseph W. Little, Esquire 

                      3731 Northwest 13th Place 

                      Gainesville, Florida  32605 

 

     For Respondent:  Paul R. Regensdorf, Esquire 

                      Holland and Knight LLP 

                      50 North Laura Street 

                      Jacksonville, Florida  32202 

 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE 

The issue in this proceeding is whether Respondent is 

entitled to attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to section 

106.265(6), Florida Statutes (2012), and Florida Administrative 

Code Rule 2B-1.0045.  
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

On April 1, 2013, Complainant, Robert J. Barnas, filed an 

ethics complaint with the Florida Elections Commission (FEC) 

against Respondent, Sharon L. Yeago, as the spokesman of an 

organization known as Concerned Citizens for a Better High 

Springs (Concerned Citizens).  In the Complaint, Mr. Barnas 

alleged that Ms. Yeago and others had formed Concerned Citizens 

to oppose a High Springs charter amendment referendum and to 

support certain High Springs city commission candidates in the 

November 6, 2012, general election.  The Complaint further 

alleged that such activity had violated various provisions of 

chapter 106, Florida Statutes, since Concerned Citizens failed to 

register as a political committee, failed to appoint a treasurer, 

failed to appoint a registered agent, failed to file reports of 

financial expenditures, and failed to keep records.  Ms. Yeago 

filed a response to the complaint.  After review, FEC ultimately 

dismissed the underlying complaint.   

At the hearing in this matter, Mr. Barnas claimed that 

procedural flaws regarding notice had occurred during the 

underlying proceeding.  However, the decision of the FEC in the 

underlying action was not appealed by Mr. Barnas and is now 

final.  Therefore, such alleged procedural flaws have not been 

addressed in this Recommended Order. 
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     After the FEC decision, Ms. Yeago filed a Petition for Costs 

and Attorney’s Fees pursuant to section 106.265(6) and Florida 

Administrative Code Rule 2B-1.0045.  The Petition alleged that 

Mr. Barnas filed the ethics Complaint with malicious intent to 

injure her reputation, by filing the Complaint with knowledge 

that it contained one or more false allegations, or with reckless 

disregard for whether the Complaint contained one or more false 

allegations.  Mr. Barnas disputed the Petition for Fees and the 

matter was forwarded to the Division of Administrative Hearings 

(DOAH) for formal hearing. 

     At the hearing, Complainant, Mr. Barnas, testified in his 

own behalf and presented the testimony of two witnesses.  

Complainant also offered 12 exhibits into evidence.  Respondent, 

Ms. Yeago, testified in her own behalf and presented the 

testimony of three witnesses.  Additionally, Respondent offered 

19 exhibits into evidence. 

After the hearing, Petitioner/Complainant filed a Proposed 

Recommended Order on June 27, 2014.  Respondent filed a Proposed 

Recommended Order on June 30, 2014. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1.  Robert Barnas was an elected member to the City 

Commission of the City of High Springs, Florida.  At the time 

relative to this proceeding, the City of High Springs was having 
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serious financial difficulty, had cut salaries and staff and was 

having difficulty meeting its obligations.   

2.  Mr. Barnas was a sponsor and supporter of a referendum 

to amend the City of High Springs charter.  In general, the 

proposed amendment sought to limit the power of the City of High 

Springs to borrow money without a super majority vote of the City 

Commission and an approving vote of the electorate.  

3.  The charter amendment was passed by the City Commission 

without following proper procedures and was slated to appear on 

the November 6, 2012, general election ballot.  The restrictive 

nature of the referendum and the manner of the referendum’s 

passage angered many voters who campaigned against it.  Further, 

a legal action by opponents of the referendum was filed in 

Circuit Court to invalidate the passage of the referendum.  Due 

to that legal action, the Circuit Court preliminarily voided the 

impending vote on the charter amendment but did not remove the 

question from the ballot.    

4.  In addition, politics in High Springs had too many 

people become shockingly contentious, mean-spirited and 

discourteous.  The referendum and its questionable passage added 

to the negative political atmosphere.  As a consequence, around 

September 28, 2012, an informal, unincorporated organization was 

formed in the City of High Springs called Concerned Citizens for 

a Better High Springs (Concerned Citizens).  It was formed for a 
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variety of “good government” concerns regarding government and 

politics in High Springs.   

     5.  Throughout the period of time between its organization 

and the election in November of 2012, four people were responsible 

for Concerned Citizens and constituted its Steering Committee.  

Those four people were Becky Johnson, John Manley, Bob Jones, and 

Linda Jones.   

     6.  The group was a volunteer organization and did not have 

dues or a bank account.  The evidence was not clear if Concerned 

Citizens had official members in its organization or less official 

supporters since to “join” the organization a person could email 

Concerned Citizens or “like” the group on Facebook and thereby be 

listed as a supporter.   

7.  Ms. Yeago was affiliated with or a supporter of Concerned 

Citizens and served from time to time as a volunteer spokesperson 

for that organization.  She also assembled from other supporters 

ideas, and/or typed up the mission statement and other documents 

that will be discussed later in this order.  She did draft the 

group’s description/solicitation for support which will also be 

discussed later in this order.  

8.  Ms. Yeago lived in the county where High Springs is 

located, but did not live in High Springs.  She, therefore, was 

not a voter in High Springs city elections.  Her political stance 

on any High Springs city commission candidates or on the charter 
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amendment was not known and not demonstrated by the evidence.  

Further, no effort was made by Mr. Barnas to ascertain Ms. Yeago’s 

position on these issues and there was a complete lack of evidence 

demonstrating that Ms. Yeago campaigned for or against any 

candidate for the City’s commission or advocated for or against 

the charter amendment on the ballot.   

9.  Ms. Yeago supported Concerned Citizens and helped the 

group because she was genuinely concerned with fostering a better 

political atmosphere in High Springs.  She was not on the steering 

committee and not responsible for guiding the group.  Further, due 

to her professional work with various local governments and people 

of all political persuasions it was of primary concern to her that 

Concerned Citizens or any group she was associated with be non-

political and nonpartisan.  

10.  On the other hand, some of Concerned Citizens’ publicly 

identified supporters, in their private capacity, actively and 

publicly opposed adoption of the proposed charter amendment and 

actively and publicly supported election of particular candidates 

for seats on the High Springs city commission whose election 

Mr. Barnas opposed.   

11.  Two of the candidates opposed by Mr. Barnas were Bryan 

Williams and Scott Jamieson.  Mr. Williams’ opponent was Patrick 

Rush.  Mr. Jamieson’s opponent was Edward Reiss. 
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12.  Concerned Citizens created a Facebook identity and 

started a Facebook page on September 28, 2012, the official day of 

its formation.  The group posted under the name “Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Springs.”  Individuals posted under 

whatever Facebook name they used.  The group did not control who 

posted to its Facebook page or the contents of such posts.   

13.  On September 28, 2012, the official day of formation of 

Concerned Citizens, Gene Levine posted a comment on Concerned 

Citizens’ Facebook page.  The evidence was not clear if Mr. Levine 

was then a supporter of Concerned Citizens.  However, by 

November 1, 2012, he was listed as a supporter by the organization 

in an advertisement it ran in the local newspaper offering rides 

to the polls. 

14.  Mr. Levine’s comment read: 

As of Friday night 9/28/2102 [sic], if the 

information is correct, it appears that Edward 

Reiss has thrown in the towel leaving Scott 

Jamison [sic] to retain Seat 5 unopposed.  

That leaves Patrick Rush to run against Bryan 

Williams for Seat 4, the seat now held by Dean 

Davis who is all too friendly with Rush. 

 

Dean’s close friend Robyn Rush instructed 

Davis to support Pat Rush and Davis is going 

around town putting up “Vote For Rush” signs. 

 

We must remember Pat Rush as the owner of 

“Pat’s Place,” a coffee shop on Main Street 

that went out of business.  He couldn’t blame 

anyone else for his businesses’ demise because 

he made all the decisions.  How can any 

citizen of High Springs even think of voting 
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for someone who couldn’t successfully run his 

own business to run our City’s big business? 

 

Everyone should send the present triumvirate a 

clear message that we the people, who this 

trio works for, can’t take their lack of 

professionalism anymore.  We will vote for 

Bryan Williams because he has nothing to hide 

about his past and wants the chance to do 

damage control and better position High 

Springs to thrive once again by bringing in 

much needed jobs. 

 

     15.  Immediately following Mr. Levine’s comment, Concerned 

Citizens disclaimed Mr. Levine’s comment and posted: 

This group will not be addressing political 

campaign issues.  Those are for other groups.  

We are nonpartisan and nonpolitical and will 

only be focused on policy recommendations to 

move High Springs forward. 

 

     16.  Concerned Citizens further advised people to “take a 

look at our Principles and Policy Recommendations under About.”  

Notably, through the time of filing the FEC complaint underlying 

this action and other than congratulating the election’s winner 

after the election and wishing him well, there were no other 

postings on the Concerned Citizens’ Facebook page or on its 

“About” page regarding any political candidates.  Further, there 

were clearly no postings by Ms. Yeago regarding any political 

candidates. 

     17.  Indeed, Mr. Jamieson’s race was uncontested and listed 

as such on the ballot in November.  Mr. William’s race remained 

contested and most of the evidence in this hearing focused on 
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Mr. William’s race.  However, Mr. Barnas misrepresented, to the 

point of falsification, that Concerned Citizens supported these 

two candidates when he cut and pasted into an attachment to his 

FEC complaint only Mr. Levine’s post on Facebook, deliberately 

leaving out the nonpartisan statement and position of Concerned 

Citizens which followed Mr. Levine’s post.  Moreover, by April 1, 

2013, when Mr. Barnas sent his complaint to the FEC, Mr. Barnas 

knew that Mr. Jamieson’s race was uncontested, but falsely 

represented that Concerned Citizens had expressly advocated for 

his election when no such advocacy occurred because the race was 

uncontested.  

     18.  As indicated, Concerned Citizens published on its 

Facebook page and in a variety of documents its mission statement, 

its four guiding principles, and its five key areas of principal 

concern to effectuate its goals of greater civility in politics 

and better government in High Springs.   

19.  The Mission Statement read: 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

supports a local government with a commission 

and professional management that provide 

leadership, accountability and a vision for 

our future. 

 

     20.  In addition to the mission statement that appeared on 

its Facebook page, there were two publications/statements created 

that included the group’s above-quoted mission statement.  One 

publication contained the mission statement and listed the 
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group’s four “Guiding Principles.”  Those guiding principles 

were: 

Principle One:  There must be a commitment by 

the Commissioners and the citizens to restore 

professional, experienced, and accountable 

management to the City. 

 

Principle Two:  There must be a commitment to 

restore a comprehensive budgetary process 

that addresses both short and long term core 

needs and brings the City back to fiscal 

responsibility. 

 

Principle Three:  There must be a commitment 

to restore civility and fairness to the 

manner in which City government is conducted 

and to the manner in which its elected 

officials interact with City staff and with 

residents. 

 

Principle Four:  There must be a commitment 

to restore the reputation of High Springs 

City government as a responsible, caring and 

fair government.  This commitment must 

encompass relations with government entities 

at all levels, with City staff, with business 

owners, with the public-at-large, with the 

media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

(Bold and italics in original.) 

 

These four principles were followed by a variety of policy 

recommendations that Concerned Citizens felt were important 

considerations to implement its principles.  Importantly, this 

publication did not mention Mr. Williams, Mr. Jamieson, or 

expressly advocate for their election, the defeat or passage of 

any candidate or charter amendment and could not be reasonably 

read to do so.   
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     21.  A second publication/statement by Concerned Citizens was 

created that included the group’s mission statement and listed 

“Five Key Areas of Principal Concern.”  The Five areas were, in 

relevant part: 

1.  The Dispatch Project is a major financial 

drain whose re-installation was premature at 

best and ill-advised at worst. 

 

* * * 

 

2.  The morale of the City’s employees has 

been badly eroded by the City’s Commission 

leadership and attitudes.  The non-union 

employees have had to bear a disproportionate 

share in reductions to their compensation and 

benefits, all in an increasingly hostile 

atmosphere. 

 

* * * 

 

3.  The prolonged absence of professional 

management is destroying the City’s 

credibility and greatly reducing its 

performance. 

 

* * * 

 

4.  Critical infrastructure items are not 

being properly monitored and the lack of 

necessary maintenance, or funding reserves, 

exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of 

system collapse. 

 

* * * 

 

5.  Proposed changes to the City Charter will 

drastically change and significantly limit 

how future Commissions are able to run City 

Government: 

 

a.  The amendment would prohibit the City 

Commission from incurring any debt beyond one 

million dollars unless first approved by a 
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2/3 vote (4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS 

passage of a referendum by the voters 

approving the debt, before the loan could be 

made, ensuring that an immediate response to  

a major crisis is virtually impossible from a 

financial perspective. 

 

b.  If the amendment is approved, it has the 

potential to make debt consolidation and 

other financial planning tools less available 

for the City since governmental entities and 

financial institutions would have no 

organization with which they could deal to 

finish a transaction.  Some say the cost of 

funds for the City could rise dramatically.  

Long-range planning concerns were not 

considered by the Commission in any detail, 

and they should be carefully explored by the 

citizens before election day when considering 

this amendment.   

 

THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE:  The proposed 

amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, 

unless first approved by a 2/3 majority of 

Commissioners [4 of 5 voting] AND a 

referendum vote by the citizens, is a serious 

and significant limitation on future 

Commissions' ability to manage the financial 

resources of the City. 

(Bold and italics in original.) 

 

     22.  The Five Principals were posted on the group’s Facebook 

page and also distributed as a paper document at a candidate’s 

forum conducted in High Springs shortly prior to the November 6, 

2012, election.  Notably, concern 5 was a reasonable analysis of 

the charter amendment and only endeavored to explain the charter 

amendment, its potential effects and things that should be 

considered by a voter when voting on this amendment.  

Importantly, this second publication does not expressly advocate 
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for or against any candidate or for or against the charter 

amendment.  Moreover, paragraph 5 could not be reasonably read to 

expressly advocate for or against any candidate or the charter 

amendment.  The italicized portion of paragraph 5 only describes 

the amendment’s method for limiting debt by subjecting such a 

decision to two votes and further stating the group’s belief that 

such restrictions limit the city commission’s ability to act.  

Nowhere in this language does the group indicate how a person 

should vote regarding the ballot referendum on the charter 

amendment. 

     23.  Unfortunately, Mr. Barnas read item 5 above and deemed 

it to be express advocacy opposing the pending referendum on the 

proposal to amend the City of High Springs charter.  Mr. Barnas' 

complaint affirmatively accuses Ms. Yeago, on behalf of the 

Concerned Citizens group, with expressly advocating the defeat of 

the charter amendment.  As indicated, this single reference by 

Concerned Citizens to the charter amendment in its many 

publications was fair comment on the amendment and did not 

expressly advocate for its passage or defeat.  

     24.  The Concerned Citizens’ statement that included item 5 

above also contained the following group description/request for 

support:   

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots 

citizens’ group and, pursuant to Florida 
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Statute, section 106.011, does not qualify as 

either a political committee or an 

electioneering communications organization.  

We encourage local residents, business owners 

and others invested in and supportive of our 

goals to sign on to show public support for 

this effort by email at hscitizens@gmail.com 

or “Liking” the group at 

http://tinyurl.com/bosiqm3. 

 

     25.  On November 1, 2012, Concerned Citizens’ published a 

full-page advertisement in the Alachua County Today newspaper.  

The advertisement identified the names of Concerned Citizens’ 

members including Ms. Yeago.  The advertisement began “VOTE ON 

NOVEMBER 6TH GO ALL THE WAY TO THE END OF THE BALLOT to ensure 

your voice is heard!”  (Emphasis in original.)  The advertisement 

listed the four “Guiding Principles.”  It also included a 

statement eliciting support similar to but not identical to the 

one quoted above.   

     26.  As indicated earlier, Ms. Yeago drafted these 

statements in order to describe the group as nonpartisan and 

nonpolitical, seek support and make it clear that the group was 

not a political committee engaged in election activities.  The 

language regarding section 106.011 was added to emphasize that 

the group was not formed to advocate for any campaign or on any 

election issue.  More importantly, no part of these group 

descriptions/requests for support could reasonably be read as 

express advocacy regarding a candidate or election issue. 
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     27.  Again, Mr. Barnas, in his complaint, incorrectly 

asserted that the group’s description/request for support 

demonstrated its intention and that of Ms. Yeago to thwart the 

law regarding political committees.  He also believed that 

Concerned Citizens had tried to hide its “advocacy” against the 

charter amendment by omitting the above mentioned paragaraph 5 

from its four principles document.  In fact, the paragraph had 

never been part of the group’s four principles and had only been 

contained in its “Five Key Areas of Principal Concern.”  

Mr. Barnas did not inquire or make any investigation regarding 

these documents but assumed bad intent on the part of Concerned 

Citizens and, more specifically, Ms. Yeago.  Such a failure to 

investigate these statements and documents constitutes reckless 

disregard for the truth of the allegations made by Mr. Barnas in 

his FEC complaint. 

     28.  Concerned Citizens’ newspaper advertisement published 

on November 1, 2012, contained a list of its supporters including 

the names of Tom Hewlett and Linda Hewlett.  During the run-up to 

the election, the Hewletts made two 4' by 4' posters stating 

“Vote No” in large letters which they prominently displayed at 

the High Springs voting precincts on election day, November 6, 

2012.  One of these posters was introduced into evidence but the 

other poster had been destroyed.  The uncontested evidence 

demonstrated that the Hewletts created these signs in their 
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private capacity as voters in High Springs and without the 

assistance or cooperation of Concerned Citizens. 

     29.  Mr. Barnas testified he saw a large “Vote No” sign that 

included Concerned Citizens’ identification affixed from holes in 

its corners to a fence at a High Springs voting precinct on 

Election Day November 6, 2012.  Other than his testimony, 

Mr. Barnas presented no evidence or witnesses that the signs he 

described had ever existed.  However, the evidence demonstrated 

that the Hewlett signs were the only large “Vote No” signs at the 

precinct.  Moreover, the signs, contrary to Mr. Barnas’ claim at 

hearing, bore no marking or legend that linked it to Concerned 

Citizens and his testimony to the contrary on this point was not 

credible.   

     30.  In his complaint against Ms. Yeago, Mr. Barnas alleged 

that Concerned Citizens had endorsed or prepared two large, four-

foot by four-foot signs which said “Vote No” and which signs 

contained the appropriate disclaimer at the bottom that would be 

required by a political committee if publishing such a statement 

or sign.  Mr. Barnas did not make any inquiries regarding these 

signs and did not make any inquiries of Concerned Citizens, 

Ms. Yeago or the Hewletts.   

     31.  Based on private political activities of people who 

were also supporters of Concerned Citizens, Mr. Barnas inferred, 

without evidence, that Concerned Citizens was expressly 
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advocating defeat of the charter amendment and had spent in 

excess of $500 in doing so.  As such, he failed to distinguish 

between private activities of individuals who also are members or 

supporters of various other political and nonpolitical 

organizations.  Mr. Barnas did not inquire of these people if 

they were speaking for Concerned Citizens or any other 

organization when they campaigned against the charter amendment.  

He simply, without evidence, concluded that they spoke for 

Concerned Citizens and in so doing made false allegations in his 

complaint against Ms. Yeago.  Based on these facts, such failure 

to investigate the facts surrounding these private political 

actions constitutes reckless disregard for the truth of the 

allegations he made against Ms. Yeago in his FEC complaint by 

attributing the private political activities of others to her or 

Concerned Citizens. 

     32.  Mr. Barnas was determined to file a complaint with FEC 

against Concerned Citizens as an organization because he believed 

it should comply with chapter 106, Florida Statutes, to assure a 

“fair playing field” in future elections.  It was unclear what 

“unfairness” he saw in Concerned Citizens’ activities.  His 

intent was to file against Concerned Citizens as a group and 

silence its activities. 

     33.  However, after inquiry of FEC staff about how to make a 

complaint against Concerned Citizens, he concluded that 
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complaints must be made against responsible persons in an 

unincorporated organization and not the organization itself.  He 

believed that he must identify at least two responsible persons 

in the complaint; and therefore, filed the complaint against 

Sharon Yeago as the “Person Against Whom Complaint is Brought” 

and naming Linda Jones as her co-conspirator, as well as listing 

Concerned Citizens’ failure to register as a political committee, 

to name a registered agent and registered treasurer, and to file 

required reports as the violations. 

     34.  The Barnas’ complaint stated, in part:  

The complaint is that a group of many 

individual [sic] formed an organization/PC, 

to defeat the ballot issue and also support 

and support [sic] the election of Byran 

Williams and Scott Jamison [sic].  They set 

up a “steering committee” (please note they 

do use the word committee) to write their 

goals and positions and called them 

“principles.”  I feel this organization used 

the term “steering committee’, [sic] but was 

actually a PC that would conform to Florida 

Statute [sic] as defined in 106.011(a)(1)(c). 

 

     35.  Mr. Barnas claimed in testimony that Linda Jones 

publicly identified herself as a member of the Concerned 

Citizens’ steering committee in a High Springs City Commission 

meeting conducted in March 2013, and thereby provided him with a 

second person to name in his FEC complaint.  However, the 

evidence demonstrated that Mr. Barnas was aware of whom, 

including Ms. Jones, the members of the Concerned Citizens’ 
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steering committee were before the November election in 2012, and 

well before the meeting in 2013.  In fact, the evidence showed 

that the likely motive for filing the underlying FEC complaint 

was that Mr. Barnas was called a “fool” by someone he thought was 

a member of Concerned Citizens and thereby decided to file an FEC 

complaint against the offending group, selecting April Fools’ Day 

as the date to mail his complaint to the FEC. 

     36.  Ms. Yeago was simply a means to an end, enabling 

Mr. Barnas to file an FEC complaint against an organization who 

he felt opposed something he favored.  However, by Mr. Barnas 

using Ms. Yeago as a means to an end in his FEC complaint, Ms. 

Yeago was compelled to hire counsel and vigorously defend against 

the complaint’s allegations in order to protect her professional 

reputation as an ethical person.  Towards that end, Ms. Yeago 

hired Mr. Regensdorf under an agreement for an hourly fee capped 

at $505.00 which he would receive only if awarded such fees and 

costs for defending the underlying FEC complaint and consequent 

litigation establishing entitlement to such fees and costs. 

     37.  Unknown to Mr. Barnas, Ms. Yeago’s lawyer filed a 

notice of appearance in the underlying action with FEC on 

April 26, 2013, but did not serve a copy on Mr. Barnas. 

     38.  Ms. Yeago, through her attorney, filed a response to 

the complaint in the underlying action.  For reasons that are not 

clear in the record, Mr. Barnas did not know that Ms. Yeago had 
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filed a response to his complaint until October 28, 2013. 

     39.  On June 10, 2013, FEC’s executive director issued a 

notice that Mr. Barnas’ complaint was facially insufficient 

because the allegations did not establish that Concerned Citizens 

had expended in excess of $500 in express advocacy during the 

election.  FEC’s notice informed Mr. Barnas that he was entitled 

to supply additional information to support his complaint. 

     40.  On June 28, 2013, FEC issued a statement that the case 

was closed. 

     41.  On July 10, 2013, Ms. Yeago filed the petition for fees 

and costs that is the subject of this proceeding, but did not 

serve a copy on Mr. Barnas.  Again, for reasons that are not 

clear in the record, prior to October 28, 2013, Mr. Barnas did 

not know that Ms. Yeago had filed a petition for fees and costs..   

     42.  By notice dated October 24, 2013, FEC notified 

Ms. Yeago and Mr. Barnas that a hearing on Ms. Yeago’s fee 

petition had been set for November 13, 2013.  Mr. Barnas received 

this notice on October 28, 2013, and elected not to ask for a 

continuance of the hearing date.  As indicated, on the same date, 

FEC supplied Mr. Barnas copies of Ms. Yeago’s filings in the 

case.
2/
   

     43.  Mr. Barnas filed a response to Ms. Yeago’s fee and cost 

petition.  Mr. Barnas was also afforded an opportunity to present 

all his evidence regarding a reasonable basis for filing his FEC 
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complaint at both the FEC hearing and the evidentiary hearing in 

this case.
3/
 

     44.  The billable records for Ms. Yeago’s attorney listed 

110.9 hours of time spent on this matter for which Ms. Yeago’s 

attorney admits 102.8 hours of attorney time were reasonably 

attributable towards defending both the underlying FEC complaint 

and seeking fees for that defense.  A review of those records 

confirms that 102.8 hours of time is a reasonable amount of hours 

to expend on this action.  Additionally, a second partial day of 

hearing, consisting of 3.1 hours, was held in this cause, 

resulting in total hours of 105.9.  However, other than the 3.1 

hours spent in hearing on the second day, there was no evidence 

regarding the amount of time Ms. Yeago’s attorney spent on 

preparation of later filings in this action.  Therefore, no award 

for that time is made in this matter.  Further, the expert 

evidence demonstrated that an hourly fee for an experienced 

litigator who is not a practitioner before the FEC of $400.00 was 

reasonable for litigation of this type.  Finally, the evidence 

demonstrated that reasonable costs in the amount of $4,516.95 

were incurred by Ms. Yeago in defending the underlying action and 

in litigating this fee action.  Therefore, Ms. Yeago is entitled 

to a total of $42,360.00 in attorney’s fees and $4,516.95 in 

costs. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

     45.  The Division of Administrative Hearings has 

jurisdiction over the parties to and the subject matter of this 

proceeding.  See §§ 120.569 and 120.57(1) Fla. Stat. (2013). 

     46.  Section 106.265(6), Florida Statutes (2012) and Florida 

Administrative Code Rule 2B-1.0045 provide for an award of 

attorney’s fees and costs in certain FEC actions.  Section 

106.265(6) provides in part: 

(6)  In any case in which the commission 

determines that a person has filed a 

complaint against another person with a 

malicious intent to injure the reputation of 

the person complained against by filing the 

complaint with knowledge that the complaint 

contains one or more false allegations or 

with reckless disregard for whether the 

complaint contains false allegations of fact 

material to a violation of this chapter or 

chapter 104, the complainant shall be liable 

for costs and reasonable attorney's fees 

incurred in the defense of the person 

complained against, including the costs and 

reasonable attorney's fees incurred in 

proving entitlement to and the amount of 

costs and fees. 

 

     47.  Further, Florida Administrative Code Rule 2B-1.0045(1) 

provides: 

(1)  If the Commission determines that a 

complainant has filed a complaint against a 

respondent with a malicious intent to injure 

the reputation of such respondent by filing 

the complaint with knowledge that the 

complaint contains one or more false 

allegations or with reckless disregard for 

whether the complaint contains false 

allegations of fact material to a violation 
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of chapter 104 or 106, F.S., the complainant 

shall be liable for costs and reasonable 

attorney's fees incurred in the defense of 

the complaint, including the costs and 

reasonable attorney's fees incurred in 

proving entitlement to and the amount of 

costs and fees. 

 

     48.  As the party asserting entitlement, Respondent has the 

burden to prove “by clear and convincing evidence” that an award 

of attorney’s fees and costs is appropriate pursuant to section 

106.265(6) and rule 2B-1.0045(4).  See Dep’t of Banking & Fin. v. 

Osborne Stern & Co., 670 So. 2d 932, 934 (Fla. 1996); Dep’t of 

Transp. v. J.W.C. Co., 396 So. 2d 778, 787 (Fla. 1st DCA 1981).  

 49.  In Brown v. Fla. Commission on Ethics, 969 So. 2d 553, 

560 (Fla. 1st DCA 2007), the court determined that the actual 

malice standard of New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 

84 S. Ct. 710, 11 L. Ed. 2d 686 (1964) does not apply to fees 

sought pursuant to section 112.317, now 106.265.  The court 

established that the elements of a claim by a public official for 

attorney’s fees are:  (a) the complaint was made with a malicious 

intent to injure the official’s reputation; (b) the person filing 

the complaint knew that the statements about the official were 

false or made the statements about the official with reckless 

disregard for the truth; and (c) the statements were material.  

The Brown court emphasized that even without the Sullivan 

standard, “[t]he statute sets a very high bar for recovery of 

fees.”  Id. at 560.  However, that bar is met where, as here, the 
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person filing an ethics complaint acts with conscious 

indifference to the truth of that complaint.  Id. 

 50.  Under Brown, it is clear that ethics complaints which 

allege facts insufficient to prove the elements of a violation of 

an ethics statute will not automatically render a complaint 

baseless or wholly untenable.  Moreover, it is clear that an 

award of attorney’s fees is not warranted in every situation 

wherein an ethics complaint is dismissed for lack of probable 

cause.  

 51.  However, in this case, the evidence demonstrated that 

Mr. Barnas maliciously filed the complaint in order to silence 

those whom he perceived as opposing him and the issues that were 

important to him.  Additionally, the evidence showed that 

Mr. Barnas maintained a conscious indifference to the truth or 

falsity of his allegations when he failed to reasonably 

investigate or inquire about Concerned Citizens, Ms. Yeago’s 

relationship to Concerned Citizens, the private actions of 

supporters of Concerned Citizens or any of the various 

documents/statements attributable to Concerned Citizens.  More 

importantly, such indifference was demonstrated when he cut and 

pasted portions of a Facebook page/blog from a person advocating 

for a candidate while leaving out Concerned Citizens’ response to 

the post which clearly demonstrated the groups’ intention not to 
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be a political committee.  As such Ms. Yeago is entitled to an 

award of attorney’s fees and costs pursuant to section 106.265. 

     52.  Based on the expert evidence, a fee of $400 per hour is 

a reasonable hourly fee for the services of Mr. Paul R. 

Regensdorf, the attorney who represented Ms. Yeago in this 

matter.  Further the amount of 105.9 hours of time expended by 

Mr. Regensdorf in this matter is reasonable.  Finally, the 

evidence demonstrated that reasonable costs in the amount of 

$4,516.95 were incurred by Ms. Yeago in defending the underlying 

action and in litigating this fee action.  Therefore, Ms. Yeago is 

entitled to an award of $42,360.00 in attorney’s fees and 

$4,516.95 in costs that were incurred in this matter.   

RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 

Law, it is RECOMMENDED that the Commission enter a Final Order 

granting the Petition for fees and costs and awarding the amounts 

established above to Ms. Yeago. 
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DONE AND ENTERED this 28th day of August, 2014, in 

Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida. 

S                                   

DIANE CLEAVINGER 

Administrative Law Judge 

Division of Administrative Hearings 

The DeSoto Building 

1230 Apalachee Parkway 

Tallahassee, Florida  32399-3060 

(850) 488-9675 

Fax Filing (850) 921-6847 

www.doah.state.fl.us 

 

Filed with the Clerk of the 

Division of Administrative Hearings 

this 28th day of August, 2014. 

 

 

ENDNOTES 

 
1/
  The parties are identified as required by Florida 

Administrative Code Rule 2B-1.0045(4):  “(4) The parties to the 

claim shall be the respondent and the complainant.” 

 
2/
  Rule 2B-1.0045(2) provides that service of the petition for 

fees shall be accomplished by the Commission and provides, “The 

Commission clerk shall forward a copy of the petition to the 

complainant by certified mail . . . .”  Although such service was 

extremely slow, service was accomplished by the FEC on 

October 28, 2013, with no prejudice to Mr. Barnas demonstrated by 

the evidence. 

 
3/
  Mr. Barnas’ evidence remained largely the same as when he 

filed his complaint.  However, Mr. Barnas presented one 

additional witness who, in very vague testimony testified that an 

unknown man “with gorgeous eyes” gave her literature regarding 

Concerned Citizens and that he told her Concerned Citizens 

opposed the charter amendment.  At the time of the complaint, 

this information was not known to Mr. Barnas.  However, the 

testimony regarding this person are both vague and hearsay and 

not reliable to establish any facts regarding the legitimacy of 

Mr. Barnas’ claims in his underlying FEC complaint.   
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Paul R. Regensdorf, Esquire 

Holland and Knight LLP 

50 North Laura Street 
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(eServed) 

 

Amy McKeever Toman, Esquire 

Florida Elections Commission 
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107 West Gaines Street 
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Joseph W. Little, Esquire 

3731 Northwest 13th Place 

Gainesville, Florida  32605 

(eServed) 

 

Donna Malphurs, Agency Clerk 

Florida Elections Commission 

Collins Building, Suite 224 

107 West Gaines Street 

Tallahassee, Florida  32399-1050 

(eServed) 

 

 

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUBMIT EXCEPTIONS 

 

All parties have the right to submit written exceptions within 

15 days from the date of this Recommended Order.  Any exceptions 

to this Recommended Order should be filed with the agency that 

will issue the Final Order in this case. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ 
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SS: 
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Judge DIANE CLEAVINGER, pursuant to Notice of Hearing, at 201 
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Courtroom 2B, Gainesville, Florida, on Thursday, April 24, 
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' I 

1 Thereupon, following proceedings were had, 

2 ROBERT J .. BARNAS RECALLED 

3 ALJ: Okay.. Go ahead .. 

4 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

5 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

6 Q.. Mr .. Barnas, was Mr .. Regensdorf on the list of 

7 members and supporters that the Concerned Citizens published 

8 in the Alachua Today newspaper? 

9 A.. Yes, he was .. 

10 MR .. LITTLE: And I think we put that into evidence 

11 as BL 

12 ALJ: You did, and I also had testimony that he was 

13 a member of the Concerned Citizens .. 

14 MR .. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am .. 

15 BY MR.. LITTLE: 

16 Q.. Did he publicly oppose the referendum? 

17 A.. Yes. 

18 Q.. How do you know that? 

19 A.. He posted on Friends Post and I also believe that an 

20 e-mail that I saw and I know for sure there was a Friends Post 

21 that he did, yes .. 

22 MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. And I think we put that into the 

23 record, Your Honor .. 

24 ALJ: I remember seeing it.. 

25 MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

-------------... -_...,...,.._, EB"EA:NC=C:O"LJ"RT=EIBP"ORTTNG=-SERVICK~· .. · ..... m.. .. ........ • .............. . 

;;~~;::;§~~;;:::-:c:;.;~~~~:s;;;;;2;,e:~'""=B0~~;59072::~~6;1\Fiil:EsvJ:'.i.ili'7cc;pioRl'DA""=3:2:c62i2'o.."'=?,s2'33•~i~'iijo':Jlii:'::;.,~:~~~~;~;.• ~ 
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1 MR. REGENSDORF: I think it's 6, I believe, YouI 

2 HonoI, B6, I believe. 

3 BY MR. LITTLE: 

4 Q. Is this it? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. Yes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm SOIIy. When people say is this 

it. 

MR. LITTLE: I'm going to show it to you. You don't 

have to move when I'm examining heie. If you will go 

back oveI theie, I'll biing it to you. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's not the 86 that's in 

evidence. 

MR. LITTLE: Let's check it out. May I appioach, 

Yotn HonoI. 

ask. 

ALJ: Oh, yes. Absolutely .. You don't have to 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. This is what we aie 

ALJ: I'm not finding 86. I don't have a 6. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Maybe I can help you find it 

because I saw it when I was looking thiough the 

exhibits .. 

MR. LITTLE: Have you got it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: We'll talk about it on CIOSS. If 

you can hand me the exhibits, I think I can find it, 

Judge. It's a type wiitten piinted foim. It has my 
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1 name .. 

2 ALJ: If it's any place, it's in here .. 

3 MR .. REGENSDORE': I believe so .. 

4 MR. LITTLE: It may be in a trail of e-mails .. 

5 MR .. REGENSDORF: No.. Well, I said that.. I guess I 

6 could say I'm not a hundred percent sure what you're 

7 looking for. 

8 ALJ: If not, you can always supply me with another 

9 one .. 

10 MR .. LITTLE: Let's supply you with this one, Your 

11 Honor .. 

12 MR. REGENSDORE': I believe it's a different copy. 

13 Let's find the one that's been marked because there is a 

14 significance to it perhaps .. 

15 MR. LITTLE: Here is a copy for you in any case .. 

16 MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. Okay .. It's not in this 

17 stack .. 

18 ALJ: Here, you can put in the one you think is 

19 appropriate, otherwise I'm going to mark this as Barnas 

20 6 .. 

21 MR .. REGENSDORE': Well, Your Honor, can we mark it as 

22 

23 ALJ: A. 

24 MR. REGENSDORE': Yes.. I'm sorry .. 

25 MR .. LITTLE: Barnas 6A .. 
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ALJ: Yes. Because when I went through all the 

exhibits yesterday, I know I saw it. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's a one page piece of paper all 

typewritten in black and white as I recall. 

7 

ALJ: Yes. And it may be stuck on the back of 

something, but in the meantime 6A may not be the original 

6 .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, I'm going to stand on 

formality because there is a difference between that 

document and what I think is 6A. It may turn out that 6A 

is different .. 

ALJ: I understand. You're going to get the 

opportunity to cross examine. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I can't cross examine if I don't 

find the document and it appears that we don't have 

perhaps everything here. 

ALJ: That may be. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's not a big point. 

ALJ: If you want to put in the one that you have 

that you think is the original 6 that came into 

evidence .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: He put it in. I don't know that I 

have a copy that's got the same markings as Mr. Little 

does, but I will look. 

ALJ: Because I counted all the exhibits 
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yesterday .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's here. It's not a function of 

remembering it from the past .. It's a function of I saw 

it five minutes ago.. I saw what I was looking for. Now 

that may not be it .. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I wonder if we may 

continue .. 

ALJ: You may continue .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

8 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Before you do so, Joe, do you have 

any documents there, Joe, that you pulled out to use in 

your client's direct because I can't do both, look 

through for the missing exhibit and listen to your direct 

so .. - ' 

MR .. LITTLE: Well, you can sit down and look for the 

exhibits later on .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Of course I can, Joe, and if that's 

what Her Honor asks me to do --

ALJ: That's what I want you to do .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am. That's what I'm going 

to do then. Thank you.. Here you go, Judge.. These are 

the only exhibits that I have to offer at this point. 

MR .. LITTLE: Mr .. Barnas, I'm giving you a copy of 6A 

that we would ask to be admitted into evidence, Your 

Honor .. 



1 BY MR. LITTLE: 

2 Q .. Did you see that on the Friends Post? 

3 A .. Yes, sir. 

4 Q .. Did you copy it from there? 

5 A. Yes, sir. 

6 Q .. Would you read the line that is bolded and 

7 underlined at the bottom of the page? 

8 

9 

10 

11 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Isn't this repetitive, Your Honor? 

ALJ: I'm sorry .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Isn't this repetitive of what has 

already been done on direct? He read over this document 

9 

12 and you put it into evidence.. Read the bolded portion at 

13 the bottom of the page .. 

14 ALJ: It's overruled .. 

15 MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

16 ALJ: Go ahead .. 

17 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

18 Q .. Would you read that? 

19 So don't forget to vote today.. Vote against the 

20 proposed charter amendment. Vote no and vote for Byran 

21 Williams and take your neighbors and friends to the polls as 

22 well.. 

23 Q. Now, you filed a complaint with the Florida 

24 Elections -- Did you file a complaint with the Florida 

25 Elections Commission to start this, what has become this 

=.,,..,,~="'""=C'.7'.'.:'.cc===::'.7."7.7' ... cc .... :'.': .... ='."'...... t E"B'IJA':N~COtJRT=RSPORTING · SE RV ICES· ·· 1 N ., · · .... · ···· • · · 
:: .;::.;c;:;; • .;~::c~:;~~.;;c;:;:;:.;::P:'06c~::=J3Cix;5;9()!'j;:;::"cSA;ENESV~:iifiE:~'"".;EiioR'irJ'A""s2t,2:f;.;~~3:5z:i;''"3~ij~'60:3'0;;'c:'::::.,~ :::;,:; .. ·-
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1 proceeding? 

2 A,. Yes, sir,. 

3 Q,. Did you file that complaint in retaliation for 

4 having lost the court battle? 

5 A.. No, sir.. 

6 Q,. Let's - I want to hand you a copy of that complaint,. 

7 MR,. LITTLE: And, Your Honor, I think the complaint 

8 is in Yeago l,. I have copies of that complaint,. 

9 MR,. REGENSDORF: I have got it,. Is it the 

10 complaint? 

11 MR.. LITTLE: The complaint.. 

12 MR. REGENSDORF: Thank you,. Yeago 1. 

13 BY MR,. LITTLE: 

14 Q,. Take a look at this, Mr,. Barnas,. Does this appear 

15 to be the complaint that you filed without the exhibits that 

16 you provided? 

17 A,. Yes, sir,. 

18 Q.. Take a look at the first page of that complaint and 

19 particularly look at the last paragraph beginning on the last 

20 four lines, Sharon L. Yeago,. 

21 A,. Yes, sir,. 

22 Q.. And read to yourself that paragraph up through its 

23 end on the next page,. 

24 A.. I have read that.. 

25 Q,. Have you read that? 

• • n •• • • • •m. I:;E"S-I:;A:NC:C-COtJRT=REP0RTTN<r'SERV·IGES, ::IN . . . .. .. . ........ "" 
::;~;.'_~;,.;::~.:.::;~~;:,;C:'Pi0~i30X:;cs9oi'i;::GAENESViifriE:~~ifri6i:dn'A;§z627::=.;3's2ci·:r:r3 00 o0"3'0"""~~=•cc:":-··=· 
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1 A.. Yes, sir .. 

2 Q.. Now, is there anything in there that you did not 

3 believe that was true at the time you filed this complaint? 

4 A.. No, sir .. 

5 Q.. Is there anything in there that you don't believe is 

6 true now? 

7 A.. No, sir.. 

8 MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, I'm going to object.. His 

9 belief is irrelevant in this case so I move --

10 ALJ: Overruled .. 

11 MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

12 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

13 Q.. Now, page 3 of this complaint is a letter from you 

14 to FEC; is that correct? 

15 A .. Yes. 

16 Q .. And that letter is how many pages? 

17 A .. Four .. 

18 Q .. Did you write this letter? 

19 A .. Yes, I did .. 

20 Q .. And sent it to FEC? 

21 A .. Yes, I did .. 

22 Q .. Take a look at the first paragraph on page, I guess 

23 it's the FEC number 000003 beginning High Springs is a small 

24 town .. 

25 A .. I have got it. 

· ·· ..... ......... .. ·· ..... ... · .-£EBLANG=COOR'I' REF0R"TING"'SERVTCTs:;-=mc··· ·· :.:::.:::.:. · -- ................... . 
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1 Q. Have you read that paragraph? 

2 A. Yes, I have .. 

3 Q. Is there anything in there that you did not believe 

4 that was true at the time you filed it? 

5 A. No. 

6 Q. Is there anything in there that you don't believe is 

7 true today? 

8 A. No .. 

9 Q. Take a look at the next paragraph beginning and if 

10 FEC's actions affect and read that, please, to yourself. 

11 A. I have read it .. 

12 Q. Is there anything in there that you did not believe 

13 was true at the time that you submitted this complaint? 

14 A. No. 

15 Q. Is there anything in there that you do not today 

16 believe to be true? 

17 A. No. 

18 Q. Take a look at the next paragraph beginning Florida 

19 law has been written and, please, read that to yourself? 

20 MR. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, if it will speed things 

21 along, I will stipulate and concede that if asked each 

22 question about each paragraph exactly as Mr. Little has 

23 asked, the words that would come out of his mouth would 

24 be identical. If Mr. Little or The Court wants to hear 

25 that repeated, fine. I for one do not need to. I will 

. _ . _ . .... . E-B-hA-N€=e~R:EcPeR'I'-RfK .. .S-ER~N-e-::c.::::: .. :c::. =--=····=--=······=--========:! 
.::c;~:c;.:~:.:~.:~.:::;::~;.::c~.:.:;:;:,;..;p:;c:0,~;;:a~z;'.2s00'!;_;;:e;:2,,.:fl\!E:sVf:GtE',';;tEo&iok~'32~62:-7;:::3§0.:3'1:3#eo:3:cE.:",-:-.:.:;::;::_._;~;: .·_;,_! 
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1 concede that that will be his statement in response to 

2 each paragraph .. 

3 MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I'm quite willing to put 

4 the whole thing to Mr. Barnas in one question, but we 

5 want to have on record that he --

6 ALJ: Overruled. Go ahead. 

7 BY MR. LITTLE: 

8 Q. Okay. Florida law, have we done that one? Florida 

9 law has been written? 

10 A.. No .. 

11 Q. Okay. Please, read that. 

12 A. Okay. 

13 Q. Did you believe that everything stated in that 

14 paragraph was true at the time you wrote it and submitted it 

15 to fEC? 

16 A.. I do .. 

17 Q. And do you today believe everything there is true? 

18 A.. I do. 

19 Q.. Look at the paragraph beginning this complaint is a 

20 complaint. 

21 A.. Yes. 

22 Q. Read it to yourself, please. 

23 A.. Okay .. 

24 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that, did you believe 

25 that everything there was true? 
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11 
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A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Do you believe today that everything there is 

true? 

A.. Yes, sir .. 

Q.. Look at the next paragraph, please.. I will detail 

my obligations and read that paragraph to yourself .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q .. Do you believe or did you believe at the time you 

wrote and submitted that that everything there was true? 

A.. I do .. 

Q.. Do you believe today that everything there is 

true'? 

A.. I do .. 

Q.. Take a look at the paragraph beginning before the 

November 12 election in High Springs and read that to 

yourself.. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. Did you believe when you wrote and submitted that 

that everything there was true? 

A.. Yes. 

Q.. Do you believe today that everything there is 

true? 

A.. I do .. 

Q.. Please, look at the paragraph, the next to last one 

on the page beginning this complaint .. 

14 
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1 A .. Okay .. 

2 Q .. When you w:rote and submitted that, did you believe 

3 eve:rything you w:rote was t:rue? 

A .. I did .. 4 

5 Q .. Do you believe today eve:rything you wrote there was 

6 true? 

7 A .. I do .. 

8 Q .. Please, look at the last pa:rag:raph on the page 

9 beginning with expenditure and :read it to yourself .. 

10 

11 

A .. 

Q .. 

Okay .. 

Did you believe when you w:rote and submitted that 

12 pa:ragraph that eve:rything you said the:re was t:rue? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it today? 

Yes .. 

That it's t:rue.. Please, tu:rn to page 000004 .. At 

17 the top of the page the:re is a pa:rag:raph beginning, again this 

18 g:roup had mo:re than two people.. Do you see that? Please, 

19 :read that pa:rag:raph to you:rself .. 

20 

21 

A .. 

Q .. 

Okay .. 

When you w:rote and submitted that paragraph, did you 

22 believe eve:rything you said the:re was t:rue? 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q .. 

25 was t:rue? 

Yes .. 

Do you believe today that eve:rything you said the:re 
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1 A .. Yes .. 

2 Q .. Look at the next paragraph beginning this 

3 organization used a disclosure and read that to yourself, 

4 please. 

5 

6 

A .. 

Q, 

Okay .. 

Did you believe when you wrote and submitted that 

7 that everything you wrote there was true? 

A .. I did. 

Q .. Do you believe now that everything there is true? 

A .. Yes .. 

16 

8 

9 

10 

11 Q,, Please, look at the paragraph beginning what FS 106 

12 covers and ready that to yourself, please .. 

13 A .. Okay .. 

14 Q,, Did, when you submitted, when you wrote and 

15 submitted that, did you believe that everything you said was 

16 true? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe that today? 

Yes .. 

Please, look at the paragraph below that that begins 

21 with quotation of political committee which is organized and 

22 read that paragraph to yourself .. 

23 A .. Okay .. 

24 Q., Did you believe when you wrote and submitted that 

25 that everything you said was true? 
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1 A .. Yes .. 

2 Q,, Do you believe it today? 

3 A. I do. 

4 Q,, Look at the statement the next paragraph that begins 

5 they never appointed a treasurer and read it to yourself .. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A .. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q, 

A .. 

Q,, 

Okay .. 

Did you believe that statement was true? 

Yes .. 

When you submitted it? 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes .. 

Please, look at the paragraph beginning quote "each 

14 candidate for nomination" and read it to yourself .. 

15 A .. Okay .. 

16 Q,, Did you believe when you wrote and submitted that 

17 that everything you said was true? 

18 A .. I did. 

19 Q .. Do you believe it now? 

20 A .. Yes .. 

21 Q,, Please, look at the paragraph beginning never 

22 appointed a registered agent .. 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q .. 

Okay. 

When you wrote and submitted that, did you believe 

25 that was true? 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it true now? 

Yes .. 

Please, read the paragraph beginning quote "each 

5 political committee" and read it to yourself, please .. 

6 A .. Okay. 

7 Q,, Did you believe when you wrote and submitted that 

8 that everything you said was true? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes .. 

Please, read the next statement never filed timely 

13 reports of the organization and read it to yourself .. 

14 A .. Okay .. 

15 Q,, When you wrote and submitted it, did you believe 

16 that statement was true? 

17 A .. Yes, sir. 

18 Q,, Do you believe it now? 

19 A .. Yes .. 

20 Q .. Please, read the next paragraph beginning quote 

21 "each campaign treasurer" and read it to yourself, please .. 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q., 

Okay .. 

When you wrote and submitted that, did you believe 

24 it was true? 

25 A .. Yes .. 

18 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Q .. 

A .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes .. 

Q. Please, read the next paragraph, the following 

information will be a timeline. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q. You have read it? 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

When you wrote and submitted that, did you believe 

9 everything you said was true? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes, sir .. 

Please, read the next statement, again it is my 

14 contention. 

15 

16 

A .. 

Q .. 

Okay .. 

When you wrote and submitted that, did you believe 

17 everything you said was true? 

18 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Yes, sir .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes .. 

21 Q. Please, read the next paragraph beginning on the 

19 

22 bottom of page 4 and continuing to the top of page 5 beginning 

23 with while there are more than a hundred members.. Read it to 

24 yourself, please. 

25 A .. Okay .. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

20 

Q.. When you wxote and submitted that, did you believe 

evexything you said was txue? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Do you believe it now? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q .. Please, look at the next and xead the next paxagxaph 

again beginning the FEC needs to look .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q,, When you wxote and submitted that, did you believe 

10 everything you said was txue? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it now? 

Yes .. 

Q .. It'stxue .. Please, look at the next statement, here 

is a timeline. 

A .. Yes .. 

Q.. When you wxote and submitted that, did you believe 

that statement was txue? 

A .. 

Q,, 

A. 

Yes .. 

Do you believe it now to be true? 

Yes .. 

Q.. Please, xead the next statement beginning during 

eaxly September 2012 .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
I 

' 

21 

believe everything you said was true? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Do you believe it now? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Please, read the next statement on October 1st and 

8, and read to yourself, please .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

believe that everything you said was true? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Do you believe it now --

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. -- to be true.. Please, read the next statement, 

they have a Facebook page and read that paragraph to yourself, 

please. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

believe everything you said was true? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Do you believe it now to be true? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Please, read the next paragraph beginning the 

organization from early September .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

... .. . . . . .......... I:iE"BI:;-A:NC7=(XlURT'="'RE:P0RTIN .. "'" ..... :::;::·:::: ....... .. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

believe everything you said was true? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q., 

Do you now believe everything there was true? 

Yes. 

Please, read the next statement beginning these 

22 

6 meetings discussed the future of High Springs .. 

7 A.. Okay .. 

8 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

9 believe everything you said was true? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Yes .. A. 

Q,, Do you believe it to be true now? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Please, read the next statement that the candidate 

forum at the High Springs Womens Club and read it to yourself, 

please .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

believe everything that you said was true? 

A. I did .. 

Q.. Do you now belie~e everything you said was true? 

A .. Yes. 

Q.. Please, read the last statement on the bottom of the 

page and continuing to the top of page 6 beginning this 

organization gathered names .. Read it to yourself, please .. 

A.. Okay .. 
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1 Q .. When you wrote and submitted that paragraph, did you 

2 believe everything you said was true? 

3 A .. Yes .. 

4 Q .. Do you now believe everything you said there was 

5 true? 

6 A .. Except for the fact that the newspaper was put out 

7 on November 1st instead of October 31st. 

8 Q .. All right. Which statement is 

9 A .. This organization on October 31st placed a full page 

10 ad.. It was actually placed on November 1st.. 

11 Q .. November 1st.. Apart from that correction is 

12 everything there, did you believe everything there -- Well, 

13 let me ask the question again. At the time you wrote it, did 

14 you believe what you said was true? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes, sir .. 

Today do you believe everything you said was true? 

With the correction to November 1st. 

Okay. Please, read the next statement beginning 

19 during the pre-election period. 

20 Okay .. 

21 Q .. At the time you wrote and submitted that statement, 

22 did you believe everything that you said was true? 

23 A. Yes .. 

24 Q .. Do you now believe everything you said was true? 

25 A . Yes .. 
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1 Q .. Please, read the next statement beginning I have 

2 included additional pages. 

3 A .. Okay .. 

4 Q .. At the time you wrote and submitted that statement, 

5 did you believe everything was true? 

6 A .. Yes .. 

7 Q .. Do you believe now that everything you said was 

8 true? 

9 A .. Yes .. 

10 Q .. Please, read the next statement beginning other 

11 expenditures. 

12 A .. Okay .. 

13 Q .. The whole paragraph. You read the whole paragraph? 

14 A .. Yes .. 

15 Q .. When you wrote that paragraph, did you believe 

16 everything you said was true? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Do you now believe everything you said was true? 

Yes .. 

Please, read the next statement beginning this 

21 organization certainly. 

22 A .. Okay .. 

23 Q .. At the time you wrote that, did you believe what you 

24 said was true? 

25 A Yes .. 
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1 Q.. Do you today now believe what you said was true? 

2 A.. Yes .. 

3 Q. Please, read the next statement beginning this 

4 organization after the election .. 

5 A. Okay .. 

6 Q.. When you wrote that and submitted it, did you 

7 believe everything you said was true? 

8 A. Yes. 

9 Q.. Do you now believe everything you said was true? 

10 A. Yes. 

11 Q. Please, read the next statement beginning this 

12 complaint going up to the colon at the end of the word violate 

13 and read to yourself, please .. 

14 A.. Okay .. 

15 Q. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

16 believe everything you said was true? 

17 A.. Yes .. 

18 Q. Please, read item number 1 to yourself, please. 

19 A.. Okay .. 

20 Q. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

21 believe that what you said was true? 

22 A. Yes .. 

23 Q.. Do you believe today what you said was true? 

24 A.. Yes .. 

25 Q.. Please, read item number 2 .. 

m " • - m .. LEBLANFCOBRT .. REPOR'I'JNG"'SERVICE"S:;='=n:f( ' -: " " . 
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1 A.. Okay .. 

2 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

3 believe what you said was true? 

4 A.. I did .. 

5 Q.. Do you believe today that what you said was true? 

6 A.. Yes .. 

7 Q .. Please, read number 3 .. 

8 A.. Okay .. 

9 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

10 believe that everything you said was true? 

11 A.. Yes .. 

12 Q.. And do you today believe what you said was true? 

13 A.. Yes .. 

14 Q.. Please, read number 4 .. 

15 A.. Okay .. 

16 Q.. Have you read it? 

17 A.. Yes .. 

18 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 

19 believe what you said was true? 

20 A.. Yes .. 

21 Q.. Do you now believe what you said was true? 

22 A.. Yes .. 

23 Q.. Please, read number 5 .. 

24 A.. Okay .. 

25 Q.. When you wrote and submitted that statement, did you 
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1 believe what you said was true? 

2 A.. I did .. 

3 Q.. Do you now believe what you said is true? 

4 A. I do .. 

5 Q.. Mr .. Barnas, did you think you had an obligation at 

6 the time you submitted that complaint to FEC that to submit 

7 the complaint? 

8 MR .. REGENSDORF: Object to the form.. Irrelevant .. 

9 ALJ: Sustained.. Rephrase your question .. 

10 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

11 Q .. Why did you file the complaint, Mr.. Barnas? 

12 A.. I felt that there was a need to file it because I 

13 firmly believe that we had a political committee working in 

14 High Springs and that was not properly registered .. 

15 Q.. Were you under a duty to file it? 

16 MR .. REGENSDORF: Objection to form.. Irrelevant .. 

17 ALJ: Sustained .. 

18 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

19 Q.. Were you a sponsor of the proposed -- Or let me ask 

20 you this: Who sponsored the proposed debt limitation 

21 ordinance in the city of High Springs? 

22 MR .. REGENSDORF: Objection.. Redundant.. We have 

23 already gone over this exact line of questioning by 

24 Mr.. Little .. 

25 ALJ: We have .. 
' ' 
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1 MR. LITTLE: Okay .. 

2 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

3 Q,, Okay.. Why did you propose or why was the city of 

4 High Springs proposing that ordinance? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Same objection .. 

ALJ: I think it's already been covered .. Are you 

adding anything to that? 

MR .. LITTLE: Well, we want to talk about the 

policies that supported the adoption of the ordinance, 

Your Honor .. 

ALJ: What's the policy of the ordinance got to do 

with this hearing? 

MR .. LITTLE: Well, Your Honor, if you let me 

continue, I think that will be become clear .. 

ALJ: Explain it to me now because I have already 

heard some of the policy reasons behind this just in 

brief.. 

MR .. LITTLE: Well, the thing that we are going to 

show is that the Concerned Citizens published, and we 

have already put this into evidence, a document called 

five key principal areas of concern .. 

ALJ: Yes. 

MR .. LITTLE: And number 5 in that particular 

situation document was in Mr .. Barnas' view expressed 

advocacy against the adoption of the ordinance.. In 

28 
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1 addition, in the so-called disclaimer on the Concerned 

2 Citizens statement there is a statement those of you who 

3 are supportive of our goals. 

4 ALJ: Yes .. 

5 MR. LITTLE: May join .. 

6 ALJ: Yes. 

7 MR. LITTLE: And I want to establish from 

8 Mr. Barnas' statement that he would not have been able to 

9 join that organization Concerned Citizens for the city of 

10 High Springs because he was not supportive of its goals 

11 which were, of course, to oppose in his view to oppose 

12 the adoption of that ordinance. 

13 ALJ: What has that got to do with whether she gets 

14 her attorney's fees? What has that got to do with it? 

15 MR. LITTLE: Well, it has to do with his good faith 

16 and what he was doing, Your Honor. They have the 

17 burden .. 

18 ALJ: I don't see it, but okay. I don't see it. 

19 You have not convinced me that that's even relevant. 

20 MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

21 BY MR.. LITTLE: 

22 Q. Mr. Barnas, were you aware that for a political 

23 committee to be required to make various reports that it must 

24 be involved in expressed advocacy for or against a political 

25 issue or candidate? 
' 

' 
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2 

A .. 

Q .. 

30 

Yes .. 

Did you look for or did you find a definition of 

3 that term in the statutes? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

A .. 

Q., 

A .. 

Q .. 

8 statutes? 

9 

10 

11 

A .. 

Q,, 

A. 

No .. 

Did you look for it? 

Yes .. 

Where else did you look in addition to the 

I looked at the FEC website .. 

The Florida Elections Commission? 

Florida Elections Commission website and I couldn't 

12 find a definition for expressed advocacy .. 

13 Q,, Did you have an opinion about whether that item 5 in 

14 the five key principals of concern was constituted expressed 

15 advocacy? 

16 A. Absolutely .. 

17 Q,, You had an opinion.. What was your opinion? 

18 A .. Therefore we believe was used.. Supportive of our 

19 goals was used.. And I felt they were, they said they were 

20 looking for supporters that supported their goals so it was 

21 certainly in my mind aligning between expressed advocacy and 

22 support for opposing the ballot issue .. 

23 Q, Did Ms .. Yeago serve you with a copy of her response 

24 to your complaint? 
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24 

25 

Your Honor., 

ALJ: Sustained., You already filed that., 

MR., LITTLE: I would like to look to Ms., Yeago's 

response to your complaint., Have you got a copy, 

Mr., Regensdorf? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I don't, but if you talk slowly, 

I'll have it before you get too deep into it., 

MR., LITTLE: Well, I can give you a copy., 

31 

MR., REGENSDORF: If you have a copy, that will save 

me some time.. Thank you., This is Yeago 2 in evidence .. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q., I would like you to look at page 10, Mr., Barnas., 

A. Okay., 

Q., And under A, paragraph A, five lines down there is a 

sentence beginning the materials? 

A., Okay., 

Q., Would you read that sentence for us, please., 

A., The materials on their face demonstrate that the 

Concerned Citizens Group clearly published their list of 

principals and mission statement and none of them addressed 

directly or indirectly either the issue of the charter 

amendment nor the - or defeat of that matter nor the election 

of any individual., 

Q. Do you agree with that? 

A., No .. 
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Q.. And did you have an opportunity to respond to that 

before FEC decided on this insufficiency? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Let's take a look on page 11 and look down from the 

top of the page until about the line 8 and there is a sentence 

beginning those matters? 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. Let's read the sentence before beginning the group .. 

Do you see that? 

A.. The group was not formed to oppose a charter 

amendment provision nor to advocate for or against any 

candidate .. 

Q.. Read the next sentence .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Excuse me.. I have a short witness .. 

I'm not asking anything out of order whatsoever.. She's 

here in the courtroom.. Nobody invoked the rule.. I don't 

really care, but I don't want to get caught short if 

there is some argument later.. The rule has not been 

invoked and I don't care what The Court's pleasure is, if 

you would like her to sit outside or --

ALJ: I don't care one way or the other .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Well, Your Honor, I have no idea who 

this witness is or what she is going to say so we would 

like her to sit outside .. 

ALJ: Have her sit outside .. 
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1 MR. REGENSDORF: That's fine. 

2 ALJ: Go ahead .. 

3 BY MR. LITTLE: 

4 Q,, Okay. So, please, read the two sentences beginning 

5 with the group. 

6 A. The group was not formed to oppose a charter 

7 amendment provision nor to advocate for or against any 

8 candidate. Those matters are simply not addressed whatsoever 

9 in the formative documents of this organization. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Q .. 

A. 

Q., 

A. 

Q., 

And do 

No. 

Did you 

No. 

If you 

you agree with that? 

have a chance to respond? 

had known of these, would you have 

15 responded? 

16 A. Certainly. Yes. 

17 Q,, Take a look on page 16 of this response. Look at 

18 the third sentence under B beginning with he has. 

19 He has acted before this commission in direct 

20 violation of this commission's rules and of Florida Statute 

21 106.265 .. 

22 Q, Read the next sentence. 

23 He has filed a complaint which is on its face false, 

24 vindictive, malicious and actionable under Florida law. 

25 Q .. And did you have any opportunity to respond to 
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I. 

1 that? 

2 A.. No .. 

3 Q.. Would you have? 

4 A.. Yes .. 

5 Q.. What was the date of the election? 

6 A.. November 6th, 2012 .. 

7 Q.. When did you file the complaint? 

8 A.. April 1st, 2013 .. 

9 Q.. So that's six months later? Five months later? 

10 A.. Five .. 

11 Q.. Was it possible for your complaint to affect the 

12 outcome of the election? 

13 A.. No .. 

14 Q.. What was the vote count on the matter? 

15 A.. 1801 for.. 885 against.. The matter passed by more 

16 than 50 percent .. 

17 Q.. So apparently the voters thought it was a good 

18 public policy? 

19 MR .. REGENSDORF: Object to form .. 

20 ALJ: Sustained.. I don't think it's relevant what 

21 the voters thought .. 

22 MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I would just like to -- I'm 

23 about finished .. 

24 ALJ: Okay .. 

25 MR .. LITTLE: I would like to simply, and this may be 
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somewhat repetitive, but I just want to make sure we get 

the dates right in the record and have them in one place 

so I want to ask him when did you file your complaint. 

When did Yeago file her response. 

ALJ: Well, that's all in the record already. 

MR. LITTLE: All right. Then if that's the case, I 

have no further questions of this witness. 

ALJ: Okay. Cross. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Yes. Your Honor, I really need to 

spend a couple minutes because the exhibits just aren't 

right so if we can take a short break so I can go through 

them .. 

ALJ: Let's take ten minutes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's fine. Thank you. 

(Short recess.) 

ALJ: Back on the record. Go ahead. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am. Thank you. May it 

please The Court. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q .. 

today? 

A 

Good morning, Mr. Barnas. How are you doing 

Great. 

Q. Good. Any reason today that you're unable to 

testify clearly and accurately as best you can recall? Any 
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1 medical reasons? Any medication you are on? Anything of that 

2 sort, sir? 

3 A.. No .. 

4 Q.. Okay.. We were last in a proceeding in this case 

5 almost exactly two months ago, late February of this year.. In 

6 the intervening two months have you reviewed any of your 

7 files, any of those many documents that you have produced 

8 which you kept on various people, et cetera, have you reviewed 

9 any of those files to prepare for your testimony here today? 

10 A.. Yes .. 

11 Q.. What did you review? 

12 A.. The complaint .. 

13 Q.. Okay.. Your complaint meaning the complaint exhibit 

14 1, Yeago exhibit 1, is that the document you're talking 

15 about? 

16 A.. Correct .. 

17 Q.. The one you just went through paragraph by paragraph 

18 that you said you believe it and believed it then, is that the 

19 document you're talking about? 

20 A. Yes .. 

21 Q.. Anything else from your files that you reviewed in 

22 preparation or to do anything to get ready for today's work? 

23 A.. No .. 

24 Q.. Did you reread your deposition? We took your 

25 
I 

deposition on February 21st immediately before the hearing .. 
\ 
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1 Did you reread that deposition, sir? 

2 A. I don't think I saw -- I went and looked at, I think 

3 I went and looked at one or two paragraphs. 

4 Q. You created an errata sheet. I understand that. 

5 But I'm talking about in the last six weeks? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A .. No .. 

Q. Have you had opportunity or did you I should say 

read your deposition again? 

A. No .. 

Q .. All right. I also prepared a transcript or had our 

11 court reporter prepare a transcript of every word that was 

12 said in the proceeding on February 25th. Did you read through 

13 

14 

15 

that? 

A. No .. 

Q,, Did you ask to read through that? Did you seek to 

16 get a copy of that to refresh it for your testimony here 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

today? 

A .. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q., 

No .. 

Did anyone read any parts of it to you? 

No. 

As best you can recall, do you in any way retract or 

22 rescind any of the testimony that you gave under oath in this 

23 court, not this building, but at this tribunal on February 

24 25th? 

25 A . There was one item in there that I gave her a note 
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1 about. Yes, there was. 

2 Q,, I'm sorry. You gave her a note about, what are you 

3 talking about? 

4 A. When you read the - when I went to go review one or 

5 two lines in that transcript, I filled out a form for that 

6 lady at that office. 

7 Q,, That was the deposition transcript. I realize the 

8 term may not be comfortable with you. When we met in the 

9 court reporter's office in downtown Gainesville on that rainy, 

10 rainy afternoon, that was a deposition and I took your 

11 testimony, Mr. Little was there, and there was a female court 

12 reporter. 

13 

14 

A. 

Q,, 

Okay .. 

You did fill out a small form with respect to 

15 changing some technical words in a particular answer. Do you 

16 recall that? 

17 Yes. 

18 Q,, That's a deposition. 

19 A. Okay .. 

20 Q. But my question though related to the sworn 

21 testimony you gave under oath in this proceeding in the work 

22 comp hearing offices on 34th, as I remember. 

23 A .. Okay. 

24 Q, Did you review that transcript? 

25 A. No .. 
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1 Q .. Did you ask to review that transcript? 

2 A .. No .. 

3 Q,, Were you told not to review that transcript? 

4 A .. No .. 

5 Q,, Do you, sir, as you sit here today retract or back 

6 off any of the sworn testimony that you gave to the court on 

7 that day February 25th? 

8 A .. No .. 

9 Q,, Have you filed any written complaints against any 

10 other people in the city of High Springs since February 

11 25th? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. LITTLE: Objection to the question .. 

ALJ: Why is it relevant? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Very clearly, Your Honor, as 

Mr .. Little has argued, his mind set is what this case is 

about, both a legal mind set and an actual mind set.. He 

has spent all day this morning trying to show what he 

believed and I will at the end of the case today again 

proffer the previous complaints which will in my opinion 

are clearly relevant under 404 to his mind set and that's 

what 90 .. 404 similar prior acts is specifically for .. The 

rule of evidence should allow that testimony .. I'm simply 

asking now for any new complaints that he has filed since 

that time. 

ALJ: I'll give you a little leeway .. 
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BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Have you filed any complaints since that time? 

A.. Be more specific, please .. 

40 

Q.. Well, is there some complaint that you are thinking 

about that perhaps my question didn't nail precisely enough? 

MR .. LITTLE: Object to the question .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Let's start off this way.. Have you filed any 

written complaints with any governmental body against anyone 

else in the city of High Springs in the last two months? 

You're pondering .. 

A.. Pondering .. Well, I'm pondering if an e-mail to a 

city manager complaining about something is considered a 

written complaint. 

Q.. Were you complaining about a violation of the law? 

A.. I'm not sure .. 

Q.. Well, okay.. You did complain very publicly in the 

city of High Springs about a claim of nepotism under Chapter 

112 of the Florida Statutes and under the city's employment 

practices, correct? 

A. No .. 

Q.. Not in writing, but you made public statements 

charging people with violating --

MR .. LITTLE: Objection .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Excuse me.. Let me finish my 
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1 question, please, Mr. Little. 

2 BY MR. REGENSDORf: 

3 Q .. You did make very public complaints not in writing 

4 that I know of, but verbally accusing the city manager and/or 

5 the mayor of violating another Florida Statute Chapter 112, 

6 correct, sir? 

7 A. No. 

8 Q. You did not? 

9 A. No. 

10 Q .. What am I missing? You were all over every TV 

11 station in the city of Gainesville 

12 MR. LITTLE: Objection. 

13 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

14 Q .. complaining that there was nepotism.. There was a 

15 violation of Chapter 112. 

16 A .. I never filed a complaint of nepotism. 

17 Q. I didn't say you filed a complaint, sir.. You made a 

18 verbal complaint. 

19 A .. That's what you said. 

20 Q .. I didn't say a written complaint .. I tried to draw 

21 the distinction very, very carefully. You will agree. Have 

22 you filed any written complaints? Things like exhibit 1 where 

23 you spent time in looking into the law, checking the facts and 

24 make sure they are correct and swear under oath. I know what 

25 a complaint is and you do, too.. Have you filed any of those 
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1 documents? 

2 MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I object to this argument. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

ALJ: I agree.. You need to rephrase that whole 

question .. 

MR .. LITTLE: He is just arguing, Your Honor, and 

using this tribunal as well as the witness .. 

ALJ: Rephrase your question .. 

8 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

9 Q,, Have you filed any written complaints like the one 

10 you filed against Ms .. Yeago with any governmental body in 

11 writing? Let's start off with that .. 

12 A.. No .. 

13 Q.. Have you made orally any charges against anybody, 

14 any complaints that there have been violations of statutes 

15 specifically Chapter 112 concerning nepotism in the city of 

16 High Springs? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. No.. No .. 

Q,. What did you argue in those TV reports then, sir? 

MR .. LITTLE: Object to the question .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, there's a reason for it, Your 

Honor, because -- Let me go one step further .. 

ALJ: Well, it's overruled for now.. Do you 

understand the question? 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, may I say this.. There is 

no predicate --
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ALJ: That's 

MR. LITTLE: for his statement. 

MR. REGENSDORF: How do you lay a predicate except 

asking him if he did that? 

ALJ: I'm not here to instruct you how to lay a 

foundation for a question. 

7 MR. REGENSDORF: I agree. I think the objection was 

8 

9 ALJ: Right now it's overruled .. 

10 MR.. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

11 ALJ: Did you understand the question? 

12 BY THE WITNESS: 

13 A .. No.. Rephrase .. 

14 ALJ: Okay .. 

15 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

16 Q,, Did you verbally accuse either the mayor or the city 

17 manager of violating the nepotism laws of the State of 

18 Florida? 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q,, 

No .. 

What did you say about the nepotism allegations that 

21 were in the city of High Springs in the last two months? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, this is not relevant to the 

issue we have before us .. 

ALJ: I'm really leaning your way .. Why is any of 

this relevant? 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, because, Your Honor, as 

Mr .. Little emphasized in his questioning of this man on 

his direct over an objection, as a matter of fact, that 

the mind set of this man is important .. 

ALJ: It is .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: But the point is, Your Honor, under 

404 similar prior acts or now a subsequent act where a 

similar allegation was made and again found to be without 

basis where he backed off of it, is again relevant as to 

mind set.. It shows a deliberate and consistent pattern 

of these complaints and therefore the I believe I'm a 

good boy type self-serving testimony which may be 

admissible is unbelievable and that's my point .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, the fancy words, the 

accusations that were made here and in the complaint 

don't add anything to the relevancy question before the 

court .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I can't believe that we're arguing 

a relevance problem because 404 doesn't say it's not 

relevant.. 90 .. 404 says it absolutely is relevant.. The 

question is is it admissible and if it's similar enough 

and I have proffered the evidence of the four similar 

complaints similarly found --

ALJ: No.. No.. No.. No.. It goes much deeper than 

that and that is similar complaints, I mean, they are 
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very fact specific and that's where you're going to fall 

flat on your face, but I'm going to give you a little 

leeway, but I am not going to give you much more unless 

you get this tied up. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Eventually, Mr. Barnas, the complaint, the 

statements with respect to potential nepotism in the city of 

High Springs were found to be without basis because the person 

was not in the necessary degree of consanguinity or 

relationship, correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And at that point you stated publicly that I guess 

my complaint has no legs. Those were your exact words, were 

they not, sir? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Have you sent any additional e-mails on your city 

e-mail account to any governmental entity with respect to 

private business since February 25th, 2014? 

A. I believe I have sent one to FDLE. 

Q. I'm going to give you the benefit of the doubt that 

that may have been government business in some way. But the 

e-mails you sent to the FEC in this case from your city 

account were clearly personal business, correct? 

A.. Yes. 
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1 Q .. I'm just trying to find out whether you generated 

2 any other public e-mails on private business since February 

3 25th, 2014? 

4 A .. Not that I recall. 

5 Q .. Have you sent any e-mails of any sort to anyone 

6 with respect to this case since February 25th, 2014? 

7 A .. No .. 

8 Q .. Have you spoken with anyone concerning this case, 

9 any people to find factual allegations, to double check 

10 things, to find possible late discovery witnesses, anything of 

11 that nature since February 25th, 2014? 

12 A .. I think one .. 

13 Q .. Who was that, sir? 

14 A .. Sandra Webb at the bank. 

15 Q .. Have you looked through your city e-mail account, 

16 meaning the one for High Springs, to see whether there are any 

17 other e-mails other than the ones in October of 2013 on this 

18 matter that you sent to anyone? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q. 

No .. 

Did you ask anyone else to do that? 

No .. 

Mr. Little took you through your complaint in this 

23 case and asked you about every single paragraph. Do you have 

24 a copy of that complaint still in front of you, sir? 

25 A. Yes .. 



1 Q,, Okay. I want to draw your attention to the first 

2 page of your letter which is page 3 in the FEC numbering and 

3 the very first paragraph. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

ALJ: Is that my exhibit 1 you have? 

MR. REGENSDORF: It is not, Your Honor. 

ALJ: What page were you on? 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's actually the first page 

letter.. I think it's the fifth page of that document. 

47 

8 

9 It's the first page of his letter. It is the fifth page 

10 of that document, a very faint Bates number at the 

11 bottom. 

12 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

13 Q., Do you have that document in front of you, 

14 Mr. Barnas? 

A .. Yes. 15 

16 Q .. In there in April of 2013 you stated that the law 

17 was clear. In fact, you quote it later on. Have you done any 

18 research on the law with respect to political committees and 

19 what they have to do since February 25th, 2014? 

20 A. Since February 5th? 

21 Q,, 25th .. Since the hearing. Since the hearing. 

22 A .. Since the hearing at the FEC? 

23 Q, No. No .. No, sir. Since the hearing before this 

24 Judge on February 25th at the Workers' Comp building, have you 

25 done any legal research to bolster or not your conclusions, 
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1 your opinions that you came to concerning the law and the 

2 actions of the Concerned Citizens Group and my client Ms. 

3 Yeago? 

4 A. No additional research. 

5 Q .. Now, in your direct examination Mr. Little asked 

6 you, this was back two months ago, he asked you why you filed 

7 this complaint and your answer was that you wanted a fair 

8 playing field. Do you remember that answer to that 

9 question? 

10 A. Yes. 

11 Q,, Now, it may have been cleared up this morning. You 

12 were asked whether this complaint was filed to influence the 

13 election. This complaint was filed six months after the 

14 election, correct? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes. 

This has no impact whatsoever on the election; is 

17 that correct? 

18 

19 

A. 

Q,, 

Not that election. 

By the time of that election -- I'm sorry. By the 

20 time you filed this complaint, the district judge in this very 

21 courthouse, could have been in this courtroom had already 

22 ruled that the ordinance that was the subject of all of this 

23 was void Ab initio, correct, and it had been stricken, 

24 correct? 

25 A .. I don't recall the date, but at some point, yes. 
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l Q .. Well, you do recall that immediately before the 

2 election he :ruled on a tempo:r:a:r:y basis that it appeared that 

3 the complainant, which was not Ms.. Yeago, it was somebody 

4 else, would succeed on the merits and therefore he granted a 

5 temporary injunction against that law going into effect 

6 whatever happened in the election, co:r::r:ect? October 31st. 

7 A .. He allowed it to go the ballot and there was some 

8 type of injunction. 

9 Q .. Sure.. And then on December 17th I believe a further 

10 hearing was held and the city acknowledged that the ordinance 

11 was in fact invalid and inappropriately passed, correct, and 

12 it conceded to be void Ab initio, correct? 

13 A. I believe there was an agreement that it was void Ab 

14 initio. I don't know the particulars but ... 

15 Q .. I'll accept that. I'll accept that. And that all 

16 happened before you filed this complaint, co:r::r:ect? 

17 A .. Correct .. 

18 Q .. Now, for months in your blog some of which is in 

19 evidence you told the people whoever was reading your blog or 

20 website that you were going to be filing this complaint 

21 against the Concerned Citizens Group because you felt they 

22 were a political committee, correct? 

23 A .. Correct .. 

24 Q .. Now, after the Elections Commission ruled against 

25 you, did you ever publish on your website an acknowledgement 
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I 

I, 

1 A.. Yes .. 

2 Q.. Page 80, line 12. I'll let Joe get his copy out. 

3 MR. LITTLE: I have got it. 

4 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q. Okay.. When did you first begin to consider filing a 

6 complaint against the Concerned Citizens group or any member 

7 of the Concerned Citizens group? 

8 Answer: I would guess shortly after they formed, 

9 probably in September 2012 .. 

10 And let me give you the balance of that .. 

11 I said okay. And why were you already thinking 

12 about a complaint against them as early as that before the 

13 election? 

14 Answer: Let me rephrase or let me reanswer that 

15 question now that I think about it .. 

16 I said sure .. 

17 Answer: I saw, whatever date I saw the disclaimer 

18 is when I would have first thought about it so I can't 

19 remember exactly. I know I saw the disclaimer online, I 

20 believe, October 3rd on their Facebook .. 

21 Okay? 

22 A. That would be a correct statement .. 

23 Q.. All right.. So as soon as you saw this group or at 

24 least a disclaimer as you describe it you were already 

25 thinking about bringing an Elections Commission complaint 
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( 

1 me to cite it and I'll brief it when the time comes in 

2 the post hearing briefing, but when issues such as that, 

3 we are talking about mind issues, issues that are 

4 difficult to grab onto tangibly, are at issue, doing the 

5 same thing repeatedly is or may be relevant and that's 

6 why it is admissible.. It is admissible subject to the 

7 weight to be given by the trier of fact, trial judge 

8 being able to determine that weight perhaps better than a 

9 jury .. 

10 ALJ: Objection sustained.. Move on .. 

11 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

12 Q.. In terms of having a fair playing field then, which 

13 was your standard, you certainly wanted to play fair yourself, 

14 correct? 

15 A.. Certainly .. 

16 Q.. So on page 3 of the complaint which we were just 

17 talking about right after your description of the law is clear 

18 you cited, because you had done some research, a consent order 

19 which described political committees and acknowledged that you 

20 have to have two or more people expressly advocate something, 

21 something on a ballot, something on a ballot and you have to 

22 spend $500 performing actions to advance that expressed 

23 advocacy, correct? 

24 A. Correct. 

25 Q. So you were comfortable with the law as you filed 
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1 this complaint, cor:rect? 

2 A.. Co:r:rect .. 

3 MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm sor:ry. I don't have a copy, 

4 Joe.. It's anothe:r FEC consent orde:r .. 

5 MR. LITTLE: Is this in a diffe:rent case? 

6 MR. REGENSDORF: That's co:r:rect. 

7 MR. LITTLE: A:re you going to inqui:re of him? 

8 MR. REGENSDORF: Yes .. 

9 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

10 Q.. I w6uld like to hand you that. M:r. Barnas, I have 

11 just handed you o:r your attorney has a second consent o:rde:r 

12 also dealing with political committees and ask you to take a 

13 look and see you if you have eve:r seen that document eithe:r 

14 elect:ronically o:r on pape:r? 

15 A. I think it was p:resented at the last, at one of our 

16 p:revious hea:rings. 

17 Q. Actually it was not, and I'm not t:rying to t:rick you 

18 in any way. You will notice the documents, the consent o:rde:rs 

19 have two numbe:rs.. One is a final o:rde:r numbe:r and one is a 

20 case numbe:r.. Do you see that? 

21 MR. LITTLE: You:r Hono:r, I object to this. I don't 

22 know whe:re this is going. It doesn't seem to me to have 

23 any :relevance .. 

24 MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, I'll be happy to spell that 

25 out if You:r Hono:r would like me to. 
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1 ALJ: Right now just establish what the document 

2 is .. 

3 MR .. REGENSDORf: Okay .. 

4 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q.. Do you see it's got two different numbers on it at 

6 the top right here? 

7 A. Yes .. 

8 Q.. Okay .. I don't want you to assume it's the same one .. 

9 I want you to look through that document and tell me if you 

10 recognize that document as the consent order that you did your 

11 research on and cited to the commission as the source of the 

12 clear law that you were relying upon? 

13 A.. The number matches .. 

14 ALJ: I'm sorry .. 

15 MR .. REGENSDORF: The number matches .. 

16 BY THE WITNESS: 

17 A.. The number on top, the case number matches .. 

18 ALJ: Okay .. 

19 BY THE WITNESS: 

20 A.. But as I recall it's - I don't recall seeing that .. 

21 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

22 Q.. Okay .. 

23 A.. Reading that .. 

24 Q.. Let me ask you to take a look at what we have marked 

25 
I 

as exhibit 16.. You now have in front of you --
\ 
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1 

2 

3 

MR .. REGENSDORf: I'm sou:y.. Since we have been 

talking about this, can I mark this document that has the 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

number that he says he's seen .. 

ALJ: I'm trying to remember my last number .. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: I think I have got that for you, 

Judge .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I object to the 

introduction into evidence .. 

ALJ: I'm marking it for identification .. 

MR .. LITTLE: I don't mind you marking it .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: The last number was 18, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: That's what I was thinking.. It's marked for 

identification as Yeago 19 .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you .. 

15 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

16 Q .. Okay.. Mr. Barnas, you now have in front of you two 

17 documents, one which has the final order number that you put 

18 into your letter and the other which has the case number 

19 which you put into your letter, but you have indicated that 

20 neither of these documents is the one that you looked at; is 

21 that correct? 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q .. 

Again I don't recall. 

Well, take a minute before you just say that about 

24 the document I handed you this morning and it's about a ten 

25 page document.. I would like you to look through it and see if 
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1 you can recognize that as the document that was a part of your 

2 conclusion that the law is clear in this case. 

3 A. I don't recall. I did not attach a copy. I don't 

4 recall. 

5 Q., And for some reason you did not save a copy; is that 

6 correct? 

7 A. Correct. 

8 Q. Now, are you denying either one of these is the one 

9 that you're relying upon because both of them describe the 

10 clear and precise requirements for a political committee in 

11 the State of Florida? Is that why you are not recogni~ing 

12 either of these two documents as the one that you told the 

13 commission was the clear law? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q,, 

No. 

Why then are you denying that? 

I don't recall. 

You will acknowledge it's got to be one of these 

18 two, doesn't it? 

19 

20 

21 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, he's badgering the witness. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, this is --

ALJ: Overruled. 

22 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

23 Q,, It's got to be one of these two documents, doesn't 

24 it, Mr. Barnas? 

25 A. It may not be. I don't recall honestly. 
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1 MR. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, since this bears the 

2 exact same number of the case number that Mr. Barnas 

3 cited in his document that he swore to as he believes 

4 ALJ: I understand. This is like case law. 

5 MR. REGENSDORF: Except that he cited it in the 

6 document. 

7 ALJ: He cited something. 

8 MR. REGENSDORF: He cited FEC case number 

9 ALJ: I understand what numbers he used. 

10 MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. I would like to offer this 

11 document in evidence, Your Honor. 

12 ALJ: Which one, 19? 

13 MR .. REGENSDORF: 19, yes, ma' am. 

14 MR. LITTLE: Object. It's irrelevant to anything, 

15 Your Honor. 

16 ALJ: It's overruled. Admitted. 

17 MR. REGENSDORF: Do you have it up there, Your 

18 Honor? Okay. This is the other one. 

19 ALJ: Okay .. 

20 MR. LITTLE: Could we identify what it is that's 

21 been admitted? 

22 MR. REGENSDORF: Good point. I will be happy to 

23 read it into the record. The document is a Florida 

24 Elections Commission consent final order in the case of 

25 Florida Elections Commission, Petitioner, versus, Florida 
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1 House Victory, Inc .. ; Jeffrey Ryan, Chairman; and Sarah 

2 Henning, Treasurer, Respondents, and it lists agency case 

3 No .. : FEC06-129 and then it lists F .. O .. That's final order 

4 if you want to look at the website .. F .. O .. No .. : 

5 DOSFECOB-054.. I apologize.. I don't have a copy of that 

6 for either of us frankly .. 

7 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

8 Q.. But as your attorney pointed out this morning, in 

9 fact, Mr .. Barnas, the clear requirements of the law was that 

10 it required two or more people raising $500 or more and 

11 spending it in expressed advocacy for or against an issue on 

12 the ballot for a candidate on the ballot, correct? 

13 A.. Correct.. 

14 Q .. And you knew that full well.. In fact, you quoted it 

15 in your complaint, correct? 

16 A. Correct.. 

17 Q.. Your counsel asked you whether you found any law 

18 before you filed that told you exactly what expressed advocacy 

19 meant and you said you looked at, I think, the website.. How 

20 many opinions did you read on that website, sir? 

21 A.. One that I recall.. One.. This one .. 

22 Q.. Of all the hundreds of opinions every year, how did 

23 you just happen to find that one, do you remember? 

24 A.. No .. 

25 Q.. Okay.. And then you went on the website and you said 
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1 you didn't find any other explanation for what that meant, 

2 correct? 

3 A .. No .. 

4 Q,, No, that's not correct? Or yes, it is correct? 

5 A .. Yes, that's correct.. I went to their website and 

6 that's correct .. 

7 Q .. Did it bother you that the phrase expressly suggests 

8 that you must say or write something expressly? Did that 

9 bother you when you were looking at the documents that you 

10 threw together to support your complaint in this case? 

11 A .. No .. 

12 Q, Okay.. Did you go to a lawyer and try to find out 

13 what that phrase could possibly mean? 

14 

15 

A .. 

Q .. 

No .. 

Did you review any of the case law reported under 

16 that statute or similar ones to explain why the phrase 

17 expressly advocated was put in the law? 

18 

19 

A .. 

Q., 

No .. 

And I gather that since February 25th you have made 

20 no further attempt to try to find out what this phrase meant 

21 that you weren't really sure of back in April of 2013, 

22 correct? 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q,, 

Since February? 

Since the hearing you haven't looked for any law to 

25 help explain or support your contention of what expressly 
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1 advocates means, have you? 

2 A. I'm sorry, Your Honor. Which hearing? Since which 

3 hearing? 

4 Q. February 25th we had a hearing in this case. Do you 

5 recall that? In this case. February 25th, 2014. 

6 A. This case? 

7 Q. This case right here. 

8 A. Since then, no. 

9 Q. When you were going through your complaint and asked 

10 whether you believed it to be true, there are several places, 

11 and I won't go through them all, but there are several places 

12 where you say that this organization was specifically formed 

13 to number 1, oppose this ordinance and, 2, to elect Byran 

14 Williams. Now, since February 25th have you gone back to try 

15 to see if there is any other evidence you could find that 

16 might support that allegation in your complaint? 

17 MR. LITTLE: Object to the question. 

18 MR. REGENSDORF: What's the possible objection to 

19 that, Mr. Little? 

20 MR. LITTLE: I would like you to lay the predicate 

21 for the statements that you gave in testimony to begin 

22 the question. 

23 MR. REGENSDORF: I think in cross examination it's 

24 fine. I'll let my question stand. 

25 ALJ: Overruled. 
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BY THE WITNESS: 

A. I think I had one conversation with Sandra Webb. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Other than the conversation, have you looked for any 

expressed advocacy language in any documents to support your 

contention that the Concerned Citizens and my client Ms. Yeago 

expressly advocated anything? 

A. Not since the hearing, but before I did. 

Q.. Okay.. We have already covered up to the 25th. I'm 

trying to plug the last hole here. I think I may have mixed 

two concepts. We were talking about the organization was in 

your allegations repeatedly formed to oppose this ordinance or 

to elect Byran. And to make sure my question is clear, have 

you done any research to find any additional evidence by way 

of documents from this organization or Ms. Yeago to show why 

the organization was formed? 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I object again on the same 

grounds. Mr. the questioner here is tailoring the 

question in a way that's not reflected in the complaint. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I don't understand that objection. 

It's cross examination. 

ALJ: Yes, it's cross. It's overruled again. 

MR. LITTLE: But is he intending 

ALJ: It's overruled again. 

MR. LITTLE: All right, Your Honor. Thank you. 
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1 ALJ: That means you can answer .. 

2 BY THE WITNESS: 

3 A .. Rephrase the question .. 

4 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q .. Sure.. Sure.. Let's just focus very simply.. Since 

6 February 25th when this court had a hearing you sat and gave 

7 testimony.. Since that time have you looked for any other 

8 written documentation expressly advocating why this 

9 organization was formed to oppose the ordinance or to elect 

10 Byran Williams? 

11 A. The only thing I have done is review the list of 

12 discovery that I asked your client for and that would have 

13 substantiated some of that and I never received it so .. 

14 Q .. So you haven't looked at any documents, is that what 

15 you're saying? 

16 A .. No .. 

17 Q .. You understand that your complaint was filed under 

18 oath, correct? 

19 A .. Correct .. 

20 Q .. And although you were not sworn this morning before 

21 you began your testimony, you understand that your testimony 

22 today is a continuation of your sworn testimony from February 

23 25th, do you not? 

24 A .. Yes .. 

25 Q .. Okay.. Which was also following your sworn testimony 

. , ,.,__ "' ,, ... , .... .,_.... ...... .. d·····.··.:!7§:12:£1:\JifC::::QQ~E'I K&f'9E'(l[\f~SER\.l:l.£E§;_:'.:_T[l1j :;-,:·::~--~-'.":'.:=cc:::cc ..... ,_, .. 
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24 

25 

from your sworn deposition? 

MR .. LITTLE: Object, Your Honor .. He's just 

badgering the witness .. He's bullying the witness .. 

ALJ: Move along .. 

BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Okay.. Let me -- You understand you're under oath 

when you give testimony today? 

MR .. LITTLE: Objection .. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: I think that's appropriate since he 

was not sworn this morning, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: He's still under oath as we all know and as he 

has stated.. Now move on .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. In Yeago exhibit 5 which was your exchange with the 

Florida Elections Commission in October of 2013 where you were 

trying to oppose the issue of attorney's fees, you made an 

allegation that documents were altered and that a fifth point 

was eliminated from one of the documents and you wrote altered 

on the document .. I'm not going to go over all of the 

testimony we had about that.. My question is since February 

25th, have you looked anywhere else to see whether there is 

any other support for your allegation that there was an 

altered document by a lawyer in this case? 

A.. I have looked through all my documents that I have 
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1 ever collected on the organization, but only found that one 

2 document that I referred to in my letter in your paperwork 

3 submitted to the FEC.. Nowhere else .. 

4 Q.. So you haven't found any other argument that there's 

5 been a change of the numbers from four points to five points 

6 other than what you submitted in this document Yeago exhibit 

7 5, correct? Because certainly to be fair you would want to 

8 make sure that you got all the facts correctly stated, 

9 correct? 

10 MR .. LITTLE: Object to this line of questioning, 

11 Your Honor .. 

12 ALJ: You have a tendency, Mr., Regensdorf, to make 

13 extra comments outside of your question .. I'm going to 

14 tell you right now it needs to stop .. 

15 MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am .. 

16 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

17 Q.. Mr .. Barnas, did you make any effort to locate any 

18 additional documents to support your complaint in this 

19 tribunal that there was an altered document? 

20 A.. I went to facebook again, again, and again, and I 

21 see the mission statement in various stages, some were four, 

22 some were five on the Facebook page, two different versions, 

23 maybe three different versions, one a copied disclaimer .. 

24 Maybe even four. 

25 Q.. Are these things that you have done since February 

..... -- - -·-· .................... . ......... LEBLANc:::FOURJ''''REJ'OBTING="SEB:l.f.(CES-:':::mc; 
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25th, Mr. Barnas? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q. Okay. Maybe my questions before weren't clear and I 

apologize. What else have you done since February 25th in an 

attempt to prepare yourself for this hearing today? I thought 

we had gone through everything, but I obviously forgot to ask 

you whether you went on Facebook. What else did you do? 

A. Read my complaint and looked at the documents I 

submitted. That's it. 

Q. The documents you submitted with your complaint? 

A.. Right. 

Q. And the Facebook postings, none of those since 

February 25th were new, were they, concerning this matter? 

A. They are the same ones. 

Q. After looking at the four guiding principles and the 

five areas of concern documents, do you think it's fair to 

allege that the guiding principles document was altered 

because there's been a removal of one of the five points? 

MR. LITTLE: Object to the question, Your Honor. 

He's been over this ground. This will be the third time. 

MR. REGENSDORF: See, that's 

ALJ: Sustained. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, okay. It's cross examination 

of the direct. 

ALJ: Sustained. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: I understand what you're saying. I 

wanted to have an opportunity to make a response to the 

argument, Your Honor. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Mr. Barnas, in your direct testimony you, direct 

testimony from your attorney at the end of the hearing on 

February 25th, you stated that it was your belief that if one 

member of a group supported a candidate in an election or 

opposed a topic, that that would be attributable to the group 

that that per son was a member of.. Do you recall that 

testimony? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q. Then I asked you a question. I said, what if that 

person was also a Republican, would that mean the Republicans 

by virtue of the fact that the individual is also a Republican 

supported something and you said yes. That would mean that 

the Republicans did. And I assume if I asked you about if 

that man were a Baptist and he was a member of a group of the 

Baptist church, you would also agree that that would mean that 

the Baptist church was 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I object to this. It's not 

going anywhere. He's done in before. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm cross examining a witness who 

gave testimony as to his belief that the statement of one 

person is imputed to a group even though it doesn't say 
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1 that the groups name is in it. 

2 ALJ: What's your question? 

3 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q,, My question is, is it also your opinion that if a 

person who expressed advocacy for an issue happened to be a 

member of the Baptist church, that the Baptist church would 

also have expressly advocated for that topic? 

A. No. 

MR. LITTLE: Object to the question. 

ALJ: Sustained. You're getting redundant. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Q. Have you done any research, Mr. Barnas, on the issue 

of whether a statement by a person who happens to be a member 

of a group binds the group since February 25th of 2014? 

A.. No. 

Q.. Have you ever had, Mr. Barnas, a complaint filed 

17 against you in your business or professional capacity? You 

18 pause. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A .. 

Q, 

A. 

Q,, 

The Jerry Langman issues were. 

That was as a commissioner? 

As a commissioner. 

Let's put that aside for the time being. Let's talk 

23 about you in your personal, business or professional capacity 

24 as a realtor? 

25 MR. LITTLE: Yes or no. 
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BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. No, 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Okay.. You would be concerned if someone filed a 

complaint against you, would you not? 

MR. LITTLE: Object to this line of questioning, 

Your Honor. 

ALJ: Where are you going? 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Where I'm going, Your Honor, is 

that if one files a complaint against an individual 

without considering the accuracy and the import of the 

complaint and that complaint can affect a person's, in 

this case reputation under the statute and their 

professional standing in the community, that that affect 

is something that without being reckless in reckless 

disregard of the consequences a person should consider 

prior to filing such a complaint.. I'm trying to ask 

Mr .. Barnas in cross of the --

ALJ: It's not relevant to this proceeding .. Move 

on .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: His state of mind is not relevant? 

Okay .. I suggest that it is, but I'll move on .. Your 

Honor has ruled .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. In your complaint one of the paragraphs you were 
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asked to state that you believe is whatever it was, true I 

believe, it's on page 3 of the letter which is page 5 of the 

numbered sets and it's down near the bottom and the paragraph 

begins so you can find it, the paragraph second from the 

bottom begins at the candidate forum. Do you see that 

paragraph, sir? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q. Okay. Now, you testified in your direct that you 

put this paragraph in there because you wanted the Florida 

Elections Commission to believe that the Concerned Citizens 

Group endorsed or embraced Mr. Levine's statement. Do you 

recall that testimony? 

MR. LITTLE: Object to that question. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay.. What's your objection? 

MR. LITTLE: Well, you're telling him what he 

testified to on direct and then he didn't test -- If 

you're talking about the direct that I had of him. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm not familiar with that 

objection. I can't imagine a more probable 

ALJ: You may ask him if he recalls what his 

testimony was and you can paraphrase it in your question 

because you're on cross. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, I thought I had. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, If I may, he continually 

testifies and then asks a question that, in fact, 



incorporates the testimony that he gives. 

ALJ: I understand that. 

MR. LITTLE: Yeah. And it's inappropriate. 

ALJ: You need to establish what the testimony was 

first. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: Well, I have been accused being now 

wrong and unprofessional. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor 

ALJ: Stop. You need to establish what his 

10 testimony was first. 

11 MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. 

12 ALJ: And then you may ask whatever substantive 

13 question you have. 

14 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

15 Q. Do you recall testifying, sir, concerning 

16 Mr. Levine's comment that you attached a portion of in your 

17 complaint? 

18 A .. Yes. 

19 Q. Do you recall testifying that your purpose of 

20 putting it in there was to suggest that the Concerned Citizens 

21 Group endorsed it and embraced that testimony or that 

22 statement? 

23 

24 

25 you? 

A. 

Q. 

Yes. 

Now, do you have your complaint there in front of 
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1 A .. Yes .. 

2 Q .. Okay.. If you could turn, please, to the page that 

3 you copied from the Facebook that includes Mr .. Levine's 

4 posting .. 

A .. I don't have that in this one that you gave me .. 5 

6 Q .. I'm sorry. I thought you had a complete one.. Your 

7 attorney gave you one without exhibits .. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay.. Could I borrow The Court's 

copy for a minute, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: Is this the comment where the guy says support 

so and so and the members of the group jumped on him 

right after that and said we're not here for that 

purpose? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: You bet .. 

ALJ: I'm paraphrasing .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: You bet .. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Your recollection is correct.. I 

have also trouble reading what page it is, but it's about 

20 pages in and about six from the back.. It starts with 

21 the words Gene Levine as of Friday night 9/28/2012 .. 

22 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

23 Q .. Okay.. Do you have that document now in front of 

24 you, sir? 

25 Yes. 
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Q.. Okay.. Now, before you could place that in the 

materials that you swore suggested that the Concerned Citizens 

backed that concept, you had to print something off of the 

Facebook page, correct? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q. And after you printed it, you had to cut it and 

paste it onto something so that you could attach it to your 

complaint, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When you cut and pasted, the first thing you cut off 

or the second thing you cut off actually was the date and time 

that it was posted, correct? Is that document which was 

attached to your complaint does not have the date or the time 

that it was posted? 

MR. LITTLE: Is that the same one he's got there? 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. Why the one you're giving me doesn't have the date 

and why the one that they have got marked 25 in our paperwork 

has a date I don't know. 

BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

Q. I have no idea, sir. I'm looking at the one -- I 

have handed you the one that's The Court's copy in evidence. 

A Well, there's two copies apparently that have marked 

25 and this is the 25 date from the FEC, but there's a date on 

there. 
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Q. Okay. I'll accept that. All I want to do is 

establish the time. It was September 28th, 2012 at 9: 16 p.m., 

correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Which was, in fact, a Friday night. If I proffer 

that to you, will you accept that? 

A. I' 11 accept that. 

Q. Okay. But what you cut out from that was the very 

next posting on Friday night posted at 9:45 p.m. only 29 

minutes later; is that correct? I'm handing you what's been 

marked in evidence as exhibit 8. 

ALJ: This has already been gone over. Are you 

going to add something new? 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm going to ask one question at 

the end of this. 

ALJ: All right.. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Because the very next posting 29 minutes later this 

group was already saying, no, no. We don't do that. We are 

not making political statements from this organization; is 

that correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Now, you indicated that that reason you filed this 

complaint was to obtain some fair playing ground.. Do you 

think it would have been fair since you were suggesting to the 
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Florida Elections Commission that the group endorsed this 

statement and therefore endorsed Byran Williams, would it have 

been fair and reasonable to attach the immediate comment from 

the organization that says that's not us. We don't do that? 

A. I don't - I don't understand the question. I really 

don't, 

Q. Well, you cut off that statement for a reason, 

correct? 

A. No. I cut off the statement what was particular to 

my - to the issue. I could have posted the whole Facebook 

Q,, Sure you could. 

A. -- if that was the case. 

Q. Sure you could. 

A.. In your concept of fair. I posted to my complaint 

the statement that I felt was made on their website on their 

Facebook that could have been deleted so they have the option 

to delete that. They could have taken it off. They didn't 

take it off. They left it on. That was my point. 

Q. My question was, sir, using your standard, not the 

legal standard, but using your standard which was a fair 

playing field that in trying to convince the Florida Elections 

Commission of what you were trying to say the Concerned 

Citizens Group intended, don't you think it would have been 

fair to include the immediate Friday evening at 9:45 p.m. 

comment that that's not us saying that? 
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MR. LITTLE: Object. Asked and answered. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I don't think he's answered it at 

all.. 

ALJ: Sustained. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. There was testimony on February 25th from a lady 

named Carol Daugherty who says that she spoke to somebody, she 

couldn't identify who it was by name, who said something about 

the borrowing limitation ordinance being linked to the 

Concerned Citizens Group. You filed your complaint on April 

3rd, 2013, correct? April 1st? 

A. April 1st. 

Q.. Okay. April 1st.. April Fool's Day, whatever. I 

think it was received on April 3rd. 

A.. Right. 

Q. You hadn't even talked to Carol Daugherty. You 

didn't know anything about Carol Daugherty's comments when you 

filed this complaint, correct, sir? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q. You weren't trying to suggest to this Court that 

what she said had any bearing on your decision to file this 

complaint, correct? 

A. Not the original complaint, correct. 

Q. All right. Turning back to your complaint, sir, 

page 4 of your letter. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: And that would be, Your Honor, this 

is in the complaint. I believe it's the seventh page in. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. The last page of your letter. Do you have that 

document in front of you, sir? 

A. Yes. 

Q. In the second paragraph, first full paragraph you 

again make reference to two four by four foot vote no posters, 

correct, Mr. Barnas? 

MR. LITTLE: He's asking you a question. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. Yes. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Now, you have testified here that there was only one 

sign at your voting booth, correct, at your voting station 

where you were? Do you recall that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Okay. Mr. Barnas, the sign which I just displayed, 

and I will have a witness come in and talk about it in just a 

minute, you have said is not the four foot by four foot sign 

that said vote no, correct? 

A. Correct .. 

Q. And you said it wasn't - there was only one of them 

you said because the other one said other words and at the 

bottom it had something about the Concerned Citizens for a 
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better High Springs.. Do you recall that testimony? 

A. Yes .. 

Q.. Have you made any effort to locate this other four 

foot by four foot sign that said vote no on it since February 

25th, 2014' 

A.. No.. I asked for it in discovery .. 

Q.. Absolutely.. You got pictures of it.. And the 

pictures of it, I'm not a hundred percent sure they were in 

evidence.. I think they were .. 

MR .. LITTLE: I think not, Your Honor .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Exhibit 10 for identification .. 

ALJ: I know --

MR .. REGENSDORf: I have got them right here, Judge .. 

I have got them .. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I haven't lost them .. 

ALJ: Are they marked for identification? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: They are marked for identification .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Just for purposes of identification flip through 

those five photographs and tell me, and I'll be happy to turn 

the sign around for you front and back, just tell me whether 

those photographs are photographs of this sign? 

A.. They appear to be .. 

Q.. Now, isn't it true, Mr .. Barnas, that the reason 
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1 you're not acknowledging this as the sign is because it 

2 doesn't say anything about Concerned Citizens on there and if 

3 you acknowledge that was the sign, your allegation in this 

4 paragraph is without any foundation; is that correct? 

5 A. That's not correct. 

6 Q. Have you brought with you today any of the witnesses 

7 who you said could confirm your allegations concerning a four 

8 foot by four foot vote no sign? 

9 A. No. 

10 Q.. And I think you have already said you have no 

11 photographs of any sign that existed on that day four foot by 

12 four foot that said vote no and had all the other information 

13 on it, correct? 

14 A. I think I asked the newspaper and they said they 

15 didn't have them or wouldn't give them to me, but I tried. 

16 Q. Okay. You would agree that in fairness and truth if 

17 this were the sign, you should acknowledge that it is before 

18 this court under oath, correct? 

19 A. If it were, I would. 

20 Q. And just to do a very small point. Today you were 

21 shown a document that has been marked as 6A. That's actually 

22 a copy of an e-mail that I wrote that you posted on your 

23 website. That's a print off of your website, correct? 

24 A. No. It was off of Friends Post. 

25 Q.. Okay. Let me hand you what's in evidence already as 
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Barnas exhibit 4 which is that e-mail that I acknowledge 

happily writing. First of all, did that e-mail in any place 

say that I was writing on behalf of the Concerned Citizens 

Group? 

A.. No. 

78 

Q.. At the top of the page the posting information says 

Regensdorf letter supporting vote no and Byran, Friday, 

November 9, 2002, correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. The e-mail was written before the election, correct? 

Because it says vote for all the things that we have already 

discussed, correct? 

A.. That's what I believe, yes .. 

Q. So somebody else posted it on this friends Post 

after the election on Friday, November 9th, correct? 

A. Quite possibly. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Could I have a minute? I think I'm 

done. 

ALJ: Yes. 

MR. LITTLE: Could we take five minutes, Your Honor, 

for a drink of water? 

ALJ: Sure. 

(Short recess .. 

ALJ: Back on the record. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 
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1 One last point, Mr. Barnas. Your counsel put into 

2 evidence as Barnas exhibit 5 an e-mail string which starts 

3 with an e-mail I wrote to some people in High Springs and then 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

you wrote to a Mr. Dan Bean. Do you remember that? 

A.. Yes. 

Q .. Dan Bean is the executive partner at my law firm in 

Jacksonville, correct? 

A. I know he's there. I don't know -

Q. That's why you wrote to him, right? 

A. I wrote to Dan Bean. 

Q. Right. And you wrote to him because you had a 

complaint about the fact that I had used a Holland and Knight 

e-mail to write a legal description of Judge Griffith's ruling 

which is referred to in the bottom of that document, 

15 correct? 

16 A. Let me read the e-mail .. 

17 Q. Sure. Of course. Barnas exhibit 5 for the record. 

18 A.. I don't think the core of my complaint was about you 

19 using the city e-mail. 

20 Q. No. Not the city e-mail. You used the city e-mail. 

21 Your complaint here was that you thought that it somehow 

22 inappropriate for me as a lawyer to use my law firm's e-mail 

23 address to send comments on the judge's ruling in that case, 

24 correct? 

25 A. I didn't say it was wrong. No. That's not what it 
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1 says .. 

2 Q .. You said tell him not to do that.. That's the whole 

3 purpose of this, wasn't it? 

4 A.. No.. I didn't tell him not to do it.. The purpose 

5 was that while I know his intention is to create doubt, I do 

6 not like his personal attacks as you can see from his e-mails .. 

7 It doesn't say stop using his e-mail .. 

8 Q.. Using the work e-mail makes it look as though he's 

9 representing the parties in the lawsuit.. Isn't that what you 

10 intended by this document? 

11 A.. I made that comment, but I didn't tell him to tell 

12 you to stop it .. 

13 Q. Interesting that you confused it with using the city 

14 e-mail which is, of course, something I don't have access to, 

15 it's something that you do for your personal business, 

16 correct? 

A .. No .. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: I have nothing further at this 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

time, Your Honor.. Thank you .. 

ALJ: Okay.. Anything further for this witness. 

MR. LITTLE: Yes, Your Honor .. 

REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

23 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

24 Q.. Mr .. Barnas, you were an elected public official in 

25 the city of High Springs.. Are you an elected public 



1 official? 

2 

3 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Do you have some obligation to the city and to the 

4 voters to report or make comments about things in regard to 

5 the operation of the city that you think are wrong? 

81 

6 MR .. REGENSDORF: Object to the form.. Irrelevant to 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

this proceeding .. 

MR .. LITTLE: It follows up on, Your Honor --

ALJ: Overruled for now .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Yeah .. 

ALJ: But I caution both of you, do not make long of 

12 this .. 

13 BY THE WITNESS: 

14 A .. I'm a city commissioner .. 

15 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

16 Q .. My question is, do you feel you have an 

17 obligation? 

18 

19 

A .. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

And in regard to the thing that you were questioned 

20 about, the nepotism charge, did you think you had an 

21 obligation to the city to make the objections that you made? 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

And when you found you were wrong, did you, in fact, 

24 admit publicly that you were wrong? 

25 A .. I certainly did .. 
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Q.. Okay.. You were asked earlier about the question of 

expressed advocacy, whether you had done any research on that 

question before the February 25 hearing in this case.. Do you 

remember that? You were asked that question? 

A.. I think he asked me after .. 

Q.. Do you remember --

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. -- that you were asked that question? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Did you do any research on expressed advocacy before 

the February 25th hearing? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. What did you find? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Objection.. Repetitive .. 

ALJ: Sustained .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor --

ALJ: We have already asked all these questions .. 

MR .. LITTLE: No.. I have asked him if he did any 

research before .. 

ALJ: Yes.. You have already asked all of that .. 

Move on .. 

MR .. LITTLE: I don't think so .. 

ALJ: Move on .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, this is extremely important 

because it has to do with the fact that there is a 
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different theory of expressed advocacy than is being 

forwarded by the petitioner in this particular case and 

he, in fact, will testify that the Florida Elections 

Commission is or has considered putting a definition in 

with a different definition. 
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ALJ: I have in my notes he looked for a definition, 

but couldn't find one. 

MR. LITTLE: I asked him in the statute did he look 

and in the rules did you look. 

MR. REGENSDORF: And the website. 

MR. LITTLE: Before the time he filed the complaint. 

ALJ: All right. I have ruled. Move on. 

MR. LITTLE: All right. I don't have any further 

questions of this witness. 

ALJ: Okay. Anything further? 

MR. LITTLE: Yes. I call Paul Regensdorf. 

ALJ: Go ahead, Mr. Little. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

PAUL R. REGENSDORF RECALLED 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. LITTLE: 

Q.. Mr.. Regensdorf, you consider yourself to be a member 

of the Concerned Citizens, do you not? 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes, sir. 

Okay. And you opposed the ordinance or the proposed 
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amendment to the charter of the city of High Springs to limit 

borrowing, did you not? 

A. I thought it was a silly idea, yes, sir. 

Q. And you spoke against it at city commission 

meetings? 

A. I did indeed. 

Q.. And you openly campaigned for votes against it? 

A. No. But I did speak against it at a city commission 

meeting. I work out of town. I don't have much time to work 

in the city campaigning for or against anything. But I did 

definitely speak at a city commission meeting against the 

lunacy of trying to limit the borrowing in advance, yes. 

Q. Do you remember when the Concerned Citizens was 

formed? 

A. Essentially. 

Q. When was it? 

A. Fall of 2012. 

Q. And when did you join? 

A. Fall of 2012. 

Q. Now, it was created for the purpose of defeating the 

proposed ballot amendment, was it not? 

A. Absolutely not. Let me answer that question. It 

was affirmatively not. The Concerned Citizens Group had a 

detailed discussion of what our role was going to be and our 

role was consistently 100 percent of the time a commitment to 
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good government.. We carefully drafted our documents.. We 

carefully made our statements to be positive with respect to 

the things that we saw that needed to be changed.. We did not 

in any way and we affirmatively said we are not going to take 

a position with :respect to any ballot issue whether it be a 

human being or whether it be a ballot issue which was the 

charter amendment .. 

Quite the contrary, sir .. The organization was 

formed because there had been a toxicity in our city among the 

city commission primarily which was not healthy and the city 

employees, their morale was horrible.. We had to bolster them .. 

We had to support them.. We did.. One of the interesting 

points is that there was a comment made that the group has not 

been terribly active since and, of course, the reason for that 

is that the Citizens Group supported our employees, got them 

back on the side of thinking positively about their city.. We 

got a commission which when it was elected turned the city in 

a positive direction and at that point we had succeeded in 

establishing some good government principles.. The budgetary 

concerns were addressed.. Things of that nature.. There was a 

charter amendment commission appointed or was going to be 

appointed.. It never got appointed, but that's another whole 

issue.. So the answer to your question is absolutely not .. 

Q.. Concerned Citizens was also created for the purpose 

of supporting the candidacy of a particular candidate in that 
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1 election, was it not? 

2 A. Of course you know that's not the case. We very 

3 carefully never ever said anything about any individual 

4 candidate whatsoever, and although I was not aware of it 

5 because I did not run the website, to me the most telling 

6 tangible contemporary evidence of that is that when one of our 

7 members, one of the people who said I support the group in 

8 general posted something on the website, there was a specific 

9 and immediate document that separated the group from that 

10 statement which on Friday evening within 29 minutes is an 

11 incredible commitment to just that. It shows the depth and 

12 commitment of the people who were really working this group 

13 day to day to work on the things that they wanted to work on 

14 which was good government and not getting into the issues that 

15 you have described. 

16 Q. Now, you have testified that you worked with 

17 Concerned Citizens to craft the language that the Concerned 

18 Citizens used? 

19 A. I was involved in some of the review of the drafting 

20 of principles, the mission statement, yes, sir. 

21 Q. Okay. And on September the 28th Concerned Citizens 

22 posted this on its Facebook, did it not? 

23 A .. I wouldn't know.. If you hand it to me, I' 11 take a 

24 look at it. 

25 Q.. (Proffering .. ) 
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1 A .. I am hindered by the fact that I'm not a Facebook 

2 person, but it appears to have a script at the bottom that 

3 says it came from facebook. It has a mission statement from 

4 the Concerned Citizens. Life events. I know that's something 

5 that's on facebook. So I can't confirm this, but I certainly 

6 am not going to claim that it's not. So I don't know how else 

7 I can do that for you, Mr. Little. 
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25 

Q .. Okay. That's fine. Thank you very much. 

MR. REGENSDORF: But as a lawyer I would like to 

have that marked for identification since you have 

referred to it. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, I would like to admit it as 

Barnas, what will it be, Your Honor? 9? 

ALJ: I think so. Yes. Barnas 9. 

MR. LITTLE: Let me give you a copy of it for your 

MR. REGENSDORF: Are you handing this to me as a 

witness or a lawyer? 

MR. LITTLE: As a lawyer. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm kidding you. I'm kidding you. 

MR. LITTLE: I don't mind being kidded. 

ALJ: I'm sorry. Barnas 11.. 

MR. LITTLE: It's Barnas 11. 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 
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BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q.. Now, on October the 10th, 2012 Concerned Citizens 

produced and published a mission statement with five 

principal, five key areas of principal concern, did it not? 

A.. Again there was a document to that effect.. I 

couldn't give you the date one way or the other .. 

Q.. Okay.. (Proffering .. ) I would like you to look at 

that document.. I think that is in evidence .. 

A.. It certainly is a document that the Concerned 

Citizens Group generated.. I couldn't quote the date except 

that it was before November 6th, 2012, and it was That's 

what I can tell you.. But it is in evidence .. And it's also 

13 page 19 in Mr. Barnas' complaint .. 

88 

14 Q.. Okay.. So we'll take that.. Now, Concerned Citizens 

15 in addition to posting this on Facebook also distributed this 

16 at candidate forums, did it not? 

17 A.. I don't know that at all.. I was not at the 

18 candidates forum.. They have them mid week.. I work in 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Jacksonville .. 

Q.. Okay.. I would like you to take a look at, on the 

bottom of page 2 of this document .. 

ALJ: Of Exhibit 11? 

MR .. LITTLE: It's exhibit 11, I think .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: It doesn't have an exhibit 

number .. 
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1 

2 

3 

MR .. LITTLE: No .. No, Your Honor.. It's the one 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

that 

MR .. REGENSDORF: It's page 19 in Mr .. Barnas' 

complaint .. That's all I can tell you .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Let me give you a copy of it.. 

ALJ: This one? Yes .. That's the one .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: My only concern is that there is a 

lot of different printings of this.. I would be 

cautious .. 

MR .. LITTLE: This one has got the FEC page numbers 

on the bottom .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That's what I'm looking at, too, 

14 Your Honor .. 

15 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

16 

17 

18 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

19 language? 

Take a look at therefore we believe .. 

Okay .. 

And then the very bottom of it.. Did you draft that 

20 A.. I doubt it, but it's -- I simply have no 

21 recollection.. But, I mean, I was around at that time and I 

22 don't remember whether I wrote it or not.. I saw it at the 

23 time .. Would you like me to comment on it? 

24 Q.. No, I would not.. I would like you to look at number 

25 5 .. 

············.··.·.····.·mJ:;EBJ:;A;NC=C()lJRI.···REPORTING="SERVICES ll'J•·· .. ··••· ··•• ... • 
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1 A. Correct .. 

2 Q.. Proposed changes to the charter .. 

3 A.. Correct .. 

4 Q.. Did you draft that language? 

5 A. Well, again draft is too broad a term.. I probably 

6 was around at meetings when this was drafted.. So I don't 

7 believe there was a single drafts person for any of these 

8 documents, but I was certainly involved .. 

9 Q.. So you are aware that the language is in the 

10 document? 

11 A.. I'm absolutely aware that the language is in the 

12 document .. 

13 Q.. And you were aware of it then? 

14 A.. Yes, sir .. And I was aware then, yes sir.. Hundred 

15 percent aware .. 

16 Q.. All right.. Ms .. Yeago testified that before she 

17 filed her response to this complaint, she went to a meeting of 

18 the steering committee of the Concerned Citizens.. Did you 

19 attend that meeting? 

20 A.. I don't remember the testimony and I don't remember 

21 the meeting with any specificity if it happened so I can't --

22 If you have a specific question about something that happened, 

23 I might be able to tell you.. But let me back up.. If it was a 

24 meeting of the steering committee, it was less --

25 MS .. YEAGO: It was --
\ 
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1 MR .. REGENSDORF: You can't talk to a witness on the 

2 stand. Your Honor, I move we hold her in contempt.. I'm 

3 serious, you can't.. Thank you.. You're not supposed to 

4 talk, just like lawyers are not supposed to talk to their 

5 clients in the middle of their testimony .. 

6 BY THE WITNESS: 

7 A. I don't know.. I was not on the steering committee .. 

8 The steering committee had meetings that I did not attend .. 

9 It's possible I did attend a particular steering committee 

10 meeting, it's possible, but I don't know.. If you have a 

11 question about what happened or some specific fact at a 

12 steering committee meeting, I might be able to --

13 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

14 Q,, What I was going to ask you, who made the decision 

15 to file the response to the complaint that Mr .. Barnas had 

16 made? 

17 A .. Well, now we are getting into client/attorney 

18 privilege .. 

19 Q., No.. Not if you were at the steering committee 

20 meeting .. 

21 A .. The steering committee didn't make the decision .. 

22 I'll tell you that .. So the answer is --

23 Q,, All right.. 

24 A .. This was already handled before in my testimony .. 

25 It's attorney/client privilege.. I think it was handled in 
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1 Sharon's testimony.. The decision was made between the client 

2 and the lawyer .. 

3 Q.. Now, you drafted Yeago's response to Barnas' 

4 complaint at the Florida Elections Commission, did you not? 

5 A.. I certainly was the principal draftsman, 

6 absolutely .. 

7 Q.. You signed it? 

8 A.. Absolutely.. I'm not running from it.. I'm saying my 

9 client as an intelligent person had a chance to review it, but 

10 I was the principal draftsman and I absolutely put my name on 

11 it, sir, and stand by it .. 

12 Q.. And Yeago's response in the very beginning of the 

13 response the statement is made that one of the primary 

14 purposes of the response is to lay the ground work for 

15 attorney's fees against Mr .. Barnas? 

16 A.. Absolutely, sir .. 

17 Q.. And this was a response 

18 A.. Well, no.. No.. Lay the ground work in the sense 

19 that under the Florida Elections Commission procedures one 

20 first has to establish and the Florida Elections Commission 

21 has to accept that the complaint of the complainant is quote, 

22 "legally insufficient .. '' Not that it just doesn't win on some 

23 factual basis or some trial basis.. It must be found to be 

24 legally insufficient.. Consequently since I felt that it was 

25 absolutely legally insufficient since I thought it was 

... . ..... ... . ..... .. ..... hEBf:rA-Ne=eeJtrR'r=RE'POR'I'I'NG:=SE'RV'TC&S, IN..... .. . .. . 
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inappropriate to be filed against anyone, certainly against 

Ms. Yeago, I was also aware at the time and that's perhaps the 

comment you're referring to, and I wanted the Florida 

Elections Commission to be aware that if they agreed with me 

which they, of course, did that I intended to attempt to 

pursue a remedy for that which I was being forced to do to 

defend Ms. Yeago against this legally insufficient 

complaint. 

Q. And that was totally unnecessary, was it not? 

A. I don't think it was unnecessary at all. 

Q. Don't the rules provide for filing a fee motion 

within 30 days after the conclusion of the case? 

A. You bet. And any lawyer that does not take an 

opportunity to groom the field and prepare the ultimate 

decider of fact and law of where we are going in the case at 

the beginning, this is why you have opening statements, you do 

that to give that person an indication of where we are going 

and I did not want there to be an inch of doubt in the Florida 

Elections Commission mind that where this was going was first 

a decision that it was legally insufficient. And secondly, if 

that was obtained, which it was on September 10th, then - I 

believe September 10th.. June 10th. Then we were going to 

proceed further and attempt, if allowed by law, to obtain the 

attorney's fees recovery from Mr. Barnas for the inappropriate 

action of filing the legally insufficient complaint in 
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1 violation of 106.265. So was it unnecessary? Was it 

2 pointless? Absolutely not. 

3 Q. Now, you did not serve a copy of Ye ago' s response on 

4 Mr. Barnas? 

5 A. I did not mail one to him. I complied with the 

6 guidance given to me by the Florida Elections Commission and 

7 their office and rules and that was to serve the executive 

8 secretary, whatever the person's title was for ultimate 

9 service on the complainant. 

10 Q. Are you qualified to practice law in Florida? 

11 A. I'm a licensed lawyer in the State of Florida. 

12 Whether I'm qualified or not I suppose is an issue for this 

13 judge to determine. 

14 Q. And you know, of course, that the Florida Elections 

15 Commission proceedings are governed by the administrative 

16 rules, uniform rules of procedure? 

17 A. I know that if the Florida Elections Commission 

18 tells me how to appear before them, I will follow their 

19 direction unless I know it to be clearly wrong. I do not know 

20 it to be clearly wrong, therefore, I complied with their 

21 regulations. 

22 Q. Mr. Regensdorf, you know very well that you are 

23 required by the rules to file, when you serve your documents 

24 on the commission, you're required to serve the other party? 

25 
I 

A. I do not know that, sir. 

' 
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1 Q. So let me then -- Let me hand you a copy of rule 

2 28-106 .. 104 .. 

3 A. And your question? 

4 Q .. Yes. I do have a question. Do you see the part 

5 that I have outlined in yellow there? 

6 A.. I see the part that you have bracketed in yellow 

7 which is 28-106.104(4). 

8 Q. Will you read that, please. 

9 A. Sure. Whenever a party files a pleading or other 

10 document with the agency, that party shall serve copies of the 

11 pleading or other documents upon all other parties to the 

12 proceeding. A certificate of service shall accompany each 

13 pleading or other document filed with the agency. 

14 Q. And you didn't do that? 

15 A. I did not do that, that is absolutely correct. 

16 Q. Okay. And you're saying then as a lawyer you were 

17 unaware that you were to follow the rules governed - the 

18 proceedings before the commission? 

19 MR. LITTLE: May I put this in evidence, Your Honor? 

20 ALJ: I will take judicial notice of the rules. 

21 MR. REGENSDORF: Either way. 

22 MR. LITTLE: Okay. All right. Thank you. 

23 BY THE WITNESS: 

24 A. The answer to your question is I'm unaware that that 

25 supersedes the FEC rules, yes, sir. I'm unaware of that. 
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1 BY MR.. LITTLE: 

2 Q. Have you got any FEC rules that's contrary to 

3 that? 

4 A. I got instructions from them that they sent to me in 

5 writing so I follow what they tell me to do, sir, yes. 

6 Q. Have you really got something in writing? 

7 A. Absolutely I do. 

8 Q .. Let me say to you as you say to Mr. Barnas. You' re 

9 under oath. 

10 A. I'm absolutely under oath. 

11 Q. And you have got something in writing telling you 

12 not to follow the rules of procedure that govern 

13 proceedings? 

14 A. First of all, were I a lawyer in this case I would 

15 say I'm not sure what this has to do with Mr. Barnas in this 

16 proceeding. 

17 ALJ: I'm not either. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A. He had an -- But I'm hesitant because you seem so 

20 excited about this, but the point is, yes, sir. The one that 

21 jumps to mind specifically as I can visualize it, it expressly 

22 directed me to serve the office of the Florida Elections 

23 Commission and the copy would then be served by that office to 

24 Mr. Barnas, and I believe it is in evidence, but I believe the 

25 one that I'm thinking of came in specific response to the 
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attorney's fees issue, but I would have to double check. I 

don't have it at hand. But your answer, ML Little, to yom: 
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question is do I have that document? Yes, sir, I do. And if 

you looked in the records of the Florida Elections Commission, 

you would have that document also, but apparently you have not 

looked. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q. And I don't believe, I'm just being candid with you 

here 

A. Mr. Little, we are sparring. I will send you a copy 

of that document when I locate it, okay? 

Q. Okay .. 

A. And that's only one document that I know of. 

Q. But we don't want to -- I don't want to fight 

with you over that. 

A. I think it's completely irrelevant to this 

proceeding .. 

Q.. No, it isn't.. 

ALJ: Stop now. Quit arguing with each other. I am 

not convinced of the relevancy of this line of 

questioning at all. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, the line of questioning 

here has to do with the question of expressed advocacy. 

A lot has been made of the fact that Mr. Barnas who is 

not a lawyer, doesn't purport to be a lawyer, did not 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

understand the technical details of expressed advocacy in 

the sense that the complainant here wishes it to be 

understood. What I'm trying to show is that a lawyer in 

the very case didn't know to follow the rules of 

procedure that apply to the case. As a result, 

10 

11 

12 

Mr. Barnas was deprived of an opportunity to make a 

response to the statements. 

ALJ: Let me make this clear. 

MR. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am. 

ALJ: I will specifically rule on this issue. It's 

not relevant. Move onto something else. 

MR. LITTLE: All right. 

13 BY MR. LITTLE: 

14 Q,, I would like to ask Mr. Regensdorf if he knows the 

15 legal definition of expressed advocacy? 

16 A. I can't quote it. I would have to research it and 

17 get you the case law, but the words expressed advocacy were 

18 written into the law because there was concern as to whether 

19 organizations, these amorphous political committees and other 

20 organizations in the past could be theoretically challenged or 

21 accused of violations of the law for generically being in 

22 favor of good government or things of that nature, and as a 

23 result to get past that Constitutional and other challenge 

24 there is case law and I have not got it at my fingertips to 

25 give to you at this point, but there is case law and it will 
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1 certainly be cited to the court which has, I forget whether it 

2 came before or after the legislation, in other words, whether 

3 the legislation was written to comply with the case law or 

4 whether the case law interpreted the legislation that 

5 incorporated the phrase expressly advocates because 

6 at that point and from then on and this is well before 

7 Mr .. Barnas' complaint the law was quite clear that it was 

8 required to have a statement in favor of or against an issue 

9 or a person on the ballot .. Now that's about as specific as I 

10 can get you .. 

11 Q .. I would like you to go back to the Concerned 

12 Citizens For A Better High Springs mission statement that I 

13 handed you a while ago, and I would like you to read -- Well, 

14 I'll read it to you.. Going to page 5.. Number 5 of page 20 .. 

15 A .. That's not the mission statement .. That's the areas 

16 of principal concern .. 

17 Q .. Well, if you go back to the page before and look at 

18 the top of the page at left hand margin, doesn't it say 

19 mission statement? 

20 A .. Sure.. And it also says Concerned Citizens, but the 

21 mission statement is a two line statement .. Anyone who's ever 

22 been in an organization knows that mission statements are the 

23 generic statement that establishes the purpose for the 

24 organization and then the organization goes further and breaks 

25 that mission statement down into action points, areas of 

I 
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concern, guiding principles and things of that future. 

So all I'm saying is what you're about to read me on 

page 2 is not the mission statement. The mission statement is 

a two line statement. It's found on a number of documents, 

sometimes with other documents and other statements, sometimes 

not. But without quibbling ~ith you I'm happy to turn to page 

2. 

Q. I'll read it to you. Proposed changes to the city 

charter will drastically change and significantly limit how 

future commissions are able to run government. It says that, 

doesn't it? 

A. Absolutely. 

Q. There is nothing positive about the ballot amendment 

in that statement, is there? 

A. There's nothing what? 

Q. Positive. 

A. Sure there is. If you are a person who wants to 

limit how governments work, this is the Tea Party. This is 

exactly the discussion that our nation and our government, 

state and local governments are having every single day. How 

big do we want our government to be? Do we want to limit that 

government or not? It is a distinctly appropriate political 

discussion to have and there is nothing wrong with the people 

of High Springs having that discussion. It's that the 

Citizens committee simply did not weigh in on that ultimate 
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1 yes or no, thumbs up or thumbs down.. And I believe 

2 Mr .. Barnas, the first time he was asked this specific question 

3 and Your Honor may remember the yes, no, flip around 

4 testimony, agreed because that is exactly what that statement 

5 is intended .. It's a terribly positive statement .. If you are 

6 of the mind that government is too big or too powerful or some 

7 how can borrow money inappropriately, it is a tremendously 

8 powerful statement. I disagree with that statement 

9 personally, but that's not my position here. 

10 Q., And somebody might disagree with your reading of 

11 that statement, too, might they not? 

12 A. Well, Mr. Barnas didn't. I didn't. I don't believe 

13 anybody could disagree with that who is an intelligent and 

14 thoughtful person, no, sir. 

15 Q,, Look at A. The amendment would prohibit the city 

16 commission from incurring any debt beyond one million dollars 

17 unless approved by a two-thirds vote or four out of five of 

18 the commission plus passage of a referendum by the voters 

19 approving the debt before the loan could be made ensuring that 

20 an immediate response to a major crises virtually impossible 

21 from a financial perspective. 

22 

23 

A. 

Q,, 

24 there? 

25 A. 

Correct. 

There is nothing positive in favor in that, is 

I'm not going to repeat my diatribe. 
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1 Q .. You don't have to. 

2 

.3 

A .. Thank you. It's a totally positive statement if you 

are of that mind. It is a totally positive statement and for 

4 you to say that it's not suggests that you're leaning a little 

5 bit too much one way, Mr . Little .. 

6 Q,, The thing that I think I want to point out to you 

7 and you won't agree with I don't believe is that different 

8 people could read this language differently from the way 

9 you're reading it. Let's take a look at B. 

10 ALJ: This is not a discussion. This is questions 

11 and answers. 

12 MR. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am. Yes, ma'am. 

13 ALJ: Think Socrates. 

14 MR. LITTLE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

15 ALJ: Okay. 

16 BY MR. LITTLE: 

17 Q,, Look at B. If the amendment is approved, it has the 

18 potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 

19 planning less available for the city since governmental 

20 agencies and financial institutions would have no organization 

21 with which they could deal to finish a transaction. Some say 

22 the cost of funds for the city could rise dramatically. Long 

23 range planning concerns were not considered by the commission 

24 in any detail and should be carefully explored by the citizens 

25 before election day when considering this amendment. 
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1 A .. Correct .. 

Q .. There is nothing favorable? 2 

3 A .. Absolutely.. I mean, it tells them to do that.. See, 

4 what you don't know is that this happened -- Let me back up .. 

5 This proposal to limit borrowing power, the reason it was 

6 ultimately declared to be invalid and void Ab initio is that 

7 it was enacted in an incredible rush and in violation of state 

8 law because it was done overnight practically.. I mean, the 

9 time between the initial consideration and approval.. There 

10 was no consideration given to these factors.. That is a fact .. 

11 That's not debatable .. You can, as I did, sat through the 

12 meetings.. It's an undebatable fact .. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I don't need to hear 

anymore of his answer but .... 

ALJ: Well, you asked the question .. 

MR .. LITTLE: I did .. 

17 BY THE WITNESS: 

18 A .. Well, let me finish.. I'll make it brief.. That 

19 said, what this statement communicates and the fact that some 

20 people may misread one plus one equals two does not make it 

21 any less true.. What this statement says is that people, think 

22 about this before you vote.. It doesn't say think about this 

23 and vote no.. It doesn't say don't think about it and vote no .. 

24 It doesn't say think about it and vote yes.. It says think 

25 about the long term considerations.. It is the ultimate 
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1 statement of good government. It says to the citizens of High 

2 Springs, please, consider that which because of the way it was 

3 passed wasn't considered. If you like it, fine. But 

4 consider. Don't just vote for it. So, I mean, we can 

5 squabble about it all day long, but this was a statement that 

6 was not misunderstandable by people of reasonable means. 

7 BY MR. LITTLE: 

8 Q .. Mr. Barnas could easily have misunderstood that to 

9 be advocacy against the proposal, could he not? 

10 A.. Mr .. Barnas acting as a reasonable man could not 

11 have.. I will not comment on what is inside Mr.. Barnas' head, 

12 but if he were reading this as a reasonable person as he did, 

13 in fact, when we read it to him in his direct testimony and he 

14 agreed, yes, that's exactly right. It's absolutely correct. 

15 So I don't know what Mr.. Barnas could or couldn't under stand 

16 from this .. 

17 Q .. You don't know? 

18 A .. No. He said yes and no, so I guess he's got his 

19 foot squarely in both camps .. 

20 Q .. Are you aware of the Federal Elections Commission 

21 Rule on expressed advocacy? 

22 I certainly can't cite it. I know that in doing 

23 some research on this all lo these many months ago I read some 

24 federal law, I read some state law, but to say I can quote it, 

25 no .. 
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1 Q., Well, let me ask you if you read this. 

2 A .. Could I take a look at it? It would be easier for 

3 me to read it. 

4 Q,, Sure (proffering.) 

5 A .. You want me to read it out loud? I would be happy 

6 to. 

7 Q .. Sure .. 

8 A .. It says, expressly advocating means any 

9 communication that uses phrases such as, "Vote for the 

10 president.'' ''Re-elect your congressman." "Support the 

11 Democratic nominee." "Cast your ballot for the Republican 

12 challenger for U.S. Senate in Georgia." "Smith for Congress." 

13 ''Bill McKay in '94.'' ''Vote pro life." Or ''Vote pro choice." 

14 Accompanied by a listing of clearly identified candidates 

15 described as pro life or pro choice, ''Vote against Old 

16 Hickory .. " "Defeat" accompanied by a picture of one or more 

17 candidates .. "Reject the incumbents .. " Or communications of 

18 campaign slogans or individual words which in context can have 

19 no other reasonable meaning than to urge the election or 

20 defeat of one or more clearly identified candidates such as 

21 posters, bumper stickers, advertisements, et cetera which say 

22 ''Nixon's the one.'' "Carter '76." "Reagan/Bush.'' Or 

2 3 "Mondale . " 

24 Do you want me to keep going? 

25 Q,, Yeah .. I want you to read B. 
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1 A. I'm sorry. What? 

2 Q .. The second part .. 

3 A .. Or, B, when taken as a whole and with limited 

4 reference to external events such as the proximity to the 

5 election could only be interpreted by a reasonable person as 

6 containing advocacy of the election or defeat of one or more 

7 clearly identified candidates because, ( 1), the electoral 

8 portion of the communication is unmistakable, unambiguous and 

9 suggestive of only one meaning and, ( 2) , reasonable minds 

10 could not differ as to whether it encourages actions to elect 

11 or defeat one dr more clearly identified candidates or 

12 encourages some other kind of action. End of block quote. 

13 Q .. And, in fact, a reasonable person could apply that 

14 standard and decide that that number 5 in the key principal -

15 key areas of principal concern was a negative expression? 

16 A .. Well, three responses. Number 1, I'm not prepared 

17 to state today that the state standard is the same as the 

18 federal standard, number 1.. Number 2, I do not think that 

19 this standard, if it were to be binding in Florida which, of 

20 course, it's not, although it may be mirrored in Florida, if 

21 this were binding, I absolutely disagree with you.. And number 

22 3, and number 3, we have got We will be briefing this -- we 

23 have got a waiver issue here also. This was the issue that 

24 could have been disputed by Mr. Barnas if he chose to file a 

25 rehearing. He had 14 days to do so. He chose not to. So for 
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1 three reasons I cannot agree with you. 

2 Q .. Well, on the rehearing point, he didn't ask for a 

3 rehearing because he didn't know that you had filed what you 

4 had filed? 

5 A .. You' re testifying. I don't know that. 

6 Q .. You don't know that. Okay .. 

7 A. You' re testifying. I don't know what he did .. 

8 Q .. He couldn't .. He has testified that he didn't 

9 receive it .. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

ALJ: Do you have a question? 

MR .. LITTLE: I'm not going to argue, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: That's a very good idea. 

MR .. LITTLE: Thank you. 

14 BY MR. LITTLE: 

15 Q .. You will agree that other reasonable persons could, 

16 in fact, have a different opinion about the application of a 

17 provision like that to number 5, do you not? 

18 A .. I'm sorry. Reasonable people can disagree as to 

19 federal law applicability? Yeah. Reasonable people can 

20 disagree unless they research it. 

21 

22 

23 

Q .. 

Q .. 

24 number 5 

25 

Okay. 

I don't know. What are you asking me to read? 

I'm asking you to take that standard and apply it to 

ALJ: He answered your question.. Move on. 
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1 BY THE WITNESS: 
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A .. I said I disagreed with --

ALJ: Stop .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Thank you .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Could you mark that as evidence 

also? 

MR .. LITTLE: Sure .. We'll mark that in evidence .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: You don't have a copy of that for 

me, do you, by any chance? 

MR .. LITTLE: I'll get you a copy .. I think I do, but 

I don't .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Thank you, sir .. 

MR .. LITTLE: This will go in, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: Barnas 12 .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I have no further questions 

of this witness .. 

ALJ: Okay.. Anything further? 

MR .. LITTLE: Not for the Defendant here, Your 

Honor .. 

ALJ: All right.. So you rest.. Okay .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Plaintiff rests .. 

ALJ: Let's take a ten minute break .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: My last witness is going to be two 

minutes, I hope .. 

ALJ: Then let's not.. Let's go ahead, if you think 
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1 she is going to be short. 

2 MR, REGENSDORF: I have been wrong about every other 

3 prediction, but so has everybody else. 

4 ALJ: Both are you are a little verbose so ... 

5 MR. REGENSDORF: My direct will be three minutes. 

6 Thereupon, 

7 LINDA HEWLITT 

8 after having bee·n first duly sworn, testified as follows, 

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

10 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

11 Q. State your name, please, ma'am. 

12 A. Linda Hewlitt. 
' I 

13 Q. Ms. Hewlitt, thank you for coming down here this 

14 morning or afternoon. Are you a resident of High Springs? 

15 A. Yes, I am. 

16 Q. Were you a resident in the fall of 2012? 

17 A. Yes .. 

18 Q.. The November 2012 election is the election that had 

19 the borrowing limitation ordinance on the ballot; is that 

20 correct? 

21 A, Yes., 

22 Q. Did you and your husband take any steps by way of 

23 making materials to try to convince the voters of the city of 

24 High Springs how to vote on the borrowing limitation ordinance 

25 vote? 
I 

' 
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A.. Yes .. 

Q .. What did you and your husband do? 

A .. We made that sign and another identical one .. 

1 

2 

3 

4 Q .. When you say that sign, I'm going to ask you first 

5 of all, is that the four foot by four foot white sign that 

6 says vote no on it with the big circle at the top? 

7 A .. Yes .. 

8 Q .. And then High Springs charter amendment.. Is that 

9 the sign you're referring to? 

10 A .. Yes, sir .. 

11 Q .. Was there any other writing on that sign that you 

12 and your husband made? 

13 A .. No.. That's the sign that came from my house .. 

14 That's exactly the sign .. 

15 Q .. In fact, let me hand you what's been marked for 

16 identification as Yeago exhibit 10, and ask you if those five 

17 photographs are photographs of the front and back of this four 

18 foot by four foot sign? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes, sir .. 

Was one of these placed at each voting booth? 

Yes.. Each voting station. 

I'm sorry.. Voting precinct? 

Yes .. 

There you go.. Or voting station.. Were you there 

25 during the voting at one of those voting stations? 
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1 A.. Yes .. 

2 Q.. Which one were you at? 

3 A.. Civic center .. 

4 Q.. Is that the station where Mr .. Barnas also had the 

5 signs that are in evidence about voting in favor of the 

6 ordinance? 

7 A.. I haven't seen what's in evidence, but he had a sign 

8 that was handwritten that he put up .. 

9 Q .. Okay .. Were you there all day long? 

10 A .. Yes .. Even to the end when they counted the votes .. 

11 Q .. During the time that you were there from the 

12 beginning to the end were there any other four foot by four 

13 foot signs posted at that site? 

14 A.. No, sir .. 

15 Q.. Were there any four foot signs at the other location 

16 where you and your husband posted the other one? 

17 A.. Only the ones we posted .. 

18 Q.. So there weren't two signs 

19 A.. No .. 

20 Q.. two four foot by four foot signs.. Was there any 

21 other four foot by four foot sign that said vote no on it? 

22 A.. No.. We had the only sign .. 

23 Q.. Who paid for the creation of this sign? 

24 A.. My husband and I .. 

25 Q.. Did anyone contribute to that to help you pay for 
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1 it? 

2 A.. No, sir .. 

3 Q.. Did you ask anyone else to contribute to pay for 

4 it? 

5 A. No.. We didn't tell anybody else we were doing it 

6 except the person that made it for us .. 

7 Q.. Okay .. A print shop or whatever? 

8 A.. Yes.. Yes .. 

9 Q.. Okay.. And you paid them a hundred bucks or 

10 ninety-eight bucks or whatever it was? 

11 A.. Yes. 

12 Q.. And you paid that out of your own money? 

13 A.. Yes.. We wrote a check .. 

14 Q.. You were a member of the Concerned Citizens For A 

15 Better High Springs in the fall of 2012, were you not? 

16 A.. Yes .. 

17 Q.. Did you ask -- First of all, did you tell them that 

18 you were going to make this sign? 

19 A.. No. We didn't tell them at all .. 

20 Q. Did you ask them for help in making this sign? 

21 A.. No. We did not. 

22 Q. Did they have anything to do with making this 

23 sign? 

24 A.. They didn't know anything about it. 

25 MR .. REGENSDORF: I have nothing further .. Thank you .. 
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1 Oh, I would like to mark this four foot by four foot sign 

2 in evidence. I understand what you're going to say 

3 because of that judicial look on your face. 

4 ALJ: I'm just wondering if it will fit in my car. 

5 MR. REGENSDORF: I would also move in evidence the 

6 five photographs which have been identified as being 

7 reflective of the front and back of that sign which for 

8 the sake of size I will agree to hold, if we mark it and 

9 if you agree it's going to be in evidence that it be 

10 marked and I will agree to hold it pending any further 

11 proceedings in this matter. 

12 ALJ: Go ahead. 

13 CROSS EXAMINATION 

14 BY MR. LITTLE: 

15 Q. Ms. Hewlitt 

16 MR. REGENSDORF: Hold it.. I move this in evidence. 

17 Do you object? 

18 MR. LITTLE: No objection. 

19 MR. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

20 ALJ: I'll determine how to handle all of this at 

21 the end. Go ahead. 

22 MR. LITTLE: Are you finished, Mr. Regensdorf? 

23 MR. REGENSDORF: Yes. I am .. 

24 BY MR. LITTLE: 

25 Q. Ms. Hewlitt, I'm Joe Little and I represent 
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1 Mr. Barnas in this proceeding. You said that there was 

2 another sign at the other voting precinct? 

3 A. I did and they were identical. 

4 Q .. Did you see the other sign there? 

5 A .. Yes. Yes. 

6 Q., Can you testify positively that there were no other 

7 signs at any time during the day? 

8 A. I can say that with certainty for the civic center 

9 because I was there the whole time, but I was not all day at 

10 the other site. 

11 Q .. Okay. So you can testify you didn't see one; is 

12 that correct? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A. I didn't see one at my site. 

Q,, You did not see? 

A .. No. That was the only one. 

MR. LITTLE: Thank you. I have no further 

questions, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Okay. 

19 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

20 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

21 Q,, Ms. Hewlitt, the site that you were at is the site 

22 that Mr. Barnas was at all day long; is that correct? 

23 A .. I saw him pretty much of the whole day. I can't say 

24 he never went anywhere at all. 

25 MR. REGENSDORF: Fair enough. 
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1 MR. LITTLE: May I inquire, Your Honor? 

2 ALJ: Yes. 

3 RECROSS EXAMINATION 

4 Q,, Where is the second sign? 

5 A. We just cut it up and used it for like when we were 

6 spraying like how that got. 

7 Q .. You don't have it? 

8 No. I don't have it. I never thought this would 

9 come to this. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. LITTLE: Nothing further. 

ALJ: Thank you, ma'am. That's it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Nothing further, Your Honor. 

We need to get that marked and handled however Your 

Honor would like to handle it. With that, Your Honor, I 

have nothing further. 

ALJ: You rest? 

MR. REGENSDORF: The only thing that I will do and I 

will do it very briefly so as not to cause further 

distress by anybody, is I would proffer the evidence 

which has been marked for identification concerning the 

multiple complaints by Mr. Barnas. 

ALJ: Same ruling. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I understand. I'm just proffering 

it because if allowed to demonstrate and put them in 

evidence and ask him about them, it would show that he 
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1 did that by himself; that in each and every case 

2 they were found to be legally insufficient by each of the 

3 respective governmental or regulatory authorities. I 

4 believe all of those documents are in evidence. Each of 

5 them was a city employee or resident in the city of High 

6 Springs. 

7 ALJ: Okay. 

8 MR.. REGENSDORF: Thank you. With that I have 

9 nothing further. 

10 ALJ: All right. Anything further? 

11 MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, may I just be clear. You 

12 denied that, I think, did you not? 

13 ALJ: Right. They're not coming into evidence. 

14 MR. LITTLE: Thank you. Nothing further from 

15 Mr. Barnas. 

16 ALJ: All right. About how long on the 

17 transcript. 

18 COURT REPORTER: If I could have like two to three 

19 weeks. 

20 MR. REGENSDORF: My understanding, Judge, from 

21 previous conversation, you start the clock from when the 

22 transcript it received? 

23 ALJ: Is filed.. Yes .. 

24 MR. REGENSDORF: He, I think all of you have -

25 because of the court reporter you have and we have the 
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original transcript. If he can get the - that would 

actually be good because I have a major project that's 

due May 21st. 

ALJ: Because today is the 24th. That would put you 

about mid May. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I was trying to get into June 

candidly, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Well, how long do you think you will need for 

proposed orders? 

MR. REGENSDORF: We are not going to get the 

transcript until mid May. That's the date. June 15th. 

I'm throwing that out. 

ALJ: Is that okay with you, Mr. Little? 

MR. LITTLE: For the proposed order? 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am. That is fine. I'm going 

to be tied up through May 19th, so if I get the 

transcript by then, I can get it 

ALJ: What are you going to be doing? 

MR. LITTLE: I'm going to be traveling with my 

wife. 

ALJ: Okay. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Personal questions. 

ALJ: I get used to asking questions. 

MR. REGENSDORF: You can ask questions you don't 
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know the answer to. 

ALJ: Okay. June 15th is fine for proposed orders. 

Does that work for you? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am, as long as we get the 

transcript by 

ALJ: If not, the date will be adjusted. I' 11 just 

say 30 days from the date the transcript is filed. 

MR. LITTLE: Is the agency providing us these 

transcripts or do we have to buy them? 

ALJ: Actually, no. Generally if you want a copy of 

the transcript, you have to pay for that yourself. The 

only official version is the version that comes to me and 

I'm assuming you're paying for mine. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I paid for mine.. I'm happy to pay 

for mine. 

ALJ: The agency doesn't furnish it. I'm not sure 

that when we get a transcript that we are putting them on 

the website. I don't think we are there yet, but I don't 

know. 

MR. LITTLE: So if I came to Tallahassee. 

ALJ: You could certainly come read it. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

ALJ: We'll sit you in a place and let you read 

through it. Yes, you can do that. 

MR. LITTLE: Thank you. 
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ALJ: All right. What else? 

MR. REGENSDORF: The only other thing is when we 

discussed this post hearing procedure on February 25th, I 

raised a question as to the closing argument if you will 

versus 

ALJ: You do that in your proposed order. 

MR. REGENSDORF: You indicated that you could even 

do it in two separate documents. 

ALJ: Yes, if you want. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Thank you, Judge. An argument 

portion and a proposed order portion. Thank you, Judge. 

ALJ: I have had folks do that. As to your big old 

sign, are you all satisfied with the pictures or do you 

want that sign into evidence? 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, we have agreed it can come 

into evidence and whether you physically have it I don't 

think makes any difference. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR. LITTLE: If it makes no difference to you. 

ALJ: It does not because it looks like the pictures 

quite frankly. 

MR. REGENSDORF: If you want it, you can have it. 

If you don't and it's marked, I would like it marked, I 

will agree to retain it. 

ALJ: I'll mark it as Yeago exhibit 10 because I'll 
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keep it with the same number as the pictures. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Perfect. 

ALJ: And those pictures will be admitted into 

evidence. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: Perfect. We'll mark that. And I 

on the record will agree that anyone who wants to come 

and look at it and not only the front side, but if you 

want to come look at the back side where it's already 

been used for spray paint, you can have that, too. So I 

will have it. 

ALJ: Okay.. Is that it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: It is. 

ALJ: Thank you. Bring it up here so I can write on 

it. Off the record. 

(Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m. the Hearing was concluded.) 
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1 Thereupon, following proceedings were had, 

2 ALJ: Okay.. We are here on case number 13-4 759. 

3 Barnas.. Am I pronouncing that correctly? 

4 MR .. BARNAS: Correct .. 

5 ALJ: Versus Yeago .. 

6 MS .. YEAGO: Mm-hmm .. 

7 ALJ: Okay.. Do we have anything preliminary to take 

8 up? 

9 MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, we've got some exhibits we 

10 can put in.. I don't think there's gonna be -- There may 

11 be some squabbles about some, but we can do that or we 

12 can do openings .. Uhm, there's not gonna be a lot of live 

13 testimony, but there will be some so ...... 

14 ALJ: But I don't have any pending motions? 

15 MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, do you like to be called 

16 Your Honor? 

17 ALJ: It does not matter to me .. 

18 MR .. LITTLE: I'll call you Your Honor .. 

19 MR .. REGENSDORF: I'll stick with that, too .. 

20 MR .. LITTLE: Mr .. Barnas has made a motion to 

21 dismiss.. You have denied.. I would like to renew that 

22 motion for the record .. 

23 ALJ: Okay.. For the record it's still denied .. 

24 MR .. LITTLE: Thank you .. 

25 MR .. REGENSDORF: And I was about to file a response 

------------.-.. -.. -.... -... -.~I:;ESJJA:Nt::=COCJ:RT-REPORTTNG SERVICES .... ·IN········.. .. ........ rn......... .. 
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which if you evei: want one, I'll pi:ovide one, but it's 

denied twice. That's good enough for me. What else? We 

wei:e talking about something else ahead of time. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, Youi: Honoi:, we'll have some 

disputed exhibits. We may oi: not have a dispute -

ALJ: How many witnesses ai:e you going to have? 

Let's stai:t with that. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, I have listed Mi:. Barnas. I have 

listed Cai:ol Daughei:ty. I have listed Ms. Yeago and MI. 

Regensdoi:f as witnesses. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I will be calling live MI. Bai:nas, 

Ms. Yeago, myself. I do have an attorney fee witness. 

MI. Little has objected because it didn't get included on 

the list on the day that we met. Ti:ue statement. 

MR. LITTLE: Ti:ue statement. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Although it was thei:e and I didn't 

give it to him. My fault, but it was included befoi:e we 

submitted in the pi:eti:ial stip. He is on his way. Mai:k 

Hei:i:on. I don't know if you know Mai:k. He's coming down 

fi:om Tallahassee. 

testimony .. 

And in tei:ms of live -- Well, my 

ALJ: So about foul'. oi: five altogethei:? 

MR. REGENSDORF: About foul'. OJ'. five. I don't 

imagine Cai:ol Daughei:ty will be long, if she comes. 

MR. LITTLE: Be very shot. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: Right. Mr. Barnas will be a while. 

Ms. Yeago really it's not - the focus is not really on 

her so much. That shouldn't take too long. I will be 

eloquent. Mr. Little has agreed 

ALJ: Briefly eloquent. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Mr. Little has agreed graciously 

that I did not need to bring a human being to come and 

ask me some colloquy questions and answers on fees. 

ALJ: Okay. Well, in that case let's do openings. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Fine with me. I'm the -- I am the 

respondent/petitioner and that's a little bit of an 

unusual --

ALJ: It is. 

MR. REGENSDORF: The style has been awkward. 

Mr. Barnas has a comment. 

MR. BARNAS: I felt that, what do you call it, 

caption? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Style. Caption. 

MR. BARNAS: Caption was incorrect, but we never 

corrected it so .. 

ALJ: Believe me, we get these - you are the 

petitioner insofar as the attorney's fees. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: No. Backward.. Mr .. Barnas 

ALJ: I'm sorry. You are the respondent. I'm 

looking at my style. You are the respondent insofar as 
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attorney's fees are concerned .. You may have been -- It's 

just that it carries over from the FEC in that fashion, 

but in this issue is you are the respondent.. You 

basically are defending.. They have the burden of proof 

to show that they are entitled to the attorney's fees .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Exactly correct.. So if I call the 

petitioner the respondent or the respondent the 

petitioner, please, accept my apologies in advance 

because I'm suffering from the same issue that you're 

talking about.. I filed a hearing memorandum last night .. 

I'm sure you did not get it .. 

ALJ: Oh, no, I didn't .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I don't want to say it's cursory 

because I tried to touch upon a variety of things, but at 

the end of this if you wish anything briefed more 

appropriately and Mr .. Little 

MR .. LITTLE: I have one for you also .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: got one and he sent me --

ALJ: If you just want to give it to me.. Are you 

going to use it in your opening? 

MR .. LITTLE: I will use it in my opening, then I'll 

give it to you .. 

AL,T: All right.. That's fine.. Let me emphasize to 

both of you openings are just a brief and I emphasize the 

word brief summary of what you think I'm going to hear in 
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this case .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'll try to be brief. I'm not as 

brief as I should be, but I hear you, Judge .. 

ALJ: They're not evidence. 

9 

MR .. REGENSDORF: No. No. I understand, but it's 

not the first time I have been in court where a judge has 

said that so I hear what you're saying. Do you want me 

to go ahead and proceed, Your Honor? 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay. As you know, this is a 

petition for fees under two portions of the law. One is 

the Florida Statute. It's 106.265. And by the way as an 

aside, I have copies of these statutes, hard copies if 

you would like them, if you want to have them to refer to 

at any time .. 

ALJ: I have already read them .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. I'm not offering these in 

evidence. I'm just saying if they are of any help to 

you, I have got copies of them, I think, for all of them. 

That's the Florida Statute. The rule that we are 

proceeding under is comparable to FEC Rules for 

attorney's fees and that's the rule and that's 2b-1.0045. 

The fees petition arises in the context of 

controversy in the city of High Springs. I won't go into 

all of the details. You will see a lot of documents 
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about it, but in the summer of 2002 there was a certain 

amount of turmoil and controversy, some arguments about 

whether there was a lack of civility, employee morale 

problems, financial issues. The city was not doing well. 

Lots of cities weren't at that time. 

A group of citizens formed called the Concerned 

Citizens For A Better High Springs. I say formed, it was 

never formed in any legal capacity. It was more of an 

unincorporated association. The circumstances of this 

petition deal with that organization, why it was formed 

and what it did when it was formed. You will see from 

the various documents submitted that in late September of 

2012 the group issued a mission statement which is a 

broad good government, if you will, mission statement 

focusing on professional management of the city, 

restoring civility, financial security, things of that 

sort, making no reference whatsoever to the upcoming 

election .. 

There were four guiding principles that were created 

by this group and published and circulated and those 

pick up those same points. The issues of professional 

management. We had a city manager who was a seamstress 

at the time. We needed to restore the city to some 

certain governmental wisdom and those were the four 

guiding principles. They said nothing whatsoever about 
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anything to do with the November 2012 election that was 

coming up or with any of the issues on the 2012 election. 

Then in addition to those four guiding principles, a 

document was published that listed point by point issues 

underneath the guiding principles in the four categories 

spelling out specific things that were of concern. None 

of those dealt with or addressed in any way the upcoming 

election in November of 2012 or any of the candidates 

that were running for city commission at that time. 

And then finally the group put out a document that 

we'll talk about at some length which was called the five 

areas of concern. The numbers four versus five you will 

hear were the subject of some discussion by Mr. Barnas. 

And these were - more particularized things were going on 

in the city. The fifth of which did deal with, at least 

dealt with an issue that was on the election and that was 

a borrowing limitation ordinance. 

The foundation, the formation of this group 

Mr. Barnas alleged was formed to oppose an ordinance that 

was being voted on in the November election. The 

documents conclusively show it wasn't even on the radar 

screen for the purpose for this organization. This 

organization tried to stay above the fray as good 

government could. 

The Florida Statute that Mr. Barnas has challenged 
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the Concerned Citizens group with is one dealing with 

political committees and that's 106 .. 011 which defines 

political committees and a lot of things.. Among them is 

political committees and I'll give you a copy of it. The 

principal operational language that we're going to be 

talking about here is that a political committee has to 

collect $500 or more and spend it expressly advocating, 

and those are the key words both in the law and in the 

decisions that lead up to the writing of this law, 

expressly advocating the election or defeat of a 

candidate or the passage or defeat of an issue.. Not 

discussion of any of those things, but they must 

expressly advocate and there's some case law on that .. I 

have given you something in the memo .. 

The reason for that is that political speech is 

freely protected in the United States unless you get to 

the point of expressly advocating and that generally 

comes out to a vote for this or vote against this.. What 

they sometimes call magic words in advertisements.. The 

Concerned Citizens group stayed away from that and, in 

fact, they even affirmatively said that.. The atmosphere 

in the community was toxic and they did not - they wanted 

to stay above the fray and they succeeded .. 

So the issue that largely inflamed this or at least 

partially inflamed this was a borrowing limitation 

.. .., ............. .. ~ .. :::: : .. : .. ::., .. ·.·· .. · ::.::: .. : .. ::·.::: : .... ·:::::LEB;LfiNE~Q.,O .. R1'. .. :liEP~01Z'I:D'fG:;5liElTfCE.S;..::.: .. IN.C;:: .. :: , ........................ : .. ·· .. ::.: .. :: .................... .. 
'='"='=:==..=:=•'"":=:::'::::"":::'=t>~;:OC:::'ffOl(':'''s'9'0"7:''.~" GA'IffESVILE'E;""f::GoR"':tbA:'•"J2'6"'2'J.""'":352 .. ::..3-::73=..::-g0"':f0""":::'"'""""':: .. :::::· ... .. 
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1 ordinance that was Mr. Barnas' primary project at that 

2 time.. Mr.. Barnas was city commissioner. Still is .. 

3 Mr .. Barnas was at that time the vice mayor of the city 

4 and having been elected the previous November and people 

5 who were philosophically aligned with him were the 

6 majority and in the summer of 2012 Mr. Barnas on very 

7 short notice achieved the passage through a series of 

8 emergency meetings and special meetings never using a 

9 general meeting of the full city commission passing this 

10 borrowing limitation ordinance that provided that the 

11 city commission could only spend up to a million dollars .. 

12 If they had to borrow anything, they had to go through a 

13 very contrived, not contrived, but a rather detailed 

14 process of getting super majority approval and election 

15 vote by the people before they could borrow money and 

16 that issue was on the ballot and that issue was sometimes 

17 called the borrowing limitation ordinance, things of that 

18 sort .. 

19 The group did not advocate for or against that .. 

20 There was also a candidate on the ultimate election in 

21 November by the name of Byran Williams who won.. He ran 

22 against the candidate that Mr .. Barnas supported named Pat 

23 Rush.. The Concerned Citizens group did not advocate for 

24 or against either of those gentlemen, expressly advocate 

25 or otherwise for that matter .. 
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Mr. Barnas, when this group surfaced with all of its 

concerns about good government, he has testified and will 

testify today I'm sure that he planned a challenge to 

this organization, a Florida Elections Commission 

complaint even before the election started as soon as 

they began to operate. That effort continued by him 

throughout October, November, December all the way 

through up until April of 2013 when he finally did file 

the petition in question and his petition chose to file 

the complaint against Sharon Yeago. 

Sharon Yeago was a member of the Concerned Citizens 

group. She was not on the steering committee. The 

steering committee was widely published as to who those 

four people were, but Sharon was sort of the public 

relations spokesman, if you will, from time to time. 

Other people were as well. She is in governmental food 

planning bringing local food, good quality food into 

under served neighborhoods, farmers markets on a 

nationwide basis. She had set up the High Springs 

farmers market years ago. 

That's who he chose to bring an action against and 

he did bring an action against her claiming that the 

organization was set up specifically his words to 

challenge the ordinance. Clearly not true. And to elect 

Byran Williams. Clearly not true. He attached 30 pages 

... .. . . ......... .... . . ····- ......... J:;E"B"J:;A:NC::c:COtJR'I'=REPOR±'TNG=SERVI · .................... . 
·;~.;~-;_;-~;;§:.;;;;~~i:':~;;-E:~o~-ca0~59:6,7'-;-;c;A"iN"Esvi-tiiE:~';:E:ifoRiiJ~532:621~·-'"'3s2~373~6ocTo"""'°"""" ·=····- ··· 
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of documents in an attempt to create an issue as to the 

legal sufficiency of those allegations. We'll go through 

those separately later on. None of them rise to the 

level of expressed advocacy. We filed a response on 

behalf of Ms. Yeago demonstrating why there was no 

expressed advocacy by this group for either of those, 

either the issue or the campaign of Mr. Byran Williams 

and as a result the Florida Elections Commission on June 

10th determined that the petition by Mr. Barnas was, in 

fact, or was, I shouldn't say in fact, was legally 

insufficient .. 

Mr. Barnas was given 14 days if he wished to submit 

any additional information. He chose not to. Mr. Barnas 

did not challenge the conclusion that his complaint was 

legally insufficient in any way. He did not appeal it 

and at that time the conclusion that his petition and the 

facts that he alleged were legally insufficient became 

for the purposes of this proceeding collateral estoppel. 

On July 10th Ms. Yeago filed a detailed petition for 

attorney's fees pursuant to the statute that I gave you 

first, 102 .. 265 and the Florida Elections Commission Rule. 

The rule requires that that be served on the commission 

which we did. The commission was required to serve it on 

Mr. Barnas. Mr. Barnas apparently didn't hear about it 

for a while. When he did hear about it in October, and 
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this goes to the motion to dismiss which hopefully we 

won't spend any time on, Mr. Barnas in a conversation 

with the FEC agreed that he did want to continue, he 

wanted to go forward. He filed a response and so 

informed the commission. 

That response went before the full Florida Elections 

Commission in November at which time they perform, it's 

difficult to describe exactly what their role is there. 

It's kind of a probable cause hearing. Kind of an 

allegations sufficient pleading hearing. Substantial 

reasons. It's really hard to tell what that is, but 

suffice it to say at the conclusion of that hearing they 

concluded that it was an appropriate case to proceed to 

hearing before Your Honor here at the Division of 

Administrative Hearings .. 

The petition for fees not only demonstrates the fact 

that the group was not set up to perform advocacy for 

either of the issues, it negates each of the factual 

allegations that Mr. Barnas alleged, but the petition 

goes beyond that and we're going to spend some time 

demonstrating how the petition really demonstrates that 

Mr. Barnas had 

ALJ: I'm not - you know, your petition says what it 

says. I'm here to listen to the evidence on why you 

think you're entitled to attorney's fees. 

-· "-'~"-" _____ ;:_::·.-::·_:;.__:·;,:_:_::.-~~--- ~-""-""•·-0·~""" --- - ~~-r"-~- ""' ___ ,_,:_::_-- . -~£;-~_EtGf\~C.:;.:;_~_Q1[R't: .. ~:B~~0'E~G:::~Y:J;:.~S_:r.::~.:·:li\fC:~,~---::~------:: 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am.. But the petition 

alleges the evidence and attaches it and that's going to 

be offered into evidence, but be that as it may, and I 

don't want to waste your time .. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: And I apologize if it's taking too 

long .. 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you.. The complaint that we 

will go through misstates critical points and 

demonstrates that the motivation here was an 

inappropriate motivation and amply sufficient to justify 

the standard which is in 106 .. 265.. That standard calls 

for malicious intent to injure reputation, but it's not 

the actual malice of New York Times v .. Sullivan in the 

defamation context.. It is, in fact, a far lesser 

standard.. Still a standard .. 

ALJ: I'm familiar with the standard .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: All right.. And it's proven by 

either actual knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard 

and since the materials were clearly false and actually 

known by him, Mr .. Barnas researched this very, very 

carefully, it's our belief and we believe the evidence 

will establish that the legal standard of that statute 

was met and the rule and the rule requires that the proof 
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be by clear and convincing evidence which is a middle 

ground standard between obviously greater weight and 

beyond a reasonable doubt.. It is what you feel 

comfortable with .. 

are .. 

ALJ: I'm not a jury .. I know what these standards 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I understand.. Thank you .. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

18 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Having been chided twice.. I 

represented Ms .. Yeago.. My firm assumed her defense in 

April of 2013.. We did it on a pro bona basis agreeing to 

be compensated only if we recovered fees, if we prevailed 

and recovered fees and we are still proceeding on that 

basis.. I have spent - I did virtually all the work.. I 

don't do pro bona cases to make other people do my pro 

bona assignments.. Well over a hundred hours at my 

billing rate is $505 at the beginning of this case .. 

That's probably higher than you can get really good 

counsel for on a case like this.. It happens to be my 

billing rate .. I have been practicing for 40 years 

primarily as a commercial trial litigator in south 

Florida .. I'm also a board-certified appellate lawyer and 

have chaired appellate rules committees so I'm an 

experienced attorney .. 

The issue is not so much whether $505 time 120 plus 
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hours is what's reasonable, but there is a substantial 

fee that was generated here as a result in the defense of 

Ms .. Yeago .. That's what we are going to show and thank 

you for coming down here today .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I'm Joe little and I 

represent Mr .. Barnas .. 

First of all, I would like to say that Mr .. Barnas 

disagrees with much of the testimony that was given there 

by Mr .. Regensdorf, at least in terms of the implications. 

The court is familiar with the standard.. I would just 

like to emphasize at this point that the standard 

requires two different things and that is it requires a 

showing of a malicious intent to damage Ms .. Yeago's 

reputation and doing it by filing false statements with 

knowledge of their falsity or in reckless disregard so 

there are two different things and we think that the 

evidence will show that Mr .. Barnas had no malicious 

intent and that he did not, certainly had no desire at 

all to hurt Ms .. Yeago's reputation and that he did not 

act with reckless disregard or with knowledge of making 

any false statements .. 

I think it's unnecessary for me to go beyond that, 

Your Honor .. 

ALJ: Okay.. Ready? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Sure .. 
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ALJ: Call your first witness. 

MR. REGENSDORF: What I would like to do if it's all 

right with Your Honor and Mr. Little, of course, is to 

put in the evidence that I think we have at least agreed 

to or have no objection to so that it's here if anyone 

wants to use it. That way if that's acceptable to the 

court. 

AL,T: Sure .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Do you prefer numbers or letters? 

ALJ: I prefer numbers. Numbers are infinite. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I knew I was going to guess wrong. 

I just knew it and I did. 

ALJ: Well, if you used letters, I'll use what you 

used. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I actually didn't mark it. To be 

perfectly honest with you I did not mark it and so we can 

proceed. 

ALJ: Letters you run out of. 

MR. LITTLE: You do. 

MR. REGENSDORF: We didn't in Mr. Barnas' 

deposition. By the way, well, also yesterday I received, 

Mr. Barnas' deposition was taken on Friday the 21st a 

couple days ago. 

ALJ: I think I saw --

MR. REGENSDORF: Right. I did a notice of filing. 
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ALJ: I can tell you it was not in my office as of 

yesterday. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I would be absolutely amazed if it 

were. 

MR. LITTLE: Here is this. What are you looking 

for? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I made a copy of - knowing that it 

was not going to get to the Judge's 

ALJ: Well, do I need it for this hearing or just 

have it in evidence? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: At this point have it.. I'm just 

beflummoxed because I thought everything was packed up 

and a copy was in here. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, Your Honor, Mr. Barnas would 

object to the introduction of the deposition.. He's 

sitting right here to give testimony .. 

ALJ: I know, that's why I say let's move on. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: My point was if during his 

testimony there are comments from the deposition that I 

wanted to refer to, generally the court wants to have a 

copy of that in front of the court number 1 .. Number 2, 

the presence of Mr. Barnas as a party does not prevent 

the use of the deposition so while I appreciate that 

may be the case for a witness -- I don't know where that 

thing is except to say that I must have left it in High 

--------... -.. _.,., __ .,.,_,.,,, __ ~,,.._ -=---·-:-::L"".:E""B"'Lr11 __ /-\"l'J:C(;"Q_QE'.t::EE1?D"B::r;IJS[G:'::s:ER:\IICES:, .. :::INC:.:·... ---"·-·-·M· •... :::::: . .:.:. -·-
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Springs which is incredible. 

ALJ: Let's try and proceed without it. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay. But I do want - I have 

offered it. I filed it for purposes of filing. I 

apologize that I'm having a little trouble to get it. 

All right.. The fir st exhibit would be the complaint of 

Mr. Barnas. 

on? 

MR. LITTLE: No objection. You want to put these 

MR. REGENSDORf: I have some stickers. 

ALJ: I'll scribble on them. Yeago exhibit 1. 

MR. BARNAS: What's the date on that? 

MR. LITTLE: It's the complaint. 

MR. REGENSDORf: The letter transmittal date was 

April 3rd. The filing date was April 3rd .. 

ALJ: Okay. What's next? 

MR. REGENSDORf: Next is Ms. Yeago's response. 

ALJ: Yeago 2. 

MR. LITTLE: We have no objection to that, Your 

Honor. 

ALJ: Okay. 

22 

MR. LITTLE: But I will tell you just for background 

that Mr. Barnas was never provided that until October of 

2013 '' 

ALJ: Right. And again it's the FEC's 
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responsibility to serve you with all this. If they 

failed in that duty, I understand your problem, but you 

should have raised it before them. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, Your Honor 

ALJ: At this point your option is to request a 

continuance so that you can get prepared for this 

hearing. 

MR. LITTLE: No. No. We are prepared for the 

hearing. 

ALJ: Okay. 

MR. LITTLE: I just want you to be aware of that. 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR. LITTLE: That he was not provided anything and 

it was not FEC's responsibility on that. 

23 

ALJ: I don't understand why it took them so long to 

serve you with anything. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, no. No. 

ALJ: I really don't. 

MR. LITTLE: They served. It was the responsibility 

of Ms. Yeago or her lawyer to serve. 

ALJ: So this was after the petition for attorney's 

fees had been filed with the FEC? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: No. 

MR. LITTLE: No. This particular one was a response 

to his complaint. 
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ALJ: Oh, okay. I see. 

MR. LITTLE: That he never got to respond to because 

he didn't know it existed until after his complaint was 

denied and I just mention that for background. 

ALJ: All right.. 

MR. LITTLE: And we'll put on evidence to that just 

to make sure that it's correct. 

ALJ: It seems the FEC has a really rough process. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Third would be the letter of June 

10th from the FEC to Mr. Barnas concerning --

MR. LITTLE: No objection, Your Honor. 

MR. REGENSDORF: -- legal insufficiency of his 

complaint. 

ALJ: Yeago exhibit 3. 

MR. REGENSDORF: The next exhibit would be the 

petition for attorney's fees of Ms. Yeago along with the 

exhibits thereto which make it a composite exhibit as far 

as I'm concerned, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Any objections? 

MR. LITTLE: May I see what's behind it there? 

MR. REGENSDORF: You want one? 

ALJ: No. Go right ahead and look. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: I have got one for you, if you want 

it .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Have I seen this before, Paul? 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Sure .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Was this a part of the original 

petition? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. No objection .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: No .. I'm sorry. Nothing has been 

added I assure you .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

ALJ: That will be Yeago 4 .. 

MR .. LITTLE: What was the date of the petition? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: July 10th, I believe, without 

25 

trying to memories it.. I believe that's correct .. Next 

is the composite of Mr .. Barnas' response to the petition 

dated October 29th, 2013 .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Do you have one of those for me? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I do .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Have I seen that? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm sure you have .. We'll mark it, 

but that's okay.. We marked a series of exhibits at 

Mr .. Barnas' deposition although he did not have his 

copies there.. Do you have your Concerned Citizens folder 

there, Mr .. Barnas, as we had talked about? 

MR. BARNAS: (Proffering. ) 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you.. This is - we'll see 

what it is, but it's the file that he has on the 
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Concerned Citizens group, if you will. 

MR. BARNAS: I didn't make a copy of that.. 

ALJ: I know you want to keep your file. I'm just 

thinking. 

26 

MR. REGENSDORF: We can mark it and I'll be happy to 

make copies of anything for anybody, however you want to 

handle it. 

mark 

MR. BARNAS: That's number 6? 

ALJ: It will be number 6, yes .. 

MR. LITTLE: May I see it, Your 

it? 

ALJ: Sure. Absolutely. 

MR. LITTLE: Thank you. 

MR. BARNAS: I added that .. 

Honor, before you 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. Hold on a second. I don't 

want to get things on the record that aren't supposed to 

be on the record. If that has been changed since it was 

produced, I had asked you to bring that to the 

deposition. You didn't. We got through it by marking my 

copy, but if you know you have put something in there 

that was not in there before, I say this to Mr. Little, I 

think whatever it is good, bad or indifferent it should 

be removed. That's between you and your counsel. I 

didn't have anything to do with that. 

ALJ: Mr. Little. 
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MR .. LITTLE: I have no objection to it.. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR .. BARNAS: This is the only thing, Your Honor, 

that was added.. These pages are blow ups of something 

that's in here so we can read it better .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I have no problem after we mark 

your copy of that, if when you're testifying about it, if 

you want to bring out a blowup to make it easier for the 

court or any of us to look at, that would be fine .. 

ALJ: Just hang onto that petition separately and 

give me this file.. This will be 6 .. 

MR .. BARNAS: How do we get that back? 

MR .. LITTLE: Mr .. Regensdorf has offered to make 

copies for all of us .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Anything that I don't have a copy 

for you of and that's one that I don't because you had 

it, whatever the court wants to do as far as the exhibits 

is fine .. 

ALJ: I would like copies made and I will take the 

copies with me or do you want me to have the original? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: No. I'm not concerned about the 

originals versus the copy .. 

ALJ: Okay.. You can have copies made today I 

hope. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'll do - whatever we can do, I'll 
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do .. 

ALJ: But I don't know what we have here to do that 

with .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I guarantee you whatever copying 

facilities we have here is not the one we should utilize 

in terms of efficiency.. My only problem is I don't have 

an office here, but we'll get it done .. 

MR. LITTLE: There's a Kinkos down on 

University Avenue .. 

ALJ: Where are you from, Mr .. Little? 

MR .. LITTLE: Gainesville, Florida .. 

ALJ: You're here then .. 

MR .. LITTLE: May I inquire of Mr .. Regensdorf, you 

had a copy of this whole thing at the deposition. Don't 

you have that with you? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I do have my copy. My copy is 

marked on though .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Can't you substitute pages from here? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Sure .. There's a lot of ways we can 

skin this cat.. One way is just going to Kinkos and say 

copy it and send me a bill. That's one way. The second 

way is we can try to get the marked copies out.. It seems 

to me to be a little more tedious process. My suggestion 

is we have a copy here to use during the hearing. At the 

end of the hearing we'll see which ones we need copies of 
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and among the three of us we'll reason together and solve 

that problem .. 

ALJ: So your copies are all marked? 

MR .. BARNAS: I made some notes, too .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, that's okay .. Ultimately 

it's not going to be the deciding factor on this hearing 

here .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Probably not .. 

ALJ: Okay.. What's next? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Next is a copy of a sign that 

Mr .. Barnas prepared for the election campaign in November 

2012.. It's three pages, I believe, and they were an 

exhibit to the deposition.. I don't have the number in 

front of me .. 

ALJ: Yeago 7 .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Mr .. Barnas, the next folder from 

you is your web folder entitled web .. 

MR .. BARNAS: I have got some notes on them, but I 

don't think that should make a difference, but it is 

extensive and it's the only one I have got .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Same rules will apply to that .. 

ALJ: Do you need to look at it, Mr .. Little? 

MR. LITTLE: No .. 

ALJ: Yeago 8.. Next? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: The next, Your Honor, will be my 
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1 time records at least through January and the retention 

2 agreement with Ms. Yeago. I think, as far as I'm 

3 concerned, you can make those a composite exhibit.. 

4 ALJ: All Iight. Yeago 9. Do you need to see it? 

5 MR. LITTLE: Yes, please. 

6 ALJ: All right. 

7 MR. LITTLE: Thank you. 

8 ALJ: Do you guys know you have no hearing rooms in 

9 High Springs? 

10 MR. REGENSDORF: Oh, I'm sure of that. High Spiings 

11 does not have a great deal of 

12 MR. LITTLE: Do you use City Hall? 

13 ALJ: Often we use City Hall. We didn't have any 

14 location listed in High Springs. We often use City Hall. 

15 MR. REGENSDORF: The next is foul: photographs of a 

16 diffeient sign in the NovembeI election. FoI the court's 

17 information, black and white copies aie included in the 

18 response of Ms. Yeago. This is the coloI piint that they 

19 were taken fiom of the actual sign that I obtained last 

20 night so we have that heie. 

21 MR. LITTLE: YouI Honor, I need to see that. 

22 ALJ: Okay .. 

23 MR. REGENSDORF: This was maiked during the 

24 deposition .. 

25 MR. LITTLE: Yes. Well, we objected then. We 
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object now as to the authenticity of that. 

ALJ: Let me circle it. They are objecting to 

authenticity. That means you're going to have to give me 

a foundation for it. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, let me - the copies of that 

are in the response of Ms. Yeago. They are already 

before the court without objection. 

ALJ: No, they're not. If they don't come in in 

this hearing, they're not in. 

MR. REGENSDORF: They're included in the materials 

that I already offered to you is what I'm saying. 

ALJ: Okay. That doesn't make them evidence for the 

purpose -- Well, I guess, it depends on your purpose for 

offering them. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Right, 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: But there was no objection to that, 

be that as it may. 

ALJ: Okay.. You may have to lay a foundation for 

them .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, again the affidavit of the 

individual who took these photographs is already in as an 

attachment. 

ALJ: Okay. If you don't need them as a separate 

exhibit, that's fine. 
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MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, this goes back to the fact 

that Mr .. Barnas was never served by Yeago .. 

ALJ: Okay.. That's why this is the point where you 

offer all the evidence you intend to offer to either 

support or defend.. This is the hearing.. Just because 

it's come in before or because you have given it to me in 

a document doesn't make it come in for evidence.. It's 

useful.. It may come in as an attachment to a document .. 

That doesn't make it useful as evidence .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes.. It's got to be useful to you .. 

I fully understand.. I understand the concept the 

doctrine of usefulness.. I understand that doctrine.. The 

other documents that I might as well talk about them now .. 

Mr .. Barnas has filed complaints against a number of other 

individuals in the High Springs area.. There's an 

objection as to the relevance of these documents .. 

ALJ: Well, I was getting ready to ask you why are 

these complaints that aren't before me relevant? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: And the reason is that the only 

substantial issue here is the conduct of Mr .. Barnas in 

this proceeding.. In other words, I have to establish 

that he either knew or acted with reckless disregard and 

the purpose of this is to show that in the area of 
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similar acts, similar occurrences for the state of mind, 

common plan, scheme or design Mr .. Barnas is a serial 

filer of complaints which are routinely denied as being 

legally insufficient.. As a result, when he began to 

build this complaint against Ms .. Yeago, he had an 

established track record which is relevant to Your 

Honor's conclusions and determinations with respect to 

why he filed this.. Did he file it with reckless 

disregard for the truth of the matters to render them 

legally insufficient.. So I think on an evidentiary basis 

they are relevant and admissible and in that capacity.. I 

think it's 404, but I'll go ahead and get the evidence 

cite .. 

ALJ: I will go ahead and mark them, but you're 

going to have to lay a foundation as to why they're 

relevant in this proceeding .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, may I add to that that 

they're irrelevant because they have nothing to do with 

this procedure, but if they were relevant, there would 

still be a requirement to prove that each one of those 

was filed to the same standard .. 

ALJ: I understand .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. There is going to be no evidence 

to that .. 

ALJ: That's why I can't say anything about them at 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: That's fine.. I'll do that .. Well, 

let me finish that up.. The first is a complaint 

with respect to Mr .. Boukari in the Ethics Commission 

report is the next --

MR .. BARNAS: I'm sorry .. What was number 11? 

ALJ: This is going to be --

MR .. LITTLE: He's making a proffer .. 

ALJ: I'm marking them for identification only at 

this point .. 

MR .. LITTLE: And Barnas objects, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: Well, I understand that.. I haven't heard any 

evidence in this case yet to make a ruling.. They're not 

being offered into evidence .. I'm only marking them for 

identification --

MR .. LITTLE: Thank you, Your Honor .. 

ALJ: -- for when we do talk about them.. This will 

be Yeago exhibit 11 for identification .. 

MR .. BARNAS: And what's the title on that? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Boukari complaint .. 

ALJ: Yeah.. Boukar i complaint.. I don't give titles 

to documents .. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: Yes. They're what they are. 

MR. LITTLE: What was number 10? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Number 10 was the 

ALJ: The picture. That again is only being marked 

for identification .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: We're all caught up. Number 12 is 

a complaint against Mr.. Drumm and the denial of it .. 

MR. LITTLE: Barnas objects. You don't mind if I 

make my objections on the record do you, Your Honor? 

ALJ: No. Yeago 12 .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: The complaint by Mr. Barnas against 

Mr.. DePeter and the denial by the Ethics Commission .. 

MR. LITTLE: Object. 

ALJ: Okay. That's 13 .. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: 14 is the complaint against Larry 

Travis and the consent order with respect to that by the 

Elections Commission .. 

MR. LITTLE: Object. 

ALJ: Okay. Yeago 14 for identification .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: There is another complaint and 

frankly I got tired of killing trees, but if we have to 

mark it, there's one involving a lady named Chapman and 

I'll just mention that, but I'm not going to offer it at 

this point because it's substantially - we'll talk about 

it with Mr. Barnas. And just to show that I'm not 
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completely senile, but I'm moving desperately in that 

direction let me just give you, because I have filed it 

with the Elections Commission, if there is any importance 

for you having the copy of Mr. Barnas' deposition. 

ALJ: You found it or is this your copy? 

MR. REGENSDORF: No, it's not my copy. I found it. 

I discovered it in the mass of information. 

MR .. BARNAS: That is 15? 

MR. REGENSDORF: No. It's not an exhibit at all. 

MR. LITTLE: It's just a gift. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Its a gift. 

ALJ: Yes. It might come into play, it might not. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's correct. That's correct. 

At this point it is not being offered in evidence. 

ALJ: Is that it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: It is. I may want to take a break 

at some point and see if there are some other things, but 

that gets us started. 

ALJ: Mr. Little, do you have anything at this time? 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I would prefer to do my 

exhibits with Mr. Barnas. 

ALJ: That's fine. Who is your first witness? 

MR. REGENSDORF: My first witness is Robert 

Barnas. 

ALJ: Mr. Barnas, if you would, raise your right 
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1 hand foi: me, please, to be sworn .. 

2 Thei:eupon, 

3 ROBERT BARNAS 

4 aftei: having been fii:st duly swoi:n, testified as follows, 

5 ALJ: Okay .. 

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

7 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

8 Q.. State youi: name, please, sir .. 

9 A.. Robert Joseph Barnas .. 

10 Q.. Whei:e do you live, sii:? 

11 A.. 20147 Noi:thwest 257th Tei:i:ace, High Springs .. 

12 Q.. What's your date of bii:th? 

13 A.. Januai:y 2, 1948 .. 

14 Q.. You ai:e a citizen and i:esident of the city of High 

15 Springs? 

16 A.. Yes .. 

17 Q.. In 2011 you wei:e elected to the commission and then 

18 to the vice mayor position, coi:rect? 

19 A.. Coi: r ect.. 

20 Q.. And held that until the following election in 

21 November of 2012, coi:rect? 

22 A.. Correct .. 

23 Q.. At the city you have an e-mail addi:ess that was 

24 given to you foi: youi: official business, correct? 

25 A.. Cori:ect.. 
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1 Q. What's that e-mail address? 

2 A. Bbarnas@highsprings.us. 

3 Q. In the materials in evidence are the e-mails back 

4 and forth between you and the Florida Elections Commission in 

5 October of 2013 concerning the attorney's fees hearing. Are 

6 you familiar with those documents? If not, I can get you the 

7 exhibit. 

8 A. I don't think we entered those, did we? 

9 Q. Yes. 

10 A. Which date period? 

11 MR. REGENSDORF: It's exhibit 5. Perhaps, do you 

12 have a copy of that, Judge, to show the witness? 

13 BY THE WITNESS: 

14 A. Did that have e-mails in it? 

15 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

16 Q. I believe so. Does that have e-mails on it, 

17 Mr. Barnas? 

18 A. It's got one e-mail on it and it's dated 10/29. 

19 Okay. I see where you're going with this one. That's --

20 MR. LITTLE: Just wait for a question. 

21 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

22 Q. Here's my question, Mr. Barnas. When you 

23 communicated with Ms. Malphurs at the Florida Elections 

24 Commission, you did it by e-mail on the 28th and then talked 

25 to her on the 28th and 29th, correct? 
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A.. No .. 

Q.. How did you communicate with hex by e-mail? 

A.. On the 28th I fixst called hex by phone, then eithex 

on the 28th ox 29th we continued phone convexsations and 

exchanged e-mail and I believe she sent me the bulk of the 

e-mails on the 28th .. 

Q.. Okay.. The e-mail addxess you were using to 

communicate with her was the city's e-mail addxess, correct? 

A.. Coxrect.. 

Q.. You did not use a personal e-mail addxess? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. The city of High Spxings had nothing whatsoevex to 

do with youx complaint against the Concexned Citizens ox 

Sharon Yeago, coxrect? 

A. Absolutely coxxect .. 

Q.. You didn't get pexmission to utilize city 

communication systems to repxesent youx intexest thexe, 

coxxect? 

A.. No. 

Q.. That complaint was filed solely by you pexsonally, 

:right? 

A Yes .. 

Q.. Okay.. Shortly aftex you got on the city commission, 

the city commission fired the then city manager, coxxect, Jim 

Dxumm? 
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A. No .. 

Q.. When was Mr .. Drumm let go? 

A.. I think he resigned as I recall .. 

Q.. Okay.. Did you file a complaint against Mr .. Drumm as 

the city manager before he resigned? 

MR.. LITTLE: Object .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: And I understand.. You can object 

to each question or I certainly will give you a standing 

objection to any complaint because I don't want to burden 

the record, but whatever you feel is necessary to do, go 

ahead .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. My answer will be without knowing the dates, I don't 

know if the complaint, whether the complaint was before or 

after he left .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Regardless of the date, you filed a complaint 

against the city manager Jim Drumm? 

A.. Correct.. 

Q.. With the Ethics Commission, correct? 

A. Correct .. 

Q.. The document has been proffered as an exhibit .. 

Ultimately did you research that yourself before you filed 

it? 

A.. Yes .. 
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Q .. Did you have any assistance, legal assistance or 

otherwise in preparing or drafting that document? 

A.. No .. 
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insufficient by the Commission on Ethics, correct? 
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MR .. LITTLE: Object to the question, Your Honor .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. I can't answer that .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: What's the objection, Joe, and I'll 

try to cure it? 

MR. LITTLE: Relevance .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay.. The relevance objection I 

understand .. 

ALJ: Well, it's sustained right now.. I don't see 

the relevance of it .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

17 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

18 Q,, At some point did you start a website that 

19 communicated your thoughts and views concerning city business 

20 and people in the city of High Springs? 

21 A. Somewhat, correct .. 

22 Q.. What's not correct about it, sir? 

23 A .. It was - it did cover all subjects, not just city 

24 business. It covered the website, covered city business, city 

25 activities, city events, my faith.. I had a faith page and 
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1 pictures and events throughout the city. 

2 Q.. Okay. Do you recall when you started that 

3 website? 

4 A. It would have been shortly after the election or 

5 late 2012, early 2013 as best I recall. 

6 Q. Well, the website was in effect at the time of the 

7 November 2012 election, was it not? 

8 A. I don't recall. 

9 Q. You posted concerning the Concerned Citizens 

10 group? 

11 A. It would have been. Correct. It would have had to 

12 have been. Correct. It would have had to have started 

13 because Well, I -- Can I rephrase that, Your Honor? 

14 Q .. Sure. 

15 A. Again, I'm not sure. When I spoke of the Concerned 

16 Citizens, they were in operation so it could have happened 

17 after the election. It could have happened right about the 

18 time, but I'm going to say late, without knowing exactly, late 

19 2010 '' 

20 MR. REGENSDORF: I'm going to take a minute and if I 

21 may have just a second, Judge. 

22 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

23 Q. Just to give you a time frame, let me hand you a 

24 document more to give you some time frame than anything else, 

25 Mr. Barnas. First of all, do you recognize what that page 
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A. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

What is that page? 

That's a page from my website, front page, yes .. 

What's the date of that particular one that I have 

6 pulled out? 
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A.. November 2nd, 2012 .. 

Q.. Which was four days before the election, correct? 

A .. 

Q., 

Correct .. 

When you look at that page, does that refresh your 
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11 recollection that your website had been in effect since before 

12 that time and you were already blogging or posting posts 

13 with respect to events in High Springs before that time? 
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A .. Yes .. 

Q.. And, in fact, you posted a number of things by that 

time concerning the Concerned Citizens group, correct? 

A. I don't recall .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: We would ask to have that marked 

since he referred to it.. I'll just offer it .. 

ALJ: That will be 15.. Any objections? 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I need to see it .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm sorry, Mr .. Little .. 

MR .. LITTLE: No objection, Your Honor .. 

24 ALJ: All right.. Yeago 15 .. 

25 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 
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Q. You stopped posting to it on November 17th of 2013, 

co.r r ect? 

A.. That's correct .. 

Q. The city manager asked you to take it down to avoid 

the city getting sued; is that correct? 

A.. No. 

Q.. Why did he ask you to take it down? 

A.. The city manager never asked me to take it down. 

Q.. Who did? 

A.. I offered to stop posting .. 

Q.. Why? 

A.. Just felt it was a good thing to do for this period 

of time when we were trying to have kumbaya in High Springs .. 

Q. Okay.. In July of 2012 you made plans for and 

ultimately got passed a bo.rrowing limitation ordinance, 

cor .rect? 

ALJ: Say your question again. 

MR REGENSDORF: I' 11 rephrase it.. If neither the 

Judge nor the witness picks it up, that's a pretty good 

indication that the question sucked so we'll try it 

again. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 
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Q. In July of 2012 you first proposed a borrowing 

limitation ordinance for the city of High Springs as a charter 

amendment, correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And the first approval I believe of that was on July 

17th or July 19th of 2012, correct? 

A. I would agree with that. 

Q. The final approval of that was on July 31st, 2012, 

correct? 

A. I would agree with that, too. 

Q. Each of the meetings between the 17th and the 31st 

were held at either emergency meetings or special meetings in 

order to meet the timetable that you had to meet to get on the 

ballot, correct? 

A. Correct .. 

Q. After that ordinance passed and was scheduled to go 

on the ballot in November, a lawsuit was filed challenging the 

legality or constitutionality of that ordinance, correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Brought by Mr.. Ross Ambrose? 

A. Correct .. 

Q. His attorney in that case was a Linda Rice Chapman, 

correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Just so the names might mean something. Eventually 
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1 you filed a bar complaint against Linda Rice Chapman, did you 

2 not? 

3 A. That is correct. 

4 MR. LITTLE: Object. 

5 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

6 Q,, Linda Rice Chapman also represented a city planner 

7 who had been let go by you as the city, correct? 

8 A. Correct. Can I rephrase that? 

9 MR. LITTLE: Yeah. Sure. 

10 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

11 Q. Always. As far as I'm concerned you can. 

12 A. You said Your question -- Repeat the question. 

13 Q. Ms. Chapman represented a guy named Christian 

14 Poppali who was the city planner who had been fired by the 

15 city, correct? 

16 A. Could you read the question? 

17 MR. LITTLE: Answer that question. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A. Fired by the city? Say that again. Fired by the 

20 city? 

21 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

22 Q. Mr. Poppali was let go by the city? 

23 A.. You said fired this last time. 

24 Q. I tried to - I'm trying to solve this problem. 

25 ALJ: All right. Stop. Ask the question again. 
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1 You listen very carefully to it and you answer that 

2 question, if you can, okay? Go. 

3 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

4 Q. Mr. Poppali was discharged by the city of High 

5 Springs, was he not? 

6 A. I'm trying to remember what the circumstance was 

7 for .. 

8 MR. LITTLE: The question is was he discharged by 

9 the city of High Springs? 

10 BY THE WITNESS: 

11 A. Yes. 

12 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

13 Q. Ms. Linda Rice Chapman represented Mr. Poppali in a 

14 wrongful discharge case against the city, correct? 

15 A.. Yes .. 

16 Q. That case was ultimately settled, correct? 

17 A. Correct.. 

18 Q. At one point you were upset about that case and 

19 wanted to seek attorney's fees against her, did you not, for a 

20 frivolous lawsuit? 

21 A No. 

22 Q. Did you ever indicate an interest in seeking 

23 attorney's fees against her for bringing that lawsuit against 

24 the city? 

25 MR. LITTLE: Objection. 
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1 MR. REGENSDORF: I'll withdraw the question. I'll 

2 withdraw that question. 

3 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

4 Q. That case was ultimately settled for $117,000.00, 

5 correct? 

6 A. Correct.. 

7 Q. When did you first hear about the formation of a 

8 group called the Concerned Citizens For A Better High 

9 Springs? 

10 A. The first time I ever saw the name Concerned 

11 Citizens? 

12 Q. No. When did you first hear about the formation of 

13 a group called the Concerned Citizens For A Better High 

14 Springs? 

15 A. September of 2012. 

16 MR. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, could we have 

17 Mr. Barnas' complaint which is exhibit 1. 

18 ALJ: Do you want him to have it or you? 

19 MR. REGENSDORF: I need him to have it. Thank you 

20 very much. 

21 ALJ: All right .. 

22 MR. REGENSDORF: I have got an extra copy, if you 

23 want to have it, Your Honor. 

24 ALJ: I would like to look at the exhibit while 

25 they're being testified about. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: That's why. 

ALJ: You can actually hand him the copy, if you 

want.. I like to keep my exhibits .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That is perfectly fine with me .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

49 

Q.. Let me hand you, Mr .. Barnas, what has been marked as 

exhibit 1 in this proceeding and ask you other than the first 

two pages which are the cover page whether you recognize that 

document? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. You have testified that you began to think about 

filing a complaint against the Concerned Citizens group 

shortly after they were formed perhaps in October of 2012, 

correct? 

A.. No.. When did I say that? 

Q.. Well, Friday would be one time.. But my question is 

do you remember that you began to consider filing what turned 

out to be an April 2013 complaint in September or October of 

2012? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Let me ask you first of all, do you remember your 

deposition being taken Friday? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q .. And do you remember you were placed under oath at 

that time just as you are under oath today? 
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" I, 

1 A.. Yes .. 

2 Q .. Page 80, line 12.. I' 11 let Joe get his copy out .. 

3 MR .. LITTLE: I have got it .. 

4 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q.. Okay.. When did you first begin to consider filing a 

6 complaint against the Concerned Citizens group or any member 

7 of the Concerned Citizens group? 

8 Answer: I would guess shortly after they formed, 

9 probably in September 2012 .. 

10 And let me give you the ambulance of that .. 

11 I said okay.. And why were you already thinking 

12 about a complaint against them as early as that before the 

13 election? 

14 Answer: Let me rephrase or let me reanswer that 

15 question now that I think about it .. 

16 I said sure. 

17 Answer: I saw, whatever date I saw the disclaimer 

18 is when I would have first thought about it so I can't 

19 remember exactly.. I know I saw the disclaimer online, I 

20 believe, October 3rd on their Facebook .. 

21 Okay? 

22 A.. That would be a correct statement .. 

23 Q.. All right.. So as soon as you saw this group or at 

24 least a disclaimer as you describe it you were already 

25 thinking about bringing an Elections Commission complaint 
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against them, correct? 

A. I'm going to say no. 

Q. Okay. Why would you say no now and yes on Friday? 

A. I just thought - the thought of filing a complaint, 

and I'm somewhat confused about the question as it relates to 

that when we thought or of what they were doing wrong or 

filling a complaint is somewhat mixed up with me right now. 

But I will agree that I made that statement on Friday so that 

statement is true. 

Q. Okay. When did you first begin to do your research 

into the legal requirements of a group against whom you could 

file a complaint? 

A. After I spoke to FEC. 

Q. Well, you were posting comments about a group that 

takes positions on issues becomes a political committee even 

before the election, were you not? 

A. Correct.. 

Q. And that was because you had begun to try to educate 

yourself about this group that had just formed in the city of 

High Springs, correct? 

A.. Correct.. 

Q.. Let's turn for a minute to your complaint, exhibit 1 

here. The attachments that are affixed to that were all 

selected by you, correct? 

A.. Correct.. 
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Q.. The pages axe numbered at the bottom although 

frankly they're not easy to :read. I have gone ahead and 

numbe:red my set that may be of some help to us. I don't know. 

The ea:rliest document I see about any publication conce:rning 

them is page 16, a page that looks like this, Mi:. Ba:rnas. 

Looks like this. 

A. Yes, I have got it. 

Q. You see that? 

A. Yes. 

Q. That's from a newspape:r in the a:rea; is that 

correct? 

A. Correct.. 

Q. Okay. First of all, are there any people's names 

listed in that publication that are affiliated with Concerned 

Citizens for High Springs? 

A. John Manley. 

Q. Was he desc:ribed as one of the o:rganize:rs? 

A. One of the initial organize:rs of the g:roup. 

Q. Okay. Turn to the next page which would be page 17 

in the FEC' s numbering.. Is that anothe:r a:rticle published in 

the a:rea? 

A.. Cor:rect .. 

Q. Does that, and I di:rect you:r attention to just below 

the middle, does that document identify any of the stee:ring 

committee membe:rs ox the chai:r of that steering committee? 
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A.. Yes .. 

Q. Who was identified as the chair of the steering 

committee? 

A. John Manley. 

Q. Same gentleman referred to on the previous page? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. And who are the other members of the steering 

committee? 

A. Becky Johnson, Bob Jones and Linda Jones. 

Q. Okay. Let's go to the last two pages of that 

document exhibit 1. Do you have that? The very last two 

pages. The newspaper advertisement, if you would. 

MR. LITTLE: Which page are you on now? 

MR. REGENSDORF: The last two pages, number 31 and 

32 in the FEC numbering system. It looks like this, 

Joe. 

MR. LITTLE: I have it. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Okay. Do you have that, Mr. Barnas? 

A.. Yes. 

Q. On the second page of that which is the very last 

page of this exhibit there's a listing apparently of the 

people who have signed up to support the Concerned Citizens 

For A Better High Springs; is that correct? 

A.. Correct. 
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1 Q .. Does that document identify the names of the 

2 steering committee of the group just before the election of 

3 November 2012? 

4 A .. Yes .. 

5 Q .. Who are the people identified as the steering 

6 committee on that document? 

7 A .. Becky Johnson, Bob Jones, Linda Jones, John Manley .. 

8 That appears to be them. 

9 Q .. Okay. Is Ms. Yeago's name on that list as a 

10 supporter or member of the organization? 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Is she identified as the steering committee or other 

13 formal position with that group? 

14 A .. No .. 

15 Q .. In the back of the petition itself, the first page 

16 of the petition which is the third document here, it's the 

17 confidential complaint form from the state.. Do you see the 

18 document I'm talking about? That one right there. 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

That one right there. It's a typed fill in the 

21 blank form. Who did the physical typing on that? 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q .. 

I did. 

The very bottom of that -- Well, first of all, in 

24 the middle of that page it's got the person against whom the 

25 complaint is brought and you listed Sharon Yeago, correct? 
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1 A .. Correct .. 

2 Q .. It says name of committee and organization and you 

3 did not put anything in there.. Why not? 

4 

5 

A .. 

Q .. 

That goes to what I was told by the FEC .. 

Okay.. The bottom of the page, could you read the 

6 four lines at the bottom of the page that you typed? 

7 A .. Sharon Yeago formed an organization with Linda Jones 

8 and several others to make political positions known and 

9 Q .. Actually it says no, but I understand.. Go ahead .. 

10 A .. No.. Yeah.. Known and most specifically to oppose a 

11 ballot referendum issue to limit debt.. This was on the ballot 

12 November 12th in the city of High Springs, Florida.. Details 

13 of the complaint and Florida Statute is attached .. 

14 Q.. On the next page is a signature in the middle of the 

15 page.. Is that your signature? 

16 A.. Yes .. 

17 Q.. You signed it in front of a notary and swore under 

18 oath that the information contained in this document and its 

19 attachments were true and correct to the best of 

20 your knowledge, correct? 

21 A .. Correct .. 

22 Q. And you knew that you were committing a misdemeanor 

23 if you were to file something that wasn't true when you filed 

24 it? You knew that to be so, correct? 

25 A .. Correct .. 
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1 Q. Now, going back, first of all, to the first article 

2 we looked at briefly which is page 16, would you agree this 

3 was the first published article about the citizens group? 

4 Certainly it's the first one you found and attached to your 

5 complaint, correct? 

6 A. No. 

7 Q. Where is the first one? 

8 A. Well, let me -- I'm thinking of the date. Hold 

9 on. 

10 MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I'm a little confused about 

11 the question here. 

12 MR. REGENSDORF: I always seek to clear up my 

13 confusing questions. Let me try again. 

14 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

15 Q.. The article on page 16 of your complaint is dated 

16 Monday, October 1st, 2012, correct? 

17 A.. Correct.. 

18 Q. Is that to the best of your knowledge the first time 

19 there was any press about this organization in the local 

20 media? 

21 A. Other than Facebook? 

22 Q.. Yes. 

23 A. Yes, press. 

24 Q. Okay. Is there any reference in this document page 

25 16 whatsoever that says that the organization was 
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"specifically formed to oppose a ballot referendum issue to 

limit debt"? 

A. It references Facebook which is later in a page on 

October 10th that did. 

Q. Let's take it one step at a time, Mr. Barnas. 

A.. No .. 

Q. This document doesn't make any reference or 

suggestion that the group was formed to specifically oppose 

your ballot issue on borrowing limitations? 

A. No .. 

Q. Let's turn to the second article which, I believe, 

shows a publication dated the 8th of October, if I'm reading 

it correctly. Ms. Yeago's name appears in that third 

paragraph, correct? 

ALJ: Which article? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: This one, Your Honor.. I'm sorry. 

You got it.. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Ms. Yeago's name does appear in that article, 

correct? Third paragraph. Actually it's the second 

paragraph. I'm sorry. 

A. Second paragraph and fourth. 

Q. Correct? She was described as being the publicity 

chair, correct? 
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1 A .. Correct .. 

2 Q .. Is there any suggestion or implication in this 

3 article whatsoever that this group was formed specifically to 

4 oppose the ballot referendum issue? 

5 A .. I would call your attention to the third paragraph 

6 where they said in fewer than five days was formed to support 

7 good policy decisions in our government .. 

8 Q .. Okay .. 

9 A .. It goes down to the next line where it says were 

10 able to attract so many citizens interested in supporting good 

11 policy decisions in city government .. 

12 Q .. Okay .. 

13 A .. They speak about a restoration of a long standard of 

14 government that includes a comprehensive budget process which 

15 I feel relates to the debt of the city .. 

16 Q .. Okay .. 

17 A .. Next page? 

18 Q .. Sure.. Go ahead.. Every reference that you think 

19 demonstrates that this group announced that it was 

20 specifically formed to oppose a ballot referendum .. 

21 A .. They refer to - in one paragraph they say they're 

22 not a political group and in paragraph three on page 2 they 

23 say good policy transcends politics .. 

24 Q .. Okay .. 

25 A .. So that's enough .. 
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Q. Well, it's not a question of what's enough, 

Mr. Barnas. We would like to know every place in this article 

where you drew support for your statement under oath that 

they were specifically formed to oppose the ballot referendum 

issue that you had put on the ballot. Any other things that 

you're using to form that reasonable basis of conclusion? 

A. Not on this page. I need water. 

MR. LITTLE: You need water? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Can we take a short break? 

ALJ: If you're at a stopping point, we can take a 

short break. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Not a long break, but a short 

break. 

ALJ: Five minutes. 

(Short recess.) 

ALJ: Back on the record. 

MR. REGENSDORF: My attorney's fees guy Mark Herron 

has arrived. I told him to get here around 11:00. I'm 

still going to be a while with Mr. Barnas. My guess is 

people would want to take a lunch break. I'm not pushing 

one way or the other, but traditionally, you know, 

whatever, but I wanted to talk to the court about what 

you wanted to do about scheduling because I don't mind 

putting him on out of turn or at least offering him. You 

going to object? 
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ALJ: No because he was wanting to take a witness 

out of turn, but you have sent her on, right? 

MR .. LITTLE: Right .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Who, Carol? 

MR .. LITTLE: Yes .. 

ALJ: All right .. 

MR. LITTLE: We object to this witness because he 

was not listed at our counsel meeting that you had 

ordered .. 

ALJ: Yeah .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: And for the record 

ALJ: Or is he in the stipulation? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, he is in the stipulation.. He 

was put in when I was drafting - I was drafting it at 

first and I had the list.. I didn't give it to Joe.. I 

absolutely confess that on the Monday that we met, I 

didn't put it there.. We hadn't exchanged anything before 

then. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, that's not true .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm sorry.. You had drafted 

something over the weekend.. You just appeared in the 

case and when I put everything together, I put his name 

in on Wednesday and then he objected.. And I said where 

is the prejudice? But be that as it may, so that's the 

story. I can argue Binger if you want to or whatever 
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else you would like to argue .. My point is he's traveled 

down here from Tallahassee.. I would like to preserve his 

testimony whenever it's least inconvenient to the court .. 

If you would rather have me finish Mr .. Barnas, I'll 

certainly do that, too, but it's going to be a little bit 

of time .. 

ALJ: Well, as I told you, I don't mind taking 

witnesses out of order.. I'm not a juror.. I don't get 

confused by the testimony .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I understand .. 

ALJ: That's not the issue .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, we object to the testimony .. 

We don't object to taking him out of order .. 

ALJ: No.. I understand.. You all met when? You all 

had your little pretrial conference when? 

MR .. LITTLE: Monday the - ten days before 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Like the 10th.. It was the 10th .. 

We met on the 10th .. 

MR .. LITTLE: The 15th .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: No.. We filed it on the 15th.. We 

filed it on 15th .. 

MR. LITTLE: We met on Monday before.. 15 days 

before.. The 10th .. 

ALJ: Pull out your phone and look at the 

calendar .. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: We met on the 10th.. We filed it on 

the 14th which was one day earlier than you required the 

pretrial stip to be in place, if I recall .. 

ALJ: Now, what happened at this meeting? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, we sat down.. We talked about 

issues.. We talked 

ALJ: Did you exchange the list at the meeting? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I didn't give him my list .. That is 

absolutely correct.. He had given me his list over the 

weekend and I just put my list in when I typed it up 

after we worked out some language issues and edited it 

and my next draft went back on Wednesday and he objected 

promptly.. There is no question about that.. As I said, I 

think Binger is the controlling case. 

ALJ: He objected to you, right? 

MR. REGENSDORF: He objected in the stip, too. We 

put it in the stip .. 

ALJ: That's right. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's in the stip. I'm not 

suggesting 

ALJ: I remember reading that now .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Yeah. My point is that that's not 

the test for keeping a witness off --

ALJ: No, it's not. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: under Binger so .. 
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ALJ: How were you prejudiced by it? 

MR. LITTLE: Well, the prejudice comes from not 

having enough time to prepare our entire case, you know. 

If there is a prejudice, that's it. 

ALJ: Yes. I mean, your solution to that is to ask 

for a continuance 

MR. LITTLE: Yes. 

ALJ: -- in that instance because, you know, I 

recognize that you all got late notice of the petition 

and, you know, I'm aware of that, but the solution to 

that is to ask for a continuance so I'm going to let --

What's this man's name? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Mark Herron. 

ALJ: I'm going to let Mr. Herron testify. Your 

objection is denied. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Tell me what your preference is. I 

don't care. 

ALJ: I would just as soon do Mr. Herron now and 

send him back to Tallahassee. 

MR. REGENSDORF: He may have something else to do 

here, but there's no point in having him sit out in the 

waiting room. 

ALJ: No. He can get on with his business because 

Mr. Barnas is going to be here. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you, Your Honor. 
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ALJ: And if you want to call your witness and see 

if you can get her back, I'll take her out of order, 

too,. 

MR,. LITTLE: Well, she's eating lunch, but she 

may be back before Mr,. Herron is finished,. 

ALJ: Okay,. Raise your right hand for me, please,. 

7 Thereupon, 

8 MARK HERRON 

9 after having been first duly sworn, testified as follows, 

10 ALJ: Go ahead,. 

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

12 BY MR,. REGENSDORF: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A,. 

Q .. 

Will you state your name, please, sir,. 

Mark Herron .. 

Where is your professional address? 

2618 Centennial Place, Tallahassee, Florida 32308,. 

What happens at that address? What business is 

18 located there? 

19 A .. It's the law firm of Messer, Caparello,. I'm a 

20 shareholder in that firm and I practice law,. 

21 

22 

23 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

How long have you been with that firm? 

2002 approximately,. 

When did you graduate from law school? Where did 

24 you go to law school? 

25 A .. Florida State University,. Graduated in 1975,. 
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Q. Can you give the court the benefit of your areas of 

practice, areas of specialty and how you come to be a lawyer 

as of February 2014? 

A. I don't want to get the Florida Bar mad at me so I'm 

not going to say specialty. All I do is primarily practice in 

the area of ethics and elections. I do a little bit of 

lobbying, but as a general rule I represent public officials 

who are charged with violations of the ethics code or try to 

advise corporations to keep out of trouble or lobbyists to 

keep out of trouble under the ethics laws. With respect to 

election laws I represent candidates and political parties, 

political committees, election and communication 

organizations. I represent clients before the Florida 

Elections Commission as well.. 

Q. Do you represent both complainants or petitioners 

and respondents before those bodies? 

A. I have. I have. 

Q. Have you had any particular experience in the 

preparation of or drafting of any of the legislation that's 

currently on the books in the State of Florida? 

A. I have .. 

Q. Tell the court briefly about that. 

A.. Well, for ten years I worked in the legislature with 

the - started with the Criminal Justice Committee. Worked 

with the Commerce Committee as the staff director. Worked as 
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general counsel for the house or acting general counsel of the 

house under floor speakers. I was staff director of the 

reapportionment committees in the 1980's and I was chief of 

staff when speaker Moffitt was speaker. 

Q. Did those duties, any of those duties bring you into 

professional contact with Chapter 106? 

A. It did. When I was chief of staff as well as 

general counsel we worked on legislation dealing with the 

Florida Election Code. 

Q. Again I don't want to get you in trouble with the 

Florida Bar. There is no board certification in the field of 

election or ethics specialties? 

A. Not that I know of. 

Q. Did you, sir, at my request review the pleadings in 

this case and my billing time records for the purposes of 

considering the issues concerning reasonable fees? 

A. I did. I reviewed the materials you sent to me as 

well as I went on the Florida Elections Commission website and 

looked at the materials that were associated with the agenda 

item that was taken up by the commission in November of 2013 

which I believe was your request for attorney's fees. That 

agenda item packet, I think, was over 200 pages long and had 

the pleadings, the letters with respect to this matter. I 

have also gone on the Division of Administrative Hearings 

website and looked at the docket for this proceeding as 
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well. 

Q. The court has not had the benefit and joy of 

listening to me testify yet about my practice, but have you -

do you have any familiarity whatsoever with respect to me as a 

lawyer? 

A. Back in another lifetime, in another century, we 

were both in Akerman Senterfitt when I was part of that firm. 

I know of your work since that time in terms of representing 

or being chairman of various bar committees that have brought 

significant changes to our practice of law with respect to 

electronic filing, but other than that I don't know exactly 

what you do on a day-to-day basis. 

Q. As little as possible. As a result of your 

professional experience and familiarity with materials 

First of all, have you been able to form an opinion as to 

either a fee, a load star, hours, rates that would be 

reasonable for the time spent in representing Ms. Yeago in the 

defense and in the prosecution which continues through this 

hearing? 

A.. I have .. 

Q. Can you give the court -- I don't want to belabor 

the court with testimony that she may not need -- but can you 

give the court some idea of the issues that an attorney 

reviews in coming to the conclusion as to reasonable hours 

and/or reasonable rates and a load star? 
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A.. Well, in terms of -- Let me back up here a little 

bit here.. I have reviewed your billing statements as well so 

I didn't answer that specifically in the prior question.. But 

in terms of this I am pretty familiar with the rates that are 

charged by attorneys who practice before the Florida Elections 

Commission including my own rates.. I'm also familiar with 

rates that attorneys who may not be day to day practitioners 

who practice in front of the Florida Elections Commission or 

the Florida Ethics Commission charge and the rates that 

governmental entities may choose to reimburse them at.. It may 

not be their hourly rate that they charges in their firm.. So 

I'm generally familiar with that. 

With respect to the issue of a load star, I don't 

think a load star is appropriate in these types of 

proceedings.. These are generally done not on a contingency 

basis.. They are generally done on an hourly basis that either 

the public official carries the weight of the burden or 

insurance coverage for some reason if they are a public 

official covered by insurance and/or the government entities 

will set the rates in the ordinances that allow them or the 

resolutions that authorize counsel. 

Q. When I said load star, I wasn't talking about a 

multiplier of a load star, but I think that was what you were 

talking about.. But the load star is the calculation of the 

reasonable hours spent times a reasonable rate for those 
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1 hours.. Have you had an opportunity based on your experience 

2 and your review of the materials and the billing records to 

3 come to a conclusion either as to a precise number or a range 

4 of hours that you feel is an appropriate and reasonable basis 

5 for hourly - for the hours spent in the defense and 

6 prosecution of this through the conclusion of the hearing 

7 today? 

8 A.. Well, let me tell you what I have looked at here and 

9 that might help answer your question a little better.. The 

10 billing statement that I looked at has time entries from 

11 approximately April 3rd of 2013 or I should say April 16, 2013 

12 through ,January 8th of 2014 so obviously these are incomplete 

13 billing records as far as I know .. 

14 As I review them I see them kind of divided into 

15 three components.. One is the component of the initial defense 

16 of the complaint that was filed against your client and with 

17 respect to that issue the Florida Elections Commission 

18 provides what I say is a unique opportunity for defense early 

19 on with in terms of responding to and having the opportunity 

20 to respond to the question of whether the complaint is legally 

21 insufficient.. Most agencies you don't get that shot.. And as 

22 a result it gives people who are charged with election law 

23 violations two cracks at the apple to walk out without a 

24 finding of probable cause.. The first is the legal sufficiency 

25 and then the second is the probable cause determination if the 
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complaint is determined legally sufficient.. So that's the 

first component of the bill I looked at. 
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The second component of the bill I looked at was the 

preparation of the attorney's fee petition and again once the 

commission determined there was no - the complaint was not 

legally sufficient, it appears that here you shifted into the 

determination of we are going to file a petition for 

attorney's fees .. So that's the second component of this 

billing statement .. 

And the third component of the billing statement is 

after the commission in November said you're entitled to seek 

attorney's fees and have a hearing in from of DOAH, that's the 

third component of these billing statements and that's the 

component that's incomplete and those numbers would run 

through today or tomorrow or the preparation of a proposed 

recommended order .. 

So to answer your question, I have looked at them in 

those three components.. I did notice a couple of things but, 

you know, let's get to the hourly rate .. Let's deal with that .. 

Q.. Before we do that just as an aside by coincidence 

were you present on November 13th when this matter was heard 

by the Florida Elections Commission? 

A.. I saw you on that date.. I don't recall if I was in 

the room .. 

Q.. Well, then I'm not going to ask the next question .. 
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A. I really don't because I think I left because it was 

one of those long days. 

Q. Okay. The document reflects and the contract 

reflected a billing rate at the time of $505 with my firm in 

Jacksonville. Do you have an opinion as to what you feel a 

reasonable rate is for a lawyer of my experience, credentials 

and at least so far success in a case both defending and 

prosecuting this matter? 

A. I think a reasonable rate is more in line of between 

350 and 450 an hour. 

Q. And what's the basis for that? 

A. I go back to use the very - I use as kind of the 

guide post in making that analysis is the experience of Barry 

Richard when he defended O'Meara Marks in Tallahassee. He was 

billing O'Meara Marks at a rate of - the Greenberg rate of 

$750 an hour even though his appropriate rate is also quoted 

at $935 an hour. So he was giving a discounted rate of $750. 

That came before the city commission and the city of 

Tallahassee. They weren't going to pay that rate. They paid 

about 450 an hour for Barry Richard and the mayor had to 

absorb the rest .. 

In your case your rate is on this bill the retainer 

letter says it's 505. There are some rates in this bill at 

520, 505. There are two rates that are attached to this 

billing statement that I reviewed and so applying the Barry 
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1 Richard rule I thought that the appropriate rate would be 

2 approximately between 350 and 450 an hour. 

3 Q .. So I'm only roughly half the man that Barry Richard 

4 is?. Am I hearing your testimony correctly, sir? Note my 

5 offense. I'm only kidding. That was a joke. All right. 

6 Going to the other component of the calculation of 

7 the load star of the hours spent at whatever the reasonable 

8 rate is, have you formed an opinion based upon a reasonable 

9 degree of legal satisfaction and comfort as to what the hours 

10 reasonably spent on parts one, two and three whether they are 

11 separated or --

12 A .. I tried to review these and in all honesty we 

13 haven't had an opportunity for me to question you about some 

14 of these things, but in the first component I noticed it was 

15 about 32.8 hours between the time of the initial defense of 

16 the complaint and the letter, the second letter from the 

17 Elections Commission with respect to the fact that there had 

18 been no additional information supplied and I think that 

19 letter came June 28th, 2013 so about 32.8 hours there. 

20 With respect to that I felt the hours were 

21 relatively reasonable.. I only had one or two questions about 

22 a couple of the matters, but in terms of the time entries with 

23 respect to the materials I reviewed I thought the time was 

24 appropriate, and I'll tell you why I thought it was 

25 appropriate. It was appropriate because I thought that the 
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1 documents that you submitted in response on the legal 

2 sufficiency issue were very, very comprehensive.. They were 

3 very impressive to tell you the truth and because that was 

4 your shot to knock it out and knock it out for good and it was 

5 like you did the whole trial or the whole hearing .. 

6 Q .. So the hours on what you call part one of the 

7 process was in your opinion a reasonable hours was what number 

8 of hours? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

As I say, I think it was 32 .. 8 .. A .. 

Q .. Okay .. If it's appropriate to do this on the second 

phase which was the getting ready for the attorney's fees, I 

don't know where it broke off, whether it was before or after 

the November 13th hearing, did you have an opinion as to what 

the reasonable hours were from the end of phase one until the 

end of phase two? 

A.. I didn't have an opportunity to come to a complete 

conclusion on that because I had some questions with respect 

to some of the issues, some of the time entries .. 

Q.. Tell me which questions you had and we can --

A.. Well, there was some issues about the rescheduling 

of the hearing.. I thought that that might be issues that were 

more - I don't know whose convenience it was for, whether it 

was for the plaintiffs or the respondent or the 

complainants. 

Q.. The first rescheduling was clearly mine .. Let me 
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1 clarify that. I was going to be out of town. I forget. Out 

2 of the country. No. I was out of town. 

3 A .. So I would have, since they were for your 

4 convenience I would have probably knocked those off, okay? 

5 With respect to the issue of, there was some questions in here 

6 about review time entries for bill and e-mails with client RE 

7 mediation. I didn't understand how mediation fit into this 

8 proceeding because I didn't see any mediations on the docket. 

9 I didn't know if that was related to this case or not. 

10 Q .. Let me ask you to do this then because you're right. 

11 It's not in the record and I'll talk about it later, but just 

12 carve out and put into a separate number the composite time 

13 globally related to the mediation efforts. We're not going to 

14 put a claim in for that or not, it's really separate from this 

15 proceeding. 

16 A. Well, you had -- Let me just go on. 

17 Q. Okay. 

18 A. The other thing is as somebody who practices in this 

19 area and I know that every lawyer's relationship with their 

20 client is different and separate, I come from the school that 

21 we don't necessarily bill for travel and have clients that 

22 kind of expect that so I was - I would discount the travel in 

23 my way of looking at things. But okay. 

24 Q .. Taking those three items and just setting them 

25 aside, let's just make it real simple, that's the whole issue 
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1 of i:escheduling, that's my rescheduling, the whole issue of 

2 what is soi:t of a mediation effoi:t, if you want to call it 

3 that, and the thii:d is ti:avel, eliminating all those from the 

4 calculation --

5 A .. With the othei: two components the billing statement 

6 shows 78 .. 10 houi:s and I hadn't had the opportunity to bi:eak 

7 them down sepai:ately because of the questions I had, but 

8 backing those things out I would pi:obably back out six oi: 

9 seven houi:s of time .. 

10 Q .. Call it 70 houi:s? 

11 A .. Yeah.. 70 houi:s .. And again that's the attorney's 

12 fee petition.. I notice that again this was a vei:y 

13 compi:ehensi ve appi:oach to the attoi:ney' s fee thing.. They are 

14 vei:y difficult to get these commissions eithei: Ethics oi: 

15 Elections to do these attoi:ney's fees petitions .. They don't 

16 like to do them.. They don't like to gi:ant them, and you have 

17 to make youi: case thei:e because that's the only shot you 

18 got. 

19 

20 

Q .. 

A .. 

Okay .. 

So again looking at the two you say 32 .. 8 plus 70 at 

21 between 350 and $450 an hour .. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay .. 

ALJ: Anything fui:thei:? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I have no fui:ther questions .. 

ALJ: Mi: .. Little .. 
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2 BY MR .. LITTLE: 
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CROSS EXAMINATION 

3 Q.. Mr .. Herron, I'm Joe Little.. I represent Mr .. Barnas .. 

4 Are you familiar with the rate of pay of lawyers in High 

5 Springs, Florida? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A .. I'm not .. 

Q.. Are you familiar with the rate of pay of lawyers in 

Gainesville, Florida? 

A .. 

Q,, 

I am not .. 

So do you have any reason to believe that there 

11 would not be capable counsel to represent this matter in 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Gainesville, Florida? 

A.. I only hesitate because I specialize in this area 

and consult with a lot of people trying to bring them up to 

speed, but I'm confident that a lawyer could be brought up to 

speed on these issues and you could find competent counsel in 

Gainesville to handle these types of matters, yes, sir .. 

Q.. Did you - you say this matter.. What was in your 

opinion particularly difficult or complex about this matter? 

A.. Well, again it's the effort to try to get the 

commission to dismiss the case at the legal sufficiency stage. 

Legal sufficiency as I'm sure most of us in the room are aware 

is a very low threshold.. Does the complaint allege facts 

which if true indicate a possible, a possible violation of the 

law and that is an issue here that I believe from my reading 



1 of the complaint, the complaint was trying to say that there 

2 was some type of expressed advocacy here in these pieces or 

3 the actions of the committee and the respondent and the 

4 respondent was saying there is no advocacy here so that's 

5 always over the years has been a tricky issue with the 

6 Elections Commission in terms of what they will determine to 

7 be legally sufficient or insufficient. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

MR. LITTLE: May I have the exhibit that is the 

response to the complaint? 

MR. REGENSDORF: I think it's 2. Let me see if I 

have an extra copy because the Judge would like to have 

one. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I think I do. Do you want the 

witness to have it, Joe? 

MR. LITTLE: Sure. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Whatever you want. I don't know. 

MR. LITTLE: I would like to have it, too. 
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18 

19 

20 

MR. REGENSDORF: Unfortunately -- I gave you one on 

Friday. I can't give you one everyday. 

21 BY THE WITNESS: 

22 A .. I can bring one up electronically if you need me 

2 3 to .. 

24 MR. REGENSDORF: I'll make you one. Would that work 

25 better, Joe? 
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1 MR .. LITTLE: No.. You're gonna give him one, right? 

2 BY THE WITNESS: 

3 

4 

I have got one in front of me .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: He's got one .. 

5 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

6 Q,, Have you got the response of respondent Yeago? 

7 A. It says response of respondent Sharon Yeago to the 

8 complaint in FEC case number 13-25 .. 

9 Q .. If you look at the first page there, there's nothing 

10 there that requires anything special, is there, just the 

11 statement? 

12 A .. Well, other than the skill of the lawyer writing 

13 it. 

14 Q,, Yeah, well, you don't see anything particular 

15 skillful there, do you? 

16 A .. Well, the answer to that question, you know, putting 

17 together the argument does involve skill.. Making it concise, 

18 making it flow, making it easily readable does require skill .. 

19 But yeah, I mean, is it rocket science? No .. 

20 Q., I'm not talking about as a general matter going to 

21 law school .. I'm just talking about this, there's nothing 

22 special here, is there? If you turn over to page 2, there is 

23 simply a statement that the complaint is legally insufficient 

24 on its face under the heading of 2, is it not? 

25 A .. Mm-hmm.. Mm-hmm .. 
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1 Q,, And then on page 3 there's a heading expressly 

2 advocating. All this is doing is telling us it's got to be an 

3 expenditure of more than $500, isn't it? 

4 A .. Well, as I say, I think it's putting forth el.ements. 

5 It's setting forth his argument, yes. 

6 Q,, Well, but it's just parroting the statute, isn't 

7 it? 

8 A,, I don't know if it's parroting the statute. It's 

9 citing the statute. It's putting forth an argument that the 

10 elements here of the allegations in the complaint aren't 

11 present here and it may be legally insufficient. 

' 
12 Q,, Okay. And that's making a statement. And if you 

I, 
13 look at the next page, we have here simply a statement that 

14 the complaint shows on its face that it's not legally 

15 sufficient. Conclusion more or less; is that correct? 

16 That's the argument that's being made, yes, sir. 

17 Q,, Yeah.. And what I'm looking for, I'm not suggesting 

18 that it doesn't take some time to sit down and put these 

19 pieces together, but there's no particular lawyering that's 

20 being done here, no particular argument from cases .. I don't 

21 think there's a case cited anywhere, is there? It's all in 

22 the statute. 

23 A. I don't believe there's a case cited either, but 

24 that's not to say it's not lawyering. 

25 Q,, Okay. All right. Turn over to page 13, item 4, in 

;:::::::.:::::::::::::::::: :;;::;:::.·,:::::::.::.::::::::.::::::::.:LEJ3'£A"N:C:::C.0JJ1!."'.r::EE"P::-ORT;n:rc;::::sER'JlIC'E"s;;:::::INC'::.:: ... ::· ·--·,:::: .. :::::::.:.::::::::::::.:. 
·--,··.:::"c·:::::"'=:::'"-''::'."':::·· ... ,. •• =P·'.'(r.::.:'J3ox~·5"9"'0':t'"":'(;p(rJ:rss:v:r'L:Gt~;·:·1'-:r:oR"ITIA''"3'Z6-:-z:r=:3"'5"'2~3:J-3~'6i:l'3'o=·· =·: · 
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1 bold, the actions were deliberate, malicious, without basis in 

2 law or fact, contrary to commission rules, and if you look at 

3 what follows that, there's no reference to any evidence to 

4 support that, is there? 

5 A .. Well, again I believe that previously this was as 

6 it's indicated in the document that the document was also 

7 attempting to show the commission that there was - this was 

8 filed in violation of the - they wanted to go after attorney's 

9 fees and that's what is says in the first part and this is the 

10 follow up to that as I read it. 

11 Q .. Okay. But what my point is is that there's no 

12 reference to any evidence establishing or showing any malice 

13 on the part of Mr. Barnas? 

14 A .. But that is the point of this hearing as I 

15 understand it. 

16 Q .. I understand that. 

17 A. Yeah .. 

18 Q .. I'm just trying to find out why it was necessary to 

19 expend any great amount of time in preparing this memorandum 

20 at the time it was prepared which was in response to the 

21 petition? 

22 A. Again I viewed it as a very well done petition. It 

23 set up the case. I don't think there's anything harmful in 

24 that. 

25 Q .. All right. So you think the number of hours that 



1 were recorded for this particular document were not 

2 unreasonable? 

3 A. I don't, and again there is an additional set of 

4 affidavits and exhibits that were attached as part of the 

5 hours that were expended in gathering this and putting this 

6 thing together. 

7 

8 

Q .. 

A. 

They're all pretty simple affidavits, aren't they? 

Again affidavits are generally not that difficult 

9 once you sit down and get the facts correctly from the 

10 witnesses. 

11 Q,, Let me ask you this: How much time have you spent 

12 in your examination of the records? 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q,, 

I would say less than two hours. 

Okay. And are you being paid for your testimony? 

Mr. Regensdorf said that he would pay me, yes. 

Okay. What rate are you being paid? 

I bill my time out at $300 an hour. 

Is that for the work you do in Tallahassee? 

Yes, sir. 

And FEC work? 

21 A. Yes, sir. 

22 Q.. And do you deem yourself to be competent to appear 

23 before FEC? 

24 

25 have. 

A. I do, but I have an issue that other people don't 

81 
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1 Q.. And I guess I ought to ask you what that is? 

2 A. That issue is I'm a lobbyist and as a lobbyist I 

3 cannot have a different rate for different people. We're 

4 public officials so I have one rate. 

5 Q. I see. Have you got the time sheets there? 

6 A. I do. 

7 Q. Will you turn to page 3, I think? 

8 A. Page 3. Yes, sir. 

9 Q. You see the time spent for R. Ambrose? 

10 A. Interview with R. Ambrose, RA fax and further 

11 affidavit. 

12 Q.. Yes. 

13 A. Yes. 

14 Q.. Do you know what Ambrose had to do with this 

15 matter? 

16 A. I do not. 

17 Q. So you don't know whether this time is properly 

18 chargeable? 

19 A I do not. 

20 Q.. Okay. 

21 MR. REGENSDORF: What page are you on there, Joe? 

22 MR. LITTLE: Page 3. 

23 MR. REGENSDORF: Thank you. 

24 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

25 Q.. If you look down at the bottom of the page, e-mails 
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1 with B .. Bouka:r:i? 

2 A. Yes .. 

3 Q.. Do you know what that was about? 

4 A.. I do not .. 

5 Q.. Do you know what Boukari had to do with this 

6 matte:r:? 

7 A.. I do not .. 

8 Q.. So you don't know whether that's a prope:r: charge o:r: 

9 not, do you? 

10 A. I do not .. 

11 Q.. The next page the:r:e is anothe:r: Amb:r:ose? 

12 A.. Same answe:r: .. 

13 Q.. Same answe:r: .. If you look at the next to the last 

14 item the:r:e is anothe:r: Amb:r:ose? 

15 A.. I ag:r:ee .. 

16 Q.. Same answer? 

17 A.. Same answer .. 

18 Q.. The next page, page 5, the:r:e's a McKennon affidavit, 

19 do you know what that was about? 

20 A.. How far down? 

21 Q.. Thi:r:d line .. 

22 A.. Oh, yeah.. I do not know .. 

23 Q.. You don't know what? 

24 A.. I don't know what the prepa:r:e and send e-mail and 

25 affidavit to E .. McKennon/RE Ba:r:nas is.. I assume RE Ba:r:nas 
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1 means it relates to this case. 

2 Q. But you don't know what McKennon had to say or what 

3 it related to? 

4 A. I do not. 

5 Q. Now, I believe -- Well, are you aware of when the 

6 FEC issued its no probable cause or whatever? 

7 A. It's my understanding on June 10th. A letter came 

8 out of June 10th, 2013. It said the complaint was legally 

9 insufficient giving the complainant two weeks or 14 days to 

10 amend. 

11 Q. Okay. And then you considered everything after this 

12 as being related to a fee petition; is that correct? 

13 A. Not exactly. It appears to me that the time entry 

14 that talks about on 6/12 their review complaint, the blog, 

15 RB's attorney's fees and frivolous complaints and telephone 

16 hearing seemed to me that Mr. Regensdorf was shifting into 

17 thinking about a fee petition in terms of actually preparing 

18 it although again the entry - there is an entry on the next 

19 page, top of page 6 where there's an e-mail there about the 

20 closing of the case which I assume is the June 28th letter 

21 from the FEC. 

22 Q. If you look to the next to the last entry on page 5, 

23 e-mail, M. Osley, reports of Mr. Barnas' previous 

24 complaints? 

25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. Do you know M. Osley? 

2 A. I do not. 

3 Q. Do you know how that relates to this matter? 

4 A. My assumption was that Mr. Regensdorf was trying to 

5 determine the amount of ill will that your client may have 

6 against his client. 

7 Q .. What's the basis for that assumption? 

8 A. Mr. Barnas' previous complaints. 

9 Q .. Did you know what those previous complaints might 

10 have been? 

11 A. I have no idea. 

12 Q .. Do you know whether they were successful or not? 

13 A .. I have no idea .. 

14 Q .. Do you know whether they were filed with malice or 

15 not? 

16 A. I have no idea. 

17 Q .. You don't know whether they in any way relate to 

18 whether this matter ought to prevail, do you? 

19 A.. I said it was -- Oh, this matter? Oh, no. I have 

20 no knowledge of any malice between the parties at all. I'm 

21 here as an attorney's fees expert. 

22 Q. The next item or first item on the second page also 

23 has to do with M .. Osley complaints for possible use Bar ethics 

24 election USDA.. Do you know anything about those? 

25 A. Again my assumption was they were researching to see 
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1 if there was malice between your client and Mr .. Regensdorf's 

2 client .. 

3 Q.. And if that information were not relevant to that 

4 issue, should it be considered in this matter? 

5 A Well, it may not be relevant -- Well, again I don't 

6 know.. That was my assumption.. It could still be relevant .. 

7 That was my assumption .. 

8 Q.. But you don't know? 

9 A.. I do not know .. 

10 Q.. The item next under that is LR Chapman complaint to 

11 USDA.. Do you know what that's about? 

12 A .. 

13 Q .. 

14 issue? 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

I have no idea.. Same assumptions .. 

So you don't know what the relevance is to this 

Correct.. Same assumptions .. 

How about the next item, Amanda Onkly? 

Same assumption .. 

What about the USDA materials, do you know what they 

19 are? Did you review them? 

20 

21 

22 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

I did not .. 

So you don't know how they relate to this? 

I do not.. Again it's my assumption based on the 

23 previous time entries that involve the USDA .. 

24 Q .. But you don't know how in the world USDA is involved 

25 in this matter? 
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2 

A .. 

Q .. 

I do not. 

Okay.. The next item apparently is the closing of 

3 the case and review of that would seem appropriate, would it 

4 not? 

5 A .. Without a doubt .. Again that's that letter I 

6 mentioned of June 28th .. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q., 

A .. 

The next item says it's not billable .. 

Mm-hmm .. 

So I take it you excluded that? 

Well, I have a yellow line on it, but I would have 

11 excluded it, yes .. 

12 Q,, Okay.. Do you know about these detailed e-mails to 

13 Peter Boukari, Chapman and their complaints? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q,, 

18 Boukari? 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q., 

I do not .. 

And you don't know how they relate to this matter? 

I do not .. 

And the same thing with the next entry about 

Correct. 

The next item, initial review of Mr .. Barnas' 
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21 complaints and orders for comparison to Ms. Yeago's complaint, 

22 do you see that? 

23 A .. I do .. 

24 Q,, What assumption did you make about that? 

25 A .. My assumption was that Mr.. Regensdorf was reviewing 
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1 some documents in order to prepare the petition .. 

2 Q.. You don't know what Barnas' complaints 

3 A.. No .. 

4 Q.. You didn't assume it had to do with the complaint in 

5 this case, did you? 

6 A.. Well, because he's already reviewed the complaint 

7 and orders on that case .. 

8 Q.. So you don't know what that was about? 

9 A.. I told you yeah.. I assumed it was reviewing some 

10 documents in order for preparing the petition for attorney's 

11 fees .. 

12 Q. But you don't really know what it was about? 

13 A.. I'll say it again.. I do not what it was about .. I 

14 just made an assumption .. 

15 Q.. All right.. Thank you.. The next item having to do 

16 with Travis' complaint, do you know anything about Travis' 

17 complaint? 

18 A.. No .. 

19 Q.. You don't know whether it has anything to do with 

20 this at all? 

21 A .. No .. 

22 Q. The next item is De Peter? 

23 A. Same .. 

24 Q,, De Peter again? 

25 A. Correct. 
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1 

2 

3 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

And Chapman again.. It was on the bottom of page -

Well, I have DePeter and DePeter .. 

Maybe our printing is off. Is you:r first one on the 

4 next page Chapman? 

5 A. Well, that's an interesting point. No. I have a 

6 missing gap there. 

7 Q.. Oh .. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

But I don't know anything about Chapman either so ..... . 

Okay.. So whatever it is? 

Yeah .. 

All :right. The next thing seems to be :research on 

12 standard of proof which would seem to be appropriate, would it 

13 not? 

14 

15 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Now, what about the next two items, detail file, 

16 :review legal analysis and M:r. Barnas' :review. I'm sorry. The 

17 next item, the detailed e-mail with CCFBHS Steering Committee, 

18 do you know what that is about? 

19 A.. I do not.. I have assumptions, but I don't know what 

20 it's about specifically. 

21 Q. Okay. What? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

What assumptions have I made? 

Su:re .. 

Is that what you:r question was? 

Su:re. I wasn't going to ask you, but go ahead. 
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1 A .. Well, again I believe that there's some 

2 communications between the steering committee and the petition 

3 and they might be gathering information.. I haven't seen the 

4 e-mail so I don't know .. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

You don't know what it was about? 

No .. 

You see the item down there with $1161 .. 50? 

Yes .. 

Prepare for and attend meeting of the steering 

10 committee on attorney's fees? 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

Do you know why there would be such a meeting with 

13 the steering committee about attorney's fees? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

I can only speculate.. I wouldn't know why .. 

You don't know why? 

No .. 

You don't no whether it was necessary for preparing 

18 this fee petition or not? 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

I do not know. 

Yeah .. Did you take a detailed look for attorney's 

21 fees and assess whether or not on top of everything else eight 

22 and a half hours was reasonable for producing that petition? 

23 A .. for somebody that's not done them before it might 

24 be.. I have done them.. I do them in less than eight hours, 

25 but mine might not have been as detailed as this one was, but 
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1 I have done them again recognizing the reluctance of the 

2 bodies to grant them, you need to throw everything in there 

3 but the kitchen sink in order to get over the hump .. 

4 Q. Is that what it takes? Isn't it better to have a 

5 concise well done complaint that speaks? 

6 A .. One might think so, although again my experience 

7 with at least the Ethics Commission more particularly than the 

8 Elections Commission is that they do not want to grant them 

9 and so the last one I did was 121 pages long.. This one a 

10 hundred and some plus pages long, but if you do a rule of 

11 procedure kind of pleading, they're going to bounce you out .. 

12 They want the details .. 

13 Q .. You say it's 121 pages .. 

14 A .. Mine was .. 

15 Q .. I understand.. So is it just adding pages, putting 

16 stuff in it, is that your opinion as to what it takes to have 

17 a successful petition? 

18 A .. No, sir, and here is one of the reasons why I 

19 believe they have to do it this way.. Oftentimes -- I 

20 shouldn't say oftentimes.. Sometimes you have the benefit of 

21 the investigation in order to create the basis for your 

22 petition for attorney's fees and in the course of that 

23 investigation it becomes apparent that the complainant didn't 

24 know what was in the complaint when it was handed to him by a 

25 third party or the complainant knew that the statements were 
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1 false it becomes apparent. You don't have that in this case 

2 when you have a petition filed after a determination of legal 

3 insufficiency because there's been no investigation done and 

4 so you have to in essence do your own investigation and put 

5 all the information in the petition and that is what makes 

6 this different.. And in terms of I think maybe loading it up 

7 with stuff you have to get there because you have to do your 

8 own investigation. You have to put your own evidence in there 

9 so that you can get over that hump. For example, in one of 

10 the ones I have done in Ethics, I took their report of 

11 investigation and attached it and said here it is, but you 

12 don't have that benefit or that luxury in this case. 

13 Q .. And you didn't think that all of that stuff was in 

14 the response to the complaint in this case? 

15 A. It might have been and probably was a lot of it, but 

16 you have to reformat it and get it there. 

17 Q. If you go to page 8, Mr. Herron, and this is the top 

18 of my page. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

Okay. 

It says 7/10/13. Do you have that? 

Yes, sir. 

This apparently this first entry had to do with 

23 problems with the date and I take it that's one of the things 

24 that you thought --

25 A. Yes, sir. 

-·· · ·· ··- ·· - .. ::::::.;. :: · .::::::: .::: "...... . .... .. :::::::.::: : .. :L.EB:J:>l\:l'I <::::: •. <::JJJlE:I'. :E'E:J'3C>J<:'.I: Il'l,~S EE:.li'..f.C'.E:S:, .:3.l'J.<:::.:,::,::::.:::;;;;; ,.. : ::.:.: 
•..• :. 'ec:o:'."'c"''":-~·· ::::':':'=':"'':':"C""'P':"O:"~:gox=s9·o7'~:.:: GA'INE-SV'TL'L'E';"·: FI:,'ORt'O'A:: 3'2'6"2''7'"'':"'"3'5Z""'r7:3':."'()'0'3'0'"=··=···-·',0:'' --
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1 Q .. -- you would want to know why.. Whose p:r:oblem was 

2 it? 

3 A .. Again and yes, si:r:. And I put little nos next to 

4 those in terms of taking those out. 

5 Q .. And the third one down I take it you got a no by, 

6 too? 

7 A .. Yes, si:r:. The fou:r:th one as well. 

8 Q .. The fou:r:th one as well. The fifth one as well? 

9 A .. Yes. 

10 Q .. Sixth one as well? 

11 A. To a certain degree and again he's looking at -- We 

12 a:r:e talking about the sixth one that says resea:r:ch into 

13 p:r:ocedures? 

14 Q. Yeah. 

15 A. Okay. It's an issue of, you know, I don't think 

16 Paul has been the:r:e before and so that might be an approp:r:iate 

17 entry in terms of whether it was November or August in an 

18 attorney's fees p:r:oceeding. 

19 Q .. We:r:e you aware of the fact that up until October: 28 

20 of 2013 that M:r:. Ba:r:nas himself was not aware that Yeago had 

21 filed a response to his complaint? 

22 A .. Why I'm hesitating is I :r:ead a document in the 

23 docket here in a motion to dismiss and so I'm aware of it only 

24 as a result of that filing. 

25 Q .. Okay. And also if that filing, if the statement in 
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1 there was true, Mr. Barnas had no notice until 10/28 that a 

2 fee petition had been filed? 

3 A. That's always an interesting point that I have taken 

4 up with both ethics and elections. You're not under their 

5 rules. You don't serve it on the other side. You serve it 

6 with the commission and it's their duty to serve it on the 

7 other side. 

8 Q., Well, you don't mind if I disagree with you on 

9 that? 

10 A. I agree. I'm just telling you what they tell me. 

11 Q., Okay. What they tell you. But they cannot tell you 

12 not to follow the established rules of procedures that apply 

13 to the proceeding? 

14 MR. REGENSDORF: Let me object. This isn't going to 

15 

16 

attorney's fees. I'm just trying to keep it on focus. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. Let's go back. I agree. 

17 BY MR. LITTLE: 

18 Q., The item having to do with multiple telephone 

19 conferences with scheduling with the board meeting? 

20 A .. Yes. I would take that out, too. 

21 Q,, Okay. Go to the next page. I think the third thing 

22 down has to do with mediation. Did you mention that 

23 earlier? 

24 A. I mentioned that I didn't - I have a question about 

25 the mediation entries because I didn't see any mediation in 

.:::::. .... :.:::::,=:,:::::::. :::. ::::.: .... ::::;:.:::; :::::::: ... : ::·::.:::;:::::f¥l;l:J;;AJ!!:C::;§Q~~JIB.T±.NG:::S.ERY:TCE:S.i::::J;~ · ;;_;:.;;:;.:.::::::::.:::~::::::.::::::,::::::.:: :::· ... 
··=•::-::::C::':::·:":=.·~·"'''::cc:·:=.:.:::'P,:;:O::···sox::5'9'0T~'CGATNES'V:t:t:6E'C,'''Fl:OR'I'[iA'::'T2'G2'7'c::.·':t3'2':::'3'"/'3":06'(i7;ro-··.~=·•"'':'':': 
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1 the process, okay? And so I don't know what they mean .. 

2 Q.. All right.. The next item apparently telephone 

3 conference with you, is that a proper charge in these 

4 proceedings in your opinion? 

5 A.. I don't see why not. 

6 Q.. Okay.. The one prepare for travel to attend hearing .. 

7 I take it from what you said earlier that you yourself don't 

8 charge for travel? 

9 A.. No .. 

10 Q.. Do you know how much of this time was travel? 

11 A.. I'm assuming it would be two hours over, two hours 

12 back at least .. 

13 Q.. From Charleston? I'm sorry.. Not Charleston .. 

14 Jacksonville? 

15 A.. Yeah.. Maybe two, more than two.. I mean, I drive 

16 fast .. 

17 ALJ: You must .. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A.. It's 167 miles so I drive fast so give him two and a 

20 half .. 

21 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

22 Q.. You would have to give him three.. You've got to 

23 keep him under the speed limit .. 

24 MR .. REGENSDORF: That assumes I started from 

25 Jacksonville also, Joe, but that's okay .. And I apologize 
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1 that I haven't given a little factual testimony first 

2 which might have answered some of these questions, but 

3 that's okay. 

4 BY MR. LITTLE: 

5 Q .. Okay. If you look on page 10, there is an item 

6 e-mail and conference with Jay Mansfield, re: RFP's and 

7 computer cases and social media. Do you have any idea what 

8 that is? 

9 A. I have a question, but I assume that RFP's was 

10 request for productions and I notice that on previous entries 

11 there was some review of blog entries relating to what I 

12 assume some things were so again I had a box around it, but 

13 when I figured out what RFP's meant, I thought it was maybe an 

14 appropriate entry. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

MR. LITTLE: May I speak with my client just 

briefly? 

ALJ: Yes, sir. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

ALJ: We'll take a five minute break. 

(Short recess.) 

ALJ: Back on the record. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, we have no further 

23 questions of this witness. 

24 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

25 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 
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I, 

1 Q.. Mr .. Herron, I just have two quick topics.. You made 

2 an interesting observation about the Florida Elections . 

3 Commission .. On a case like this with respect to attorney's 

4 fees does a person seeking fees get any assistance from FEC 

5 staff by may of report, analysis, investigation, anything of 

6 that sort? 

7 A.. Not in the procedural posture that this case is in 

8 because of the legal sufficiency determination .. 

9 Q.. Okay.. Secondly, you were asked about allegations in 

10 the response.. I'm talking about the response to the original 

11 petition, not anything that came in with respect to petition 

12 for attorney's fees, but the complaint petition is filed with 

13 respect to election law violation and in our response and 

14 there was some discussion about you wouldn't see allegations 

15 of malice or actual malice.. Would you ever expect to see 

16 legal analysis of actual malice in a case such as this? 

17 A.. I'm not sure I understand the question .. At what 

18 point in time? 

19 Q.. Let's start off with at the defense of the claim, at 

20 the defense of the election law violation, the original 

21 petition by the complainant petitioner Mr.. Barnas? 

22 A.. It's required to do that at that point in time, 

23 no .. 

24 Q.. The issue of is it malice or is it actual malice 

25 when you get to the attorney's fees part? 
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MR. LITTLE: Object to the question. 

ALJ: Why is it relevant? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, the question 

ALJ: Trying to show the complexity of the issue? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, whether there is an issue. 

Whether actual malice is an issue that you need to brief 

and plead. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, this witness was not called 

as an expert on the law. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I didn't raise the issue. 

Respectfully, Mr. Little, you raised the issue of whether 

there should be issues of malice in a pleading and I was 

trying to draw a distinction between malice the word 

that's in the statute and 

ALJ: Overruled. Go ahead if you understand the 

question. 

MR. REGENSDORF: -- and actual malice. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A. Repeat the question because I got lost in the 

20 discussion. 

21 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

22 Q .. Okay. I'm sorry. On the fees side of the case, the 

23 fees petition, would you expect to see any different 

24 discussion of the concept of malice --

25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q.. -- or malicious versus actual malice? 

2 A.. With respect to the attorney's fees petition you 

3 have to include that element as part of your pleading .. 

4 MR .. REGENSDORF: All right.. Thank you .. 

5 ALJ: Anything further? 

6 MR .. LITTLE: No .. 

7 ALJ: Thank you, sir. 

8 THE WITNESS: Thank you.. Appreciate it .. 

9 MR. REGENSDORF: How do you want to proceed, Your 

10 Honor .. Your call. 

11 ALJ: What time is it? 

12 MR .. REGENSDORF: 12:20 .. 

13 ALJ: Anybody going to pass out or should we press 

14 on? Off the record .. 

15 (Discussion off the record .. ) 

16 ALJ: Back on the record .. 

17 MR .. REGENSDORF: Continuing with Mr.. Barnas .. 

18 DIRECT EXAMINATION CONTINUED 

19 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

20 Q. Okay .. Mr. Barnas, let's pick up or try to pick up 

21 where we were before.. We were looking at an article that you 

22 put into your complaint as pages 17 and 18 .. I think I asked 

23 you some questions about it beforehand.. Let me ask you this: 

24 Does the word ordinance or borrowing limitation, charter 

25 amendment, any of those words even appear in this article, 
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1 this two page ariicle? That's the one right there. 

2 A. The only thing that it did say was that we are a non 

3 political, non partisan organization. The group has already 

4 created mission statements and guiding principles which are 

5 listed on the organization's Facebook. It refers to those 

6 things which I have --

7 Q. Okay. And I promise you, Mr. Barnas, we are going 

8 to go over those line by line. 

9 

10 

A. 

Q., 

So my answer is it's all part of the package. 

Now, see if you can answer this question, and we'll 

11 try and make it real simple. Does the word ordinance or the 

12 words charter amendment or anything specifically referring to 

13 that election appear in this article at all? 

14 A. No. 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Q. Okay. Does the name Byran Williams appear anywhere 

in this article? 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q,, 

No. 

Does his opponent appear by name in this article? 

No. 

Is there any reference in this article to this 

21 organization Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

22 saying we are going to endorse a candidate in this election? 

23 Is there anything like that in this article? 

24 

25 

A. 

Q,, 

Not in this article. 

How about in the preceding article on page 16? I 
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didn't ask you about Byran Williams.. Is there any reference 

to Byran Williams in that article? 

A. Not other than generic talking about improving the 

well-being of the city .. 

Q.. Okay.. Do you have any idea why an organization 

which was formed for a specific purpose would not want to get 

that specific purpose out into the media when they put their 

first public discussion of it out on the streets? Do you know 

any reason why? 

A.. I have opinions .. 

Q.. Well, let's listen to your opinions.. Why would they 

not put the specific purpose for which they were created in 

there? 

A.. They worked on the fringe of the ordinance.. The 

statutes possibly.. They put a disclaimer in that they 

weren't, but yet they also said they were looking for support .. 

They were looking for people.. They were on the fringe.. Why 

would - and the first thing I said is why would they even put 

a disclaimer in? They knew what they were doing. 

Q.. Anything else? Any other reason you can think of 

why a group formed for that purpose wouldn't nibble more 

closely at the fringe than that? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Okay.. Now, you are aware, are you not, that to be a 

political committee you not only have to discuss matters of 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

public interest or politics, you have to expressly advocate 

for a candidate or an issue, correct? You're aware of that? 

A. That was the term in the statute. 

Q. Right. And on the bottom of page 3 of your now 

narrative letter that follows the typewritten form, you 

actually quoted and know that it requires that it be expressly 

7 advocated? 

8 A. Where are we going? 

9 Q. I'm sorry. Page 3, sir. 

10 

11 

A. 

Q., 

Go back to the beginning? 

Not quite. Page 3 which is page 3 of your letter 

12 which follows the typewritten form. 

13 A. Paragraph? 

14 Q. Very bottom of the page. It's the page that starts 

15 the letter.. It's to the Elections Commission .. Dear FEC. You 

16 may be one page too far, Mr. Barnas. Looks like you're one 

17 page too far. 

18 MR. LITTLE: This page. Yeah. That page. 

19 

20 

BY MR. REGENSDORf: 

Q. There we go. So what I'm trying to get at is at the 

21 bottom of the page you were aware that the standard is very 

22 clearly stated as you must expressly advocate, correct? 

23 

24 

25 

A. Yes. 

Q. In fact, in the first paragraph of that letter you 

state and tell them your opinion that the law is clear and has 
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been written to deal with both types of cities and then you 

suggest they look at FEC case 06-129, correct? 

A,. Correct,. 

Q,. Let me see if I can find a copy of it,. Let me hand 

you a copy of what appears to be, but I'll let you decide, 

Florida Election Commission Formal Opinion Number DOSFEC06-129 

and see if you recognize that as the opinion that you wanted 

to draw the FEC's attention to? 

A,. I think in the deposition the other day I said while 

the number is correct, this isn't what I recall looking at to 

form my opinion .. 

Q,. Okay,. So that you acknowledge that is a opinion of 

the SFEC dated 06-129, right? 

A,. It's an order of the FEC,. 

Q .. You will acknowledge that that is, in fact, an 

opinion or order, consent order with respect to functioning as 

a political committee similar to your allegation against Ms,. 

Yeago, correct? 

MR,. REGENSDORF: We'll go ahead and mark that,. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A,. Is that an exhibit? 

BY MR,. REGENSDORF: 

Q,. It hadn't been,. Actually there is a question 

pending,. You will agree that this opinion or consent order 

deals with the question of an organization advocating for some 
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1 person or issue in an election and not properly complying with 

2 the election code, are you not, sir? 

3 A. Without understanding the whole document and what 

4 the consent order was, I'm going to say I can't give you a 

5 positive or a negative answer. 

6 MR .. REGENSDORF: All right.. Let's go ahead and mark 

7 that so we know what we are talking about. 

8 ALJ: That's 16 for identification. 

9 MR. LITTLE: I'll object to that. 

10 ALJ: All right. 

11 

12 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, I'm going to offer -

ALJ: Yeago exhibit 16 for identification. 

13 BY THE WITNESS: 

14 A. What was the number on that? 

15 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

16 Q. 06-129. Did anyone assist you in the drafting and 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

the preparation of your complaint, Mr. Barnas? 

A. No. 

Q. You did it all yourself, correct? 

A. 

Q .. 

Correct .. 

You performed the legal research. You looked up the 

statutes online .. You found the Florida Elections Commission 

website. You looked at their data bank of previous opinions 

all by yourself, correct? 

A. That's correct. 
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Q.. And in doing that you wanted to find one of the 

opinions that was clear about the very thing you were talking 

about which was a political committee which had not prope:rly 

complied with the elections law after it exp:ressly advocated 

for o:r against somebody .. That's why you put that sentence in 

you:r ve:ry first paragraph, correct? 

A. 

Q,, 

That would be correct .. 

Okay.. The document which I suggest is your case 

06-129 contains a statement of exactly what that political 

committee did and that political committee put an 

adve:rtisement out that contained the statement, ''Vote fo:r 

amendment five .. " That's why you selected this consent order 

because it was the type of case precisely that you were 

complaining against Ms .. Yeago about, co:rrect? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. You don't have a copy of this anywhere in your 

17 files, do you, sir? 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

No .. 

Why not? 

Didn't p:rint it .. 

You just read it, understood it, put it in your 

complaint as being a clear statement of the law, correct? 

A. Correct .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I would offer that in evidence, 

Your Honor. 
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ALJ: Any objection? 

MR. LITTLE: No objection. 

ALJ: It's an official record. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: For the record, I'm offering it, 

sure, it's an official record. I'm offering it because 

it's the one that Mr. Barnas respectfully selected as 

being a clear statement of the law. 

ALJ: I've marked it. 

MR. LITTLE: I'm not sure he testified to that. He 

can argue that. 

ALJ: I know what he testified to. 

MR. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am. 

ALJ: Go ahead. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Mr. Barnas, let's go back to the first narrative 

page of your letter, page 3 .. It's number page 3 in the FEC 

numbering just so everyone knows what we're talking about. 

The Bates numbers are sequential at the bottom. It's hard to 

read, that's all. Right in the middle of the page you state, 

am I correct, this complaint is a complaint against a 

group/committee, now a quote again "that was organized to 

oppose a specific issue.'' That was your words, correct? 

A.. Correct. 

Q. And that issue that you think they were specifically 

formed to oppose was the ordinance that you had gotten passed 
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1 in July of 2012, correct? 

A .. Correct .. 2 

3 Q .. And then if you go down to the second last paragraph 

4 on that page, you say "the complaint is that a group of many 

5 individuals formed an organization/PC" meaning, I assume, 

6 political committee, "to defeat the ballot issue." Again so 

7 you're stating for now the third time under oath that you feel 

8 that's why this organization was formed, correct? 

9 A .. Correct .. 

10 Q,, And then continuing with that sentence, "and also 

11 support and support the election of Byran Williams and Scott 

12 Jamison'' end of quote.. So you feel that it was really set up 

13 also to specifically endorse two candidates in this election, 

14 correct? 

15 

16 

A. 

Q .. 

Correct.. 

All right .. Let's turn a little deeper into your 

17 attachments and go to -- Maybe it's not in here .. Mr .. Barnas, 

18 do you have a copy of Ms .. Yeago's response there? 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

I don't believe so .. 

You had it.. I think you may have had it at one 

21 point. I don't want to take the judge's copy. Here, I have 

22 one more.. Let me give you this one.. I'm going to ask you to 

23 turn about halfway through the document which has been marked 

24 here.. I'm asking you to look for a page that looks just like 

25 that, okay? .It will have an exhibit A sticker Xeroxed on 
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1 there on the copy that you're looking for, sir. 

2 A. (Indicating.) 

3 Q. Bingo, bango, bongo. Okay. You recognize this, do 

4 you not, as one of the statements, one of the public documents 

5 prepared by Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs and 

6 published, correct? 

7 A. Correct .. 

8 Q. Let's go through it closely. The first thing is a 

9 mission statement. Would you agree that in an organization 

10 that's sort of a broad general statement about the reason why 

11 this organization exists? 

12 A. A broad general statement and a title. 

13 Q. Okay. Is there anything in the mission statement 

14 that suggests that this organization was formed either to 

15 expressly advocate for or against your ordinance or for or 

16 against any candidate in that election? 

17 A. We are on a different page? 

18 Q. I'm on the top four lines under the words mission 

19 statement 

20 A. No. No. 

21 Q. -- and three lines? 

22 A.. No. 

23 Q.. It says, "Concerned Citizens For A Better High 

24 Springs supports a local government with a commission of 

25 professional management will provide leadership, 
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A.. Correct .. 

Q,, Okay.. Below that they publish the four what they 
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4 call guiding principles, correct? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

That's what it says .. 

And there are four of them, correct? 

Correct.. 

I'm not trying to belabor the obvious, but the word 

principle there is p-1-e meaning guiding rules or raison 

d'etre of this organization, correct? 

A.. In French I guess so .. 

Q.. Now, looking at the four published guiding 

principles, do any of those principles state that they're 

going to work toward establishing opposition to your ordinance 

or acting in favor of your ordinance, anything in those 

guiding principles? 

A.. I think principle two .. 

Q,, What is the about principle two that in your opinion 

19 suggests that's why this organization was formed? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. Once again talking about restoring comprehensive 

budgetary process and addressing short and long term core 

needs of the city and its fiscal responsibility which is 

exactly is what the ordinance was to eliminate future debt of 

the city .. 

Q.. So that sounds like they ought to be on your side; 
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1 is that right? 

2 A .. They could be if they liked to shoulder along .. 

3 Q .. As you read principle two is that what it speaks to 

4 you about, that this is now speaking specifically to oppose 

5 your debt limitation ordinance? Is that what you read when 

6 you see that? 

7 A .. Yes .. 

8 Q,, Okay.. How about principles three or four, do either 

9 of those address any issue specifically about the forming of 

10 this organization to oppose your ordinance? 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q .. 

Not the ordinance .. 

You will agree that in the summer of 2012 the city 

13 was in some financial hard times, would you not? 

14 A .. Absolutely .. 

15 Q .. Staff was taking six percent pay cuts those few that 

16 were still hanging around, correct? 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

That I don't recall .. 

You don't recall them taking a large 

I don't recall the exact percentage .. 

Okay.. It was a significant pay cut and it had been 

21 significantly thinned by departures by staff, correct? Summer 

22 of 2012 .. 

23 A .. Repeat the question .. 

24 Q .. Sure.. In the summer of 2012 the staff was reduced 

25 in size substantially and those who remained were required to 



take a, well, I'm going to say a six and a quarter pay cut, 

correct? 

A. We reduced the staff substantially. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q. Okay. How many do you think you reduced during the 

summer of 2012? 

A. To be honest, that wasn't my job and that was the 

job of the city manager and I don't even recall how many staff 

were reduced. 

Q,, Principle three speaks to a commitment to restore 

10 civility and fairness to the manner in which city government 

11 is conducted. To me that says at least this group didn't feel 

12 there was appropriate civility and fairness in city government 

13 and they wanted to restore it. Is that how you read that as 

14 well? 

15 

16 

A .. 

Q .. 

Absolutely .. 

Did you feel that was in any way addressed to you in 

17 your conduct as a city commissioner and vice mayor at that 

18 time? 

19 A. No. It's been an ongoing thing, ongoing. 

20 Q. So you don't think that was in any way an attack on 

21 you though? 

22 A. No. 

23 Q. Okay. Let's go to the next page. 

24 MR. LITTLE: Before we do that, may I inquire as to 

25 whether this is a complete copy of this document that it 
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purports to be? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: It is a complete copy of that page .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Was there another page? 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Well, the next two pages and I 

would have to talk to my client to see whether they were 

MR .. LITTLE: The reason I ask you is that every one 

I have seen except this one, I think, has something in 

the nature of a disclaimer at the bottom and it looks 

10 like it may have been there and cut off.. I wonder.. 

11 BY THE WITNESS: 

12 A.. I think it's on their page .. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I don't believe so .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: This is why I think this is a three 

page document .. 

MR .. LITTLE: You think it's a three page document .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I think so .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. I accept that .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: But I don't know .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, may I inquire further? 

ALJ: Yeah .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Sure .. 

MR .. LITTLE: So you think that 

ALJ: You're directing this to him? 
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MR. LITTLE: Yes, Your Honor. I'm just trying to 

understand this. Three pages make up the document; is 

that correct? 

MR. REGENSDORF: I think that's my best 

recollection. 

MR.. LITTLE: Thank you .. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: Sure. I think you will find that 

document in existence without the detailed bullet points 

that were created later. But I think this particular one 

is the one that breaks it out, okay? 

MR. LITTLE: And the disclaimer I was looking for is 

on the third page. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I believe that's correct. Well, I 

don't know. I don't know. I can't say that because I 

don't know what you were looking for. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: If you want to talk about a 

disclaimer, there is a statement at the end of this three 

page document, okay? 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. All right. Mr. Barnas, let me draw your attention 

now to the next page of the response following the exhibit A 

page which is the guiding principles. Now, you will agree 

what these next two pages do is take each principle and split 

out anywhere from five to ten sub points that are the concerns 
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1 of this organization with respect to each of the guiding 

2 principles, correct? 

Correct .. 3 

4 

A 

Q., Okay. Look at principle one first so I can kind of 

5 focus your attention. Is there any sub point under principle 

6 one dealing with restoring professional experience and 

7 accountable management to the city that in your opinion 

8 demonstrates that this organization was specifically organized 

9 to oppose your ordinance or to elect one of the 

10 commissioners? 

11 A .. Repeat that last part. Was it -- Did you say 

12 opposed the ordinance? 

Q,, Right. Let me back up .. 

A .. It was a long question .. 

1 3 

14 

15 

16 

Q., I apologize. I'll try to make my questions shorter 

for you .. Mr .. Barnas, you have stated three times under oath 

17 in your petition that the organization was specifically formed 

18 to oppose your borrowing limitation ordinance; is that 

19 correct? 

20 

21 

A .. 

Q, 

Correct .. 

And I would assume that the members of that 

22 organization would have known that as being the guiding 

23 founding principle, correct? 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q,, 

Correct. 

Okay. Do you know who wrote this document, this 
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document page 2? 

A.. No .. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Q.. Is there anything in this principle one and it's 

bullet point break outs of specified topics, is there anything 

in that point that is support for your conclusion that this 

organization was specifically organized to oppose the 

borrowing limitation ordinance? 

A.. The second bullet point from the bottom .. 

Q .. What does that say, sir? 

10 A.. Appoint a charter review commission with directions 

11 to perform a full review of the charter .. When we put that 

12 ordinance on the ballot, it was done without a charter review 

13 committee that many including yourself vehemently opposed at 

14 commission meetings.. So what they' re saying here is we want a 

15 full review of the charter and we want a charter review 

16 committee to do the review instead of just giving the 

17 commission permission to do it .. 

18 Q.. Maybe I'm missing something on my copy .. Does it say 

19 appoint a commission and we recommend opposing the charter 

20 review process that's being on the ballot this time? 

21 A .. This group wanted a charter review committee .. 

22 That's what I read in here .. 

23 Q .. Okay.. Anything else in principle one in the ten or 

24 so sub points that in your opinion demonstrates that this 

25 organization was formed to specifically oppose your borrowing 
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1 limitation ordinance? 

2 

3 

A .. 

Q .. 

No .. 

Okay.. Go on to principle two at the bottom of the 

4 page.. Principle two is the comprehensive budgetary process .. 

5 First of all, these principles are the same language that's on 

6 the previous page, right? These haven't been changed or 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

altered in any way, have they? Principle two here is the same 

as principle two on the previous page? 

A.. The previous page guiding principles the headings 

match the headings .. 

Q.. Okay.. This document hasn't been altered in some way 

to suggest something nefarious? 

A.. Altered from what? 

Q.. from anything.. They're the same .. All I'm trying to 

get at is there weren't any alterations of documents, at least 

in your opinion? All I'm trying to find out, this document at 

least consistently uses principle one, principle two, 

following along, correct? 

A.. This document has a heading of mission statements 

and it's got on this document mission statements that are 

consistent with what it says up here that you read very 

properly and then it lists guiding principles .. 

Q .. And then it repeats them on the next page broken 

out? 

A .. Then you break them down on the next page .. 
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Q., Let's look at principle two.. Tell me if you think 

in principle two if there is something that causes you to 

conclude that this group was specifically formed to expressly 

advocate against your borrowing limitation ordinance --

A.. No .. 

Q.. -- in principle two? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Let's go to the next page principle three.. This is 

the commitment to the restoring of civility and fairness to 

government in High Springs dealing with how elected officials 

interact with city staff, residents and the public.. Is there 

anything in the four points under principle three that 

provides support for your conclusion under oath three times 

that this organization was specifically formed to oppose your 

borrowing limitation ordinance? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Does anything under principles one, two or three, in 

fact, expressly advocate for the defeat of your borrowing 

19 limitation order? 

20 A .. As I stated in the other one, the other ones, 

21 whatever is on the record .. 

22 Q.. The appointment of a charter review commission, is 

23 that the one? You talked about that one .. 

24 A.. That one and something in the other one .. 

25 Q.. I don't remember the other one, but if there was 
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another one, you're right, the record will reflect it. Let's 

go to principle four and this is restoring the reputation of 

the city outside its borders with other governments as being 

responsible, caring and fair government and there are five sub 

points under this and it addresses, well, it addresses the 

USDA dealings. It addresses the Alachua County dealings. It 

addresses re-educating commissioners on how they should 

interact with the city and other governmental entities. Is 

there anything in any of principle four's five points which 

expressly advocate against your borrowing limitation ordinance 

or suggest to you that this organization was specifically 

formed to oppose that? 

A.. No .. 

Q. And is there anything on these two pages or all 

three pages, I guess, that says anything to you that suggests 

that this organization was formed to advocate either the 

election of a human being on the commission or the def eat of a 

person running for the city commission? 

A. I will once again say as I did in my deposition and 

earlier, the disclaimer which is actually different on other 

versions of the mission statement which has been changed, in 

this one it again talks about specifics. We encourage local 

residents, business owners and others invested in and 

supportive of our goals. Supportive is the key words of our 

goals to sign on to show public, public support for this 
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effort and then it refers to their Facebook page which links 

this to the Facebook page which links it to the other 

documents which have their goals which links it to the 

statements made in Facebook and press releases where - a press 

release said by your organization said we need people to 

advocate for issues or it was the word advocate was in there, 

but I can't find it here. 

Q. So if the word support is in a document, that means 

the group was created to 

A .. Supportive .. Looking for supporters. 

Q .. Looking for supporters? 

A. Correct. 

Q .. It doesn't speak to a borrowing limitation 

ordinance, does it? 

A. It refers to your goals. 

Q. Okay. We just looked at the four goals. They don't 

make any reference to that? 

A. No. I don't think those were goals. 

Q. I thought they were. Let's go back and check. 

A. Guiding principles. They're principles. These four 

are not exactly what I'm referring to as goals. We'll get to 

one of your other ones. We'll find the goals. 

Q. We'll get there I'm sure. 

A. I'm sure. 

Q .. Well, let's go back to your complaint and turn to 
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1 page 19 .. 

2 MR .. REGENSDORF: If I could see exhibit 5.. I may 

3 have another one.. I think that's the exhibit, but I 

4 don't have a marked copy .. 

5 ALJ: I'm sorry.. I'm looking at the wrong one .. 

6 MR .. REGENSDORF: That's okay. This is it .. This is 

7 it.. I didn't mean to switch documents.. I thought I made 

8 it clear.. Obviously I didn't.. My fault .. 

9 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

10 Q.. Leave the response aside for the time being.. Go 

11 back to your complaint. 

12 A.. Okay.. 19 .. 

13 Q.. Yes, sir.. Page 19.. And while I am - while you' re 

14 finding page 19 of that --

15 A.. I did .. 

16 Q.. Do you have page 19? Okay.. This is also a document 

17 on the letterhead or heading Concerned Citizens For A Better 

18 High Springs, correct? 

19 A.. Correct .. 

20 Q.. Okay.. Again the mission statement is contained at 

21 the top of the document, correct? 

22 A.. Correct .. 

23 Q.. Now, this document along with the goals -- I'm 

24 sorry. The principles of the organization document before 

25 that we just looked at was also referred to by you when you 

I 
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1 were responding to the petition for attorney's fees, 

2 correct? 

3 A.. Correct .. 

4 Q.. And at that time it was your mission, it appears, to 

5 try to convince the Florida Elections Commission that the 

6 Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs had altered a 

7 document apparently to cause you damage in some way, 

8 correct? 

9 A.. No.. Not to cause me damage in some way .. 

10 Q.. But why did you think that the Concerned Citizens 

11 had altered a document? 

12 A.. Let's -- That's a good question .. Concerned -- Let's 

13 look at -- Can we go back to both documents? 

14 Q.. That's where I'm going .. That's exactly where I'm 

15 going. 

16 A.. Put your other document back out there that was page 

17 

18 Q,, I have got all the documents including your response 

19 here in front of me .. I don't know if the Judge does .. 

20 A. On the top of the page, Concerned Citizens For A 

21 Better High Springs, that's on both pages, correct? 

22 Q,, Sure .. Like if it said City of High Springs or 

23 Holland and Knight or DOAH. 

24 A. Or DOAH .. 

25 Q.. You bet.. 
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A.. You bet .. 

Q.. That doesn't cause you any concern, does it? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Go ahead .. 
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A.. The mission statement is exactly the same.. Then 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs support a local 

government.. Exactly the same both pages .. 

Q.. Sure.. The mission statement is quoted accurately at 

the top of each document.. Have you ever been in an 

organization that had a mission statement .. 

A. Absolutely .. 

Q.. Sure.. And, in fact, mission statements are 

frequently found on every piece of stationary for some 

organizations so that you never lose sight of the mission 

statement, correct? 

A.. As a Marine I would know that .. 

Q.. Sure.. Semper Fi.. So there is something to 

repeating the basic mission statement in an organization, 

correct? 

A.. Consistent mission statement, yes .. 

Q.. Sure .. And that's all this is so far .. We've got the 

same title, same organization, and the same mission statement, 

correct? 

A.. The same mission statement, correct .. 

Q.. Okay.. Now, what I was getting to was where in your 
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response to fees you spell out apparently your concern with 

these documents and I'm on exhibit 5, I believe. In your 

narrative letter you say, so I asked the commission to 

carefully look at the mission statement I submitted, then 

compare the exhibits of Mr.. Regensdorf, then asked the 

question, "Why would a lawyer submit an altered document? You 

can't make this stuff up." 

That's your comment. 

A. That's right. 

Q. And you attached to that two documents .. 

A. This one and this one. 

Q. The mission statement with four guiding principles 

and this one which is a mission statement at the top and then 

five key areas of principal, p-a-1, concerns. Those are the 

two documents you're talking about, correct? Here, take a 

look at 

A. I don't need to take a look at that. I'm going to 

tell you, those two documents are the two documents in my 

complaint. 

Q. Well, one of them is actually not in your complaint, 

but okay .. 

A. Well, they're referred to. There is also a third 

one that somehow in the mix of all these things did not get 

properly submitted with that complaint. There's a third 

version of this .. 
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Q.. When you say "this", say it out loud for the record 

so that the court reporter and the Judge can know what you're 

talking about .. 

A.. Okay.. The first one was -- Okay.. Let's take their 

version.. One, mission statement guiding principles with the 

four principles, p-1-e areas of concern .. Then there's the 

mission statement that has five key areas of principal 

concern .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Correct. 

Okay.. Which lists five key areas that each one says 

11 therefore we believe .. 

12 Q .. And it's a completely different document, correct, 

13 except for the first few lines? 

14 A .. It's not - it's a different mission statement .. This 

15 one is a mission statement.. Now, to me the way I understand a 

16 mission statement which one is the true mission statement? Is 

17 your mission statement the five key area principal concern or 

18 are they guiding principles which is your mission statement? 

19 They're both different.. They both make different statements .. 

20 So if I'm - if I'm Sergeant A in Company Band I get - I'm 

21 given this mission statement, and Sergeant A in Company C gets 

22 this mission statement, we have a problem.. We don't have the 

23 

24 

25 

same mission .. 

Q.. The mission statements are identical in these two 

documents, sir? 
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Q .. 

A .. 

4 different 
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Q .. 

A .. 

No, they're not .. 

The mission statement is quoted identically .. 

The breakdown of what the mission is then is 

Let's look at it .. 

-- and then 
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7 Q.. I'm sorry .. Maybe I interrupted you .. You go ahead .. 

8 You're on a roll.. Continue to explain .. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

13 to, sir? 

14 

15 

16 

A .. 

packet .. 

Q .. 

Let me continue to explain .. 

Sure .. 

There is another version of this .. 

When you say ''this", what document are you referring 

I got it and somehow it did not make it into this 

I would sure like to see it.. Is it in your 

17 Concerned Citizens' folder, sir? 

18 A.. It's in this folder that I had which was at my house 

19 which I thought to be honest when I saw them, I didn't put the 

20 right ones in the packets, but there was a third one.. So let 

21 me just - let me just -- This one is this one.. It matches 

22 exactly what you have .. 

23 Q .. This one is this one.. I'm sorry, Mr .. Barnas.. The 

24 court reporter will not be able to get this down and we need 

25 to have this down .. 
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A.. How would you like me to describe exhibit 3 that 

says altered missing item .. 

126 

Q.. Hold on.. I'll tell you how I suggest we do so as a 

lawyer we have a record .. 

A.. Okay .. 

Q.. You are pointing to a document that is marked as 

exhibit A within Ms .. Yeago's response that's already been 

marked in this case.. That is one of the documents you just 

referred to.. Then you are holding in your left hand another 

document which I would like -- Can I have that, please, sir? 

A.. This is the same one as that .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, I have no idea if that's the 

case.. You're accusing people of changing documents and 

I want to have what you're holding in your hand which I'm 

now holding in my hand whatever it is marked as the next 

exhibit so we'll have it in the record so we can know 

what you're talking about if I may .. 

ALJ: Okay.. Yeago 17 .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. I --

MR .. REGENSDORF: Wait.. Wait.. Let's get it marked .. 

MR .. LITTLE: No objection, Your Honor .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: What's the objection, Mr .. Little? 

MR .. LITTLE: The statement was there is no 

objection, Your Honor.. I must have mumbled .. 
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ALJ: I thought you objected .. 1 

2 MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm sorry.. And I thought you were 

3 being more objectionable than normal .. 

4 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q .. Let's hand this back .. Now, please, don't take the 

6 clip off this, Mr .. Barnas.. This document that's now been 

7 marked as exhibit 17, you were about to tell me --

8 MR .. LITTLE: 17? 

9 MR .. REGENSDORF: 17.. Blue ink at the bottom .. 

10 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

11 Q .. Now, you were about to tell me that there was a 

12 third document and you were going to explain how it was 

13 changed or altered because quote "you just can't make this 

14 stuff up .. " Go ahead if you would, please, sir .. 

15 A .. Before I answer that, Your Honor, there was copies .. 

16 This is not a whole bunch of documents.. It's a copy for 

17 everybody in here .. 

18 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

19 Q .. I didn't try to change it or alter it.. I simply 

20 took the package that you had .. 

21 A .. No.. You took it before I could explain what I had .. 

22 ALJ: Okay.. Let me mark it .. 

23 BY THE WITNESS: 

24 A .. It's copies for everybody .. 

25 MR .. REGENSDORF: The purpose was to mark it before 
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we did anything .. 

ALJ: Well, you all tend to talk over each other .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. That seems to be happening .. 

ALJ: Both of you all tend to talk over each 

other. 
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MR .. LITTLE: Why don't we do this .. Why don't you 

let Mr .. Regensdorf ask the question and then you answer 

yes, no, or I don't know .. 

THE WITNESS: Okay .. 

ALJ: I see what he's saying.. This is copies.. This 

is multiple copies of Exhibit A .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I guess I would like to look at it 

before we take it apart so I can see what we're talking 

about .. 

ALJ: Go right ahead because I may only need one 

copy in that packet .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, what this is are four 

copies of the pages in Mr .. Barnas' response to fees which 

has at the top in handwriting Exhibit A and a sticker in 

the lower right exhibit 3 (3 pages) ALTERED, all caps 

quote "missing item 5" the number.. 

ALJ: I see that, yes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: What he has gotten here are four 

copies of that.. I have no objection to your keeping a 
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1 mere one of those. 

2 ALJ: I just need one. 

3 MR. REGENSDORF: And then we can talk about how that 

4 differs from the ones that he claims were altered .. 

5 ALJ: I'll give you a copy, Mr. Little. 

6 MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

7 MR. REGENSDORF: Could I have one just to -- She'll 

8 mark it as exhibit 17 I'm sure. Thank you. 

9 MR. LITTLE: Did you get a whole one? 

10 MR. REGENSDORF: You didn't quite dig deep enough .. 

11 You have a third page there. 

12 MR. LITTLE: I'm sorry. 

13 MR. REGENSDORF: That's all right. Now you have dug 

14 too deep. I'll give you back two of the pages. I now 

15 have exhibit 1 7 .. 

16 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

17 Q. Mr. Barnas, let's go back and see if we can't first 

18 of all understand the materials that you submitted to the FEC 

19 as the person in this case who was responding to the petition 

20 for fees. You submitted three pages which have now been 

21 marked exhibit 17 in this case, and just prior to those three 

22 pages, you submitted two pages starting off with the logo, the 

23 mission statement, and then the phrase five key areas of 

24 principal concern, p-a-1 concern:. 

25 
' 

ALJ: Are you talking about his response to 
" 
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attorney's fees? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am .. It's this document, I 

believe, exhibit 5, I believe .. 

ALJ: Yes .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I apologize not having a good list 

of exhibit numbers .. I'll create one of these at lunch .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. Does that have a number 18 on the bottom? 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. You know, Mr. Barnas, let me just stick with what my 

question is and I'm going to let you get into this third 

document that explains everything .. 

A.. I'm still not following what you're talking about .. 

Q.. Then I certainly want you to understand. In your 

response to fees, it's about a 19 page document right here, 

cover page is an e-mail, okay, on your city e-mail address .. 

This contains your communications with Donna Malphurs, your 

letter, your argument in opposition to fees and your 

attachments thereto .. 

A. I don't have what you're talking about .. 

Q.. Perhaps your counsel.. I thought I had given you an 

extra earlier before we took a break? 

A.. Oh, it's under here. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you. 

MR. LITTLE: Have you got another one, Mr .. 
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Regensdorf? 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's the last one I've got. 

Maybe you can look over Mr. Barnas' shoulder. 

MR. LITTLE: Can do. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. It says on the top exhibit 2, 2 pages. 

MR. LITTLE: Is there a question? 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. First I want to make sure you have the documents. 

In your response on fees you attach the five key areas of 

principal concern. At top it says exhibit 2, two pages and 

you attach three pages which is the four guiding principles 

with handwritten notes at top which has now also been marked 

as exhibit 17 in this proceeding today. At the top of exhibit 

17 you write exhibits (3 pages) close paren and then you write 

altered, missing item 5. 

And what you're saying, am I not correct, 

Mr .. Barnas, is that you believe when you filed your complaint 

and when you filed this response to fees, that these documents 

were the same except that somebody deleted item number 5, 

correct? 

A.. No. 

Q. That's not correct? 

A. Not correct. I think I said that at the 

deposition. 
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I, 

1 Q. I'm not a hundred percent sure, but that's what I'm 

2 trying to find out because you asked in your response to the 

3 FEC trying to avoid this fee hearing, you say, "Why would a 

4 lawyer submit an altered document? You can't make this stuff 

5 up .. " Was it your impression, Mr. Barnas, that this document 

6 that has five key areas of principal concern was the same 

7 document as the four points of guiding principles and that's 

8 why the numbers 4 and 5 didn't match up? 

9 A .. No .. 

10 Q. That wasn't it? 

11 A. No. 

12 Q,, What then was altered from on exhibit 17 in this 

13 proceeding, what were you suggesting to the FEC was altered by 

14 somebody taking, somebody being a lawyer presumably, taking 

15 out the missing item number 5? What were you suggesting by 

16 that? 

17 A. On one day a document comes out that's a mission 

18 statement and it said four principles under it. The next time 

19 the mission statement comes out, now it's got five key areas 

20 of principal concern. Completely different.. Changed from the 

21 first time one came out to when the next one came out. Now we 

22 have got a different mission statement. It was altered. The 

23 mission statement was altered. 

24 Q. But that's not what this says. It doesn't even 

25 begin to say that. 
' 
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l ALJ: A:r:e you arguing with the witness? 

2 MR .. REGENSDORF: I apologize.. Perhaps I was .. 

3 ALJ: Yes, you were .. 

4 MR .. REGENSDORF: I apologize to you and 

5 Mr .. Ba:r:nas .. 

6 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

7 Q.. That's not what this is suggesting at all .. 

8 MR .. LITTLE: He's still arguing, Your Honor .. 

9 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

10 Q.. Would you agree, Mr .. Barnas, that what you're 

11 suggesting was that the four guiding principles document had 

12 been altered because numbe:r: 5 had been missing? It's not on 

13 here? 

14 A.. No .. 

15 Q.. That's not what you're saying in your letter or in 

16 the notes at the top of this page? 

17 MR .. LITTLE: Asked and answered .. 

18 ALJ: Sustained.. Move on .. 

19 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

20 Q.. Let's look to the document, it's in a couple of 

21 places which ultimately we'll call the five key areas of 

22 principal concern, okay? 

23 A.. Yes .. 

24 Q.. You recognize this as add:r:essing five things other 

25 than the fou:r: guiding principles, correct? 
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1 A, Correct, 

2 Q, Let's look at number 1 dealing with the dispatch 

3 project,, Is there anything in the key area of concern 

4 dispatch project that suggests this organization was 

5 specifically formed to oppose the borrowing limitation 

6 ordinance? 

7 MR, LITTLE: Which document are we looking at? 

8 MR, REGENSDORF: We are looking at five, It's in 

9 several places, It doesn't matter much where you look 

10 aL 

11 MR, LITTLE: But you're in the complaint? 

12 MR, REGENSDORF: I am looking at it in the 

13 complaint, If you want to look at it with some 

14 handwritten notes, you can look at it in his response on 

15 fees, 

16 BY MR, REGENSDORF: 

17 Q, Okay, My question is pretty simple, You have 

18 alleged that the organization was specifically formed to 

19 oppose the ordinance, Does the first area of concern even 

20 talk about that? 

21 A, No, 

22 Q, All right, Does it even talk about an election of 

23 commissioners and who should be elected or not elected? 

24 A, No, 

25 Q,, So the first point has no bearing on the argument 
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that we are talking about here today, correct? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. Okay.. The second point deals with the morale of the 

city employees being eroded by the city commission's 

leadership and attitudes .. There's three sub points under 

that.. Does that have anything to do with the borrowing 

limitation ordinance? 

A.. Borrowing? No .. 

Q.. Does it suggest that the - is there - does any 

portion of that number 2 suggest that the organization was 

formed to oppose the borrowing limitation ordinance? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Certainly doesn't expressly advocate against it, 

does it, sir? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Number 3 deals with the absence of a professional 

management in the city, and we need to get that back .. 

There's, actually looks like there are three sub points under 

that although I think it goes A, B, D but --

A.. The letters are wrong .. 

Q.. Do any of those points support your statement that 

this organization was formed to oppose specifically the 

borrowing limitation ordinance? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Nor does it say anything about the election of any 
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1 commissioners, correct? 

2 A.. Correct .. 

3 Q.. Okay.. Number 4 deals with critical infrastructure 

4 items, water, sewer, bricks and mortar.. Does that have 

5 anything to do with the borrowing limitation ordinance and 

6 demonstrate that the basis for this organization was to oppose 

7 that? 

8 A.. No .. 

9 Q.. Now, the fifth one deals with proposed changes to 

10 the city charter, correct? 

11 A.. Yes .. 

12 Q.. Okay.. What is it in your opinion first of all that 

13 suggests this was why the organization was, specifically why 

14 it was formed and that is to oppose the ordinance? 

15 A.. It's a mission statement .. 

16 Q.. I'm sorry.. What is a mission statement, sir? 

17 A.. This is part of their mission statement .. 

18 Q.. Okay .. 

19 A.. It says proposed changes to the city charter would 

20 drastically change and significantly limit our future 

21 commissioners are able to run our city government .. 

22 Q.. That's a true statement, isn't it, sir? 

23 A.. Absolutely true .. 

24 Q.. Okay .. 

25 A.. Proposed changes.. It was referring to the charter 
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1 amendment .. 

2 Q .. Sure .. 

3 A .. There was no doubt .. 

4 Q .. I think it says that, doesn't it? Proposed changes 

5 to the city charter? 

6 A .. Mm-hmm .. 

7 Q .. And as you correctly point out, this is precisely 

8 what that proposal would have done.. It was designed to limit 

9 city power, correct? 

10 

11 

A .. 

Q .. 

No .. 

I'm sorry.. Maybe I misunderstood.. I thought you 

12 just said that it was designed to limit the powers of city 

13 government to borrow money? 

14 

15 

16 

A .. I'm sorry.. I never said that.. I said --

MR .. REGENSDORf: Well, my mistake.. Could you go 

back and just read two questions back.. I think it might 

17 be three questions back .. 

18 (Record read back.) 

19 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

20 Q .. So the proposed borrowing limitation ordinance was a 

21 change if approved that would drastically change and 

22 significantly limit how future commissions are able to run 

23 city government, correct? 

24 A .. No .. 

25 Q .. You just said yes before.. It doesn't limit their 
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1 ability to run city government? 

2 A .. Let me just say something, sir .. 

3 Q .. How about answering the question because you said no 

4 and yes and I kind of need to get one of those .. 

5 

6 

MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, I object.. He's arguing 

with the witness.. I don't think he said no and yes.. I 

7 think they were different questions .. 

8 BY THE WITNESS: 

9 A .. They were two different questions .. 

10 ALJ: I guess you need to elucidate because I 

11 certainly think he said no and yes .. 

12 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

13 Q .. Mr .. Barnas, let's start all over again and if I show 

14 frustration, it's my fault .. Lawyers don't get paid to do 

15 that.. Here's my question.. Let's try it from the start.. I'm 

16 going to read the opening language of the fifth key area of 

17 principal concern, okay? I'm going to ask you a question 

18 about it after I get done with it .. 

19 ''Proposed changes to the city charter will 

20 drastically change and significantly limit how future 

21 commissions are able to run city government .. " 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Question: Is that a true statement? 

A .. Not to me .. 

Q .. Okay.. Why not? Before we get to that, let's go 

onto the second paragraph, paragraph A, okay? It says, I'll 
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1 read it, we'll do it sentence by sentence if you don't mind. 

2 The amendment 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

MR. LITTLE: May I inquire before he begins, Your 

Honor? I think this may help with communication. Are 

you asking him whether what you're reading appears on 

that paper? 

MR. REGENSDORF: No, I'm not. I'm asking him what 

it means. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

MR. REGENSDORF: If I read it incorrectly, one of 

you two will say, Paul, that's not right. You left out 

the word not or something and I'll apologize and start 

all over again. I'm trying to get some idea if he agrees 

with the concept of what's stated and then we'll find out 

if whether he agrees or disagrees that it is a 

significant limitation on a government. Mr. Barnas. 

MR. LITTLE: Listen to his question very, very 

18 carefully and then try to answer his question. 

19 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

20 Q,, Let me read you sub part a. And I'll tell you the 

21 question I'm going to ask you ahead of time. I'll give you a 

22 cheater leader here. I'm going to ask you if that's an 

23 accurate statement of what the proposed amendment was going to 

24 do, okay? Here's the question. I'll put it on the record. 

25 It says, "The amendment would prohibit the city commission 

.. :::: ..• :.::.::.::::: :; ::.::: .. :::::.::;:::,::.:::::::::::: :::::: ::: :: :L.I:::El.Ii!:\.lllf"'::':CPJJ EST. ::.REJ'J:>l3-"0N:G::::S ERSl.l<S:E.S .. <:: •. IR· : '· ·""' ........ ~ . •.. .. •. . ............. , .... . 
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from incur:ring any debt beyond one million dolla:rs unless 

fi:rst approved by a two thi:rds vote (fou:r out of five) of the 

commission plus passage of a refe:rendum by the vote:rs 

app:roving the debt befo:re the loan could be made, ensuring 

that an immediate :response to a majo:r c:rises vi:rtually 

impossible f:rom a financial pe:rspective .. " End of block quote .. 

Now, my question to you is is that essentially a 

statement of how you:r p:roposed bo:r:rowing limitation o:rdinance 

would function? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Tell me why not? 

A.. It says ensuring the immediate :response to a majo:r 

c:rises vi:rtually impossible f:rom a financial pe:rspective .. 

That's not what the wording is in the:re .. 

Q.. I didn't say that.. Bad -- If I said the wo:rd -- If 

I said it was in the wo:rding, I didn't mean that.. I don't 

think I did say that.. Isn't that what you:r proposal would do? 

Isn't this the mechanism of you:r proposal? 

MR .. LITTLE: Asked and answe:red .. 

ALJ: Ove:r:ruled .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: How could that be? 

MR .. LITTLE: He said no .. 

ALJ: Ove:r:ruled .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. Whose p:roposal? 
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1 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

2 Q.. The borrowing limitation ordinance that was approved 

3 by the city commission and placed on the November ballot.. You 

4 know what I'm talking about now, correct? 

5 A.. Yes .. 

6 Q.. Let's go through it piece by piece.. Let's do it 

7 that way .. 

8 A.. This 

9 Q.. Hold on.. Hold on.. The proposal limited the city 

10 commission from borrowing money more than one million dollars 

11 absence some certain conditions, correct? 

12 A.. Correct.. 

1.3 Q.. Okay.. The conditions were that first the city 

14 commission would have to approve that loan of more than one 

15 million dollars and would have to approve it by a super 

16 majority of a two-thirds vote which with a five person 

17 commission means you need four out of five votes, correct? 

18 A.. Correct.. 

19 Q.. After the city commission voted by two-thirds to 

20 approve a proposed loan of more than one million dollars, 

21 there would then have to be a vote of the electorate at a 

22 public election and that referendum would have to pass the 

23 voters' approval before the loan could be made, correct? 

24 A.. Correct. 

25 Q.. Okay.. Now, does that delay immediate response to a 

............................ :;,,:;::: .. :.:.· ... ::::.:: .. ::::.:::: .. :.: .... :: .. ~:::: .... J:il'.::fl#AI99::J) .. EJ!:IB.'l';:J<:EJ?I)E'.I'..J:.t'J~SEElZ:I~ :;,.,;:;:::::::::.::: .. :: .. ::::::.:: .. : .. :::: 
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need for funds if there were to be a need for funds with that 

ordinance in place? 

A. Not in my opinion. 

Q. Do you realize that some people might disagree 

with you on that? 

A.. Yes. 

Q. You think you can get money just as quickly that way 

as you could if you needed it without that limitation in 

effect; is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. How would that work exactly if you could just 

explain that? 

A.. Too hard to explain. It would be a complicated 

question. 

Q. Okay. I understand. Well, let's move onto 

something else. How long does it take to get a city election 

noticed and advertised and proposed and scheduled and held, do 

you know? 

A. I don't know. 

Q.. Can you schedule city commission meetings a lot 

faster than you can schedule public elections for an entire 

city? 

A. Yes .. 

Q. Okay. The second paragraph, paragraph B, why don't 

you just read through that and first of all see if you agree 
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1 with it. It's not the language of the proposal. See if you 

2 agree with it or disagree with it? 

3 

4 

A. 

Q. 

I disagree with that. 

First of all, what does that paragraph mean to you 

5 which you disagree with? What does it mean as it's stated? 

6 A. That we had no long range planning concerns. 

7 Q,, Okay. You think the city had appropriate long range 

8 planning concerns? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes. 

Were they in the ordinance? 

No. 

So your concern is with the part of whether there 

13 was or wasn't adequate long range planning concerns if this 

14 charter amendment was approved, correct? 

15 A. I disagree with this statement. 

16 Q., You understand that it was subject to disagreement.. 

17 There was a debate going on in the city of High Springs as to 

18 whether that would cause some sort of long term financial 

19 problems, correct? 

20 A. Sure .. 

21 Q,, Okay. Now, then there's the therefore we believe 

22 language. Why don't you read that out loud? 

23 A. Therefore we believe the proposed amendment to limit 

24 debt to one million dollars unless first approved by a 

25 two-thirds majority of the commission (four out of five) and 
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order a referendum vote by the citizens is a serious and 

significant limitation on future commissions' ability to 

manage their financial resources of the city. 

Q. Do you agree with that? 

A. No. 

Q. Well, I'm looking up to the language that we have 

already talked about under number 5 which said proposed 

changes to the city charter will drastically change and 

significantly limit how future commissions are able to run 

city government and you agreed with that? 

A. I did not.. You asked --

144 

Q. Okay. All right. You didn't view this as any kind 

of a significant change in city government, is that basically 

your position? 

A. View what? 

Q. The borrowing limitation, the one million dollar 

limitation, the two-thirds super majority vote, the subsequent 

approval of that two-thirds majority vote by a city election, 

you did not view that then, if I understand your testimony, as 

a drastic change or a significant limitation; is that 

correct? 

A. That's an interpretation of my vote so ... 

Q. Just answer my question, if you could, sir. 

A. I'm not sure of the question. Repeat it, please. 

Q. But at any rate, let's try it this way: This was a 
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1 debate about how to set up the futuie of city government, 

2 coirect? 

3 A. What was the debate? 

4 Q. WhetheI to put this pioposal borrowing limitation in 

5 place, coIIect? 

6 A. Yes .. 

7 Q. And one of the things this says is that citizens as 

8 they consideI this should caiefully explore long range 

9 consideiation when consideiing this amendment, coirect? 

10 A. That's what this says. 

11 Q. Okay. All Iight. Wheie does it say vote this down 

12 OI is that in some otheI document? 

13 A. It doesn't say vote this down in this Iight heie. 

14 Q. Okay. Wheie does it say that? 

15 A. It doesn't. 

16 Q. Wheie does it say vote no on that? 

17 A. It doesn't.. 

18 Q.. Where does it say we stiongly Iecommend as pait of 

19 ouI founding piinciples that this should be voted down? 

20 A. It doesn't say those exact woids. 

21 Q. Okay. You attach anotheI document 

22 ALJ: To what? 

23 MR. REGENSDORF: To the complaint. Thank you, 

24 Judge. 

25 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 
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1 Q .. Exhibit 1, page 25 which is a couple of pages over. 

2 Just so we can eliminate them, and let me withdraw that 

3 question. If you go back to page 22 Concerned Citizens five 

4 key areas of principal concern. This page right here. I 

5 think it was a little pamphlet or something.. It's in your 

6 complaint.. I'm sorry, sir.. We are staying with your 

7 complaint for the time being.. It's page 22 about two-thirds 

8 of the way to the back.. No, sir.. The complaint right here, 

9 exhibit 1 .. 

10 MR. LITTLE: Right here. 

11 BY THE WITNESS: 

12 A .. Okay .. 

13 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

14 Q .. Okay. And just so the court may have trouble 

15 reading that, that language is exactly the same verbatim, no 

16 alterations, no deletions, same number of points as the five 

17 key ar~as of principal concern on page 19 and 20, correct? 

18 

19 

20 now .. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Let me look .. 

Sure.. These are the documents in your complaint 

This one and this one. Excuse me. 

That's okay .. 

They're different. 

How are they different? 

This complaint, this is the one .. 
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Q.. Let me tell you where I'm going.. I thought we could 

save some time with this.. I'm trying to go through every page 

of your complaint to see where you find support for the 

statement that the organization was formed specifically to 

oppose the ordinanc~ or to elect a candidate, or that they 

expressly advocated for that opposition or that they expressly 

advocated for a candidate? And I skipped over these two pages 

and I did not mean to.. So my question is, it appears to me, 

but I'm asking you, that the version that's printed in a 

longer and narrower format, you have it in front of you right 

there, it appears to me that that is verbatim the same as the 

five key areas of principal concern that we have just gone 

there point by point by point, and I'm asking whether you can 

confirm that for me? And if you can't, maybe we could do it 

over lunch or something because I do want to make certain that 

if there is a difference, you tell me what that difference is .. 

A.. Okay.. There is a difference .. 

Q.. Do you know what it is? 

A.. The disclaimer on this page is different than the 

disclaimer on this page .. 

Q.. Okay .. Well, you talk about the disclaimer .. Let's 

leave the disclaimer aside .. Whatever that word means, let's 

leave it aside for the time being.. The textual description of 

what this organization stands for, if you will, the five key 

areas of concern or on another document the four guiding 
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1 principles, in this case are the five key areas of principal 

2 concern on pages 19 and 20 of your complaint the same five key 

3 areas of principal concern that are reproduced I suggest on 

4 pages 22 and 23 of your complaint? I'm leaving out what you 

5 call the disclaimer for the time being. 

6 A. Your Honor, excuse me. May I read it? 

7 ALJ: Sure. 

8 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

9 Q.. Sure. 

10 A. They're different. Oh, wait. Wait. 

11 MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, it might help if he and I 

12 went outside and I read one of them out loud while he 

13 reads the other. 

14 MR. REGENSDORF: Sure. We can do it a lot of ways. 

15 Since they were put in his complaint in his opinion to 

16 support something, I can't see putting in multiple copies 

17 of the same thing so if there's a difference that's all 

18 I'm trying to --

19 BY THE WITNESS: 

20 A. Your Honor, I'm having a problem reading it right 

21 now looking at it and trying to compare it because the print 

22 is so small on this one. I don't know what to tell you. 

23 BY MR.. REGENSDORF: 

24 Q. Okay. Let me ask you this: Why did you put the 

25 second version in there then, the one that's on the smaller 
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1 print that you're referring to? 

2 A .. Because it was from the Facebook .. 

3 Q .. It may have been from a thousand different places, 

4 but if it said the same thing, why would you put it in other 

5 than as your lawyer says padding a bunch of stuff into a 

6 petition? Why would you put it in there? 

7 A. One was from Facebook and one was distributed .. 

8 Q.. So you would put it in even if it was identical just 

9 to show that they said whatever it is that they said, they 

10 said it again.. Is that what you're saying? 

11 

12 

A. 

Q .. 

Yes. 

Okay.. I do want to know whether you think there is 

13 anything different because you keep saying that you think that 

14 there is and then you take it back and I need to know because 

15 if there's anything in there that --

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

ALJ: Well, then he's going to have to do a line by 

line comparison .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay.. I agree with you, Judge .. 

ALJ: We may have to take a break to let him do that 

or let them do it over lunch.. However you want to handle 

it.. I have no preference .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I would like to get this done 

before I go on .. I'm much closer to the end than the 

start, Judge .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Five minutes .. 
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1 ALJ: Five minutes should be enough .. 

2 MR .. LITTLE: Let's go next door .. 

3 ALJ: I think there's probably rooms available. 

4 MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you .. 

5 MR .. LITTLE: We have got them both .. 

6 ALJ: Because I think your suggestion reading it to 

7 him while he reads silently will work.. Off the record .. 

8 (Short recess .. ) 

9 ALJ: Back on the record.. Go ahead and ask your 

10 question .. 

11 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

12 Q.. Mr .. Barnas, you and your attorney have cross read 

13 the two things that are entitled the five key areas of 

14 principal concern? 

15 A.. Yes .. 

16 Q.. Okay.. Are there any material differences between 

17 the larger print version and the smaller print version? 

18 A.. No.. No wording .. 

19 Q.. All right.. Going back to your complaint.. 

20 A.. Which one was that? 

21 Q.. This is the one on the Florida Elections Commission 

22 letterhead dated April 3rd with the cover letter .. 

23 A.. Okay .. 

24 Q.. And what I would like to do is turn to what is page 

25 6, numbered page 6 of the FEC' s system.. It is your fourth 
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1 page of your typewritten narrative after the 

2 A. With my signature on the bottom? 

3 Q. It's got your signature on the bottom. 

4 A. Okay. 

5 Q. Now, first of all, at the very bottom there are 

6 listed five statutes, correct? 

7 A. Correct.. 

8 Q. You personally identified those five statute and 

9 pulled them out of the Florida Statutes online or something, 

10 correct? 

11 A. Correct.. 

12 Q. For the purposes of including them in your 

13 complaint, right? 

14 A. Correct.. 

15 Q. You didn't keep a copy of them, right? 

16 A. No. 

17 Q. Correct? 

18 A. No. Correct. 

19 Q. Okay. And I believe you weren't even aware that 

20 they carried or at least some of them carried criminal 

21 sanctions for non compliance, correct? You didn't know 

22 that? 

23 A. When you say correct and say no, I get confused so 

24 

25 Q .. Again, bad question .. 
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1 A .. Bad question .. 

2 Q .. It's never your fault if a bad question is asked .. 

3 A .. Bad question .. 

4 Q .. Were you aware that some of the statutes that you 

5 charged Ms .. Yeago with violating carried with them criminal 

6 penalties? 

7 A .. No .. 

8 Q .. The top of that page, it's the first full paragraph, 

9 starts off with the words during the pre-election period.. See 

10 that paragraph? 

11 A.. Yes .. 

12 Q.. The next phrase deals with the fact that many named 

13 members.. I assume you mean named members of the Concerned 

14 Citizens organization, correct? That's the members you're 

15 referring to? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A .. 

Q. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Named members .. 

Of Concerned Citizens? 

Correct .. 

Okay.. Held signs for Bryan Williams, right? 

Yes .. 

Do you think the fact that a person is in a group 

22 means that if they exercise political support for a candidate, 

23 that the group by definition is also expressly advocating the 

24 election of that individual? Is that your opinion? 

25 A .. Yes .. 
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1 Q. So therefore if any one of 200 people were to hold 

2 a sign for Pat Rush, that means the group is for Pat Rush, is 

3 that your opinion? 

4 A. That person of that group and that group is for -

5 he's expressing the group's opinion. 

6 Q. Sure. Did you ever -- You're not suggesting that 

7 you saw people wearing signs that said I am with the Concerned 

8 Citizens or T-shirts that said Concerned Citizens? None of 

9 that happened, did it? 

10 A. Nor did they have one that said they weren't. 

11 Q. Okay. Did they say they were Republicans? 

12 A.. No. 

13 Q. If that person had been a Republican, would that 

14 mean that the Republican party also expressly advocated Pat 

15 Rush if a Republican were holding that sign? 

16 A. I don't know if they were Republican or not. 

17 Q. But if they were a Republican, then because they 

18 were a member of a group it would be expressly advocating it 

19 for the group, correct? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. Okay. Did you do any legal research, talk to a 

22 lawyer, go to a law library, read a law review article or 

23 anything that talks about whether the actions of an individual 

24 expressing opinions on whatever the topic is bind each and 

25 every group that that person is an individual of? 
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1 A.. No .. 

2 Q.. Did you ever do any research on that? 

3 A.. No .. 

4 Q.. Do you think it would have been appropriate to do 

5 some research before you accuse Ms .. Yeago and her group of 

6 expressly advocating something because a member of that group 

7 was out on the street on their own behalf advocating that? 

8 A. That's a complicated question.. Rephrase it, 

9 please .. 

10 Q.. Did you think it was a good idea to research that 

11 question before you accused Ms. Yeago of being in a group that 

12 advocated something for that reason? 

13 A.. No.. No .. 

14 Q.. Okaj.. In the second line you make reference to some 

15 four by four vote no posters opposing and I assume you mean 

16 opposing the borrowing limitation ordinance; is that 

17 correct? 

18 A.. Correct.. 

19 Q.. Okay.. I'm sorry.. You said that.. It says with 

20 CCFBHS disclaimer .. 

21 A.. Yes .. 

22 Q.. That I assume you intend to mean Concerned Citizens 

23 For A Better High Springs, correct? 

24 A.. Yes .. 

25 Q.. The reason you put that sentence in there is because 
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1 you wanted to tell the Florida Elections Commission under oath 

2 as a fact that there were signs out there that said vote no 

3 for the budget for the borrowing limitation ordinance with 

4 Concerned Citizens' endorsements on the bottom, correct? 

5 A. Correct. 

6 Q. All right.. And, in fact, you go forward and say I 

7 do not have a picture of these posters. Why not? If you were 

8 concerned about this group from a month before this, why 

9 didn't you take a picture of them? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q., 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Q .. 

Didn't have a camera. 

Did you ask anybody to take a picture of them? 

I saw the newspaper take one. 

Did you ask the newspaper for a copy of it? 

Yes. 

Did you get it? 

No. 

The form that you filled out with the Florida 

18 Elections Commission asks you about whether there are any 

19 witness to this and asks for the names and telephone numbers 

20 of persons you believe may be witnesses to the facts. Did you 

21 list anybody anywhere on this that was a witness to any of 

22 those facts? 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q, 

No .. 

Specifically did you list anybody who was a witness 

25 to the fact of a four by four sign that said vote no with a 



1 Concerned Citizens' logo at the bottom? 

2 

3 

4 

A .. No .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Your Honor, there's some color 

prints of it.. I think they're right here .. 

5 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

6 Q .. Did you see who put those signs up, sir? 

7 A .. No .. 
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8 Q,, Or a sign.. There weren't a whole lot of these signs 

9 by all different people, right? 

10 A .. One where I was .. 

11 Q .. Okay.. Is that the sign? I'm referring to a 

12 document that is in black and white in exhibit 2 and it's in 

13 color as exhibit 10 for identification.. Is that the sign, 

14 sir? 

15 A .. I said the sign I recalled seeing had more wording 

16 on it.. It looked different than this one.. I said that at the 

17 deposition .. 

18 Q .. I'm just trying to ask you today under oath if 

19 you're telling this hearing officer, Administrative Law Judge 

20 that you only saw one sign and this is not it, is that 

21 correct? Sure.. Take a look at it .. 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q .. 

If this was the sign that I saw? 

If that So that the record will be clear, it's 

24 one of the four page exhibit number 10 and it refers, it's got 

25 a red circle with a slash through it and it says vote no on 
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High Springs charter amendment. Is that the picture you're 

referring to? 

A. That's correct. 

MR. LITTLE: And what's the quest.ion? 

MR. REGENSDORF: He's answering. I'm just trying to 

MR. LITTLE: You interrupted him. I want to make 

sure he answers the question. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. The question is was this the sign? 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. I'll take that question. 

A. In my opinion it' s not. 

Q. Okay. Do you have any evidence that shows it's not. 

Any photographs? Anybody who saw two signs, one that looked 

like that and one that looked like something else? 

A. The sign that I saw that I remember I felt had more 

wording and it was hung on a fence with the plastic things and 

it would have had holes poked in all four corners. It would 

have had holes. To hang it on that fence they had to have 

holes poked in it to hang it on the fence. 

Q. Did you read Mr. Hewlit.t's affidavit which is 

attached? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Q. Did you ever talk to Mr. Hewlitt as to the 
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1 preparation of the sign that he states under oath that he 

2 prepared? 

3 A .. No .. 

4 Q .. Is it your testimony that this, I don't know how big 

5 this sign is, but I'm going to suggest that it's probably 

6 maybe four by four, is it your testimony here today that this 

7 is not the sign that you saw out there? Is that your 

8 testimony, sir, under oath? 

9 

10 

A .. 

Q,, 

Yes .. 

Okay.. This sign, if this were the sign, it 

11 certainly has nothing on it concerning Concerned Citizens, 

12 correct? 

13 A .. Correct. 

14 Q .. And, in fact, Mr. Hewlitt says in his affidavit that 

15 he didn't ask for any help. Didn't get any help. Did it all 

16 by himself, he and his wife Linda, correct? 

17 

18 

19 

A. 

Q., 

A .. 

That's not correct. 

What did he say? 

I believe -- I have to read his affidavit.. He said 

20 he bought them for $98. 

21 Q., He didn't get any help from the Concerned Citizens 

22 For A Better High Springs, correct? 

23 A .. That's correct. 

24 MR .. LITTLE: May I ask as to clarify that question? 

25 Was the question is he said he didn't or he didn't? 
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1 MR. REGENSDORF: No. I'm going to say that - that 

2 he said - did he say that he didn't. 

3 BY THE WITNESS: 

4 A. Read the 

5 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

6 Q.. You don't know what Mr. Hewlitt did. All you have 

7 done is read a sworn affidavit under oath by Mr. Hewlitt, 

8 correct? 

9 A. Correct.. 

10 Q. Right. Which has photographs of black and white 

11 photographs of what has now been marked as exhibit 10 for 

12 identification in this case, correct? 

13 A. Correct. 

14 MR. REGENSDORF: I'm going to ask that these be 

15 admitted into evidence.. These being exhibit 10 for 

16 identification? 

17 MR. LITTLE: Object to that. They have not been 

18 authenticated. He can't authenticate them. 

19 MR. REGENSDORF: They are the black and white -- If 

20 you want to compare them to ones that are already in, you 

21 can certainly do that, but I suggest if you do that they 

22 are the four prints of the same black and whites that are 

23 already in so I think it's appropriate that these be 

24 offered into evidence. 

25 MR. LITTLE: Object. 
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ALJ: Sustained .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. Maybe I should undei:stand, 

if I could, Youi: Honoi:, the exhibits which are the black 

and white vei:sions along with Mr. Hewlitt's affidavit 

were by agi:eement put in as exhibits without evidentiai:y 

objection. 

ALJ: Yes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: And is the only objection that 

these additional pieces of papei:, the color ones are not 

those? 

ALJ: My objection? 

MR. REGENSDORF: No. No. I'm saying is that the 

i:eason for sustaining it? I i:ai:ely if evei: ai:gue with 

the coui:t .. I'm just ti:ying to find out. 

ALJ: A, they'i:e i:edundant.. B, he hasn't identified 

them as being i:elevant to this pi:oceeding .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. Then, well, I'm soi:i:y.. I 

didn't mean to take that away. 

ALJ: They'i:e postei:s that he saw. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Right. Those should be kept 

with you because they'i:e still marked for 

identification. 

ALJ: And you have something else of mine. It was a 

numbei: 15 .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: I do .. 
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ALJ: Do not lose it. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I would never lose it. 

ALJ: It looks like it's lost already. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: It's not lost already. It's right 

here. 

ALJ: All right. Go ahead. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Mr. Barnas, did you prepare any signs for election 

day November 2012? 

A. Yes .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I think I have marked them in 

evidence. 

ALJ: Signs? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Haven't I? Color prints. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. 7. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Number 7. Thank you. If you 

could, Judge, I don't have an extra print of those. 

ALJ: (Proffering .. ) 

MR. REGENSDORF: Thank you. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q. Let me hand you these two documents that are exhibit 

23 7. These are different blowups or different portions of one 

24 sign; is that correct? 

25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q .. Three pages. I'm sorry. One is black and white. 

2 The one in the upper left hand corner of the marked page is 

3 the full and complete sign? 

4 A. Yes. 

5 Q .. At the bottom of that sign what did you write in the 

6 bottom legend? That's probably the easiest for you. Perhaps 

7 this one. One of those two. 

8 A. Citizen Concern For A Better High Springs; 

9 

10 

11 

Q,, 

A. 

Q .. 

I'm sorry. Say that again. 

Citizen Concern For A Better High Springs. 

Okay. Did you put that on there to make it sound 

12 like it was from the Concerned Citizens? 

13 A. No .. 

14 Q,, Was it just a coincidence that the words are almost 

15 identical to the Concerned Citizens group? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q., 

No. 

It's not a coincidence? 

It's not a coincidence. 

It was deliberate? 

Deliberate .. 

Why did you make it sound like the Concerned 

22 Citizens group? 

23 A. I didn't. That was my sign. 

24 Q., I know that. I understand whose sign it was. You 

25 prepared it to convince people to vote for the borrowing 
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1 limitation ordinance? 

2 A .. I was a citizen concerned for a better High 

3 Springs .. 

4 Q .. My only question was did you pick the words because 

5 they sound very much like the group that had formed that you 

6 were not totally satisfied with? 

7 A .. No .. 

8 Q .. Okay.. Did you form - did you create a website 

9 called Citizen Concerned For A Better High Springs on 

10 facebook? Did you do a facebook page for a while? 

11 A.. I had a Facebook page, yes .. 

12 Q .. Which you had to take down, correct? Facebook made 

13 you take it down? 

14 

15 

A .. 

Q .. 

No .. 

How did you take down that Facebook page? When did 

16 you take down the Facebook page? 

17 A .. After the election .. 

18 Q .. Was it created again using the same words Citizen 

19 Concerned for A Better High Springs? 

20 A .. Yes .. 

21 Q .. And it advocated for the, expressly advocated for 

22 the passage of the borrowing limitation ordinance, correct? 

23 

24 

A .. 

Q .. 

Among other things .. 

You had been preparing this petition against Sharon 

25 Yea go for months.. As early as Valentine's Day you were about 
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1 ready to file it according to your website at that time, 

2 correct? 

3 A.. Yes .. 

4 Q.. But ultimately you held off and didn't file it or 

5 didn't sign it until April 1st, April Fools Day 2013, 

6 correct? 

7 A.. Correct. 

8 Q.. And that was because it was April Fools Day, 

9 correct? 

10 A.. No .. 

11 Q.. What was the reason for that? 

12 A.. The last, I needed two names.. The second name came 

13 on March 28th I believe of Linda Jones.. The FEC had told me I 

14 had to have two names, $500, two people.. The second name was 

15 given to me at a meeting - not given to me.. She used her name 

16 as a representative of the Concerned Citizens For A better 

17 High Springs at a meeting on the 25th or the 28th and by the 

18 time I typed the paperwork up, it was April 1st and I put it -

19 I put the date April 1st on it and I did post on my website 

20 for a reason .. 

21 Q.. And what was that reason? 

22 A.. That was personal .. 

23 Q.. Well, tell me what the reason was? 

24 A.. I had been called a fool in a blog once before and I 

25 just felt that let's see if I'm a fool again .. 
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1 Q.. Go back to your complaint for a couple minutes and 

2 ask you to turn to page, it's page 25 .. Looks just like that .. 

3 Just like that.. Got it? 

4 A.. Yep .. 

5 Q.. Now, first of all, who pulled this print off of 

6 Facebook? 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

I did .. 

And you copied it here? 

I did .. 

Okay.. And then you copied it here so it was your 

11 job of copying it here, correct? 

12 

13 

A .. 

Q .. 

What do you mean? 

Okay.. You pulled this off of your Facebook page of 

14 Concerned Citizen and then copied it into your petition 

15 against Sh.aron Yeago, correct? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

I cut, cut, pasted -

Right .. 

-- to a word page .. 

Right .. 

Printed it .. 

Right. 

And included it.. 

Got it.. Now, so that the Judge understands where 

24 this came from, this was a posting onto the Concerned Citizen 

25 Facebook page by a gentleman named Gene Levine making 
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1 reference to a Friday night date of September 28th.. It says 

2 2102.. I assume that means 2012, correct? 

3 A.. Correct. 

4 Q. Mr .. Levine is a resident of High Springs? 

5 A .. Yes. 

6 Q.. Mr. Levine is or at least lists himself as a 

7 supporter of the Concerned Citizen For A Better High 

8 Springs? 

9 A .. Correct .. 

10 Q,, Or did at that time? 

11 A. Correct .. 

12 Q .. This post by Mr .. Levine advocates the election of 

13 Byran Williams against Pat Rush, correct? 

14 

15 

A. 

Q,, 

Correct .. 

Does this post say that Mr .. Levine in any way speaks 

16 on behalf of the Concerned Citizen? 

17 A.. This post does not .. 

18 Q.. Was there anything about this post, the heading, for 

19 example, you know, the Concerned Citizen endorses the 

20 following post by people who have posted on their Facebook 

21 page? Is there anything like that before this post? 

22 A. It was on the page that is Concerned Citizens For A 

23 Better High Springs posted by them .. 

24 

25 

Q., 

A .. 

And I think you said that it's still on --

Still on there .. 
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1 Q. the Facebook page? 

2 A. It was as of a couple of days ago. 

3 MR .. REGENSDORF: Judge, do you have the Concerned 

4 Citizens' folder of Mr. Barnas and that would be exhibit 

5 

6 ALJ: 6. 

7 MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay. That's it. Thank you very 

8 much. 

9 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

10 Q. This exhibit contains collected documents that you 

11 have pulled together about things that you think are related 

12 to Concerned Citizens, correct? 

13 A. Correct. 

14 Q. Do you know what was immediately before this post of 

15 Mr. Levine's? 

16 A. Before it? 

17 Q. Just curious if you know what was before it, the 

18 thing that was posted before it? 

19 A. No .. 

20 Q. Do you know what was posted after it? 

21 A. There was a comment after it that I believe it was 

22 by -- I can't remember who it was by, but there was a comment 

23 that said we are not political. Something to that effect. 

24 Q. Well, your purpose in putting this page, page 25 

25 into your complaint was not to file a complaint against Mr. 
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Levine, correct? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. It was an attempt to link Mr .. Levine's apparent 

preference, expressed advocacy, if you will, for Byran 

Williams to the Concerned Citizens group and make it their 

preference as well? 

A. No.. Rephrase the question.. That's complicated .. 

Q.. You argued in your petition that the Concerned 

Citizens group expressly advocated for Byran Williams, 

correct? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. In fact, that was the reason the organization was 

formed, correct, according to you? 
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A. I take that back.. My complaint was about the issue 

not about Byran Williams.. The complaint was specifically 

about the issue, but it also said that they supported Byran 

Williams. 

Q.. Well, you said that this group, I'm quoting from 

page 3, tell me if I'm reading this incorrectly .. This 

individual, meaning many individuals, "formed an 

organization/PC to defeat the ballot issue and also support 

and support the election of Byran Williams .. " 

A.. Where are you reading? 

Q.. Page 3 of your complaint .. That's the numbered FEC 

page number.. Paragraph, penultimate paragraph.. Do you see 
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that? 

A.. Hold up the page .. 

Q.. It's the first -- The page that starts off, Dear 

FEC, okay? Address upper left hand corner .. 

A.. Okay .. 
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Q.. The second paragraph from the bottom. The larger 

paragraph says this complaint, meaning your complaint is that 

a group of many individual formed an organization/PC to defeat 

the ballot issue and also support and support the election of 

Byran Williams, correct? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. That's not what it says? 

A.. That's what it says .. 

Q.. Okay.. Well, weren't you trying to tell the FEC that 

that was what your complaint was? 

A.. The complaint was about the ballot issue .. 

Q.. Well, okay.. If it was about the ballot issue, would 

you agree that making references to Byran Williams has nothing 

to do with your complaint? 

A.. No.. It also showed that they were supporting him, 

too, so .. 

Q.. Were you trying to make an allegation that the 

Concerned Citizens group was expressly advocating for the 

election of Byran Williams? 

A.. Making that point, yes .. 
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' I 

1 Q.. Let me ask you if you can take a look at this 

2 document.. This is a document I just took out of exhibit 7, 

3 your Concerned Citizens' folder. Do you recognize that --

4 A.. Yes .. 

5 Q.. -- that page. What is that document? 

6 A. That's a copy. That's the original of what's in 

7 here. 

8 Q.. When you say ''what's in here", you mean what's in 

9 your complaint? 

10 A. What's in the complaint .. 

11 Q.. At page 25? 

12 A.. The one we just spoke about in my complaint.. 

13 MR. REGENSDORF: Not quite and that's really my 

14 question.. The document I just handed to you and let's go 

15 ahead and mark it the next exhibit or if you want to mark 

16 it exhibit 6A or something so you can find it in this 

17 collection, I don't really care. 

18 AL,J: That sounds like a good idea.. Yeago 6A. 

19 MR. REGENSDORF: Okay.. Just a thought. 

20 ALJ: And that's a Facebook. 

21 MR. REGENSDORF: Presumably. Thanks. All right. 

22 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

23 Q.. I'm looking at - you're looking now at my copy of 

24 page 25 and the copy that's now been marked as exhibit 6A, you 

25 say yeah, that's a copy of what's in your complaint. And my 
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1 point is almost except exhibit 6A which came out of your 

2 folder here you have.cut off the date and time that this post 

3 by Mr. Levine was posted, correct? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q., 

A .. 

Q,, 

The date is not there, correct. 

Nor the time? 

Nor the time .. 

It's September 28, 2012 at 9:16 p.m., correct? 

Correct .. 

Do you know why you cut that off? 

No .. 

Was it in any way sort of to separate the document 

12 that's in your complaint from whatever else might have been 

13 posted on the Facebook page on September 28th, 2012? 

14 A .. No. It might have been copied twice, cut and 

15 paste .. 

16 Q .. Okay.. Might have been.. But the reason you put it 

17 into the complaint was because you wanted to try to make the 

18 Concerned Citizens group responsible for Mr. Levine's advocacy 

19 for the election of Byran Williams, correct? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q .. Isn't it true, sir, that within 29 minutes after 

22 9: 16 p .. m .. on the evening of September 28th the Concerned 

23 Citizens For A Better High Springs group posted on their 

24 Facebook immediately below Mr.. Levine's post, quote, "this 

25 group will not be addressing political campaign issues. These 
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1 are for other groups. We are non partisan and non political 

2 and will only be focused on policy recommendations to move 

3 High Springs forward. September 28th, 2012 at 9:45 p.m." Is 

4 that correct? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

A .. 

Q,. 

Correct.. 

Let me ask you to take a look at that, but you have 

looked at this facebook page. 

A. Yes. 

Q. That's the post that you cut out when you cut out 

the information below Mr. Levine's post, correct? 

A. Cut and pasted. 

Q. Right. Did you ever inform the Florida Elections 

Commission that they might want to know that, in fact, 

immediately within 29 minutes on the evening of the 28th 

someone had already gone in and said Mr. Levine can say what 

he wants, but that's not us? Did you ever think that the FEC 

might want to hear that? 

A. I could have also told them they left it up there 

and didn't take it down. 

Q.. Did you make any comment about the comment that the 

Concerned Citizens group posted? 

A. No .. 

Q .. But what you're looking at now is, in fact, the 

24 posting that immediately follows Gene Levine's, correct? 

25 A. Yes. Absolutely. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: If I could, I would like to mark 

that printout from the Facebook .. 

ALJ: That will be 18 .. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: I don't have a complete copy of 

that.. I have that copy, but I don't have another copy of 

that .. 

ALJ: Is this going to be mine? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Well, maybe so.. I don't know .. 

ALJ: Do you want it in evidence? 

MR .. REGENSDORf: Oh, yes .. It's yours .. 

ALJ: It's mine, right? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes .. It's yours .. That's what I 

meant to say.. Have a good time with it .. 

ALJ: Yeago 18.. Any objection? 

MR .. LITTLE: No objection .. 

ALJ: Do you want it back? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I do .. 

BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Mr.. Barnas, let me back up. Did you ever make any 

comment to the Florida Elections Commission that in any way at 

least communicated the fact that the Concerned Citizens group 

didn't join with Mr .. Levine in that regard? 

A .. I was never asked .. 

24 Q.. Did you ever do it on your own? Did you ever seek 

25 to clarify your information? 
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A .. No .. 1 

2 Q .. I had asked you before, actually I think on Friday 

3 of what other information you might have that you could add up 

4 to constitute the Concerned Citizens Group For A Better High 

5 Springs was expressly advocating the election of Byran 

6 Williams and you said that there was a post a week plus or 

7 minus after the election by Linda Jones which spoke of support 

8 for Byran Williams, correct? 

9 A .. Correct.. That one .. 

10 Q .. Yep.. Let me ask you to take a look at what's been 

11 marked in evidence as exhibit 18 and turn to page 6 of 15 

12 which is a post on the same website Concerned Citizens For A 

13 Better High Springs dated November 16, 2012.. It's in the left 

14 hand column.. And ask you if that is the other piece of 

15 information that you said supported your argument that the 

16 Concerned Citizens group expressly advocated the election of 

17 Byran Williams? 

18 

19 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Could you read for the court the portion of that 

20 post that you feel on November 16th constitutes -- Let me back 

21 up.. Is it your understanding that to be a violation of the 

22 election code a political committee would have to spend more 

23 than $500 and expressly advocate for or against a candidate 

24 before the election? In other words, in hopes of influencing 

25 the election? Or is it your understanding that that expressed 
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1 advocacy could occur after the election is already over? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A .. 

Q .. 

Could occur after .. 

Could you read, please, for the court the language 

of Linda Jones posted on November 16th which you feel 

constitutes support for your complaint that the Concerned 

Citizens group expressly advocated for the election of Byran 

Williams? 

A.. This is the last meeting of mayor Dean Davis and 

your opportunity to acknowledge his service of three years and 

to support Byran as he begins a new three year term.. The 

commission will elect mayor and vice mayor at the meeting as 

well as appoint citizens to many citizens boards .. 

Q.. That's it? That's the part that you think suggests 

they expressly advocated his election? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. I don't have it in front of me.. Does it say 

anything like we did it? We won.. Byran won or anything like 

that? 

A .. The commission will elect a mayor and a vice mayor 

20 as well as appoint citizens .. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q .. Does it say anything gloating like we won? We did 

it.. Our motivation for being.. Our raison d'etre happened? 

Anything like that? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Did they ever say anything like that? Did they ever 
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1 say we won. Byran got elected. Our job was successful. Did 

2 they ever say anything like that? 

3 A .. I don't recall. 

4 Q .. Did you ever put it in your complaint because I 

5 assume you would have if you found it, correct? 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

A. Mm-hmm. 

Q,, Yes, you would have? 

A .. Yes, I would have. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Could I have a short time to chat 

with my client? I think I'm done. Take a short time. 

MR. LITTLE: Do we have our witness here? 

12 BY THE WITNESS: 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. I believe she's here. 

MR. LITTLE: While he's taking a break, we'll see if 

she's here. Maybe we can take her before we break. 

ALJ: How long will she take? 

MR. LITTLE: For me three or four minutes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I got a stop watch. I'll try to 

stop you there or if she says what I think she will say. 

ALJ: Talk to your client. Let's take five 

minutes. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Cool.. 

ALJ: Off the record. 

(Short recess .. ) 

ALJ: Back on the record. 
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1 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

2 Q .. Mr .. Barnas, taking your complaint again, do you have 

3 a copy of it in front of you? 

4 A .. (Indicating. 

5 Q,, Okay .. What I'm trying to do is look at the 

6 documents I haven't yet asked you about .. There's an e-mail 

7 string on page 9 and 10 .. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

ALJ: Of what exhibit, 1? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Exhibit 1, yes, ma'am. It starts 

looking like that .. It's after the narrative letter and a 

couple of pages in.. It looks like that .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Yes.. Starts with Bob .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That's right, with Bob, and I 

14 believe it ends with thank you for your service to our 

15 city as a matter of fact .. 

16 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

17 Q,, My question, Mr .. Barnas, is is it your testimony 

18 that this two page e-mail string between you and Ms .. Yeago 

19 constitutes some kind of explanation for why the Concerned 

20 Citizens group was formed? 

21 

22 

MR .. LITTLE: This document? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I don't think you're looking at the 

23 right one .. 

24 BY THE WITNESS: 

25 A. I have got it.. 
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2 

MR. REGENSDORF: Is that it? 

MR. LITTLE: Yes. 

3 BY THE WITNESS: 

4 A. No. 

5 BY MR. REGENSDORF: 

6 Q .. I'll ask an open ended question. How does this 
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7 document pages 9 and 10 which you chose to attach demonstrate 

8 either that the organization was expressly formed to defeat 

9 your borrowing limitation ordinance or to expressly advocate 

10 for the election of Byran Williams? 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A .. 

Q. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

It goes more to who Sharon Yeago was. 

Okay. This document describes her as the --

On the bottom of the page. 

official spokesperson? 

Dear Bob, Lee, Scott. Lee was the city manager, 

16 Scott was the city attorney. 

17 

18 

Q .. 

A .. 

Right. Official spokesperson. 

I am the official spokesperson for the Concerned 

19 Citizens group. 

20 Q. Which is what it said in that earlier newspaper 

21 article, right, that she was the spokesperson? 

22 A .. It may have, but I may not have noticed that. Here 

23 is what it says. This e-mail also says on page 10 --

24 

25 

Q. 

A. 

I'm with you. 

-- on the bottom, please, direct any questions, 
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1 concerns or issues to me should they arise.. I would be most 

2 happy to respond as quickly and completely as possible.. If 

3 there are no further issues or misinformation or 

4 miscommunication or distribution of incorrect information .. 

5 This was sent to the FEC to show, that's why she was named in 

6 the case. 

7 Q .. You chose to name the spokesperson and not the 

8 steering committee or the chair of the steering committee, 

9 correct? 

10 

11 Q .. 

Correct .. 

Okay.. This also -- Had you met Sharon Yeago before 

12 this time? I gather you had? 

13 A.. Yes .. 

14 Q.. She explained how she was a consultant to city 

15 government in the past and worked on a couple of projects, the 

16 farmers market, the youth center.. Worked with city staff .. 

17 Were you aware of that in page 10 of this e-mail? 

18 A .. Yes .. 

19 Q .. Were you aware of the fact that that's her 

20 livelihood is that she's a consultant to government and 

21 government related organizations and that's her livelihood? 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. Yes. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm done for now. Thank you .. 

ALJ: All right.. You want to see if she is here? 

If not, we are going to go to lunch .. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

MR. LITTLE: I think we would like to take a witness 

out of turn, please. 

ALJ: Raise your right hand for me, please. 

6 Thereupon, 

7 CAROL DAUGHERTY 

8 after having been first duly sworn, testified as follows, 

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

10 BY MR. LITTLE: 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Q .. 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q,, 

16 in 2012? 

17 

18 

A. 

Q,, 

Would you, please, state your name .. 

Carol Daugherty. 

Where do you live? 

High Springs. 

Were you there at the time of the general election 

Yes. 

Were you aware that there was a ballot measure 

19 proposing an ordinance having to do with limiting the power of 

20 the city to borrow money? 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q,, 

A. 

Yes. 

Were you for it or against it? 

Limiting 

Were you going to vote yes or no? 

I was going to vote -- Let me rephrase that. I was 
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going to 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Concerned 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 
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vote no to the limit, yes .. 

To the limit .. Okay .. 

That's right .. 

Did you sign a form to become a member of the 

Citizens For A Better High Springs? 

Yes .. 

Did you sign a petition such as this? 

Yes .. 

Okay.. Why did you do that? 

I was informed by the gentleman standing there that 

11 this - he went into great depth explaining the one million 

12 dollar cap and how it was not going to be enough and how a lot 

13 of things were not going to work and would I sign .. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Q .. Join the organization? 

A .. Yes .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Hold on a second.. Since the 

witness has looked at a document, could we at least have 

that marked for identification and I would like to take a 

look at it? 

MR .. LITTLE: We can.. I was not going to. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: If the witness is looking at 

something .. 

ALJ: I'll mark it as Barnas' exhibit 1 .. 

MR. LITTLE: Barnas 1. Well, I'll move it into 

evidence .. 
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2 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's pretty detailed. Hard to 

disagree with that petition right there. It's blank. 

3 BY MR. LITTLE: 

4 Q .. You mentioned the man standing there. Was he the 

5 person that accepted your signature? 

6 A .. From what I can recall he was standing there with 
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7 something in his hands and I'm not exactly sure how that went. 

8 You're ask~ng me if he was holding the petition that he wanted 

9 us to sign? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

No.. Was he the per son that was manning the table? 

Yes.. Yes .. 

So you took it that he was --

Well, he motioned for us to sign it. 

To come and sign it? 

That's what I was trying to think was whether or not 

16 he had it in his hand or if he had it on the table, but he was 

17 come and sign. 

18 Q .. You signed because you were told that the 

19 organization was opposing the measure you were against? 

20 

21 

MR. REGENSDORF: Object to the form. Leading. 

ALJ: Sustained. 

22 BY MR. LITTLE: 

23 Q .. Why did you sign? 

24 A .. I signed because he lead me to believe that by 

25 signing I was going to prevent this from going to a vote . 
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1 MR .. LITTLE: Thank you.. I have no further 

2 questions. 

3 CROSS EXAMINATION 

4 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

5 Q.. Do you know who this gentleman was? 

6 A No, but he was very good looking .. 

7 Q.. It was not me then .. 

8 A.. No.. It was not you.. He was a little younger .. 

9 Sorry .. 

10 Q.. Everyone is except maybe Joe.. Did he have any 

11 materials? Did he give you any materials to read? 

12 A.. He - I'm not sure.. I know he had something in his 

13 hand, but I was not sure.. I don't think I received anything .. 

14 Now, my husband might have taken something, but I did not take 

15 anything .. 

16 Q.. So is it fair to say if he had something, if he 

17 showed to you, if you had a chance to look at it, if anything 

18 of those things were true, at this point you don't remember 

19 what it said or what it looked like, is that a fair 

20 statement? 

21 A, Yeah.. Sort of.. Kind of.. 

22 Q.. Was he wearing a shirt or anything that said, you 

23 know, who he was or Joe's Bar and Grill or city employee or 

24 Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs or anything like 

25 that that identified him where he came from, anything like 
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that? 

A. I didn't take pictures of the scene. 

Q. Was this at City Hall? 
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A. Yes. It was right behind City Hall. His table was 

set up right where they take the water bill. 

MR. REGENSDORf: I have nothing further. 

MR. LITTLE: Thank you. 

ALJ: Thank you, ma'am. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Sorry it took so long. We made it 

quick for you .. 

ALJ: All right. Lunch. What time is it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: 3:00. 

ALJ: Be back at 4:00. 

(Lunch recess .. ) 

ALJ: Back on the record. Cross. Do you want to 

cross him? 

MR. LITTLE: No. I'm going to take him on my 

case. 

ALJ: Okay. Next witness. 

MR. REGENSDORf: Next witness will be moi. 

ALJ: You can't ask yourself questions. Raise your 

right hand for me though. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: Okay. You mean I can be narrative 

is what you're saying. 

ALJ: Yes .. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: State your name.. Paul Regensdorf.. 

How do you know that? I don't know how I know that .. 

ALJ: A little schizophrenic .. 

4 The:i:eupon, 

5 PAUL R .. REGENSDORF 

6 after having been first duly swo:i:n, testified as follows, 

7 DIRECT TESTIMONY 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: All right.. In a na:i:rative 

fashion, my name is Paul Regensdo:i:f.. I'm the attorney 

fo:t: Ms .. Yeago in this matte:i:.. I went to law school 

Flo:i:ida State .. Vande:i:bilt '72 .. Practiced actively in 

Flo:i:ida since then for the last 41 yea:i:s.. Cle:i:ked for 

the U .. S .. Cou:i:t of Appeal fo:t: a yea:i: then I worked in Fo:i:t 

Laude:i:dale for the fi:i:st 38 yea:i:s o:i: so with medium to 

large commercial fi:i:ms of all so:i:ts. Not that many 

sorts.. My work was p:t:ima:i:ily litigation always with an 

appellate component usually complex ju:i:y t:i:ials, some non 

jury trials.. I had an active but slender administrative 

p:i:actice some of it in tax, p:i:imarily sales tax and a 

fair amount in licensure of professionals primarily 

medical and hospitals. 

I have never done any Florida Elections Commission 

matter. I work with Holland and Knight currently in 

their litigation depa:i:tment.. My billing rate for them is 

$505 at the time of this matter and that was the 
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agreement that Ms. Yeago and I entered into. It's a pro 

bone agreement meaning that she will not and has not been 

billed for my fees and will only be responsible for them 

to the extent that this tribunal awards fees against 

Mr. Barnas and I collect them as well as the costs and 

that agreement reflects that it is capped at $505. 

I heard my good friend, not my good friend, but my 

acquaintance Mr. Herron say that $505 is a little rich 

for lawyers that practice in this filed. Perhaps so. I 

won't quarrel with his hourly rate. My firm and I were 

deprived of my reasonable rate which I believe it is by 

working on this matter, but be that as it may. 

The time spent on my bill was spent. That said I 

have testified for and against attorney's fees cases 

many, many times over my career. Claimed them sometimes. 

Resisted them sometimes, and been an expert sometimes. 

There is always some time that is not recoverable as 

Mr. Little pointed out from line to line. There's always 

some, in my case, that is forgotten because I'm the worst 

biller in the world so if I had to make a reasonable 

estimate and testify as to the hours that were spent, I 

would say the hours that Mr. Herron testified to which 

was just over a hundred plus probably 15 to 18 hours 

since that bill which have not gotten into the time which 

includes Mr. Barnas' deposition, getting ready for this 
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hearing and appearing at this hearing and now apparently 

appearing Well, we are not going to appear tomorrow 

hopefully so hopefully it doesn't include that. It ends 

today at ten hours today. 

Obviously one of the things I was going to do, but 

I'm not going to have time now is I spent time, not a lot 

of time, but perceptible time on the issue of the fact 

that Mr.. Barnas has filed similar complaints comparable 

anyway at least complaints against other public officials 

or other people in the High Springs area in the Ethics 

Commission or The Bar or Elections Commission and I'm not 

going to reiterate. We argued a relevancy argument. I 

think it's relevant to the issue that we are here on 

today. However, if that turns out not to be, I would 

acknowledge that on balance that would not be an 

appropriate item to be included. I took a quick look. 

I'm going to say perhaps 8 or 10 hours in that matter. I 

would certainly reduce it for that reason. 

Travel time, I have always billed for travel time. 

I realize some clients don't pay for it, but I have 

always billed for travel time and I don't see anything 

professionally wrong. I try to use the time for either 

that client or other clients, but if it's other clients, 

then I don't bill the client that I travel for and, in 

fact, the travel to Tallahassee fortunately I did not 
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. have to go from Jacksonville, but High Springs, so I cut 

short the distance and I did not bill the client for my 

trip home to Jacksonville because that would be 

inappropriate so that's why the one item of time was 

slightly different. 

As far as the hours spent I would add one other 

point and that is that when I was contacted by Ms. Yeago 

in April and learned that a complaint had been filed 

against her and sat and talked with her, it appeared to 

me as a lawyer that this was not your everyday run of the 

mill lawsuit claim. Ms. Yeago works in government 

contracting, government relations and her reputation in 

the industry are her life. In my opinion this was a case 

that could not be lost for Ms. Yeago. It needed to be 

defended fully. I think I did. I think it was 

successful. I to this point have been successful at each 

stage and I make absolutely no apologies for the time 

spent other than the small adjustments because it was 

reasonably spent in my opinion prosecuting and defending 

first and then prosecuting Ms. Yeago's claim. 

That's my narrative testimony, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Cross .. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, I may call Mr. Regen on 

substantive matters. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Regensdorf.. Get it right now. 
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Come on .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Mr .. Regensdorf on substantive matters .. 

I would like to ask him one question about this .. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

MR .. LITTLE: If that's agreeable.. I can wait and 

ask him later.. I don't know whether you would let me 

quest.ion him twice .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: For my purposes, I have no 

objection if that takes it off your neck, Judge. 

ALJ: No.. You need to finish with him because we 

are pressed for time so whatever you have to ask, you 

need to go ahead and ask. 

MR. LITTLE: About matters that he didn't testify 

to? 

ALJ: Well, let me ask one question.. What else 

would you call him for? 

MR .. LITTLE: I may is ask him about the substance of 

the complaint. Let me just ask him one question about 

the billing, if I may. 

ALJ: Okay. 

21 CROSS EXAMINATION 

22 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

23 Q .. What did the meeting with the Concerned Citizens For 

24 A Better High Springs have to do with the fee petition? 

25 A .. I'm trying to remember the full meeting so that I 
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1 can describe it to you. When we were - when Sharon and I were 

2 considering whether to file a petition for attorney's fees, I 

3 knew, Sharon knew that as between the two of us there would be 

4 no money change hands if this petition didn't go forward so in 

5 that sense there was a legitimate question as to whether we 

6 were going to do it or not. Part of the reason for talking to 

7 the Concerned Citizens is that Sharon was in part singled out 

8 as a Concerned Citizen in this proceeding and although the 

9 steering committee, the four controlling people were not 

10 named, in my opinion should have been, but were not, they - I 

11 did from time to time communicate with them.. There was a bit 

12 of their case. This is their case also. Consequently when we 

13 decided to think about fees and whether to pursue them or not, 

14 there was some ownership and I don't mean that in the legal 

15 sense, on the question of is there a downside. Do we need to 

16 do this? Should we do this? And although the ultimate 

17 decision rested with Sharon with my advice, there was a 

18 component of a discussion with the Concerned Citizens Steering 

19 Committee. As best I can recall that was the mind set for 

20 addressing that question with them. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. LITTLE: I don't have any other questions at 

this stage -- Hang on -- about the fees. I have no more 

questions about the fees, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Okay. Is that all you want to ask for now? 

MR. LITTLE: As for now, yes, ma'am. 



1 

2 

3 

ALJ: Okay.. Any other witnesses? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I call Ms .. Yeago .. 

ALJ: Ms .. Yeago, raise your right hand for me, 

4 please .. 

5 Thereupon, 

6 SHARON YEAGO 

7 after having been first duly sworn, testified as follows, 

8 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

9 BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

10 Q., State your name, please, and where you live .. 

11 A .. Sharon Yeago, High Springs, Florida .. 
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12 Q,, Ms .. Yeago, you have been talked about a bit today .. 

13 Could you tell the Judge what you do for a living and for whom 

14 you do it and how you maintain your living? 

15 A .. I work as a consultant and technical advisor in the 

16 field of local food, farmers markets, community engagement, 

17 economic development as it relates to food enterprises .. My 

18 clients range from municipalities to regional athletic 

19 councils.. I am - the majority of my work is funded by 

20 taxpayers either the federal government or state or local 

21 either through grants that my clients have received or through 

22 funds that they have at their disposal .. 

23 Q, When Mr .. Barnas wrote you and asked you about how to 

24 join and you responded.. We just talked about that e-mail at 

25 the end of his testimony.. You described your work near the 
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1 end. Why did you do that in the e-mail to him? 

2 A .. I wanted to contact them because the e-mail also 

3 went to a fairly new and temporary city manager and a new, 

4 fairly new city attorney and for Mr .. Barnas' benefit since he 

5 was not on the commission when I was hired, the city of High 

6 springs hired me in the year 2000 to develop and operate a 

7 farmers market in the city within the city limits and I did so 

8 for eight years .. 

9 During that time they also asked me to raise money 

10 for a youth center that they were trying to save that was 

11 being let go of.. The operation was being let go by the Boys 

12 and Girls Club of Gainesville, and I have worked in a capacity 

13 of being -- I also wrote a grant for the farmers market that 

14 developed a community garden and various different activities 

15 around the downtown area.. So I just kind of wanted to frame 

16 my background with the city as it related to the city because 

17 Mr .. Barnas was contacting me in a professional and an official 

18 capacity it appeared because he had copied also, I believe he 

19 copied also the city manager and the city attorney in the 

20 e-mail .. 

21 Q .. Give the court the benefit - give me a project or 

22 two that you're currently working on so she can have some idea 

23 of what you do today? 

24 A. Most recently I have been retained by the city of 

25 Live Oak, the city redevelopment agency to reinvigorate their 
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1 downtown farmers market and to expand all local food, the 

2 local food economy in Live Oak.. That's one of my new 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

clients .. 

Q.. What did you do in Broward County? 

A.. In Broward County I've been working for three years 

on a federally funded project through the Broward Regional 

Health Planning Council.. It's a multi prong, two year, multi 

million dollar project to create healthier communities through 

smoking cessation, breast feeding, safe streets and active 

living and access to healthy foods and I have been helping the 

county develop the farmers markets and create a greater pool 

of local growers in the community .. 

Q.. Were you one of the people at the early set of 

meetings for the foundation and formation of the Concerned 

Citizens for A Better High Springs? 

A .. Yes, I was .. 

Q.. Were you ever on the steering committee of that 

organization? 

A .. 

Q .. 

No .. 

Did the steering committee ever vary from, at least 

21 during the period relevant to this complaint and election, 

22 John Manley, Becky Johnson, Bob Jones and Linda Jones? 

23 A .. They were the four .. 

24 Q.. Was the organization formed to oppose a ballot 

25 referendum issued to limit debt in the city of High Springs? 
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A .. No .. 1 

2 Q .. Was it formed to expressly advocate the election of 

3 Byran Williams? 

A .. No .. 4 

5 Q .. Did the organization during the period of time from 

6 its creation through the election expressly advocate for the 

7 defeat of the ballot referendum issue to limit debt? 

8 A .. No .. 

9 Q .. Did the organization ever expressly advocate for the 

10 election of Byran Williams or against his opponent? 

11 A .. No .. 

12 Q,, Did the organization ever, to your knowledge, ever 

13 authorize any person to speak for the Concerned Citizens group 

14 and expressly advocate either of those two points? 

15 

16 

17 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Absolutely 

Why not? 

Why not? 

Yes. 

Because it 

not .. 

was very important that we operated above 

18 

19 

20 the fray .. There was a lot of fray going on in the city of 

21 High Springs.. There was a lot of dissension.. There was a lot 

22 of unhappiness.. There was a lot of mean spiritedness, 

23 disrespect and cruel and unusual behavior throughout the 

24 community including in City Hall and on the commission and we 

25 had the opportunity to join the fray if we so chose, but the 
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1 whole reason that we got together was to find a calmer voice. 

2 Kind of create a calmer voice to kind of move past all of the 

3 bickering and move onto good policy.. Having worked with 

4 governments now for a long time, it was important, my belief 

5 and my participation was for good government and that was 

6 really the only reason I was in the room. 

7 Q,, Do you know if any individual members or supporters 

8 of the Concerned Citizens group themselves supported Byran 

9 Williams or anyone else in the election activity? 

10 A. I think there were some that did actively support 

11 him. 

12 Q,, Were there occasions when people would leave at the 

13 end of the Concerned Citizens meeting and some of them would 

14 go to another meeting which might be a political meeting for 

15 some other group? 

16 A. I have no idea. I did not participate. 

17 Q. How big is the High Springs community? 

18 A. I think including outer limits and stuff I would say 

19 5, 6, 7000 people. Voters I think there's around 3000, 3500 

20 voters. 

21 MR. REGENSDORF: That's all I have. Thank you. 

22 ALJ: Cross. 

23 MR. LITTLE: I'll take her on my case, Your Honor. 

24 ALJ: Okay.. Anybody else? 

25 MR. REGENSDORF: That's it. If it's not in evidence 
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already, I would like to move it into evidence. I'm not 

suggesting any other material.. If there is something 

sitting there as an identification document, I would move 

it into evidence so as not to not move it in .. 

ALJ: That's pretty darn vague for me .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I approximately.. I don't have a 

list of ID exhibits.. Some were taken by you as ID 

exhibits and some, I think, were taken by you as exhibits 

and I apologize .. 

ALJ: The ID exhibits besides the poster pictures 

which is 10 I've ruled on.. The other ID exhibits were 

the files relating to those other 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Petitions? 

ALJ: Yes .. And I haven't changed my mind on those 

either.. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Have you ruled on those? 

ALJ: No, but I will.. They're not relevant .. 

They will stay for identification at this point .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay.. I'm not agreeing with you .. 

I don't want that to 

ALJ: No .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I would have wanted an opportunity 

to argue more formally or submit something to you, but I 

hear what you're saying.. We'll proceed .. 

ALJ: Anything else? 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: No, ma'am .. 

ALJ: You :rest? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I :rest .. 

ALJ: You:r turn .. 

MR .. LITTLE: You:r Hono:r, Mi: .. Ba:rnas moves fo:r a 

di:rected ve:rdict on the grounds that no evidence has been 

p:resented to establish that he had any intent whatsoever 

to damage Ms .. Yeago's :reputation .. The:re is ce:rtainly no 

evidence that he had a malicious intent howeve:r you 

define that te:rm whethe:r it's a bad motive, a desire to 

hu:rt.. It's simply absolutely missing f:rom the testimony 

that has been given .. 

ALJ: Let me just stop you because the:re is case law 

unde:r Chapte:r 120 that basically says we don't do 

di:rected ve:rdicts .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. 

ALJ: So don't go too in depth .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I will save my :response fo:r a 

w:ritten :response until later .. 

ALJ: There's a specific case on it and I cannot 

think of the name of it .. 

MR .. LITTLE: All right .. If that's the :ruling, 

that's the ruling .. 

ALJ: That is from the Fir st DCA itself.. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. I'll call Sharon Yeago .. 
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ALJ: Ms .. Yeago, you have previously sworn .. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

SHARON YEAGO RECALLED 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

Q.. Ms .. Yeago, how long have you known Bob Barnas? 

A.. Gosh, I don't know.. I'm sure it's been at least 

five or six years .. I'm not sure how long .. 
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Q.. Are you personal friends in the common sense of that 

word? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Acquaintances? 

A. We know each other.. I don't know where he lives .. 

He doesn't know where I live.. We don't have each others phone 

numbers that I know of. 

Q. In those five or six years have you ever had any 

harsh exchange of words with Mr. Barnas? 

A.. Directly, no. 

Q.. Have you ever had an angry argument with 

Mr .. Barnas? 

A.. No. 

Q. You had an occasion to speak or have you had 

occasion to speak with Mr. Barnas after he filed the FEC 

complaint? 

A. Not a real conversation, no. 

Q. There was something in the nature of an informal 
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1 mediation, wasn't there? 

2 A.. Right.. And Sue Weller who was our go between --

3 MR .. REGENSDORF: Hold on.. I didn't get into that 

4 because it was an informal thing.. I had nothing to do 

5 with it, but mediations are by definition confidential 

6 and should not go before the trier of fact so whatever it 

7 was 

8 MR .. LITTLE: Will you wait until I ask my question? 

9 MR .. REGENSDORF: If it's got the word mediation --

10 Well 

11 ALJ: Well, I think he's just --

12 MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm really trying to stop - to 

13 close the barn door before it gets open, that's all .. 

14 ALJ: Wait for the question .. 

15 MR .. REGENSDORF: I have no idea what you're going to 

16 ask .. 

17 MR .. LITTLE: Wait for the question .. 

18 ALJ: Wait for the question .. 

19 MR .. LITTLE: He did a lot of talking this morning 

20 and I didn't say a word .. 

21 MR .. REGENSDORF: That's not quite true either but ...... 

22 ALJ: Go ahead .. 

23 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

24 Q.. All right.. In that occasion you saw Mr .. Barnas and 

25 spoke to him, didn't you? 
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1 B.riefly .. 

2 

3 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Hold it.. We are getting into what 

happened in the mediation.. That is absolutely 

4 inadmissible and since I wasn't there and I don't know 

5 what happened --

6 ALJ: You.r objection is ove.r.ruled.. Move on .. 

7 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

8 Q .. It was cordial, was it not? 

9 A .. It was cordial .. 

10 Q .. So apa.rt f.rom whatever tension there might be in 

11 this proceeding, the.re's neve.r been any unpleasantness between 

12 you and Mi: .. Ba.rnas? 

13 A .. Pe.rsonally? 

14 Q .. Yes .. 

15 A .. Pei: sonally, no .. 

16 Q .. Apa.rt from this complaint, do you have any evidence 

17 that Mr .. Ba.rnas has o.r had any desi.re to injure you.r 

18 .reputation? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Othe.r than what's t.ranspired? 

Yes, in this complaint? 

Fo.r me pe.rsonally I don't .. 

He's neve.r hindered you in you.r effo.rts to get a 

23 cont.ract with anybody, has he? 

24 A .. He's neve.r been in a position to .. 

25 Q., Okay .. And he's never done anything to interfere 
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1 with your performance of your job or your business, has he? 

2 A .. He's never had an opportunity to .. 

3 Q,, And in your family matters, he's never interfered 

4 with your family, has he? 

5 A.. He's never had an opportunity to .. 

6 Q.. Or any other way, has he? 

7 A.. I have made sure that he's never had an opportunity 

8 to .. 

9 Q.. What do you mean by that? 

10 A.. I have kept my distance .. 

11 Q.. Okay.. Are you afraid of him? 

~--- 12 A.. The word afraid, no .. 

13 Q.. No .. 

14 A.. Not the word afraid .. 

15 Q.. Now, on December the 5th you sent Barnas the e-mail 

16 that you testified about a while ago; is that correct? 

17 A.. Yes .. 

18 Q.. And in that situation, in that e-mail you stated 

19 that you were the spokesperson for the organization? 

20 A.. At that time, yes .. 

21 Q.. And I think your counsel has indicated that there 

22 had been an earlier publication or a notice or a report in the 

2.3 paper to that effect? 

24 A.. Correct .. 

25 Q.. When was the Concerned Citizens first organized, do 
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1 you know the date? 

2 A. I think, and the reason I would know this is because 

3 I believe on our Facebook page it was September 28th, 2012, I 

4 believe was the date that we officially, I believe, I might be 

5 wrong, that we officially decided to form the group and make 

6 something public and started the Facebook page. 

7 Q. You say we.. Whom are you speaking about? 

8 A. There was a group of individuals. This was just a 

9 group of people who got together who said what can we do and 

10 it was actually, I believe there were several discussions 

11 about how to move forward, how to move the city forward 

12 because of all of the difficulties. 

13 Q. Can you name some of the other people that were in 

14 that group? 

15 A. Gosh 

16 Q. We know the four. 

17 A. Right. Right. 

18 Q. Was Mr. Regensdorf in that group? 

19 A. He was on occasion when he was in town. 

20 Q. And Lucy, I think? 

21 A. On occasion when she wasn't also otherwise detained 

22 from work or whatever. I think Tom and Linda Hewlitt were 

23 there a few times. Ed McKennon was there and I think his name 

24 has been mentioned. Let's see. Some of the people I didn't 

25 know well and it changed from time to time. Different people 
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came at different times because we were just getting together 

to talk.. It was kind of like at the beginning it was just get 

together and just talk about what can we to. What can we do., 

But there could have been 10 or 20 people at one time in a 

room. 

Q. Wasn't one of the driving forces the criticism of 

the proposal to limit the borrowing power of the city? 

A. That discussion was really much later. The driving 

force was the extreme unhappiness of our employees, the rant 

and raves that were going on when the commission was meeting 

both on the dais and off the dais. It was just very 

uncivilized and that was really the driving force. 

Q. One of the things you wanted to do was to elect 

different commissioners, wasn't it? 

A. What we wanted to do was return civility to City 

Hall .. 

MR. LITTLE: Let me hand you this document which, 

Your Honor, I'm not sure which one this one is. I'll 

offer it as Barnas 2. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's repetitive. 

MR. LITTLE: It is repetitive. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I have no problem. 

ALJ: I get repetitive exhibits all the time. 

Barnas 2. 

MR. BARNAS: These aren't 19 and 20? 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: No .. We have moved 

seamlessly into your case .. 

ALJ: That's your number 2 .. 

4 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q .. Okay .. Do you recognize 5 

6 

7 

8 

A .. Yes, very much .. 

Q .. Do you know who authored 

A .. I'm the primary producer 

this 

it? 

of 

document? 

this document in the 

9 sense that I typed it, I edited it, I re-edited it.. It was a 

10 group effort, but I am the producer of this document, and all 

11 of the other documents that you see that have the mission 

12 statement attached to it .. 

13 Q .. Do you have an idea about when this was initially 

14 typed and produced? 

15 A .. This was a much later document.. We started out with 

16 the mission statement which is the paragraph and so we came up 

17 with the mission statement and then we came up with the four 

18 guiding pr~nciples which were the four main things that we 

19 wanted to start our discussions around and kind of craft from 

20 there so this came much later .. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Q,. 

A. 

Q,. 

A .. 

This came much later? 

Yes .. 

And who was it that proposed item 5? 

I have no idea.. What happened, the process was that 

25 people sent e-mails to me with ideas and some of them were 
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very, very badly written and I would take those concepts and 

put them into sections and that's pretty much how that 

happened and how all of this happened and then we refined and 

then I would come up with a draft that would start looking, a 

clean draft and then I would send it out. 

Q. And the group would approve it? 

A. The group would come up with ideas or approve it or 

not approve it or say I don't like that or I want to say it 

differently. 

Q. Do you recognize this as the sheet that was being 

handed out at the Women's Center on October the 23rd, I 

think? 

A. Are you talking about the fall festival? 

Q. I don't know about the fall festival. 

A. I don't know about the one at the Women's Center. I 

don't know anything about that. I wasn't there. 

Q. You weren't there when the sign up sheets were 

there? 

A. That was at the fall festival. 

Q.. City Hall? 

A.. Which is outside. Yes.. In James Paul Park out side 

City Hall. Yes. This may have been one of the documents. 

This may have been produced by them, but I can't say for 

sure .. 

Q. And this document or close facsimile to it including 
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1 the item 5 was posted or at least linked to your Facebook 

2 page, wasn't it? 

3 A.. I believe so .. 

4 Q.. Who put up your Facebook page? 

5 A.. Ross Ambrose developed that for us.. He has 

6 experience with that.. He does it for other businesses in 

7 town .. 

8 Q.. As far as you know this document is still posted on 

9 the link? 

10 A.. Nothing has been taken down .. 

11 Q.. Yeah.. Now, you are a person who deals with words 

12 and you would agree, would you not, that any reasonable person 

13 reading item 5 would come away from that as opposition to that 

14 amendment, wouldn't you? 

15 A.. No .. 

16 Q.. You would not.. Well, how would you read it? 

17 A.. The way I read it and the way I, you know, edited 

18 what I received was that the important words meaning I 

19 think the intent was for people to understand that the 

20 amendment created significant change, would have created 

21 significant change, and that's what this is alluding to 

22 drastically change and significantly limit.. I think the, as I 

23 recall, and I am not a voter in the city of High Springs 

24 during this time frame.. I have moved out of the city limits 

25 into the country so I didn't vote during this election at 
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1 least in the city of High Springs, but it's my understanding 

2 that the wording of the amendment was very specific and very 

3 I don't want to say drastic, but it was a significant change 

4 from the current standard in the way finances were handled for 

5 the city of High Springs. 

6 Q. The thing says in B, some say the cost of funds for 

7 the city could rise drastically or dramatically? 

8 A. Dramatically. 

9 Q. Long range planning concerns were not considered by 

10 the commission in any detail? 

11 A. Mm-hmm. 

12 Q. You don't read that as negative connotation? 

13 A. Again concern. Serious concern for the wording in 

14 the amendment. 

15 Q. I think in your, either one of your response to the 

16 petition or to the complaint or your petition for fees you 

17 refer to the statement at the bottom of the page as a 

18 disclaimer? 

19 A. I believe you have called that as a disclaimer. I 

20 might call it a credit line. If you want to call it a 

21 disclaimer .. 

22 MR. LITTLE: I would like to hand you another. This 

23 will Barnas 3 .. 

24 ALJ: 2. 

25 MR. REGENSDORF: That's 3. 
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ALJ: Yes. Barnas 3 .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It looks like Barnas 2 .. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. That's 3.. That's a copy for 

5 MR. REGENSDORF: I'm sorry. Before you jump in, do 

6 you have a copy of Barnas 2 for me or not now that I see 

7 we're going in serial changes. I can work off this. Is 

8 this 2? 

9 BY THE WITNESS: 

10 

11 

A. Yes. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Go ahead. I'm sorry, Joe. 

12 BY MR. LITTLE: 

13 Q,. This appears on the Facebook, does it not? 

14 A .. It may. Again we are talking about the five areas 

15 of principal concern? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Q,. 

A. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Q,, 

Yes. 

It may. It may. I don't remember .. 

Who put up the Facebook, do you know? 

Yes. I answered that before. It's Ross Ambrose .. 

Okay. You did. I'm sorry. 

That's okay. He created the page for us. 

All right. And did he put this up there, then you 

23 gave it to him to do it? 

24 A .. Yes. I am the keeper of the documents, of these 

25 kind of documents anyway. 
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1 Q. Take a look at what I'm referring to as the 

2 disclaimer at the bottom of the page? 

3 A. Sure. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Q .. And we have the statement Concerned Citizens For A 

Better High Springs is non partisan, non political grassroots 

citizens group and pursuant to Florida Stat Section 106.011 it 

does not qualify as either a political committee or so 

forth? 

A. Yes. 

Q. If you look at the statement on the bottom of the 

11 first document it's different? It doesn't have that? 

12 A. We did update it. That is correct. It was 

13 amended. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Q,, Why did you do that? 

A .. I don't remember the exact reason. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's the same one you're looking 

at. This is the earlier one. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A .. Okay. Just a second. The amendment, exhibit 2 

20 seems to be worded more for - perhaps this may have been used 

21 as a handout because it's worded more of continues to seek 

22 local residents, business owners, and others. So this seems 

23 more of a promotional tag line as an instruction on how to 

24 join up if you want or find out more information, whereas I 

25 believe in exhibit 3 it's more of an official, you know, this 
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24 

25 

is who we are and who we are not .. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q.. Why did you put that tag line on there? 

A.. Well, before we decided to get together, we had a 

very long and heart to heart discussion about what we would 

become and what we wouldn't become. 

Q.. How did you know about chapter 106 .. 011? 
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A.. I don't know who brought that to my attention, but 

it might have been Mr .. Regensdorf, but I'm not sure .. Then I 

looked the law up myself and read the statutes very 

carefully .. 

Q.. And you decided that you wanted to operate in such 

a way as to avoid having to comply with those requirements? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. By avoid I don't mean illegally avoid.. I mean, 

legally avoid having to comply with those provisions? 

A.. Speaking for myself, absolutely not .. That's not the 

point.. The point is that I personally because of the work I 

do would not and could not become part of a political group 

and so if this group was to move forward and I was to be 

a part of it, it had to be a non political entity, a non 

partisan entity for me to be involved personally and so that 

was my thinking when I created the disclaimer as you call it .. 

Q.. So you created the disclaimer with somebody maybe 

Mr .. Regensdorf's advice? 
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A .. Yes .. 

Q .. It wasn't the group creating this? 

1 

2 

3 A .. It group came up with the concept .. We agreed on the 

4 concept that we would be non political, non partisan and then 

5 I came up with the disclaimer again remembering that the 

6 environment at that point with the city was highly charged, 

7 highly negative, and highly abusive in many ways and so I felt 

8 that clarity was definitely called for .. 

9 Q .. Okay .. 

10 MR .. REGENSDORF: Excuse me, Joe.. It's my fault .. 

11 One of the two disclaimers has Florida Statute 106 .. 011 .. 

12 Is that 2 or 3? Because I have got numbers screwed up .. 

13 MR .. LITTLE: I'm sorry .. 

14 MR .. REGENSDORF: Whatever one you're looking at .. 

15 ALJ: Barnas 3 has the 106 .. --

16 MR .. LITTLE: Barnas 3 has it right .. 

17 MR .. REGENSDORF: Thank you very much.. Thank you 

18 very much .. 

19 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

20 Q .. What did you do when you received a copy of the FEC 

21 complaint? 

22 MR .. REGENSDORF: I'll just caution you on 

23 attorney/client privilege, but short of that any 

24 substantive discussions we're not going to get into .. 

25 BY THE WITNESS: 
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1 A.. I went, wow.. You know, what the, you know, what is 

2 this? I was pretty surprised .. 

3 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Q .. 

A .. 

And what did you do? 

I freaked out a little bit.. Looked at it and then I 

advised the steering committee what had happened and I advised 

Paul and a few other folks, too .. 

Q.. Okay .. 

A.. The problem was I think I was leaving town the day 

that it arrived or the next day or something so I was gone out 

of town for like a week afterwards .. 

Q.. So Mr .. Regensdorf had been involved throughout with 

the Concerned Citizens? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. And apparently he had given some consultation about 

legal matters from what you said before? 

A.. Only on advising on Florida Statutes as far as the 

Election Commission and things like that .. 

Q .. So you think you went to see him when you got the 

20 complaint? 

21 A.. No.. I, you know, I don't recall.. I think at some 

22 point I got a copy to Paul so he could look at it before I 

23 left town and that's as far as it got because I was traveling 

24 for work and I was very busy and didn't have a lot of time to 

25 talk about until I got back .. 
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Q.. When did you actually employ him? I ask that 

question because the copy that I have and I'm not sure about 

the one in evidence doesn't have your signature on it .. 

A.. I don't remember . I don't :r emembe:r.. I think it was 

in discussion fo:r a little while and it was -- First of all, I 

had a hea:rt to hea:rt -- Well, I had - I called Ms .. Malphu:rs at 

the Elections Commission and got some info:rmation from her, 

kind of fact finding on what my options were and what does 

this mean and, you know, what is the standard.. What is the 

precedent fo:r this kind of a complaint and, you know, I was 

very upset about it.. And I don't remember exactly when we 

started discussions of what the response would be.. Again I 

was out of town for a week so I had a good chance to think 

about it.. I got back.. Talked to Mrs .. Malphurs and started 

thinking about what my strategy should be in response and then 

started talking to the steering committee and to Paul and a 

few others.. It was a confidential.. That's the other thing .. 

It was a confidential matter so I really couldn't talk to too 

many people about it.. I didn't feel that I had the luxury of 

making it public .. 

Q.. I think you indicated when you first got this thing 

you were surprised? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. Maybe even shocked; is that correct? 

A.. Yes, I think so .. 
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1 Q .. So you had no prior knowledge that something like 

2 this was about to happen; is that correct? 

3 A.. I had no prior knowledge that this was going to 

4 happen.. Obviously as Mr .. Regensdorf has alluded, Mr .. Barnas 

5 has a history of filing complaints against people and most of 

6 them are dismissed so once I got it, I just thought, oh, I'm 

7 next on the list.. That's basically how I felt .. 

8 

9 

Q .. 

A .. 

My question was before you got it? 

Right.. Right.. Well, no.. I didn't personally 

10 expect that I would receive this .. 

11 Q .. Now, this was well after the election, was it not? 

12 A .. April Fools Day .. That's right .. It was signed .. He 

13 submitted it on April Fools Day .. 

14 

15 

16 that .. 

17 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

That's not the day you received it though? 

No.. Eight days later.. Six days.. Something like 

You got a copy, I guess, from the Florida Elections 

18 Commission? 

19 A .. Correct.. I got a registered package.. Certified 

20 mail or something like that, yes .. 

21 Q .. From the Florida elections Commission? 

22 A .. Yes .. 

23 Q .. Are you familiar with Mr .. Barnas' post, his website 

24 and things on that site? 

25 A .. Yes, on occasion .. 
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Q.. He never put on his website that he was filing 

against you, did he? You never saw anything like that, did 

you? 
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A.. I did see the post where he alluded, the April Fools 

post where he said, oh, I put something in the mail today, you 

know, and he picked the date.. Something alluded to the fact 

that he picked that day to file the complaint .. 

Q.. But he didn't say anything about Sharon Yeago? 

A 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q .. 

No.. That would have been against the law .. 

Well, he didn't say anything about Sharon Yeago? 

That's right .. 

Now, what part did you play in putting together the 

13 response to the complaint? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MR. REGENSDORf: I think we're getting into 

attorney/client privilege here.. It was submitted on her 

behalf.. What part she played, what part I played 

obviously by resolution whatever she didn't play, I 

played and vice versa .. I object .. Attorney/client 

privilege .. 

ALJ: You're going to have to walk a real fine line 

21 here .. 

22 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

23 Q., Well, did you provide the copies of documents and 

24 whatnot that were included in the response? 

25 A .. The documents --
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Hold on.. I am not waiving whatever 

privilege there is .. It's both work product and 

attorney/client privilege, but I'm not against 

ministerial things if they have some important relevance 

in the case, but that sort of detail, what did you give 

to your lawyer, what did your lawyer give back to you is 

privileged and it's not to come into a proceeding .. 

ALJ: Sustained .. 

MR .. LITTLE: I didn't ask her what -- But anyway, 

the question -- Let's see. May we take a moment, Your 

Honor? 

ALJ: Sure .. 

(Short recess .. ) 

ALJ: Back on the record.. Go ahead .. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q.. Did you meet with the steering committee -

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. -- about this matter? Who was there? 

A.. Did I meet with the steering committee about this 

matter? Gosh, I don't remember .. I think initially because I 

read that - I read it thoroughly and I read that it was 

privileged.. I was scared to talk to too many people so I 

don't remember when they --

Q.. Who did you talk to that you remember? 

A.. I think I probably talked to Paul Regensdorf, I 
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think, because of it being an illegal complaint and being a 

confidential mattei: until I waived which I wasn't going to do, 

I really was not pi:ivy, allowed to talk -- I didn't feel like, 

you know, this is befoi:e I got legal counsel, I didn't feel 

like I was able to talk to anybody about it. I was vei:y, vei:y 

concerned about who I would talk to. 

Q.. And up until now whom have you talked to about it? 

A. Not too many people. A few people. We met with the 

steering committee prioi: to filing foi: attoi:ney's fees once it 

was public.. Once it was ali:eady detei:mined insufficient 

complaint, then it wasn't private anymoi:e and just a few, vei:y 

few. It's not i:eally something that I have been publicizing 

especially with the work I do. It's not something that I 

would want one of my clients to find out about necessai:ily .. 

They might have some concei:ns. So I have been keeping it on 

the low down foi: the most pai:t .. 

Q .. When you met with the steei:ing committee, was that 

18 the fii:st time that the members wei:e aware that the petition 

19 had been filed? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. I don't know. I don't know. 

MR. LITTLE: I have no moi:e questions .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I have a couple of quick 

questions .. 

ALJ: All i:ight.. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 
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BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. Mi:. Little asked you if befoi:e April of 2013 you had 

had a histoi:y of hai:sh woi:ds with Mr .. Barnas and I think you 

said not that you can recall.. Did that just add to the 

surpi:ise oi: shock when you saw that you wei:e chai:ged with 

violation of five diffei:ent ci:imes oi: five different 

statutes? 

A. Yes.. I was pi:etty stunned.. Yeah, I was stunned 

that I was singled out.. Especially that I was singled out .. 

Q.. Without waiving my objection to the mediation, but 

it was ovei:i:uled and therefoi:e I feel I have to ask.. You met 

with Mi: .. Bai:nas in some effoi:t to i:esolve this mattei:, 

coi:i:ect? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. And at that time you wei:e asked by Mi: .. Little if the 

woi:ds wei:e coi:dial, coi:i:ect? 

A.. Yes .. 

Q.. You said they wei:e? 

A. Yes. 

Q.. At that time you had ali:eady succeeded in 

establishing that Mi:. Bai:nas' complaint against you was 

legally insufficient, coi:i:ect? 

A. Coi:i:ect.. 

Q.. And you wei:e in the pi:ocess of ti:ying to go aftei: 

Mi: .. Bai:nas as you felt was your i:ight for fees because of the 
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wrongful complaint that had been filed against you, correct? 

A.. Correct.. 

Q.. One of the four people on the steering committee was 

herself a person who declared that she was to the right of the 

tea party, correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q.. Talk about limiting government, there was probably 

nobody in that room that cared less about giving any power to 

government, correct? 

A.. Correct .. 

Q.. So is it fair to say that when you did discuss 

individual political matters there was wide disagreement on 

topics among the group? 

MR .. LITTLE: Object to this line of questioning, 

Your Honor .. 

ALJ: Sustained .. 

BY MR .. REGENSDORF: 

Q.. You were asked about the two versions .. I think it's 

Barnas 2 and Barnas 3 which change only a portion of the 

bottom sentence or two called a disclaimer.. The first one you 

describe as promotional, more promotional.. The second one 

more professional.. Was there concern at the time the second 

disclaimer was written and accepted that the group wanted to 

ensure that it would not be the subject of a complaint such as 

you had found yourself facing? 
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1 A.. Correct .. 

2 Q.. So when you said stay above the fray, it was that 

3 sort of a fray? 

4 A. Absolutely .. 

5 MR .. REGENSDORF: That's all I have.. Thank you .. 

6 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

7 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

8 Q.. Wouldn't you agree, Ms .. Yeago, that by putting that 

9 on there that you might cause people who wonder why haven't 

10 you filed? Why haven't you become a political committee? 

11 A.. Well, I think that's a very good question and the 

12 thing is is that all you had to do was ask and we would tell 

13 you why because we did not want to become part of the problem .. 

14 We wanted to help find a solution .. 

15 Q.. When you say that's a good question, then you're 

16 saying yes, that's correct? 

17 A.. Mm-hmm .. 

18 Q.. That a reasonable person would ask that question? 

19 A.. I would hope that they would ask it to us directly 

20 instead of going to the Florida Elections Commission .. 

21 Q.. I understand .. Now, Mr .. Regensdorf asked you about 

22 going after Mr .. Barnas, did he not? 

23 A. Going after? 

24 Q.. I think that was the exact term he used .. 

25 A.. Going after Mr .. Barnas for what? 
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Q., 

A .. 

Q .. 

For fees .. 

Oh .. 

My question is this: You have absolutely nothing 

4 economically at stack in this proceeding, do you? 

5 A.. I wouldn't say that .. 

6 Q.. Okay.. What do you have at stack in this 

7 proceeding? 

8 A.. My professional reputation .. 

9 Q.. No.. In this fee proceeding .. 
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10 A.. Well, maybe not so much, but I -- I'm glad we have 

11 done it .. I think it's - I think that bringing out the facts, 

12 the true facts has been very important and if this process -

13 if this is the process to go through to do that, then so be 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

it'' 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Well, is it your desire to punish Mr .. Barnas? 

No .. 

Okay.. So the desire is something else? 

I think that going, continually going unchallenged 

19 has proven to be a habit for Mr .. Barnas and I think that by 

20 him not getting away with another complaint has hopefully 

21 taught everybody a lesson .. 

22 

23 

Q,, 

A .. 

So you are trying to teach him a lesson? 

I definitely would like to see Mr .. Barnas, you know, 

24 be a little bit more prudent in his accusations .. 

25 Q.. And so you do agree that if the law provides relief 
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1 for what somebody thinks is illegal behavior, that it's 

2 acceptable that a person attempt that relief? 

3 A.. In certain cases .. 

4 Q.. In certain cases? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q .. 

Certainly .. 

And you think in your case it was okay to file the 

petition for fees against Mr .. Barnas? 

A.. I think it is, yes .. 

Q.. Because you think that what he did was in violation 

of the statute? 

A .. 

Q .. 

A. 

At least. 

Okay .. 

As a sitting cormnissioner I would say at least .... 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. I have no further questions, 

Your Honor .... 

ALJ: Okay.. Who is next? 

MR .. LITTLE: Mr .. Barnas .. 

ALJ: Okay.. You've been previously sworn, sir .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Okay .. I'm going to try to, Your Honor, 

avoid, if I may, all of the introductory questions that 

were asked of him earlier.. I'm sure you will agree with 

this. 

ALJ: Yes. 
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1 ROBERT BARNAS RECALLED 

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION 

3 BY MR,, LITTLE: 

4 Q,. How long have you known Sha:ron Yeago? 

5 A,, Probably mid 2000s, mid to late,, 

6 Q,, Since then, is that your testimony? 

7 A,, Yes,, 

8 Q,, A:re you and she personal f:riends? 

9 A,, No,, 

10 Q,, Do you unde:rstand she is seeking atto:rney's fees 

11 awa:rd against you in this pa:rticular proceeding? 

12 A,, Yes., 

13 Q,, Do you now harbor any personal animosity against Ms,, 

14 Yeago? 

15 A., No, 

16 Q,, Have you ever? 

17 A,, No,, 

18 Q,, Have you ever had an exchange of harsh wo:rds with 

19 her? 

20 A, No,, 

21 Q,, Have you ever had an angry a:rgument with her? 

22 A, No,, 

23 Q,, Did you have an occasion to speak with her after 

i 

24 

25 

your complaint was dismissed? 

A, This complaint? 
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1 Q .. The complaint that you filed was dismissed.. What 

2 I'm asking is did you have an occasion to speak with her 

3 between then and now? 

4 A.. Only at cordial passing and at a discussion to 

5 mediate this out .. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

Q .. Have you ever had any exchange with her that was not 

cordial and respectful? 

A.. No .. 

Q .. Do you have any intent or desire to harm Ms.. Yeago' s 

reputation? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Have you ever had any such intent? 

A.. No .. 

Q.. Have you ever opposed any effort that Ms .. Yeago may 

have made to obtain public office or to get a contract with 

the city or to obtain some position or recognition? 

A.. I don't think I was ever in that position, but my 

answer would be no .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

You're answer is what? 

No .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: It was the right answer.. Don't 

worry .. 

23 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

24 

25 

Q.. Have you ever taken any action or made any 

statements to injure Ms .. Yeago at her job or her business? 
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1 A .. No .. 

2 Q .. In her family matters? 

3 A .. No .. 

4 Q,, In any other matter? 

5 A. Nope.. No .. 

6 Q,, When you filed the FEC petition naming her as the 

7 named person, did you then intend to hurt her reputation? 

8 

9 

A .. 

Q,, 

That was not my intent, no .. 

As a member of the High Springs City Commission, did 

10 you propose or support an amendment to the charter to limit 

11 the authority of the city to borrow money? 

12 A .. I believe it was my agenda item to limit the debt of 

13 the city, the borrowing limits of the city .. 

14 Q,, When was this proposal considered by the 

15 commission? 

16 A .. I think it would have been mid 2012.. It started 

17 being talked about in June or July .. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Q,, 

A. 

Q., 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Were you for or against the amendment? 

I was for it. I supported it .. 

Was there public obligation? 

Public? 

I'm sorry .. Opposition? 

There was people that spoke at commission meetings 

24 for and against it .. 

25 Q., Do you know whether Ms .. Yeago was for or against 
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1 it? 

2 A .. I don't know.. I don't recall her ever being at a 

3 meeting saying something about it .. 

4 Q,, Do you remember whether Mr .. Regensdorf was for or 

5 against it? 

6 A .. Well, against it, yes .. 

7 Q,, How do you know that? 

8 A .. He spoke out at meetings.. Absolutely didn't like it 

9 and he sent e-mails out saying vote no on the ballot issue 

10 that I was copied on and were sent to many people including 

11 Sharon Yeago and the spokesperson for Sharon Yeago .. 

12 MR LITTLE: Let me hand you something that we'll 

13 offer as Barnas 4 .. 

14 ALJ: Yes .. 

15 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

16 Q,, Hang onto it.. I want you to look at it.. Can you 

17 identify it? 

18 

19 

20 

A. 

Q., 

A .. 

This is not an e-mail.. This was a --

What is it? 

This was a Friend's Post.. This was put on a 

21 Friend's Post in a different -- This was put on a local blog 

22 or website called Friend's Post .. 

23 ALJ: Oh, that's the name of it .. 

24 BY THE WITNESS: 

25 A .. Yes .. 
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1 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

2 Q. Who posted it? 

3 MR. LITTLE: I'm offering this as 4, Your Honor. 

4 BY THE WITNESS: 

5 A.. That was posted.. The name on the bottom left is 

6 Paul Regensdorf .. 

7 Q.. And you see right above the bottom there is 

8 underlined balded statements.. Do you see them? 

9 A.. Yes, sir.. 

10 Q.. What do they say? 

11 A.. So don't forget to vote today.. Vote against the 

12 proposed charter amendment.. Vote no and vote for Byran 

13 Williams and take your neighbors and friends to the polls as 

14 well .. 

15 MR .. LITTLE: Okay.. Let me show you this item which 

16 we'll call Barnas 5, is it? 

17 MR .. REGENSDORF: Correct .. What's that? 

18 MR .. LITTLE: I'll need to borrow that back.. No.. I 

19 can take the Judge's copy. 

20 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

21 Q.. What is this document I have just handed you? 

22 A.. It's an e-mail trail that I was copied on and also 

23 has concerning an e-mail I sent to Paul Regensdorf, I would 

24 say his partner or senior partner and it was implied that it 

25 went out on November 5th the day before the election and came 
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back -- I'm sorry. Take that back. Take that back. Looking 

at the dates it was between Octobe:r 31st and November 5th 

before the election, an e-mail trail. It's hard to read it 

because it's backwards. 

Q. All right.. The e-mail that you were responding to 

was sent by whom? 

A. Paul Regensdorf. 

Q. And whom was it sent to? 

A. It was sent to me and somewhere near fifty other 

people including Sharon Yeago, the first person on the to list 

on October 31st. 

Q.. What was it about this e-mail that attracted your 

attention? I ask you to look at the last page in balded 

underlined language capitalized. 

A. Well, it was another one of those. 

Q. Let me read it and ask you if this appears there. 

So despite this wonderful preliminary victory for good and 

better government in High Springs, it is for now only that 

preliminary so it is essential that you go to the polls on the 

6th of November, [or early vote by Saturday] go do~n to the 

end of the ballot, vote no on the cha:rter amendment and vote 

for Byran Williams for commissioner .. 

It says that, doesn't it? 

A.. It says that.. This was -- Yes. Now I remember what 

this was. This was in a post to what the ruling was by Judge 
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Griffis as a victory by them or a victory by us for the 

challenge in courts against the ballot issue. 
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Q. These exhibits indicate to you that Mr. Regensdorf 

or do they indicate to you that Mr. Regensdorf was against the 

charter amendment? 

ALJ: Why is M:t:. Regensdo:rf's opinion relevant in 

this p:roceeding? 

MR. LITTLE: Because, Your Hono:r, he was a membe:r of 

the Concerned Citizens Fox A Bette:r High Sp:rings. 

ALJ: Okay. He's not here asking fox attorney's 

fees except to be paid. He's asking on behalf of what 

happened to Ms. Yeago. 

MR. LITTLE: What we axe trying to establishi You:r 

Honor, is that M:r. Ba:rnas had a reasonable basis to 

believe that the group was supporting the defeat of that 

:refe:rendum and also the election of Mr. Byran Williams. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Well, I'll object. It's not 

:relevant. I didn't say anything about all of this stuff. 

It's got nothing to do with the actions of one person 

does not impute to an entity unless there is something 

that ties the two together so I object. Lack of 

relevance. Move to strike them both. 

MR. LITTLE: Well, Your Hono:r, we axe not finished 

here. 

ALJ: I'll give you a little mo:re leeway, but :right 
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now I'm not real clear on why ML Regensdorf' s political 

opinions are relevant in this. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, what we are attempting to 

establish here is Mr. Barnas' mind set. 

ALJ: I understand that. 

MR. LITTLE: And what he was thinking at the time he 

filed this petition.. He came to a conclusion and this is 

established in his complaint that this organization was 

opposing the ballot amendment and was also supporting the 

election of Byran Williams. This is evidence that he 

used to come to his conclusion. Maybe his conclusion was 

faulty, but it shows what he was basing his 

considerations upon and it has to do with his mind set. 

ALJ: I understand that, but you're telling me your 

client based his mind set on what somebody else thought 

that he did not name in an ethics complaint and imputing 

that to Ms. Yeago? 

MR. LITTLE: I'm telling you, Your Honor --

ALJ: I'm going to give you a little leeway. 

MR. LITTLE: All right. All right. Okay. 

21 BY MR. LITTLE: 

22 Q .. Did the commission, going back to the city 

23 commission now, officially adopt a proposal to put the 

24 proposed amendment limiting borrowing capacity on the 2012 

25 general election ballot? 
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Yes, we did put it out. 

Were there any other issues on the ballot? 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. The election of Byran Williams and running against 

Pat Rush and there was another pair running, but it was, one 

of them backed out so it was the election of Byran Williams or 

Pat Rush and the ballot amendment.. 

Q. Now, are you aware of an organization that goes by 

the name of Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs? 

A. 

Q .. 

A. 

Yes, I am. 

When did you learn of its existence? 

The first time I saw anything about them was - saw 

anything was about a Facebook post in mid September.. I had 

heard about the possibility of a group before that, but I had 

no idea what was being referred to so early mid September .. 

MR. LITTLE: May I, Your Honor. 

ALJ: Go ahead. 

MR. LITTLE: Is this exhibit 2, the Facebook post? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Barnas 2 .. 

MR. LITTLE: Barnas 2 .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A. This was a later one that was there, but that was 

not the first thing that I saw in Facebook.. I don't think we 

made copies of what we first saw. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q. Is this Barnas 3 the Facebook post? 



1 A .. That's one of them.. Again it's one of them that 

2 came up. This one I believe was the one that I saw October 

3 23rd at the women's candidate forum where issues were being 

4 discussed .. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

That's B3? 

B3 .. 

What date was that? 

October 23rd.. And then the other one -

B4 .. 
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10 

11 

12 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q., 

A .. 

Q., 

A .. 

Q,, 

A .. 

-- was the one that I believe was on October 10th -

Okay .. 

-- on Facebook.. That was the one October 10th .. 

13 That was a link on Facebook.. It said to see our five key 

14 principles click here.. Then they also had them written down 

15 in another place on Facebook and that's the one that said 

16 therefore we believe and they wrote what they said and said 

17 earlier about not liking the ballot amendment we were putting 

18 out there .. 

Q .. 

A. 

Did you see this newspaper story on 8 October? 

This was in the newspaper .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Is that the one in his complaint? 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I believe it is .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Yes, I think it is .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Yes, I have it.. 

MR .. LITTLE: We are going to call this B5 .. 
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ALJ: Barnas 5. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That's the October 8th Alachua 

Today .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Yes.. I think it's Alachua County 

Today .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That's what I thought .. 

7 BY THE WITNESS: 
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8 A .. We corrected that.. This was the online version of 

9 the newspaper article that came out in the Alachua Today or 

10 Alachua County Today and where they had said they were looking 

11 for and interested in people to join supporting good policies 

12 and decisions by the city government and what was an 

13 interesting comment in there is that we have problems that may 

14 take five to ten years to resolve .. 

15 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

16 Q .. Did you learn of the names of the members of the 

17 Concerned Citizens at that time or some time shortly after 

18 that? 

19 A. I had seen posts on facebook.. I had also earlier in 

20 October and then the newspaper came out on November 1st the 

21 week before the election and all the names were posted in the 

22 newspaper article and the comment go all the way to the end of 

23 ballot and the people that we had referred to was in that .. 

24 MR. LITTLE: Let me show you this document which 

25 we'll offer as Barnas 
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1 ALJ: 7 .. 

2 MR .. LITTLE: -- 7 .. 

3 BY THE WITNESS: 

4 A .. That was Novembe:r 1st and they refe:r to going down 

5 all the way to the end of the ballot whe:re the 

6 BY MR. LITTLE: 

7 

8 
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10 

11 
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Q .. My question was did you lea:rn the names of the --

A .. Yes. I saw all the names on there .. 

Q .. Is Ms .. Yeago's name on the:re? 

A .. Sha:ron Yeago's name is he:re .. 

Q .. Is M:r .. Regensdo:rf's name on the:re? 

A .. Paul Regensdo:rf's name is he:re. 

Q .. Okay .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Judge, I don't have a 6 .. I must 

have missed it.. I have taken on the sc:rivene:r :role and I 

failed.. Is that the --

ALJ: Ba:rnas 6 was the Alachua County Today .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That's numbe:r 5 .. 

ALJ: I have Ba:rnas exhibit 5 is the e-mail t:rail .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I have that fo:r exhibit 4, but I 

could be w:rong. Oh, I'm so:r:ry .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Ba:rnas 1 is the F:riend's Post .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Oh, okay.. I see what it is.. Maybe 

I can clean it up.. Number 5, You:r Hono:r, I don't have it 

w:ritten down is this document right here .. 
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ALJ: Right .. 

MR .. LITTLE: What do you have for 5? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: That is Barnas 5 .. 

ALJ: E-mail trail which the witness was copied 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Correct .. 

ALJ: Then the discussion was it's about a 

lawsuit. 
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MR .. LITTLE: Barnas 6 was Alachua County Today and 

Barnas 7 is the newspaper .. 

ALJ: The newspaper .. 

MR .. REGENSDORf: The newspaper. 

MR .. LITTLE: Do you need a copy of that? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: The newspaper ad? 

MR .. LITTLE: Yeah .. 

MR.. REGENSDORf: Let me take one look at it.. No .. 

It's condensed at the back of his complaint and it's much 

easier to read than this one is.. No.. That's fine .. As 

far as I'm concerned you can use the one at the back of 

complaint two pages .. It's easier to read than copying 

that big thing, but if you want to put it in for effect, 

that's fine .. 

MR .. LITTLE: The Judge already marked it .. 

BY MR .. LITTLE: 

Q.. Now, was there some other aspect of this newspaper 



1 that influenced you and your --

2 

3 

4 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Again it's what I call 

decisions? 

the disclaimer that kept popping up everywhere 
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5 saying we are not a political group.. We are not -- we are a 

6 grassroots and we encourage local residents, business owners 

7 and others invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on 

8 and show public support for this effort.. I certainly, when 

9 you put all this together with all the other documents that 

10 kept talking about it and their mission statement looking for 

11 people to support that goal, that's what I feel was being 

12 said .. 

13 Q .. Which goal? 

14 A .. The fifth goal that was - it's not in there, but 

15 it's 

16 Q .. No .. 

17 A .. -- the one that said therefore we believe and it 

18 said that this amendment was not good for the city of High 

19 Springs .. 

20 Q .. Was there anything about other aspects of this paper 

21 that influenced your thinking at all? 

22 A .. Well, in the paper, internally in the paper were 

23 letters to the editor and the first one was support for Byran 

24 Williams and that was by one of the members of - one of the 

2 5 members on the other side of the paper.. That was a member of 
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1 the Concerned Citizens. There was another one Byran Williams 

2 by another member Arlene Doran, Ross Ambrose, Susan Beck, Gene 

3 Levine, Lucy Regensdorf, Ron Wilson, and I'm not sure about 

4 Martha Hines. These were all letters that supported Byran 

5 Williams in the same paper that they printed the newspaper 

6 ad. 

7 MR. REGENSDORF: Then, Mr. Little, I would like a 

8 copy of the entire paper, if we are now -- I would 

9 otherwise object because the only thing that was 

10 identified was the ad, but I'm not going to make a silly 

11 objection. If you would just simply send me a copy of 

12 the letters page that Mr. Barnas just referred to, I'll 

13 be happy to 

14 MR .. LITTLE: May I inquire, do we have a copy now --

15 BY THE WITNESS: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

A. I have a copy here somewhere. 

MR. LITTLE: -- that we can give you before we leave 

here today. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Can I take a look at that, please? 

MR. LITTLE: You may. 

MR. REGENSDORF: We made a mess out of this. 

MR. LITTLE: Yes. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: At your age and my age we at least 

should be able to fold a newspaper better than that, I 

know that. 
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MR .. LITTLE: Well, they used to be real big .. 

ALJ: I know. It used to be like this. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Even the New York Times is using 

small paper now. 

MR. LITTLE: That's correct. Let me know when 

you're finished. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: Go ahead. I'll devote five percent 

of my brain power to this and five percent to your 

question and the other 90 percent will stay where it's 

been all day .. 

BY MR. LITTLE: 

Q. Now, from the information that you have seen and 

other information, did you come to an opinion as to why the 

Concerned Citizens were organized? 

A. The election that was coming up would have certainly 

been a shift in the balance of power so to spoke at the city 

commission had Byran Williams won. That was well known 

throughout the community.. The ballot issue was opposed by the 

same group of people which were mostly people in the Concerned 

Citizens For A Better High Springs and I saw them form in 

September and their post on Friend's Post looking for 

supporters especially post on what's called Facebook looking 

for supporters saying we got another 10 today. We got 20 

more. We have now got 150 and there was a press release. 

There was a press release October 1st that appeared on 
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1 Fiiend's Post wheie they talked about advocacy foI --

2 MR. REGENSDORF: I'm going to object. If you have a 

3 document, otheiwise it's the best evidence. If he's got 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

it, I'll be happy to -- Has it been identified? 

MR. LITTLE: Heie it is. Heie it is. 

MR. REGENSDORf: Has it been identified in OUI 

witness document exchange? I don't IemembeI seeing it. 

MR. LITTLE: It was pait of the discoveiy that was 

given to you. 

MR. REGENSDORF: If it was pait of the discoveiy, 

then I have absolutely no pioblem with it as long as I 

get a chance to take a look at it. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. So this is going to be Bainas 

7.. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Let me take a look at it. Let's 

take it one step at a time. 

MR. LITTLE: Bainas 8 I guess it is. 

ALJ: Yes. 

19 BY MR. LITTLE: 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Q. Now, what was it about this Fiiend's Post 

ALJ: Do you need time to look at it? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Again my five peicent will continue 

to hold on. 

ALJ: Okay. 

25 BY THE WITNESS: 
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A. This was a press release dated October 1st, 2012 and 

it was entitled -- I don't know why it was entitled "The Fly 

In The Ointment'', but in the first paragraph they talked about 

a newly formed group and it said we hope to affect positive 

change through the education and advocacy for better policy 

decisions by elected officials. It goes down again and uses 

the same what I keep calling a disclaimer. It was supportive. 

We are supportive of our goals so sign on and show support. 

BY MR. LITTLE: 

Q. And you took it as one of their goals? 

A. One of their goals was opposing the ballot issue and 

as it was said in number 5 under their mission statement and 

they put that together with all the - in my mind put that 

together with what they passed out at the women's club. What 

they put on Friend's Post. What they put on Facebook. It all 

painted a picture of a group. And the people, you also had to 

know when I observed them.. The people that were in that group 

that stood behind City Hall in a tent that said Concerned 

Citizens For A Better High Springs were people that were at 

city meetings that opposed the ballot issue, that opposed 

anything I pretty much said throughout the city and supported 

everybody that we didn't support for a commission candidate. 

So as a package. These are just pieces that came 

together and made me firmly believe that this group was 

together to oppose ballot issues. 
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I want to say a couple more things, Joe.. That first 

month of thei:i: fo:i:ming September th:i:ough Octobe:t: they had 

three app:i:eciation luncheons fo:i: city employees.. Three .. 

Between the election - afte:i: the election and Ch:i:istmas they 

had an app:i:eciation dinne:i:, I believe it would have been in 

Novembe:i: afte:i: the election, an app:i:eciation dinne:i: is how it 

was posted on Facebook fo:i: the city employees.. Since that 

date of the appreciation dinne:i: fo:i: those employees there's 

neve:i: been anothe:i: app:i:eciation luncheon.. There's never been 

anothe:i: app:i:eciation dinner.. There's neve:i: been an event that 

invited people behind City Hall to sign up and be part of 

these membe:i:s of this o:i:ganization that was looking fo:i: bette:i: 

gove:i:nment and we a:i:e into the yea:i: 2013/14 with a government 

that I'm a city commission on .. We just had tu:i:moil ove:i: at 

the police depa:i:tment.. We':i:e having p:t:oblems with ou:i: budget .. 

So why a:i:e they not out the:i:e today? 

Q.. What did this lead you to conclude? 

A.. Well, it's lead me to conclude that I was co:i:rect in 

my assumption that they we:i:e only the:i:e fo:t: the pu:i:pose of 

influencing anything that happened in the election of 2012 and 

I wanted to see if we could p:i:ove that .. 

Q.. Do you ag:i:ee that citizens have a constitutional 

:i:ight to suppo:i:t o:i: oppose candidates and issues without 

gove:i:nmental inte:i:fe:i:ence? 

A.. I would hope so, yes .. 
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1 Q. Okay. Do you agree that like minded citizens have a 

2 constitutional right to form an organization to promote their 

3 political agendas without governmental interference? 

4 A.. Yes. 

5 Q. Did you make inquiries of the Florida Elections 

6 Commission about making a complaint that the Concerned 

7 Citizens had perhaps violated the Florida election laws? 

8 MR. REGENSDORF: Objection. Leading. Plus I think 

9 it misstates what he said he talked about, but I'll 

10 object for now that it's leading. 

11 ALJ: Sustained. Rephrase it. 

12 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

13 Q. Did you make inquiry of the Florida Elections 

14 Commission about filing a complaint? 

15 ALJ: Go ahead. 

16 BY MR. LITTLE: 

17 Q. That's a one word answer? 

18 A. Yes. 

19 Q. Why? 

20 A. After everything that I observed through September 

21 and October, I was quite sure that they had spent more than 

22 $500. There was two or more people that organized the group 

23 and I said it's time to find out. In fact, I put it on my 

24 website.. Let's see what the Florida election - it was boldly 

25 printed on my website, let's see what the Florida election 
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1 decides.. So I called them.. I made several calls to them and 

2 I got transferred around.. I spoke to someone.. Do not know 

3 their name.. Did not get their name, but I spoke to someone at 

4 the Florida Elections Commission.. I said I want to file a 

5 complaint against Concerned Citizens For A Better High 

6 Springs .. They're a political committee .. I would like you to 

7 look into it .. 

8 They said you can't file it against a group.. You 

9 have to file it against a person and you have to have two 

10 names.. We can't just take your newspaper ad, Mr .. Barnas, and 

11 pick two names out of there.. You have to put a name in it and 

12 at that point I said thank you very much .. 

13 

14 

Q .. 

A .. 

When was that point, do you remember? 

That would have been after the election somewhere 

15 before the end of November.. I want to say between - after -

16 two weeks after the election .. 

17 Q .. So did you have any intent to try to influence the 

18 election itself by filing a complaint? 

19 

20 

A .. 

Q,, 

No .. 

At the time that you talked to FEC, did you have 

21 any, in mind any particular person that you would file a 

22 complaint against? 

23 A .. No.. There was no one person that I thought of 

24 filing against because I had asked them, the organization .. 

25 Q,, Were you thinking at all about Sharon Yeago as a 
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person to complain against at that time? 

A. No .. At that point, no .. 

Q,, In your opinion, what had the Concerned Citizens 

failed to do that the law required them to do? 

A.. Well, first of all, they should have registered as a 

political committee and then they should have done all the 

other things that were required of candidates, to file their 

reports, to get them in on time and do what they're supposed 

to do and that would have been the thing to do .. 

Q.. What did you hope to achieve by filing a complaint 

against the organization, if you could? 

A. Well, I think I wanted a fair playing field. I 

wanted a fair playing field. There are violations and there 

are no violations, but when things get violated like that 

election laws, it skews, in a small town like ours it skews 

the results, and if we all play fair, did our reports on time, 

submitted them on time, do what it said, put a disclaimer on a 

sign, do what you're supposed to do, the playing field would 

be what we should do all the time. I wanted the jurisdiction 

over that statute to determine if I was right or wrong .. 

Q. Did you seek any legal advice before filing the 

complaint? 

A. No .. 

Q. I think you may have mentioned this, but why did you 

wait until April to file your complaint? 

·"······::,,:.:::.·.::.:::::::::;:::;::;:::.::::.:.:.::::::.::;:.::;:;:::::::.:.f>E·B.1'51'1,C:;:CQOR'L:RE:PI>E".C:mG::::'S:ERV:l,C'E'~C;;:;::: .. :::::: .. ·· .......... ::.···.::.; 
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1 A.. Well, I felt I had, by that time I had had the 

2 person that I felt the complaint would be named in because she 

3 had said in an e-mail I'm the spokesperson.. I'm the person 

4 that deals with all our issues.. I'm the person that things 

5 should be directed to.. I didn't know who else to name.. John 

6 Manley, Becky Johnson, Ed McKennon, the committee people.. It 

7 was only at a commission meeting just before that date that 

8 Linda Jones stepped up and said I'm here speaking on behalf of 

9 Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs so it became her 

10 name .. 

11 Q.. Now, suppose someone else had identified herself as 

12 the complainant.. Whom would you have named in that 

13 complaint? 

14 MR. REGENSDORF: As the complainant? You don't mean 

15 that. 

16 MR .. LITTLE: I'm sorry .. 

17 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

18 Q.. As the spokesperson for Concerned Citizens? 

19 A. If somebody else I'm sorry.. I lost the question .. 

20 Q.. Suppose somebody else had stated I am the 

21 spokesperson for the Concerned Citizens, whom would you have 

22 named? 

23 A.. You can put a blank name in that spot.. When I was 

24 ready to file the complaint, that was whoever's name was the 

25 spokesperson would have been the person who got the complaint 

.... : ... :;:::;.:::.::;;:::::;.::::::::::::;:::::::::::: :::::::·,:;::::IiE . · ·.ANC:;;::CO!JR'I'.::·REPO R TIN G::SER:V.I.CE S:;::·::INC ... :::.:·:;;:;::·:::::::, .. ::: .. : .. ::~.::'." .. ,... . ··
'':'''::::•= .... :::':"C':::c::::::c:: :::':'p::.tr::.==B0X"='"59"0"t::.:::QffN'EBV:rf;.tE;'~:::F.r;0'RFEili::':}'z-627'=:·':35·;t:::J']".j':'.:'g'6'3'1:f'"'::"::~· .. • .. •·:'' .:··=1 
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filed against them. 

Q. So was there anything at all personal about the 

person that you named? 

A. Nothing at all. No. It was strictly political 

committee request of the Florida Elections Commission. 

Q. Did you intend to damage the reputation of Ms. 

Yeago? 

A. Absolutely not. 

Q. Did you intend to damage the reputation of any 

person? 

A. No .. 
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Q.. Up until the time that the complaint was dismissed 

as insufficient did you tell anyone except the election 

officials that you had named Yeago in your FEC complaint? 

A. I did. I told --

Q. Aside - apart from the election officials? 

A. That's right. You said the election officials. No. 

No. Aside from the city election official, no. 

Q. Did you post or have you posted on your website that 

you named Yeago in your FEC complaint? 

A. Never used her name ever. 

Q. Have you posted on your Facebook page that you named 

Yeago in your FEC complaint? 

A. No. 

Q. Have you sent e-mails to anyone stating that you 
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1 named Yeago in your FEC complaint? 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Nope .. 

When did you file your complaint with FEC? 

When? 

When .. 

It went - it was dated and typed on April 1st and 

7 they received it filed April 3rd .. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR .. LITTLE: Now, Your Honor, the next question I 

was going to ask would be to put the various filings and 

the report.. Have we got them all in here? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I believe all the substantive 

filings in the FEC have been admitted and those would be 

Mr.. Barnas' complaint, Ms.. Yea go's response.. The only 

thing that's not in there, Mr .. Little, is the June 28th 

letter.. If you would like to put it in, I have 

absolutely no objection that says to Mr .. Barnas you have 

not taken advantage of an opportunity to add anymore 

material, therefore our file is essentially closed.. I 

don't know if that's what it says, but that letter is not 

in there.. Then we have our petition for fees on the 10th 

of July.. Mr .. Barnas' composite response on October 28th .. 

The hearing on November 13th.. The other thing that's not 

in there although again I have no objection if you want 

to put it in is the order dated nunc pro tune, if you 

will, on November 13th from the Florida Elections 

... ::: .. ;:; .. ::::::::;:.:::;:::::.::.:::::::::::::::: .. ::::::::: :: .. :::;:::.: :: .. :: .. : ... ::LE.BLAl'Jf:::c:o~~QJS:I'.IJS["G::s:EJ3:v:lcE:S:; .... :;:Iig:c:;::"::: .. :.:;::;:::.: ... :;:;:.::;:::: .. ::; .. :::: ... : .... :.: ...... 
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1 Commission saying that they find by a vote of five to two 

2 that the complaint sufficiently alleges a cause of action 

3 for attorney's fees. 

4 BY MR. LITTLE: 

5 Q .. Okay. Mr. Barnas, I'm going to hand you a document 

6 that is, this is the newspaper 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

MR. LITTLE: Is this the same as the newspaper? 

ALJ: Yes. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. So I don't need to do that. 

Your Honor, just to make sure we have everything in 

there, I'm going to offer this as Barnas 9 which is the 

Florida Elections Commission letter of June 10, 2013. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's in. That's in. 

MR. LITTLE: Okay. But we are going to put it in as 

Barnas 9. 

ALJ: Okay .. 

17 BY THE WITNESS: 

18 

19 

A. Where did this come from? 

MR. REGENSDORF: The last page -- Well, you might 

20 have gotten this copy. 

21 BY THE WITNESS: 

22 A. I never saw this review of complaint of legal 

23 sufficiency. I never had that. I don't know where it came 

24 from. 

25 MR. REGENSDORF: It came from your file so I don't 
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1 know where it came from either, but I have no objection 

2 to this document going in .. 

3 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

4 Q .. You want to look at that review of complaint for 

5 legal sufficiency? 

6 

7 

8 

9 it .. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A .. That's fine .. 

Q .. Let me ask you this 

A .. I don't ever recall seeing this.. You can exclude 

Q .. Well, I don't know that we want to .. 

A .. Okay.. It doesn't matter to me .. 

Q .. Just take a look at it for a moment .. 

A .. I never had that .. 

Q .. This thing states that it is a Florida Elections 

15 Commission review of complaint for legal sufficiency.. Did I 

16 read that correctly? 

17 ALJ: You guys have 15 minutes .. 

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A .. Legal - review of complaint for legal sufficiency .. 

20 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

21 Q .. Okay .. I want you to go over to page 3, reviewer's 

22 recommendations and comments .. 

23 A.. Yes .. 

24 Q.. I'm going to read this and ask you if this is what 

25 it states.. I recommend that this complaint is legally 
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1 insufficient because complainant appears to be without 

2 evidence that would demonstrate the respondent had a duty to 

3 register as a political committee or as an electioneering 

4 communications organization, unquote? 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A .. That's what it says. 

ALJ: Do you still want it marked? 

MR. LITTLE: Yes. We'll put it in. 

ALJ: Barnas exhibit 9. 

MR. LITTLE: Exhibit 10, Your Honor, will be the 

October - sorry - June 28th letter indicating that the 

case has been dismissed. Do you have any objection to 

that? 

MR. REGENSDORF: Sorry. I didn't see which letter 

you're talking about. 

MR. LITTLE: June 28th. 

MR. REGENSDORF: No. I have no objection to that. 

ALJ: Okay. 

MR. LITTLE: The next thing is FEC October 24th 

notice of hearing motion for attorney's fees. I'll offer 

that as Bll. Do you want to see that one. 

MR. REGENSDORF: No. It's just the notice of 

hearing. I have no objection. 

23 BY MR. LITTLE: 

24 Q., When did you learn that Ms. Yeago had filed a 

25 response to your complaint? 
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1 A .. It wasn't until October 28th, the morning of October 

2 28th around 11:00 when I got my mail that I received notice, 

3 this notice here that there was going to be a petition for 

4 legal fees .. 

5 Q., When did you learn that Ms .. Yeago had filed a fee 

6 petition against you? 

7 A. I called the office of the Florida Elections 

8 Commission and they told me that a complaint, a reply was made 

9 to my complaint and that there was several attachments to it 

10 and it was filed back on April 27th and I said I never 

11 received that.. They said, well, we got it.. And I said, well, 

12 would you send me everything you've got that has come in and 

13 they sent me 246 pages of documents that morning .. 

14 Q,, In your complaint, and let's look at exhibit 1. 

15 Have you got the complaint? 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A. 

Q,, 

A .. 

Q,, 

Oh, my God, it's here somewhere .. 

Okay. 

It was here .. 

Did you accuse Ms .. Yeago of knowingly and willingly 

20 violating the law? 

21 

22 

A .. 

Q,, 

No .. 

Did you make a complaint against Ms .. Yeago to the 

23 State Attorney? 

24 

25 

A .. 

Q,, 

No .. 

Did you ever intend that FEC ref er the complaint to 
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1 the State Attorney? 

2 A .. No.. No .. 

3 Q .. Are you familiar with the warning at the bottom of 

4 the page of an FEC complaint form that appears on the second 

5 page of the complaint that you filed? 

6 

7 

A .. 

Q .. 

Concerning me filing something false, yes .. 

Does that warning read, "Any person who files a 

8 complaint while knowing that the allegations are false or 

9 without merit commits a misdemeanor of the first degree 

10 punishable as provided by section 77 .. 5082 and 77 .. 5083 Florida 

11 Statutes .. " 

12 

13 

14 

15 

A .. 

Q .. 

A .. 

Q .. 

Yes .. 

Did you read that before you signed this? 

Yes .. 

Did you understand that you were not to make any 

16 knowing false allegations? 

17 A .. That's always been what I have done.. Correct.. I 

18 understood .. 

19 Q .. Did you entertain any belief at all that you were 

20 filing a false allegation? 

21 A .. No .. 

22 ALJ: You're going to have to wrap it up .. 

23 BY MR .. LITTLE: 

24 Q .. Would you file a complaint if you believed you made 

25 any false statements in it? 
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1 A.. No .. 

2 Q.. Did you publish on your website or anywhere else 

3 that you had filed a complaint against Sharon Yeago? 

4 A.. No .. 

5 MR .. LITTLE: Your Honor, we'll stop there .. 

6 ALJ: Okay.. Now, do you have any more witnesses 

7 you're going to call? 

8 MR .. LITTLE: No, ma'am .. 

9 ALJ: Okay .. 

10 MR .. LITTLE: May I have a quick --

11 ALJ: Yes" 

12 BY THE WITNESS: 

13 A.. Could I have number 6? 

14 ALJ: Of your exhibits or their exhibits? 

15 BY THE WITNESS: 

16 A.. Their exhibit number 6 .. 

17 MR .. REGENSDORF: I think it's the Concerned --

18 BY THE WITNESS: 

19 A.. No.. I'm sorry.. Number 4, petition.. Mr .. 

20 Regensdorf's petition for fees .. 

21 MR .. REGENSDORF: It's the rather large two part 

22 composite exhibit, Your Honor .. Keep going .. Getting down 

23 to it .. Right there .. That's it .. 

24 ALJ: I thought he said 6 .. 

i 
25 MR, REGENSDORF: He did, but he means 4 .. That's the 

_;; ::::;::;,:::::; .. m :::::::::::;:::::::.::::.:.:.:.::::::::::::::;::::::: .. :·:i;:;J>F:lJ>bN.E~W.T:::.I<.:EE'Q"E'.I'.:ll'LG:.::.SER\tEQE:S,;::::I:RC:,::::: :::::.::::::::.:::::::::::::: :::.:.::.::::::;..; .::: 
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exhibit portion .. 

BY MR. LITTLE: 

Q.. So what do you want to call to the attention of the 

Judge? That's a question .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Okay.. At three minutes to 6: 00 

I'll accept it as a question .. 

ALJ: We can always come back.. You all are not 

going to be finished .. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: I know you guys say, no, let' s go 

ahead .. I'm the petitioner .. I have got cross examination 

of this witness .. 

ALJ: You intend to cross? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Absolutely .. I'm not going to spend 

an hour, but I'm not going to get cut off at three 

minutes .. 

ALJ: We'll have to come back .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: A, number 1, that's fine.. I'm more 

than happy to do that.. B, I'm telling everybody if 

you want to do it in some other fashion that does not 

require everybody picking up their butts and moving 

somewhere else .. 

ALJ: Deposition? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Happy to do that.. Happy to do it 

by phone .. A conference call .. I'll set it up .. I'm happy 

to do anything to save multiple dislocations. On the 
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other hand, if you would rather see the faces of those 

who are being skewered whether it's me or him or anybody 

else .. 

BY THE WITNESS: 

A.. Can I make a comment? Can I answer the question? 

There is a comment .. 

ALJ: Hang on .. 

MR .. LITTLE: There's no question .. 

ALJ: We are going to --

MR .. LITTLE: You can't just talk .. 

AL,J: We are going to wrap this up for now. 

MR .. LITTLE: We are going to have - since he wants 

to cross examine, so let's leave our direct open .. 

ALJ: I was .. We'll come back .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Right .. 

ALJ: We can't do it just tomorrow because I don't 

know if we have a room and that room person is gone right 

now so basically by next week can you all get together 

and give me some dates that would be beneficial to you 

all? 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Yes, ma'am .. 

MR .. LITTLE: Yes, ma'am.. Let me tell Mr .. Regensdorf 

now, I'll be out of town all next week so we can do it 

later this week .. 

ALJ: I'm not talking about doing it next week .. 
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MR .. REGENSDORF: Let's do it next week.. I think 

that's clearly a time to do it .. When do you leave, Joe? 

ALJ: Give me some dates over the next couple of 

months of when you guys will be available and I'll try to 

match them on my calendar .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: We'll find them .. If I might for 

planning purposes, I suppose if he wants to put on 

further direct, you're allowing him to do that .. 

ALJ: He hasn't rested yet and he hasn't finished 

with this witness yet.. The answer to that question is 

yes .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I'm not quarreling .. There we go .. 

I'm going to cross and then if there's redirect and then 

closing argument .. Are we done? 

ALJ: I don't do closings .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Actually, Judge, I wasn't asking 

you to do closings because that would be distinctly 

inappropriate and you would lose the judicial 

impartiality .. 

ALJ: You can argue anything you want to in the 

proposed final order - proposed recommended order .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: I believe it goes recommended order 

back to the FEC. 

ALJ: Yes .. I think you're right .. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: Don't quote me on that, but I 
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believe that's the case. 

ALJ: I have been in a final order case all last 

week so ... 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm quite sure this is not that. 

ALJ: Anyway, you will have the opportunity to do 

any arguing you want in your written proposals. 
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MR. LITTLE: In the written document do you have a 

page limit? 

ALJ: There is in the rule and it's the same as for 

the state courts but, you know, if you all can't argue 

this case in that amount of number of pages. 

MR. LITTLE: I can. I don't know that he can. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I take that as high praise. My 

question only is I'm hearing two things and it's because 

of my lack of experience, not because of the lack of 

crystal clarity from the bench, I assure you. I'm 

hearing proposed order and I'm hearing argument. 

ALJ: Chapter 120 you have the right to file a 

proposed recommended order. 

MR. REGENSDORF: But to call that argument --

ALJ: I allow people to argue in those proposals or 

if they want to do it in a separate document, however 

you want to organize it. 

MR .. REGENSDORF: We can separate the two concepts 

and say here's an arguably neutral order and here is a 
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arguably not neutral argument. 

ALJ: Yes. You have it both ways. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I hear you. That's fine. My 

personal preference and I'm not suggesting that you will 

yield to my whim, is I always prefer to argue it orally. 

I think it communicates better. But if you don't want 

that, then when we come back --

ALJ: No. 

MR. REGENSDORF: -- we'll only prepare for the last 

three stages. 

ALJ: No. I don't need it verbally. 

MR. REGENSDORF: It's not a question of whether you 

need it. It's whether I want to do it. 

ALJ: It's most definitely a question of whether I 

need it. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's what I meant. 

MR. LITTLE: Your Honor, do you need the transcript? 

ALJ: Not until -- Are you all intending to have 

this transcribed because generally the time for filing 

the proposed recommended orders doesn't start until the 

transcript is filed. I take that up at the end of the 

hearing which we are not to yet. 

MR.. REGENSDORF: Again I'm sorry for not knowing 

this because I feel like a third year lawyer rather than 

a 42 year lawyer. Let's assume that we had the final 
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hearing tomorrow. Let's assume that we finish the 

testimony. You said this heai:ing is ovei:. Do you at 

that point want the ti:ansci:ipt oi:dei:ed oi: expect oi: 

whatever the ti:anscript. 

ALJ: It's up to you all. 
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MR. REGENSDORF: If we don't, then the time doesn't 

stai:t foi: the i:unning of the --

ALJ: The time stai:ts immediately. 

MR. REGENSDORF: Okay. I thought you said it 

stai:ted fi:om the delivei:y of the transci:ipt. 

MR. LITTLE: If thei:e is going to be one. 

ALJ: Yes, if thei:e's going to be one. We don't 

automatically get it. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I see. So if thei:e is no 

ti:ansci:ipt, it stai:ts in how many days it i:uns then? 

ALJ: Well, howevei: many we say. We'll have that 

discussion at the end. 

MR. REGENSDORF: I'm heai:ing you. I'm heai:ing 

you. 

ALJ: But we do not automatically get the 

ti:ansci:ipt .. 

MR. REGENSDORF: That's what I thought. Now 

evei:ything is ci:ystal. 

MR. LITTLE: That's why you take such good notes. 

ALJ: Yes .. 
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1 MR. LITTLE: Thank you, Your Honor. 

2 ALJ: Get back to me with some dates sometime next 

3 week .. 

4 MR .. REGENSDORF: What's the easiest way to get a 

5 hold of you? 

6 MR.. LITTLE: Do we have your e-mail? 

7 MR .. REGENSDORF: Is it improper to contact your 

8 off ice or your secretary? 

9 ALJ: You can call my secretary Billie. Her 

10 extension is 220, but I want it in writing from 

11 somebody .. 

12 MR. LITTLE: 220. 

13 ALJ: But you never get directly to me. 488-9675. 

14 MR. REGENSDORF: How about an e-mail address if 

15 there is one. 

16 ALJ: I have no idea. 

17 MR. LITTLE: Okay. 

18 MR. REGENSDORF: You're a woman of the '70's. My 

19 God, get an e-mail address. 

20 ALJ: I don't e-mail myself.. I'm sorry. I click on 

21 a name on context. Off the record. 

22 (Whereupon, at 6:00 p.m. the Hearing was adjourned.) 

23 

24 

I, 
25 
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CERTIFICATE 

(STATE OF FLORIDA ) 
SS .. 

(COUNTY OF ALACHUA) 

I, STEVEN E. LeBLANC, SR .. , R .. P .. R .. , and Notary Public 

in and for the State of Florida at Large, do hereby certify 

that pursuant to Notice of Hearing, I sat at the place and at 

the time as hereinabove shown; that I was attended by counsel 

as hereinabove shown, and the witnesses who were first duly 

sworn and then testified as is hereinabove shown, and that the 

testimony of the said witnesses and proceedings was reduced to 

typewriting under my personal supervision and that a review of 

the transcript was not requested. 

I further certify that I am neither of counsel nor 

attorney to either of the parties in said cause, nor 

interested in the event of said cause. 

Witness my hand and official seal in the City of 

Gainesville, Alachua County, Florida this 31st day of March, 

2014. 

S%ien E .. LeBlanc, SR., R .. P .. R .. 
W ary Public in and for the 
State of Florida at Large .. 

-"~1it- STEVEN E. LEBLANC, SR 
!.~~-~ Commission# EE 840976 
~ .:1,J Expires November 13, 2016 
.,, •rllf.,., ~ BondodlhruTIO'/Fafn!nuance00!).38S.7019 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W Gaines Str'eet, 

Suite 224 Collins Building 
I'allahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-0783 

Aptil 3, 2013 

CERTIFIED MAIL 70042510000147395596 

Sharon L Yeago 
21120 NW 132"d Lane 
High Springs, FL 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13-125, Respondent: Sharnn L Yeago 

Dear Ms Yeago: 

On April 3, 2013, the Florida Elections Commission received the enclosed complaint alleging 
that you violated Florida's election laws Section 106 25(2), Florida Statutes states: 

The respondent shall have 14 days afte1 receipt of the complaint to 
file an initial response, and the executive director may not 
determine the legal sufficiency of the complaint during that time 
period 

If you choose to file a response to the complaint, please send it to my attention at the address 
listed above lo ensure that J 1eceive your response in a timely manner, you may also want to 
send it via e-mail to my attention, at t<;c<Cinn:flo1idalcgatcorn,. You will be notified by letter 
whether the complaint is determined legally sLtfficient Please note that all conespondence from 
this office will be mailed to the same address as this letter Therefore, if your address changes, 
you must notify us of yom new address, 

Under section I 06 .25, Florida Statutes, complaints, Commission investigations, investigative 
repoits, and other documents relating to an alleged violation of Chapters 104 and 106, Florida 
Statutes, ar,e confidential until the Commission finds probable cause or no probable cause The 
confidentiality provision does not apply to the person filing the complaint However, it does 
apply to you, the Respondent, unless you waive confidentiality in writing, t) \ 

~ ,1er 



The confidentiality provision does not preclude you from seeking legal counsel. However, if you 
retain counsel, your attorney must file a notice of appearance with the Commission before any 
member of the Commission staff can discuss this case with him or her 

Enclosure: Complaint w/attachments 

DAM/ip 

Since1ely, 

~~~~~-
Donna Ann Malphurs 
Agency Clerk 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

I 07 West Gaines Street, Suite 224, I allahassee, Florida 32399-1050 
Ielephone Number (850) 922-4539 ''.--=CE!\ fr-: I) 

www. fee state. fl. us ·· · - ' • - ,_ 

CONFIDENTIAL COMPLAINT FOR 
.-~----------------------~~-----------------· ............ ...._. ..... -+"""'* ...... ~ The Commission's reco1ds and proceedings in a case are confidential until the Commission rules on probable 

cause. A copy of the complaint will be provided to the person against whom the ~oriijl1~lifHs::bf<!..ug!I~;:;,", 
.. ._._v -·.., I.,,_•_, 

1. PERSON BRINGING COMPLAIN'!'.: 

Name: Robert J Barnc:s __________ Work Phone: 252)~38-735~ 

Address: 20!~7 N~ 2_~7th Terrc:9..:_________ Home Phone: (38~)45~--2~0~
City: ~ligh Springs County: ~lachua State: f~--- Zip Code: 326~---

2. PERSON AGAINST WHOM COMPLAINT IS BROUGHT: 

A person can be an individual, political committee, committee of continuous existence, political party, 
electioneering communication organization, club, corporation, partnership, company, association, or any 
other type of organization.. If both an individual and a committee 01 organization are involved, name both. 

Name of individual: Sharo~~--· Y ~ago 

Address: 2~2~~~__!._~~nd LC:~~----·---· __ _ 
City: High Springs County: Alachua State: _FL __ 

Phone: ( 352) 256-8115 

Zip Code: 3~~43 

If individual is a candidate, list the office 01 position sought: --------------------

Name of committee or organization: --------- ____ _ --------------
Address:-·-------------------.. - Phone: L_J _______ _ 

City:·-· ____ County: State: Zip Code: --·---

Have you filed this complaint with the State Attorney's Office? (check one) lJ Yes ~ No 

3.. ALLEGED_ VJOLATION<Sl: 

Please list the provisions of The Florida Election Code that you believe the person named above may have 
violated The Commission has jurisdiction only to investigation the following provisions: Chapter 104, 
Chapter 106, Section 98 . .122, and Section 105 .. 071, Florida Statutes Also, please include: 

./ The facts and actions that you believe support the violations you allege, 

./ The names and telephone numbers of persons you believe may be witnesses to the facts, 

./ A copy or picture of the political advertisements you mention in your statement, 

./ A copy of the documents you mention in your statement, and 

./ Other evidence that supports your allegations 
---·-·--- -------------· 

Sharon L Yeago formed a oganization with Linda Jones and several others to make political ·-------
positions know and most specifically to oppose a ballot referendum issue to limit debt 

This was on the ballot November 2012 in the city of High Springs, Florida. 

Details of the complaint and Florida Statutes is attached .. 

FEC 002 (Rev 4.24 .. QS) 



Two or more people, making expenditures and opposing a ballot issue .. In addition, 

registered agent was not named .. Registered treasurer was not named and reports -----
were not filed .. Again, detail information is attached .. 

-------------·-------

----·----·--------·---· 
-·----------·------ ------------

--------

·-·--·---·---·"---------------- --------------·-------· 

Additional matexials attached (check one)? ~Yes 0No 

4. OATH 

STATE OF FLORijA , 
COUNTYOF._ fa.Clt,L4-A\.~ __ 

I swear or affirm, that the above information is t and correct to the be of my knowledge. 
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Original Signature of Person Bringing Complaint 

Swo (to and subscnbed before me this / '.;;/ .day of 

/ ') 
:...LJ:::r-\-::..!~·----·-·--- ___ ,y!-,,_..::!_ ___ _ 

!Iv;,/ .'·1~---
DEBORAHA. VAUOHM 

Notary Publk:, State of Florida 
COmmlsslon# EE 20430 

My comm. expires Aug 24, 2014 

(Print, Type,. or Stamp Comrm~ned Name of Notary Public) 

/ 

pub he 

Personally known.~:_ Or Produced Identification ___ _ 

Jype of ldent1ficall0n Produced __ _ 

Any person who files a complaint while knowing that the allegations are false or without merit commits a 
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in Sections 775 082 and 775 083, Florida Statutes 

FEC 002 (Rev 4··24-05) 



April 1, 2013 

Florida Election Commission 
107 West Gaines Street 
Suite224 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

DearFEC, 

High Springs is a small town compared to Tallahassee. The numbers of voters and dollars spent are at 

different ends of a chart .. But money is money and politics is politics .. So whether it is millions of dollars 

and hundreds of votes for a large town and a Political Committee (PC) or a small town where thousands 

of dollars and a few dozen vote is involved, the law is clear and has been written to deal with both 

equally .. As an example I suggest you look at FEC case 0&·129. 

And if a PC's action affects Tallahassee or High Springs, the result of the vote ofa yes or no is the same .. 

The loss or win in an election, or an issue .. Size of a voting population Is not of importance .. And with 

that, MUST be dealt with in a manner that is equal, whether a town is big or small. 

Florida law has been written to deal with either case, big or small. It is clear that a PC is only 2 or more 

people, spending $500 or more, and in support or against a candidate or issue .. Not issues, not 

candidates combined, but only one issue would be sufficient. And in this case a ballot referendum .. 

This complaint is a complaint against a group/committee that was organized to oppose a specific issue, 

and in fact is still in existence and making statements in support of or against issues .. 

I will detail my allegations in following information I am submitting this now because I just was able to 

document (in writing and not hearsay) a second person to satisfy the two person rule .. 

For the November 2012 election in High Springs Florida candidates registered to run, and an Issue was 

place on the ballot to limit the debt of the city and placing a restriction on the ballot. The ballot was set 

by Alachua County Election office of Pam Carpenter and the municipal High Springs City Clerk (in charge 

of city ballot) Jenny Parham (see ballot and results Exhibit 1) .. And two candidates for one seat were 

Byran Williams and Pat Rush .. The other seat was Scott Jamison and Ed Reiss. 

This complaint is that a group of many individual formed an organization/PC, to defeat the ballot issue 

and also support and support the election of Byran Williams and Scott Jamison .. They set up a "steering 

committee" (please note they do use the word committee) to write their goals and positions and called 

them "principles" .. I feel this organization used the term "steering committee", but was actually a PC 

that would conform to Florida Statute as defined in 106 .. 011 (l)(a)(l)(c) .. 

Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or deffeait of an isisms" .. 

0 ,l •. " 
J.,_ u u L: ~~- \) 
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Again, this group had more than 2 people, and may have taken contributions, but certainly made 

expenditures on advertising, signs, written material and events advocating reform at the city .. And 

again, for the defeat of a ballot issue of the City of High Springs .. The ballot issue was a referendum to 

limit city debt. 

This organization used a disclosure that it was a "grassroots'' organization and did not fall under Florida 

Statute 106. Florida Statute 106 makes no mention of exclusion of any •grassroots" group. The fact that 

they referred to FS 106 .. 11 is proof they knew of this statute. Vet they knowingly and willfully avoided 

complying with it on all levels. 

What FS 106 covers and FS 106.011 defines, is a "political committee•. And most certainly it is my 

opinion in this complaint that this group/organization began a string of violations when it knowingly and 

willfully avoided becoming a PC that never properly registered as required under FS 106 .. 03 (3) ( c).. 

"A polltlcal committee which Is organized to support or oppose only candidates for municipal 
office or issues to be voted on in a municipal election shall file a statement of organization 
with the officer before whom municipal candidates qualify" .. 

They never appointed a treasurer as required by FS 106 .. 021(1) (a) .. 

"Each candidate for nomination or election to office and each political committee shall 
appoint a campaign treasurer". 

Never appointed a registered agent required by FS 106 .. 022 ( 1) .. 

"Each political committee, committee of continuous existence, or electioneering 
communications organization shall have and continuously maintain in this state a registered 
office and a registered agent and must file with the filing officer a statement of appointment 
for the registered office and registered agent". 

Never filed timely reports of the organization and its financial expenditures as required by FS 106 07 .. 

"Each campaign treasurer designated by a candidate or political committee pursuant to s. 
~ . .:.."2.:. shall file regular reports of all contributions received, and all expenditures made, 
by or on behalf of such candidate or political committee" 

The following information will be a timeline of the birth or founding of Concerned Citizens for a Better 

High Springs (hereafter referred to as CCFBHS) .. A group of more than 2 people who spent more than 

$500 on the High Springs City Election and the defeat of a ballot issue to limit debt of the city. 

Again, it is my contention this organization fits Florida Statute 106 as a PC. They never registered 

properly or filed reports of financial disclosure .. They ignored the law. 

While there are more than 100 members, it would be difficult to single out individual officers. But there 

are two people who have made written statement (see Sharon Veago attached email Exhibit 2, and 

Exhibit 2 a Facebook statement of Linda Jones) where they admit to being either the spokesperson or 



steering committee person and hubs for information in ancl out of the organization .. These two people I 

hold fully responsible for organizing and NOT filing as a PC, registering as an agent or treasurer of this 

PC .. Then, not filing appropriate financial reports and disclosures as required by a Florida Statute of a PC .. 

I have named Sharon Yeago in this complaint as the responsible party,, 

The FEC needs to look at the timeline and evidence .. The FEC needs to see how this organization has 

tried to call itself a "grassroots" organization to simply avoid being a PC. The FEC need to bring to bear 

its power and authority given to it by the State of Florida law and investigate, and take all appropriate 

measure under its power to determine the status of this organization and then administer the penalties, 

fines and rulings under its power, should they find this organization is a PC and failed on all levels to 

register and fife reports .. To not do so would open the door for all other organizations to avoid Florida 

State requirements across Florida, whether big or small. 

Here is a timeline and evidence I have gathered .. 

During early September 2012 an organization called CCFBHS and their Facebook page surfaced., A PC was 

born.. It says on the Facebook page that it was founded September 28, 2012 .. I have attached (Exhibit 3) a 

copy of the Facebook founded page,. 

On October 1 and 8, newspaper stories came out that reported the organization, steering committee 

people and more. Sharon Yeago again is quoted (Exhibit 4),, 

They have a Facebook page "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" that has an "About" page 

with a Mission Statement. The mission statement is a statement of political views and opinions that 

address issues facing High Springs .. This site was established September 17, 2012, founded September 

28, 2012 and ran almost weekly political statements right up till, the election on November 7, 2012. 

This organization from early September began holding regular meetings at the building (Video City) 

owned by one of its members, Ed MacKinnon (George Edgar MacKinnon) .. This in effect was an in kind 

donation (one donation for every meeting) by Mr. MacKinnon that he has not disclosed and/or was not 

reported by CCFBHS, 

These meetings discussed the future of High Springs, the ballot issue and support for Byran Williams. 

At the Candidate Forum at the High Springs Women's Club they distributed more flyers (Exhibit S) that 

set in stone their political stance on the debt issue on the ballot, They supported DEFEATING the 

charter amendment issue .. I have also attached a copy from the Facebook site where Gene Levine (one 

of the members) makes a post in support of Byran Williams and refers to "we" (the group) and the 

Facebook page allows it to go out to all friends and the public for the record. 

This organization gathered name~ of over 100 supporters and friends. This organization on October 31, 

2012 places a full page ad in the Alachua Today newspaper (Exhibit 6)., The cost of which is estimated 

over $500 .. Either someone wrote a check to the paper, or the paper made an in kind donation While I 

have said estimated at over $SOO, it has been said to me that the cost is much closer to $1000 .. This one 

ad alone will be the key to expenditures .. Two names in this ad (at that time and now) are sitting High 



Springs Commissioners Sue Weller and Scott Jamison and 1 candidate Byran Williams (at that time), and 

is now a sitting commissioner {who was elected and sworn in on November 17, 2012). 

During the pre election period many named members held signs for Byran Williams and on Election Day 

had a tent with his signs and again held his signs next to the two 4ft X 4ft "Vote NO" posters opposing 

(with CCFBHS disclaimers) the ballot referendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one of 

the two polling places .. I do not have a picture of these posters, but witnesses will verify that they were 

there and that these members held candidate Byran Williams signs .. The cost estimated of two large 

referendum posters is estimated at $100. 

I have included additional pages and pictures from the Facebook site .. You will see political statements 

and pictures of organization/political banners .. At an event at city hall this committee/organization 

displayed a large banner {see photos dated ...... ) naming their organization and, asking for people to "join 
us", they handed out flyers (at a cost) and made political statements on issues facing the City and the 

commission of High Springs .. The cost estimated of this banner is $100 .. 

Other expenditures by the CCFBHS included lunches for city employees on city property. Cost unknown .. 

This organization certainly has spent well over $500, with my estimate being more like $1000-2000 .. 

This organization after the election has virtually stopped activity, but is still in existence .. It was their sole 

purpose to truly influence the election and ballot issue. But they still seem to be in around based on 

their Facebook. 

This complaint is that Sharon Yeago with l inda Jones organized and created a steering committee for 
the CCFBHS as a Political Committee .. And through their "steering" had knowledge of spent funds 
opposing an issue on the ballot and supporting candidates, in violation of Florida Statute as mentioned 

above. More specifically this complaint is that Sharon Veago has violated: 
1) FS 106 .. 03 {1) by failing to register a PC with the Supervisor of Elections (Jenny Parham) for the City of 

High Springs (a Florida municipality). 

2) FS 106 . .022 by never appointing a registered agent as required. 

3) FS 106.021(1) (a) by never appointing a treasurer as required.. 
4) FS 106 .. 19 (l){d) making many financial expenditures. 
S) FS 106 .. 06 several times for not keeping records. 

Respectfully submitted, 
\ 

...... \ /"-" 
'- 'v, 

' ' 

Bob Barnas 

,/ 
/ 

20147 NW 257th Terrace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 

352-538-7355 (cellphone) 
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OFFICIAL RESULTS 
GENERAL ELECTION, ALACHUA COUNTY 

NOVEMBER 6, 2012 
**INCLUDES ALL LEGALLY CAST BALLOTS** 

D3ie:l l/J6/J2 
Time:16:55:28 

Page:4of4 

Registered Voters 164970-Ca!ds Casi 242059 146 .. 73% Num. ReportPrecinct63- Num .. Reporting63 100.00% 
.------:-·-----·------·---·-----··------, 
Arclter2 

Total 
Number of Precincts I 
PrecinclS Reporting I ! 00 .. 0 % 
TimesCounted 515/696 74.0 % 
Total Votes -~4~57~---
JamesMaylJen:Y 218 47 .. 700/o 

--~.!!9.orie Zander ______ ---· ___ -~3J_ 22_.3_00/o_ 
----.. -----·-------·-·····-----.. ·--.. ·----. 

ljigh Springs 4 
fotal 

Number of Precincts 2 
Precincts Reporting 2 J00 .. 0 % 
Times Counted 2911/3710 785 % 
fotal Votes 2634 
Pat Rush -···--·----·----·-1179 -'#76% · 

_Byran Williams ____ 1_45_5_5_5._24_%_ 

High Springs Charter ----·---.. ---·-------·-1 
Total 

Number of Precincts 2 
2 100.0 %• Precincts Reporting 

T'imes Counted 
fotal Votes 

2911/37!0 785 % 

-YES'--·--·----.. ·--·----· 
NO 

2686 ___ ' 
1801 6705% 
885 32.95% 

Annexatioo--·--------·-----------·· l 

Kumber of Precincts 
Precincts Reporting 
rimes Counted 
fotal Votes 
FOR 
AGAINST 

IO ta I 
l 
1 100 . .0 % ' 

6801798 85 2 % 
665 
62 9.32%' 

603 90.68% ---·----- ·---·-- --· .. --·------- -- -- ·-------"--·------· 
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Bob Barnas< bbamas@highsprings .. us> 

Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
1 message 

Sharon Yeago< sharon@yeago .. net> Fri, Dec ·7, 2012 at 12:25 PM 
To: Bob Barnas <bbamas@highsprings .. us> 
Cc: John Manley <jmanley3@yahoo .. com>, Bob Jones <ticonderoga47@hotmail .. com>, Linda Jones 
<sunsetwishes@hotmail..com> 

Bob, if you are interested in publicly supporting our values, you 
should follow the instructions outlined in every publication, press 
release or article that has been written or distributed to date .. 
These are readily available on Facebook, Alachua Today and the 
Observer. 

Please let me know if you need another copy of these materials.. We 
can share with your our Guiding Principles, Recommendations etc .. 

As you also know by reviewing our supporters list previously submitted 
we already have three commissioners who support our values .. 
Therefore, attendance at our meetings could become problematic and I 
would recommend legal advice on that issue. 

I am traveling and have not had access to my computer (I'm using a 
guest services computer right now during my lunch break at a 
conference in Jax) which is why the delay in my response to you. 

I look forward to your response.. I return to High Springs this 
evening and can forward you any materials you require at that time 

Take care Sharon 

On Thu, Dec 6, 2012 at 1 :04 PM, Bob Barnas <l:i'~ar.'aoG)i·119"1S•jl1'19$ • s> wrote: 
>Sharon, 
> 
> So how does someone, say someone like me become a member? Is there an 
> application? 
> 
> Can I get a list of current members after I become a member? 
> 
> I understand other commissioners are mmbers and for the good of the 
> community we should have unity 
> 
> BobBamas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> 
> 
> 
>On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 8:02 PM, Sharon Yeago <c'.,2:o~@vc2f;c 1 •e» wrote: 
>> 
» Dear Bob, Lee and Scott, 
>> 
» I am the official spokesperson for the Concerned Citizens group 



City of High Sp1ings Mail - Re: Concemed Citizens foI' a Better High Sp1ings 

>> have handled all pubflCily and development of public policy 
>> statemenls. 
>> 
»As you may also know, we are a group of concerned citizens .. We are 
>> not incorpo1ated, have no fictitious name registration and therefore 
» do not have a bank account We do have a Steering Committee (copied 
» here.) A list of our public supporters is attached for your record 
» and to clarify 'who are theSe people?' This was published in Alachua 
» Today. Please feel free to distribute to anyone requiring clarity. 
>>, WhDe there are many names of prominent citizens, most of those listed 
» are regular folks who just live and/or work in High Springs. 
>> 
>>For clarification, we have absolutely no affiliation with any other 
» organization, including the HS CDC and I would appreciate it if you 
» would keep that in mind during future public statements about our 
» group.. Most of the supporters of CCFBHS are actively engaged in their 
>> communitY, whether at church, their childrens' school, the community 
» theater, or other groups and so it would stand to reason that they 
» would be affiliated with one organization or another.. We include 
» Republicans, Democrats, liberals, moderates and one supporter who 
>> describes herself as 'right of the Tea Party.' Our supporters 
>>comprise all aspects of community life in High Springs. 
>> 
» If you require a mailing address, please feel free to use either my 
>>personal residence at 21120 NW 132 Lane, High Springs, FL 32643, or PO 
>>Box 2114, High Springs, FL 32655-2114, which I have maintained for 
>> more than a dozen years. 
>> 
» Regarding donations, we are accepting gifts and gift certificates as 
» well as food and volunteer time for the Holiday Gathering event which 
» is a dinner for City employees and their families.. In addition to 
>> food, gifts will be distributed.. Many citizens are coming forward to 
» help with this dinner. 
>> 
» As a point of reference since we don't each other very well, I served 
» the City of High Springs for 8 years as an independent contractor that 
» developed and managed the High Springs Farmers Market from 2000 to 
»2008 .. 
>> 
>> I was also a consultant to the City many years ago when the City tried 
>> to save the Youth Center which was previously located in the Old 
>> School.. In both cases, I was specifically requested to setve by the 
>>City Commission (we were under a mayor form of government back then .. ) 
» I have worked very closely with city staff for a long time and have a 
» fondness and respect for our government and the people who work for 
>> us. the taxpayers 
>> 
» Please direct any questions, concerns or issues to me should they 
» arise.. I will be most happy to respond as quickly and completely as 
» possible so that there are no further issues with miscommunication or 
» distribution of incorrect information 
>> 
> > Thank you for your setvice to our City 
>> 
>> Take care. Sharon 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Begin foiwarded message: 

0 :)· l. .: J" •• c u .d. 
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>> 
>>From:BobBamas<:.:e, c::·~ ~-·, ... ":::'s .... ·:.> 
>>Subject: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
>> Date: December 5, 2012 3:46:53 PM EST 
>>To: Lee Vincent <1 ·1..·;c&~.@ ... •: ·:: ·· ·;;3 ~.Scott Walker 
>><sc~ ~©.c-.. dsci:C 1 ~ 1 ~~,·~.::- > ... 2 ... ,,;'}:: :·0;··:c 
>> 
>> Lee and Scott, 
>> 
>> I asked Jenny today for an address for the group .. She has no physical 
>>address linked to lhis group. I would like to know iff this is OK? Is 
>>it OK to give the use of the •01d Schoor to a group that has no 
>>single spokesperson as their head and no address to correspond with 
» should there ever be an issue going down the road? They are asking the 
>> community on Facebook for donations. It does not say to the city, or 
>>to them. 
>> 
>> 1he only thing Jenny has is that the email from them that they use was 
>> linked to a request from Ross Amborse. So if he is their spokesperson 
» or person that organized the group fine, just let us know so we can 
>> send a thank you card or documents we may have to deal with Ed 
>> McKinnon, Sharron Yeago, Linda Jones .... .who is actually trhe 
>> responsble person for the grassroots group? Are they at the address of 
>> CDC? I think we need to know .. 
>> 
>> While there are many prominent names in the group, I have been asked 
» who are these people? 
>> 
>>cc: 1-\sc;~rzsi ,s('f)~ TS 1! co,.,. 
>>BobBamas 
» High Springs City Commissioner 
>> 2:..:::· ... s:e .. 1:~e: 
>> 
>>*Please note:* 
>> 
» Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
>> including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business 
>>are 
» public records available to the public and Media upon request Your e--mail 
>> communication may be subject to public disclosure. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>>-
»Sharon L Yeago 
>> 3($~··4 ··1 :, .• $ .~ 1 / phone 
>> 25.2 2~6-C .. , C cell 
>> 
>> --··-----------
» "The first wealth is health .. " 
» .. Ralph Waldo Emerson 
>> 
» "Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food " 
>> - Hippocrates 
> 
> 
> 
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City of High Sp11ngs Mail - Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

< .. \ . 
\' 
' > 

!/ >--
>Bob Barnas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> S5~:-52.8-'?S!35 
> 
> *Please note:* 
> 
> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
> including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
> public records available to the public and Media upon request. Your e·-mail 
> communication may be subject to public disclosure .. 
> 
> 

Sharon L .. 'r'ea::ro 
~.e5 .. L: ··i ~.l·BO·! 7 Phone 
2-52-.256··&~ :e ce!.' 

1'The first vvealth is hecith " 
... R2lp:1 Waldo Emerson 

"Let ihy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be \hy food " 
- Ciippocrnt&s 
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Concerned Citizens for A Better High Spzings 

Concerned Citizens 1'01 A Better High Springs Liked 
126 like!; l t.::'fci,ig a!:l::i.n t:11s 

Ccn·n~r.ity 

iJJISSlON STATEMENT concemoo ouzens for a Bettel" H1Ph SJ)Or;gs supports: a local government with a 
ccmm!WOI' and profe:;sJonal. ma.~t ttiat provide~ .. acooun~ and a vision fC!' our Cutwe 126 

Code Of Conduct nie Coty of High Springs has been dlscuSSlng a 
"Code of Conduct'' for CommlSSl'oners & Charter Officers .. The 
Issue wm again be on the agenda Thursday Marcil 28th. The 
Steering Comm~ made the foUowing statement at the last 
CommlssiOn Meeting. 

. ~ \ ''Good ~enlng Mayor & Commissioners, 

My name IS Linda Jones and I am a resident of Edgemore: In High 
Spr1ngs. I am speaking tonlght on behalf of ttle Concerned 
Otizens group, where I serve on the Steering Committee. 

last fall, when our Mission Statement was drafted, we pubhdy 
defined four PnndpleS that would gulde cu: group .. ith'S lnduded, 
"Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore CMlrty 
and fairness to the manner tn wh«:h Oty government JS 

conducted and to the manne; tn wh!Ch its elected officials Interact 
with City staff and with res.'dents." Adopting a Code of Conduct 
for our dty lwders IS conststent: with this prlnclple and v;e 
encourage the Commlss:lon to 00 so. 

The City of High Springs ls not breaking new ground by 
cons1denng such a code. Tile cities of Bradenton and St. Pete 
here Jn Florida have recently adopted 5U::h codes~ ones I can only 
assume our City Attorney has reviewed in preparing the 
Resolution you are considering ton!gllt. The Jntemet, Sooal 
Media, ava!!ability of video cameras In eve.-yone's cell phone are 
Just some of the driving forces behind the need for our oty to 
provide clear guidanoo and expectations for our offtclals, The }ob 
of representing the city is a 24/7 responsibility vro.ere it IS not 
easy, if not at times lmPOSSlble, to make the dLStinctlon between 
personal comment and action vs that of a representative 

concerned Citizens believes that it Is \:he duty of our 
representatives to be held to a higher sta:ndcird as should be 
detailed in an adopted Code of Conduct Please vote to support 
such a code or explain to the community why the proposed code 
Is not being supported .. 

Thank you .. '' 

?h~s 

(;"".] Concerned Cit::zens For/. C~tUi· Klg~1 SprlttSJG 

- March IS 

Everyone \.Yants To Make A Difference. 

Cancer effects so many at so many levelS .. The Soup .. R··Sweet 
Socia! rs your oppartunity to sey that you understand or have 
been effected . 

THIS SATURDAY · March 16th from 5:30 to 8 PM (FOR ONLY $5 
+ a non .. perlshabte fOOd Item) you can show your support for the 
fight agamst cancer 

Your donated food Item wm go to the community pantry run by 
Catholic Chan . s~c 1':( ·~ 

Share 

Diana /'ottei, Janis CCJl:<l1do Sarne:t, Jim Dodson .arn:i S oi.hars ltka tills 

_RJ! MlstY Moact Hlnsor. Where rs th ls being l'leld? Would Mve been 
~ good to kOO\'I about l;hls ii ll\lje ~ 

Marcil 15 at 6:'1lam via rrio~1ic 

~ ConCQrr.eO crnzens For A B:o.i:te" Hlgii Spr!nrs Tue Soup--R·· 
9 SWeet Evettt rs being held atth.!! Women's Ou)) in Hlgb Spnngs. 

The mfonmtion aoo reQl.leStto pass tblS 1nformab011 &long was 
provided to us oo Thursday. tto;ie }'Ol.lr plans are flexible enough to 
make It and support these rommumty groups 
r iarcli is at 10· l3am 

Heather McCall caballero posted this and we also wanted to 
share thiS infonnabon with the community He was a very good 
publlc seivant and will be missed 

Sgt Chuck Harper lost his fight with cancer this e•Jening For 
those of you whO may not know him, Sgt Harper was the HSPO 
officer who responded to the shooting at our school He has 
fought a tong hard battle and I ask that you pray for the family 
he has left behind. 

Ci1:!s~r;1~:; ?z:t'I:'.-·:\::;· J,.1~;eiy,;,i:· ~29 p~utos) 
Oki School House filst event. Dec. 14,, 2012 

6 
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L oncemea unzens tor A !:letter High Springs 

M1$5IONSfATB4EHT~ ~ ro: a setti:r HO;p'I Spr&'IQs ~poJU. 111 
klal' ~'eJ!ll'Jlenl' with e cocrmtssiM ardDltlfess!M11 ~enttm:: prcN4e 
~KC«Jnt&llityMlda~~mirMl.trc. 

Basic info 

History by Vear 

Prindple()ne: Tilere must be. ~t t7/ tile C(l(M!~ Md the 
Cil:IZcns !l)restorcl)IO{eS:S!cnal, ~afld ~b!em~tto 

""'""' Prlnciple l°l'JO: There must be a commil.rmntto re;1Jl«!: a com~ 
b.ldOetaly p:«:es:s ttm.~t:o:ti v,ca: and bl'o!I wm o:i:'C needs Md 
~tne<:r.fb:tdclD~~,l;y 

PMdp!e Titrte: R'.efe ml4t be: a ~to restore c.'il!l:Y Md QlmeSS to 
tfloll!aMer~l'>hic.110.)' ~ti:~~lldtcthell'lllrlnerl>'l l\1llo'l 
i:S" c'«te:d omdals bUl'3d: with Cl)' fif;IJ!t~ \'t.tfl ~ 

~ rovr. Thele must tie a a:mmltme:tto testTJre the~ ot High 
~OIY~ToMtasa~~andt.llr~ This 
(.l)mll'lltmentmust~~llSwilh~~ati!lllevels, 

with the Citl"S staff, Wth b!ISineu~l'ICIS, with the ~large, Wltl t1ie 
modi.), .atldmo:std ~n WithltsO'ttll~ 

Wetbc""'°'*-~ OtttO\S tO<allettcr~ ~are loOklll!)for 
loQll ~ buslnt$5 OYffll:lS ollS1d othelshlvestM In and SVWoltlVe ot ltlcse 
PtlnciplcJ to JOh this effort, For more lrlfc:matloll, or to $ign on as;" suppartcr 
or C.Onc.eme4 Otlwl:s ror 11 Better' Hl!lh Spmg$,. C!IN" ~gma11.com 

2012 

" 
,. , ............... ,... .... ~ .- ..... ,.. f l ... , i. 

• .. ~ " l : ' .; • 
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(I) Facebook 

~ people Uke this. 

Founded on September 28, 2012 
In Klgh Sprmgs, Florida 

R S"aro~ i:'"'''"' H~w do we go about making Htgh Springs bettet?? I am wllling to work at it! 
~~ Se~tember 17, 20\at 7:48pm 1 

Page I of 1 

(~ Concemoo CRiae•s fm '' Better !llglt Sp .. rln1>s Keep up to date with this page. Opportunities to meet, discuss and create I 
- to review and implement will be forthcoming 

SepLembe· 17, 2012 aL 8:39pm 1 

~JJ Ro~ett r<c-:!ellan Whatever happened to the vision of a vibrant llttle Main street town, with cafes and upscale shops? Instea< 
M ministries, empty storefronts and second-hand junk shops. And I thought the city was going to tum Poe Springs into the eco-t< 

I am very disappointed. 
Septembe• 21, 2012 at 9 ~9am 

l:""A S~aron \'eogo watch this sapce for more lnfOrmationl 

f-- Septembe1 28, 2012 at 10: 18am 

• , Ge:oie 0 8: ien @ Robert, I heard on NPR WUFT radio the other day that Poe Spr1ngs Park has been tu med back over to the C 
; ..sf1i Springs, and the ongoing problems rebuilding the concrete steps was mentioned. At the end of the segment they said "mayb .... 

Septembe: 28, 2012 at 2:24pm · l 

Genie o &•i~• Thank you for the Invitation to like this page and get involved. Technically I live In an unincorporated area betl 
Migh Springs but If my Input and or participation in helping to restore civility and sanity m the City of High Springs Is welcome, 
asslst however I can. 
Septembe1 2.8, 2012 a• 2:26pm 

5h2t·or: Y eagc we'll add your name to our effort, thanks Genie! 
September 28, 2012 at 2 34om I 

S:.:so:n :ieffet io2;.:m o:~ci.. Tell your friends about this effort It Is Important that word gets out. If we all work together we can 

September 28, 2012 aL 2:<:;6p11 

Co:ice~·r1~:ii Cii:izens For r.. 8et'.:ei High Spd~gs Sharon Kantor, Roberl McClellan, please let us know ff we can add your na 
supporters .. See more Information above that has been added .. We can email you our founding MISS/on Statement and Principle 
September 28, 2012 at 2:47pm · I 

si:o'1'0'1 ;,;::con Please add me to your list. I am thankful to have a successful business in High Springs, but more civility and 
would definitely encourage me to keep It here. Let me know what I can do., 
Septembe• 28, 2012 ac 3:47prn 4 m Zack rn Safza<ce h'.ai.::J:"a: ~~ca~:h Cate l am so happy to see I am not the only one concerned about the way things are hap 

r..;,_,.,. this time I often feel like "Alice in Wonderland" that has dropped down the rabbit hole and things just keep getting curiouser< 
• -- -· see the charm and charachter of our town restored 

Septembe• 30, 2012 at 5:45prn 2 

r'fl .;"l'~" O•: Sign me up .I have watched as many others have, our community fall apart A few y~ars ago we helped shape the f 
\_ ;j seems like now we are just watching people in power fight with no sense of how they are affecting the lives of so many An opt 

beg Inn mg. Thanks ... 
Octobef' 1 2012 at 7:53an1 .L 

r : '. - -.... ,u .... ,<.J . ./ ,.,,,_ J 
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Citizen C.roup FOllllS In High Springs 
i StaffReporter 

t .·Mon. Oct 01. 2012 
group of local citizens has formed Concerned Ciiiz.ens for a Better 
igh Springs in an effort to effect good policy decisions by local 

emment. This newly formed nonpartisan, nonpolilical group hopes 
effect.positive change through education and advocacy for better 

nt>ii< ... decisions by elected officials, ulif'IZing exisling governance 
siruclures and creating new policies to improve the wellbeing of the City of High Springs. 

According to local resident, John P. Manley, Ill, one of1he Initial oiganizers of the group, 
"We hope to put before the Citizens of High Springs a series of goats for the management 
and administration of the City to return it to a balanced, financially viable operation.. 
Additionally, we wish to promote the City Administration as a pro.active catalyst for serving 
the people and move the City to reach its highest and best potential. We wish to create an 
environment of appreciation and initiative that works to rebuild the once strong morale 
amongst the City Staff so they can continue to serve the Citizens with the distinction for 
friendliness and service they have always had. Finally, we wish to incorporate those near 
term goals for stabilizing the City into a component of a broader landscape that paints a 
future picture of the City that all the townspeople can embrace; and work together to 
accomplish .. We want our town to be the kind of town that our children hope to remain in to 
start their families and raise their children .. • 

The group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
supports a local government with professional management that provides leadership, 
accountability and Vision for our future .. " 

The group developed four Guiding Principles that ii: is using to educate the community and 
will offer policy recommendations on these issues: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process 
that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner 
in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 
interact with City staff and with residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public--aHarge, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens .. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is looking for local residents, business owners 
and others invested in and supportive of its goals.. For more information, or to sign on as a 
supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email !}sciiizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Facebook at \Wl/\lv.dny:..:;1.com/bosigm3 .. 
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local 

High Springs residents rallil_ to form grassroots 
group 

C<JncemeciC!lirmsfllra _.llilgbSpJ!nigs basled a luncllfor Clly 
employees on tile heels of a 6.07 peroentpay cut. 

HIGH SPRINGS -Members of the newly-fomled group, 
"Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" (CCBHS), 

delivmed luncll on Wadnesday, Oct. 3, fi>r Cily of High Springs 
employees alfecled by the recent 6 .. 07 pereent salary cut to all 
non-union City employees .... 

"We want to encourage our City employees ID hang in there by 

providing support in a meaningful way," said CCBHS Publicily Chair Sharon Yeago,_ "Our employees are 

taking a financial hit for the benefit of the city. We want lhem to know how much we appreciate their efforts 
and supplying lunch is one small way we can help relieve one burden, the financial responsibility of lunch, 
and shaw our appreciation,• said Y eago .. 

The group, which has grown to more than 150 members in fewer than five days, was "fOlmed ID support 
good policy decisions in our government," said CCBHS Steering Committee Chair and H"igh Springs 
resident John Manley. Other members of the steering Committee inc!Ude local residents Beel<¥ .Johnson, 

Bob Jones and l.inda Jones ... 

Both Yeago and Manley are proud that they were able ID attract so many cilizens interested in supporting 
good policy decisions by city government in such a shorl lime using Faoebook, email and personal 

outreach .. 

"We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organiZalion," explained Yeago .. The group has already created a 

mission statement and guiding principles, which are all listed on the organization's Facehook page. The 
group's mission and key principles are to provide for professional, experienced management of the City of 
High Springs and restoration of long·-held standards of governing that include a comprehensive budget 
process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and 
fair 

Steering and Events committees have been established by the group," said Yeago... One of the first actions 
of the Events Committee is tile provision of Wednesday s lunch for non-union cJty employees.... Events 
Committee members include Ed MacKinnon. Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, Usa Phelps and Sandra Webb . 

• G,J:.i .. I 

,._....., __ , I!.. --- -i: ,. < 
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"This citizens group came fllge!he§ out of a deep concern anti love for the cit)• of High Springs. This city is 
at a crossroads; MaJlley said. "We feel it is impollant to put any histoiy aside, and build a broalfel", more 

rational and encompassing plan forlhe future af High Springs !hat !Ile majorily of the citizens can get 
behind and vlcric tn make happen," explai!led Manley .. 

'We are encouraging cilizefl pa!licipalion in deci!fmg the direelion of our city," said Yeago .. "This is a group 
to help oor government consider policy decisions that make our city viable,• she said. "Our group has no 
political agenda. We just Wi'31ltto flelp lite city make the best decisions they can fur oorcitizens and the 

Mure of High Springs; she said. 

Yeago explained fulttler, "Our agenda is based on good policy and we will be malling w'nat we consider io 

be good policy reaimmenda1ions Oil an ongoing basis.. Good policy transcends po!ilics.. Ifs not about who 

happens to be in Ille office at l!le moment It's about how our government serves ils citizens now and in 
!he future.• 

"What we're trying to do is develop solutions for what we feel are the problems we now have; Manley 
said.. "We are a slralegic group, not a political group," he insisted.. "Politics is not a part of what we're 
doing.. We want to contribute solu!ioos and encourage other citizens to get invol11ed to help do the same,• 
he said. 

'We have problems tllat may lake 5 or 10 years .... or possibly more. ll> solve. Previous commissions made 
decisions under different economic conditions than we have today.. Perhaps we have to look at earlier 

decislons in a different light giVen our current economic condition.. We want a city that is professional and 
we!! run," he said. "We just want to participate in Iha process.· 

Anyone inleresled in more infoonalion allout Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs may locate !heir 
website on Facebook or contact a member of the mganization. 

# # # 



---------·-----------------------------
CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER IDGH SPRINGS ;,, 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citi~ for a Better High Sp1mgs supports a local government with a ccmmission muf professional 
nµmage121ent that provide leadership, accauntability mu1 a vision for our.fid:ure. 

FIVE KEY AREAs OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. 1be Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re-installation was prematru-e at best and 
ill-advised at wont. 

a. Recently, the City Manager's Office pr~jected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at approximately $325,000; 

b.. The County provided identical dispatch sezvices to the City, with superior modezn equipment, at 
an oxiginal budget amount of$105,000; 

c .. Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 .. 2% fur the past two years; and an 
expected further dI'op of at least 9%, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
for this sex vice. 

Therefore, we believe that: Shifting the emergency dispatchfrom the County to tlle Qty is an ill-timed 
expense that the City is unable to afford. 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non-union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their compensation and benefits, all in an incr-easingly hostile atmospher·e. 

a. The reduction in benefits and elimination of oveitime has ranged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits for some exnployees, to as much as a 30% reduction fur othexs. A fire fightei in High 
Springs now earns less than $11 per hour .. 

b. The generally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good manageinent practices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the form 
of state and federal labor law violations, ''Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of disCiirninatoxy 
practices .. 

c.. There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in order to assure a reasonable wo1k 
environment. If unionization occurs, it is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management. Labor costs for the City may well tise drnmatically. 

Therefore, we believe that: The morale of the City's valued employees is .frightening low. The 
turnover rate is UllllCCeptable. The attitude of certain Commissioners towa1'ds the City's staff must 
return to one based on ttust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be corrected 
immediately. 

3. The prolonged absence of pl'ofessional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
greatly reducing its performance 

a. The unprecedented numbei· of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted goveznmental manageinent practices .. 

b. The City has been operating without an expeiienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Plannex, or 
City Engineer leaving the City significant loss of institutional knowledge and veiy vulnerable in all 
phases of operation and managexnent oversight. 
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d. The City's insurance underwriter for liability coverage for the Commission. bas increased the 
annual insurance liability costs from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of'$237,949 in 2011. 

Therefore, we believe: The City must ~ly UJmmit to properly fiuuling and openly selecting a 
professional CitJ• Manager co111111itteil to returning Jrtgh Sprilzgs to good government. 

4. Critical infrastruetnre items are not being ptupedy monitored and the Jack of necessary 
maintenance, or· funding reserves, exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system collapse. 

a) Water· & Sewer- Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water due to the ancient delivery system which is bordeiing on collapse. If water wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained sufficient I'eserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event Without available sewers and a functioning wate!' system, each 
with propei capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs .. 
Fmthei" the City is contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use progrnm. 1i'om the 
past .. Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again. 

b) Brick & Mortar - City owned fucilities go empty or cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels .. The economy has created a 15% vacancy fuctor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant commercial buildings.. Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling !'eal estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue .. 

Therefore, we believe: Shuffling monies to non-urgent, unplanned p1·ojects ls leaving urgent 
infrastructure projects inadequate{yfumled. A review of the economic viability ofprojects under each 
department needs to be done, eliminating any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the 
City's infrastructure. 

5. Proposed changes to the City Chartel' will drastically change and significantly limit how futw·e 
Commissions are able to IUD City govei:nment: 

a. The amendment would prohibit the City Commission from incmzing any debt beyond one million 
dollars unless first approved by a 2/3 vote (4 out of S) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
1eferendum by the voters approving the debt, befure the loan could be made, ensuring that an 
immediate 1esponse to a major crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective. 

b. If the amendment is appxoved, it has the potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 
planning tools Jess available for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a transaction. Some say the cost 
of funds fur the City could zise dramatically. Long-range planning conceins were not considered 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be carefully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this amendment. 

Therefor·e, we believe: The proposed amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 
213 majo1ity of Commissioners [4 of 5 voting] AND a refe1·endum vote by the citizens, is a serious and 
significant limitation on future Commissions' ability to manage the[mancial resources ofthe azy. 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues ro seek local residents, business owners and others invested in and 
supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at hscitizens@gmaii.com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tinyuri..com/bosjqm3.. A curre1Jt list of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 

l~~mmendations developed-by the :~P can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail .. com .. 

. ': ')" ------
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETI'ER HIGH SPRINGS 
:reminds you to .._ _ 

to ensure your voice is heard in High Springs! 

i-----------·------·------------------------------------,1 
' SAMPLE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT 
0 A1ACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA 

NOVEMBER 6, 2012 
Q._ -------··---·----------------·--------·------------·-

J1~9 ~,~: ' 'v~~ BOTH_!_~~E~ o~-~ALL~T ___ _P~g~~ Of~ 
. ~ ... ; 

__ , 
____ .. __ .. ~ ---·--·-·-· ... -··---.. -····----·---·---'···-----

HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 
SEAT4 

(Vote for One) 

,__ ... , __________ , _________ ··----··--··--·-····-·--------------·---
C)PatRusil 

C) Byran Williams 

HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 
SEATS 

(Vote for One} 

i---------·------·---·---·-·-----------------... ----
(._) Scott Jamison 

) Edward "Ed Riess 
---------------------·--···------------
f--------------·----·---·---·--·-··-·-·-·----· 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS CHARTER 

NUMBER 1 

It has been proposed to amend !he City oi Htgh Springs Chait<>..r tc restrict 
municipal borrowing lo One Mmion Dollars on any s1ng!e !Oan transaction, 
unless the City Commission votes by two-tturds majonty and also receives 
referendum approval of the voters of High Springs .. 
Shall the above Charter amendment be adopted? 

DYES 

~:)NO 

----~-=====================:::::::.:::;;:::==.==:======~-~~~~ ( ) ' , -
... l . .J J "" ... ..l. 



Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

CONCERNED C!1lZfNS FOR A BEITER HIGH SPRINGS 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCPAL COl\'CERN 
1 .. The 0'5,Patd1 Project: is a ma)or finanoal drain \-vhose re· 
1nstal!atron was premature at best and ~ .. advised at worst. 
a. Recently, the aty Manager's Offtce proiected tJie rost to 
acquire and maintain the ~stem mtemally at approxlmate!y 
$325,000, 
b. The County provided kfenbcal dispatch services to the City, 
with supenor modem equipment, at an ongmal budget amount of 
$105,000 but always proJected at less ttian lfle Oty's cost; 
c Ad valorem tax revenue conbn\les to drop m excess of S 2010 
rorthe past two years, and an expected further drop of at least 
90Ai, making the local dispatch center's increased cost 
mappropnate at this time. 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE · Sh!ftmg the emergency dispatch from 
the County to the City IS an 111-bmed expense that the Qty IS 
unable to afford 
2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by 
the Oty's comrmssion leadershlp al'ltl attitudes.. The non-union 
employees have had to bear a d.ispropomonate share 1n 
reducbOns to their compensation and benefits, all in an 
mcreasmgly hostile atmosphere, 
a The reduction m benefits ano ellmmabon of overtime has 
ranged from a 15o/o reduction in lftCOme and benefits for some 
employees, to as much as a 300/o reductton for others A fire 
fighter in High Spnngs now earns less than $11 per hour; 
b . The generally hosttle stance of the Commrsslon has resulted In 
charges of v1o!ations of accepted labor law and good 
management practtc:es, and has thus exposed the Qty to 
htlgal:lon in the form of state and federal labor law violations, 
"Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of chs01mmatory practices; 
c There IS now a strong bkel1hood the employees will urnon1ze in 

order to assure a reasonable work environment If un1onaat1on 
occurs, it rs a direct result of a hostile work environment arnl poor 
management Labor costs for the Crty may well rise dramatically 
THEREFORE, WE BEUEVE. The morale of the Oty's vatued 
employees IS fnghten:rng low. The turnover rate IS unacceptable 
The attitude of certam CommisSJoners towards the Oty's staff 
must return to one based on trust and apprecmtion This 
unhealthy srtuabon has to be corrected immediately. 
3 The prolonged al>sence of profes.s10nal management JS 

destroying the City's credibility and greatly reduang its 
performance 
a The unprecedented number of Commission meetings rs 
unheard of and demonstrates the City's mablhty to handle Its 
busrness using accepted governmental management praebees, 
b. The City has been operabng Without an expenenced Crty 
Manager, City Attorney, Oty Plan'ler, Oty Engineer, Publlc Works 
Director, full time Codes Enforcement Officer, fu!I time Ubhtles 
Operator, and f(Jf/ time Parks and Recreatron staff leaving the City 
with a Significant loss of 1nst1tutlonal knowledge making It very 
vulnerable m an phases of operabon and management ovel'Slght, 
d The Qty's insurance underwnter for llab1hty coverage for the 
Commission, has increased the annual Insurance hablhty costs 
from, $13,754 m 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, wrth a projected 
premium of $237,949 Jn 2013 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The City must 1mmedrate!y commrt to 
properly funding and openly selecting a profeSS1ona1 Qty Manager 
committed to returning High Spnngs to good government 
4 Cnbeal mfrastructure items are not bemg properly morntored 
and the lack of necessaiy maintenance, or funding reserves, 
exposes the Ory to an unreasonable nsk of system collapse 
a) Water & Sewer· Experts have warned the City that it IS close 
to losmg Its at11hty to provide drinking water due to the anoent 
delivery system wtuch 1s bordenng on collapse If water wells fall, 
the Oty does not have any system flex1bdity, nor has it retained 
sufficient reserve funds to deal wrth such a catastrophic event 

,, 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Sp1ings 

Without avarlab?e sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capaoty, naw bus'nesres will not. ano many 
residents cannot, rocate to High S:>rmgs Further, the City is 

contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use 
program from the past. Insuffictent capacity wd1 cost many JObs 
that are needed to allow High Spnngs to thnve once aga111; 
b) Bnck & Mortar ·· City owned fa<:drti:es go empty or cannot be 
adequately mamtalned at the current budget levels.. The economy 
has created a 1So/o vacancy factor equalmg abOut 350 homes 
among slngle family residents; and there is a glut of vacant 
commercial buildings Vacant bulldrngs and homes create blight, 
uWJte cnme, cause falling real estate values; and result ma 
cooonumg drop tn revenue. 
THEREFORE, WE BBJEVE Shuffling momes to non-urgent, 
unplanned pro,Jects JS leaving urgent Infrastructure pro,Jed.S 
inadequately funded,. A review of the economic v1abJJity of 
pro)ectS under each department needs to be done,. ehmmatmg 
any actmty whose funds could better used to ~ive the Qty's 
mfrastructure. 
5 .. Propcsed Change$ ID the Clty Charter WID d- Change 
and slgnifk::anto/ umrt how future COmmlsslDnS are able to run 
Clty government: 
a. The Amendment would prohibit the Qty Commisslon ftom 
mcuning any debt beyond one million dollars unless first 
approwd by a 2/3- (4 out of 5) or the comm1SS10n PLUS 
passage of a referendum by the voteiS approving the debt, 
before the loan couJd be made, ensunng that an immediate 
response to a ma]Or cnsis is vntually impossible from a flnancral 
perSpectwe; 
b It the Amendment is approved, 1t tlaS the potential to make 
debt conso11dabon and oU'ler finanaal planning tools less available 
for the Qty smce govemmental cnbbes and flnanc1al mstitubons 
would have no organaab.on with which they could deal to fimsh a 
transaction Some say the cost of funds for the Oty could nse 
dramabcally Long-range financial concerns were not conscdered 
by the Comm1SS10n and they should be carefully explored by the 
oazens when constdenng this Amendment. 
THEREFORE, WE BaJEVE: The proposed M'leodment to llmlt tho 
debt ID $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 2/3 majOnty of 
commlSs!Oners (4 out of 5) AND an expensive referendum vote 
by tile d~ IS a serioUs and slgnlfleant llmltabOn on future 
Commissions' ablhty to manage the ftnanoar resources of the 
Clty 
Concerned Otaens for a Better High Spnngs tS a nonparbsan, 
nonpolrtical grassroots cita:ens' group and, pursuant to Fla. Stat 
Section 106 .011, does not quahfy as either a political committee 
or an e!ectioneenng communications orgzin12at1on. We encourage 
local resu.lents, business owm!rs anel others invested m and 
supportwe or our goats to Sign on to show public support for this 
effort by email at hscltlZens@gmad.com or'llklng' the group on 
Facebook at http //tmyurl com/bOSJQrr3 
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·:::e·ie L~" · ·· c As of Frida) night 9/28.'2102, if the infonntion is correct, it appears that 
Edmnd Riess has thrmrn fa the towel lem'ing Scon Jamison to 1erain Seat 5 unopposed .. 
1hat leaves Patrick Rush to run against Byrnn Williams for Seat 4 the seat now held by 
Dean Davis \\ho is all too friendly with Rush. 

Dean's close friend Robyn Rush instructed Davis to support Pat Rush and Davis is going 
around town putting up "Vote For Rush" signs .. 

We must remember Pat Rush as the sole owner of ··Pat's Place" a coffee shop on Main 
street that went out of business. He couldn't blame anyone else for his businesses" demise 
because he made all the decisions .. How can any citizen of High Springs even think of 
voting for someone who couldn't successfully mn his own small business to run our 
City's big business? 

Everyone should send the present ttiumvirate a clear message that we the people, who 
this trio works for, can't take their lack of professionalism anymore .. We will vote for 
Byran Williams because he has nothing to hide about his past and wants the chance to do 
damage control and better position High Springs to thrive once again by bringing in much 
needed jobs .. 



,_ 

Volunteers spent time during the Community Garage 5ale today talking with folks about what has been 
happening in our community and the policy's we would like the aty and Commission to focus on. Please let 
us know if you would like to be on the email list by emailing HSCitizens@GmaiLcom . Thank you to everyone 
that helped today, stopped by or provided food! 
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Please join our group to help change this! 

Pohtical turmoil continues to bubble m High Springs 

W\VVl• .. gamesvme .com 

It was qUJet in High Springs on 1 hursde:y night, from the empty sidewalks and darkened storefronts to the surprisingly cordiai City 
Commission meeting .. 
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October 23, 2012 
CTf!ZEN GROUP ENCOURAGES HIGH SPRINGS VOTERS TO 'GO All THE WAY'TO THE END OF THE 
BALLOT; 
CHECKYOURPOLUNGLOCATIONSAND 
ANNOUNCES THAT RIDES ARE AVAILABLE TO THE POLLS 

Concerned Citizens for a Better tligh Springs enco ...... see -

Alachuo County SOE Mobile Web Site 

elections alachua .fl us 

2 .. Type in your street name You do not need to enter the direction or screet type .. Example: If you live on East Main Street 1 typa 
in Main 



Concerned Citizens For A Better High Sp1ings 

COncemed CitlzenS For A setter Hlgll Springs 
CctOber 31, 2012 

Oledc: out this week's NadlUa Today for an Important message 
from us! 11la!1lcs SO MUCH for your support! 
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ALACHUA Cowrr !ODAY LOCAL NEWS lllURSDAY, NOVEMBER 01, 2012 AS 

VOTE ON NOVEMBER 6TH 

GO ALL THE WAY 
TO THE END OF THE BALLOT 

To ensure your voice is heard! 
High Springs Residents .•• Need a Ride to Vote? We Can Help! Call Sandi at 352·339-4345 
·-·------------·-------------·----------------·--------··-··--· 

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A 

BETTER HIGII SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government 
with a commission and professional management that provide leadership, 

accountability and a vision for our future. 
GUIDING PR}NCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a conunitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore pxofessional, 
expexienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principk .Th!£: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetaty process that addresses both 
short and long texm core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

Principle Three There must be a commitment to restore civility and faitness to the matrner in which City 
government is conducted and to the mannex in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 
residents; 

Principle Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 
responsible, eating and fail government This conunitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public- aHaige, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens 

--·---------~---· 
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We, the people~$0 
Susanne Ackennann 
Stefi Hulin Affron 
Christopher Agle 
Ross Ambrose 
lArs Anderson 
Patsy Anderson 
Dickie Arvin 
Shari Asbury 
Carolyn Bak£r 
Jeannette Banks 
Penny Banks, former City employee 
JoAnne Barrows 
Celeste Beck 
Roger G. Beck, DPM 
Susan 1. Beck 
Larry Behnke 
Anne A/farw Bello 
Marilyn Bennett 
Karen Bentz 
Marvin Blankenship 
Susie Blanknship 
David Bludworth 
Alvan Bluhm 
Barbara Bluhm 
Norma Boom: 
Donna Bradbrook 
Aiina Bradford 
Stacey Breheny 
Sharon Britton 
Jay Bromenschenkel 
Susan Brotherton 
Linda Buccheri 
Healther McCall Caballero 
Valorie Ca,son 
Par Caudle 
Dennis Chouinard 
Paula Gavin Cifuentes 
Heath4r Clarich 
Jeannette Clarich 
11wmas Clarich,, Sr. 
11wma.s G Clarich 
Suzie Clark 
Hal Cohen 
Linda Cohen 
Tina Collins 
John Comly 
Jim Conner 
Barbara Cox 
Paige Coyle 
Rick Coyle 
Crystal Lane Curran 
Andrew Daugherty 
Carol Daugherty 

Karen Wood Davis 
Tom DePeter, former City 

Commissioner/City Attorney 
Joan Dickson 
Ron Dickron 
Deborah Douglas 
Jen Drow 
Dawn Lange Drumm 
Ronald DuPont, .Jr, 
SarojEarl 
TenyEnima 
Shannon Erickson 
Darin Ersldn 
Holly Erskine 
William Eyerly 
Jennifer Forrester 
Earl Gabriel 
Lucille Gabriel 
Debbie Gamber 
Maggie Gamber 
Jim Gamberton 
Erlµ Gardnet 
Sandi Gardner 
Peter George 
Allan Graetz 
I.aura Graetz 
Randy Graetz 
Alice Green 
PatriC'ia Grunder 
Donald Gudbrandsen 
Elaine Gudbrandsen 
Constaiu:e Heus·s 
Michael Heuss 
Unda Hewlett 
Tom Hewlett 
Linda Heyl 
Kim Simmons Hill 
Brian Hinote 
Misty Mead Hinson 
Albert Isaac 
Lynn Jamison 
Scott Jami.son, Ciry Commissioner 
Loyce A Jone~· • 
Becky Johnson, Steering Committee 
David Johnson 
Bob Jones .. Steering Committee 
Linda Jones, Steering Committee 
lYilla lone~ 
Sharon Kantor 
Judi' Kearney 
Mike Kearney 
Wanda Kemp 
Barbara Kowats 

Bradley Kyes 
Afvao/# Wncaste1· 
Kaniza Nor Jin Uiamo 
Karen Koch LeMonnier 
Arlene Dorin Levine 
Gene Le.vine 
Nancy Linkous 
Tim Linkous 
Mic/iael wveday 
Christopher Locke 
Angie Lovelock 
BuckMache1<1 
Cbtdy MacKfnnon 
Ed MacKinnon 
Francis MacKinnon 
Michael Mahon<y 
Terry Maltbie 
John P Manley Ill, Steering Committee 
Sharon Manley 
Kathy Clan'ch Matheny 
Sanford Matheny 
Barbara Martin 
Dr. Tany Matheny 
Herb Marilsky 
Rohen McClellan 
Tlwmtis McDonald 
Marilyn Mesh 
Dena Meyerhoff 
.Steve Meyerhoff 
Barbara G Miller 
Donna Mogler 
Henry Mogler 
ScottMogkr 
Aaron Morphet 
Patti Moser 
Betty Muller 
Patty Na/lier 
Diane Norton 
Genie O'Brien 
Sylvia Odom 
Vanessa Oppel 
Jayne Orr 
Cynthia P.aUthorpe 
Betsy Patterson 
Monalisa Phelps 
Andy Phillips 
Peter Pimler 
Richard Pis 
Christian Popoll, former City Planner 
Chrisly Popoli 
Nellie Reed 
Lucie Regensdorf 
Paul Regensdorf 
Maggie Riggall 
Cathy Rivers 
Russell A Roberts 
SannaSaare 
Teri .J Salomon 

Julie Gamber Samosuk 
I.y1ula Shutter .S1:hladtlnt 
Saroj Shana 
Leslie Smith 
Mike Smith 
Ashley Spence 
JanetStei'n 
Jim Stein 
Darryl Steinhauser 
Heidi Tapanes 
Rick Testa 
Betsy Thomason 
Scott Thomason 
Nancy Torres 
Dorsey Travis 
Larry :Davis, former City Commirsioner 
Joanne Tremblay 
Sharon Tugman 
!an Walker 
Jim Walker 
Toni Warner, former City employee 
Marlon Watkins 
Damon Walson 
Sandra Webb 
Sue Weller. City Commi1sioner 
Tom Weller 
Susie Westfall 
Jennifer Whitney 
Byran Williams, Candidate for City 

Commission 
Mike Williamson 
Charlett Wilson 
Sonja Moore Wilson 
Carol Wiltbank 
Lte Wiltbank 
Jim Wood 
Sally Wood 
Tom Work 
Sharon Yeago 
Larry Zorovich 

L()ml Burinerwt 
Adventure Outpost 
Back in Balance Narural Health care 
Di'Ve Pub & Grub 
Enchanted Memories 
Flying Fish 
GoHighSprings com 
Grady House Bed & Breakfast 
GIA Consulting Group 
High Springs Copy Center 
P~pered Paws 
The Wellness Spa 
1'he Workshop 

PLEAS"£ JOIN US by emailing us 
at hscitizens@gmail.com 01· "Like" 
us on Facebook. 

Concexned Citl7.ens for a Better High Springs is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots citizens group and, pursuant ~o Fla.Stat Section 106 011, does 
not qualify as either a political committee or an electioneering communications organization We encourage local residents, business owners and others 
invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effon · · _.., __ _, ____ ....,,._,_ -·-----·----· 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

CASE NO.: 13-125 

RESPONSE OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 
TO COMPLAINT IN FEC CASE N0.13-125 

The Respondent, Sharon Yeago files this Response to the Complaint filed 

against her in this Florida Elections Commission matter, Case No .. FEC 13-125, 

and would respectfully show the Commission as follows: 

1. Purposes of this Response: This Response will fulfill three purposes that 

are equally important in the proceedings of this Commission 

a.. First, foremost, and most simply, this Response will demonstrate that 

the Complaint of Mr .. Barnas is legally insufficient, on its face and as a matter of 

law, and should be denied, dismissed and stricken. 

b. Second, this Response, the very attachments to the Complaint 

themselves, and the attachments to this Response, will forther establish that, not 

only is the Complaint legally insufficient, it is also factually devoid of truth on its 

key points, incorrect, willfully false, and clearly known by Mr. Barnas to have 

been so prior to its filing. 



c.. Third, because of the points that will be conclusively established in 

the first two purposes above, this Response will lay the groundwork for a Petition 

for Attorneys Fees, Sanctions, and Such Other Penalties as the Commission Deems 

Appropriate, which will be promptly filed within 30 days of the dismissal of this 

Complaint, pursuant to this Commission's Rule 2B-L0045, and Florida Statute 

§106.265(1) and (6) .. On page 3 of his Complaint [R-00005], Mr. Barnas urges this 

Commission "to bring to bear its power and authority" in this matter Respondent 

agrees 1 OOo/o But once that power and authority reviews the totally deficient 

Complaint in this matter and dismisses it, the remainder of this Commission's 

statutory charge [to penalize those who wrongfully attempt to invoke this 

Commission's sanctions against a totally innocent group] will, it is believed, 

compel it to sanction Mr. Barnas, an all-too-frequent "complainer" in the several 

halls of our State government 

2. The Complaint is legally insufficient, on its face. 

a. It is a relatively simple task to allege a legally sufficient complaint 

against an individual/group, charging that they have operated an unregistered 

Political Committee. For the purposes of this Response, the legal sufficiency 

would have been essentially satisfied if it could be shown that the individual/group 

had: 

2 
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i. Expressly advocated the election or defeat of a candidate, or 

the passage or defeat of an issue on a public election ballot [This first point is a 

simple matter of showing exactly where that express advocacy is found in the 

Record or elsewhere .. This Commission has tens if not hundreds of consent or other 

final decrees where groups have openly stated "Vote for Jones," or "Vote against 

Proposition 6 .. " It is painfully easy to allege and prove that a group has expressly 

advocated a candidate or an issue ... when it is true] 

11 Spent more than $500 on expressly advocating that election or 

defeat, or that passage or defeat [Note: it is not sufficient to suggest only that an 

individual/group has raised or spent more than $500 on other activities; the money 

must be spent on the defined express advocacy Florida Statute §I 06 .. 011 clearly 

states the requirement in this fashion: a political committee is a group "that in an 

aggregate amount, in excess of $500 ... [m]akes expenditures that expressly 

advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the passage or defeat of an issuen 

Again, it is not hard to allege a violation . if one has occurred. You show that the 

target group (1) expressly advocated for a candidate or an election issue, and then 

(2) similarly show that it spent in excess of $500 on the express advocacy As will 

be shown, the Complainant is 0 for 2 on these critical requirements .. 

3 
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iii. If points one and two are clearly and sufficiently shown to 

exist, THEN [if the group has at least two "members"] the provisions of Chapter 

106 require a number of steps to be taken since the group could then be deemed a 

"P 1. . 1 C' . " o 1t1ca .. omm1ttee . Sharon Yeago readily admits that neither she nor the 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs group complied, or even attempted 

to comply, with these statutory requirements, because there was no reason to .. 

Neither she nor the Concerned Citizens group is or was a political committee and 

the group never expressly advocated any action that would trigger the 

requirements of Chapter I 06.. The Respondent does not claim ignorance of the 

law; rather the Record before this Commission shows a scrupulous compliance 

with the law, a compliance that the Complainant, Mr. Barnas' own materials 

establish and which simultaneously prove the actionable misconduct of the 

Complainant, as that conduct in defined in Rules 2B-l.002 and 2B 1.0045 and 

Florida Statute §I 06.265 

b The Complaint, at first blush ,"appears" to make some general 

conclusory allegations that could conceivably lead to a legally actionable [or 

"sufficient"] complaint, if the supporting materials were at all consistent with the 

allegations and proved (I) express advocacy and (2) an expenditure of more than 

$500 in that advocacy.. For example, Mr Barnas, the Complainant, states [under 

oath] in paragraph 3 of the Commission's form [Record-000001] that the 

4 
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Concerned Citizens group was formed "specifically to oppose a ballot 

referendum.0 Similarly, on page 1 of the Complaint's narrative [R-000003] it is 

alleged that the group [the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs] was 

"organized to oppose a specific issue," and again on that same page it is alleged 

that the group was formed "to defeat the ballot issue" and now adds that the group 

was also formed to "support and support [sic] the election of Byran Williams and 

Scott Jamison .. " [Id] 

c.. Again, on page 2 of the narrative, Mr. Barnas alleges that the group 

made "expenditures" for "the defeat of the ballot issue 0 

d.. What is exceedingly odd about these allegations of the Complainant is 

that not one -- not.J!. single one -- is coupled with any quoted materials of the 

Concerned Citizens group that actually DID expressly advocate the defeat of the 

ordinance or DID advocate the election of anyone, or the defeat of anyone .. 

e There is no material issued by the Concerned Citizens group that the 

Complainant cites or quotes or 1 efors to for either proposition .... JOI one simple 

reason: the group never expressly advocated for or against the ballot charter 

amendment nor did it ever expressly advocate for or against any candidate The 

Complainant asks the Commission or its staff to check out his materials The 

Respondent agrees with IHA T request in spades Seldom has a group more 
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painstakingly documented its guiding principles and mission than did this group. It 

was loudly committed to a return to professional management and civility in High 

Springs, after a disastrous course of neither under the one year of control by the 

then majority [none of whom were on the ballot], including the Complainant 

f The absence of any specific [or even general] statement being cited by 

the Complainant in his abortive effort to claim that the Concerned Citizens group 

was advocating any position in the election speaks volumes The Complainant's 

charges are made up and imaginary. They have no basis in fact whatsoever, and 

the very materials he asks this Commission to look at prove conclusively that this 

group, pushing for a return to good government, refused to get into the gutter of 

local politics in High Springs as politics existed in the Fall of 2012, and avoided 

every single one of the negative and provably false charges that the Complainant 

asserts The fact that the Complainant has the temerity to make these patently false 

allegations in the face of clear materials to the contrary -- that he attaches to his 

Complain -- proves the ill-motive and actionable intent of Mr .. Barnas, under Rules 

2B-! .. 002 and 28-1 .. 0045, and Florida Statute §I 06265 .. This critical component of 

this Commission's responsibilities will be expanded on in the final portion of this 

Response and in the above described Petition that will be filed within 30 days 

following the dismissal of this Complaint. 
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g. The legal insufficiency of the Complaint is amply demonstrated by the 

fact that the documents that were actually written by and statements made by The 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs uniformly avoid making any express 

advocacy for any candidate or any issue on the ballot The Complainant clearly 

knew that this was the case (despite his sworn allegations to the contrary); two 

specific allegations demonstrate the ill will of the Complainant 

h.. First, Mr. Barnas, the Complainant, makes reference to a sign that 

urged a no vote on the charter amendment He claims (again, "under oath") that 

there were "two four ft x four ft" "Vote No" posters opposing (with CCFBHS 

disclaimers) the ballot reforendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one 

of the two polling places " No photograph of these signs is submitted and no other 

effort is made to link them to the group that the Respondent was a sometimes 

spokesman for other than to say (without definition) that they were "with CCFBHS 

disclaimers " 

L Attached to this response and discussed in greater detail in the next 

section of this response are the affidavits of the Respondent and of the individual 

who bought the signs and personally created them, without any assistance 

whatsoever from the Concerned Citizens group, without any support by it, and 

without any acceptance of the language by the Group In short, because a citizen 
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urged fellow citizens to vote no, the Complainant has accused Ms .. Yeago, under 

oath, of doing something that she [and the Concerned Citizen's group] had 

absolutely nothing to do with.. The reason for these allegations, and the 

motivations for this unprincipled attack on her, will be clear 

J The second point raised is a statement in the Complaint that a High 

Springs resident (Gene Levine) urged the citizens of High Springs to vote no on 

the charter amendment. It is claimed that Mr Levine posted this on the Facebook 

page of the group (along with hundreds of other posts of all different sorts).. 

Significantly, there is no allegation that Mr. Levine's statement itself claims to 

have been on behalf of the Concerned Citizens group (because it was not and Mr. 

Levine did not claim it to be), there is no allegation that the Concerned Citizens 

group agreed with this, advocated this, or joined Mr .. Levine's opinions (because 

they did not in any form or fashion), and there is no argument why somehow a 

person whose Facebook page has something posted to it becomes an express 

advocate for each and every such statement In fact the law in the United States is 

directly to the contrary .. See Section 320 of the Communications Decency Act, 47 

u.s.c. §230. 

k. The Complaint, on its face, is absolutely devoid of any statement, 

whatsoever, made by The Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs which in 
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anyway advocated the election or defeat of any candidate in the election or the 

passage or defeat of any issue on the November 2012 ballot in the City of High 

Springs .. Mr. Barnas is a serial "complainer" before numerous boards, 

commissions, and associations in the State of Florida and apparently takes some 

joy or solace in serving as a Commissioner by means of a rule of threats and 

intimidation This Commission, on the face of the Complaint, can easily and 

readily acknowledge and determine that the Complaint is legally insufficient and 

should be dismissed without further attention .. The Concerned Citizens For a Better 

High Springs, and Ms Yeago as its sometimes spokesperson, at no time was a 

Political Committee pursuant to Chapter 106 of the Florida Statutes and 

consequently had no obligation to comply with the various registration 

requirements contained in that Chapter for political committees .. 

The Complaint in this cause is an embarrassment and, in an 

appropriate petition following dismissal, it will be urged that this Commission 

sanction Mr Barnas for bringing this matter before the Commission willfully, 

maliciously, and for improper motives, all of which subject him to the sanction of 

this Commission and to the payment of the attorneys' fees of the Respondent for 

preparing this response 
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3. The Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs is not and never was 

a Political Committee. 

a As set forth in extensive detail above, the Complaint and the 

documents attached thereto conclusively establish that the representations made 

under oath by the Complainant that the Concerned Citizens group had taken a 

position on the ballot charter amendment issue are patently false and were known 

by the Complainant to be false when they were filed.. The materials on their face 

demonstrate that the Concerned Citizens group clearly published their list of 

principles and mission statement and none of them addressed, directly or 

indirectly, either the issue of the charter amendment nor the or defeat of that 

matter, nor the election of any individual 

b To supplement the materials submitted by the Complainant in this 

cause, affidavits have been submitted to this Commission of the Respondent, 

Sharon Yeago, and of three citizens of the City of High Springs, Thomas Hewlett, 

Ross Ambrose, and Ed MacKinnon 

c Ms Yeago's affidavit, as the Respondent before this Commission, 

reiterates in detail that which is clear from the attachments to the Complaint: the 

Concerned Citizens group had a highly defined and complex set of goals for the 

City, and none of them expressly advocated for or against an issue on the ballot 
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Although the Complainant has attached many of the publications of the Concerned 

Citizens group (all of which are completely consistent), the very first publication 

which demonstrates in detail exactly why the group was formed has not been 

attached and that is now before this Commission in the record, attached to Ms 

Yeago's affidavit as Exhibit A to that affidavit The group was not formed to 

oppose a charter amendment provision, nor to advocate for or against any 

candidate.. Those matters are simply not addressed whatsoever in the formative 

documents of this organization .. All of these documents were publically citculated 

in the City of High Springs and the Complainant, Mr. Barnas had full and complete 

access to all of them and was fully familiar with them prior to the filing of this 

Complaint [which took place months after the election] He willfully failed to take 

note of that which he knew and has misrepresented these critical facts to this 

Commission. 

d The issue of the two signs that were visible at the election polling 

places in the City of High Springs are a second and further example of the 

duplicity of the Complainant in this cause There is a suggestion that the "vote no" 

sign at the polls had some sort of a "disclaimer" with respect to the Concerned 

Citizens group.. Nothing could be further from the truth. The affidavit of Mr 

Hewlett [Exhibit 2 to this Response] and the photographs attached thereto as 

Exhibits A and BJ conclusively demonstrate that the sign urging voters to vote 
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against the charter amendment was that of Mr.. Hewlett and his wife alone, without 

the consultation with, support from, or payment by the Concerned Citizens group .. 

The sign (a photograph of the front and back of which are attached as Exhibits A 

and B to Mr .. Hewlett's affidavit) contained absolutely no r·eforence whatsoever to 

the Concerned Citizens group, which was fully and completely consistent with the 

fact that the sign was Mr .. and Mrs .. Hewlett's personal statement. Mr.. Barnas' 

sworn statement to this Commission under oath, that this was in some way related 

to and contained a reference to the Concerned Citizens group is totally and 

completely false, and provably so .. 

e.. Mr. Barnas' sworn misrepresentations to this Commission of the sign 

that the Hewletts prepared is made worse by the fact that on election day, Mr. 

Barnas himself prepared signs urging the voters in the City of High Springs to vote 

yes Of course, Mr .. Barnas had every right to do that and if he did it by himself~ or 

did it with someone else and spent less than $500 he would have been able to do so 

without running afoul of Chapter 106 .. 

f What in fact Mr .. Barnas did, however, as reflected by the affidavit of 

Mr. Ed MacKinnon [Exhibit 3 to this Response], another citizen of High Springs, 

was to attempt to hijack the good name and good will of the Concerned Citizens 

group which had been established in High Springs prior to the election Mr .. 
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Barnas on his sign, claimed at the bottom (as shown by the blow-up attached to 

Mr. MacKinnon's affidavit as Exhibits A and B to his affidavit) that the sign was 

prepared by a "concerned citizen for a better High Springs" .. Clearly, Mr Barnas 

was the only individual attempting to wrongly utilize the name of the Concerned 

Citizens group when he personally urged a vote for the charter amendment 

g To come before this Commission in a sworn document suqject to the 

pain of perjury and statutory penalties and contend that it was the Concerned 

Citizens group that put its name on some sign is outrageous, provably false, and 

should not be condoned by this Commission .. 

h The final affidavit [Exhibit 4) attached to this Response is by Ross 

Ambrose, another citizen of High Springs His affidavit recounts the City 

Commission's complete failure to fulfill its statutory duties to inform the electorate 

of the meaning and purpose of the Charter Amendment. The public was 

completely uninformed by the City about what the majority of its Commissioners 

wanted to do to the Commission in the foture .. The citizens deserved to know what 

they were voting on .. 

4. Ihe actions of the Complainant, Robert Barnas, were deliberate, 

malicious, without basis in law or fact, and contrary to this Commission's 

Rules and to the Florida Statute Chapter 106. 
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a.. The motivation of the Complainant is legally iuelevant to the 

dete1mination by this Commission that the Complaint he has filed in this cause is 

legally insufficient As set forth in painstaking detail above and inespective of the 

additional materials furnished by the Respondent in this cause, the Complaint and 

the record before this Commission on its face, conclusively demonstrates that the 

Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs never, at anytime, in any way, 

through any medium, ever expressly advocated for or against any candidate or for 

or against any ballot issue.. The materials attached conclusively establish that the 

Concerned Citizens group was scrupulous and law-abiding in its concern for good 

government. The group focused its attention on a number of good government 

issues other than those fow that were actually on the ballot in November of 2012. 

The Complainant, for reasons that will become painfully clear to this Commission 

and its staff; chose to willfully ignore the very materials that he submitted to this 

Commission Had he bothered to do look at them even cursorily, any person of 

average intelligence would clearly have seen that the Concerned Citizens group 

neve1 expressly advocated anything regarding the November 2012 election 

b. Mi . Barnas cannot ultimately claim that he simply didn't "know" the 

law, and mistakenly made these false charges.. In the very first paragraph of his 

complaint he urges this Commission and its staff to review one of its own cases, 

which he had researched "carefully" -- FEC Case No .. 06-129, and suggested 
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[apparently] the similarity of that case to this one .. That Consent Orde1, however, 

proves the willfulness of his actions here, because the group in that matter had 

published an advertisement that had expressly stated "Vote for Amendment Five" 

(a ballot issue on the statewide ballot at that time) If Mr. Barnas had bothe1ed to 

read that decision closely and compare it to each and eve1y piece of written 

material published by the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, he should 

have recognized that the High Springs group was totally and completely within the 

law. Notwithstanding this fact, the Complainant publicly broadcast his plans for 

weeks to file this complaint against Ms Y eago [a woman who works in the public 

secto1 and whose livelihood is built on her character and credibility], and 

announced to all when he finally did so His actions are malevolent and willful 

and knowing and without any basis in the Jaw They cannot be condoned .. 

b The additional points that the Complainant, Mr .. Barnas, has attempted 

to use (the signs, etc . .) to try and "demonstrate" that the Concerned Citizens group 

was somehow involved, have also boomeranged A visual review of the signs 

shows that the onluerson in the City of High Springs who attempted to flaunt the 

law with respect to a political committee was Mr. Barnas himself, who deceptively 

masqueraded as this nonpartisan political group with his own sign, expressly 

advocating that the charter amendment be passed See Exhibits 2 and 3 
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b. As noted in the opening portions of this Response, and as will be more 

extensively described in the Petition that will be promptly filed within thirty (30) 

days of the dismissal of this Complaint, Mr.. Barnas' actions were, candidly, those 

of a bully. He has acted before this Commission in direct violation of this 

Commission's rules and of Florida Statute 106 265.. He has filed a Complaint 

which is, on its face, false, vindictive, malicious and actionable under Florida law .. 

He knows the group has done nothing wrnng, but his pattern, before this 

Commission and before several other commissions and associations in the state of 

Florida, is to shotgun complaints to as many organizations as possible in hopes that 

he will quell citizen resistance to his inappropriate tactics.. It is precisely this form 

of incivility in small town government that stimulated the creation of the group that 

Mr Barnas now attacks. The group's formation had nothing to do with candidates 

or election issues. It had everything to do with good government 

c.. As noted above, Mr . Barnas does not always act quietly and in the 

shadows Rather, he loves to publish selected materials and attacks on his website 

including the details concerning the many complaints (often confidential) that he 

files before the Florida Ethics Commission, this Commission, the Florida Bar 

Association, and anyone else who will accept complaints from an individual such 

as him 
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d In the case of the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, Mr. 

Barnas through his website long trumpeted the fact that he intended to file this 

spurious complaint against the group. (See attached composite Exhibit 5 ). In 

doing so, it can be seen that Mr Barnas had ample time to study the statutes, to 

review the materials, and to educate himself concerning the falsity of the 

information and charges that he has now put forth to this organization He chose 

not to do so Rather, as reflected by Exhibit 5, Mr .. Barnas actually went out and 

sought advice as to how to file the Complaint and, although wisely no attorney 

chose to represent him in this matter, Mr. Barnas' published actions demonstrate 

that he decide to make these false charges knowingly, willfully, maliciously, and in 

a very public manner, long prior to the actual filing of the Complaint in question. 

e. When the Concerned Citizens group, through a different spokesman, 

made a public statement at a recent City Commission meeting in the City of High 

Springs on the issue of a need for civility in our City government (one of the 

group's founding goals) and the passage of a civility code (as is common in many 

cities throughout the State of Florida), Mr Barnas in his view of the world 

gleefolly published that he had now identified someone else who was brave 

enough to stand up and be a spokesperson for this group. Although not named as a 

respondent in his Complaint, he claimed that this proud public statement as basis 

for his now filing the Complaint in question. Despite the widely published steering 
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committee and the names of hundreds who supported the Mission of the group, Mr 

Barnas went after the spokespeople .. 

f It is respectfully suggested to this Commission and its staff that the 

conduct of the Complainant before this Commission (let alone the conduct of this 

same individual before numerous other organizations and bodies in the State of 

Florida) is in violation of Florida law and su~ject to the sanction of this body by 

way of penalty, attorneys' foes and such other relief as this body deems 

appropriate.. Upon the dismissal of the charges before this Commission against 

Ms Yeago, a subsequent Petition pursuant to Rule IB-10045 and Florida Statute 

§ 106 .. 265 will be made, formally requesting these payments and sanctions from 

and against Mr. Barnas .. 

#23067986_,I 

Respec ll submitte , 

~ -.&9 Paul R Regensdorf, Esq .. 
Florida Bar No: 0152395 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 
50 N. Laura St, Ste 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-353-2000 
Fax: 904-358-1872 
E-Mail: paul.regensdorf@hklaw.com 
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STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COIVIMISSION 

Case No .. FEC 13-125 

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEA GO 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE .ME IHE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Sharon Y eago who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

I My name is Sharon Yeago and I have lived in the High Sp1ings, Flo1ida area for 

the last 14 yearn. My current residence add1ess is 21120 NW 132 Lane, High Springs, Flotida 

32643 

2. I have personal knowledge of each and eve1y fact set fo1th in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is tme and co!I'ect 

3 In the fall of 2012, a group of citizens in the High Sp1ings area got together 

informally because they were very concerned about the unprofessional and partisan behavior of 

City elected officials and the detrimental effect it was having on City operations and staff 

motale. This infmmal group, which was a gathe1ing of local residents, business owners and 

other concerned individuals, took on the name of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs .. 

There was no formal organization of the group other than a steering committee that arose from 

the need to organize meetings, activities and record our concerns, mission and principles in 

writing.. I functioned from time to time as a spokesperson for the group, and assisted in 

preparation of certain materials and in creating certain press releases concerning the mission and 

principles of this group 

4.. I he Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs carefully crnfted and 

documented its concerns as well as its mission and principles that it wished to work toward. Ihe 

group at no time issued any statement nor made any other comment expressly advocating the 

election or defoat of any candidate to the City Commission, nor did it expressly advocate for the 

EXHIBIT 
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approval of, nor against the passage of; the charter amendment that was on the ballot in 

November2012 .. 

5.. The Complainant, Bob Barnas, is and was a High Springs City Commissioner at 

the time of our group's coming together in the Fall of2012 and held the position of Vice Mayor 

Mr. Barnas was not Iunnllg for election in November 2012 and, despite his pdmary role in the 

creation of a hostile atmosphern created by unprofessional and partisan behavior by members of 

the City Commission, neither his name nor any specific or general reference to him is found in 

any of the mate1ials issued by Ihe Concerned Citizens fm a Better High Springs group. 

6.. A careful review of all of the materials prepared by Concerned Citizens for a 

Better High Springs, including each and eve1y document attached to Mr. Barnas' complaint in 

this case, conclusively establishes, without any question of fact whatsoevc1, that Concerned 

Citizens fot a Better High Sp1ings group did not expressly advocate for or against any candidate, 

nor for or against any specific issue on the November 2012 ballot, nor was it fo1med to do either .. 

The group was extremely car·eful to stay out of the immediate politics of the November 2012 

election and so stated in all of its mate1ials. 

7.. As established in the public records and a separate lawsuit bmught by a resident 

of the City of High Spiings concerning the ballot initiative, Mr. Barnas personally invested a 

great deal of personal and political energy to force the issue of a spending limitations onto the 

ballot despite the advice of the then-cmrent City Attorney, the former City Attorney, and 

ultimately the CUirent City Attorney of the City of High Springs. His precipitous actions were 

contrary to F 101ida law, had not been properly noticed, and were therefore void. The 

Complainant did not heed that advice from those individuals 
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8.. Once that ballot initiative for the charter amendment was passed by the 

Commission (in contJavention of the City Attorney's advice), the City was under a statutory 

obligation to present information to the electorate concerning the proposed amendment and what 

·the amendment was supposed to do .. Ballot summaries were to be placed at the polling stations 

and not one of these activities was performed by the complainant, then Vice Mayor, or by the 

City Commission. 

9 The Complainant-sponsored charter amendment actually passed on the vote [in 

the absence of the statutorily~required explanation of its terms], but was preliminarily enjoined 

, by the Circuit Court in the Eighth Circuit, Judge Griffis, and later stJuck as void ab initio when 

the new City Attorney ultimately acknowledged the fatal defects and confessed error concerning 

the actions of the then City Commission majority, including Vice Mayor Bob Barnas, the 

Complainant 

10.. Io partially fill this vacuum of public information regarding the issue, Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Springs included some information in one release that was a factually 

accurate statement concerning what the ordinance did and how it was supposed to work The 

proposed amendment, which was designed to provide a stJict limitation on the power of city 

government to borrow money and conduct its business, was factually identified as such by 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs Such concerns never lead the group to expressly 

advocate either the passage or defeat of the ordinance. Quite to the contrary, material published 

by this 1,rroup expressly told the citizens that the considerations of the effects on future 

government "should be carefully explored by the citizens before election day when considering 

this amendment" The voters were to decide what type of government they wanted 
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11 A statement I made in an early press release concerning this group accurately sets 

forth what this group stood for. 

We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organization [I explained] the 
group has already created a mission statement and guiding 
piinciples, which aze all listed on the organization's Facebook 
page.. Ihe group's mission and key principles are to provide for 
professional, experienced management of the City of High Spxings 
and restozation of long-held standards of gove1ning that include a 
comprehensive budget process and rest01ing High Springs 
reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open 
and fair.. 

A copy of the group's original policy statement concerning the desire for good government is 

attached as exhibit A to this affidavit As with each and every other statement from this group, it 

did not expressly advocate any candidate or election issue and the unsupported statements of the 

Complainant, contzadicted by his own attached mateiials, do not change that reality 

12.. The Concerned Citizens group at no time held any fundraising events. During 

one of our first meetings, we passed the hat to cover any potential costs of printing ow 

info1mation or a group banner for any public events we we:re able to attend r well under $500 l 

No bank account was established At no time did we assist in the preparation of, or purchase, 01 

commission 01 approve any documents, signs, 01 banne1s favoring or not fav01ing any candidate 

or the passage of the charter amendment in question. Because the November 2012 ballot was 

quite long --approximately four (4) pages for High Spring's voting districts -- and because the 

City of High Springs' election matters were on the very last page of this long ballot, at the end, 

the group purchased a full-page ad in the Alachua Today newspaper on the Thursday before the 

election to encowage voters to "Go All The Way" to the end of the ballot to vote on the High 

Springs candidates and chatter amendment issue This ad [included in the Record at R-000031-

32] also set out our guiding p1inciples, but does not in any manner whatsoever, speak for or 
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against any issue or individual on the ballot in November 2012 In addition to the full page ad, 

we issued a press release and handed out flyers at community events also encomaging voters to 

"Go All The Way" to the end of the Jong ballot None of these materials, as reflected in this 

Commission's Record, expressly advocated any issue or candidate on the ballot Io suggest that 

they do, in the face of the materials themselves, is a deliberate attempt to mislead this 

Commission .. 

13. Mr. Batnas publishes a blog or website page frequently in which he "comments" 

on activities in the High Springs area.. For weeks befote he filed this complaint against me he 

announced publically his intention to file an Elections Commission complaint and proudly 

discussed the "advice" that he had obtained in the p1eparation of the very complaint that he filed 

before this Commission.. He also b:tagged about filing the complaint after he filed it. [See 

attached exhibits]. Any individual who read the mate1ials that he attached to this Complaint 

would see that there is not a single statement for or against any individual or any issue contained 

in any of the Concerned Citizens' materials and Mr Barnas' complaint to this Commission can 

only be seen as an attack against me personally, unrelated to any imagined violation of Florida 

Statutes 

FURTHER AFFIANI SA YEIH NOT 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF A,......,~ 

~~ ~ Affi 1s ._ · ature 

The foregoing instnunent was acknowledged this I r.-1 day of tv\A.--\ , 2013, by 

"S 14.A-~ -j~~ _, €:is~;;~ally known to §9or who has produced 

------------- as identification. 
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t-AA..-\ 
Witness my hand and official seal, this -1 ·,-.,_ . day of Apt±!, 2013. 

(!{- ~,'\ MY COMMISSION 100 936041 
':>> 'Y EXPIRES. ocrobor 26, 2013 

··~" """-.. RlCHARD SHAU.ENflliRGER ~~~ 
"JI, " • Sondod Thcv Notary PuNlc Und&rwl1tm Notaiy Public 

P1inted Name ( ( ( 
ofNotruy. \2,c.->.<k@D ~a\\ eA.'O~-

Commission Expires: ID 1-z<O lc3 
,Commission Number: . DD~ :Sb<:\o-4-L_ __ 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local 
government with a commission and professional management that 
provide leadership, accountability and a vision .for our future. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both shott and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility 

Principle Three. There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the 
manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City staff and with residents 

Principle Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs 
City government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

We the People ... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local 
residents, business owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join 
this effort For more information, 01 to sign on as a suppotter of Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
http://tinyurl.com/bosjgm3 .. 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioner·s and the citizens to restore 
professional, experienced and accountable management to the City: 

• commitment to the city manager form of government; 
• commitment to retain a professional, experienced and accountable city manager, to compensate; 

her/him commensurate with ability and experience, and to protect him/her from improper pressures 
from elected officials; 

• commitment to retain a competent professional city attorney and to compensate him/her 
commensurate with ability and experience; 

• commitment to retain the cuirent Finance Director of the City, the City Clerk, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commensurate with their ability and experience; 

• maintain a continued commitment to providing the necessaiy infrastructure to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Sp1 ings; 

• foster a working relationship with ALL business owners, small and laige (especially those that have 
laige investments in our community), that have potential to grow and expand employment 
opportunities; 

• restore the essential fi.inction of a City staff as supporte1s of the Commission's wmk and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and p1esented in a business-like manner at meetings, with reasonable 

notice to the public and to othe1 Commissioners; 
• dedication to the concept that a professionally managed City can notmally accomplish its business 

dming the regulaily scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:30p m., when most citizens and Commissioners who rue employed can 1easonably attend and 
participate; 

• appoint a chaiter review commission with directions to petform a full review of the Chaiter; 
• evaluate the nature and make-up of all City boa.ids/commissions/committees and make any necessa1y 

changes to re-invigornte and fulfill the City's mission. 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility: 

• 1e·evaluation of the local dispatch center, and a redirection of those designated fonds into vitally 
needed city fonctions; 

• evaluation of the sewer system to ensure productivity, effectiveness and affordability now and in the 
foture, always in light of our commitment to the economic development and the environment This 
includes establishing an immediate priority to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fair sewer rates; 

• evaluation of the City's wate1 system to p1ovide needed repairs and to insure that it fail ly and 
efficiently delivers quality water to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, generating 
reasonable revenues from users; 

• promote and utilize cunent tax abatement programs to attract new business and employers to High 
Springs; 

• prohibit any consideiation of any new programs outside of the City without a cleai statement of 
municipal pu1pose and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 



CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in 
which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City 
staff, with residents, and with the public: 

• a broad commitment to restming the quality of life, benefits and morale of the City's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the proper way to interact with City employees in a city manager form of 
government; 

• abusive conduct by any City official or employee toward City staff or citizens will no longer be 
toleiated; 

• educate Commissioners, the City staff, and Plan Board members on their appropriate roles in 
evaluating proposals for new businesses or development to assure that High Springs can properly 
internet with people interested in developing a business relationship with our City. 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to nstoring the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government. This commitment must encompass 
relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the 
public-at-large, with the pr·ess, and most of all with its own citizens: 

• promote programs that encourage the public to come to High Springs to enjoy our Good Nature, and 
ensure that while here they experience our good nature; 

• create a progrnm where a designated City Commissioner is assigned the responsibility of repairing 
relationships with necessruy governmental entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
government; 

• re-educate Commissioners on their limitations in contacting other governmental entities on behalf of 
the City without authority from the Commission to do so; 

• proactively announce to local, state and national governments that there is or will shortly be a 
decided! y new and rational approach to government in High Springs; 

• encourage growth and diversity, maintain green space and conservation of sensitive areas, and 
promote the re-use and re-development of existing vacant and under- developed areas, all with an 
awareness of the local environment and a concern for the foture of High Springs 

Concerned Citizens for a Better Higlt Springs is a nonpartisan nonpolitical grarnoots citizens' group 
and pursuant to Fla Stat Section 106 011, does not quaiifY as either a political commillee 01 an 
electioneering communications mganization We encourage local residents, business ownen and other.s 
invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at 
h.scirizem@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at http l!tinvurl.com!boswm3 



STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS HEWLETT 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Thomas Hewlett who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

My name is Thomas Hewlett and my residence is 315 SE 61
h Lane, in the City of 

High Springs, Florida 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and every fact set forth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is trne and conect 

3 I was aware of the formation of a concerned citizens group in the City of High 

Springs in the Fall of2012 because the tenor of City government in High Springs, led largely by 

the three person maj01ity including the Vice Mayor, Robert Barnas, had become uncivil, 

unnecessarily contentious, and unacceptable. As a result of these realities in om City, a group of 

citizens formed an informal organization called the Concerned Citizens Fo1 a Better High 

Springs l was not on the steering committee of that organization, but I attended several 

meetings and I am aware of the work that they did and the goals that they set . 

4 The Concerned Citizens group developed a number of goals and policies that it 

wished to advocate, none of which was directly related to supporting the candidacy of any 

individual, the opposition to any candidate, nor the passage 01 opposition of any ballot issue on 

the Novembe1 2012 election In fact, the Concerned Citizens group consciously avoided any 

such endorsement fo1 01 against any individual or any issue so that it could stay above the fray 

The issues that the public statements and the newspaper advertisement by this group clearly 
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raised reflect that commitment to good government, but avoid any endorsement of or expressly 

advocating for or against any candidate or for or against any issue on the November 2012 ballot 

5 On the November 2012 ballot in the City of High Springs was a chaiter 

amendment pushed significantly by the Vice Mayor, Robert Barnas, which was designed to 

severely limit the power of future city commissions to govern 

6 Since the Concerned Citizens group took no public position whatsoever with 

respect to that charter amendment, and since the City Commission majority [including Vice·· 

Mayor Barnas] distributed no information of any sort that explained the proposed amendment, 

my wifo Linda and I decided as individual citizens that we would put up signage against the 

passage of that ordinance Without any consultation with the Concerned Citizens group, and 

neither seeking nor obtaining the endorsement or help of any group in the City of High Springs, 

my wife and I paid a total of $98 58 to obtain two commercially printed signs that urged the 

citizens of High Springs to vote "No" on the proposed charter amendment The signs made no 

reference to the Concerned Citizens group whatsoever 

7. Photographs of the fronts and backs of these signs are attached hereto as Exhibits 

8 The Concerned Citizens group was not aware of the preparation of these signs, 

they did not endorse the prepaiation of these signs, they did not contribute to the funding for 

these signs, and did not in any way suggest any design or format for these signs My wifo and I 

took this on ourselves as individual citizens in the City of High Springs. A copy of the payment 

that we made from our personal checking account is attached hereto as an Exhibit as well. 

9 As the election approached, another individual citizen in the City of High Springs 

brought a personal lawsuit against the City, challenging the method by which this chatter 

amendment had been rnmmed through the City Commission, largely by Vice-Mayor Barnas .. 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrose v.. City of High Sp1ings 
01--2012-CA-3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE :ME, the undersigned authority, this date personally appeared Ed 

MacKinnon, who being first duly sw01n under oath, deposes and states: 

When I went to the polls on Novembe1 6, 2012 I saw Vice Mayor Bob 

Bainas place a large yellow sign stating "High Spiings Debt Cap .. Vote Yes, You 

control debt, Number 1 Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at Precinct 60, with a 

disclaimer at the bottom stating the poster was paid for by "Citizen Concerned for 

a Better High Sp1ings ." 

I am a member of "Conce1ned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings"; Vice 

Mayor Bainas is not Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a non·· 

political grassroots organization that formed to further the goals of professional, 

experienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal responsibility, civility 

and fairness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City government and its 

relationship to citizens and the community.. Within a few days of forming, this 

group had more than 200 members. We recently put a full page ad in the local 

EXHIBIT 
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Affidavit of Ed MacKl!n 
Ambrose v City of high Springs 
02-2012-CA-3385 

• 
paper urging citizens to vote, but taking no position on any issues .. I believe the 

wording on the notice posted by Barnas was an attempt to confuse the voters into 

believing this well respected group of citizens supported this measure .. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 

\ q -----· ±.::'.)_: __ if\. ..:-:~:___ 
Ed MacKinnon 

STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF Au1_+;..cc:::.:.t-1.:..:."'-IA-.::..:.__ __ _ 

Sworn to or affumed and signed before me on 
/J¢V~· % .1.>(;l.. by 

\),,) tt..'i:GJ>J IP< '3Tff!J _ NOTARY 
PUBLIC or DEPUTY CLERK [Ptint, type, or 
stanip commissioned name of notary or deputy 
clerk] ___ Personally known .:!___Produced 
identification. Type of identification produced 
_Jioc ll2!6:_ D 12--1 ~ Ltc.1;r-ws b,-

• WILSON A. STEEN 
I,~\ Notary Public. State of Florn!a 

Commission# 00841644 
My comm, expires Feb 06. 2013 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrnse v.. City of High Springs 
01··2012-CA-3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, this date personally appeared Ross 

Ambrose, who being first duly sworn under oath, deposes and states: 

Ordinance 2012 -13 was not available to the public for review at the second 

reading (public hearing) on July 31, 2012 .. I was unable to obtain a copy of 

Ordinance 2012-13 when I filed my Complaint in August 2012. I directed my 

Counsel to obtain a copy of Ordinance 2012-13 to file with the Court. Despite 

repeated requests, my counsel was unable to obtain same .. Her last attempt was on 

October 22, 2012 

I went to City Hall on October 23, 2012 and obtained an unsigned copy of 

Ordinance 2012-13 It was not until at least October 24, 2012 that the Ordinance 

was signed by the Mayor. 

When I went to the polls on November 6, 2012 (Precinct 60, High Springs) I 

requested to review a copy of the prnposed Charter Amendment (Ordinance 2012-· 

EXHIBIT .. 
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Affidavit of Ross Amb!e 
Ambrose v.. City of high Springs 
01··2012·CA-3385 

• 
13) that was on the ballot It was not available for me or any other citizens to 

review in its entilety.. However, all of the State amendments were posted and 

available, as required by Florida statutes 

From the time the proposed Chruter amendment was purpoxtedly passed on 

July 31, 2012 through election day there was no education on the proposed Chai:te1 

Amendment provided to citizens by the City. There wete no town hall meetings; 

there were no maiJ.-·outs or pamphlets published that would educate the citizens as 

to how the proposed debt cap could or would affect them. 

On election day, I saw a large yellow sign stating "High Sp1ings Debt Cap 

Vote Yes, You control debt, Number I Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at 

Precinct 60, with a disclaimer at the bottom stating the poster was paid for by 

"Citizen Concerned for a Better High Sp1ings .. " 

I arn a member of "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings"; Vice 

Mayor Barnas is not Conce1ned Citizens for a Better High Sptings is a non .. 

political grnssroots organization that fo1med to fmther the goals of professional, 

experienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal responsibility, civility 

and fairness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City gove1nment and its 

ielationship to citizens and the community. Within a few days of forming, this 

group had more than 200 members. The group recently placed a full page ad in the 

2. 



Affidavit of Ross Am!e 
Ambrose v .. City of high Springs 
01-2012-cA-3385 

• 
local paper urging citizens to vote, but talcing no position on any issues .. I believe 

the wmding on the notice posted by Bai:nas was an attempt to confuse the voters 

into believing this well respected group of citiZens suppo1ted this measure .. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT 

--~~ ..,,..--~ --·--··. 
Ambrose 

STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF ~a_.. 
/ 
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,~JEANNETTE B BANKS 
~x :oi MY COMMISSION# EE219371 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

http //bobbarnas com/ 

··,,~ 

i#l.J,\jfi.fJ )M£1il.qll 111.1.1411"q,1n1 I 
TRUTH ,. JUSTICE · AMERICAN WAY 

For a llttle milder side 
of goings on in High 
Springs try reading 

"friends post" 
(cl!ck here) 

IGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 

Cit1~•n Conco 

udge Griffis ruled on the lawsuit brough y g Springs resident Ross Ambrose and his 
As I see it there are 3 winners In this Vexatious htlgat1on 

1 The city was found to have made emergency meeting and notices properly. 

11/3/12 9 32 PM 

SWEARING IN OF NEW 
FLORIDA ATTORNEYS 

THEIR OATH AND 
FLORIDA BAR ETHICS 
AS IT MAY RELATE TO 

A LOCAL TOPIC. 
(click here) 

LAWYERS OATH 

2. There 1s a question as to the change from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 as made In the lawsuit is In question 
3. But the most Important winner Is the voter. The Amendment wlll still b& on the ballot.. The voter will have a chance to make 

a difference In the final decision with their vote. 
Your vote of YES will be considered when this continues after the election 

In this Ambrose case the Judge said "the claims for relief on Section 286.011 are dismissed with preJud1ce" .. 
So Jn a court case that 1s dismissed ~·with prejudice'· It moans that it Is dlsmlssed permanently. No redo on this part. 
Meaning that tho cockamamie 11m1tatlon Is stlll on the ballot, and monoy Ambrose was looking to pocket Is off the table. 

' ·-..... '" . ' 
; ,,•· ·..,.."'!- -· ~ 1 
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Bob Barnas Photos 

! PC \/01 E ON 1 UE5f'P.Y PR.OBLE.M 

All reports from th9 3 candrdat0s have a problem 

This rs the documents page And the documents submitted pnnted and displayed by all candidates have problems 

Click on the links below to see the problems As of today I hear all have been corrected 
Well not all yet 

As a side note, I received my Notice of Hearing m front of the Florida Electron Commission concem1ng a heanng for 
the e!ection code violation of takmg $200 cash donation by Larry "potty mouth" Travis W1U he be found m v1otat1on 

orw1ll he be released from a vio1at1on or will he accept a negotiated agreement? November 15, 2012 9AM 
I will post the notlce for an to read Maybe he can take a fan bus of supporters there'> 

11/2/12 10 31 AM 

Got another certified letter 1n the mall today as well PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL from the Flonda Ethr~ 
Comm1ss1on conflrmmg they received some documents ~ ~ 

I also received a document that shows the motion for the PIGG house was made by Byran Wrllrams and Oepeter 
made the statement he d1d not see any fmanc1al downside 

Seems Ms Martha doesn 'I know the truth Oh, got some 1nterest1ng Ms Martha stuff thrown my way as welt To 
disclose this m19M be ovar the top Really 1s not good Really 

Flonda Statute 106 07\2)(a)2(b}1 Any report Iha\ 1s doomed lo be incomplete by \he off1ce1 
with whom the candidate qualifies shall be accep!ed on a cond1bonal basis Tho campaign 
treasurer shall be no\\fied by certified mail or by another methOd using a oommol'I earner 
that provtdes a proof of deJwery of the nollce as to why the report 1s mcomprete and within 7 
days after receipt of sueh notice must f\le an adde!'ldum to the report pr0Vld1n9 au 
information necessary to complete the report 1n compliance with this section Fa1!ure to file 
a complete report aner Such nouco constitutes a violation of this chapter 

"'· ·' " -· . 

http //bobbarnas com/Documents html 

~Seotember Campaign Report 

W!lhams September Campaign Repprt 1 

Wdhams September Campatqn Reoort 2 

WJl!mms October Campaign Report 

•. ' 
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HIGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 
YOU CONTROL DEBT 
AMENDMENT 1 on LAST PAGE 

THIS WOULD PUT FUTURE DEBT CONTROL WITH VOTERS 

10/30/12 10·49 PM 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W. Gaines Street 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Flolida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-·0783 

June 10, 2013 

The Honorable Robe1t J Barnas 
20147 NW 257th Ienace 
High Spiings, Florida 32643 

RE: Case No .. : FEC 13-125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Mr. Barnas: 

The Flo1ida Elections Commission has 1eceived your complaint alleging violations of 
Flo1ida's election laws I have 1eviewed yom complaint and find it to be legally 
insufficient 

In yom complaint, you essentially allege that Respondent's OJ ganization, Concerned 
Citizens fo1 a Bette1 High Springs, is a political committee, and that Respondent should 
have registe1ed it, appointed a treasmer and a registered agent, and filed 1eports disclosing 
the g1oup's expenditures I find this complaint to be legally insufficient because you did 
not provide sufficient evidence that Concerned Citizens fo1 a Bette1 High Springs is a 
"political committee" as the term is defined by Section 106 01 l(l)(a), Florida Statutes 

In order to meet the definition of a "political committee," a group must make expenditures 
in excess of $500 "that exp1essly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defeat of an issue" Ihe1e is no cost to create a Facebook page or to post 
information to a Facebook page, so the Facebook postings referenced in the complaint do 
not represent expenditwes In addition, the flier and the newspaper advertisement included 
with the complaint do not use words of express advocacy such "vote fol ," "vote 
against ," or "elect," with respect to a particular candidate or issue and, as such, they are 
not "political advertisements" or expenditwes that otherwise 1ender the group a political 
committee 

Because Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is not a "political committee" as 
that term is defined in Ch 106, Florida Statutes, it was not requited to register, appoint a 
treasurer 01 registered agent, or file disclosure repOits The group also does not meet the 
definition of an "electioneering communications organization" because the exhibits 
provided with the complaint aie not "electioneering communications." (See Sections 
106.011 (18) and (19), Florida Statutes) As such, this complaint is legally insufficient 

ComOOS (5/09) 



If you have additional information to correct the stated ground(s) of insufficiency, please 
submit it within 14 days of the date of this Jetter If the additional information corrects the 
stated ground(s) of insufficiency, I will notify both you and the Respondent If you submit 
an additional statement containing facts, you must sign the statement and.have your 
signature notarized. In addition, any additional facts you submit to the C9mmission inust 
be based on either personal information or information other than hearsay 

Until this case is closed, section 106 25(7), Florida Statutes, provides that the Respondent 
may not disclose this Jetter, the complaint, or any document related to this case, unless he 
or she waives confidentiality in writing Io waive confidentiality, the Respondent must 
mail 01 fax a written waiver of confidentially to Donna Ann Malphurs at the address or fax 
numb et listed above. 

If you have any questions concerning the complaint, please contact us at 
fec@myfloridalegal.com. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Mc 
Executiv hector 

AMI/dam 

cc: Paul R. Regensd01f, Attorney for Respondent, w/out complaint 

COMOOS (5/09) 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

CASE NO: FEC 13-125 
In Re: SHARON L YEAGO 

Respondent. 

PETITION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS 
PURSUANT TO FLORIDA STATUTE §106.265 AND 

RULE 2B-1.0045 OF THE FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

The Respondent, Sharon L Yeago, by and through he1 undersigned counsel, files this 

Petition for Attorneys' Fees and Costs Pwsuant to Flolida Statute §106265 and Rule 2B-l .0045 

of the Florida Elections Commission, and would show this Commission as follows: 

I. Summary of basis for the imposition of attorneys' foes in this cause. 

The Flo1ida Elections Commission is charged with the weighty responsibility of 

enforcing Florida's Election Code to enswe that those who paiticipate in Floiida's electoral 

system play by the rules and comply with Florida Jaw. When a candidate or an official is shown 

to have violated Flo1ida's Election Code, this Commission is 1equired to impose the sanctions 

that the Jaw allows to enswe the purity of the electoral process 

2.. The flip side of that responsibility, howeve1, is just as impo1tant, and some would 

say that in the ve1y fow cases to which it applies, perhaps even more impo1tant That is that 

when a person in the State of Florida, with malicious intent, or reckless disregard fo1 the truth of 

the allegations contained in a complaint hails a good citizen before the Flm ida Elections 

Commission and chaiges them with conupting the clectornl prncess in some way by violating the 

Florida Elections Code, then that wrongfol complainant should himself be brought befo1e ~ ~ 

~0vo/ 



Commission and required to pay the fees and costs of the person who has been wrongfully and 

recklessly hailed before this Commission 

3 Any fair review of the complaint filed by Mr. Robert Barnas against Sharon 

Y eago will demonstrate that the malicious intent, and certainly reckless disregard sufficient for 

the imposition of attorneys fees were present in Mr.. Barnas' complaint by virtue of the fact that 

he made repeated simple factual allegations in his complaint which he knew to be false and 

which the very documents attached by him to his detailed complaint established, without 

question or peradventure, were indeed false .. Notwithstanding the actual knowledge of the falsity 

of the factual allegations in his complaint, and folly knowledgeable of the position held by the 

respondent Ms. Y eago in the State of Florida as a person widely respected and placed in a 

position of public trust, Mr.. Barnas planned and persevered over a number of months to file this 

complaint, as he has in so many other cases in bringing baseless charges against good citizens in 

the High Springs, Florida community such as Sharon Yeago 

4 Mr Barnas' charges are not mere matters of opinion nor are they allegations about 

which reasonable people could disagree; instead, they are simple allegations of purpo1ted "fact" 

that are false, we1e proven false by the very information submitted by Mr Barnas, and known by 

him to be false .. 

5. This Commission in the fulfillment of its obligations under the Florida Statute 

§ 106 265 and Rule 2B-1.0045 should dete1mine that this petition contains sufficient facts and 

grounds to support a claim for costs and attorney's fees and should schedule the requisite hearing 

to consider and then impose attorneys' fees and costs against Mr. Barnas in this matter 

2 



II. What a prnper complaint for· failing to register a political committee would look 
like, IF there had been a political committee in existence which had violated 
Florida's Election Code .. 

The law with respect to unregistered political committees that expressly advocate 

for 01 against an issue, or for or against a candidate, is exceedingly clear and simple Were there 

to be a violation of the Election Code, a valid, legally-sufficient complaint would have had to say 

little more than this: 

a Organization X expressly advocated for [or against] a specific issue on the 

November 2012 ballot and/or expressly advocated for [01 against] a specific candidate on the 

November 2012 ballot; and 

b 01ganization A made expenditures in an aggregate amount in excess of 

$500 in expressly advocating the issue or candidate described above 

2.. It is really that simple .. I wo paragiaphs and evidence of advocacy and monet. 

3.. In fact, in the words of Mr Barnas himself, in the lette1 accompanying his own 

complaint against Ms Yeago, he states, conectly and accmately, "the law is clear" and applies 

in large and small communities .. Mr Barnas' Complaint at R-000003 

4 Consequently, in complying with this ve1y clear and simple law that even a non-

lawyer can understand, a complainant would need to do no more than demonstrate exactly where 

and how Organization A had expressly advocated for or against an issue or a candidate and then 

presents some evidence that that exp1ess advocacy was fmtheied by an agg1egate expenditure in 

excess of $500 .. It is not difficult Indeed, Mr Barnas, the complainant himself, thrnugh his own 

independent 1esearch, pointed the Commission to a simple consent orde1 of this Commission in 

Case Number FEC 04-379, Final Order No 06-129, in which the subject organization admitted 

that it had run an advertisement which contained the simple, clear·, unambiguous statement "Vote 

for Amendment Five" without complying with the law It is really easy 

3 



5. That is simply all that a valid complainant here would have had to have done; 

allege that Sharon Y eago and the Concerned Citizens fo1 a Bette1 High Springs had expressly 

advocated a position for or against the ordinance 01 the election and stated that -- somewhere -: 

in some document, in some publication, or in some advertisement: 

Vote for [or against! the charter amendment or vote for [or against! 
BY!an Williams. 

6 If this Commission is looking for a short, succinct, and clearly understandable 

requirement for anyone who is considering filing such an accusation of an election code 

violation, this Commission need look no further than Mr. Barnas' own complaint, in paragraph 

3, where he states: 

It is clear· that a PC is only 2 or more people, spending $500 or more, 
and in support or against a candidate or issue. 

Mr. Barnas' Complaint at R-000003~ 

7 With the possible minute adjustments that the amount spent would have to exceed 

(and not merely equal) $500 and that the "support" would have to be "expr·essly_advocating" a 

position, Mr Barnas through his careful 1esearch knew exactly what he had to allege. 

Unfortunately for Mr. Barnas, he also as surely knew exactly what he had to prove when he filed 

this complaint against Sharon Y eago A careful review of the factual allegations in his complaint 

(which have been found legally insufficient) demonstrates that each and every factual allegation 

concerning alleged violations of law were patently false, known by him to be false, dispr:QY£!! 

by the very documents he chose tQ attach to the complaint and otherwise filed with the 

willfolness and recklessness necessary to warrant the imposition of the attorneys' fee penalty or 

sanction called for by Rule 2B-l 0045 and Florida Statute§ 106265(6) 
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III. The specific allegations contained in Mr·. Barnas' complaint. 

L Despite its length, the narrative contained in Mr Barnas' complaint fo1m and in 

his four page letter actually raise only two or tluee factual points, each of which is false, known 

by him to be false, and provably so by the very documents he chose to attach 

2. The following are the factual allegations Mr .. Barnas chose to make, in the order 

that they were made They will be discussed subsequently in groups so that all repetitive 

allegations making the same charge can be discussed in one place 

A Ms Y eago formed an organization "most specifically to oppose a ballot 

1eferendum issue to limit debt" (Complaint fo1m at 1, R-000001) 

B "Two or more people, making expenditures and opposing a ballot issue .. " 

(Complaint form at 2, R000002). 

C "This complaint is a complaint against a group/committee that was 

organized to oppose a specific issue .. " (Nanative Lette1 at page 1, R-000003) 

D "This complaint is that a group of many individual (sic) forming an 

organization/PC to defeat the ballot issue " (Nanative Letter at page l, R-000003) 

E "This complaint is that a group of many individual (sic) forming an 

organization/PC, to... also support and support (sic) the election of Byran Williams and Scott 

Jameson." (Narrative Letter at page I, R-000003) 

F. "Again, this group had more than two people, and may have taken 

contributions, but certainly made expenditures on advertising, signs, written material and events 

advocating reform at the City. And again, for the defeat of a ballot issue of the City of High 

.fu2!.ings." (Narrative Letter at page 2, R-000004)(Emphasis in the original) 
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G. "A group of more than two people who spent more than $500 on the High 

Springs City Election and the defeat of a ballot issue to limit debt of the City ... (Nanative Letter 

at page 2, R-000004) 

H "These meetings discussed the future of High Spdngs, the ballot issue and 

support for Byran Williams .. (Narrative Letter at page 3, R-000005) 

L "At the Candidate Forum at the High Springs Women's Club they 

distributed more fliers (Exhibit 5) that set in stone thefr political stance on the debt issue on 

the ballot. They support DEFEATING the charter amendment issue (Narrative Letter at page 

3, R000005)(Emphasis in original). 

J "I have also attached a copy from the F acebook site where Gene Levine 

(one of the members) makes a post in support of Byran Williams and refers to "we" (the group) 

and the Facebook page allows it to go out to all friends and the public for the record .... (Narrative 

Letter at page 3, R-000005) 

K "[M]any named members held his [Byran Williams] signs next to the 

two 4ft X 4ft "Vote NO" posters opposing (with CCFBH disclaimers) the ballot referendum ... " 

(Narrative Letter at page 4, R-000006). 

L Ms Y eago [with Linda Jones] "tlu·ough their 'steering' had knowledge of 

spent fonds opposing an issue on the ballot and supporting candidates." (Nanative Letter at 

page 4, R 000006)(Emphasis in original).. 

3. The materials submitted with Mr Barnas' complaint by themselves, as well as the 

materials submitted in conjunction with Ms Yeago's response, demonstrate conclusively, 

factually, and without uncertainty or any issue of debatable opinion, that Mr Bamas' statements 

above are, each and every one, patently false, contradicted by his own materials, and submitted 
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to this Commission for what can only be viewed as a malicious and reckless complaint in an 

attempt to fmther an agenda of his own and hurt the individual who is the target of this 

unprincipled attack 

4. Mr. Barnas' chaiges set forth above are grouped together below to demonstrate, 

serially, the falseness of each and every charge, a falseness fully known by Mr. Barnas at each 

stage of this proceeding.. He had to know they were false: he personally collected the many 

pages of exhibits which conclusively establish that Ms .. Yeago and the Concerned Citizens group 

never, at any time, expressly advocated any issue on the November 2012 ballot nm any 

candidate for election on that ballot. Smely Mr .. Barnas read each and every page before he 

swore under oath that Ms._Yeago had violated the law. Common decency, if not compliance 

with the law, would have required that 

5. Although it will make this motion more bulky, to ensure that each and every Staff 

Member and Commissioner who reviews this motion will have a self~contained package of all 

relevant materials, Ms Yeago has attached to this Petition a copy of the original Complaint by 

Mr.. Barnas (Exhibit A); Ms Yeago's Response to that Complaint (Exhibit B); the letter from the 

Commission finding that the Complaint was legally insufficient (Exhibit C); the Commission's 

Jetter closing the file upon Mr. Barnas' failme to submit any supplementaiy materials (Exhibit 

D); and an Affidavit of Ms Yeago In Support of this Petition (attached hereto as Exhibit E) 

which will be discussed hereafter. Additional materials will be attached to this Petition and 

discussed later in this Petition. 
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IV.. Mr .. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for· a Better 
High Springs was formed to oppose the Charter Amendment referendum on the 
November· 2012 Ballot and exprnssly advocated against it am categorically false, 
known by him to be so, and malicious and reckless in their nature. [Allegations A, 
C, D above}. 

I.. It is difficult to add much to the record that is fully before this Commission on 

this topic Mr. Barnas, for reasons of his own, wishes to think or imagine that the Concerned 

Citizens organization was created to oppose his pet Charter Amendment In fact, however, as 

was conclusively demonstrated by Mr Barnas' own materials (as well as by those submitted by 

Ms Y eago in support of her Response), the original mission statement, guiding principles, and 

policy recommendations issued by this good government organization prove and establish that 

the ordinance was not even one of the topics mentioned in their founding principles and 

recommendations, and was categorically not the reason for the formation of this group, nor did it 

become so later 

2.. Mr .. Barnas did invest a great deal of personal time and energy in trying to ram 

this Charter Amendment through the City Commission, but that effort was summarily rejected by 

the Eighth Circuit Cowt in and for Alachua County when the ordinance was declared null and 

void [because of improprieties in how the Commission majority had rushed it through) in a 

separate action that was not brought by or supported by the Concerned Citizens group.. He may 

still be smarting ft om that direct and extraordinary judicial rebuke, but it is not cause to lash out 

at a patently "good government" group in his own community 

3 Where an individual makes a simple factual statement that is not the subject of 

conjecture, speculation or opinion, and simultaneously submits information that directly and with 

particularity disproves the very factual statement just made by that person, then the falseness of 

the statement and reckless disregard of the person making the statement are clear Mr Barnas 

acted with willfol malice and reckless disregard when he made patently false statements 
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repeatedly to this Commission that the Concerned Citizens organization was formed to oppose 

the Charter Amendment election. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

V.. Mr. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens f(ff a Better 
High Springs, and Ms. Yeago personally, expressly advocated against the passage of 
the Charter Amendment refernndum on the November 2012 ballot Are categorically 
false, known by him to be so, and malicious and reckless in their· nature. 
[Allegations B, F, G, H, I, J, Kand Labove). 

I . Whatever the reasons were for the formation of the Citizens Group (and the 

documents conclusively establish that it was to restore badly needed good government to the 

City of High Springs and not to oppose the Ordinance), the group could, conceivably, have 

changed course and expressly advocated for or against that ordinance. .had they wished to do so 

and had they wished to become a political committee under Florida Statutes But again, the 

factual record submitted by Mr Barnas, as well as supplemental materials submitted by the 

Respondent Ms .. Yeago, categorically prove that that never happened There was never any 

statement made by Ms .. Yeago or the Concerned Citizens group that expressly advocated that the 

ordinance should be voted down. Not...a ... single ... statement 

2 The first detailed press release from the Concerned Citizens group, along with its 

mission statement and four guiding principles, may be helpful to this Commission. [See attached 

Exhibit F). These documents are folly, 100% consistent with all the documents that have 

previously been presented to this Commission in showing what the Concerned Citizens group 

was involved with, and more pruticularly what it was not involved with These documents 

published in late September and the first prut of October 2012 again conclusively establish and 

add to the already uncontradicted record that demonstrnte that Mt. Barnas was well aware that 

this organization did not enter the political fray on any issue that was on the ballot in November 
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2012. This organization was clearly not formed to advocate one way or the other on any such 

issue, and more importantly never did so. 

3 . It is undoubtedly true that the Concerned Citizens group in its several publications 

of policies and principles advocated for a number of other civic issues involving return to sound 

professional management [from the year during which the Commission was largely headed by 

Mr Barnas as Vice-Mayor], a return to civility and fairness from the slash and burn attack 

philosophy of Mr. Barnas such as is consistent with this very Complaint against Ms .. Yeago, and 

a meaningful return to fiscal and budgetary responsibility so that the limited dollars of a 

municipality in 2012 and 2013 could be spent on valuable and meaningfol municipal projects, as 

they had in the past Each of these was an important civic goal, addressed issues of 

governmental importance, and not a single one of these issues and statements expressly 

advocated for or against the ordinance in any way None of the issues that the Concerned 

Citizens group discussed and advocated were ever presented to the citizens of High Springs for 

their vote one way or the other The materials submitted before this Commission by Mr. Barnas 

prove that his allegations to the contrary are simply false, reckless and willfully malicious. 

Vl. Mr·,, Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for· a Better 
High Springs, and Ms. Yea go per·sonally, expressly advocated the election of Byran 
Williams on the November 2012 ballot are categorically false, known by him to be 
so, and malicious and reckless in their nature, [Allegations E, H, J, and Labove]. 

Mr. Barnas accuses the Concerned Citizens group of expressly advocating for the 

election of Byron Williams in the November 2012 City Commission election for the City of 

High Springs 

2 Again, it is difficult to add farther understanding to the nature of this brash 

allegation other than to say that, like the others, it is totally and patently false, reckless, willfully 
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malicious and categorically contrary to the materials that Mr .. Barnas has submitted to this 

Commission 

3 The Concerned Citizens group in general, and Ms Y eago in particular, at no time 

ever took any position for or against Mr. Williams in his election bid, for or against Mr 

Williams' opponent in that election, or for or against anyone else tunning for civic office in the 

City of High Springs 

4.. Mr.. Barnas has failed to produce (because there is none) a single piece of 

documentary evidence that suggests that the group in any way, or Ms .. Yeago individually, 

expressly advocated for the election of Mr Williams or against the election of his opponent It 

simply did not happen. The only reference that Mr .. Barnas even tangentially made was that 

some individuals (unidentified), who were also supporters of the Concerned Citizens group, may 

have themselves held signs for Mr Williams Perhaps so. Those individuals were probably also 

Presbyterians, Catholics, Methodists, Republicans, Kiwanians, Italian-Americans, AARP 

members and Harley Davidson owners, but none of those groups "expressly advocated" for Mr 

Williams' election simply because one of their members happened to hold a sign in his support 

5 Mr .. Barnas is not an unskilled or untutored individual in the political rough and 

tumble world. The allegations of express advocacy for Mr Williams' campaign were false, 

malicious and reckless, and were known by him to be false because he personally selected the 

tens of pages of materials that prove their falsity. Neither Ms Yeago nor the Concerned Citizens 

group that Mr Barnas sought to pillory through her ever expressly advocated anyone's election, 

or defoat, in the November 2012 election Period The record is clear and uncontradicted And 

Mr Barnas knew it 
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Vil. Mr. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for' a Better' 
High Springs, or· Ms.. Y eago personally, expended in excess of $500 expI"essly 
advocating ANYTHING in the November 2012 election are categorically false, 
known by him to be so, and malicious and reckless iu their natuJ"e. [Allegations B, F, 
G, and K above]. 

Mr .. Barnas' allegations concerning the Concerned Citizens group's expenditure of 

more than $500 in express advocacy fail to link any spending of an:i:: money to any express 

advocacy of an:i:: issue or .!!!!.Y. candidate on the ballot in the City of High Springs in November 

2012. Reason? There was none and Mr .. Barnas' own materials prove that. 

2 It is I 00% tme and accuiate that the Concerned Citizens group did collect some 

money from its members to pmchase an advertisement in the local newspaper which was 

published prior to the election of November 2012 That advertisement has been clearly 

reproduced in the materials submitted before this Commission and, contJary to the expressly 

false allegations of Mr Barnas, the advertisement does not advocate for or· against any issue 

or· advocate for· or against any candidate .. Period. No gray area. Indeed, the advertisement 

does not even mention the Charter Amendment issue, nor does it mention any candidate for any 

office on the November 2012 ballot As Mr Barnas expressly knows by virtue of his carefol 

quotation of the statute in his recitation of the law in his complaint, in order to be a political 

committee or an electioneering organization, the group has to spend in excess of the defined 

amount of money in the express advocacy of an issue on the ballot or a candidate 

3. A Women's Club can advocate healthy eating habits; a Lion's Club can advocate 

good vision care; AARP can advocate sound planning for retirement; and each group can spend 

money in fuithering those causes But unless those causes are on a ballot and constitute 

expressly advocating issues that are placed before the electorate, that conduct does not fall within 

the defined areas of campaigning or electioneering which can bring organizations within the 
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ambit of Florida Statute Chapter I 06 Interestingly, as set forth in detail in Ms Yeago's 

Response to the Complaint, the only time the Concerned Citizens group even mentioned the 

ordinance was to factually describe some of the effects it would have and then to uige the 

citizens of High Springs to look into the matter themselves before voting on it, whichever way 

they chose to vote on the ordinance 

4. Similarly, the fact that an individual who identified himself as a member of the 

Concerned Citizens group posted on the Concerned Citizens Facebook page that he was 

supporting an individual (expressly advocating his election) does not convert that individual 

statement into the express advocacy of the website page The rugument is legally insufficient as 

explained in the Response of Ms. Yea go and, as noted by the Commission in the rejection of Mr. 

Brunas' Complaint, does not constitute the expenditure of dollru one in favor of anything by the 

Concerned Citizens group or Ms Y eago 

5 Perhaps the most telling indictment of the complainant Mr. Barnas and the 

patently false allegations that he has attempted to foist upon this Commission comes in his 

baseless suggestion that Ms. Yeago or the Concerned Citizens group spent money on signs to 

oppose the 01dinance directly. M1. Barnas goes so far in embroidering this false claim that he 

states on page 4 of the Narrative Lette1 attached to his complaint that the signs even had the 

approp1iate disclaimer by the Concerned Citizens for a Bette1 High Sp1ings group The1e was no 

support fo1 this bald allegation, but that has never detened Mr Brunas 

6. As has now been directly shown to this Commission in the Response of Ms. 

Yeago to the 01iginal Complaint, the signs to which Mr. Barnas was referring had nothing to do 

with the Concerned Citizens grnup, were not prepared by them, paid for by them, stimulated by 

them, or created by them Rather, two individuals, fiom their own pockets, spent money for the 
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signs and still have them in their· possession.. Photogiaphs of the actual signs are attached to 

Ms .. Y eago's response and, along with the affidavit of the signs' creator, demonstrate that the 

Concerned Citizens group did not create or spons01 01 pay for them. The trnth behind these 

signs did not dete1 Mr Barnas from concocting a false story about there being disclaimers 

[which there weren't] and the like, in the failed attempt to fool this Commission into thinking that 

the signs were the product of the Concerned Citizens group 

? What is particularly galling, and should be equally galling and strutling to this 

Commission, is that Mr .. Barnas was the only individual in the pre-election period who actually 

DID attempt to fiaudulently capitalize on the very good name of the Concerned Citizens group 

by himself' creating signs actively endorsing the passage of.the ordinance. There of couise is 

nothing wrong with a private citizen -- or the Vice Mayor -- creating signs to expressly advocate 

that one citizen's views. That's the American way of campaigning ,!!ut, the signs that Mr 

Barnas prepared are reflected in the photographic attachments to Ms. Yeago's Response, and 

contained a legend at the bottom of his signs that that was calculated to confuse the public into 

thinking that the signs were by the Concerned Citizens group, which had garnered tremendous 

good will and respect in the six weeks since it had been formed.. Mr Barnas was actively hoping 

to coattail in on and usurp the Concerned Citizens' good name and the fact that they consistently 

stayed above the fray Mr Barnas placed on the bottom of his signs -- urging the Charter 

Amendment's passage -- that the signs were by "Citizen Concerned for a Better High 

Springs... The subtle play on words was a deliberate and successfol way to suggest that the 

Concerned Citizens group favored his ordinance, while all the time he knew that that group had 

iemained scrupulously neutral. His deceptiveness there and before this Commission, in 

attempting to mislead the Commission as to the actual actions of Ms Yeago and the Concerned 
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Citizens group demonstrnte the willful maliciousness and reckless disregard for the truth that 

wanant an order compelling him to pay the attorneys fees incurred in this defense. 

VIII. Mr .. Barnas is no novice in the art of filing complaints against individuals in the City 
of High Springs with whom he disagr·ees. 

L In considering the motivation for why in the world Mr. Barnas would possibly file 

a complaint before this Commission that was so patently false and known by him to be patently 

false, it might be logical for this Commission to ask whether perhaps Mr Barnas was unfamiliar 

with the procedures of filing complaints with State Commissions in the State of Florida and was 

an unfamiliar and unschooled novice with the rules and procedures under which such complaints 

are measured and tested Should anyone on this Commission have that concern about Mr .. 

Barnas possible naivety, I think it is a belief which can be responded to and dispelled quite 

easily 1 

2. First of all, reforence to Mr. Barnas' complaint form and his 4-page narrative letter 

attached thereto demonstiates that Mr. Barnas, although not a lawyer, demonstrates great facility 

with finding law, regulations and procedures which, he frequently thinks, justify him in filing 

complaints against various individuals.. In this case, he not only cmrectly identified many of the 

statutes that are highly relevant to this Commission's determination that his Complaint was 

legally insufficient, but he also was sufficiently adept at utilizing this Commission's website to 

identify previous decisions where, unlike in the case here, a group actually did expressly 

advocate for a candidate 01 an issue in an election, but did so without properly complying with 

Florida Statute §I 06. 03 and the sections related thereto. He's no uneducated farm-boy 

1 Should anyone on the Commission or its staff be concerned about the "equities" of assessing tees against Mr 
Barnas for his legally insufficient and probably false··· complain! against Ms Yeago, Mr Barnas' website posting 
for June 12, 2012 (the very same day this Commission's Jetter finding his complaint to be totally wanting would 
have arrived) should be reviewed. See Exhibit H hereto) In that post Mr. Barnas denied a plaintiff and his attorney 
rejecting a settlement offor, and focused on the law applicable to that case that allowed attorneys' fees for a frivolous 
complaint. Here that statute is f lorida Statute§ I 06265(6) 
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3 Beyond the familiarity with the procedwes demonstrated by Mr Barnas in the 

filing of this Complaint against Ms. Yeago, this Commission (or the Division of Administrative 

Hearings) may wish to review Mr. Barnas' prior history of filing similar complaints against 

individuals in the High Springs area with whom he has had disagreements or taken issue, in the 

few months before he was elected to the High Springs City Commission and his first year on that 

body. 

4. Although the records of these various commissions are not always easily 

searchable and although there may easily be more such complaints that have been filed, the 

under signed counsel was able to unearth four ( 4) prior complaints Mr Barnas has served against 

people with whom he had an ax to grind in the High Springs Area. These individuals included 

James Drumm (the former City Manager that Mr Barnas drove from office while he was part of 

a majority of the Commission in his first year), Thomas DePeter (who was the City Attorney for 

part of the year when Mr .. Barnas and his majority had their one-year of mi\jority control on the 

City Commission of the City of High Springs), Linda Rice Chapman (a private attorney who 

successfolly sued the City of High Springs challenging the charter ordinance in question here and 

establishing that it was void ab initio ), and Bryan Boukari (the editor of the local newspaper, 

who safe to say, has not been charitable towards Commissioner Barnas and his heavy-handed 

approach to City government in High Springs) The undersigned can and will present copies of 

all of the publicly available documents with respect to these matters, but suffice it to say the 

circumstances are as follows: 

a On July 25, 2011, Mr Barnas filed a complaint with the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics, Complaint 11-098, against Jim Drumm, the then-City Manager of the 

City of High Springs, with respect to his management of a sewer improvement prnject in the City 
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of High Springs that Mr. Barnas was unhappy with. On September 14, 2011, the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics dismissed that complaint for failure to constitute a legally sufficient 

complaint 

b. On June 28, 2011, Mr Barnas filed Complaint No .. 11-085 with the State 

of Florida Commission on Ethics against Thomas G. DePeter, who was the City Attorney of the 

City of High Springs when Mr Barnas was elected, challenging the manner in which Mr.. 

DePeter had left the position of Mayor and assumed the position of City Attorney. On August 3, 

2011, the State of Florida Commission on Ethics dismissed Complaint 11-085 for failure to 

constitute a legally sufficient complaint. 

c.. On October 29, 2012, Mr Barnas filed with the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics Complaint 12-209 against Bryan Boukari with respect to Mr Boukari's 

membership on the City of Alachua's Downtown Redevelopment Trust Borud .. While it might 

seem strange to this Commission that a City Commissioner in the City of High Springs would 

concern himself with a claim of an ethics violation with respect to a redevelopment board in 

another city, this Commission should be aware of the fact that Bryan Boukrui, in addition to his 

position on that Board, was the publisher of the local newspaper who closely watched and 

reported on the actions of Mr .. Barnas as the Vice Mayor of the City of High Springs and, safo to 

say, was relatively uncharitable in its assessment of Mr.. Barnas' performance.2 The response of 

Mr Brunas was the ethics complaint referred to above On December 5, 2012, the State of 

2 Mr Barnas publishes frequent comments, and invectives, on his "personal" website. Many of these comments 
shed insight into the unfortunate motives of this "public setvant", and many will be presented at the probable cause 
hearing and the final assessment hearing An example of his antipathy or worse toward Mr Boukari (of Alachua 
County I oday), as well as fill journalists who cover High Springs, can be found in his recent post fro June 8, 2013, a 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit G 
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F loiida Commission on Ethics dismissed Complaint 12-209 for failure to constitute a legally 

sufficient complaint 

d In addition to these ethics complaints, Mr Barnas also has seen fit to file a 

Florida Bar Complaint against Linda Rice Chapman, an attorney in the High Springs area, who 

successfully challenged the City's passage of the ordinance in question as being illegally adopted 

and void ab initio, and who also represents a former City employee who claims that he was 

wrongfolly terminated by the City, largely 01 at least partly through the actions of the Vice 

Mayor at that time, Mr .. Barnas.. Although the pape1w01k with respect to that complaint was 

widely bandied about and discussed by Mt. Barnas on his website, his complaint against Ms 

Chapman is not presently available, but was also dismissed by the Florida Bar and the above 

Ethics Commission complaints have been 

5. The fot egoing four complaints, as well as the instant complaint against Ms. 

Yeago, are indicative of Mr. Barnas' apprnach to government While a citizen in the United 

States clearly as the right to petition his government for grievances, and Mr. Barnas had every 

right to file each and every one of the complaints that he chose .to file, when they are declared 

legally insufficient as was the complaint against Ms. Yeago, however, the individual who has 

properly exercised his constitutional rights to petition his government for redress also has to pay 

the piper And that time has come 

6 It should be noted, in "fairness" to Mt Barnas, that he has filed apparently one 

successfol complaint with a Florida commission and that was to this Florida Elections 

Commission against the prior Mayor of the City of High Springs with respect to a technical 

violation on receiving cash contiibutions Although it may well be that that individual, Lauy 

Travis, had already self~rcported the violation to the Elections Commission, it should be noted 
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that Mr Barnas' complaint against Lany Travis, Case No 12-124, did result in a Consent Order 

agreed to by Mi Travis. It is also interesting to note, however, that, like a claimed violation of a 

group for failing to register as a politiq1l committee, it is a simple task and easily satisfied to 

allege and prove that a "too-large" cash contribution has occuned, if it is true .. 

7. The complaint against Mr. Travis was a ve1y small number of pages [total: 5] that 

simply proved that he had repo1ted an illegal cont1ibution, to which Mr I rnvis agreed.. Had Mi .. 

Barnas had any evidence, whatsoever, that Ms Y eago and the Concerned Citizens Group had 

violated Flo1ida's election code by expressly advocating for or against an issue or for or against a 

candidate, that could have been easily submitted to this Commission in a 3 or 4 page complaint 

The attachment of pages up to and including 33 pages in the Complaint against Ms Yeago 

demonstrates that Mr. Barnas was attempting to cause the Commission to conclude that there 

must be something to this Complaint ifhe had spent the time of collecting all of those pages and 

sending them on to the Commission Nothing could be farther fiom the truth 

IX. Legal standard for the imposition of attorneys' fees under Florida law 

8. As reflected in the affidavit of Ms .. Yeago filed herewith in support of this Petition 

(See Exhibit "E" hereto), Ms Yeago conectly notes that she has never sought any relief fiom 

Mr Barnas nor filed any complaints against him, before he filed this complaint But, when he 

filed the blatantly false complaint against her, she feels that the law and this Commission's rules 

anticipate a claim for attorneys' foes in a proper case 

9 She has instituted no other action against him, such as for a possible violation of 

§106 265 for a civil penalty, for sanctions under §104 41, or for the patent violation of the sworn 

oath he made in filing the complaint in this matter against Ms. Yeago. See black box legend at 
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the bottom of Florida Elections Commission Complaint form relating to Florida Statutes §§ 

775 .082 and 775. 083 Any violations to these statutes will be left to the enforcing authorities 

I 0.. This Commission is certainly familiar with its powers and authority given to it by 

Florida Jaw with respect to the imposition of sanctions, attorneys' fees, costs, or other penalties 

with respect to individuals who violate Florida law and/or file false complaints, such as Mr 

Barnas has done. Flo Iida Statute §I 06 265( 6) provides in pertinent pait: 

( 6) In any case in which the Commission determines that a person has 
filed a complaint against another person with a malicious intent to injure 
the reputation of the person complained against by filing the complaint 
with knowledge that the complaint contains one or more false allegations 
or with a reckless disregard for whether the complaint contains false 
allegations of fact material to a violation of this chapter or Chapter 104, 
the complainant shall be liable for costs and reasonable attorney's foes 
incurred in the defense of the person complained against, including the 
costs and reasonable attorney's fees incuned in proving entitlement to and 
the ainount of costs and foes 

There can be no question about Mr Barnas' willfulness, intent, maliciousness, and reckless 

disregard with respect to the Complaint he has filed before this Commission 

11. Although Mr. Barnas made bold, clearly-stated factual statements which, if true, 

might have raised a question concerning whether an organization was a political committee, the 

materials submitted by Mr Barnas failed to present even the slightest question of fact about the 

truthfulness of his allegations and indeed, disproved each and every one of the critical factual 

allegations set forth above 

12 Mr Barnas' Complaint before this Commission is totally and completely false, 

misleading, and demonstrates a willfolness and a reckless disregard for this Commission's 

intelligence and the reputation of the Respondent, Ms Sharon Yeago This Commission should 

exetcise its authority at the hearing on this Petition by finding that this Petition is sufficient to 

order a final hearing against Mr .. Barnas, which will lead to a dcte1mination that he is liable for 
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Ms. Y eago's substantial fees incmred in the preparation of the Response to the Complaint and in 

the preparation of this Motion and any hearing(s) necessarily held pursuant thereto 

13 This Commission has duly taken the provisions of Florida Statute §I 06 .265( 6) 

and provided in Rule 2(B)-l .0045(1) as follows: 

"(!) If the Commission dete1mines that a complainant has filed a 
complaint against a respondent with a malicious intent to injure the 
reputation of such respondent by filing the complaint with knowledge that 
the complaint contains one or more false allegations or with reckless 
disregard for whether the complaint contains false allegations of fact 
material to a violation of Chapte1 l 04 or I 06, the complainant shall be 
liable for costs and reasonable attorneys' fees incuned in the defense of 
the complaint, including the costs and reasonable attorneys' fees incmred 
in proving the entitlement to and the amount of costs and fees .. " 

The Petition must be filed within 30 days from the dismissal of the Complaint and is required to 

state with particularity the facts and grounds that prove entitlement to costs and attorneys' fees 

The foregoing Motion sets fmth with great particularity p1ecisely how Mr Barnas' Complaint, in 

each and every material way, is false and has wrongly accused Ms Yeago and the Concerned 

Citizens of violating Flmida law when in fact the record conclusively establishes that his 

allegations were not true and Mr Barnas knew them to be false at the time he filed this 

Complaint 

14 While the precise motivation for Mr. Barnas' malice and the cause for his reckless 

disregard may never be known to a certainty, the Respondent is only required to prove by clear 

and convincing evidence that she is entitled to the award of costs and attorneys' foes. As detailed 

elsewhere in the mate1ials before this Commission, M1. Barnas spearheaded an eleventh hour 

effmt to ram a charter amendment th.tough the City Commission of the City of High Springs and 

get it on the ballot in Novembe1 2012 Although the Eighth Circuit Court in and for Alachua 

County later struck down his efforts as being void ab initio, Mr Barnas has lashed out at a 
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number of individuals from High Springs, most related to that effort He has filed an 

unsuccessful bar complaint against the same lawyer who successfully got the charter amendment 

stricken as void ab initio.. He has (over the years) filed unsuccessful Ethics Commission 

complaints against the editor of the newspaper that has challenged his method of tunning the 

High Springs City Government, the previous City Manager whom Mr. Barnas drove out of 

office, and the former City Attorney who warned the City Commission that the actions they were 

taking in passing the charter amendment ordinance were in fact void and illegal 

15.. Mr Barnas has now broadened his attack to a pure "good government" group in 

the City of High Springs that carefully stayed away from issues on the November 2012 ballot 

Without any evidence whatsoever to demonstrate a violation of any election laws by this group, 

or by Ms Yeago, however, he was left to fabricate those allegations in the hope that neither the 

Commission nor Ms Y eago would call him on it Each of them have, and it is now for this 

Commission to determine whether an award of fees in favor of Ms .. Yeago is apprnpriate. 

16. Again, turning to Mr .. Barnas' complaint itself may be the best place to conclude 

this petition. Quoting liberally from the first full paragraph at the top of Page 3 of Mr. Barnas' 

Narrative Letter accompanying his complaint (R 000005 of the Record), and changing it only 

slightly to correspond to the claim for fees here by Ms Yeago, Mr Barnas argued: 

The FEC need [sic] to bring to bear its power and authority given to it by 
the State of Florida law [sic] and investigate, and take all appropriate 
measure [sic) under its power to determine the status of (Mr Barnas' 
patently false complaint] and then administer the penalties, fines and 
rulings under its power, should they find this [complaint by Mr Barnas to 
be as devoid of merit as they have already concluded in their June 10, 
2013 Letter] 

For all the many foregoing reasons contained in this petition, it is respectfolly 

urged by Ms .. Yeago that this Commission, pursuant to Rule 2B·-1 0045 determine that the 
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Petition does contain sufficient facts and grounds to support the claim for costs and 

attorneys' fees and that the Commission further order a hearing involving any disputed 

issues of material fact to be held before the Commission, or Commissioner or 

Commissioners designated by the Commission, or by refening the Petition to the 

Division of Administrative Hearings for a formal hearing. 

Respectfolly submitted, 

Paul R Regensdorf, Esq .. 
Florida Bar No: 0152395 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 
50 N Laura St , Ste 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-353-2000 
Fax: 904-358-1872 
E-Mail: paul.iegensdorf@hklaw.com 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

1 HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served via email 

this IO'h day ofJuly, 2013, to: 

Donna Ann Malphms 
Agency Clerk 
Florida Elections Commission 
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I 07 W. Gaines Street 
Suite 224 Collins Building 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050 
foc@myfloridalegal.com 

#24114488_vl 

!. sl Paul R. Regensdorf 
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EXHIBIT ''A'' 



FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W .. Gaines Street, 

Suite 224 Collins Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-0783 

Aptil 3, 2013 

CERTIFIED MAIL 70042510000147395596 

Sharon L Yeago 
21120 NW 132"d Lane 
High Springs, FL 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13··125, Respondent: Sharnn L. Yeago 

Dear Ms. Yeago: 

On April 3, 2013, the Florida Elections Commission 1eceived the enclosed complaint alleging 
that you violated Florida's election laws Section 106..25(2), Flotida Statutes states: 

The respondent shall have 14 days after receipt of the complaint to 
file an initial response, and the executive director may not 
determine the legal sufficiency of the complaint during that time 
period 

If you choose to file a response to the complaint, please send it to my attention at the address 
listed above To ensure that I receive your response in a timely manner, you may also want to 
send it via e-mail to my attention, at .[l;f{i'l myfloiidalcg,JltconJ. You will be notified by letter 
whether the complaint is determined legally sufficient Please note that all conespondence from 
this office will be mailed to the same address as this letter Therefore, if your address changes, 
you must notify us of your new address 

Under section 106 25, Florida Statutes, complaints, Commission investigations, investigative 
reports, and other documents relating to an alleged violation of Chapters 104 and 106, Flmida 
Statutes, are confidential until the Commission finds probable cause or no probable cause I he 
confidentiality provision does not apply to the person filing the complaint However, it does 
apply to you, the Respondent, unless you waive confidentiality in Wiiting 



The confidentiality p1ovision does not preclude you fiom seeking legal counsel However, if you 
retain counsel, your attorney must file a notice of appearnnce with the Commission before any 
member of the Commission staff can discuss this case with him or her 

Enclosure: Complaint w/attachments 

DAM/ip 

s~d-~ 
Donna Ann Malphurs 
Agency Clerk 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

107 West Gaines Street, Suite 224, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 
Telephone Number (850) 922-4539 r· ·: c E ~I 'E '.) 

www.fec.state . .fL...M.. · · - ' '" ; ... 
CONFIDENTIAL COMPLAINT FOR 

~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~·-:--:~J,JjJ.J~j,..;,,~~~~ 

The Commission's r·ecords and prnceedings in a case ate confidential until the Commission rules on pr-obable 
cause. A copy of the complaint will be provided to the person against whom the ~omij\~Tlf.l lS."bf<!..ligP,!-:i,\ 

1. PERSON BRINGING COMPLAINT: 

Name: -~o_bert J Barnas ·-----···- Woxk Phone: c_:~~.)-~3~: 7355_ 

Address: 20147 NW 25"7th Terrace ---··--- Home Phone: (38~)~54···2702 

City: _!::!igh ~2._~ings County: ~!~~-hu~ State: FL···-- Zip Code: _32~3 ____ _ 

2. PERSON AGAINST WHOM COMPLAINT IS BROUGHT: 

A person can be an individual, political committee, committee of continuous existence, political pruty, 
electioneering communication organization, club, corporation, partnership, company, association, or any 
other type oforganization .. If both an individnal and a committee or organization are involved, name both. 

Name of individual: ~ha!01:_ L Y ~ag°--------------·---·---------· 
Address: .3:.2. 20 ~W _2 32n~~a~_:____________ Phone: ( 352 t?..~6~115 
City: High S_e.~ing~ County: Alachua___ State: fl:___ Zip Code: 32643 

If individual is a candidate, list the office 01 position sought: ----·--···---------·-------· 

Name of committee or organization: ---·--

AddJess: -·--·-·---·--·-----·-·-----------
Phone: (_) _______ _ 

City:. ··-- County: _____ State:·--·- Zip Code:-----·----

Have you filed this complaint with the State Attorney's Office? (check one) 0 Yes [j) No 

3.. ALLEGED VIOLATION(S): 

Please list the provisions of The Florida Election Code that you believe the person nruned above may have 
violated. The Commission has juiisdiction only to investigation the following provisions: Chapter 104, 
Chapter 106, Section 98.122, and Section 105.071, Flo1ida Statutes Also, please include: 

v' The facts and actions that you believe support the violations you allege, 
v' Ihe names and telephone numbers of persons you believe may be witnesses to the facts, 
./ A copy or pictuie of the political advertisements you mention in your statement, 
./ A copy of the documents you mention in your statement, and 
v' Other evidence that supports your allegations. 

-------·--··-----.. ----·------
Sharon L Yeago formed a oganization with Linda Jones and several others to make political 

positions know and most specifi_cally '.o oppose a ballot referendu~ issu_: to li::::iit debt 

This was on the ballot November 2012 in the city of High Springs, Florida. 

Details of the complaint and Florida Statutes is attached. 

FEC 002 (Rev 4-24··05) 



Two or more people, making expenditures and opposing a ballot issue. In additi'on, ·-·---------------·-·--·-------·------·--·---------
registered agent was not named .. Registered treasurer was not named and ~ep;~ 
~ . - . -------
were not filed. Again, detail information is attached. ·-----------------------·-----------------·-----
--------------·-·--------·--.-------·------------------· 

----------
·-------------

-----·------------------------------------------
----------·---·---------------·------·--------------·--·--·---·--· 

Additional mate1ials attached (check one)? ~Yes 0No 

4. OATH 

STATEOFFLORijA , 
COUNTY OF --- ta cli_;(y,\ ~ ____ ., 

I swear or· affil'm, that the above information is t of my knowledge. 

.:::r 
UC> ...-· ,.. •' , __ g ~:. 

!"' -·· <f. ' -......... 
~ 

' ,. '"'' ~:: '"" I c c:i:: l~ 

I 0-- .-: 
-·~· "" .. ·--

~~ < -' ;;;:; 
.~ 

(Print Type, or Stamp Comnuss1oned Name ofNotir;- Public) 

./ 
Personally known.~- Or Produced ldentification .. --

Iype ofldent1ficanon Produced __________ _ 

Any person who files a complaint while ](nowing that the allegations are false or without merit commits a 
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in Sections 775.082 and 775.083, Florida Statutes. 

FEC 002 (Rev 4 .. 24-05) 



April 1, 2013 

Florida Election Commission 
107 West Gaines Street 
Suite224 
Tallahassee, Florida 3239!HOSO 

DearFEC, 

High Springs is a small town compared to Tallahassee,. The numbers of voters and dollars spent are at 
different ends of a chart. But money is money and politics is politics .. So whether it is millions of dollars 
and hundreds of votes for a large town and a Political Committee (PC) or a small town where thousands 
of dollars and a few dozen vote Is Involved, the law is clear and has been written to deal with both 
equally. As an example I suggest you look at FEC case 06 .. 129. 

And if a PC's action affects Tallahassee or liigh Springs, the result of the vote of a yes or no is the same. 
The Joss or win in an election, or an issue .. Size of a voting population Is not of importance .. And with 
that, MUST be dealt with in a manner that is equal, whether a town is big or small. 

Florida law has been written to deal with either case, big or small .. It is clear that a PC is only 2 or more 
people, spending $500 or more, and in support or against a candidate or issue .. Not issues, not 
candidates combined, but only one issue would be sufficient. And in this case a ballot referendum .. 

This complaint Is a complaint against a group/committee that was organized to oppose a specific issue, 
and in fact Is still in existence and making statements in support of or against issues. 

I will detail my allegations in following information I am submitting this now because I just was able to 
document (in writing and not hearsay) a second person to satisfy the two person rule. 

For the November 2012 election in High Springs Florida candidates registered to run, and an issue was 
place on the ballot to limit the debt of the city and placing a restriction on the ballot .. The ballot was set 
by Alachua County Election office of Pam Carpenter and the municipal High Springs City Clerk (In charge 
of city ballot) Jenny Parham (see ballot and results Exhibit 1) .. And two candidates for one seat were 
Byran Williams and Pat Rush. The other seat was Scott Jamison and Ed Reiss .. 

This complaint is that a group of many individual formed an organization/PC, to defeat the ballot issue 
and also support and support the election of Byran Williams and Scott Jamison .. They set up a "steering 
committee" (please note they do use the word committee) to write their goals and positions and called 
them "principles" .. I feel this organization used the term "steering committee", but was actually a PC 
that would conform to Florida Statute as defined in 106.011 (l)(a)(l){c). 

Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defe"t of arc issue" 



Again, this group had more than 2 people, and may have taken contributions, but certainly made 

expenditures on advertising, signs, written material and events advocating reform at the city .. And 

again, for the defeat of a ballot issue of the City of High Springs .. The ballot issue was a referendum to 

limit city debt 

This organization used a disclosure that it was a "grassroots" organization and did not fall under Florida 

Statute 106 .. Florida Statute 106 makes no mention of exclusion of any "grassroots" group .. The fact that 

they referred to FS 106.11 is proof they knew of this statute. Yet they knowingly and willfully avoided 

complying with it on all levels. 

What FS 106 covers and FS 106.011 defines, is a "political committee" .. And most certainly it is my 

opinion in this complaint that this group/organization began a string of violations when it knowingly and 

willfully avoided becoming a PC that never properly registered as required under FS 106 .. 03 (3) (c). 

"A political committee which Is organized to support or oppose only candidates for municipal 
office or Issues to be voted on in a municipal election shall file a statement of organization 
with the officer before whom municipal candidates qualify" .. 

They never appointed a treasurer as required by FS 106 .. 021{1) {a) .. 

"Each candidate for nomination or election to office and each polltlcal committee shall 
appoint a campaign treasurer". 

Never appointed a registered agent required by FS 106 .. 022(1) .. 

"Each political committee, committee of continuous existence, or electioneering 
communications organization shall have and continuously maintain in this state a registered 
office and a registered agent and must file with the filing officer a statement of appointment 
for the registered office and registered agent". 

Never filed timely r·eports of the organization and its financial expenditures as required by FS 106 .. 07 .. 

"Each campaign treasurer designated by a candidate or political committee pursuant to s .. 
-=.;,,_ 4:. shall file regular reports of all contributions received, and all expenditures made, 
by or on behalf of such candidate or political committee" 

The following Information will be a timellne of the birth or founding of Concerned Citizens for a Better 

High Springs (hereafter referred to as CCFBHS).. A group of more than 2 people who spent more than 

$500 on the High Springs City Election and the defeat of a ballot Issue to limit debt of the city. 

Again, it Is my contention this organization fits Florida Statute 106 as a PC They never registered 

properly or filed reports of financial disclosure They Ignored the law 

While there are more than 100 members, it would be difficult to single out Individual officers But there 

are two people who have made written statement {see Sharon Yeago attached email Exhibit 2, and 

Exhibit 2 a Facebook statement of Linda Jones) where they admit to being either the spokesperson or 

,,. Ouli•h ; 
. ' 



steering committee person and hubs for information in and out of the organization .. These two people 1 

hold fully responsible for organizing and NOT filing as a PC, registering as an agent or treasurer of this 

PC. Then, not filing appropriate financial reports and disclosures as required by a Florida Statute of a PC .. 

I have named Sharon Yeago in this complaint as the responsible party 

The FEC needs to look at the timefine and evidence. The FEC needs to see how this organization has 

tried to call itself a "grassroots" organization to simply avoid being a PC .. The FEC need to bring to bear 

its power and authority given to it by the State of Florida law and investigate, and take all appropriate 

measure under its power to determine the status of this organization and then administer the penalties, 

fines and rulings under its power, should they find this organization is a PC and failed on all levels to 

register and file reports .. To not do so would open the door for all other organizations to avoid Florida 

State requirements across Florida, whether big or small .. 

Here is a timeline and evidence I have gathered 

During early September 2012 an organization called CCFBHS and their Facebook page surfaced. A PC was 

born.. It says on the Facebook page that it was founded September 28, 2012. I have attached (Exhibit 3) a 

copy of the Facebook founded page. 

On October 1 and 8, newspaper stories came out that reported the organization, steering committee 

people and more .. Sharon Yeago again Is quoted (Exhibit 4). 

They have a Facebook page "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" that has an "About" page 
with a Mission Statement. The mission statement is a statement of political views and opinions that 
address issues facing High Springs .. This site was established September 17, 2012, founded September 

28, 2012 and ran almost weekly political statements right up till, the election on November ·7, 2012. 

This organization from early September began holding regular meetings at the building (Video City) 

owned by one of its members, Ed MacKinnon (George Edgar MacKinnon) .. This in effect was an in kind 

donation (one donation for every meeting) by Mr. MacKinnon that he has not disclosed and/or was not 

reported by CCFBHS. 

These meetings discussed the future of fligh Springs, the ballot issue and support for Byran Williams. 

At the candidate forum at the High Springs Women's Club they distributed more flyers (Exhibit 5) that 

set In stone their political stance on the debt issue on the ballot. They supported OEFEATING the 

charter amendment issue. I have also attached a copy from the Facebook site where Gene l.evine (one 

of the members) makes a post in support of Byran Williams and refers to "we" (the group) and the 

Facebook page allows It to go out to all friends and the public for the record. 

This organization gathered names of over 100 supporters and friends. This organization on October 31, 

2012 places a full page ad in the Alachua Today newspaper (Exhibit 6) .. The cost of which is estimated 
over $500. Either someone wrote a check to the paper, or the paper made an in kind donation .. While I 

have said estimated at over $500, it has been said to me that the cost is much closer to $1000 .. This one 
ad alone will be the key to expenditures .. Two names in this ad (at that time and now) are sitting High 



Springs Commissioners Sue Weller and Scott Jamison and 1 candidate Byran Williams (at that time), and 

is now a sitting commissioner (who was elected and sworn in on November 17, 2012).. 

During the pre election period many named members held signs for Byran Williams and on Election Day 

had a tent with his signs and again held his signs next to the two 4ft X 4ft 'Vote NO" posters opposing 

(with CCFBHS disclaimers) the ballot referendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one of 
the two polling places. I do not have a picture of these posters, but witnesses will verify that they were 
there and that these members held candidate Byran Williams signs .. The cost estimated of two large 
referendum posters is estimated at $100 .. 

I have included additional pages and pictures from the Facebooksite .. You will see political statements 

and pictures of organization/political banners. At an event at city hall this committee/organization 
displayed a large banner (see photos dated ... .) naming their organization and, asking for people to "join 
us", they handed out flyers (at a cost) and made political statements on issues facing the City and the 
Commission of lligh Springs .. The cost estimated of this banner is $100. 

Other expenditures by the CCFBHS included lunches for city employees on city property. Cost unknown .. 

This organization certainly has spent well over $500, with my estimate being more llke $1000-·2000 .. 

This organization after the election has virtually stopped activity, but is stlll in existence .. It was their sole 
purpose to truly influence the election ;;md ballot issue .. But they still seem to be in around based on 

their Facebook. 

This complaint is that Sharon Yeago with Linda Jones organized and created a steering committee for 
the CCFBHS as a Political Committee .. And through their "steering" had knowledge of spent funds 
opposing an issue on the ballot and supporting candidates, in violation of Florida Statute as mentioned 
above More specifically this complaint is that Sharon Veago has violated: 
1) FS 106 .. 03 {1) by failing to register a PC with the Supervisor of Elections {Jenny Parham) forthe City of 
High Springs (a Florida municipality) 
2) FS 106 .. 022 by never appointing a registered agent as required. 
3) FS 106.021(1) (a) by never appointing a treasurer as required .. 
4) FS 106 .. 19 (l){d) making many financial expenditures .. 
5) FS 106 .. 06 several times for not keeping records. 

Respectfully submitted, 
\ / ,.,, .. , ,,.-, 
v, 

........ I /~ 

... \,.,\.I ~ 

Bob Barnas 

20147 NW 257°' Terrace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 

352-538-7355 (cellphone) 
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OFFICIAL RESULTS 
GENERAL ELECTION, AI,ACHUA COUNTY 

NOVEMBER 6, 2012 
**INCLUDES ALL LEGALLY CAST BALLOTS** 

Date:! l/16/12 
Time:16:55:28 

Page:4of4 

Registered Voters 164970 ··Cards Casi 242059 146 .. 73% Num. Report Precinct 63 - Num .. Reporting 63 l 00.00"/o 

Archer2 
··---·-.. ---··-·----·--.. -··---, 

Total 
Number of Precincts I 
Precincts Reporting l !00 .. 0 % 
Times Counted 5151696 74.0 % 

Total Votes ---·--··--·-·-·~457~-==~ 
James Maybeny 218 47 .. 70% 

__ !d.!!9~~~---- ________ _p~ 52.3~. 
··-·-···-···"·-·---------··--····-··-·-1 

High Springs 4 
Total 

Number of Precincts 2 
Precincts Reporting 2 l 00. 0 % 
Times Counted 291li3710 78 .. 5 % 

fotal Votes ··--···-··-·-·--·· 2634 
Pat Rush 1179 44 .76"/o ' 

~Williams ·-·--· .. - 1455 55~ 

High Springs a;;;rt;;;-··--··· .. ··---·----··1 
fora! 

Number of Precincts 2 
Precincts Reporting 2 l 00.0 % ' 
Times Counted 2911/3710 785 % , 
Total V ores 2686 """¥Es--·-·--·-·-···-----··-·- 1so1 ·-67 05% 2£_________ 885 32.95% 

- ........ ·------··· .. ·-·-----·-·-·- .. ---·--, 
Annexation ; 

Total 
Kumber of Precincts I 
Precincts Reporting I 100 .. 0 % , 
rimes Counted 680fi98 85.2 % 
Total Votes 665 ·-roa--·------··-·--·--62--9.32%' 
AGAINSI 603 90.68% -------·---· --------·- -- ------· 



City of'Higb Springs Mail - Re: Concerned Citiz.ens for a Better Higil Springs Page I of..J 

{· ~· 
.~ - . Bob Barnas< bbamas@highsprings.us> 

Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
1 message 

Sharon Yeago< sharon@yeago .. net> Fri, Dec 7, 2012 at 12:25 PM 
To: Bob Barnas <bbamas@highsprings .. us> 
Cc: John Manley <jmanley3@yahoo .. com>, Bob Jones <1iconderoga47@holmaltcom>, l.inda Jones 
<sunsetwishes@hotmail..com> 

Bob, if you are interested in publicly supporting our values, you 
should follow Ille instructions outlined in every publication, press 
release or article tllat has been written or distributed to date .. 
These are readily available on Facebook, Alachua Today and the 
Observer. 

Please let me know if you need another copy of these materials. We 
can share with your our Guiding Principles, Recommendations etc. 

As you alSO know by reviewing our supporters list previously submitted 
we already have lhree commlSSioners who support our values. 
Therefore, attendance at our meetings could become problematic and I 
would recommend legal advice on that issue 

I am traveling and have not had access to my computer (I'm using a 
guest services computer right now during my lunch break at a 
conference in Jax} which is why the delay in my response to you. 

I look forward to your response.. I return to High Springs this 
evening and can forward you any materials you require at that time 

·Take care Sharon 

On Thu, Dec6, 2012at1:04 PM, Bob Barnas <ti~a1.'a>@i119"1sv1"196 .. &>wrote: 
>Sharon, 
> 
> So how does someone, say someone like me became a member? Is there an 
>application? 
> 
> Can I get a list of current members after I become a member? 
> 
> I understand other commissioners are mmbers and for the good of the 
>community we should have unity 
> 
> BobBamas 
> High Sprtngs City Commissioner 
> 
> 
> 
>On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 8:02 PM, Sharon Yeago <c'·;o:o"@ycoGC ••e» wrote: 
» 
» Dear Bob, Lee and Scott, 
» 
» I am the official spokesperson for the Concerned Citizens group 

(J ' I 
J.. u (} 



City of High Springs Mail - Re: C,oncemed Citizens for a Better High Springs 

» have handled all pubf!Cify' and development of public policy 
>> statements .. 
>> 
» As you may also know, we are a group of concerned citizens. We are 
>> not incorporated, have no fictitious name registration and therefore 
>> do not have a bank account We do have a Steering Committee (copied 
» here.) A list of our public supporters is attached for your record 
» and to clarify 'who are theSe people?' This was publiShed in Alachua 
» Today. Please feel free to distribute to anyone requiring ciarity 
» While there are many names of prominent citizens, most of those listed 
» are regular folks who just Jive and/or work in High Springs .. 
>> 
>> For clarification, we have absolutely no affiliation with any other 
» organization, including the HS CDC and l would appreciate it if you 
»would keep that in mind during future public statements about our 
>> group.. Most of the supporters of CCFBHS are actively engaged in their 
>>community, whether at church, their childrens' school, the community 
» theater, or other groups and so it would stand to reason that they 
>> would be affiliated with one organization or another.. We include 
>> Republicans, Democrats, liberals, moderates and one supporter who 
» describes herself as 'right of the Tea Party.' Our supporters 
» comprise all aspects of community life in High Springs .. 
>> 
» If you require a mailing address, please feel free to use either my 
»personal residence at21120NW132 Lane, High Springs, FL 32643, or PO 
» Box 2114, High Springs, FL 32655-2114, which I have maintained for 
>> more than a dozen years. 
>> 
» Regarding donations, we are accepting gifts and gift certlficates as 
» well as food and volunteer time for the Holiday Gathering event which 
» is a dinner for City employees and their families. In addition to 
>> food, gifts will be distributed. Many citizens are coming forward to 
» help with this dinner. 
>> 
>> As a point of reference since we don't each other very well, I served 
» the City of High Springs for 8 years as an independent contractor that 
» developed and managed the High Springs Farmers Market from 2000 to 
» 2008 
>> 
» I was also a consultant to the City many years ago when the City tried 
» to save the Youth Center which was previously located in the Old 
» School.. In both cases, I was specifically requested to serve by the 
» City Commission (we were under a mayor form of government back then .) 
» I have worked very closely with city staff for a Jong time end have a 
>> fondness and respect for our government and the people who work for 
>>us, the taxpayers. 
>> 
>> Please direct any questions, concerns or Issues to me should they 
» arise. I will be most happy to respond as quickly and completely as 
» possible so that there are no further issues With miscommunication or 
» distribution of incorrect information 
>> 
>> Thank you for your service to our City 
>> 
» Take care, Sharon 
» 
>> 
>> 
» Begin forwarded message: 
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City ot High Springs Mail ··Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

» 
>>From: Bob Barnas <:..:e, :::a·~. ~ .. , "::"S . :> 
» Subject: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
» Date: December 5, 2012 3:46:53 PM EST 
»To: Lee Vincent <1 •1.;~ ·:.©r•: ";: ·· ·:p :.>,Scott Walker 
>> <sc-: l©.c·~ :::l$G1"";C\ .:··~~,..· ... ::- :> ... s ... .. ii'~ ~·~~· ~c 
>> 
» Lee and Scott, 
» 
» I asked Jenny today for an address for the group .. She has no physical 
» address linked to this group. I would like to know iff this is OK? Is 
» It OK to give the use of the "Old School" to a group that has no 
» single spokesperson as their head and no address to correspond with 
» should there ever be an issue going down the road? They are asking the 
» community on Facebook for donations .. It does not say to the city, or 
»to them 
» 
» The only thing Jenny has is that the email from them that they use was 
» linked to a request from Ross Amborse So if he is their spokesperson 
» or person that organized tile group fine, just let us know so we can 
» send a thank you card or documents we may have to deal with Ed 
» McKinnon, Sharron Y eago, Linda Jones .. who ls actually trhe 
» responsble person for the grassroots group? Are they at the address of 
» CDC? I think we need to know. 
» 
» While there are many prominent names in the group, I have been asked 
» who are these people? 
» 
>>cc: '"iSCi'I~~ 1S{'f).;.r·c1i corr 
»Bob Bamas 
» High Springs City Commissioner 
>> :;i:,:; .. s:e .. -;::;f 
» 
» *Please note:• 
» 
» Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
» including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business 
>>are 
»public records available to the public and Media upon request Your e-mail 
» communication may be subject to public disclosure 
» 
» 
» 
» 
» 
»-
» Sharon L. Yea go 
>> 3~~--.r..'1S·G.~1/ phone 
>> 252 206 -~· , c cell 

>> -·-~-"-•w-·----
» "The fisst wealth is health." 
» - Ralph Waldo Emerson 

» "Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food " 
» .. Hippocrates 
> 
> 
> 
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City of High Springs Mail- Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

. \'\ 
\' 
' > 
~ >-

>Bob Barnas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> S?:=:-5S8-.'f"855 
> 
> *Please note:• 
> 
> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
> including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
> public records available fx> the public and Media upon request. Your e-mail 
> communication may be subject to public lflSclosure. 
> 
> 

Sharon L. )'eago 
s.e6··ti··;o ... so"i7 phone 
2.-GZ .. 25b·&~ ~feel' 

1 '"ihe first \:Vea!th is health 11 

. Re lp:1 Walclo Emerson 

"Let thy food be thy medi(!ine and thy medicine be i:hy food " 
- fiippocrzte-s 

0 :, \, ; 
1... l)V : . .1 .:.. ...., 
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Concerned Citizens For· A Better High Spi·ings 
12611kes i ~ia,19 .:?:Jo.i~ t:11s 

Liked 

Ccrn1~nity 

:111SS10H STAmtaff Concerned ~for a BEttet' KlQh srtt.as supports a local government wrtb a 
e~ and l)r(lfc:SSIOIW ma.~ernent ttrat provi:le le&der$hip, ~ alld a \119on for <M' ruture. 126 

COde Of Conduct. The City of High Springs has been disCUSSlng a 
"Code of Conduct" (Qr Commissioners&. Charter Officers. ihe 
Issue wl~ agmn be on the agenda Thursday Mar Ch 2Sth. 'The 
Steering Comm!~ made the following statement at the last 
COmmlssloo Meeting. 

\ ''Good evening Mayor & CommtsslOners, 

" 
My name IS l.JClda .JoneS and I 11m a resident of Edgemore t:i High 
Sprtogs I am $fl&lklng ton!ght on behalf of lbe Concerned 
Cltileos group, where I serve on the Steering Committee 

Last fa!!,, when our Mission Statement was drafted, we publidy 
defined four Pnndples that WOUid gulde ou: group .. Ths lnch,1<:1ed, 
"Prlndple Three: There must be a commitment to restore CMtrty 
and fairness to the manner ln which Oty government is 
conducted antt t'O the manner In wtuch its elected officials Interact 
with City staff and with ras.tdents .. ··Adopting o Code or Conduct 
for our city leeders 1S consistent with thts principle and we 
encourage the Commls.s!.on to do .so. 

The City of Hrgll Sprtngs Is not breaking new grotll'ld by 
consioenno such a CO(le. Tue Cities of Bradenton and St. Pete 
here In Fbrlda nave recen!jy ai.1opted such codes, ones I can oni'y 
assume our Oty Attorney has reviewed In preparing the 
Resolution you are considering tonight. The rntemet1 SOOal 
Media, avaUabi~ty of vkteo cameras In eve"}'one's cell phone are 
JUst some of the drlvtflg forces behind the need ror our oty to 
provide clear 9U1dance and expectatloos for our officials. The }Ob 
of representing the tltY ls a 24/7 responslbHity where It IS not 
easy, if oot at times: !mpOSSlble, to make the dtstlm::tlon betv•een 
personal comment and actfon vs .. ttiat of a representative. 

COn«:rned Otlzens believes that it Is the duty of our 
representiStlVes to be held to a higher standard as should be 
detailed in an adopted Code of Conduct Please vote to support 
such a code or explain to the community why the proposed code 
Is not being supported. 

Thank you" 

Everyone wants To Make A Difference .. 

cancer etrect:s S'O many at so manv leve!S. 'The Soup·R·SWeet 
Socia! ls your opportunity to Sf!oJ that you understand or have 
been effected. 

THIS SATURDAY·· March 16th from 5:30 to 8 PM (FOR ONLY $5 
+ a non .. per!Shable food Item) you am show your support for the 
fight against cancer., 

Your donated food Item w!U go to the community pimtry run by 
cathohc Chan' SM 1:c"et 

Share 

Diana P«tei, Janis ClltaJclo sameti., .Jim Oodson Mids Olb;irs loko thlS, 

...All Miity No1u:: Hlnsor. Wl!ere 11: this b<l!l9 held?WouJd have l:lecll 

1g good to lmOYJ about this a liWe soonQ\1 

Mllieh 1S at 6:'tu1m vra ~rlc 

~ Concern® C:l<.1xons For A ea;te~ Ml'1h Sprln"c'ThoSOUp-R .. 
- sweet Event IS being tte.'d attltn ~'s Club In High Springs, 

1lle 111~ and ~'tOPMSth!s 1nforma'l1Qn tl!ong \"IM 
provided to us on lhul!.day. liO?O your plans are fJe<lbk! enou11h to 
mate It and .support these rommunrty groups .. 
Na•ch 15 at 10'13a!'I' 

Heather McCall Caballero posted this and we also wanted to 
snare thls lnrormahon with the community He was a very good 
publlt servant and wiU be mlSSed 

Sgt Chuck Harper lost his t1ght with cancer this evening. For 
those of you who may not know him, Sgt Harper was the HSPD 
officer· who responded to the shooting at our school. He has 
fought a long hard battle and I ask that you pray for the family 
he has left behind. 

Cil::S~'fi1U ~at~' fc:· .. • .1;;l::i\,' ~1:- (29 phatOS) 
Old SChOOI HouSeflr1t e'>'Cn~ De<:. 14,. 2012 

(J J f; ....... ·~ + u 
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L onceme<t cinzens t or A Helter High l>)uings 

MlSSl'ONSThTEMOtr~Ottrtns fo.-e Bettietttlg:I Sll!fl'lgs~e 
!OG1~11t111oonmb:S0Dan<1Jl!de.sl0Ml~tt1at~ 
~}'Jp,1.~~ord•~forQUJ~ 

BaslcinfO 

History by Year 

Prlndl)tc °"* ~ mlo'Sttlc' * COl'Ull1tmelll 17ftlleC'.ommlss!OlletS M<J tl1': 
dlllens:torest:Mlp!O(essllloNl~~M4~bla~tto 

'""'" 
PrtndpleTvto:ThetemttStbea~torestD!ea~ 
~iyl)l'OCSStfl!t~~~an<ll.?ngtttmot.-e.nri!dsatld 
D~t!IOC1'{~r,ol'f&Ql~"V 

~ Thlec: lhete 1111.stbe A ~IO rcsto!eCl\rRY Bn<:I f<llmess IO 
ttiematlll!I' tlt'llBc'hQ:y gavmvne:ot!s Cl)ll(fuae:;leaa to ttiematrnct In IVlllcfl 
its e'lxtt.d~!nWaetwlttlat)'~~l'.ttfltt:s!clents 

Pr'll'lCi¢ef~Tilen!rnu:stb=o11«mm'i?nltll':ID~ttie~oltfl¢i 
~Clt)'~aia~cmi.,aridfait~lJllJ 
Q)ll'm'lltri'w:lltnll!St~relitlOr\Swlth~enb'tle:catllll!elds, 
1'1ithlbe:O:Ysstall',1~~~,.,.,htoth4!~.\\'lh!M 
n'1611a,~tJK'dtd.:&nWitblls~<lb'1efls. 

Wfl 11'6Vtople. .. ();)notmo:I Otll:alS ~ & S«tttttlgfl Sprlr.!J$- loolclnsi (Of 

IOail~~owners&ld(ltficts~!nW~rttveQflhese 
Pl'iDcflllc,$ to Jobi ttlls. ef1Grt, For more~ or to slOn on as a StlP!lCltel' 
QfQmmc..:ICltizenllfQl'aBet!Cl"tilllhSprtrios.(tll.IU~~ 

" 
,. , ................ ,.. ..... ,..,.,.. r> .. , ; . 

;,._ .11:1;' 
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Founded on September 28, 2012 
Jn High Springs, Florida 

~ people llke this .. 

m Snaro~ 1:;~<0' How do we go about making High Springs better?? I am wlUing to work at it! 
({l!~ September 17, 2012 at 7:48pm 1 

t::'\1 Concemetl Cl~zens ~ot A Better Ktgh Sptlngs Keep up to date with this page .. Oppo<tunlties to meet, dlscuss and create I 
- to revleW and implement will be forthcoming .. 

SepLembe · 17, 2012 ac 8:39pm · 1 

(if .:(I Robett 1r.c:::iellan Whatever happened to the vlslon of a vibrant little Main street town, with cafes and upscale shops? Instear 
iiiljl mlnlsb"les, empty smrefronls and secon<!··hand junk shops. And I thought the city was going to tum Poe Springs Into the eco-·t< 

I am very disappointed .. 
September 21, 2012 al 9 .. .t1.9an1 

Ir.JI Sharon \'eago watch thlS sapce for more Information! 
!~ 5eptembe1 28, 2012 at 10:18am 

, , ·· : Ge:oie Oil:·ien @Robert, I heard on NPR WUFT radio the other day that Poe Springs Park has been tumed back over to the< 
l .dJJi Springs, and the ongoing problems rebuilding the concrete steps was mentioned At the end of the segment they said "mayb ... 

Septembe: 28, 2012 at 2:24pm 1 

• , aenle o <.ri~n Thank you for the Invitation to Hke this page and get Involved .. Technically I live In an unincorporated area bell 
i _ad High Springs but If my Input anel or partldpatton rn helping to restore civility and sanity m the Oty of High Springs is \velcome, 

assist however I can .. 
Sep\embe1 ZS, 2.012 a• 2:26pm 

II:"~ Si'i2ror.: '.:'eego we'll add your name to our effort, thanks Genie! 
~ September 28, 2012 at 2 34om l 

fr."·· SO:san leffar·o~~~' O:acl. Tell your friends about this effort It IS Important that word gets out If we all work together we can 
:;o..:, September 28, 201.2 aL 2:~6pn 

t,U Conca: n~ Citizens f,ot f... Set'.:e• Hl11h Springs Sharon Kantor, Robert. McClellan, please let us !<now If we can add your na 
- supporters .. See more Information above that has been added. We can email you our founding Mission Statement and Prtnclple 

seplember 28, 2012 at 2:47pm · l li1 i S~&"'°" Sr r.ton Please add me to your list. I am thankful to have a successful business in High Sprlngs, but more civility and 
would definitely encourage me to keep It here Let me know what I can do .. 

I!. .. ... 

September 28, 2012 ac 3:47pm 4 

f.J!ll 3ack In eslar.ce lte(:"'..1:·a~ ~ca~~h Ccue l am so happy to see I am not the only one concerned about the way things are hap 
~ this time. I often feel like "Allee In Wonderland" that has dropped down the rabbit hole and things just keep getting curiouser ' 
- -"-· see the charm and charachter of our town restored 

September 30, 2012 at 5:45pm 2 

" J&y~e O': Sign me up.I have watched as many others have, our community fall apart. A few y~ars ago we helped shape the f 
\.. jl seems like now we are just watching people in power fight with no sense of how they are affecting the lives of so many .. An OP< 

· beginning. Tbanks. 
October 1 2012 at 7:53a111 .l 

f \I -
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CiW.en Group FO!lllS In High Springs 
SfaffReporter 
• Mon. Oct 01, 2012 

group of local citizens has funned Coocemed Citizens tor a Better 
igh Springs in an elfortto effe&t good policy decisions by local 

emment. This newly formed nonpartisan, nonpolilical group hopes 
effectposilive change through educatiOn and advocacy for better 

decisions by elected officials, ulilizing existing governance 
'Struclures and creating new policies to improve the wellbeing of the City of High Springs. 

According to local resident. John P. Manley, Ill, one of file lnilial 019anizeJS of the group, 
"We hope to put before the Citiz.ens of High Springs a series of goals for the management 
and administration of the City to return it to a balanced, financially viable operation .. 
Additionally, we wish to promote the City Administration as a pro-active catalyst for serving 
the people and move the City to reach its highest and best potential .. We wish to create an 
environment of appreciation and initiative that works to rebuild the once strong morale 
amongst the City Staff so they can continue to serve the Citizens with the distinction for 
friendliness and service they have always had.. Finally, we wish to incorporate those near 
tenn goats for stabilizing the Ci1¥ into a component of a broader landscape that paints a 
future picture of the City that all the townspeople can embrace; and work together to 
accomplish .. We want our town to be the kind of town that our children hope to remain in to 
start their families and raise their children..• 

lhe group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
supports a local government with professional management that provides leadership, 
accountability and vision for our future .. " 

nie group developed four Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community and 
will offer policy recommendations on these issues: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process 
that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to 1iscal 
responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner 
in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 
interact wi1h City staff and with residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government.. This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public-·at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens .. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is looking for local residents, business owners 
and others invested in and supportive of its goals.. For more information, or to sign on as a 
supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Facebook at ivwvv.dny:..:~f.com/bosigmg.. 

" ( .,. 
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local 

High Springs_residents rafly_to form grassroots 
group 

Ca-C!!iml»foira ~HighSprings bo61eda 14Jnchfor Clfy 
emp!oy&eS on Ille -of a 6.07 .,.,...,.mt pay cut. 

HIGH SPRINGS·- Members of the newly· formed group, 
"Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" (CCBHS), 
deliveJed lunch on Wednesday, Oct. 3, fDr Cily of High Sptings 

employees affected by the recent 6 .. 07 percent salary cut to all 
non-union City employees. 

"We want to encourage our City employees to hang in 11lere by 

providing support in a meaningful way." said CCBHS Publicity Chair Sharon Yeago. "Our employees are 
laking a financial hit for tile benefit of the city. We want them to knoW how much we appreciate their effons 
and supplying lunch is one small way we can help relieve one burden, the financial responsibility of lunch, 
and show our appreciation," said Yeago .. 

The group, which has grown to more than 150 members in fewertllan five days, was "fOmled ID support 
good policy c:lecisiollS in our government,• said CCBHS Steeling Comml!l.ee Chair and High Sptlngs 

resident John Manley .. Olher members of the steering Committee inc!Ude IOca! residents Becky .Johnson, 

Bob Jones and l.inda Jones. 

Both Yeago and Manley are proud that they were able to attract so many cilizens inlemsted in supporUng 
good policy decisions by city government in such a sher! time using Faoellook, email and personal 

oUlleaeh 

"We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan OJganizalion," explained Yeago. 'The group has already created a 
mission statement and guiding principles, which are all listed on the organization's Facebook page .. The 

group's mission and key principles are to provide for professional, experienced management of1he City of 
High Springs and restoration of long··heid standards of governing Iha! include a comprehensive budget 
process and resroring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and 
fair 

steering and Events committees have been established by the group,• said Y eago.. One of the first actions 
of the Events Committee is the provision Of Wednesday s lunch for non· union city employees.. Events 
Committee members melude Ed MacKinnon, Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, Lisa Phelps and Sandra Webb. 

"···~- It.. -- "t "' -c 
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"This citizens !llOOP ~ tnge!hef out 'lit a deep ooncem and love itlf fue city of High Springs.. This city is 
at a crossroads; Manley said 'We feel it is important to put any history aside, and build a broadel", more 
rational and encompassillg plan for the lillllre of High Springs that Ille majoliiy o'i tile cilizenS can get 
behind and wO!lcto make happen.• explained Manley. 

'We are encouraging Q!iZerl pallicipation in deciding the diredlon of our city,• sakl Yeago .. "This is a group 
to help our government consider policy decisions that make our city viable,• she said.. "Our group bas no 
polilica! agenda. We juSt want ID l!elp lite city make the best decisions they can for our ci!izens and the 
Mure of tf19h Springs: she said 

Yeago explained further, "Our agenda is based on good policy and we will be mal<ing what we conside<" to 
be good policy recomma111dallons on an ongoing baSls. Good policy transcends politics.. Ifs not about who 
happens to be In Ille office atlhe moment. Ifs abOut how our government serves ils citizens.now and in 
the future.• 

"What we're 11Ylng to do is develop so!ufions for what we feel are the problems we now have," Manley 
said. "We rue a strategic group, not a political group,• he insisted. "Politics is not a part of what we're 
doing.. We want to contribala so!ulions and encourage other citizens to get Involved to help do the same; 

hesakl .. 

"We have problems that may take 5 or 10 years ..• or possibly mom, lo solve Previous COllll'lliss!on maele 
deci$klns under different economic conditions Utan we have today. Perhaps we have to look at earlier 
deciskms In a different light given our current economic condition.. we want a city lhat is professional and 
wall run,' he said. 'We just wam to patliclpale in the process.• 

Anyone interesmd in mo!"& infoonalion about Concerned Citizens fOr a Better tligh Splings may IOOate !heir 
website on Facebook or contact a member of the organization 

# # # 

email Cwa1ker@ala~uatoday.com 

1 ' •' -~ 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BE'ITER HIGH SPRINGS 

MlsSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Cidwns for a Better H"igh Springs suppoYIS a lbcol government with a commission am1 professional 
11!8111lgenumt that provide lcatlership, accountability and a vision.for our future. 

FlvE KEY AREAs OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch l'rojeet is a major financial drain whose re-installation was premature at best and 
ill-advised at worst. 

a. Recently, the City Manager's Office pmjected the cost to acquiie and maintain the ~em 
internally at approximately $325,000; 

b. The C,ounty provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superior modem equipment, at 
an oxiginal budget amount of$105,000; 

c.. Ad valorem tax revenue continues to dmp in excess of 8.2% fo1 the past two years; and an 
expected further drop of at least 9o/o, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
for this service,. 

Therefure, we believe that: Shifting the emeir:ency dispatchfrom the County to tlie City is an m-timed 
expense that the City is unable to afford. 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non-·union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their compensation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmosphere. 

a. The reduction in benefits and elimination ofove.rtime has tanged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits for some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction fo1 others., A fu'e fightet in High 
Sp1ings now earns less than $ 1 I per hom .. 

h, The gene.rally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good management pi:actices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the furm 
of state and federal labor law vio Iations, "Whistle Blower'' claims, and charges of discriminatoxy 
practices. 

c,, There is now a stxong likelihood the employees will unionize in order to assure a reasonable work 
environment, If unionization occuzs, it is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management, Labor costs for the City may well Iise drnmatically 

Therefore, we believe that: The morale of the City's valued employees is .frightening low. The 
turnover rate is unm:eeptable. The attitude of certain C,ommissioners towards the City's staff must 
retum to 011e based on ttust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be co"ected 
immediately. 

3.. The prolonged absence of professional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
gr'eatly r'educing its performance 

a, The unprecedented numbe.r· of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted governmental management practices,, 

b. The City has been operating without an expetienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Plannet', or 
City Engineer leaving the City significant loss of institutional knowledge and very vulnerable in all 
phases of ope.ration and management ove1sight 
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d. 1he City's insuiance undeiwritet for liability coverage for the Commission, has increased the 
annual insuiance liability costs ftom; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of$23'7,949 in 2013 .. 

Therefore, we believe: The Ci(Jr must immelliately commit to properly ftauling and openly sekcting a 
professional City Manager co111111itte4 to returning Irigh Sprillgs to good government. 

4. Critical infrastructure items are not being properly monitored and the lack of necessary 
maintenance, or· funding reserves, exposes the City to an wrreasonabJe risk of system eoDapse. 

a) Water· & Sewer- Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water due to the ancient delivexy system which is bordeiing on collapse. If water wells 
fuil, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event. Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs. 
Further; the City is contractually committed to expansion as pru:t of its laod use program fi'om the 
past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again 

b) Brick & Mortar· City owned fucilities go empty or cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels .. The economy has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single fiunily residents; and there is a glut of vacant commeccial buildings. Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and xesult in a 
continuing drop in revenue .. 

Therefore, we believe: Shujjling monies· to non-urgent, unplanned projects is leaving urgent 
infrasttucture projects inadequately.funded. A review of the economic viability of projects under each 
department needs to be done, eliminaii:ng any activity whose .funds could better used to preserve the 
Chy's infrastructun. 

5. Proposed changes to the City C,"harter will drastically change and significantly limit how future 
Commissions ar·e able to run City government: 

a. The amendment would proluOit the City Commission from incmring any debt beyond one million 
dollars unless first approved by a 2/3 vote (4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
refenmdum by the voters approving the debt, befure the loan could be made, enSUiing that an 
immediate response to a major crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective. 

b. If the amendment is appioved, it has the potential to make debt consolidation and other· financial 
planning tools less available for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a transaction. Some say the cost 
of funds fur the City could rise dramatically.. Long-range planning concerns were not consideroo 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be catefully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this ru:nendment. 

Ther·efor·e, we believe: The proposed amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, unless fo~ app1·oved by a 
213 majo1ity of CommissioneJ"S {4 of 5 voting/ AND a referendum vote by the citizeng, is a serious and 
signlfu:ant limitodon onfuture Commissions' abillly to manage the[mancial resources of the City. 

Concerned Cl!lzel!s li>r a Better High Springs contlnues to seek local residents, business owners and others Invested in and 
supportive of Its goals to sign on to show public support fol this effort by email at hsdtlzens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tlnyuri.com/bosjqm3.. A current list of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 

Lcommendat!ons developed by the group can be requested by email at hstitlzens@gmall.com .. 

-·-------· . (, ) I: 9 - ----------------·--
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 
reminds you to , 

----··-··· 

to ensure your voice is heard in High Springs! 

SAMPLE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT ·-----·------.j 
ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA 

NOVEMBER 6, 2012 

·-· .. --·----··--·--·-·-·---··-------------
HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 

SEAT4 
(Vote for One) 

!""--··-·-------.. -·--·-···-.. --.... -·-·---·-------·------
QPatRusll 

O Byran Williams 

HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 
SEATS 

(Vote for One} 

1-----·-·------·-·-···---···-·---------------·--... ···--· 
CJ Scott Jamison 

) Edward "Ed . Riess 
---------------------·-·-·--··--··-··-----·---
-·--·--·---------------.. ----·--

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS CHARTER 
NUMBER1 

It has been proposed lo amend the City of Hrgh Springs Charter to restrict 
municipal boirowing to One Million Dollars 011 any smgle IOall \ransactton, 
unless the City Commission votes by two-tlurds majonty and also receives 
referendum approval of lhe voters of High Springs .. 
ShaR lhe above Charter amendment be adopted? 

r. 'I . .,, uJV ~,~.i. 



Concerned Citizens F'or A Better High Springs 

CONCERNfD CITIZENS FOR. A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINC!PAL CONCERN 
1, The Dispatch ProJect 1s a ma1or fim100QI drain wlwse re
mstallatJon was premature at llest and 1U·acMsed .at worst. 
a. Recently, the Qty Manager's Office proJected the cost to 
acquire and maintain the system mtemally at apprOX!mately 
$325,000, 
b .. The County provided ldenbc:al dlSf)atch services to the Ctty, 
with superror modem eq1.11pment, at an onginal budget amount of 
$105,000 but always proJeGted at less than the Oty's cost; 
c Ad valorem tax revenue oonbnues to drop m excess of 8 2°10 
for the past two years, alld an expected further dr<1p <1f at feast 
9o/o, maktng the !ocar dispatch center's mcreased cost 
mappropnate at ttllS time. 
THEREFORE, we BELIEVE .. Shsfbng the emergency dispatch from 
the County to the City is an itl-tJmed expense that tile Qty as 
unable to afford 
2. The morale or the City's employees has been badty eroded by 
the Oty's comm1SSK1n leadefShip and attitudes. The non-union 
employees have had to bear a disproportionate share m 
redUCtlons to their compensation and benefits, all in an 
mcreasmg!y hostile atmosphere,. 
a The reduaiott m benoftts ano ebmmabon of overtime has 
ranged from a 15% reduction m income Md benefits for some 
employees, to as much as a 30% reducbon for others A fire 
fighter ll\ High Spnngs now emns Jess than $11 per hour; 
b .. l'he generall-{ hostile stat'lce of the COmmJSSJon has resulted In 
charo:es of violations of accepted labor laW anO good 
management practu:es, and has thus exposed the Oty to 
1ruganon 1n tile form or state and federal labor law violatioM, 
"WhJSt!e Blower" clalms, and charges of d1scnmmatoiy practices: 
c There IS now a strong 11kellhoorJ the employees will unronrze 10 
order to essure a reasonable work environment., If lll'lrorn:tabon 
occurs, 1t is a direct result of a hosttle work environment and poor 
management Labor costs: tor the Ctty may weU rise dramatu:al/y 
THEREFORE, WE BB..IEVE" The morale of !;he Oty's valued 
employees IS l'tlghtenmg row .. The turnover rate is unacteptable 
The i'ltbtude of certain Commtssroners t.oward& the Oty'S staff 
must return to one based on trust and appreoabon This 
unhealthy S!hl3tion has to be corrected 1mmed1ately .. 
3 The pt"Olo~ absence of pl'Qfessional manag:ement is 

destroying the City's cred1b11Jty and greatly reduCIRg its 
performance 
a The unprecedented number or Commission meettngs ts 
unheard Qf and demonstrates the City's 1nabttity to handle ltS 
business using accepted governmental managoment prac:bces, 
b, The Qty has been operabRO Without an expenenced City 
Manager, City Attorney, Oty Plan'ler, Ot!{ Engineer., Publlc Works 
Director, full time Codes Enforcement Officer, full time Utilities 
Operator, and full tlllle Parks and RecreatJon staff leavmg the Qty 
with a significant loss of mstitut!or.al knowledge ma~ng It very 
vulnerable man phases of operation and management overstght, 
d The Oty's insurance underwntcr for ltab1llty coverage for the 
Commission, haS increased the annual insurance l1abl~ty costs 
trom, $13,754 m 2011, to $121,()00 in 2012, With a pro)ectcd 
prem.ium of $237,949 In 2013 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The Qty must 1mmed1atefy comrrut to 
properly funding and openly selecting a professional City Manaoer 
committed to returning High Springs to good government 
4 Olbcal infrastructure items are not being property mootored 
and the lack of necessary mo1nteoance, or funding reseJVes, 
exposes the Oty to an unreasonable nsk Of system collapse 
a) Water & Sewer" Experts have warned the City that rt IS close 
to losmg Its ab1bty to prowde drinking water due to the ancient 
delivery system which is bOrdenng on collapse If water wells fall, 
the Oty does not have any system ftex1b1/1ty, nor has tt retained 
svffl.cient reserve tunas to deal With sucll a catastrophic event 

( ·; '. 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Without available sewers and a runcttonmg water system, each 
wrth proper capaQlV, new bwnesses will not, ana many 
residents cannot, locate to Htgh Spnngs: Furtl'M!r, the City IS 

contractually commrtred to expar&on as part or its land use 
program from the past. lnsuffioerrt: capacity will oost many JObs 
thilt are neede<I to allow High Spnngs to thnve once again; 
b) Bnck & Mortar .. aty owned faGdlbes go empty or cannot be 

adeQUately maintained at the cummtbudget levels. The economy 
has created a 1s0h vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and: there is a glut of vacant 
commerCJal buildings vacant bu11d1ngs and homes create blight, 
11'Mte: cnme, ~use fallll'IO real estate values; and result 111 a 
cof\tlnUlllg drop m tevertue. 
THEREFORE, WE BB.IEVE Shurt'hng monies to non-urgent. 
unplallned proj<ds • ieavrng wyent klfrastrudure proj&!S 
inadequately funded .. A review or the econonuc v1abllrty or 
pro]ects under each department needs to be done, ehminatmg 
atiy actMty whose funds could better used to preseNO tlUl' Oty's 
mfrastnJc:ture. 
5, Propc<ed cllangestothe CityetorterwiU dlastlcally d13'>ge 
and $lgnlfk:ant!v l!n~ how future commlss!O<>s are ab~ to run 
C1tYgovemment: 
a .. 1'he Amendment would prohibit the Oty COl'l'lmlSSlon from 
1ncurrtng: anv debt beyond one million dollars unles,, firSt 
appr<Ned by a 213 vote ( 4 out of 5) of the COmm1SS1on Pl.US 
passoge ol a referendum by thevotels epprcM!lg the debt, 
before the loan could be made, ensurmg that an 1mmecbate 
response to a. ltlaJOr cnsis is v1rtuaUy llYIJ)QSSJb\e from a financial 
peispear..te; 
b Jf the Amendment is approved, 1t haS the potential to make 
debt consol1dation and other flnanaal plannmg tools less available 
for the Oty Since govemmental enbbes and flnanoal mstrtuttons 
would have no organization with wtueh t.tiey could d&il to fl rush a 
transaction. some say the cost or funds for the City could nse 
dramatica!ly. J.ong .. range flnanaal concerns were not col'ISldered 
by the Comrmss10n and they should be carefully explored by the 
otrzens when considenng tNs Amendment. 
lt\EREFOOE, WE Ba.JCVE: lbe proposed /lmench'nent to \lmlt tho' 
debt to $1,000,000, unless f'lrst approved bV a 2/3 ma:lontv of 
Comml$!oner$ (4 out of S) AND an expensfYa referendum vote 
tJy the dtlzOns IS a serloUS and slgnlfitant Hmtt:ation on tuture 
Comml$lOnS' ablltty to manage the flnanoar resources of the 

Oty. 
Concerned Otnens for a Setter High Spnngs lS a nonparbsan, 
nonpof1tica! grassroots c1ro:ens' group and, pursuant to Fla . .Stat. 
Sectton 106 .. 011, does not qualify as either a poltbcal committee 
or an erectioneenng commurncat1ons organization .. we encourage 
local ~dents, bUSlness owners and others 1rNested in anO 
supporbve of our goats to sign on to show PtJbl1e support for this 
effort by emrul at hsc:Jt1Zens@gma1t.com or'l.Jklng' the group on 
Facebook at http l/tmyurl comfbOSJQrc>3 .. 

( -' u; .. ...\1..J 
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:::e <e L,,-r· .. ~ As of Frida) night 9/28.'2 l 02, if the infonntion is correct, it appears that 
Edward Riess has tlmmn i!1 the toV1el lea;ing Scott Jamison to retain Seat 5 unopposed. 
That leaves Patrick Rush to nm against Byran Williams for Seat 4 the seat now held by 
Dean Davis \\ho is all too friendly with Rush. 

Dean's close friend Robyn Rush instructed Davis to support Pat Rush and Davis is going 
around town putting up "Vote F'or Rush" signs. 

We must remember Pat Rush as the oole owner of "·Pat's Place" a coffee shop on Main 
street that went out of business. He couldn't blame anyone else for his businesses" demise 
because he made all the decisions. How can any citizen of High Spiings even think of 
voting for someone who couldn't successfully run his own small business to run our 
City's big business? 

Eveiyone should send the present t1iumvilate a cleat message that we the people, who 
this trio works for, can't take their lack of professionalism anymore. We will vote for 
Byran Williams because he has nothing to hide about his past and wants the chance to do 
damage control and better position High Springs to thrive once again by btinging in much 
needed jobs .. 



", ": I. ... 

Volunteers spent time during the Community Garage Sale today talking with folks about what has been 
happening in our community and the policy's we Would like the City and CommiSsion to focus on .. Please let 
us know If you would like to be on the email list by emailing HSOtlzens@Gmail.com, Thank you to everyone 
that helped today, stopped by or provided food! 
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S.ep:cmtcr 30, LV\2 

Please join our group to help change this! 

Pobt1cal turmon contmues to bubble m High Springs 

www.,gamesvme.com 

It was quiet !n High Springs on Thursdc:y night, from the empty sidewalks and darkened storefronts to the surprisingly cordial City 
Commission meeting 

IopofFmro 
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October 23, 2012 
OTlZEN GROUP ENCOURAGES HIGH SPRINGS VOTERS TO 'GO ALL THE WAY' TO THE END OF THE 
BALLOT; 
OfECK YOUR POWNG LOCATIONS AND 
ANNOUNCES 'THAT RIDES ARE AVAILABLE TO THE POLLS 

Concerned Ollzens for a ~r tllgh Springs enco .... See More 

Alachua County SOE Mobile Web Site 

electfons alachua .fl.us 

2 'Type In your street name You do not need to enter the direction or srreet type Example: If yov live on East Marn Street , t'l;pe 
In Main 



Concerned Citizens For A BetteI' High Springs 

~tlttz.f:M.for A 'Better Klgb SJ)l"ings: 
October 31, 2012 

Oieclc oot this. week's Atachua Today for an Important message 
from ustlbanksSO MUCH fur--

.. uJu j 
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VOTE ON .NOVEMBER 6TH 

GO ALL THE WAY 
TO THE END OF THE BALLOT 

1b ensure your voice is heard! 
High Springs Residents ... Need a Ride to Vote? We Can Help! Call Sandi at 352-339·4345 

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A 

BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 
MISSION STATEMENT. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government 
with a commission and professional management that provide leadership, 

accountability and a vision for our future. 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Print)iple One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore professional, 
experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Z'!!!e: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetaty process that addresses both 
short and long term co1e needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

Principle Threg.:· There must be a commitment to resto1e civility and faimess to the manner in which City 
govemment is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials internet with City staff and with 
residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 
responsible, eating and fair government. This commitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owne1s, with the public-at-large, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens . 

----------·-··-···-··-·--------·------·--·--·-----·---------·--··--
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Susanne Ackermann 
StefiHuiinAjfron 
Chri:ropMr Agk 
Ross Ambrose 
Lars Anderson 
Pats;t Anderson 
Di<ldeArvin 
Shari Asbury 
Carolyn BaUr 
JeaJtnette Banks 
Penny BankJ,/ormer City employee 
ToAnne Barrows 
Celeste Beck 
Roger G Beck. DPM 
Susan J. Beck 
Larry Behnke 
Anne Alfano Bello 
Marilyn Bmnetl 
Karen Bentz 
Marvin Blankenship 
Susie Blankenship 
David Bludworth 
Alvan Bluhm 
Barbara Bluhm 
Norma .Boone 
Donna Bradbr(JOk 
Aiina Bradford 
Stacey Breheny 
Sharon Britton 
Jay Bromenschenlal 
Su.ran Brotherton 
Unda Buccheri 
HealtMr McCall Caballero 
Valorie Cason 
Pat Caudle 
Dennis Chouinard 
Paula Gavin Cifuentes 
Heatlur Ctarich 
Jeamutte Clarlch 
'Thomas Claric'h. Sr 
1homas G Clarich 
Suzie Clark 
Hal COhen 
Linda Cohen 
Tina Collins 
John Comly 
Jim Conner 
Barbara Cox 
Paige Coyle 
R1'ck Coyle 
Crystal Lane Cu"an 
Andrew Daugherty 
Carol Daugherty 

Karen Wood Davis 
TomDePe~r,fonner Ci1y 

Commissioner/City AtU>mey 
Joan Dickson 
Ron Dickson 
Deborah Douglas 
Jen Drow 
Dawn Lange Drumm 
Ronald DuPont, .Jr. 
SarojEarl 
TtrryEnima 
Shannon Erickson 
Darin Erskin 
Holly Ersktne 
William Eyerly 
Jennifer Forrss1er 
liarl Gobri<I 
Ludlk Gabriel 
Debbie Gamber 
Maggie Gamber 
Jim Gamberton 
Eri,n Gardner 
Sandi Gardner 
Peter George 
A{lan Graetz 
Laura Grae!(. 
Randy Graetz 
Alice Green 
Parri'cia Grunder 
Donald Gudbrandsen 
Elaine Gudbrandsen 
Constance Reuss · 
Mlchasl He11ss 
Linda Hewlett 
TomHew!etl 
Linda Heyl 
Ktm Simmons Hill 
Brian Hinote 
Misty Mead Hinson 
AlbenJsaac 
Lynn Jamiron 
Scott.Jamhon, Ciry Commis.ti'oner 
lcyce A. Jones • 
Becky Johnson, Skering Committee 
David Johnson 
Bob Jones, Steering Committee 
Linda Jones, Steering Committee 
Willa Jones 
Sharon l(antor 
Judi Kearney 
Mike Kearney 
Wonda Kemp 
Barbara Kowars 

Brad{ey Kyes 
Alvalyii l.uncaster 
Karma Norjin lltamo 
Karen KochLeMonnier 
Arlene Dorin Levine 
Gene.Levine 
Nancy UnkollS 
Tim Linkous 
Micliael Lcveday 
Christopher Lcc1re 
Angie Lovelock 
Buck Machete 
CindyMaclannon 
BdMacKinrwn 
Francis MacKirmon 
Michael Mohomy 
Terry Maltbie 
John P Manity Ill, Steering Committee 
Sharon Mon/ey 
Kathy Oan·ch Matkerry 
Sonjord M01heny 
.Barbara Martin 
Dr Tony Matheny 
H"b Marilsl;y 
Robert McClellan 
Thomas McDonald 
Marilyn Mesh 
Dena Meyerhoff 
Ste11e Meyerhoff 
Barbara G Miller 
Donna Mogler 
HenryMogler 
Seen Mogler 
Aaron Morpher 
Patti Moser 
Betty Muller 
Patty NaPier 
Diane Norton 
Genie O'Brien 
Sylvia Odom 
Vanessa Oppel 
Jayne Orr 
CyntluQ PaifJJwrpe 
Betsy Patterson 
Monallsa Phelps 
Andy Phlllil" 
Peter Pintler 
R1'chard Pis 
Chnstian Popoli fonner City Planner 
Christy PopoU 
NsllieReed 
Lucie Regensdorf 
Paul Regensdorf 
Maggie RlggaU 
Cathy Rivers 
Rl1ssell A Ro!Mrts 
SannaSaaro 
Tari J Salomon 

Julie GamberSamostJk 
Lynda Shutter S<llladant 
SarDjShana 
Les/le Smith 
M~Smllh 
Ashley Spenet: 
/OlletStem 
.Jim Stein 
Darryl Stelnhawer 
Jkirli Tapanes 
Rick Testa 
Betsy Thomason 
ScottTJw111113on 
Nancy Toms 
Do1Sey Travis 
Larry Travis, formu City Commi.rsioner 
Joanne Tremblay 
Sharon Tugman 
Tan Walker 
Jim Walker 
Toni Wamer,fonner City employee 
Marlon Watkins 
Damon Watson 
Sandra Webb 
Sue Weller, City Ccmmlssloner 
Tom Weller 
Susie Wesifall 
lennifer Whlmey 
Byron Williams, Candldar.forCily 

Commission 
Mike Williamson 
Chor/en Wilson 
Sonja Moore Wjlson 
Carol Wiltbank 
Lee Wiltbank 
Jim Wood 
Sally Wood 
Tom Work 
Sharoh Yeago 
Larry Zorovich 

ft?cytl Businrtsrgs 
Adventure Outpost 
Back in Balance Natural Health Care 
Dive Pub & Grub 
Enchanted Memories 
Flying F1'h 
OoHlghSprlngs. com 
Grad) House Bed & Breakfau 
GLA Comulting Gn,up 
High Springs Copy Center 
Ppmpered Paws 
The Wellness Spa 
1'he Workshop 

PLEA.SE JOIN US by emailing us 
at hscitizens@gmail.com 01· "Like" 
us on Facebook 

Concerned Citizens for· a Bettet High Spdngs is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and. pW'Suant to Fla.Stat Section 106. 011. does 
not qualify as either a political committee or an electioneering communications organizatiotl We encourage local r~dents, business ow~ers and others 
invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effort ______ ... ,, ... -·----·-----~~------· ... -··------··--... ·----' 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA EI,ECTIONS COMMISSION 

CASE NO.: 13-125 

RESPONSE OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 
TO COMPLAINT IN FEC CASE NO. 13-125 

The Respondent, Sharon Yeago files this Response to the Complaint filed 

against her in this Florida Elections Commission matter, Case No. FEC 13-125, 

and would respectfully show the Commission as follows: 

1. Purposes of. this Response: 1his Response will fulfill three putposes that 

are equally important in the proceedings of this Commission 

a First, foremost, and most simply, this Response will demonstrate that 

the Complaint of Mr. Barnas is legally insufficient, on its face and as a matter of 

law, and should be denied, dismissed and stricken 

b Second, this Response, the ve1y attachments to the Complaint 

themselves, and the attachments to this Response, will further establish that, not 

only is the Complaint legally insufficient, it is also factually devoid of truth on its 

key points, incorrect, willfully false, and clearly known by Mr .. Barnas to have 

been so prior to its filing 



c. Third, because of the points that will be conclusively established in 

the first two purposes above, this Response will lay the groundwork for a Petition 

for Attorneys Fees, Sanctions, and Such Other Penalties as the Commission Deems 

Appropriate, which will be promptly filed within 30 days of the dismissal of this 

Complaint, pursuant to this Commission's Rule 2B···l .0045, and Florida Statute 

§ 106.265(1) and (6).. On page 3 of his Complaint [R-00005), Mr Barnas urges this 

Commission "to bring to bear its power and authority" in this matter. Respondent 

agrees 100%. But once that power and authmity reviews the totally deficient 

Complaint in this matter and dismisses it, the remainder of this Commission's 

statutory charge [to penalize those who wrongfully attempt to invoke this 

Commission's sanctions against a totally innocent gtoup] will, it is believed, 

compel it to sanction Mr. Barnas, an all-too-·frequent "complainer" in the several 

halls of our State government 

2. The Complaint is legally insufficient, on its face. 

a It is a relatively simple task to allege a legally sufficient complaint 

against an individual/group, charging that they have operated an unregistered 

Political Committee For the purposes of this Response, the legal sufficiency 

would have been essentially satisfied if it could be shown that the individual/group 

had: 

2 
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Expressly advocated _the election or defeat of a candidate, or 

the passage or defeat of an issue on a public election ballot [This first point is a 

simple matter of showing exactly where that express advocacy is found in the 

Record or elsewhere .. This Commission has tens if not hundreds of consent or othe1 

final decrees where groups have openly stated "Vote for Jones," or "Vote against 

Proposition 6." It is painfully easy to allege and prove that a group has expressly 

advocated a candidate or an issue ..... whe:q it is true.) 

ii Spent more than $500 on expressly advocating that election 01 

defeat, or that passage or defeat [Note: it is not sufficient to suggest only that an 

individual/group has raised or spent more than $500 on other activities; the money 

must be spent on the defined express advocacy.. Florida Statute § 106 .. 011 clearly 

states the requirement in this fashion: a political committee is a group "that in an 

aggregate amount, in excess of $500 .... [m)akes expenditures that expressly 

advocate the election or defeat of a candidate 01 the passage or defoat of an issue." 

Again, it is not hard to allege a violation .. if one has occurred You show that the 

target group (1) expressly advocated for a candidate or an election issue, and then 

(2) similarly show that it spent in excess of $500 on the express advocacy As will 

be shown, the Complainant is 0 for 2 on these critical requirements .. 

3 
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111. If points one and two are cleaily and sufficiently shown to 

exist, THEN [if the group has at least two "members"] the provisions of Chaptet 

106 require a number of steps to be taken since the group could then be deemed a 

"Political Committee0 Sharon Y eago readily admits that neither she nor the 

Concemed Citizens for a Better High Springs group complied, or even attempted 

to comply, with these statutory requirements, because there was no reason to. 

Neither she nor the Concerned Citizens group is or was a political committee and 

the g1oup .!!ill!: expressly advocated J!.!!l'. action that would tiigger the 

1equirements of Chapter 106 The Respondent does not claim ignorance of the 

law; rather the Record before this Commission shows a scrupulous compliance 

with the law, a compliance that the Complainant, Mr Barnas' own materials 

establish and which simultaneously prove the actionable misconduct of the 

Complainant, as that conduct in defined in Rules 2B- 1002 and 2B 1..0045 and 

Florida Statute§ 106.265 

b The Complaint, at first blush ,"appears" to make some general 

conclusory allegations that could conceivab!Y. lead to a legally actionable [or 

"sufficient"] complaint, if the suppo1ting materials were at all consistent with the 

allegations and proved (1) express advocacy and (2) an expenditu1e of more than 

$500 in that advocacy. For example, Mr Barnas, the Complainant, states [under 

oath] in paragraph 3 of the Commission's form [Record-000001] that the 
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Concerned Citizens group was formed "specifically to oppose a ballot 

referendum." Similarly, on page 1 of the Complaint's narrative [R-000003] it is 

alleged that the group [the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs] was 

"organized to oppose a specific issue," and again on that same page it is alleged 

that the group was formed "to defeat the ballot issue" and now adds that the group 

was also formed to "support and support [sic] the election of Byran Williams and 

Scott Jamison." [Id .. ] 

c.. Again, on page 2 of the narrative, Mr. Barnas alleges that the group 

made "expenditures" for "the defeat of the ballot issue " 

d.. What is exceedingly odd about these allegations of the Complainant is 

that not one -- not a single one -- is coupled with any quoted materials of the 

Concerned Citizens gxoup that actually DID expressly advocate the defeat of the 

ordinance or DID advocate the election of anyone, or the defeat of anyone. 

e There is no material issued by the Concerned Citizens group that the 

Complainant cites or quotes or refets to for either proposition .... for one simple 

reason: the group never expressly advocated for or against the ballot charter 

amendment nor did it ever expressly advocate for or against any candidate The 

Complainant asks the Commission or its staff to check out his materials.. The 

Respondent agrees with THAT request in spades. Seldom has a group more 
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painstakingly documented its guiding principles and mission than did this group. It 

was loudly committed to a return to professional management and civility in High 

Springs, after a disastrous course of neither under the one year of control by the 

then majority [none of whom were on the ballot], including the Complainant. 

f. The absence of any specific [or even general) statement being cited by 

the Complainant in his abortive effort to claim that the Concerned Citizens group 

was advocating any position in the election speaks volumes. The Complainant's 

charges are made up and imaginary They have no basis in fact whatsoever, and 

the ve1y materials he asks this Commission to look at prnve conclusively that this 

grnup, pushing for a return to good government, refused to get into the gutter of 

local politics in High Springs as politics existed in the Fall of 2012, and avoided 

every single one of the negative and provably false charges that the Complainant 

asserts. The fact that the Complainant has the temerity to make these patently false 

allegations in the face of clear materials to the contrary -- that he attaches to his 

Complain -- proves the ill-motive and actionable intent of Mr. Barnas, under Rules 

2B- l 002 and 2B- l 0045, and Florida Statute § 106..265. This critical component of 

this Commission's responsibilities will be expanded on in the final portion of this 

Response and in the above described Petition that will be filed within 30 days 

following the dismissal of this Complaint. 
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g. The legal insufficiency of the Complaint is amply demonstrated by the 

fact that the documents that were actually written by and statements made by The 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs uniformly avoid making anx express 

advocacy for any candidate or any issue on the ballot. The Complainant clearly 

knew that this was the case (despite his sworn allegations to the contiary); two 

specific allegations demonstrate the ill will of the Complainant 

h First, Mr.. Barnas, the Complainant, makes reforence to a sign that 

urged a no vote on the charter amendment. He claims (again, "under oath") that 

there were "two four ft x four ft" "Vote No" posters opposing (with CCFBHS 

disclaimers) the ballot teforendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one 

of the two polling places " No photogtaph of these signs is submitted and no other 

effort is made to link them to the group that the Respondent was a sometimes 

spokesman for other than to say (without definition) that they were "with CCFBHS 

disclaimers " 

Attached to this response and discussed in greater detail in the next 

section of this response are the affidavits of the Respondent and of the individual 

who bought the signs and personally created them, without any assistance 

whatsoever from the Concerned Citizens group, without any support by it, and 

without any acceptance of the language by the Group.. In short, because a citizen 
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utged fellow citizens to vote no, the Complainant has accused Ms Yeago, under 

oath, of doing something that she [and the Concerned Citizen's group) had 

absolutely nothing to do with.. The reason for these allegations, and the 

motivations for this unprincipled attack on her, will be clear 

j.. The second point raised is a statement in the Complaint that a High 

Springs resident (Gene Levine) urged the citizens of High Springs to vote no on 

the charter amendment It is claimed that Mr.. Levine posted this on the Facebook 

page of the group (along with hundreds of other posts of all different sorts). 

Significantly, there is no allegation that Mr. Levine's statement itself claims to 

have been on behalf of the Concerned Citizens group (because it was not and Mr .. 

Levine did not claim it to be), there is no allegation that the Concerned Citizens 

group agreed with this, advocated this, or joined Mr. Levine's opinions (because 

they did not in any form or fashion), and there is no argument why somehow a 

person whose Facebook page has something posted to it becomes an exp1ess 

advocate fo1 each and every such statement In fact the law in the United States is 

directly to the cont1ary See Section 320 of the Communications Decency Act, 47 

u.s.c. §230 .. 

k The Complaint, on its face, is absolutely devoid of any statement, 

whatsoever, made by The Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs which in 
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anyway advocated the election or defeat of any candidate in the election or the 

passage or defeat of any issue on the November 2012 ballot in the City of High 

Springs. Mr. Barnas is a serial "complainer" before numerous boards, 

commissions, and associations in the State of Florida and apparently takes some 

joy or solace in se1ving as a Commissioner by means of a rule of threats and 

intimidation This Commission, on the face of the Complaint, can easily and 

readily acknowledge and determine that the Complaint is legally insufficient and 

should be dismissed without further attention. The Concerned Citizens For a Better 

High Springs, and Ms Yeago as its sometimes spokesperson, at no time was a 

Political Committee pursuant to Chapter 106 of the Florida Statutes and 

consequently had no obligation to comply with the various registration 

1equirements contained in that Chapter fo1 political committees 

L The Complaint in this cause is an embarrassment and, in an 

appropriate petition following dismissal, it will be urged that this Commission 

sanction M1 .. Barnas for bringing this matter before the Commission willfully, 

maliciously, and for imprnper motives, all of which subject him to the sanction of 

this Commission and to the payment of the attorneys' foes of the Respondent for 

preparing this response 
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3. :fhe Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs is not and never was 

a Political Committee. 

a. As set forth in extensive detail above, the Complaint and the 

documents attached thereto conclusively establish that the representations made 

under oath by the Complainant that the Concerned Citizens group had taken a 

position on the ballot charter amendment issue are patently false and were known 

by the Complainant to be false when they were filed. The materials on theiI face 

demonstrate that the Concerned Citizens group clearly published their list of 

principles and mission statement and none of them addressed, directly or 

indirectly, either the issue of the charter amendment nor the or defeat of that 

matter, noi the election of any individual. 

b Io supplement the materials submitted by the Complainant in this 

cause, affidavits have been submitted to this Commission of the Respondent, 

Sharon Yeago, and of three citizens of the City of High Springs, Thomas Hewlett, 

Ross Ambrose, and Ed MacKinnon 

c.. Ms Yeago's affidavit, as the Respondent before this Commission, 

reiterates in detail that which is clear from the attachments to the Complaint: the 

Concerned Citizens group had a highly defined and complex set of goals for the 

City, and none of them expressly advocated for or against an issue on the ballot. 
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Although the Complainant has attached many of the publications of the Concerned 

Citizens group (all of which are completely consistent), the very first publication 

which demonstrates in detail exactly why the group was formed has not been 

attached and that is now before this Commission in the record, attached to Ms 

Y eago's affidavit as Exhibit A to that affidavit The group was not formed to 

oppose a charter amendment provision, nor to advocate for or against any 

candidate Those matters are simply not addressed whatsoever in the formative 

documents of this organization. All of these documents were publically circulated 

in the City of High Springs and the Complainant, Mr Barnas had full and complete 

access to all of them and was fully familiar with them prior to the filing of this 

Complaint [which took place months after the election].. He willfully failed to take 

note of that which he knew and has misrepresented these critical facts to this 

Commission. 

d. The issue of the two signs that were visible at the election polling 

places in the City of High Springs are a second and further example of the 

duplicity of the Complainant in this cause. There is a suggestion that the "vote no" 

sign at the polls had some sort of a "disclaimer" with respect to the Concerned 

Citizens group Nothing could be further from the truth The affidavit of Mr 

Hewlett [Exhibit 2 to this Response] and the photographs attached thereto as 

Exhibits A and BJ conclusively demonstrate that the sign urging voters to vote 
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against the chatter amendment was that of Mr. Hewlett and his wife alone, without 

the consultation with, support from, or payment by the Concerned Citizens group. 

The sign (a photograph of the front and back of which are attached as Exhibits A 

and B to Mr. Hewlett's affidavit) contained absolutely no reference whatsoever to 

the Concerned Citizens group, which was fully and completely consistent with the 

fact that the sign was Mr. and Mrs Hewlett's personal statement Mr Barnas' 

sworn statement to this Commission under oath, that this was in some way related 

to and contained a reference to the Concerned Citizens group is totally and 

completely false, and provably so 

e Mr .. Barnas' sworn misrepresentations to this Commission of the sign 

that the Hewletts prepared is made worse by the fact that on election day, Mr 

Barnas himself prepared signs urging the voters in the City of High Springs to vote 

yes Of course, Mr Batnas had every right to do that and if he did it by himself; or 

did it with someone else and spent less than $500 he would have been able to do so 

without running afoul of Chapter 106 

f What in fact Mr Barnas did, however, as reflected by the affidavit of 

Mr Ed MacKinnon [Exhibit 3 to this Response], another citizen of High Springs, 

was to attempt to hijack the good name and good will of the Concerned Citizens 

group which had been established in High Springs prior to the election Mr 
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Barnas on his sign, claimed at the bottom (as shown by the blow-up attached to 

Mr MacKinnon's affidavit as Exhibits A and B to his affidavit) that the sign was 

prepared by a "concerned citizen for a better High Springs". Clearly, Mr. Barnas 

was the only individual attempting to wrongly utilize the name of the Concerned 

Citizens group when he personally urged a vote for the charter amendment 

g To come before this Commission in a sworn document su~ject to the 

pain of perjury and statutory penalties and contend that it was the Concerned 

Citizens group that put its name on some sign is outrageous, provably false, and 

should not be condoned by this Commission. 

h The final affidavit [Exhibit 4) attached to this Response is by Ross 

Ambrose, another citizen of High Springs. His affidavit recounts the City 

Commission's complete failure to fulfill its statutory duties to inform the electorate 

of the meaning and purpose of the Charter Amendment. The public was 

completely uninformed by the City about what the majority of its Commissioners 

wanted to do to the Commission in the foture The citizens deserved to know what 

they were voting on. 

4. The actions of the Complainant, Rober! Barnas, were deliberate, 

!!ll!!icious, without basis in law or fact, and contrary to this Commission's 

Rules and to the Florida Statute Chapter 106. 
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a The motivation of the Complainant is legally iuelevant to the 

determination by this Commission that the Complaint he has filed in this cause is 

legally insufficient As set forth in painstaking detail above and itrespective of the 

additional materials furnished by the Respondent in this cause, the Complaint and 

the record before this Commission on its face, conclusively demonstrates that the 

Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs never, at anytime, in any way, 

through any medium, ever expressly advocated for or against any candidate or for 

or against any ballot issue.. The materials attached conclusively establish that the 

Concerned Citizens group was scrupulous and law-abiding in its concern for good 

government The group focused its attention on a number of good government 

issues other. than those few that were actually on the ballot in November of 2012. 

The Complainant, for reasons that will become painfully clear to this Commission 

and its staff; chose to willfully ignore the very materials that he submitted to this 

Commission Had he bothered to do look at them even cursorily, any person of 

average intelligence would clearly have seen that the Concerned Citizens g10up 

never expressly advocated anything regruding the November 2012 election. 

b Mr Barnas cannot ultimately claim that he simply didn't "know" the 

law, and mistakenly made these false charges.. In the very first paragraph of his 

complaint he urges this Commission and its staff to review one of its own cases, 

which he had researched "carefully" ···· FEC Case No. 06--129, and suggested 
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[apparently] the similarity of that case to this one. That Consent Orde1, however, 

proves the willfulness of his actions here, because the group in that matter had 

published an advertisement that had expressly stated "Vote for Amendment Fiv~" 

(a ballot issue on the statewide ballot at that time).. If Mr. Barnas had bothered to 

read that decision closely and compare it to each and every piece of written 

material published by the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, he should 

have recognized that the High Springs group was totally and completely within the 

Jaw. Notwithstanding this fact, the Complainant publicly broadcast his plans for 

weeks to file this complaint against Ms. Yeago [a woman who works in the public 

sector and whose livelihood is built on her character and credibility], and 

announced to all when he finally did so. His actions are malevolent and willful 

and knowing and without any basis in the law. They cannot be condoned 

b. The additional points that the Complainant, Mr .. Barnas, has attempted 

to use (the signs, etc.) to try and "demonstrate" that the Concerned Citizens group 

was somehow involved, have also boomeranged. A visual review of the signs 

shows that the ol!lY-ill'rson in the City of High Springs who attempted to flaunt the 

law with respect to a political committee was Mr. Barnas himself, who deceptively 

masqueraded as this nonpartisan political g1oup. with his own sign, expressly 

advocating that the charter amendment be passed. See Exhibits 2 and 3. 
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b. As noted in the opening portions of this Response, and as will be more 

extensively described in the Petition that will be promptly filed within thirty (30) 

days of the dismissal of this Complaint, Mr.. Barnas' actions were, candidly, those 

of a bully. He has acted before this Commission in direct violation of this 

Commission's rules and of Florida Statute 106.265 He has filed a Complaint 

which is, on its face, false, vindictive, malicious and actionable under Florida law. 

He knows the group has done nothing wrong, but his pattern, before this 

Commission and before several other commissions and associations in the state of 

Florida, is to shotgun complaints to as many organizations as possible in hopes that 

he will quell citizen resistance to his inappropriate tactics.. It is precisely this form 

of incivility in small town government that stimulated the creation of the group that 

Mr Barnas now attacks The group's formation had nothing to do with candidates 

or election issues It had everything to do with good government 

c As noted above, Mr Barnas does not always act quietly and in the 

shadows. Rather, he loves to publish selected materials and attacks on his website 

including the details concerning the many complaints (often confidential) that he 

files before the Florida Ethics Commission, this Commission, the Flotida Bar 

Association, and anyone else who will accept complaints from an individual such 

as him. 
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d. In the case of the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, Mr .. 

Barnas through his website long trumpeted the fact that he intended to file this 

spurious complaint against the group. (See attached composite Exhibit 5 ).. In 

doing so, it can be seen that Mr Barnas had ample time to study the statutes, to 

review the materials, and to educate himself concerning the falsity of the 

information and charges that he has now put forth to this organization. He chose 

not to do so. Rather, as reflected by Exhibit 5, Mr. Barnas actually went out and 

sought advice as to how to file the Complaint and, although wisely no attorney 

chose to represent him in this matter, Mr. Barnas' published actions demonstrate 

that he decide to make these false charges knowingly, willfully, maliciously, and in 

a very public manner, long piior to the actual filing of the Complaint in question .. 

e.. When the Concerned Citizens group, through a different spokesman, 

made a public statement at a recent City Commission meeting in the City of High 

Springs on the issue of a need for civility in our City government (one of the 

group's founding goals) and the passage of a civility code (as is common in many 

cities throughout the State of Florida), Mr Barnas in his view of the world 

gleefolly published that he had now identified someone else who was brave 

enough to stand up and be a spokesperson for this group Although not named as a 

respondent in his Complaint, he claimed that this proud public statement as basis 

for his now filing the Complaint in question .. Despite the widely published steering 
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committee and the names of hundreds who supported the Mission of the group, Mr .. 

-Barnas went after the spokespeople 

f It is respectfully suggested to this Commission and its staff that the 

conduct of the Complainant before this Commission (let alone the conduct of this 

same individual before numerous other organizations and bodies in the State of 

Florida) is in violation of Florida law and su~ject to the sanction of this body by 

way of penalty, attorneys' fees and such other relief as this body deems 

appropriate.. Upon the dismissal of the charges before this Commission against 

Ms Yeago, a subsequent Petition pursuant to Rule !B-1 0045 and Florida Statute 

§ 106 265 will be made, fo1mally requesting these payments and sanctions from 

and against Mr .. Barnas 

Respec ~ubmitte , 

·awf k_/ 
Paul R Regensdorf, Esq.. __ J 
Florida Bar No: 0152395 I 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 
50 N Laura St, Ste 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-353-2000 
Fax: 904-358-1872 
E-Mail: paul.regensdorf@hklaw.com 
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STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

Case No. FEC 13-125 

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Sharon Yeago who, after being duly swom on oath stated as follows: 

L My name is Sharon Yeago and I have lived in the High Sptings, Flotida a:iea for 

the last 14 years. My cmrent 1esidence adchess is 21120 NW 132 Lane, High Springs, Floxida 

32643 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and eveiy fact set fo1th in the following 

affidavit and each statement contlrined herein is tme and conect 

3 In the fall of 2012, a group of citizens in the High Springs area got together 

informally because they were vexy concerned about the unprofessional and partisan behavior of 

City elected officials and the detrimental effect it was having on City opeiations and staff 

morale This infoxmal group, which was a gathexing of local residents, business owners and 

other concerned individuals, took on the na:ine of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Spiings .. 

There was no formal organization of the group other than a steering committee that arose from 

the need to organize meetings, activities and record ow concerns, mission and principles in 

writing I functioned from time to time as a spokesperson fox the group, and assisted in 

prepa:iation of cettain materials and in creating cettain press releases concerning the mission and 

principles of this gtoup 

4 The Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings croefully crafted and 

documented its concerns as well as its mission and principles that it wished to woxk toward. The 

group at no time issued any statement not made any othe1 comment expressly advocating the 

election or defeat of any candidate to the City Commission, nor did it expressly advocate fo1 the 

EXHIBIT 
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approval of; nor against the passage of; the charter amendment that was on the ballot in 

November 2012. 

5.. The Complainant, Bob Barnas, is and was a High Spiings City Commissioner at 

the time of our group's coming together in the Fall of 2012 and held the position of Vice Mayor. 

Mr Barnas was not running for election in November 2012 and, despite his ptimary role in the 

creation of a hostile atmosphere created by unprofessional and partisan behavior by membern of 

the City Commission, neither his name nor any specific or genernl reference to him is found in 

any of the materials issued by Ihe Concerned Citizens for a Better High Spiings group .. 

6. A car·eful review of all of the mateiials prepared by Concerned Citizens for a 

Better High Springs, including each and every document attached to Mr Barnas' complaint in 

this case, conclusively establishes, without any question of fact whatsoever, that Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Spdngs group did not expressly advocate for or against any candidate, 

nor for or against any specific issue on the November 2012 ballot, nor was it fo1med to do either. 

The group was extremely car·eful to stay out of the immediate politics of the November 2012 

election and so stated in all of its mate1ials. 

7. As established in the public records and a separate lawsuit brought by a resident 

of the City of High Springs concerning the ballot initiative, Mr. Barnas pernonally invested a 

great deal of personal and political energy to force the issue of a spending limitations onto the 

ballot despite the advice of the then-cwrent City Attorney, the former City Attorney, and 

ultimately the cwrent City Attorney of the City of High Springs His precipitous actions were 

contraty to F loiida law, had not been properly noticed, and were therefore void. The 

Complainant did not heed that advice from those individuals 
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8. Once that ballot initiative for the chaxter axnendment was passed by the 

Commission (in contravention of the City Attorney's advice), the City was wider a statutozy 

obligation to present information to the electorate concerning the proposed amendment and what 

·the axnendment was supposed to do.. Ballot summaries were to be placed at the polling stations 

and not one of these activities was pezfoxmed by the complainant, then Vice Mayor, or by the 

City Commission. 

9. The Complainant-sponsored chaxtez amendment actually passed on the vote [in 

the absence of the statutoxily-required explanation of its terms], but was preliminarily enjoined 

, by the Ciicuit Court in the Eighth Circuit, Judge Griffis, and latez struck as void ab initio when 

the new City Attorney ultimately acknowledged the fatal defects and confessed enor concerning 

the actions of the then City Commission majority, including Vice Mayor Bob Barnas, the 

Complainant. 

10 Io partially fill this vacuum of public information regarding the issue, Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Springs included some information in one release that was a factually 

accurate statement concerning what the ordinance did and how it was supposed to work The 

proposed amendment, which was designed to provide a strict limitation on the powe1 of city 

government to bonow money and conduct its business, was tactually identified as such by 

Concerned Citizens for a Bettez High Springs. Such concerns never lead the group to expressly 

advocate either the passage or defeat of the ordinance. Quite to the contzary, material published 

by tills group expressly told the citizens that the considerations of the effects on future 

government "should be carefully explozed by the citizens before election day when considezing 

this axnendment " The voters were to decide what type of government they wanted 
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11 A statement I made in an eaily press release concerning this group accurately sets 

forth what this group stood for 

We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organization [I explained] the 
group has already created a mission statement and guiding 
ptinciples, which aie all listed on the organization's Facebook 
page. The group's mission and key principles are to provide for 
professional, experienced management of the City of High Springs 
and restoration of long-·held standards of governing that include a 
comprehensive budget process and restoring High Springs 
reputation as a fair and open government thlit is inclusive, open 
and fair.. 

A copy of the group's original policy statement concerning the desire for good government is 

attached as exhibit A to this affidavit. As with each and every other statement from this group, it 

did not expressly advocate any candidate or election issue and the unsupported statements of the 

Complainant, contxadicted by his own attached materials, do not change that reality .. 

12. The Conceined Citizens group at no time held any fundraising events.. Du:ting 

one of our fu·st meetings, we passed the hat to cover any potential costs of ptinting ow 

information or a group banner for any public events we wei·e able to attend [well under $500.J 

No bank account was established At no time did we assist in the preparation of, or pmchase, or 

commission or approve any documents, signs, or bannets favoring or not favoring any candidate 

or the passage of the charter amendment in question. Because the November 2012 ballot was 

quite long --approximately fom (4) pages fot High Spring's votiog distxicts -- and because the 

City of High Spiings' election matters wex·e on the very last page of this long ballot, at the end, 

the group purchased a full·· page ad in the Alachua Today newspaper on the Ihm sday before the 

election to encomage voters to "Go All The Way" to the end of the ballot to vote on the High 

Springs candidates and charter amendment issue This ad [included in the Record at R-000031-· 

32] also set out our guiding principles, but does not in any manner whatsoever, speak for or 
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against any issue or individual on the ballot in November 2012 .. In addition to the full page ad, 

we issued a press release and handed out flyern at community events also encowaging votets to 

"Go All The Way" to the end of the long ballot None of these matexials, as reflected in this 

Commission's Record, expressly advocated any issue or candidate on the ballot To suggest that 

they do, in the face of the matexials themselves, is a de!ibetate attempt to mislead this 

Commission. 

13.. Mr .. Barnas publishes a blog or website page frequently in which he "comments" 

on activities in the High Spxings aiea. For weeks before he filed this complaint against me he 

announced publically his intention to file an Elections Commission complaint and proudly 

discussed the "advice" that he had obtained in the prepaxation of the vet:y complaint that he filed 

before this Commission. He also bragged about filing the complaint after he filed it. [See 

attached exhibits].. Any individual who read the matexials that he attached to this Complaint 

would see that there is not a single statement for or against any individual or any issue contained 

in any of the Concerned Citizens' materials and Mr Barnas' complaint to this Commission can 

only be seen as an attack against me personally, urndated to any imagined violation of Floiida 

Statutes. 

FURTHERAFFIANT SA YEIHNOI 

STATE OF FJ,ORIDA 

COUNTY OF +\....._~ 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged this '"1 ro-1 day of. !V\A=-\ , 2013, by 

'5 1-tA@;:N '---lJ;>A,{":ef:> ·--' €""isp;;~~y known to ~r who bas produced 

_____ as identification. 
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Witness my hand and official seal, this~'"- . day of ;,~:\on 
<·--~~?al 

Notruy Public 
Pzinted Name ( L 

. . . / j ofNotary. \.2.,c..->."""2f>_ ~0-\\e1<0cY~-
Comnuss1on Exptl'es:~~3------

,Commission Number: OD~ 36.:l.o+\ ----·-
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local 
government with a commission and professional management that 
provide leadership, accountability and a vision for our.future. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One; There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the Ci1:y back to fiscal 
responsibility 

Principle_Ihree.. There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the 
manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City staff and with residents 

Principle Four There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs 
City government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at al! levels, with the City's staff; with business 
owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

We the People ... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local 
residents, business owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join 
this effort For more information, or to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
http://tinyurl.com/bosjq m3 .. 

EXHIBIT 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore 
prnfessional, experienced and accountable management to the City: 

• commitment to the city manager form of government; 
• commitment to retain a professional, experienced and accountable city manager, to compensate; 

her/him commensurate with ability and experience, and to protect him/her from improper pressures 
from elected officials; 

• commitment to retain a competent professional city attomey and--to compensate him/her 
commensurate with ability and experience; 

• commitment to retain the current Finance Director of the City, the City Clerk, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commensurate with their ability and experience; 

• maintain a continued commitment to providing the necessaiy infrastmctme to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Springs; 

• foster a working relationship with ALL business owners, small and laige (especially those that have 
huge investments in om community), that have potential to grow and expand employment 
opportunities; 

• restore the essential fonction of a City staff as supporters of the Commission's work and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and presented in a business-like manner at meetings, with reasonable 

notice to the public and to other Commissioners; 
• dedication to the concept that a profossionally managed City can normally accomplish its business 

during the regulaily scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:30p.m, when most citizens and Commissioners who are employed can reasonably attend and 
participate; 

• appoint a charter review commission with directions to perform a full review of the Chatter; 
• evaluate the nature and make·-up of all City boaids/commissions/committees and make any necessary 

changes to re-invigorate and fulfill the City's mission 

frinciple Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility: 

• re evaluation of the local dispatch center, and a redirection of those designated fonds into vitally 
needed city functions; 

• evaluation of the sewer system to ensure productivity, effectiveness and affordability now and in the 
fotuie, always in light of our commitment to the economic development and the environment This 
includes establishing an immediate priority to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fair sewer rates; 

• evaluation of the City's water system to provide needed repairs and to insure that it fairly and 
efficiently delivers quality water to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, genernting 
reasonable revenues from users; 

• promote and utilize current tax abatement programs to attract new business and employers to High 
Springs; 

• prohibit any consideration of any new programs outside of the City without a cleai· statement of 
municipal purpose and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 



CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Three: Ther·e must be a commitment to reston civility and fairness to the manner in 
which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City 
staff, with residents, and with the public: 

• a broad commitment to restoting the quality of life, benefits and morale of the City's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the prope1 way to interact with City employees in a city manager form of 
gover runent; 

• abusive conduct by any City official 01 employee toward City staff or citizens will no longer be 
tolerated; 

• educate Commissioners, the City staff; and Plan Board members on !heh appropriate roles in 
evaluating proposals fm new businesses or development to assure that High Splings can properly 
interact with people interested in developing a business relationship with our City .. 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restoring the r·eputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government. This commitment must encompass 
rnlations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff', with business owners, with the 
public.at-large, with the press, and most of all with its own dtizens: 

• promote programs that encouiage the public to come to High Springs to enjoy our Good Nature, and 
ensure that while here they experience our good nature; 

• create a program where a designated City Commissioner is assigned the responsibility of repairing 
relationships with necessary governmental entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
government; 

• re··educate Commissionern on their limitations in contacting other governmental entities on behalf of 
the City without authority from the Commission to do so; 

• proactively announce to local, state and national goverrunents that there is or will shortly be a 
decidedly new and rational approach to goverrunent in High Springs; 

• encourage growth and diversity, maintain green space and conservation of sensitive areas, and 
promote the re-use and re-development of existing vacant and under-developed areas, all with an 
awareness of the local environment and a concern for the future of High Springs. 

Concerned Citizens f01 a Better High Sptings is a nonpartisan nonpolitical grarnoots citizens' group 
and pursuanl to Fla Stat Section 106 Oil, does not qualify as either a political committee or an 
dectioneering communicatiom 01ganization We encourage local tesidents, business owners and others 
invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public suppo1t for this ejfofl by email at 
h.1citizen1@.gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebookat hltp //tinvurl.com/bosiqm3 



STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS HEWLETT 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Thomas Hewlett who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

My name is Thomas Hewlett and my residence is 31 S SE 6th Lane, in the City of 

High Sp!ings, Flo1ida .. 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and every fact set forth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is true and correct 

3.. I was aware of the formation of a concerned citizens group in the City of High 

Sp1ings in the Fall of2012 because the tenor of City government in High Springs, led largely by 

the three person majority including the Vice Mayor, Robe1t Barnas, had become uncivil, 

unnecessarily contentious, and unacceptable As a result of these realities in our City, a group of 

citizens formed an info1mal 01ganization called the Concerned Citizens For a Bette1 High 

Springs I was not on the steeling committee of that organization, but I attended several 

meetings and I am aware of the work that they did and the goals that they set .. 

4 The Concerned Citizens group developed a number of goals and policies that it 

wished to advocate, none of which was directly related to supporting the candidacy of any 

individual, the opposition to any candidate, no1 the passage or opposition of any ballot issue on 

the November 2012 election In fact, the Concerned Citizens group consciously avoided any 

such endorsement for or against any individual or any issue so that it could stay above the fray 

The issues that the public statements and the newspaper advertisement by this group clearly 

EXHIBIT 
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raised reflect that commitment to good government, but avoid any endorsement of or expressly 

advocating for or against any candidate or for ot against any issue on the November 20 J 2 ballot 

5.. On the Novembe1 2012 ballot in the City of High Springs was a charter 

amendment pushed significantly by the Vice Mayor, Robert Barnas, which was designed to 

severely limit the powe1 of future city commissions to gov em 

6 Since the Concerned Citizens group took no public position whatsoeve1 with 

respect to that chruter amendment, and since the City Commission majoriry [including Vice

Mayor Barnas) dis!Iibuted no information of any sort that explained the proposed amendment, 

my wife Linda and I decided as individual citizens that we would put up signage against the 

passage of that ordinance Without any consultation with the Concerned Citizens group, and 

neithet seeking nor obtaining the endorsement or help of any group in the City of High Springs, 

my wifo and I paid a total of $9& .58 to obtain two commercially printed signs that urged the 

citizens of High Springs to vote "No" on the proposed chatter amendment Ihe signs made no 

reference to the Concerned Citizens group whatsoever. 

7 Photographs of the fronts and backs of these signs are attached heieto as Exhibits 

8 The Concerned Citizens group was not aware of the preparation of these signs, 

they did not endo1se the preparation of these signs, they did not contribute to the funding for 

these signs, and did not in any way suggest any design or fonnat for these signs My wifo and I 

took this on ourselves as individual citizens in the City of High Springs A copy of the payment 

that we made from our personal checking account is attached hereto as an Exhibit as well 

9 As the election approached, another individual citizen in the City of High Springs 

brought a personal lawsuit against the City, challenging the method by which this charter 

amendment had been rammed through the City Commission, largely by Vice-Mayor Barnas 

2 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrose v .. City of High Spxings 
01-2012-CA-3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority', this date personally appeared Ed 

MacKinnon, who being rust duly sworn under oath, deposes and states: 

When I went to the polls on Novembex 6, 2012 I saw Vice Mayor Bob 

Barnas place a large yellow sign stating "High Sp1ings Debt Cap. Vote Yes, You 

control debt, Number 1 Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at Precinct 60, with a 

disclaimer at the bottom stating the poster was paid for by "Citizen Concerned for 

a Better High Sp1ings " 

I am a membe1 of "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Spiings"; Vice 

Mayor Barnas is not Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a non-· 

political grassroots organization that formed to further the goals of professional, 

expe1ienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal iesponsibility, civility 

and fairness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City government and its 

relationship to citizens and the community. Within a few days of forming, this 

group had more than 200 members We recently put a full page ad in the local 

EXHIBIT 
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---~ 

Affidavit Of Ed MacKl!n • 
Ambrose v City of high Springs 
02-2012·-<:A-3385 

paper urging citizens to vote, but talcing no position on any issues. I believe the 

wording on the notice posted by Barnas was an attempt to confuse the voteis into 

believing this well respected group of citizens supported this measure .. 

FURTIIBR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.. 

,),Q. ii\. -······-·---· 

Ed MiicK.innon -

STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF _A-t.A-c~ -----· 

---------

Sworn to or affirmed and signed before me on 
N ¢V~· .:t. ;i.,p. by 

\J,,l lt..$<n>J IA 9"Tfh.J NOTARY 
PUBLIC or DEPUTY CLERK [Ptint, type, or 
stamp commissioned name of notaiy or deputy 
clerk] __ . Personally known .:{_ Pt'oduced 
identification. Type of identification produced 

Fi..01i.1Plk \)(2.1~ Ltc.171-.ls!f""" 

Wll.SQll A. $TEEN 
/,~~ Nolary Public. stale of Florlrla 

Commlasion# 00841644 
My oomm. expires feb. oo. 2013 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrose v City of High Springs 
01-2012-CA-3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE :ME, the undersigned authority, this date petsonally appeared Ross 

Ambrose, who being first duly sworn under oath, deposes and states: 

Ordinance 2012 ··13 was not available to the public for review at the second 

reading (public hearing) on July 31, 2012 I was unable to obtain a copy of 

Ordinance 2012-1:3 when I filed my Complaint in August 2012 .. I directed my 

Counsel to obtain a copy of Ordinance 2012-13 to file with the Coutt. Despite 

repeated requests, my counsel was unable to obtain same .. Her last attempt was on 

October22, 2012. 

I went to City Hall on October 23, 2012 and obtained an unsigned copy of 

Ordinance 2012-13. It was not until at least October 24, 2012 that the Ordinance 

was signed by the Mayor. 

When I went to the polls on November 6, 2012 (Precinct 60, High Springs) I 

requested to review a copy of the proposed Charter Amendment (Ordinance 2012-

EXHIBIT 



• Affidavit of Ross Ambrose 
Ambrose v. City of high Springs 
01··2012-CA-3385 

• 
13) that was on the ballot It was not available for me or any other citizens to 

review in its entirety. However, all of the State amendments were posted and 

available, as required by Florida statutes 

Fmm the time the pmposed Charter amendment was purpottedly passed on 

July 31, 2012 through election day there was no education on the proposed Charter 

Amendment provided to citizens by the City .. There were no town hall meetings; 

there were no mail-outs or pamphlets published that would educate the citizens as 

to how the proposed debt cap could or would affect them. 

On election day, I saw a large yellow sign stating "High Springs Debt Cap 

Vote Yes, You control debt, Number I Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at 

Precinct 60, with a disclaimei at the bottom stating the poster was paid for by 

"Citizen Concerned for a Better High Sp1ings." 

I am a member of "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings"; Vice 

Mayor Barnas is not Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a non .. 

political grnssmots organization that formed to fmther the goals of professional, 

expe1ienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal responsibility, civility 

and fairness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City government and its 

relationship to citizens and the community. Within a few days of fonning, this 

group had more than 200 members.. The group recently placed a full page ad in the 

2 



Affidavit of Ross Am!e 
Ambrose v. City of high Springs 
Ol-·2012-CA-3385 

• 
local paper urging citizens to vote, but taldng no position on any issues. I believe 

the wording on the notice posted by Barnas was an attempt to confuse the voters 

into believing this well respected group of cit:iZens supported this measure. 

FURTHERAFFIANT SAYETHNAUGHT 

$~~~---···· ~Xmbrose 
STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF ~a_ 

/ 
Sworn to or affumed and signed before me on 
'1~9-1-:7-.. b 

( --- ·rt; -:-'.'NOTARY 
LIC or DEPUTY CLERK [Piint, type, or 
p cofil9llssioned name of notary or deputy 

clerk]_~Personally known ___ Produced 
identification Type of identification produced 

3 

~,.· · ~ JEANNETTe B BANKS 
j': :., MYCOMMISSION#EE210071 

EXPIRES August 13, 2016 
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For a little milder side 
of 901ng9 on fn High 
$pnngs try reading 

"friends post" 
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TRUTH ··JUSTICE·· AMERICAN WAY 

IGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 

udge Grlff1a ru!od on tho lawsuit brough y g Springs resident Ross Ambroso and his 
As I soe lt thero are 3 winners Jn this Vflirntrous lrtlgat1on .. 

1., The city was found to have mode omergcncy meeting and notrcos properly • 

11/3/lZ 9 32 PM 

SWEARING IN OF NEW 
FLORIDA ATTORNEYS. 

THEIR OA'1'H AND 
FLORIDA BAR ETHICS 
AS rT MAY RELATE TO 

A LOCAL. TOPIC. 
(cllck here) 

LMy)'ERS OATH 

. There 1s a question as to tho change from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 as made fn the Jawsmt 1s In question • 
. But the most Important winner fs thevotor. Tho Amondmonl wlll stlll be on the ballot The voterw\11 havo a chanco to mako 
a dlfforenee In the final decision with their vote. 

Your vote of YES wt/I be considered when this continues after the election. 

In this Ambrose ease the Judge said "tho claims for relief on Secuon 286.011 are dismissed with pre1ud1eo" 
$0 In a court case that 1s dismissed ''with prejudice• It moans that It Is dismissed permanently. No redo on this part. 
Moaning that tho cockamamie llm1tatJon Is still on tho ballot, and money Ambrose was looking to poekot Is off the table . 
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All reports from the 3 candidates have a problem 

This 1s the documents page And the dOcuments subm1tt(ld. pnntecl' and displayed by all candidates have problems 

Click on the lmks below lo see the problems As of foday J hear all have been corrected 
Well not all yet 

As a side nole, I received my Notice of Heanng m front of the F!onda Election Comm1ss1on concemrng a heanng for 
the election code 111o!atton of takmg $200 cash donation by l.arty •pot~ moutl\" Tr$111s Will he b9 found II"\ \11olat10r. 

or will he be released from a viotatron or wdl he accept a negotiated agreement? November 15, 2012 9AM 

ll/2/12 10 31 AM 

I will post \he not\CEI for all to read Maybe ha can taka a fan bus o1 supporters \here'> 

Got anolher certified letter in the mail today as well PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL from lhe Flonda Ethr~ \ 
Comm1ssron confirming they received some doouments :...--' 

I also received a document that shows the motion for the PIGG house was made by Byran Wiiiiams and Ospeter 
made the statement he did not see any ftnancral downside 

Seems Ms Manha doesn"t know the truth Oh, got some interestmg Ms Manha stuff thrown my way as well To 
disclose this might be over the top Really is not good Really 

f'IOntla Statulo 106 07(2)(a)2(b)1 Any ropor\ lha\ 1$ doomtlO 10 be 1ncomplote by \ho offico1 
wl\h whom the cand1crate qua!1(1es shall be ae<:opted on a cond1l1on11I basis The campEugn 
1reasure.r shall be nollfle<I by certified ma1! or by another method using a commol'I camer 
mat provides a prootof de!wery of lhe nolloo 8$ IO why If\& repon is 1ncomple!e flnd wtlh1n 7 
daY$ after receipt of i:ueh notice must f~e l'ln acrcrel\dum to the roport provKl11'19 o!I 
1nlormm10n n&cossary to complete the report 1n compliance with this sec11on Failure to li!o 
a complete report afl°' sueh notloo constitutes a vmlation of this cllap!er 

" -· ~ 

http //bobbarn<ls com/Documencs html 

,Jamison Seotember Campaign Reoort 

Wiiham:; Sfil>tAmber Campaign B@oort 1 

Wdl!ams Sepl0mber Campaign Renort 2 

W!ll({!ms Ogtobgr Campacgo Renort 

,,·~ 
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I 

FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W. Gaines Street 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399·1050 

Telephone: (850) 922·4539 
Fax: (850) 921-·0783 

June 10, 2013 

The Honorable Robert J Barnas 
2014 7 NW 25 7th i en ace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13-125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Mr, Barnas: 

The Florida Elections Commission has received yom complaint alleging violations of 
Florida's election laws. I have reviewed yom complaint and find it to be legally 
insufficient 

In yom complaint, you essentially allege that Respondent's organization, Concerned 
Citizens for a Better High Springs, is a political committee, and that Respondent should 
have registered it, appointed a treasmer and a registered agent, and filed reports disclosing 
the group's expenditmes I find this complaint to be legally insufficient because you did 
not provide sufficient evidence that Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a 
"political committee" as the term is defined by Section 106 01 l(l)(a), Florida Statutes 

In order to meet the definition of a "political committee," a group must make expenditures 
in excess of $500 "that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defeat of an issue" There is no cost to create a Facebook page or to post 
information to a Facebook page, so the Facebook postings zeforenced in the complaint do 
not represent expenditures In addition, the flier and the newspaper advertisement included 
with the complaint do not use words of express advocacy such "vote foL ,'' "vote 
against. ," or "elect," with respect to a particula1 candidate or issue and, as such, they are 
not "political advertisements" or expenditures that otherwise render the group a political 
committee 

Because Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is not a "political committee" as 
that term is defined in Ch I 06, Florida Statutes, it was not required to register, appoint a 
treasme1 or registered agent, or file disclosure reports The group also does not meet the 
definition of an "electioneering communications mganization" because the exhibits 
provided with the complaint are not "electioneering communications " (See Sections 
I 06.011 (18) and (19), Florida Statutes.) As such, this complaint is legally insufficient 

Com005 (S/09) 



If you have additional information to couect the stated ground(s) of insufficiency, please 
submit it within 14 days of the date of this letter. If the additional information corrects the 
stated ground(s) of insufficiency, I will notify both you and the Respondent. If you submit 
an additional statement containing facts, you must sign the statement and .have your 
signature notaiized.. In addition, any additional facts you submit to the C9mmission inust 
be based on either personal information or information other than heaisay. 

Until this case is closed, section I 0625(7), Florida Statutes, provides that the Respondent 
may not disclose this letter, the complaint, or any document related to this case, unless he 
or she waives confidentiality in wiiting. To waive confidentiality, the Respondent must 
mail or fax a wiitten waiver of confidentially to Donna Ann Malphurs at the address or fax 
number listed above 

If you have any questions concerning the complaint, please contact us at 
foc@myfloridalegal.com. 

Sincerely, 

AMI/dain 

cc: Paul R Regensdorf, Attorney for Respondent, w/out complaint 

COM005 (S/09) 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W, Gaines Street, 

Paul Regensdoif; Esquire 
Holland & Knight 
50 North Laura Street 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

(850) 922-4539 

June 28, 2013 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13-125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Mr. Regensdorf: 

On June 10, 2013, the Florida Elections Commission notified Robert J Barnas that 
the complaint he filed on April 3, 2013 was legally insufficient Since the 
Commission did not receive any additional information that couected the stated 
grounds of insufficiency, the case has been closed 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Sincerely, 

1L----·· 
ver Toman 

AMT/dam 

cc: Robe1t J Barnas, Complainant 

RECEWEO JUL 0 2 1,01a 
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EXHIBIT ''E '' 



STA1E OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Shal'On I,. Yeago who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

1.. My name is Sharon Y eago and I have lived in the High Springs, Florida area rot· 

the last fourteen years, My current residence address is 21120 Northwest 132 Lane, High 

Springs, Florida 32643 .. 

2. I have pensonal knowledge of each and every fact set forth i.11 the following 

affidavit and each statement contained hereill is true and conect. 

3.. l am the Respondent in case number 13-125 before the Florida Elections 

Commission, in which the complainant, Robert Barnas, alleged that I, and the group that l and 

hundreds of citi?.ens are a part of - Concerned Citizens for a Better .High Sptings - in some way 

violated the Florida Election (',ode by expressly advocating either for or against an issue, 01 for 

or against a candidate on the November 2012 ballot in the City of' High Springs .. 

4.. FoI' the last thiiteen yem'S, my principal occupation has been that of a consultant, 

gt-ant writer, program manager and educator in supporting Florida farmers and farmers markets 

and in ptoviding healthier more local food products to low income Flotkla residents. 

5. As such, my work brings me in contaet with government and quasi-government 

agencies from the federal level to the county and municipal level.. l have worked, on a 

nonpartisan basis, with and for such organizations as national nonpmfits and federal agencies, 

regional health planning councils, county departments of health, municipalities., community 

redevelopment agencies, the University of Florida. Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, 



as well as the City of High Springs.. In 2000, the then-elected High Sptings City Commission 

asked me to develop and manage a community farmers market which opened in March 2001 and 

which I succcssfully managed for the City of High Sp1ings until 2008.. Further, in 2006 I wrote a 

i:.rrant, on behalf of the City, which was funded to cteate the High Sp1ings Food Secui:ity Prqjeet 

which provided access to healthy locally grown food to those low income citizens on SNAP 

(Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Progrdlll), formerly known as Food Stamps. This was the 

iirnt program of its kind in Florida. My work with the City of lligh Springs brought positive 

publicity and visitors to the City on a regular ba5is and 1 enjoyed a positive working relationship 

with city staff and commis.'lioners .. 

6.. In those various capacities, my reputation and cacefully developed relationships 

with the many public, private and governmental organizations with whom 1 work is critical to my 

career and such an investigation on allegations as described by Mr. Barnas, even though false, 

had the potential, even slightly, to damage my professional reputation .. 

7. 1 have known Mr.. Barnas for a number of years, and he both knows me 

personally, and is well--acquainted with my business and ptofession as above-described, 

including my work with the High Springs Fannets Market. 

8. When I first received notice that I bad been singled out by M1 . Barnas as the 

tatget of his Florida Elections Commission Complaint, I was stunned as well as concerned as to 

what such a complaint with a State Elections Commission might do to my professional 

reputation. 

9. When I carefully reviewed Mr .. Barnas' Complaint and the many attachments 

which purported to support his allegations, I became personally confident that any fail: !'cvicw of 

his Complaint would come to the immediate conclusion that there was absolutely no factual or 

2 



legal basis for his charges as I had taken absolutely no position, let alone "express advocacy" 

with respect to any issue on the November 2012 ballot, or with respect to the election of any 

position on the November 2012 ballot. I, and other members of the Concerned Citizens for a 

Better High Springs, had been exceedingly careful not to do so. The legitimate concerns that the 

Concerned Citizens group and hundreds of Tesidents in High Springs bad expressed in the 

thoughtful guiding principles and Mission Statement delineated in my Reb-pOnse to MI:, Barnas' 

complaint conclusively establish 1hat Ml:. Barnas' unsupported - and unsupportable ·- charges on 

violations of the Election Code were false and were easily known by him to have been 

categorically false.. l believe that his motive was malicious, vindictive, reckless and actionable 

under the Election Code, Florida Statute §106.265(6) and this Commission's Rules .. 

1 O. Nevertheless, as a layperson in these maJ.ters and to ensure that my professional 

reputation would be protected at the highest level, I retained the highly-reputable Jaw fmn of' 

Holland & Knight, through its Partner, Paul Rcgensdorl; Esquire, for the pwpose of ensuring !hat 

this frivolous Complaint was handled in the most efficient and effective manner by filing a 

detailed Response to the Complaint to ensure rny professional credibility was not impaired .. 

11. T was informed before filing my Response to the Complaint that there is a 

provision in Florida law which allows an individual in a position such as myself to seek 

attorneys' fees back against a complainant if the complaint is without merit, false, malicious, and 

cleady and convincingly without any justiciable issue of law or fact, which l believe clearly 

describes this cu!rcnt action.. 

12.. Mr .. Barnas' Complaint, along with its many attachments, has now been properly 

found by the Commission to be just that ._ .. legally insufficient. I have directed my counsel to 

prepat'e, pursuant to Ruic 2B-L004S of this Commission's rules, a Petition for Attorneys' Fees to 

3 



be submitted in accordance with Rule 2B··l .0045 and Florida Statute §106 .. 265(6) to recover such 

reasonable attorneys' fees and costs as this Commission and/or the Division of Administrative 

Hearings shall assess as a reasonably amount for fees and costs .. 

13. Prior to authorizing and directing the filing of this Petition, I discussed with 

members of the Stee1ing Committee of' the Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

specifically two of tl\e four Guiding Principles which in :fuct motivated lhe fonnation of this 

Conccmcd Citizens group.. !hose principles arc: 

Principle Three: Ihere must be a commitment to restore civility and 
fairness to the manner in which city government is conducted and to the 
mannedn which its elected officials inleiacl witll city staff and with 
residents . 

. Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of 
High Springs city government as responsible, caring and fair government .. 
This commitment must encompass relations with government entities at 
all levels, with the city's staff, with business owners, with 'lhe public-at· 
large,, wilh the media, and most of all with its own citizens .. 

14. l do not believe that this Petition gives even the slightest hint or· suggestion that 

the filing of this Petition is in any way akin to the frivolous and legally insufficient Complaint 

filed by Mr .. Barnas in lhis mat!er. Upon deep reflection, however, it was recognized that Mr .. 

Barnas, who proudly proclaims that he is cum:ntly (and wa.q al relevant times hereto the Vice 

MayoT') an elected City Commissioner of the City of High Springs, ha,q chosen to file a number 

of complaints against citizens and public officials in the High Springs area, usually without any 

basis whatsoever and usually dismissed as being legally insufficient. I have not gone out of my 

way to file any sort of offensive complaint against Mr .. Barnas for the improprieties of his 

reflected in his Complaint before this Commission nor initiated in any way any investigation into 

the Iegali!y of his conduct by virtue of the fact I.hat he .filed a Swom Complaint, under pcnalfy of 

perjury, that was knowingly false and known by him lo be false.. Indeed, the very complaint 
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fonn submitted by Mr .. Bamas, swom and notarized, contains the black-·box legend just below 

the notarial, ".Any person who j"des a complaint wl1i/e knowing that the allegations are false or 

wit/1out merit commits a misdemeanor of thefll'St degree, punisliab/e as provided in Sections 

77S~-82 and 775.083, Florida Statutes." 

15.. HowcvCJ:; this Commission by its own rules and the Florida Legislature by its 

statutes have specifically directed that when a false and reckless complaint is :filed and is found 

to be wholly wanting, legally il'.lsufficient, and without basis in the Jaw or fllct., such as Mr .. 

Bamas', it is for this Commission and under certain circumstances, the Division of 

Administrative Hearings, to determine whctbcr fees and costs should be assessed against the 

Complainant. 

THEREFORE, T respectfully request that this Commission consider the Petition to which 

this Affidavit is attached, perform the legal obligations imposed upon Ibis Commission by the 

Legislature of the State of florida, and take such action with respect to the Petition for Attorneys' 

Fees as the Commission feels is just and appropriate in accordance with the laws of tbe State of 

Florida and the Rules of ihls Commisi."ion .. 

FURTHER AFFTANT SA YE1HNOT. 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF fl., 40J1.1& : 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged this 9th day of July, 2013, by Sharnn 
Y eago, who is pe.rsonally known to me or who has produced 
__ .F<..c ~•.!:Lll. "O • L.. as identification. 

s 



Witness my band and official seal, this 9 day of' .:r,n .., , 2013, 

~&·'-r~7-. 
Notazy Public 
Printed Name 
ofNotruy ~t>ln ve:re.._ 

Commission Expires: _ _:/_~_-...:.1-'i./.__ __ 

CommissionNumbCI: 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

September 30, 2012 

MEDIA CONTACT: 
Sharon Y eago 
386-418-8017 phone 
352-256-8115 cell 
Sharon@yeago.net 

CITIZEN GROUP GAINS MOMENTUM 
IN SUPPORT OF GOOD POLICY FOR HIGH SPRINGS 

HIGH SPRINGS, FL-A High Springs citizen group is gaining momentum in its effort to effect good 

policy decisions by local governmen\ .. Concerned Citizens for· a Better· High Springs, a newly formed 

nonpartisan, nonpolitical group hopes to effect positive change through education and advocacy fo1 better 

policy decisions by elected officials 

In the first 48 hours since announcing its Mission and Guiding Principles through email and Face book, 

more than 50 local residents, businesses and others invested in the City of High Springs have signed on to 

support the group's mission and key principles that provide fo1 professional, experienced management of the 

City of High Springs and restoration of long-held standards of governing that include a comprehensive budget 

process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and fail 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business owners and 

others invested in and supp01tive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at 

hscitizens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at http://tinyurl.com/bosjqm3 A current list of 

supporters can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail.com 

High Springs resident John P. Manley, III states as the reason for the group's formation, "This group of 

citizens came together out of a deep concern for the City of High Springs The City is at a crossroads The 

constant infighting and bickering and dissention between factions, representing divergent views of the role and 

vision for the City, is destroying any forward progress for the City; and, conversely, is actually pushing the City 

backwards to the point that the City will no long be a viable, functioning seat of government We feel it is 

important to put any history aside, and build a broader, more encompassing plan for the future of High Springs 

that the majority of the Citizens can get behind and work to make happen." 



The group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs suppoxts a 

local government with professional management that provides leadexship, accountability and vision for 

our future." 

The group developed fom Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore professional, 

experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that addresses both 

short and long tetm core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

f.rinciple Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 

government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 

residents; 

Principle Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 

responsible, eating and fair government This commitment must encompass relations with government entities 

at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all 

with its own citizens. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business ownets and 

others invested in and supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort. For more 

information, or to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email 

hscitizens@grnail.com or visit them on Facebook at http://tinyurl.com/bosjqm3 

## 



CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government with a 
commission and professional management that provide leadership, accountability and a 
visionfor ourfuture. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: I here must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore professional, 
experienced and accountable management to the .City 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetruy process that addresses 
both shon and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility 

Principle Three There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 
government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 
residents 

Principle Four There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as 
a responsible, caring and fait government.. This commitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public-at-lruge, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens. 

We the People ..... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local residents, business 
owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join this effort. For more information, or 
to sign on as a suppotter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Facebook at http://tinyurl.com/bosjqm3. 

Stefi Hulin A,ffron 
Ross A"Jbrose 
Shari Asbury 

Jeannette Banks 
Penny Banks 

Roger G Beck, DPM 
Susan./. Beck 

Marilyn Bennett 
Karen Bentz 
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Sharon Britton 
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John Caldwell 
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Dawn Lange D1um11i 
Ronald DuPont, Jr, 
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F(yinR Fish 
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Randy Graetz 
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T'cun Hewlett 
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Da1non Watsoll, Pro Realty of 
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Mike Williamson 
Charlette WUson 

Sonja Moore Wils:on 
Jinz Wood 
Sally Wood 

Sharon Yeago 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/8/2013 7:00PM 

THE NEWS IN PRINT IN 
HIGH SPRINGS 

Page I of2 

For sometime I have been critical of the local monthly or weekly Tabloids 
and Talk radio. The false information printed and the hypocritical OK if we 

do it, but not OK if you do it radio .. 

The last few editions of the Observer had Eric May report as a guest. It 
seems he is missing in this issue. Maybe he is busy working over at 
Ozean in Alachua getting the Talk of the Town radio station up and 

running with an on line version, after it was booted of the air at 99.5. 

Seems Ward Scott didn't like the change that was coming and once again 
let his mouth fire first before his brain. 

I have pictures of piles of Observers and the Alachua Todays just sitting 
all over town .. No one reading or buying them .. Wonder why? Has the 

public finally discovered that most that has been written in the past on 
politics was junk, biased and generally poor reporting, and hurtful to High 

Springs? So why read it, or advertise in it? 

When Dean Davis was accused, both Tabloids had no problem printing 
hundreds of words how Dean was accused falsely of things. They both 

used his name repeatedly along with mine and Linda Gestrin. 

Well this June edition of the Observer on page 5 had a tiny paragraph that 
stated Dean Davis has been cleared now and in the past of any wrong 

doing .. Stuck inside not on the cover. And of course no name of who filed 
it. I understand the Observer owner "worked" for Ron Langman (husband 
of the terminated city manager Jeri Langman) at one point .. His name was 

plainly not mentioned as THE person who had Alachua attorney Linda 
Rice Chapman file the Florida Ethics complaint for him. Why not? 

Or at least that is what was said to have happened ....... 

The question is did the Observer owner OMIT facts cause someone told 
her to? Was she a puppet? Or was it just cause she had full control and 

power of what to print and who to riP or not rip? 

http:/ Ibo bbarnas. com/index.. html 6/10/2013 



Bob Barnas Frnnt Page Page 2 of2 

The Alachua Today reported nothing on Dean Davis being cleared. 

The Alachua Today has less good news and since politics is quiet, no one 
reading that thing either. Only thing keeping that rag alive is ads from the 
City of Alachua and the national chain and local grocery insert .. Its on line 

edition is a mess. And virtually dead. 

The people who use to read the Observer, the Alachua Today and listened 
to Talk radio, are now seeing the truth that the paper's ONLY mission was 

to disgrace and embarrass SELECT commissioners .. 
As was the mission of that Talk radio show .. 

If all remains the same, we will never see the truth printed in these tabloid .. 
And the online version of Talk will continue its hypocrisy .... 

Now for one more paper .. 

The Gainesville Sun is now CHARGING to read its on line edition. Wonder 
if anyone is paying up? 

As new social media is being born daily, the old radio and news print is 
dying .. And new technology must be done right not half ass. 

Adapt or die ...... 
But to adapt would take smarts and/or talent... .. 

So what is left? 
This website will bo pQsting storlos, picltlres, videos and comments to loclll nowspapors lhAt have biogs and wotisltos. I will also bo commontlng 11flor c:lty c:ommJsslon mocUngs/workshops 

or CRA mootlngs koaplng tho public lnlormod of the events 11nd happenings at your c:!ty hall, publlc racord of city business and more. And I ndmlt I .~1n tho typo Xlng .. 
This website ls copyright protoctod Copyright .;;i bobbarnas com 2012.,2013 All Rightl Resorv11d No part of this W(lbslto may bo roproducod without oxpross c:ons;ont of Bob 83rnas 

http://bobbamas.com/index .html 6/10/2013 
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Bob Barnas Front Page Page 1of1 

POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/12/2013 7:00PM 

A comment on Florida Statute 

When an attorney and a Plaintiff are offered a pile of money to end a 
lawsuit and they just file more complaints, is there ever an end in sight? 

Well there is a Florida Statute 112.3187 (9)d. that says: 

(d) Payment of reasonable costs, including attorney's fees, to a 
substantially prevailing employee, or to the prevailing employer if the 

employee filed a frivolous action in bad faith .. 

So what happens if a judge or jury rules a lawsuit is frivolous? 
I think this has happened in the past in a civil case I read. 

An attorney in 2002 was ordered to pay $11,030.36 to a Defendant 

Thli wobslto w!ll bo posting storlo.s .. pJetoros, vl!ioos. and commonts to loc11l nowspnpors that hnvo biogs and websites. I will also bo commonling after city commlulon mootlngMworkshops 
orCRA meetings kooptng tho public fnrormoci of tho <1vont& and happenings at your city hall, public record or city buslnoss and moro. Al'ld I 11dml1 I am the typo King, • 

This wabs.itc is copyright protected Copyrjght © bobbt1mas.com 2012··2013 All Rights Rosorvod No ptlrt of this websita may be ropraduc:od without oxprOS$ C:(>l\$Ont of Sob SamaG 

http://bobbamas.com/index html 6/12/2013 
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' 
Re: FEC 13-125 - Submission of Additional Documentation at the 11113/13 Heaiing 
Bob Barnas 
to: 
Donna Malphurs 
10/29/2013 04:39 PM 
Show Details 

3 Attachments 

~: _I 

graycol gif CCF 102920 ]3_ 00000 pdf CCF I 0292013,_ 00001 pdf 

Donna, 

Attached please find a Jetter and documents fox the Commission Please let me know you received all 

Case 13-125 

Bob Barnas 

On Tue, Oct 29, 2013 at 9:34 AM, Donna Malphurs <DO!l.J1lb.Malg!rnrs@m::1_n01idalegal.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr Barnas, 

This email summarizes our telephone conversation this morning and confirms that you are not 
requesting a continuance in this matter If I have misunderstood, please advise me immediately 

Please keep in mind that any additional documentation submitted in this mattet will be offered to the 
Commissioners the morning of the hearing, and such documents will be reviewed at their discretion 

If you have any additional questions, please let me know 

Donna Ann Malphurs, Agency Clerk 
F !or ida Elections Commission 
850-922=4539 xJ02 

Bob Barnas -- .. 10129120 l 'l 02: 12: 19 AM-·--Ms. Malphurs, In reviewing the attachments for my case 
I have a problem 

From: Bob Barnas <bbarnas@highsprings.us> 
To: Donna Malphurs <Donna.Malphuis(filnnfloridalegaLcom.> 
Date: 10/29/201302:12 AM 
Subject: Re: 13-125 

file://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\Local\Temp\notesFCBCEE\· .. webl203.htm 10/29/2013 
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Ms Malphws, 

In 1eviewing the attachments fox my case I have a problem 

1) I received a letter dated June 10, 2013 finding my complaint legally insufficient 

2) Received a lette1 dated June 28, 2013 that the case was closed. 

Other than those two lette1s, I received nothing from the FEC 

In looking at your attachments thexe are numerous documents from the Respondent, he1 attorney and 
affidavits that I have neve1 seen until Oct 28, 2013 

Allegations on the case itself, and a motion for Attorney fees I have neve1 seen. I would have expected 
that when these case documents weie given to the FEC, I should have been provided copies Not to 
mention the additional motion 

I hen on Oct 28, 2013 I received a letter telling me of a NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS FEES) That notice may have also had a typo concerning a date for continuance 

So in short, I had no idea this case had a reply from the Respondents attorney, and a Motion for Fees I 
had no idea there was a reply, and what the grounds were against me And now that I have read them, 
I feel that there is not going to be sufficient time to prepare fot this myself There are many misleading 
statements and documents given to the Commission that need to be ptoperly add1essed 

I close in asking a question Is it part of the procedure fo1 the Complainant to be copied, 01 supplied 
with a copy of any Motions filed that would continue a case? As I read FEC Rules I see 2B-·L0045 
states that to claim costs and attorney fees, the respondent shall file a petition the the Commission 
within 30 days of dismissal fhat appa1ently was done on July 11, 2013.. The rnle then goes on to say, 
the Commission clerk shall fo1ward a copy of the petition to the complainant by ce1tified mail That 
appaiently was not done 

Having said this, I am going to speak to an attorney in the next fow days and then see the options I 
may have If afte1 1eading this, you have a suggestion, please contact me 

Bob Barnas 
High Springs City Commissioner 
352-538-(355 

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 3:35 PM, Donna Malphurs <Donna.Malphurs@myfloridalegal.com> wxote: 

Mr Barnas, 

I have emailed you the reco1ds pextaining to this case Please confirm you received them 
Thanks 

Donna Ann Malphurs, Agency Clexk 
Flotida Elections Commission 

file://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\l ocal\T emp\notesFCBCEE\-web 1203 him 10/29/2013 
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850-922-4539 x 102 

Bob B((mas 
Office of High Springs City Commissioner 
On Behalf of the City of High Springs 
352-528-7352. 

*Please note:* 

, 
I, 

Florida has a very broad public records law Most written communication, 
including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business ate 
public tecords available to the public and Media upon request Yom e-mail 
communication may be sul:>ject to public disclosure. 

Bob Bamas 
Oflice of High Springs City Commissioner 
On Behalf of the City of High Spxings 
352-538 7355 

*Please note:* 

Florida has a vexy broad public records law Most written communication, 
including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
public records available to the public and Media upon request Your e-mail 
communication may be subject to public disclosure 

fi!e://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\I.ocal\Iemp\notesFCBCEE\~webl203 htm 
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October, 29, 2013 

FLORIDA ELECTION COMMISSION 
107 w Gaines Street 
Collins Building, Suite 224 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399 
Attn: Donna Malphurs 

RE: case No.: FEC 13·125; Respondent: Sharon l .. Yeago 

Dear Ms. Malphurs and the Florida Election Commission, 

On October 28, 2013 I received an regular letter informing me that there would be a FEC hearing 
scheduled for my complaint case number 13 .. 125 This hearing would be on November 13, 2013 at 
lO:OOam in Tallahassee 

Immediately upon receiving this letter I contacted you at your office and we had a conversation and 
emails were exchanged to bring me up to date on this case. It had been my understanding that it ended 
with a letter dated June 28, 2013 from the FEC that the case was closed 

Since that letter I have received no additional emails or correspondence from the office of the FEC Your 
office has confirmed that no additional emails, letters (regular or certified) have been sent to me either 
by mail or electronic communication So I hope you see my surprise that this case Is still ongoing and 
that I am now being asked to pay fees and costs 

In the conversations and emails that have taken place since Oct 28, 2013, and following my review of 

the documents you sent me, I informed you that it was in the best interest of the FECs' time, my time 
and the case to me NOT ask for a continuance 

After my review of documents, and considering the miscommunication concerning timeline of events, I 
am asking that you submit the paperwork title REPLY TO MOTION FOR AITORNEYS FEES, to the 

commission and for the record 

Th~u~or your :1·nd understanding 

\~)~11 
Robert J Barnas, Complainant 
20147 NW 257th Terrace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 
352-538-7355 
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October 29, 2013 

REPLY TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND cosi: 
Case No.; 13-125 

Respondent: Sharon t Yeago 

Complainant: Robert J Barnas 

/ 

I, 

Basis for the complaint was that Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs was and is a Political 
Committee and failed to register and do filings as required 

Florida Statute 106ll(l)(a)1 Defines a "Political committee" as a combination of two or more 
individuals, or a person other than an individual, that, in an aggregate amount excess of $500 during a 
single year: 

c Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the passage or 
defeat of an issue. 

The statute does not say that to be a committee they must say vote yes or no It simply says, "that 
expressly advocate the passage or defeat of an issue" (in this case) 

It also says they must spent $500 or more And there is no doubt or question that the newspaper ad 

alone cost more than that 

I made no other claims that were malicious, false or with intent to harm anyone Just uphold what I see 

as law and the truth 

I submitted documents as did Mr Regensdorf I said In writing and In the submitted exhibits that 
showed where there was a handout opposed the debt limit. I also submitted the page on their 
Facebook that says the same. An opposition to the debt limit that was on the upcoming ballot. 

The key documents I submitted with my original complaint are: 
1) "exhibit 5", CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS, two sided Mission Statement in 

handout form,, Read this carefully, because it has Five Key Areas of Principal Concern. With 5 being 

opposition to ballot debt limit issue 
2) A Facebook post that I submitted that was posted on 10/10/2012 that matches exactly the handout 

distributed by the organization,, 

This two sided handout I submitted was distributed at the Woman's Club Forum where candidates 
spoke on October 23, 2012 Ten days after the Facebook opposition to the debt limit was posted 



Now, in his request for fees and costs, Mr Regensdorf also submitted a Mission Statement as an 

exhibit "A" But here is the difference. His Mission Statement and exhibit has the same font on the top, 

and the same wording on the top, but everything else is different to fit his claim for fees and cost Five 

Key areas is gone. It only now has 4. Number 5 was the opposition to the debt. 

Mr. Regensdorf claim for fees and cost many times state that the organization never opposed 

anything. This might have a little merit, if you use HIS exhibit "A". So I ask the commission to carefully 

look at the Mission Statement I submitted, then compare the exhibit of Mr .. Regensdorf. Then ask the 

question, "why would a lawyer submit an altered document"? You can't make this stuff up 

Next I submitted a copy of the newspaper ad Many names of which include a Tom Hewlett, who 

memorializes his name as a member of the organization Along with many others including Mr. 

Regensdorf 

In my complaint I mention a sign that said VOTE NO I did not know who made it or got a picture of it In 

his claim for fees and costs, Mr Regensdorf has another exhibit "2" Page 35-38 are an Affidavit by 'Tom 
Hewlett, the member who we now know made the sign Tom Hewlett as a member of the organization 

posted the VOTE NO sign on the fence A clear opposition as a member 

Then in the last year, the esteemed attorney in the organization, Mr Regensdorf along with an attorney 

Linda Rice Chapman filed a lawsuit for another member of the organization, a Mr Ross Amborse, to 

oppose the ballot issue and the vote Another clear opposition by members of the gro\1p to the ballot 

issue What is the cost of that? And it has resulted in the voiding of 1801 votes And a ruling by Judge 

Griffis of with prejudice for "no attorney fees", and an order denying a separate motion for 

Reconsideration for attorney fees in that case. And now, a appeal to the 1st District Court for 

Attorneys fees ONLY, in that case 

I still feel that this organization is a political committee as defined what I do not have is the resources to 

continue this fight and get Affidavits of others who can corrobo~ate my complaint and connect the 

spending of more than $500 I cannot afford depositions and in the best interest of the City of High 

Springs stopped filing in the case 

I did not do this complaint with malice, hate or intent to harm anyone I just wanted the truth, I 

SUBMITTED the truth and felt the FACTS spoke for themselves 

Attached are : 

Exhibit 1, The Face book post from October 10, 2012 that matches the Original Mission Statement 

passed out at the candidate forum 
Exhibit 2, Original (unaltered version) Mission Statement of the Concerned Citizens for a Better High 

Springs Handed out on October 23, 2012 



Exhibit 3, The new and altered and improved Mission Statement submitted as supporting document by 

Mr Regensdort Altered from the original version in my complaint to better suit his current position. so, 
when did this change occur? 
Exhibit 4, Tom Hewlett Affidavit stating he held a sign in opposition to the debt to vote NO 

The final comment I have is that if you are a member of a organization (as stated plainly in the 
newspaper), that still is on the Internet and Facebook alive and well where does your connection end? 
And you have been at meetings or passing out flyers in a booth or recruiting while making statements 
opposing candidates or issues and then you post a sign that says VOTE NO, or file a lawsuit in opposition 
to a ballot issue, WHERE DOES SEPERATION OCCUR? When does a separation occur from of the 

organization to an individual person? 

Again, nothing was done with malice or intent to harm I submitted my complaint in good faith 

I ask that this commission deny a motion for fees and costs 

~ 
Robert J Barnas, Complainant 

20147 NW 257th Terrace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 
352.533 .. 7355 
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CONCERNED CTTJZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINOPAL. CONCERN: 
l, 'The Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re
installation was premature at best and ill-advised at worst 
a Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to 
acqaire and maintain the system internally at approximately 
$325,000; 
b, The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, 
with superior modern equipment, at an original budget amount of 
$105,000 but always projected at less than the City's cost; 
c Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 2% 
for the past two years, and an expected further drop of at least 
9%, making the local dispatch center's lncr·eased cost 
Inappropriate at this time 
iHEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shifting the emergency dispatch from 
the County to the City is an ill-timed expense that the City Is 
unable to afford 
2 The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by 
the City's Commission leadership and attitudes The non··union 
employees have had to bear a disproportionate share In 
reductions to their compensation and benefits, all in an 
increasingly hostile atmosphere 
a The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has 
ranged from a 15% reduction in income and benefits for some 
employees, to as much as a 30% reduction for others A fire 
fighter in High Springs now earns less than $11 per hour; 
b The generally hostile stance of the commission has resulted In 
charges of violations of accepted labor law and good 
management practices, and has thus exposed the City to 
litigation in the form of state and federal labor law violations, 
"Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of discriminatory practices; 
c There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in 
order to assure a reasonable work environment If unionization 
occurs, It Is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management labor costs for the City may well rise dramatically 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The morale of the City's valued 
employees is frightening low "The turnover rate is unacceptable 
The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the City's staff 
must return to one based on trust and appreciation 'This 
unhealthy situation has to be corrected immediately 
3 The prolonged absence of professional management is 
destroying the City's credibility and greatly reducing its 
performance 

Page I of 3 
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a. The unprecedented number of Commission meetings is 
unheard of and demonstrates the Qty's inability to handle its 
business using accepted governmental management practices; 
b The Qty has been operating without an experienced City 
Manager, City Attorney, City Planner, Qty Engineer, Public Works 
Director, full time Codes Enforcement Officer, full time Utilities 
Operator, and full time Parks and Recreation staff leaving the City 
with a significant loss of Institutional knowledge making It very 
vulnerable in all phases of operation and management oversight; 
d. The City's insurance underwriter for liability coverage for the 
Commission, has increased the annual insurance liability costs 
from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of $237,949 in 2013 
THEREFORE, WE BEUEVE: The City must immediately commit to 
properly funding and openly selecting a professional City Manager 
committed to returning Migh Springs to good government 
4 Critical Infrastructure items are not being properly monitored 
and the lack Of necessary maintenance, or funding reserves, 
exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system collapse. 
a) Water & Sewer- Experts have warned the City that it is close 
to losing Its ability to provide drinking water due to the ancient 
delivery system which is bordering on ccllapse If water wells fail, 
the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained 
sufficient reserve funds to deal with such a catastrophic event 
Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many 
residents cannot, locate to High Springs Further, the City is 
contractually committed to expansion as part of Its land use 
program from the past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs 
that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once again; 
b) Brick & Mortar ·City owned facilities go empty or cannot be 
adequately maintained at the current budget levels The economy 
has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant 
commercial buildings vacant buildings and homes create blight, 
invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing dmp in revenue 
THEREFORE, WE BEU EVE: Shuffling monies to non·urgent, 
unplanned projects is leaving urgent infrastructure projects 
inadequately funded A review of the economic viability of 
projects under each department needs to be done, eliminating 
any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the City's 
infrastructure 
5 Proposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change 
and significantly limit how future Commissions are able to run 
City government: 
a The Amendment would prohibit the City Commission from 
incurring any debt beyond one million dollars unless first 
approved by a 2/3 vote ( 4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS 
passage of a referendum by the voters approving the debt, 

Page2 of 3 
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before the loan could be made, ensuring that an immediate 
response to a major crisis is virtually impossible from a financial 
perspective; 
b. If the Amendment is approved, it has the potential to make 
debt consolidation and other financial planning tools less available 
for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a 
transaction Some say the cost of funds for the City could rise 
dramatically Long-range financial concerns were not considered 
by the Commission and they should be carefully explored by the 
citizens when considering this Amendment 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: ·rile proposed Amendment to limit the 
debt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 2/3 majority of 
Commissioners ( 4 out of 5) AND an expensive referendum vote 
by the citizens is a serious and significant limitation on future 
Commissions' ability to manage the financial resources of the 
City 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a nonpartisan, 
nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, pursuant to Fla.Stat 
Section 106 011, does not qualify as either a political committee 
or an electioneering communications organization We encourage 
local residents, business owners and others invested in and 
supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this 
effort by email at hscitizens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on 
Facebook at http://tlnyurl com/bosjqm3 
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MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Cith;ens for a Better High Springs suppqrts a local government with a commission and professwnal 
management that provide leadership, accountability and a vi;;ion for our future 

FivE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch Prnject is a major financial drain whose re-installation was prematuI"e at best and 
ill- advised at worst. 

a Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at apprnximately $325,000; 

b. The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superio1 modem equipment, at 
an 01iginal budget amount of $105,000; 

c Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 . .2% fox the past two years; and an 
expected further diop of at least 9%, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
fot this sex vice 

Therefore, we believe that: Shifting the emergency dispatch from the County to the City is an il/.-timed 
expense that the City is unable to affonl. 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly et'oded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non··union employees have had to bea1 a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their' compensation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmospher·e. 

a The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has 1anged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits fox some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction fo1 others. A fire fighter in High 
Sp1ings now earns less than $11 per hour 

b The generally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good management practices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the fot m 
of state and fedeial labor Jaw violations, "Whistle Blowei" claims, and charges of disc1iminato1y 
p1actices. 

c There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in 01dei to assure a reasonable wo1k 
environment If unionization occurs, it is a direct result of a hostile wo1k envhonment and poor 
management Labo1 costs fo1 the City may well dse dramatically 

Thereforn, we believe that: The morale of the City's valued employees is frightening low. The 
turnover 1ate is unacceptable .. The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the Cizy~s staff must 
return to one based on trust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to he corrected 
immediate(y. 

3. The prolonged absence of professional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
greatly reducing its performance 

a The unprecedented number of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted governmental management practices 

b The City has been operating without an expeiienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Planne1, 01 
City Engineer leaving the City significant loss of institutional knowledge and very vulnerable in all 
phases of operntion and management oversight 

·-----· ·-·---- ·---------------····----·-·-----· 
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d. The City's insurance underwriter for liability coverage fox the Commission, has increased the 
annual insurance liability costs from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a px~jected 
premium of$23 7,949 in 2013. 

Therefor·e, we believe: The City must immediately commit to properly funding and openly selecting a 
professional City Manager committed to retuming High Springs to good government. 

4. CziticaJ infrastructure items ar·e not being properly monitored and the lack of necessary 
maintenance, or funding reserves, exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system collapse. 

a) Water & Sewe1~ Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water due to the ancient delivery system which is bordering on collapse If water wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, no1 has it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs. 
Further, the City is contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use pxogram from the 
past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again 

b) B1ick & Mo1tar .. City owned facilities go empty 01 Cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels The economy has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family 1esidents; and there is a glut of vacant commercial buildings Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and tesult in a 
continuing drop in 1evenue 

Therefo1e, we believe: Shuffling monies to non·urgen~ unplanned projects is leaving urgent 
infrastructure projects inadequately funded. A review of the economic viability of projects under each 
department needs to be done, eliminating a~y activity whose funds could better used to preserve the 
City's infrastructure. 

5. Proposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change and significantly limit how futu1e 
Commissions are able to run City government: 

a The amendment would prohibit the City Commission from incurring any debt beyond one million 
dollrus unless first approved by a 2/3 vote ( 4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
refer·endum by the voters approving the debt, before the loan could be made, ensuring that an 
immediate response to a lllZ\i01 crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective 

b If the amendment is approved, it has the potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 
planning tools less available fox the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a transaction Some say the cost 
of funds for the City could rise dramatically Long·tange planning concerns were not considered 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be carefully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this amendment. 

Therefore, we believe: The proposed amendment to limlt the debt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 
213 majority of Commissioners [4 of J voting] AND a referendum vote by the citizens, is a serious and 
significant limitation on future Commis'Slons' ability to manage thefinancial resources of the City. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business owners and others Invested In and 
supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at hscltlzens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tinyurl .. com/bosjqm3 A current list of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 
Recommendations developed by the group can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmall.com . 

.. -.. - .... ------·--·--"·-·---.. --·-··------·~ 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER IIIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local . 
government with a commission and professional management that 
provide leadership, accountability and a vision for our future. 

G.Ull)lNG PRINCIPLES 

Principle One; There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 

Principle _l.!eQ: Thexe must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both short and long term cote needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility 

Principlc_.Ihree There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the 
manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City staff and with residents 

Principle, Four There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs 
City government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens 

We the People ... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking fot local 
residents, business owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join 
this effort For more information, or to sign on as a supportet of Concerned Citizens for a 
Bettet High Sptings, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
http:{ftinyurl.com/bosjgi;n3 

EXHIBIT 

j __ _A__ 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FO.R A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment b'y the Commissioners and the citizens to restor·e 
professional, experienced and accountable management to the City: 

• commitment to the city manager fotm of govemment; 
• commitment to t~in a professional, experienced and accountable city manage1, to compensate; 

herfhim commensurate with ability and experience, and to protect him/her fiom improper pressures 
fiom elected officials; 

• commitment to retain a competent profossional city attorney and to compensate him/her 
commensurate with ability and experience; 

• commitment to retain the cunent Finance Dilector of tbe City, the City Clel'k, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commensuiate with theit ability and expeiience; 

• 111aintain a continued commitment to providing the necessary infrastructure to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Springs; 

• foster a wo1king relationship with ALL business owneis, small and large (especially those that have 
large investments in om community}, that have potential to grow and e){pand employment 
opportunities; 

• restore the essential flinciion of a City staff as supporteis of the Commissidn's Wotk and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and pzesented in a bu~iness··like manner at meetings, with 1easonable 

notice to the public and to other Commissioners; 
• dedication to the concept that a pll)fessionally managed City can nonnally accomplish its business 

duling the regularly scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:'l0p.m, when most citizens and Commissioners who aie employed can 1easonably attend and 
participate; 

• appoint a chatter review commission with directions to perfo1m a full review of the Chatter; 
• evaluate the nature and make-up of all City boards/commissions/committees and make any necessary 

changes to le-invigorate and fulfill the City's mission. 

Principle Two: fhere must be a commitment to r·estor·e a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addresses both short and long term coie needs and brings the City back to fiscal 1esponsibility; 

• 1e·evaluation of the local dispatch center; and a 11idi1ection of those designated funds into vitally 
needed city functions; 

• evaluation of the sewe1 system to ensure prnductivity, effectiveness and affoxdability now and in the 
future, always in light of our commitment to the economic development and the cnvitonment 1his 
includes establishing an immediate priority to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fair sewer iates; 

• evaluation of the City's wate1 system to provide needed repairs and to insure that it fairly and 
efficiently delivets quality wate1 to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, generating 
reasonable revenue$ from users; 

• promote and utilize cuncnt tax abatement progiams to attract new business and employers to High 
Springs; 

• prohibit any considerntion of any new programs outside of the City without a clea1 statement of 
municipal pu1posc and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BEITER HIGH SPRINGS 

POl,I<.,"'Y RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Three: Ther·e must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in 
which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials Interact with City 
staff, with residents, and wlth the public: 

• a broad commitment to restoring the quality of life, benefits and mornle of the Cify's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the proper way to inte1act with City employees ill a city manager form of 
govenunent; 

• abusive conduct by any, City official 01 employee towaid City staff or citizens will no longer be 
tole1ated; 

• educate Commissioners, the City staff, and Plan Board members on their appropiiate roles in 
evaluating proposals fot new businesses 01 development to assure that High Spdngs can proper Jy 
interact with people interested in developing a business relationship with ow City 

f!if!giple £.our: There must be a commitment to rc~tQrhig the t .. "P.u~atioJ! ~f ~i&h. Sprin11s. ~:io/ 
government as a responsible, caring and fail government. Jhis commitment must encompass 
relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the 
public"at .. farge, with the press, and most of all with its own citizens: 

• pxomote programs th.at encourage the public to come to High Springs to .enjoy out Good Nature, and 
ensure that while heie they experience our good nature; 

• create a progiam where a designated City Commissione1 is assigned the x<:>sponsibility of repahing 
relationships with necessary governmental entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
government; 

• re-educate Commissionexs on thcii limitations in contacting othe1 govexnmental entities on behalf of 
tho City without authority fxorn the (',ornmission to do so; 

• px·oactively announce to local, state and national governments that there is or will shortly be a 
decidedly new and rational approach to government in High Sptings; 

• encourage growth and diversity, maintain gieen space and conservation of sensitive areas, and 
promote tho re .. use and re-development of existing vacant and under developed aieas, all with an 
awanmess of the local environment and a concern fo1 the future of High Sptings 

Concerned Citizens .ft>1 a Better High Springs Is a nonpa11tsan. nonpolitical graSStoots citizens' group 
and pursuant to Fla Stat Section 106 011, does not qualify as either a politlca/ committee 01 an 
electioMering communications or11anization We encourage local re..sidents, business owners and othe1s 
invested in and supportive of ou1 goals ro sign on to show public suppott fo1 this e.ffo1t ~Y email at 
h.1cil/~@gmatl.com or 'Liking• the group on Facebook al fl!l!l.Ja.!.nyu1!.comlbosiqm3 
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AFFIDAVIT OF THOM~HEWLE'f1' 
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PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDE.RSIGNED AU fHORITY, the 

within named Thomas Hewlett who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

My name is Thomas Hewlett and my residence is 115 SE 6"' Lane, in the City of 

High Springs, Florida 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and eve1y fact set forth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is ttue and corroot 

3. I was aware of the formation of a concerned citizens gtoup in the City of High 

Sptings in the Fall of 2012 because the tenor of City government in High Springs, led l~rge!y by 

the th1ee person m~joxity including the Vice Mayo1, Robert Baxnas, had become uncivil, 

unnecessarily contentious, and unacceptable As a result of these realities in our City, a group of 

citizens formed an info1mal 01ganization called the Concerned Citizens For a Better High 

Springs l was not on the steering committee of that otganization, but I attended several 

meetings and I am awaxe of the woik that they did and the goals that they set 

4 The Concemed Citizens group developed a number of goals and policies that it 

wished to advocate, none of which was directly Nlated to suppoiting the candidacy of any 

individual, the opposition to any candidate, not the passage 01 opposition of any ballot issue on 

the Novcrnbe1 2012 election ln fact, the Concerned Citizens g1oup consciously avoided any 

such endo1scment for 01 against any individual 01 any issue so that it could stay above the fray. 

The issues that the public statements and the newspaper adve1tisement by this group clearly 

EXHIBIT 

I .... __ & ___ . 
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raised 1eflect that commitment to good government, but avoid any endorsement of 01 expressly 

advocating for ot against any candidate or for or against any issue on the November 2012 ballot 

5 On the November 2012 ballot in the City of High Springs was a charter 

amendment pushed significantly by the Vice Mayot, Robert Bam3s, which was designed to 

severely limit the power of future city commissions to govern 

6 ~ince the Conccmed Citizens group took no public position whatsoevet with 

respect to that chrute1 amendment, and since the City Commission majority [including Vioe . 

Mayo• Barnas] disttibuted no infotmation of any sott that explained the proposed amendment, 

my wife Linda and I decided as individual citizellS that we would put up signage against the 

passage of that 01dinance Without any consultation with the Concerned Citizens group, and 

neither seeking nor obtaining the endo1sement 01 help of any gEoup in the City oi High Springs, 

my wife and I paid a totl'l"o(~;~o obt in two commeicially printed signs that urged the 

citizens of High Sptingtvote "No" on t e ptoposed charter amendment Ihe signs made no 

reference to the Concer ed Citizens ,gi(up whatsoevei 
~--.... _ .. _....-· 

7 Photcgraphs of the fronts and backs oi these signs are attached he.ieto as Exhibits 

8 The Concerned Citizens gioup was not aware of the preparation of these signs, 

they did not endorse the p1epruation of these signs, they did not contribute to the funding for 

these signs, and did not in any way suggest any design ot format for these signs My wife and l 

took this on ou1selves as individual citizens in the City of High Springs A copy of the payment 

that we made from our petsonal checking aooount is attached hereto as an exhibit as well 

9 As the election approached, anothei individual citizen in the City of High Sptings 

b1ought a petsonal lawsuit against the City, challenging the method by which this chatter 

amendment had been rammed tluough the City Commission, la1gely by Vice Mayo1 Barnas 

2 
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In reality unfortunately this isn''t a television show that in the span of 30 minutes solves all its issues 

This is a real city, with real residents and employees This is a place where commission action has real 
consequences. And sadly, the people left holding the bag will not be the current commission, but the 
residents who will foot not only the financial burden, but the task of stabilizing and rebuilding the city's 

workforce and reputation as well 

But even in this bastion of slip-shod governance where many decisions are based on cronyism and 

retribution rather than sound policy and good leadership, there are several rays of hope,. one being the 
upcoming city commission election, and the other being the grassroots group, Concenied Citizens for a 

Better High Springs. The future of High Springs is in the hands of its residents who must step up and 

make informed decisions in the coming days Whether these decisions are at the ballot box or through 

public participation with civic minded individuals seeking to restore High Springs government to a sound 

footing. it has never been more imperative that residents take a stand The future of High Springs hangs 

in the balance 

TH£ CURRENT COMMISSION HAS ACT£1> ON 
IMPULSE AND PUT THIS CITY IN P£Rl1. PAT 

RUSH PROMISES MOR.£ OF TH£ SAM£. 
BYRAN, SU£ AND SCOTT CAN $AV£ TH£ DAY. 

YOT£ FOR 

BYRAN 
WILLIAMS 

HSGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 

VOTE 

NO 
FOR THE 

CHARTER AMENDMENT 



Cit;y of High Springs Mail - Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

>> 
>>From: Bob Barnas <bbamas@highsprings .. us> 
>> Subject Concerned Citizens for a Better High Spiings 
>> Date: December 5, 2012 3:46:53 PM EST 
>>To: Lee Vincent <lvincent@highsprings.us>, Scott walker 
>> < scott@foldsandwalker .. com>, HSCitizens@gmail.com 
>> 
>> Lee and Scott, 
>> 
>> I asked Jenny today for an address for the group. She has no physical 
>>address linked to lhis group. I would like to know iff this is OK? Is 
>> it OK to give the use of !he "Old School" to a group that has no 
>> single spokesperson as their head and no address lo correspond with 
>> should there ever be an issue going down the road? They are asking the 
>> communily on Facebook for donations. It does not say to !he city, or 
>>to them. 
>> 
>> The only thing Jenny has is that the email from them that they use was 
>> linked to a request from Ross Amborse. So if he is their spokesperson 
>> or person that organized the group fine, just let us know so we can 
>> send a thank you card or documents we may have to deal with. Ed 
>>McKinnon, Sharron Yeago, Linda Jones ..... .who is actually trhe 
>> responsble person for the grassroots group? Are they at the address of 
>> CDC? I think we need to know .. 
>> 
>> While there are many prominent names in the group, I have been asked 
>>who are these people? 
>> 
>>cc: hscitizens@gmail.com 
>>Bob Barnas 
>> High Springs City Commissioner 
>> 352-538-7355 
>> 
>> *Please note:• 
>> 
>> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
>> including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business 
>>are 
>>public records available to the public and Media upon request. Your e-mail 
>> communication may be subject to public disclosure .. 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>>-
>>Sharon L Yeago 
>> 386-418-8017 phone 
>> 352-256-8115 cell 
>> 
>>~~~~~~~~-

>>"The first wealth is health .. " 
>> - Ralph waldo Emerson 
>> 
» "Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food " 
>> - Hippocrates 
> 
> 
> 
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City of High Springs Mail - Re: Concerned Citizens fur a Better High Springs 

> 
>-
>BobBamas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> 352-538-7355 
> 
> *Please note:* 
> 
> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
> inclucf1119 e-mail addresses, lo or from the City regarding City business are 
> public records available lo the public and Media upon request. Your e-mail 
> communication may be subject to public disclosure .. 
> 
> 

Sharon L. Yeago 
386-418-8017 phone 
352-256-8115 cell 

"The first wealth is health .... 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson 

"Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food " 
- Hippocrates 
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Cify' of High Spring> Mail - Re: Conc:emed Citizens for a Better High Springs Page 1 of4 

( . 
i' l~ ! 

Bob Barnas< bbamas@highsprings..us> 

Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
1 me: sage 

Sharon Yeago < sharon@yeago .. net> Fri, Dec 7, 2012 at 12:25 PM 
To: Bob Barnas <bbamas@highspr.us> 
Cc: John Mahley <jmanley3@yahoo.com>, Bob Jones <ticonderoga47@hotmallcom>, Linda Jones 
<sunSelwishes@hbnail.com> 

Bob, if you are interested in publicly supporting our values, you 
should follow the instructions outfmed in every publication, press 
release or article that has been written or distributed to date. 
These are readily available on Facebook, Alachua Today and the 
Observer .. 

Please let me know if you need another copy of these materials.. We 
can share with your our Guiding Principles, Recommendations etc .. 

As you also knl>W by reviewing our supporters list previously su~m~ 
w~ already have .three commissioners who support our values'.·· . 
l:herefore, attendance at our meetings could become problematic arid' I 
would recommend legal advice on that issue .. 

I am traveling and have not had access to my computer (I'm using a 
guest services computer right now during my lunch break at a 
conference in Jax) which is why the delay in my response to you .. 

I look forward to your response. I return to High Springs this 
evening and can forward you any materials you require at that time .. 

Take care, Sharon 

On Thu, Dec 6, 2012 at 1 :04 PM, Bob Barnas <bbarnas@highsprings .. us> wrote: 
>Sharon, 
> 
> So how does someone, say someone like me become a member? Is there an 
> application? · 
> 
> Can I get a list of current members after I become a member? 
> 
> I understand other commissioners are mmbers and for the good of the 
> community we should have unity .. 
> 
>Bob Barnas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> 
> 
> 
>On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 8:02 PM, Sharon Yeago <sharon@yeago net> wrote: 
>> 
>>Dear Bob, Lee and Scott, 

>>.7 . ., - - - ·- ~ 
>>;t am the official spokesperson for .the. Concerned Citizens group. ' I 

httos://mail .. l!OOl?le.com/mail/u/Ol?ui=2&ik=5e519ccaa7&view=nt&a~ fmm=shamno/..40... 10/J0/?.01 ~ 



Cify' of High Springs Mail - Re: Concerned Citi7.ens for a Better High Springs 

>> have handled aD publicity and development of public policy 
>> slatemenls. 
>> 
>> As you may also know, we are a group of concerned citizens .. We are 
>> not incorporaled, have no ficlitious name registration and therefore 
>> do not have a bank account. We do have a Steering Committee (copied 
>> here.) A list of our public supporters is atlached for your record 
>> and ID clarify 'who are these people?' This was published in Alachua 
>> Today. Please feel free ID disb'ibute ID anyone requiring clarity .. 
>> While lhere are many names of prominent citizens, most of those listed 
>>are regular !Olks who just live and/or WOik in High Springs .. 
>> 
>> For clarification. we have absolutely no affiliation with any other 
>> organization, including the HS CDC and I would appreciate it if you 
>> would keep lhat in mind during future public statements about our 
>>group .. Most of the supporters ofCCFBHS are actively engaged in their 
>> community, whether at church, their childrens' school, the community 
>> theater, or other groups and so it would stand to reason that they 
>>would be affiliated with one organization or another.. We include 
» Repubricans, Democrats, liberals, moderates and one supporter who 
>>describes heJself as 'right of the Tea Party.' Our supporters 
» comprise all aspects of community life in High Springs. 
>> 
>> If you require a mailing address, please feel free to use either my 
>>personal residenceat21120 NW132 Lane, High Springs, FL 32643, or PO 
>>Box 2114, High Springs, FL 32655-2114, which I have maintained for 
>> more than a dozen years .. 
>> 
» Regarding donations, we are accepting gifts and gift certificates as 
» well as food and volunteer time for the Holiday Gathering event which 
>> is a dinner for City employees and their families. In addition to 
» food, gifts will be distributed. Many citizens are coming forward to 
>> help with this dinner .. 
>> 
>> As a point of reference since we don't each other very well, I served 
>> the City of High Springs for 8 years as an independent contractor that 
>> developed and managed the High Springs Fanners Market from 2000 to 
>>2008. 
>> 
>> I was also a consultant to the City many years ago when the City tried 
>> to save the Youth Center which was previously located in the Old 
>> School.. In both cases, I was specifically requested to serve by the 
>> City Commission (we were under a mayor form of government back then ) 
>> I have worked very closely with city staff for a long time and have a 
>>fondness and respect for our government and the people who work for 
>> us, the taxpayers .. 
>> 
>> Please direct any questions, concerns or issues ID me should they 
>> arise. I will be most happy to respond as quickly and completely as 
» possible so that there are no further issues with miscommunication or 
» distribution of incorrect information .. 
>> 
» Thank you for your service to our City 
>> 
>>Take care, Sharon 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Begin forwarded message: 
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L. 
, Co~c~rned Citizens For A:;:B-:\er High Springs 

1 / November 16, 2012 / 

,... ' •' •' 

~·""" ,_, __ ·- > 

Hello, 

The election may be over but the work of the Concerned Citizen's group continues .. 

However, with the holidays approaching, a new commissioner yet to be sworn in and 

waiting the arrival of a new City Manager stepping back for a while is appropriate .. In the 
mean time, here is some important information to pass along. 

I) The group will not be meeting this week (Sunday November 18th}. 

2) On Tuesday evening, the 20th, at 6:30 PM in City Hall, Byran Williams will be sworn 

in. Public service is not easy and many are not willing to attempt it This will be the last 

meeting for Mayoi:Dean:oaviS:and--J'o1ll::.QQPortunity to acknowledge his service of three 
yeals/and to support Byran as he begins a ne\VthreJ ear term. The Commission will elect a 
Ma)(or and Vice Mayor at this meeting as well as appo itizens to many of the Citizen 
Boar 

3) The Citizens group will be hosting a holiday party for City Employees on Friday 
evening December 14th The event will have live music and be served buffet style .. All of 
the details are not confitmed - but if you would like to help, make a dish or be involved 
please email us or contact Ed MacKinnion Some business have expressed an interest in 
helping to put together "gift baskets" .. If you are interested in contributing something, in any 

quantity (items, gift certificates orjust a note of thanks) please let us know! 

Lastly, Catholic Charities always appreciates support for those in our community in need. 
If you have some food, warm clothing or other items that can be shared they would 
welcome your donations .. Catholic Charities is located in the brick building under the water 
tower on SE !st Avenue .. 



Have a safe and happy Thanksgiving week! 

Becky Johnson, 

Bob Jones, 

Linda Jones, 

John Manley 



Concer ed-Citfze For A Better High Springs 

March 25, 2013 

Code-G>f- onduct. The City of High Springs has been discussing a "Code of Conduct" for Commissioners & 

Charter Officers. The issue will again be on the agenda Thursday March 28th .. The Steering Committee 

made the following statement at the last Commission Meeting 

"Good evening Mayor & Commissioners, 

My name is Linda Jones and I am a resident of Edgemore in High Springs .. I am speaking tonight on 

behalf of the Concerned Citizens group, where I serve on the Steering Committee .. 

Last fall, when our Mission Statement was drafted, we publicly defined four Principles that would guide 

our group. This included, "Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness 

to the manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 

interact with City staff and with residents .. " Adopting a Code of Conduct for our city leaders is consistent 

with this principle and we encourage the Commission to do so. 

The City of High Springs is not breaking new ground by considering such a code .. The cities of Bradenton 

and St. Pete here in Florida have recently adopted such codes, ones I can only assume our City Attorney 

has reviewed in preparing the Resolution you are considering tonight. The Internet, Social Media, 

availability of video cameras in everyone's cell phone are just some of the driving forces behind the 

need for our city to provide clear guidance and expectations for our officials .. The job of representing the 

city is a 24/7 responsibility where it is not easy, if not at times impossible, to make the distinction 

between personal comment and action vs .. that of a representative. 

Concerned Citizens believes that it is the duty of our ~)presentative"iit;::be~ld to igher standard as 

should be detailed in an adopted Code of Conduct,Please vote to support such a code r explain to the 

community why the proposed code is not being ~ted. _,,.-/ 
.. - ""'·-~ ..... , . ., __ ~-~~---~"-... -...... -

Thank you .. " 
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Vote For Byran Williams 
November 06, 2012 

I will work to bring economic development to our city so that 
• 

we can become more financially self-sufficient. Clean 
industry that provides high quality jobs. 

will work to break down the barriers that discourage 
business development. By developing adequate 
infrastructure, shorten and ease the permitting process and 
educating citizens about the importance of economic 
development. 

I am committed to the welfare and development of this city 
and its citizens. I love High Springs and I am totally in
vested in its economic development and expanding its 
capacity to be self-sufficient. 

I will work to start and/or improve recreation programs for our 
citizen's seniors, adults, youth, and children. 

I have served this community for two terms and one year as 
commissioner, Mayor, and Vice-Mayor. I bring seven year 
experience as a High Springs Commissioner and proven 
leadership skills. 

I am a life-long resident of the area, having built relationship 
with various sectors of the community. 

I will be open-minded to listen to the thoughts and desires of 
our citizens. My political principles are simple: I believe in 
fairness, honesty, listening, and open communication with 
all people. I will work hard for you as your commissioner. 



friends post 

Candidates Forum 
CONCERNED Cll!ZENS 

ENCOURAGES HIGH SPRINGS RESIDENTS 

TO ATIEND CANDIDATES FORUM 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 23RD 

HIGH SPRINGS,, FL- Concerned Cilizens for a Beller High Springs encourages aU High Springs residents 
toalle<ld the candidat2s F~ by the High Springs NewCentwy Woman's Club Oil Tuesday, 

Oct. 23, 2012 at 7:00 Pll at the Club located at 40 NW First Avenue (next ID City Hall) .. There wil be a Meet 

and Greet stll1ing at 6:30 PM - by the Forum. Byran Wiliams and Pat Rush, can<fldares for Cily 

COmmission Seat 4 wi8 be in attendance .. 

~'*""""lillra-tmdt$plllllgslll.,._-.'*'JPOllllal---·~-.:t_..,.'loo~-.~an --"""""""-·~ 

-OIWl~---~-----....-------~<tJ-~l:>.:il:;Jl>""'!:>-~IO 

---·--------~ 

http://post44l .. blogspotcom/2012/l O/candidates-forum-conceined-citizenshtml 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

reminds you to GO ALL THE WAY to PAGE 4 
to ensure your voice is heard in High Springs! 

WITHDRAWN ) Edward "Ed' Riess 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS CHARTER 

NUMBER1 

It has been proposed to amend the City of High Springs Charter to restrict 
municipal borrowing f.o One Million Dollars on any single loan transaction, 
unless the City Commission votes by tw<Hhirds majority and also receives 
referendum approval of the voters of High Springs. 
Shall the above Charter amendment be adopted? 

QYES 

NO 



·-- NO. to AlACllllA COUNIY QUESRlll t -CONSl1TUTIONAlAllENDllENT FIX OUR ROADS ALACHUA COUNJY: -ARllCI£ VD, SECI10N 3 -ARTICLE XI, SECl10H 32 FUlllllNG ROAD mPROVEMENrS BY l.EY'llllG A %l!o SALES SURl"AX -- -Tanijble Personal PlopellyTax Elillmptiorl Shall Alachua Cowty irf1iementa Road l11ip10l'Ei1a:t P.lata Wediend the fife -and""""""' Ille safely cif county Roads by mainlliling. !l""iflg and --~an amendmentto Ille S1aJe Constilnlion to: reconsfructing Roads; and in !he Olies cl QinesWle, AlacllJa. NaAl>eny, -(1]i'rllWfe an exe..,000 from ad valorem taxes 1.,,.;oo by C<lOllie:; High Sjlings. Hawtttorne. wado and Archer. and Ille T....,. cif loicancpy 
llllOlicipalffies,, schod ds!Jicts, and oilier local gwernmenls oo ~ and LaCrosse. fundng municipal Rood maintenance, cooslruclion. ---personal properfy ff the assessad value cif an <rMler's lan!iiie peisonal reconstruclion and pm<ng p-qects; bylevyinga3/4%saless..taxfa 15 -JXqlEll1y is greater lhan $25,000 but less lhan $50,000. This new exefT!llion, yeas sutject lo independent audt and cilizen review -ff 8!lfllO"'dby lhevote<S, wil take effect oo Jamey 1, 2013, and appy to -!he 2013 taxrdl and slilsequent lax rctls O FOR the tt<ee-quarters percent (314%) lransporlalion saes -(2) Authorize a county a muricipalily fa the plfllOSe of its surtax. --respecivelOll)'. and as p!O'OOedby genera law, lo provide tangitle personal -l'"opelly tax ~ons by adnance. OAGAINST the lhree<jllar!els percent (314%) lranspala!ion sales -n;s is in ad!iicn lo oilier state..ide tangil1e peisonal p!q>elly tax surtax. 
ex~ pmli<Ed by the Constitution and !his amendnent ---- ALACHUA COUNTY QUESTION 2 -OYES RENEWAL OFTHE EXISTING ONE Mil AO VALOREM TAX FOR -SCHOOL DISTRICT OPERATING EXPENSES 

ONO ---- N0.11 Sha! !he Alachua County Schod Dis!Jicrs existing one Iii advriaem lax be -CONSTITUTIONAL All EN OM ENT renewed, beginning July 1, 2013. and endng four yeers later on June 30, 
ARTtCLE Vil. SECTION 6 2017, fornecessary operating expenses lo fund schod mises, elemenla!y --- music and art l'"ograms, K-12 school library programs, K-12 guidance -Adcitional Homestead Exemption; i.-1ncomeSenlors Volho Mainfain p-ogams, mia!e and high schod bands and chorus programs, 

Long-:renn Residency on Property; ECJJ31 toAsse ssed Value acadellic/career technical magoot p-ograms and to update dassroom --- te<hnology; wilh oversight by an independent citizen~ committee? -Proposing an amendment lo !he Stale Constitution lo authori2e lhe 
OYES Legislature. by gen"31 law and subject to condtions set fol1h in the general ---law, to allowoounies and muricipalities to grant an additionai homeslead tax 

e<l!lf!llion """" lo the assessed value of homestead p-operly ff Ille p-operly 
ONO -has a just valueless lhan $250,000 loan ""11E!l'v.00 has maintained tt you live in the City of High Sprln~s, ,-

permanent msiderq on the property fur not less lhan 25yearn, who has -·---- l these races will appear on your bal ot. l -attained age 65, and who has a low househdd income as defined by gen<r.I HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 
law:. 

SEAT4 ----- OYES (Vote 10< One) -
ONO -OPatRush - N0.12 -CONSTlTUTIONALAllENOMENT O Byran Wiliams 

ARTICL£ ~SECTION 7 -HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 

--
SEATS -Appointment of Student Body Pnisl-to Board of Governors of the 

, (Votef0<Dne) -state tme..ily Syoleln A candidate has.withdrawn.from this race. Therefore, a vote·cast 
Iii th.rs racawiU no.I change the outcome as the remaining -Proposing an amendment lo the Stale Constilnlion lo replace !he president candidate ls·deemlid bv law to· be etectlld for the race. -of the Rolida Student Association v.ith !he chair of !he council cl stale OScott Jamison 

unM!rsity student body p-esideols as !he student member of !he Board cif 
(}E<IM!ld'Ed"Riess -Governors of !he State lJfJNe<sily Syslem and lo raqlire that the Board of 

Governors oiganize such councl of stale wi...,.ty student bodf presidents PROPOSEDAllENDllENTTO THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS CHARTER -
------- NUMBER 1 -- OYES II has been proposed to amend the Qty cl ligh Springs Cha'tef to reslrict -- ONO municip8' baroWng to One Milian Dollars on any sin!je loan transaction -

I tt you live in the City of Archer, unless the Oty Comrrission votes by Mo-thirds majority and also receives -l these races will appear on your ballot l referendum aPJX"C)Val of the voters of 1-igh Springs 
Shall the above Charter amendment be adopted? -ARCHER CITY COMMISSION 

--- SEAT1 OYES -- (Vole fur one) ONO ---------------------1-Ol.atuie Costello If you live In the part of Precinct 40 that is not within 1 
Qlloug Jones 

l the City of Gainesville, this race will appear on your ballot ! -
ANNEXATION ---- ARCHER CITY COMMISSION (Vote for One) 

SEAT2 ·--
(Vote for One) O FOR annexation of property descnbad in Ordnance Number -1201n of the Qty of Qinesville -- -O James Mayberry 

OAGAINST annexation of p-operty described in Ordinance -- 0 Marjorie Zander Number 120172 of !he Oly of Gainesvile - - -- VOTE BOTH SIDES .Of··BALLOT Page4of4 -----------------------------------



Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

https://www .. facebookcom/ 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
November 6 

Let's GET OUT THE VOTE! Concerned Citizens volunteers will be 
offering rides to the polls. Anyone needing a ride to vote should 
contact coonlinator Sandl Gardner at 352-33!>4345 .. 

Share 

2 people like thiS 

Page 1 ofl 

12/1/2012 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

https://www .. facebook.com/ 

Page I of2 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Si 
November 8 

You may have voted but there is still • 
Citizens will again be meeting this Sur 
Oty building .. 

We are still focused on our Guiding Pr 
copy or to be added to theemail list p 
HSCitizens@Gmail..com Sunday's mee 

1) Discussing a plan for continuing a 1 
in a voice of reason for the communit 

2) Discussing how often the group sh• 
possibility of having smaller work grot 

3) Finances and if we need a budget, 

4) Holiday Event for Employees includ 
Baskets for employees of the City, 

If you can can't join us, but would lik< 
to this email .. Your thoughts will be P< 

If you can join us, please bring a chai 
few} 

The meeting will be approximately on 
meetings focused, where there is sigr: 
may be assigned to a group of volunti 
(like the employee lunch / holiday ba! 
first meeting, come a few minutes ear 
Committee and other volunteers .. Que 
answered. If you have questions after 
know more about how the group got 
folks always remain after the meeting 
about particular issues. 

Thank You! 

Bob Jones 
Linda Jones 
Becky Johnson 
John Manley 

12/1/2012 



Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
November 16 

Hello, 

The electfon may be over OOt the work of the Concerned Otizen's 
group continues.. However, with the holidays approaching, a new 
commissioner yet to be sworn in and waiting the amvat of a new 
Qty Manager stepping back for a whileis appropriate .. Jn the 
mean time, here is g:)ffle_ important information to pass along., 

1) The group will oot be meeting trns week (Sunday November 
18th).. 

2) On Tuesday """1ing, the 2001, at 6:30 PM m Qty Hall, Byran 
Wdfiams will be sworn in. Public service is not easy and many are 
not wHling to attempt it. This will be the last meeting for Mayor 
Dean Davis and your opportunity to aclalowledge his seMce of 
three years and to support Byran as he begins a new three year 
term .. The Commission will elect a Mayor and Voce Mayor at this 
meeting as well as appoint citizens to many of the Citizen Boards 

3) The Citizens group wiU be hosting a holiday party for Oty 
Employees on Friday evening December 14th. The event will 
have live musk' and be served buffet style. All of the details are 
not confirmed - but if you would Rke to help, make a dish or be 
involved piease emaU us or contact Ed Mac.Kinnion .. Some 
business have expressed an interest In helping to put together 
'"gift baskets". If you are interested in contributing something, in 
any quantity (items, gift certificates or just a note of thanks) 
please let us know! 

Lastly, Catholic Orarities always appreciates support for those in 
our community in need. If you have some food, warm clothing or 
other items that can be shared they would welcome your 
donations. catholic Charities is located in the brick building under 
the water tower on SE 1st Avenue . 

Have a safe and happy Thanksgiving week! 

Becky Johnson, 
Bob Jones, 
Linda Jones, 
John Manley 

Page I ofl 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

About 

MJSSION STATEMENTConcemed Cit.izenS f(w" a 8eltel" ffigh SpriJlgs: suworts a 
local go.oenment~ a a::tlX'M.sioo and prciessioRal management that proW:fe 
~, ~ anc1a vision fQrowruture. 

PmciPe'One: There must be a conmbnentll'/' theCommissiooers <rd the 
dlizensto resll:lreprofessional. ecperienttdlll'ld ~~to 
U>eOly 
S«-

https://www .. facebook .. com/ 

IJasicinfo 

Founded ~28,2012 

History by Year 

2012 i-" Founded oo September 28, 2012 

Pagel ofl 
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L Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared a link 

Septem~t.3.0,.201:1.7--""'C:::::::: _____ _ 
/------- / ·--~. 

,/· Please join our group t:o help change this! 

Political turmoil continues to bubble in High Springs 

www.gainesville.com 

It was quiet in High Springs on Thursday night, from the empty sidewalks and darkened storefronts to the surprisingly cordial City 
Commission meeting. 

IopofF01m 

22Share 
o 2 people like this. 
o View all 2 comments 

Bottom ofF01m 



Concerned Citizen$ f'l>r <\ Octttr High Spring.• ,1,_,,_.1 J link 

Octobe1 l 0 .. 20 J 2 

FOiks. this link will provide Y® with your very o"'n C-Opy of out-Five-Key Ast:a.<iof_Coilcero: 
https:f/docs BOOgle com·opcn1id -088wcOLUP<lcs6bUtS\Vlhl. TGh2cUO 

Please share!! 

5 Points .pdf - Google Drive 

docs goog!c_co111 



1. Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

October 13 2012 

Volunteers spent time during the Community Garage Sale today talking with folks about what has been 
happening in our community and the pbiiCy's We 1/Vciuld like the ai:y •and Conimis5ion to focus on Please let 
us know if you would like to be on the email list by emailing HSOtizens@GmaiLcom Thank you to everyone 
that helped today, stopped by or provided food! 

Top of Form 

111Share 
o 11 people like this 
o View 1 comment 

Bottom of Form 



1 concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared a link 

October 23, 2012 

October 23, 2012 
GITIZEN (;ROUP ENCOURAGES HIGH SPRINGS VOTERS TO 'GO ALL THE WAY' TO THE END OF THE 
BALLOT; . 
CHECK YOUR POLLING LOCATIONS AND 
ANNOUNCES THAT RIDES ARE AVAILABLE TO THE POLLS 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs enco .. See More 

Alachua County SOE Mobile Web Site 

elections .. alachua .fl us 

2 Type in your street name You do not need to enter the direction or street type Example: If you live on East Main Street, type 
in Main 



Concerned Crttzens ror A Helter Hlgll :Spnngs 

Concerned Citizens For A setter High Springs 
November 8 

You may have voted but there is stilt WOfk to do! Concerned 
attrens will again be meeting tNs 5"-nday @ 3PM in Ille old Vidro 
Cly btAlding. 

We are still focused en our Guiding Principles. If you wouk1 like a 
copy or to be added to theemail list please contact: 
HSCitizens@Gmail..com Sunday's meeting includes: 

1) Discussing a plan for continuing a positive conversation based 
in a voice of reason for the community r 

2) Oiscussing how often Ille - silould meet and Ille 
possi!Mfity of having smaller "'°"' groups, 

3) Finances and W we need a budget, 

4) Holiday Event for Employees indutfmg Thanl<sgiving I HolK!ay 
Baskets for employees of the City, 

If you can can't join us, but would like to send input, please reply 
to thiS email .. Your thoughts will be passed along. 

If you can join us, pfease bring a chair (the building has very 
few). 

The meeting wm be approximately one hour. To help keep the 
meetings focused, where there is significant dlscUSSion, items 
may be as.signed to a group of volunteers to work out the details 
(like the employee lunch I holiday baskets). Also, if this is your 
first meeting, come a few minutes early and meet the Steering 
Committee and other volunteers Questions you may have can be 
answered. If you have questions after the meeting or need to 
know more ab-Out how the group got to a certain point, some 
folks always remain after the meeting to talk with individuals 
about particular Issues 

Thank You! 

Bob Jones 
Linda Jones 
Becky Johnson 
John Manley 

!'age I ot I 
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Citizen Group FoIIDS In High Springs 

$;~n Gfoup Fo~s ~High Springs 
; . ·. .· .. · ·· l ;statIReporter 

···· ·· · ··. ·. •Mon, Oct 01, 2012 

Page 1 ofl 

group of local citizens has formed Concerned Citizens for a Better 
igh Springs in an effort to effect good policy decisions by local 
overnment This newly formed nonpartisan, nonpolitical group hopes 

o effect positive change through education and advocacy for better 
policy decisions by elected officials, utilizing existing governance 

structures and creating new policies to improve the wellbeing of the City of High Springs .. 

According to local resident, John P. Manley, Ill, one of the initial organizers of the group, 
"We hope to put before the Citizens of High Springs a series of goals for the management 
and administration of the City to return it to a balanced, financially viable operation .. 
Additionally, we wish to promote the City Administration as a pro-active catalyst for serving 
the people and move the City to reach its highest and best potential .. We wish to create an 
environment of appreciation and initiative that works to rebuild the once strong morale 
amongst the City Staff so they can continue to serve the Citizens with the distinction for 
friendliness and service they have always had.. Finally, we wish to incorporate those near 
term goals for stabilizing the City into a component of a broader landscape that paints a 
future picture of the City that all the townspeople can embrace; and work together to 
accomplish .. We want our town to be the kind of town that our children hope to remain in to 
start their families and raise their children." 

The group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
supports a local government with professional management that provides leadership, 
accountability and vision for our Mure .... 

The group developed four Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community and 
will offer policy recommendations on these issues: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process 
that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner 
in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 
interact with City staff and with residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is looking for local residents, business owners 
and others invested in and supportive of its goals.. For more information, or to sign on as a 
supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Facebook at www.tinyurl.com/bosjqm3 .. 

http://northflo1idanow .. com/citizen-group-fo1ms-in-high-springs-p7296-92.htm 12/5/2012 



High Springs residents nilly to form grassroots group 

Sorry, the browser you are using is not currently supported. To use the 
comments, Disqus recommends the following browsers: 

Firefox 

Chrome 

Internet Explorer 9 

Safari 

blog comments powered by DISQUS 

Page 3 of3 

back to top 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Bob Jones I moved to High Spring.s to ES1iOY a small Sool:tle'n T<lWll 
where life was slow and people enjoyed e«!!fY mcment d it. It i5 such a 
piea:Sufe to be part: d UJe CCBHS group. It repesents. what I and Uncla find 
impJrtant in life. You must ®'eSt in wt>atyoo find impOrtant In lire in order to 
achieve those resIBts. n iS not tile next persons job to do this. it is a personal 
resporlSlbW:.y. That dtilen responsjbility starts~ here first and then 
spreads like an oot tree :iO'lbs to County, State and National issues. When we 
all wat: together so much Is pQSSible, 
November 3 at 6:11pm 1 

https:/lwww.facebook.com/ 

Page 1 ofl 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Concerned Citi%00S For A Better High Springs 
November 27 

A holiday gathering for Qty Employees & Families is being planned for Decembel 14th, If you would fike ID know more, 
help oot or show your support in some way there is more infonnation posted below .. You can also email us at 
HSO!izens@Gmail. oom .. 

Dear Bette!" Otizens SUjljl(lrters, 

On Friday, December 14th from 6pm to 8pm in the Old Schoolhouse next ID the Police Department. Concerned Otizens for 
a Better High Springs will host a Holiday Appreciation Dinner for our City's employees and their ramilies. Live music will be 
provided by Michael Loveday., 

We are in need af donationS of food and gifts and/or gift cetificates fur 5elVices and products as well as volunteers to cook 
and serve food at the event where we anticipate approximately 125 people will gather .. 

Please let us know if yoo can cootribute in any way to support our dedicated employees who keep our fine City operating 
day and night. 

To cootribute, just reply to this email and identify your cootributions below. Please be SPEOFIC about what you will 
provide and inciude your name and phone number in case we need to contact you. 

If you have already spoken with Ed about donations, please go ahead and email us with your commitment oo we have all 
the information needed. HSOtizens@Gmail.Com 

Your Name: 

Your Phone Number(s): 

What you can cootribute: 

Main Courses: 

Side Dishes: 

Desserts: 

Drinks (coffee, tea, ooda, water etc): 

Paper/Plastic Goods: 

Gifts/Gift Certificates: 

Volunteer to Cook: 

Volunteer to Serve: 

Volunteer ID help decorate / set up: 

Thanks for your suppart of our group and our Oty's dedicated employees 

Take care, Ed McKinnon and Sharon Yeago 

https:/lwww.facebook.com/ 
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1.. Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

October 19. 2012 

Concerned Qtizens will be. meeting Sunday October 21st @ 6PM in the old Video Qty building .. Please bring 
a chair! This photo is from the 4th of July, when our City had its own fireworks display., If you are interested 
in the Sunday's agenda please email us at HSCitizens@Gmail.com 



Concerned Citizens For A Bet1ter High Springs Pagel of3 

I Seareh for people, places and trnngs 6 Poe Springs Home 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs Liked 
126 tikes 2 talking about this 

Community 
MISSION SfAl&ENT ~ Cftimls !Ora Better 1-figh Spring$ supports a local ~with a 
cami5sioR and professiOnal mauagerneuttbat prowide leadefship, accountability and a 'ltSioll for cur future, 126 

About - Suggest an Edit 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
3 hours ago 

Code Of Conduct The City of High Springs has been discussing a 
'Code of Conduct' for Comrniss!OneJS & Chartl!r OlficefS. The 
issue will again be on the agenda Thursday March 28th The 
Steering Committee made the following statement at 
the ...... see MOre 

Highlights 

Phot°' Likes 

• 

COncemed Citizens For A Better High Springs 
March 15 

Everyone Wants To Make A Difference. 

Cancer effects so many at so many levels. The Soup-R·5weet 
Social iS your opportunity to '5a'f that you understand or have 
been effected,, 

THIS SATURDAY - March 16th from 5:30 ro 8 PM (FOR ONLY $5 
+ a non·perishable food item) you can show your support for the 
f19ht against cancer. 

Share 

Mary Scott, L)lfln Jamison and 2 others Mr;e ttVs. 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
R!bruary 13 

Is thl.s for real? Ever think what you are being offered is a scam? 
Retired Alachua County Sheriffs officer Joe Pine will hold a dass, 
here in Hlgh Springs, to help citizens of aH ages learn how to 
avoid scams, identity theft and other fraudulent crtminal activity .. 

The class will be heki at the Masonic Lodge on SATURDAY 
Februal)' 16th @ 6 PM. The Masonic Lodge is the brick 00.lding 
on 1st Aver'l1.re near NW 5th Street. 'There is no charge for thi.s 
crime & fraud prevention seminar. 

Share 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
January 16 

Some local hospltality for a Vet? 

2 

There is a Marine veteran, Mac McQuown, who is walking 15,000 
miles across America to raise awareness and donations for 
Veterans causes with the goal of going to all SO state capital 
buildings. He is currently walking from Gainesville to High Springs 
and will arrive later today (Wednesday 1/16) His next stop will 
be Lake Qty but he needs a place to ~ for the next three 
nights (Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday nights) If you would 
be willing to assist Mr. McQuown in this worthy cause by allowing 

Your donated food item will go to the community pantry run by 
catholic Char'i , .~More 

Share 

Diana Potter, Janis cataldo Barnett, Jim Dodson and 5 others like thiS. 

,, Misty Mead Hinson Where iS this being hekl? WOUid haYe been 
good t'O know about this a littte sooner? 
March 15 at 6:41am via mobile 

• 

concerned Citizens For A Better Hioh Springs The .soup.R· 
Sweet Event iS being hek1 at the Women"s Club In ttigh Springs. 
The infonrotiOf1 and request to pass tNs in!ormatl<rl aong was 
prOlllded tD us on lhursday. Hope yoor p1ar1s are ftelcibte ~ to 
make it and support these rommunity groups. 
March 15 at 10: 13am 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A setter High Springs 
February 6 

Heather McCall caballero posted this and we also wanted to 
share thiS informatiOn with the community. He was a very good 
public servant and will be missed 

Sgt Chuc!< Harper lost his fight with cancer this evening. For 
those of you who may not know him, Sgt Harper was the HSPD 
officer who responded to the shooting at our school He has 
fought a long hard battle and I ask that you pray for the family 
he has left behind 

Share 6 

• 

concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
December 14. 2012 

Christmas Party for Emplovees (29 photos) 
Old Schoot House first eYeflt.., Dec. 14, 2012 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Poe-Sp1ings/l97735513585868?ref=hl 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Share 

Mary Scott,. Lynn Jamison and 2 others li'.e thiS. 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Spring.s 
February 13 

Is this for rear? Ever think what you are being offered is a scam? 
Retired Alachua COunty Sheriff's officer Joe Pine will hold a class, 
here in High Springs, to help citizens of all ages team how to 
avoid scams, identity theft: and other fraudulent criminal activity. 
The class will be held at the Masonk: Lodge on SATURDAY 
February 16th @ 6 PM. The Masonk: Lodge is the brick building 
on 1st Avenue near NW 5th Street. There is no charge for this 
crime & fraud preventiOn seminar. 

Share 

• 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
January 16 

Some local hospitality for a Vet? 

3 3 2 

There is a Marine veteran, Mac McQuown, who is walking 15,000 
miles across America to raise awareness and donations for 
Veterans causes with the goal of going to all so state capital 
buildings .. He is currently walking from Gainesville to High Springs 
and will arrive later today (Wednesday 1/16). His next stop will 
be Lake City but he needs a pJace to !.tay for the next three 
nights (Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday nights). If you would 
be willing to assist Mr. McQuown in this worthy cause by allowing 
him to stay with you for the next three nights please contact Su 
Weller at (352) 514-7058. 

liB Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

- December 11 2012 

A quick update with some Community Information: 

2 

For the first time since the Youth Center closed, these halls will 
be filled with folks at the Holiday Appreciation Dinner for City 
Employees • this Friday! If you have volunteered to 
help .. ' 5e<! More 

Concerned Citizens A Better High Springs 

II 

Share 

II Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
December 10. 2012 

Please excuse an earlier posting today that was a commercial 
advertisement. Our Facebook account was hacked. :( 

SM re 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Poe-Springs/197735513585868?ref=hl 
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H Poe Springs Home 

Shore 10 2 

A holiday gathering for City Employees & Fammes is being planned for December 14th. If you would like to know more, help out or show your 
support in some way there is more infonnation posted oorow, You can also email us at HSOtizens@GmaH.com. 

Dear Better Crtizens supporters, 

On Friday, December 14th from 6pm to 8pm in the Old Schoolhouse next to the Pollce Department, Concerned Citizens for a Better High 
Springs will host a Holiday Appreciation Dinner for our City' Seo;.· More 

Share 4 

5ee More Recent Stories 
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Facebook © ?013 E091ish (US) 
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Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs - bbamas@)lighsprings .. us - City of High Sprin 

+You Search Images Mal! Drive Calendar Sites Groups Contacts More" 
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Priority 
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More 

yeago 
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Re: Concerned Citizens for-a Better High Springs 

Sharon Yeago <sharon@yeago net~· 

to me John, Sob Linda 

Bob if you are interested In publicly supporting ourvarues you 
should follow the instructions ouUined in every publ!cation, press 
release or article that has been written or distributed to date. 
These are readily available on Facebook Alaehua Today and the 
Observer 

Please let me know if you need another copy Of these materials. We 
can share with your our Guiding Principles Recommendations etc 

As you also Know by reviewing our supporters tist previously submitted 
we already have three commissioners who support our values. 
Therefore, attendance at our meetings could become problematic and I 
wou!d recommend legal advice on that issue 

I am traveling and have not had access to my computer (l'm using a 
guest seivices computer right now during my lunch break at a 
conference in .Jax) which Is why the delay in my response to you 

I look forward to your response. I return to High Springs this 
evening and can forward you any materla!s you require at that time 

Take care Sharon 

On Thu, Dec 6, 2012 at 1 :04 PM Bob Barnas <~s@h!ghspnng~!!!J:> wrote: 
>Sharon 
> 
>So how does someone say someone like me become a member? ls there an 
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1.. Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs sttared a status 

November 6. 2012 

Let's GET our THE VOTE! Concerned Citizens volunteeis wm be offering rides to the polls. Anyone needing a ride to vote shoutd contact coordinator 
Sandi Gardner at 352-339-4345. 

TopofF01m 

'"""' O 3 people likethis. 

BottomofForm 

2 • Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

November 6 2012 

Let's GET our THE VOTE! Concerned Citizens volunteeis will be offering rides to the polls .. Anyone needing a ride to vote should contact coordinator 
Sandi Gardner at 352··339-4345. 
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12Share 
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High Springs residents rally to form grassroots group Page 1 of3 

Local 

High Springs residents rally to form grassroots 
group 
Details Published on Monday, 08 October2012 19:32 Written by C.M WALKER Hits: 316 

0 Comments 

concerned Citizens for a Beller High Springs hosted a lunch for City 
employees on the heels of a 6 .. 07 percent pay cut. 

HIGH SPRINGS - Members of the newly-formed group, 

·concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" (CCBHS). 

delivered lunch on Wednesday, Oct. 3, for City of High Springs 

employees affected by the recent 6.07 percent salary cut to all 

non-union City employees .. 

"We want to encourage our City employees to hang in there by 

providing support in a meaningful way," said CCBHS Publicity Chair Sharon Yeago.. "Our employees are 

taking a financial hit for the benefit of the city.. We want them to know how much we appreciate their efforts 

and supplying lunch is one small way we can help relieve one burden, the financial responsibility of lunch, 

and show our appreciation,· said Y eago 

The group, which has grown to more than 150 members in fewer than five days, was "formed to support 

good policy decisions in our government,· said CCBHS Steering Committee Chair and High Springs 

resident John Manley .. Other members of the Steering Committee include local residents Becky Johnson, 

Bob Jones and Linda Jones. 

Both Yeago and Manley are proud that they were able to attract so many citizens interested in supporting 

good policy decisions by city government in such a short time using Facebook, email and personal 

outreach .. 

"We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organization," explained Yeago .. The group has already created a 

mission statement and guiding principles, which are all listed on the organization's Facebook page .. The 

group's mission and key principles are to provide for professional, experienced management of the City of 

High Springs and restoration of long-held standards of governing that include a comprehensive budget 

process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and 

fair. 

Steering and Events committees have been established by the group," said Yeago One of the first actions 

of the Events Committee is the provision of Wednesday's lunch for non-union city employees.. Events 

Committee members include Ed MacKinnon, Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, Lisa Phelps and Sandra Webb 

http://www .. alachuatoday .. com/news-featured/latest/2722-high-springs-residents-rally-to-fo...... 12/5/2012 
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"lhis citizens group came together out of a deep concern and love for the city of High Springs.. This city is 

at a crossroads,• Manley said. "We feel it is important to put any history aside, and build a broader, more 

rational and encompassing plan for the future of High Springs that the majority of the citizens can get 

behind and work to make happen,· explained Manley .. 

·we are encouraging citizen participation in deciding the direction of our city,· said Y eago.. "This is a group 

to help our government consider policy decisions that make our city viable,· she said.. ·our group has no 

political agenda.. We just want to help the city make the best decisions they can for our citizens and the 

future of High Springs,· she said. 

Yeago explained further, "Our agenda is based on good policy and we will be making what we consider to 

be good policy recommendalions on an ongoing basis.. Good policy transcends politics.. It's not about who 

happens to be in the office at the moment. It's about how our government serves its citizens now and in 

the future .. " 

"What we're trying to do is develop solutions for what we feel are the problems we now have," Manley 

said.. "We are a strategic group, not a political group," he insisted. "Politics is not a part of what we're 

doing. We want to contribute solutions and encourage other citizens to get involved to help do the same," 

he said .. 

"We have problems that may take 5 or 10 years ... or possibly more, to solve.. Previous commissions made 

decisions under different economic conditions than we have today.. Perhaps we have to look at earlier 

decisions in a different light given our current economic condition We want a city that is professional and 

well run,· he said.. "We just want to participate in the process .. " 

Anyone interested in more information about Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs may locate their 

website on Facebook or contact a member of the organization. 

# # # 

email Cwalker@alachuatoday.com 

http://www . .alachuatoday.com/news-featured/latest/2722-high-spxings-residents-rally-to-fo...... 12/5/2012 
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group of local citizens has formed Concerned Citizens for a Better 
igh Springs in an effort to effect good policy decisions by local 
ovemment This newly formed nonpartisan, nonpolitical group hopes 
o effect positive change through education and advocacy for better 

policy decisions by elected officials, utilizing existing governance 
structures and creating new policies to improve the wellbeing of1he City of High Springs. 

According to local resident, John P. Manley, Ill, one of the initial organizers of the group, 
"We hope to put before the Citizens of High Springs a series of goals for the management 
and administration of the City to return it to a balanced, financially viable operation. 
Additionally, we wish to promote the City Administration as a pro-active catalyst for serving 
the people and move the City to reach its highest and best potential.. We wish to create an 
environment of appreciation and initiative that works to rebuild the once strong morale 
amongst the City Staff so they can continue to serve the Citizens with the distinction for 
friendliness and service they have always had.. Finally, we wish to incorporate those near 
term goals for stabilizing the City into a component of a broader landscape that paints a 
Mure picture of the City that all the townspeople can embrace; and work together to 
accomplish .. We want our town to be the kind of town that our children hope to remain in to 
start their families and raise their children .. " 

The group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
supports a local government with professional management that provides leadership, 
accountability and vision for our future.0 

The group developed four Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community and 
will offer policy recommendations on these issues: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process 
that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner 
in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 
interact with City staff and with residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government. This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens .. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is looking for local residents, business owners 
and others invested in and supportive of its goals.. For more information, or to sign on as a 
supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Facebook at www.tinyurl.com/bosjgm3 .. 

http://no1thfloridanow.com/citiz.en-group-fmms-in-high-springs-p7296-92.htm 121212012 
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Concerned Citizens FoI" A Better High Springs 

https://www.facebook.com/ 

Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many 
residents cannot, locate to High Springs .. Further, the Qty is 
contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use 
program from the past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs 
that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once again; 

--b-}-Brick-&-Mortar ---Gity owned- facilities- go-empty--0r-cannot be- -
adequately maintained at the current budget levels. The economy 
has created a 15°/o vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant 
commercial buildings Vacant buildlngs and homes create blight, 
invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shuffling monies to non-urgent, 
unplanned projects is leaving urgent infrastructure projects 
Inadequately funded A review of the economlc viability of 
projects under each department needs to be done, eliminating 
any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the City's 
infrastructure. 
s Propci~ c.hangeS to the Clty_Charter wlll drastically change 
an{f51g_i11ftciirit~ hinithow future Commissions are able to run 
c1ty ___ gQV&in_rn~nt: 
a The Arilehdment would Prohibit the City Commission from 
lncurtlh~' any deb.t bEiyond one milllon dollars unless first 
apjfrO~ed by a it3' Vote (4 Out Ors) of tile Commission PLUS 
paS:Sage· of a refere_ndum by the voters cipi:irO'Vtrig the debt, 
before the loan coldd be flade; enSuring that an lmffiediate 
respOrlSe· to a fnajor crisis is virtually Impossible from a financial 
perspective; 
b If the Amendment Is approved, it has the potential to make 
debt consol!dation and other financial planning tools less available 
for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a 
transaction. Some say the cost of funds for the City could rise 
dramatically. Long-range financial concerns were not considered 
by the Commission and they should be carefully explored by the 
citizens_ when considering this Amendment. 
THE_REFORE, WE_~ELIEVE~ :rhe pi"Opos€d-Ame_ndment to ftmlt the 
deb't tO $t-,OOO;Obb, unteSS ili-st aPProved by a 213 majority of 
comm1~1-~_ners (~_out of·s) -~ND an expensive referendum vote 
by the citizens is a ser!Ous and sl~nlflcant l!mitation on future 
ComrrilssiOnS' ability to manage the financial resources of the 
Oty. 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sprtngs ls a nonpartisan, 
nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, pursuant to Fla Stat 
Section 106 011, does not qualify as either a pol!tlcal committee 
or an electioneering communications organization. We encourage 
local residents, business owners and others invested In and 
supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this 
effort by email at hscitlzens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on 
Facebook at http://tinyur! com/bosjqm3 

Page2 of2 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
October 31. 2012 

Check o_ut _this week's Alachua Today for ah important message 
fri>!Jl uS!-Thaiiks So Muci-1 for your support! 

Page I of I 
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Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

November B, 2012 

You may have voted but there is still work to do! Concerned Otlzens wiU again be meeting this Sunday @ 3PM in the old Video aty building 

we are.Still focuSed on our Guicfrng Principles. If you would like a copy or to be added to the ... see More 
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JHfftglht §pri.l!Rg:§ Fe1ilideml1t§ mrui:§t :§<lll!Rd me§:§age to 
commfasfonn 

WEDNESDAY 170C'IOBER 20!2 2!:36AL.ACHUA COUNTY rOOA\ ~At .. 1\C.Afl UA (.~()l. NT 't 

1..f""l'T"' "'T 
· ,. , '.''' EDllOR/,1[ j Expanded media coverage on the City ofHigh Springs has mtensified in 

~~'!,. J 
.~~ -;#'~;.· ... 

recent days But the issues pl~guing High Springs didn'tjust happen overnight Ibis speaks to the 
monumental failures since the November 2011 election when Bob Barnas and 1 inda Gestrin assumed 

positions" ~n the city commission, jo~ Dean Davis in what will surely be remembered as the single 

most destructive commission in the city's history 

Although Mayor Dean Davis refuses to pub Heally acknowledge the truth, a rational and forthright person 
would likely agree with the city's own insurance agent I hat is, liability insurance premiums jumping from 

$13,754 to more than $120,000 is the result of insurance underwriters predicting new lawsuits are 

imminent And while Vice Mayor Bob Barnas would have the public believe the steep increase is based 
on irresponsible actions by previous administrations, the facts speak otherwise Imminent lawsuits do 

not speak to actions by a previous administration Imminent lawsuits can be placed squarely on the 

doorstep of the current administration, and most appropriately at the feet of' Davis, Barnas and Gestrin 

And while Davis has been busily whistling the theme song to the Andy Griffith Show, the City of High 

Springs has been slammed with two lawsuits in recent weeks. Ihe more Davis talks, the more Wlglued 
from reality he seems to be. As he recently explained, the increasing insurance cost isn't because of the 
actions of the current commission, but those of past commissions The two most recent lawsuits are 

precisely the result of the current commisSion Even so, just how far back would Davis like to shift the 
blame? He is, after all, in the fmal year of his three-year term 

He is perhaps partially correct in that past commissions are somewhat responsible for the condition in 
which High Springs finds itself today. Consider that the gestation period for an elephant is about 22 

months. That's just about.how long ago it was that Davis and other commissioners set the City on its 
curr~t path when they sent then City Manager Jim Drumm packing !Oday, Davis looks much like the 
emperor with no clothes He is among few others in High Springs who don't see the giant elephant in the 
room- that firing your city manager and paying him six-months salary to walk just so the commission 

can meddle in the administrative matters is no way to run a city With such a gargantuan issue 
continuing to loom over this commission, it's no wonder there's little room for reason and logic 

Still, the bulk of the blame for the condition of High Springs today falls squarely on the shoulders of the 
current commission Over the last year,. this commission has turned the City of High Springs upside 
down I'ime and time again, this commission has shown the world that it really is possible to Spend the 
city into oblivion :from the Poe Springs takeover farce to the ongoing fiscally disastrous police dispatch 
center; from employee firings via budget manipulation to an irresponsible campaign supporter hiring, 
Mayot· Davis, Vice Mayot Barnas and Commissioner Gestrin have tumed the commission into a virtual 

pigsty of issues that will continue to plague the city long after a wiser electorate has sent them p~king 

Ibis trio of ineptitude has created a mess that future commissions will be cleaning for years to come, and 
for which residents will be paying And for all his finger pointing at others, Barnas apparently suffers a 
disconnect between his heavy handed actions and those he accused of doing the same As Davis, 
Barnas and Gestrin wallow in the mess they've created, Com.missioners Sue Weller and Scott Jamison 
are stuck doing damage control Ihese two reasonable commissioners can only hope to slow the 
downward spiral created now that the other three have driven the city over the fiscal cliff 

Io be quite clear, Davis, Barnas and Gestrin will all be leaving a lasting legacy on High Springs - a 
legacy of bringing the City to its knees and taking it to its wotst condition in history This gang of three 
has been bent on seeking retribution against city employees, re-establishing a city-operated police 

dispatch center and chasing pipe dreams All of this when it should have been planning for the city ·s 
aging water system, an underfunded wastewater system, and tending to serious fiscal issues facing the 
city 

But this set of circumstances wasn t created this week These are matters with which Alachua County 

Today readers are all-too-familiar A simple perusal of headlines topping this newspaper over the last 

two years Would paint a startling and disturbing picture of a city in peril - one that has cuhninated in the 
absolute failure of the High Springs commission and a leadership black hole that is destroying any 

semblance of responsible governance 



In reality, unfortunately this isn't a television show that in the span of 30 minutes solves all its issues 

This is a real city, with real residents and employees This is a place where commission action has real 
consequences. And sadly, the people left holding the bag will not be the current commission .. but the 

residents who will foot not only the financial burden, but the task of stabilizing and rebuilding the city's 

workforce and reputation as well 

But even in this bastion of slip-shod governance where many decisions are based on cronyism and 

retribution rather than sound policy and good leadership, there are several rays of hope, one being the 
upcoming city commission election, and the other being the grassroots group, Concenied Citizens for a 

Better High Springs. Ihe future of High Springs is in the hands of its residents who must step up and 

make informed decisions in the coming days Whether these decisions are at the ballot box or through 
public participation with civic minded individuals seeking to restore High Springs government to a sound 

footing, it has never been more imperative that residents take a stand The future of High Springs hangs 
in the balance 

TH£ CIJRR£NT COMMISSION HAS ACTED ON 
IMPULSE AND PIJT THIS CITY IN PERIL. PAT 

RUSH PROMISES MOR£ OF TH£ SAM£. 
BYRAN, SIJ£ AND SCOTT CAN SAVE TH£ DAY. 

VOT£ FOR 

BYRAN 
WILLIAMS 

HBGH SPRBNGS CMlY COMMISSION 

VOTE 

NO 
FOR TH£ 

CHARTER AMENDMENT 
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STARTING 
TOMORROW I wn.L 
BE LOOKING BACK 
AT THE LAST YEAR. 

THE LAWSUITS, WHO 
FILED THEM AND 

WHY. THE THE ETHIC 
COMPLAINTS AND 

THE LETTERS THAT 
HAVE GONE BACK 
AND FORTH WITH 

THE FLORIDA BAR 
FEC ANO THE 

COMPLAINANTS. 
THE PAST ETHIC 

COMPLAINTS AND 
THE ONES THAT ARE 

OUT THERE NOW. 
WHO$ CONNECTED 
TO WHO IN THESE 
FILING .. ANO MOST 
OF ALL THE TRUTH 

ANO THE LIES. 
YOU WION'T WANT 

TO MISS THIS 

More truth about 
the fine Larry 

Travis received 
Want to read it. 

click here 

Meeting update and more 

The liars have not learned, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast 
their spells and the unbelievers will never leam., 

Time to reveal letters with some of the most revealing truths and lies. The Truth must be told 
and it will., I feel these letters and records will be a understanding that much that has been 

written was false and misleading .. How much has NOT been reproted .. Buckle up ... 

With lawsuits and revealing records, much more is now coming to light. 
The truth is coming out.... 

So to the spell casters, the mouth that said, "screw the constitution"", the non believers, the 
legal vultures and most of all the liars ......... I am not going away .. To the drafters of agendas, 

place all the stupid code and contributor rewarding issues you want on the agenda. 

Keep the park road closed, continue to ignore the truth about the dispatch, keep your head in 
the sand and let the missed budget issues keep going on. Ignore and reward the noise makers 
and most of all just keep treating your job as a High Springs Commission as part time. Don"! 

go to the classes and don't be a good example, keep ignoring you homework and what is 
happening right in front of your nose. I am just sitting back, watching the new majority show .. 

The real work is falling behind and will soon bit you in the ass .... 

I am not going away. My paperwork has been sent to the Florida Election Commission .. We will 
see what they say .. We will see if there is a major violation of election law to be revealed .. 

This website will bo posting storios, picturos. videos and comments to local nows papers that have biogs and websites l will also be commenting aftc·r <:ity commission mootlngs/workshops 
or CRA mootings keeping the pub Uc informtXI of the events and happenings at your city hall public record of city business retained And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected. Copyright© bobbamas .. com 2012 .. 2013 All Rights Rose Ned No part of this website may be roproduccd without cxpross consent of Sob s.~rnas 

http://www .. bobbamas..com/ 4/3/2013 
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'People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards for 
others" 

Elizabeth Drew 

Consider how 
hard it is to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
little chance you 
have in trying to 
change others .. " 
cJacob M., Braude 

Next class for 
Sunshine rules and 

regulations for 
commissioners 

(Jamison) 
that have not 

attended is this 
summer Why has 
he not attended? 

Meeting update and more 

It is Easter .. Resurrection of ,Jesus Christ And much can be learned about this if you only took 
the time to understand and believe .. 

It is time for a resurrection of High Springs .. 

The liars have not lea med, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast 
their spells and the unbelievers will never· learn. 

I feel a turning of the tide .. The newspapers need to rethink what they write. Truths must be 
told do the right thing, and they just might survive .. If not. I feel there will be a understanding 
that much that has been written was false and misleading .. Many are turning away from the 

press and I believe one will die and not be resurrected .. 

I sense a shift in the fol'ce. Some Commissioners may now be understanding the lack of 
professionalism in the city was not just that of the city manager fiasco that I was part of, it 

goes back farther and still infects us. Communication and records issues continue. 

With lawsuits and revealing records, much more is now coming to light.. 
The truth is coming out .... 

So to the spell casters, the mouth that said, "'screw the constitution", the non believers, the 
legal vultures and most of all the liars ....... .! am not going away .. To the drafters of agendas, 

place all the stupid code and contributor rewarding issues you want on the agenda .. 

Keep the pa1'k road closed, continue to ignore the truth about the dispatch, keep your· head in 
the sand and let the missed budget issues keep going on. Ignore and reward the noise makers 
and most of all just keep treating your job as a High Springs Commission as part time .. Don't 

go to the classes and don't be a good example, keep ignoring you homework and what is 
happening right in front of your· nose. I am just sitting back, watching the new majority show .. 

The real work is falling behind and will soon bit you in the ass .. 

I am not going away .. My paperwork dated April 1st, (for a reason) will go in the mail.. 

This wobsito will be posting stories, pictures, Videos and comments to local llOwspapers that have biogs :md W'Cbsitos l will also IX! commGntinlJ after city commission mC-OtingSJworkshops 
or CRA mootings keeping tho pub Ile informed of the events nnd happonlngs at your city hall public ra·cord of city business retained And I admit 1 am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright t'1 bobbamas com 2012 2013 All Rights Roservod No p~rt of this W<1·bsite may 00 reproduced without oxpmss consent of Sob Barnas 
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Freind Post posts a 
letter. A step in 

setting the record 
straight 

READ THE TRUTH 

click here 

MorQ truth about 
the fine Larry 

Travis received 
Want to read it 

click here 

Meeting update and more 

It is Easter .. ResurTection of Jesus Christ. And much can be learned about this if you only took 
the time to understand and believe. 

It is time for a resurrection of High Springs .. 

The liars have not lea med, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast 
their spells and the unbelievers will never learn .. 

I feel a turning of the tide .. The newspapers need to rethink what they write .. Truths must be 
told do the right thing, and they just might survive .. If not, I feel there will be a understanding 
that much that has been written was false and misleading .. Many are tuming away from the 

press and I believe one will die and not be resurrected. 

I sense a shift in the force .. Some Commissioners may now be understanding the lack of 
professionalism in the city was not just that of the city manager fiasco that I was part of, it 

goes back farther and still infects us. Communication and records issues continue .. 

With lawsuits and revealing records, much more is now coming to light 
The truth is coming out.. .. 

So to the spell casters, the mouth that said, "screw the constitution", the non believers, the 
legal vultures and most of all the liars ........ ..! am not going away .. To the drafters of agendas, 

place all the stupid code and contributor rewarding issues you want on the agenda .. 

Keep the park road closed, continue to ignore the truth about the dispatch, keep your head in 
the sand and let the missed budget issues keep going on .. Ignore and reward the noise makers 
and most of all just keep treating your job as a High Springs Commission as part time. Don't 

go to the classes and don't be a good example, keep ignoring you homework and what is 
happening right in front of your nose .. I am just sitting back, watching the new majority show .. 

The real work is falling behind and will soon bit you in the ass .. 

I am not going away. My paperwork dated April 1st, (for a reason) will go in the mail.. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, ·1idoos and comments to local newspapers that havo biogs ;md websites I wil! also b(! comm(!nting aft(!r city commission mectingslworkshops 
or CRA mootings koeping tho public informed of the ovent11 and hnppenlngs nt your city hall publio record of city buzinoss retained And I admit I am the typo King .. 

TI1is website is copyright protoctcd Copyright t: bobb11rnas com 2012-2013 All Rights. Reserve·d No part Jf this website may be reproduced without cxpross consent of Bob Ba mas 

http://www.bobbamas..com/ 3/31/2013 
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· People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards for 
others.·· 

Elizabeth Drew 

'Consider how 
hard it is to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
littla chance you 
have in trying to 
change others " 
,Jacob M Braude 

Meeting update and more 

Does anyone understand what an olive branch means'? 

Tonight i pulled back and offered it again .. I waited for a few people to step up to the 
microphone and say "I'm sorry" Or come up to me and say it to my face .. 

That did not happen from the ones that really needed to do it. 

So guess what? 

It goes in the mail tomorrow .... 
To the Florida Election Commission .. 

You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 

Then there was this Manley crying that he was being picked on.. 
He just doesn't get it.. Does not understand why he won the award last week.. 

NeverwilL .. 

And finally, the only thing Jamison has done this year is to bring forward a "behavioral 
control" agenda item .... .that fizzled. Made him look foolish .. Listen to him on the audio at the city 

website .. He did the backstroke. Last week he wanted censure, and penalties .. This week just 
one sentence in the rules .. Fizzle, fizzle and poof. 

Even Byran say it as a stupid idea.. 

And finally, Byran Williams said this ... "I am not a member of the Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs",. Seem they (CCFBHS) made another of those freedom of speech lie in 

posting his name all over the place .. 

Then there is the $400 fine against Larry Travis for violating Election Law .. I was gonna talk 
about it, but he wasn't there. So I gave the documents to the Alachua Today .. Wonder if they 

will do a story on taking cash donation he should not have. Just sayin. ... what fair is fair .. 

This website will Ire posting storlos, picturos, vidoos and comments to local nows papers that have biogs and websites I will iit:m be commenting after city commission meot!ngs/workshops 
or CRA meetings Kcepmg tho public informc<:t of tho events and happenings at your city hall public record of city business ret:unod And 1 admit I am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012°2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may b-0 reproduced without cxpres.s consent of Bob Barn<1s 
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''People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards for 
others." 

Elizabeth Drew 

'Consider how 
hard it is to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
little chance you 
have in trying to 
change others " 
.Jacob M. Braude 

Breaking News 

I was given a gift Clear the pages .. my new mission begins .. 

First of all understand there is a difference between non partisan and non political.. 
Read the Our Town article by Larry Benike where he calls CCFBHS non partisan .. 

For several months I have been putting together information and documents on something .. 

Was almost where I needed to be last meeting but the audio system did not record what Linda 
Jones said .. And the minutes that we have from that meeting did not accurately say what she 

said fully .. Sol was going to do something this Thursday to correct our minutes .. 

But March 25th, 2013 about 7PM tonight Linda .Jones posted her words exactly as she said 
them and more on facebook .. 

Thank you Linda ... for the gift.. 
My folder is complete and next I will ........ . 

You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up. 

ID 
OK, here is a cut and paste from the Facebook page of CCFBHS after Gene Levine posted a 

political comment... the admin for CCFBHS person posted this .. 

"Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs This group will not be addressing political 
campaign issues .. Those are for other groups .. We are nonpartisan and nonpolitical and will 

only be focused on policy recommendations to move High Springs forward:·· 
September 28, 2012 at 9:45pm and one like by Donna Mogler .. 

So whos the liar now? Jones or the person that posted this 9/28/12 post"? 
Who defines policy or politics? 

Just askin? 
This wobsito will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites ! will also bri commenting aftor city commission mooting~./works.hops 

or CRA maotings keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall public rocord of city business rotainod And I admit I am the typo King .. 
Thiz vrebsitc is copyright protected Copyright~ bobb.:.m.:.s com 2012-2013 All Right5 Rosorvod No part of this website may be roproduccd without o;ii:pross consent of Sob S:ima~ 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

UPDATE AND MORE 
updated 5/21/2013 10:00PM 

WHAT NEXT FOR 
HIGH SPRINGS 

Pagel ofl 

LAST YEAR A COMMISSION UNDER MAYOR DEAN !)AVIS HELD WHAT MIGHT BE CALLED 
THE RECORD YEAR FOR MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS .. AND BECAUSE OF IT MUCH WAS 

ACCOMPLISHED. WE FINISHED A FIRE STATION. WE BROUGHT BACK DISPATCH AND 
NOW HAVE WHAT I FEEL IS THE BEST SMALL DISPATCH IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA. 
WE MADE A BIG MISTAKE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY BUT REALIZED IT AND 

FIXED IT. WE FINISHED (KIND OF) THE OLD SCHOOL PROJECT.. WE ENDED THE MONEY 
PIT OF A SEWER PROJECT, AND WE BROUGHT IN A GOOD ENGINEER FIRM. 

THE YEAR UNDER MAYOR DAVIS ACCOMPLISHED MUCH, BUT IT Al.SO BROUGHT OUT 
ETHICS COMPLAINTS, LAWSUITS, LIARS, WITCHES AND MORE HATE THAN I EVER 

THOUGHT POSSIBLE. NEWSPAPERS BECAME DIRTY TABLOIDS. 

A GROUP OF CONCERNED GRASS ROOTS CITIZENS SAID THEY WERE CONCERNED AND 
HELD THEIR POLITICAL MEETINGS AND TALKED THE GOOD TALK IN PUBLIC, WHILE 

PLOTTING TO WIN AN ELECTION IN THE BACK ROOMS ......... . 

THEN AN ELECTION, AND THE CITY WAS TURNED OVER TO A NEW LEADER. 

CHEERS WERE HEARD BY THE CONCERNED CITIZENS. 

AND THEN THE NEW COMMISSION WAS PlJT IN PLACE .. 

MORE ETHICS COMPLAINTS HAVE FOLLOWED, SOME WITH A VALID POINT AND SOME 
JUST TO MAKE A POINT .. PEOPLE (the average ones) HAVE STOPPED READING THE 

TABLOIDS AND ATTENDANCE OF MEETINGS IS DOWN .. 

WHERE WE GO FROM HERE IN THIS TOWN OF COCKAMAMIE WILL BE INTERESTING .. 
WILL WE FOCUS ON A FUTURE FOR HIGH SPRINGS OR JUST THE NEXT ELECTION? 

TELLING LIES, PRINTING FALSE STORIES, POLITICAL GURUING, TRUSTING BACK 
STABBERS, TRAITORS AND LISTENING TO LEGAL EAGLE COCKAMAMIE RHETORIC IS 

NOT WORKING AND IT IS TAKING A TOLL ON THE SO CALLED "CONCERNED" .. 

BEING IN THE MINORITY HAS BEEN INTEREST!NG .. SITTING BACK AND WATCHING .. 
WHAT I HAVE SEEN IS THAT TELLING THE TRUTH AND BEING CONCERNED AND WALKING THE 

WALK FOR THE "REAL" PEOPLE OF HIGH SPRINGS IS WINNING .. 

This websilo will be posting stories pictures, videos .and comments to local newspapers that have biogs 3nd websites. I will also 00 commtinting after city commission mootlngsfworkshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informOO of the events and happenings .:it your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King •. 
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Meeting update and more 

updated 4/4/2013 6:30PM 

STARTING TOMORROW ETHIC COMPLAINTS. 

r·age l OIL 

THE ONES THAT ARE OUT THERE NOW .. WHOS CONNECTED TO WHO IN THESE FJUNGS. AND MOST OF ALL THE TRUTH AND 
THE LIES. 

YOU WON TWANT TO MISS THIS. 

Mog!er closed on downtown building 4/2/13 sold for $164 .. 000.00 

Was it all about the noise'? 

The liars have not learned, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast their spells 
and the unbelievers will never learn. 

Many of you have read in the papers there was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs concerning 
the Ballot issue to limit debt, 

This is true. It was fifed by Ross Amborse and by his attorney Linda Rice Chapman., 
It was heard by Judge Griffis .. He told both sides to request a trial.. Some how neither side did what the judge said., 
Then there was a compromise and an offer to render the ballot issue "ab initio" was made .. The Juge accepted the 

city offer .. He also denied attorney fees to Linda Rice Chapman. His ruling was made on October 31, 2012 in a 15 page 
document It gives both sides some wins and some losses .. But on page 14 it says this, "The City Commission Motion 
to Dismiss is granted in part and denied in part Plaintiff has pied for declaratory relief, based on alternative theories 

of the City Commission's violation of Section 286 .. 022 and 166.041, Florida Statutes .. The facts and alternative theories 
are co mingled .. Therefore, the claims for relief based on Section 286 ,011 are dismissed with prejudice .. As to the 

remaining claims, the City Commission shall file an Answer to the Complaint within (10) days from the date of this 
order, 

This ruling would give back Ross Ambrose his filing fees .. But it would not give Linda Rice Chapman a 
dime ..... because it says, "with prejudice" .... ., 

Both sides filed answers and motions and in court the Judge asked why they did not set for trial,. He was 
not happy., No one had a good answer, and Paul Regensdorf was now in the mix., 

Since this ruling the .Judge reaffirmed his "with prejudice" ruling. No money for Chapman., 

Now Paul Regensdorf took charge. And Linda Chapman is now saying she is not involved,. It seems Paul 
Regensdorf is asking for money only .. It seems he is asking for money for Linda Chapman. Remember he 

stated at a meeting he would get involved "pro bono",. Really. 

So now you have most of the truth of the story .. But here is more. 

The attorney representing the city is Linda Edwards. Now remember the Judge ruled on October 31, 2012. 
Well here is the twist On November 1, 2012 (the very next day) Linda Chapman sends a letter to the CITY 

attorney (going around the insurance attorney Linda Edwards) and asks for money. She completely ignores 
the .Judges ruling .. She does not ask Linda Edwards to communicate with Mr .. Walker .. This is not good., 

This is so not good, There is an email from Linda Edwards TO Linda Chapman telling her it is not good .. J 
have asked for this email,., . 

So please click on the link below and read the letter Linda Chapman sent to our City Attorney Scott Walker' 
and what she said about Linda Edwards. After the Judge ruled the day before "with prejudice", she is now 

doing an end around to Walker, throwing Linda Edwards under the bus, and asking for $24,331 .. 35 and more 
money from thr-ee commissioners., 

Remember the .Judge just told her it was over. Done, finished and goodbye,. 

Scott Walker replied the next day and said to her, "In response to your offer of settlement, please provide 
the authority on which you rely for Mr, Ambrose's claim for attorney's fees,, I would note, the Court 

dismissed, with prejudice .. 

http://www .. bobbamas.rom/ 4/4/2013 
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All seemed over, until Paul Regensdorf has filed an appeal, An appeal that again is by him according to 
Linda Chapman in a letter sent to the Florida Bar,, 

So why is this being appealed by an attorney who is pro bono? Why did Linda Chapman pull out'? Why did 
Linda Chapman try to go around Linda Edwards? 

This is the truth of where this lawsuit is r'ight now, But the big question I keep asking the commission is, 
"what about the 1801 votes"? What can we do to tell those voters what has happened to their vote'? 

So who won'? No one,,,,,,You can't make this cockamamie stuff up,, 
And when I maybe get that email from Linda Edwards,, ,,,or 

Maybe Linda Chapman will give it to the Alalchua Today to publish, :),, 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos and commonts to local newspapers that have biogs and W<!bsitcs ! will :ilso be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA mC-Otings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall. public record of city business retained And I admit I am the typo King •• 
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updated 
3125113 10:30PM 
"People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards for 
others' 

Elizabeth Drew 

'Consider how 
hard it is to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
tittle chance you 
have in trying to 
change others." 
Jacob M Braude 

Breaking News 

I was given a gift Clear the pages.,..my new mission begins .. 

First of all understand there is a difference between non partisan and non political.. 
Read the Our Town article by Larry Benike where he calls CCFBHS non partisan .. 

For several months I have been putting together information and documents on something .. 

Was almost where I needed to be last meeting but the audio system did not record what Linda 
Jones said. And the minutes that we have from that meeting did not accurately say what she 

said fully .. So I was going to do something this Thursday to correct our minute .. 

But March 25th, 2013 about 7PM tonight Linda Jones posted her words exactly as she said 
them and more on facebook. 

Thank you Linda ... .for the gift. 
My folder is complete and next I will ... 

You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have b!ogs and websites twill also be commenting attor city commission mcotings/workshops 
or CRA mootlngs kcoping tho public informed of the ovcnts and happenings at your city hall public record of city business retained And J admit f am the typo King .. 
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updated 
3129113 7:45PM 

People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards for 
others.· 

Elizabeth Drew 

·'Consider how 
hard it is to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
little chance you 
have in trying to 
change others " 
.Jacob M .. Braudo 

Next class for 
Sunshine rules and 

regulations for 
commissioners 

(Jamison) 
that have not 

attended is this 
summer. Why has 
he not attended? 

14t.1n14t.;§¥11JMfJ@!@@i.11141 
Meeting update and more 

Does anyone understand what an olive branch means? 

Last night I pulled back and offered it again,. I waited for a few people to step up to the 
microphone and say "I'm sorry",. Or come up to me and say it to my face,. 

That did not happen from the ones that really needed to do it 

Complaint from Bob Barnas the citizen is complete, but did not make todays mail., So the 
Florida Election Commission won't get it till next week, 

Here is a note when a complaint is filed with them 

Within five working days of receiving the complaint, the Commission will mail a copy of the complaint to the person (or 
persons) named in the complaint. The Commission will also notify the person named whether the Commission will 

investigate the complaint and what sections of law it will investigate. See Section 106 25(2) Florida Statutes 

So in about a week those named will hear from the FEC,. 
This one could get real expensive,. .. ,. 

Lets see if I am right or wrong,. I was right about Larry Travis violating election law,, 
You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up,, 

This one still makes me wonder,,,, Byran Williams said this,..,."! am not a member of the 
Concemed Citizens for a Better High Springs",. "Did not attend one meeting",. So that leaves 

two commissioners who may have attended meeting together to amke the CCFBHS 
manifesto,. ,,,that opposed the debt limit referendum,. hmmmmm? 

This wobsito will 00 posting stor!cs, pictures, videos and comments to local nqwspapers th"'t havo biogs <ind websites I will .::ilso 00 commenting aftor city commission mootings/worl<shops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public infonncd of the ovonts .::ind happening5 .::it your city hall public record of city bu:iinC!ss retained And I admit I am the! typo King., 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/1712013 G:OOPM 

THIS WEBSITE HAS PROVIDED A SOURCE OF INFORMATION AND REBUTTAL FOR MANY 
THINGS IN HIGH SPRINGS 

SOME GOOD, SOME BAD AND CERTAINLY A LOT OF UGLY 
I HAVE A NEW PLAN AND THE WEBSITE AS IT WAS IS NOT IN IT 

BUT, "!"AM NOT GOING AWAY ... 

Over the last two years many things have been said at commission meetings by commissioners_ charter officers and 
staff .. Many times the commission took votes telling management to do something .. Or to get something done .. 

I have been working a a list of all the things that management said "Ok .. , got it" to. 

Not just the current management but previous ones that said they would do things,, 

I have a goals page that was suppose to be followed up on,. 

My energy will shift from this website to asking, "what happened to·'-', at meetings? 

It will be making sure we are fully informed commissioners., 

And I will be making some interesting proposals at all the upcoming commission and CRA meetings., 
Oh, was the Commission at the last meeting suppose to appoint a CRA chair? 

So say goodbye to this website for now .. 
But remember, I will have the domain to use if need arises. 

This wobsito will be posting storlos, picturos, vidoos and commc.nts to local nowspapors that havo biogs and HObsitos, I will also bo commenting after city ~ommission meetings/workshops 
or CRA mcotlngs keoplng tho public informed of the events <tnd happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And r admit I um tho typo King •. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012·2013 All Rights Reserved. No part of this website may bo reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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i#'·'Uiif'·5i*#i#i 
High Springs News 

Updated 11/'17/2013 8:00AM (correction) 

HIGH SPRINGS HAS A THREE DAY WORK WEEK LAST WEEK. 
IS THAT GOOD FOR TAXPAYERS AND RESIDENT? 

ARE WE MAKING THE REVENUE WE SHOULD? 

As we now start a new year of the High Springs Commission we have a New Mayor .. 

Byran Williams was voted in .. And Sue Weller is now Vice Mayor .. 
With all the talk of love and make up, no nominations for Barnas or Gestrin. Nothing has changed .. 

It only took Jamison a millisecond to nominate Sue Weller for Mayor. 
That failed 4-1 .. Why? 

Then an immediate motion for Byran .. 
Vote was 5-0 .. Get ready to watch the "groundhogs day" meetings of the past 

Two things have come to light at the past meeting. 

1. CSX is taking up the rail tracks. Done deal. But a letter went to the Chamber and not City Hall. Why? 
Tom Weller says (correction 11/17 ......... someone) had that letter and backup information in hand as of Oct 28 or 29. 

So why keep it from the public'? Why consider disposing of it'? 
Maybe cause it would have become an election issue if it came out'? We'll never know. 

2. There was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs by Brian Prichard for the treatment he received by fonner 
City Police Chief Jim Troiano .. it was going thru the system and again, it settled for money before the election .. it was an 
amount near $50,000 .. 00, paid out by insurance. But it never made the Alachua Today tabloid, it was never mentioned at 
ANY city meetings. and I am still wonder how they settled (the insurance attorney) without telling the City Commission. 

I find it odd .. 

Two major issues somehow held from the public till AFTER the election. 

The 4 day work week has gotten mixed reviews. It was only suppose to be a trial pef'iod of 30 days. Opps again .. 
Then we were suppose to have a financial report of the revenue generated for the new 34 day work week .. Opps again., 

I will be asking for it for the next meeting .. 

This website will be posting stori<i·s pictures, videos and comments to loca! newspapers that havo biogs and websites. l will also be commenting a~cr city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And l admit I am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbarnas com 2012··2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this wobsitc may be roprodt1ccd wit11out express consent of Bob Ba mas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 1111712013 S:OOAM (correction) 

HIGH SPRINGS HAS A THREE DAY WORK WEEK LAST WEEK. 
IS THAT GOOD FOR TAXPAYERS AND RESIDENT? 

ARE WE MAKING THE REVENUE WE SHOULD'? 

As we now start a new year of the High Springs Commission we have a New Mayor .. 

Byran Williams was voted in. And Sue Weller is now Vice Mayor., 
With all the talk of love and make up, no nominations for Barnas or Gestrin .. Nothing has changed .. 

It only took .Jamison a millisecond to nominate Sue Weller for- Mayor. 
That failed 4-1 .. Why? 

Then an immediate motion for Byran .. 
Vote was 5-0 .. Get ready to watch the "groundhogs day" meetings of the past 

Two things have come to light at the past meeting .. 

1. CSX is taking up the rail tracks .. Done deal .. But a letter went to the Chamber and not City Hall.. Why? 
Seems Tom Weller (correction 11/17 ......... someone) have that letter and backup information in hand as of Oct 28 or 29 .. 

So why keep it from the public? Why consider disposing of it? 
Maybe cause it would have become an election issue if it came out'? We'll never know .. 

2,. There was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs by Brian Prichard for the treatment he received by former 
City Police Chief Jim Troiano. It was going thru the system and again~ it settled for money before the election .. It was an 
amount near $50,000 .00, paid out by insurance. But it never made the Alachua Today tabloid, it was never mentioned at 
ANY city meetings, and I am still wonder how they settled (the insurance attorney) without telling the City Commission., 

I find it odd .. 

Two major issues somehow held from the public till AFTER the election. 

The 4 day work week has gotten mixed reviews. It was only suppose to be a trial period of 30 days., Opps again., 
Then we were suppose to have a financial report of the revenue generated for the new 3-4 day work week,. Opps again 

I will be asking for it for the next meeting .. 

This wcbsttc wiU be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also bo commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meeting11 keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall. public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbarnas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/16/2013 8:00AM (Faith too) 

HIGH SPRINGS HAS A THREE DAY WORK WEEK LAST WEEK. 
IS THAT GOOD FOR TAXPAYERS AND RESIDENT? 

ARE WE MAKING THE REVENUE WE SHOULD? 

As we now start a new year of the High Springs Commission we have a New Mayor. 

Byran Williams was voted in. And Sue Weller ls now Vice Mayor,, 
With all the talk of love and make up, no nominations for Barnas or Gestrin .. Nothing has changed. 

It only took ,Jamison a millisecond to nominate Sue Weller for Mayor. 
That failed 4-1 . Why? 

Then an immediate motion for Byran .. 
Votewas 5-0 .. Get ready to watch the "groundhogs day'" meetings of the past. 

Two things have come to light at the past meeting .. 

1 .. CSX is taking up the rail tracks .. Done deal But a letter went to the Chamber and not City Hall .. Why'? 
Seems Tom Weller (correction 11/17 .......... someone) have that letter and backup information in his hot hands as of Oct 28 

or 29 .. 
So why keep it from the public? Why consider disposing of it? 

Maybe cause it would have become an election issue if it came out? We'll never know .. 

2,, There was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs by Brian Prichard for the treatment he received by former 
City Police Chief Jim Troiano .. It was going thru the system and again, it settled for money before the election. It was an 
amount near $50,000 .. 00, paid out by insurance. But it never made the Alachua Today tabloid, it was never mentioned at 
ANY city meetings, and I am still wonder how they settled (the insurance attorney) without telling the City Commission .. 

I find it odd. 

Two major issues somehow held from the public till AFTER the election,, 

The 4 day work week has gotten mixed reviews. It was only suppose to be a trial pedod of 30 days .. Opps again,, 
Then we were suppose to have a financial report of the revenue generated for the new 3-4 day work week., Opps again,. 

I will be asking for it for the next meeting 

This wobsitc will be· posting storios, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers th.it have biogs and websites. I will al:m be commenting after city commh~sion mootlngs/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho ovents and happenings at your city halt, public record of city businoss and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 1119/2013 9:00AM 

CITY HALL CLOSED MONDAY VETERANS DAY 

Election is over and in the Jast few posts I have made my point about the operation of the city. 

At the swearing in meeting what I will do and say will be based on what takes place. 

Enjoy the weekend and Veterans Day. 

Remember Leda is having a ceremony at the Fire Station on Monday at 1 OAM .. 

Then the Kanapaha Veterans Day Ceremony at 10:30AM .. 

This wobsito will be posting stories, pictures, videos and common ts to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. l will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA mootings keeping the public infonned of tho events and h:ipponings at your city hall, pub lie record of city business and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .• 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/8/2013 9:00.AM 

IS CITY HALL CLOSED FRIDAY ANO MONDAY THIS VETERANS DAY WEEKEND? 

THE MEETING IN LATE ,JUNE THE CITY MANAGER SAID FOR AROUND 30 DAYS .. 
GUESS HE FORGOT HE SAID THAT 

ANO DID HE HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO DO THAT? 

Yesterday my opinion and comments where on keeping the full commission fully informed by the city manager and the 
city clerk. I said the charter required it.. Well in part that is true,. The city manager by charter is required to do that The 

city clerk is not. That office function is all about records_ incoming mail, documents and more. 

I made the comment that those to people in those positions could care less if we are fully informed. They seem to have 
not liked that. 

So let me again say in my opinion .. while they feel they have lived up to the charter requirements and been doing their 
jobs._ I still feel they have let l\lE down .. So I am making sure anyone reading this knows that it is me that feels lam not 

fully informed by the city manager, and it is me that feels the city clerks office has let me down at times 

For along time I have said at meetingsc in conversations and in email's~ I want to be kept informed on issues of the city .. 

I truly feel in my opinion that I as a single commissioner I have not.. That the policy and procedures of the past have 
stayed in place that do not keep me in the loop of being fully informed on city business, letters to the city requests 

through the clerks office of the cityc new businesses coming into town and much more. 

1 Nill address this at the next commission meeting with my list 

This along with the things I talked about many times are my concerns for the people of High Springs .. 

PREVIOUS POST 
WILL THE 4 DAY WEEK EVER BE REVIEWED PROPERLY'? 

WILL THERE BE INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES AND MORE? 

WE ALL WILL WAIT AND SEE.. THE WAY I SEE IT HAPPENING IS THAT NOTHING IS GOING TO CHANGE AT CITY HALL 
BUT I DID SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL FOR MOTIONS FOR HIGHER FEES AND TAXES ... 

SO DEPENDING HOW YOU SEE IT AS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL YOU MAY LIKE THAT OR YOU WONT. 

I PERSONALLY THINK THE NASTYNESS WILL SUBSIDE BUT NOT THE BAD MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY OR THE OR 
THE SIDES Tl\KING SIDES AND CERTAINLY OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS WILL BE TESTED AGAIN. 

So here is one question? 
Why do ''fie buy a armored vehicle for the city? Why did we at least not get asked? Or just TOLD we were buying one? 

Wh/ do! have to hear it on the street that we did? From people asking me "how much was ttiat toy'"? 
Just one example for now ... 

Last question what do we have a city fire truck in the Winn Dixie parking lot empty? 
Are we using it for grocery shopping? 

http://www.bobbarnas .. com/ l 1/8/2013 
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High Springs News 

Updated 111712013 7:30PM 

ELECTION IS OVER AND SUE WELLER IS THE WINNER. 
THE QUESTION NOW IS: 

IS THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS A WINNER? 
This websiW ls my personal freedom of speech spot where I can Jet as many people who choose to view it get my opinion 

It is kind of llke the Alachua Today that puts in print whatever they want. It is mostly of the time "his'· opinion. 
So when I post something ho re, you may disagree, and you have that right. and you can call me and if something is factually 
wrong. I will fix it and I will say I'm sorry. But just as this election had 700 plus divided down the middle with a vision for High 

Springs It is then understandable there will be those that do not llke my opinion And I not liking theirs 
So read be!ow in different color a comment I will add Thursday at 5:30PM 

A DAY AFTER THE BATTLE ENDED I HAVE LOOKED AT THIS FROM EVERY ANGLE 

MY DISCUSSION WITH ED MCKINNON .. 

THE CHEAP SHOTS, AND THE CORDIAL COMMENTS .. 

I THEN SPENT THE DAY YESTERDAY REFLECTING AND ATTENDING TWO CATHOLIC CHURCH EVENTS. 

SAT AT THE TABLE WITH THE BISHOP AND THREE PRIESTS. 

WENT HOME AND THOUGHT AND PRAYED SOM EMORE AND HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION .. 

BOBBY SUMMERS TEAM WORKED HARD AND HAD THEY NOT, THE COUNT WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH LESS. 
THE WELLER TEAM DID THE SAME.. 

IT CAME DOWN TO SOME THAT SAID THEY WOULD VOTE BUT SAT HOME, SOME THAT SWITCHED SIDES AND 
FINALLY THOSE THAT JUST FELT IT DIDN'T MATTER WHO GETS IN, MY TAXES ARE LOWER THAN EVER, AND I STILL 

HAVE FIRE AND POLICE COVERAGE AND MY STREET NUMBER DOWNTOWN ARE OK. 

AND BOBBY SUMMER CAN NOW TAKE A DEEP BREATHE AND GET READY TO ENJOY HIS NEXT GRANDCHILD. 
ENJOY SEMI RETIREMENT AND FAMILY WE ALL KNOW THE HEAT THAT 3-4 SHARKS WOULD HAVE CREATED. 

SO IN THE END I AM IN A REAL GOOD PLACE .. BUT AS I SAY THAT, DO NOT, DO NOT THINK I WILL EVER LOWER MY 
GUARD .. THAT I WILL NOT FIGHT THE FIGHTS I HAVE ALWAYS FOUGHT. I STILL HAVE DEVILS TO DEAL WITH HERE .. 

THE OTHER THING !ALSO WANT TO SAY IS THAT AS A COMMISSIONER, I HAVE BEEN HELD BACK BECAUSE OF THE 
ROPES OF SUNSHINE AND OATH. I NOW REALIZE AS A NON COMMISSIONER I HAD MORE FREEDOM. 

AS I SAID IN THE PREVIOUS POST, AND OTHERS HAVE SAID, THE CITY IS IN THE HANDS OF THE SAME MAJORITY 
THAT HAS BEEN HERE FOR A YEAR. A CITY MANAGER AND CITY CLERK THAT HAVE FAILED BIG TIME IN MY 

OPINION ON KEEPING "FIVE"' COMMISSIONERS FULLY INFORMED .. 
AND THEY KNOW (MIGHT NOT) THAT AND COULD (SEEM TOO) CARE LESS .. 

Please understand this is my opinion and that the city clerk and city manager seem to disagree .. 
Well evaluations are due, and I we are still waiting for the forms to fill them out. 

One day hopefully the commission will get them .. 
So this makes a good point, why have we not seen any forms? Whos job is it to get them'? 

My point is if you never kept commissioners fully informed as the charter state, then you really need guidance .. 
So over the next few days I will create a page of things that I hear or see that I think I should be fully informed on .. 

Things I hear that the commissioners should have been told about. 

WILL THIS BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE BY 'WHOEVER" IS GOING TO BE MAYOR AND THE OTHER COMMISSIONERS? 
WILL THE 4 DAY WEEK EVER BE REVIEWED PROPERLY'? 

WILL THERE BE INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES AND MORE? 

WE ALL WILL WAIT AND SEE .. THE WAY I SEE IT HAPPENING IS THAT NOTHING IS GOING TO CHANGE AT CITY HALL, 
BUT I DID SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL FOR MOTIONS FOR HIGHER FEES AND TAXES .... 

SO DEPENDING HOW YOU SEE IT AS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL, YOU MAY LIKE THAT OR YOU WON'T. 

I PERSONALLY THINK THE NASTYNESS WILL SUBSIDE .. BUT NOT THE BAD MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY OR THE OR 
THE SIDES TAKING SIDES .. AND CERTAINLY OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS WILL BE TESTED AGAIN. 
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So here is one question·? 
Why do we buy a armored vehicle for the city'? Why did we at least not get asked? Or just TOLD we were buying one'? 

Why do I have to hear it on the street that we did? From peopple asking me "how much was that toy"? 
Just one example for now ... ., , 

11/5168 views, 11/6 98 views, today so far47. 
You like it read it. You don't, keep working at your job and don't open it. 

Last question .... what do we have a city fire truck in the Winn Dixie parking lot empty? 
Are we using it for grocery shopping? 

This webs Ito will be posting stories, pictures, videos and common ts to local nows papers that havo biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission mootingslworkshops 
or CRA meetings kcoping tho public Informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall, public rocord of city business .:i;nd more. And I admit! am the typo King, . 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbarnas com 2012·2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without cxpross consent of Sob Barnas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/7/2013 NOON 

ELECTION IS OVER AND SUE WELLER IS THE WINNER. 

THE QUESTION NOW IS: 

IS THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS A WINNER'? 

A DAY AFTER THE BATTLE ENDED I HAVE LOOKED AT THIS FROM EVERY ANGLE .. 

MY DISCUSSION WITH ED MCKINNON .. 

THE CHEAP SHOTS, AND THE CORDIAL COMMENTS .. 

I THEN SPENT THE DAY YESTERDAY REFLECTING AND ATTENDING TWO CATHOLIC CHURCH EVENTS. 

SAT AT THE TABLE WITH THE BISHOP AND THREE PRIESTS. 

WENT HOME AND THOUGHT AND PRAYED SOMEMORE AND HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION .. 

BOBBY SUMMERS TEAM WORKED HARD AND HAD THEY NOT, THE COUNT WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH LESS. 
THE WELLER TEAM DID THE SAME .. 

IT CAME DOWN TO SOME THAT SAID THEY WOULD VOTE BUT SAT HOME, SOME THAT SWITCHED SIDES AND 
Fl NALLY THOSE THAT JUST FELT IT DIDN'T MATTER WHO GETS IN, MY TAXES ARE LOWER THAN EVER, AND I STILL 

HAVE FIRE AND POLICE COVERAGE AND MY STREET NUMBER DOWNTOWN ARE OK. .. 

ANO BOBBY SUMMER CAN NOW TAKE A DEEP BREATHE AND GET READY TO EN.JOY HIS NEXT GRANDCHILD .. 
EN.JOY SEMI RETIREMENT AND FAMILY .. WE ALL KNOW THE HEAT THAT 3-4 SHARKS WOULD HAVE CREATED .. 

SO IN THE END I AM IN A REAL GOOD PLACE .. BUT AS I SAY THAT, DO NOT, DO NOT THINK I WILL EVER LOWER MY 
GUARD .. THAT I WILL NOT FIGHT THE FIGHTS I HAVE ALWAYS FOUGHT. I STILL HAVE DEVILS TO DEAL WITH HERE .. 

THE OTHER THING I ALSO WANT TO SAY IS THAT AS A COMMISSIONER, I HAVE BEEN HELD BACK BECAUSE OF THE 
ROPES OF SUNSHINE AND OATH.. I NOW REALIZE AS A NON COMMISSIONER I HAD MORE FREEDOM .. 

AS I SAID IN THE PREVIOUS POST, AND OTHERS HAVE SAID, THE Cl1Y IS IN THE HANDS OF THE SAME MAJORITY 
THAT HAS BEEN HERE FOR A YEAR A CITY MANAGER AND CITY CLERK THAT HAVE FAILED BIG TIME IN MY 

OPINION ON KEEPING "FIVE" COMMISSIONERS FULLY INFORMED AND THEY KNOW THAT AND COULD CARE LESS. 

WILL THIS BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE BY "WHOEVER" IS GOING TO BE MAYOR AND THE OTHER COMMISSIONERS? 
WILL THE 4 DAY WEEK EVER BE REVIEWED PROPERLY? 

WILL THERE BE INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES AND MORE? 

WE ALL WILL WAIT AND SEE .. THE WAY I SEE IT HAPPENING IS THAT NOTHING IS GOING TO CHANGE AT CITY HALL, 
BUT I DID SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL FOR MOTIONS FOR HIGHER FEES AND TAXES .... 

SO DEPENDING HOW YOU SEE IT AS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL, YOU MAY LIKE THAT OR YOU WON'T 

I PERSONALLY THINK THE NASTYNESS WILL SUBSIDE. BUT NOT THE BAO MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY OR THE OR 
THE SIDES TAKING SIDES .. AND CERTAINLY OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS WILL BE TESTED AGAIN .. 

This website will bo posting storios. pictures, videos ::md comments to local nowspapors that have biogs <ind websites. I wif1 also be commonting aftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of the events and h<ippcnings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And 1 admit ! am the typo King ... 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/712013 5:30PM 

ELECTION IS OVER AND SUE WELLER IS THE WINNER. 
THE QUESTION NOW IS: 

IS THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS A WINNER? 
This website is my personal freedom of speech spot where l can let as many people who choose to view it get my opinion 

It is kind of like the Alachua Today that puts in print whatever they want lt is mostly of the time "his' opinion 
So wflen I post something here. you may disagree and you have that right and you can call me and if something is factually 
wrong 1 will fix it and I will say l"m sorry. But just as this election had 700 plus divided down the middle with a vision for High 

Springs It is then understandable there wilt be those that do not like my opinion And I not liking theirs 
So read below in different color a comment l will add Thursday at 5:30PM 

A DAY AFTER THE BATTLE ENDED I HAVE LOOKED AT THIS FROM EVERY ANGLE.. 

MY DISCUSSION WITH ED MCKINNON .. 

THE CHEAP SHOTS, AND THE CORDIAL COMMENTS 

I THEN SPENT THE DAY YESTERDAY REFLECTING AND ATTENDING TWO CATHOLIC CHURCH EVENTS. 

SAT AT THE TABLE WITH THE BISHOP AND THREE PRIESTS .. 

WENT HOME AND THOUGHT AND PRAYED SOMEMORE AND HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION .. 

BOBBY SUMMERS TEAM WORKED HARD AND HAD THEY NOT, THE COUNT WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH LESS .. 
THE WELLER TEAM DID THE SAME .. 

IT CAME DOWN TO SOME THAT SAID lHEY WOULD VOTE BUT SAT HOME, SOME THAT SWITCHED SIDES AND 
FINALLY THOSE THAT JUST FELT IT DIDN'T MATTER WHO GETS IN, MY TAXES ARE LOWER THAN EVER, AND I STILL 

HAVE FIRE AND POLICE COVERAGE AND MY STREET NUMBER DOWNTOWN ARE OK ... 

AND BOBBY SUMMER CAN NOW TAKE A DEEP BREATHE AND GET READY TO ENJOY HIS NEXT GRANDCHILD .. 
ENJOY SEMI RETIREMENT AND FAMILY. WE ALL KNOW THE HEAT THAT 3-4 SHARKS WOULD HAVE CREATED .. 

SO IN THE END I AM IN A REAL GOOD PLACE.. BUT AS I SAY THAT, DO NOT, DO NOT THINK I WILL EVER LOWER MY 
GUARD .. THAT I WILL NOT FIGHT THE FIGHTS I HAVE ALWAYS FOUGHT I STILL HAVE DEVILS TO DEAL WITH HERE .. 

THE OTHER THING I ALSO WANT TO SAY IS THAT AS A COMMISSIONER, I HAVE BEEN HELD BACK BECAUSE OF THE 
ROPES OF SUNSHINE AND OATH. I NOW REALIZE AS A NON COMMISSIONER I HAD MORE FREEDOM .. 

AS I SAID IN THE PREVIOUS POST, AND OTHERS HAVE SAID, THE CITY IS IN THE HANDS OF THE SAME MAJORITY 
THAT HAS BEEN HERE FOR A YEAR. A CITY MANAGER AND CITY CLERK THAT HAVE FAILED BIG TIME IN MY 

OPINION ON KEEPING "FIVE" COMMISSIONERS FULLY INFORMED. AND THEY KNOW THAT AND COULD CARE LESS .. 

Please understand this is my opinion and that the city clerk and city manager seem to disagree .. 
Well evaluations are due, and I we are still waiting for the fonns to fill them out. 

One day hopefully the commission will get them.. 
So this makes a good point, why have we not seen any forms? Whos job is it to get them'? 

My point is if you never kept commissioners fully informed as the charter state, then you really need guidance .. 
So over the next few days I will create a page of things that I hear or see that I think I should be fully informed on .. 

Things I hear that the commissioners should have been told about. 

WILL THIS BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE BY "WHOEVER" IS GOING TO BE MAYOR AND THE OTHER COMMISSIONERS? 
WILL THE 4 DAY WEEK EVER BE REVIEWED PROPERLY? 

WILL THERE BE INCREASES IN TAXES AillD FEES AND MORE? 

WE ALL WILL WAIT AND SEE .. THE WAY I SEE IT HAPPENING IS THAT NOTHING IS GOING TO CHANGE AT CITY HALL 
BUT I DID SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL FOR MOTIONS FOR HIGHER FEES AND TAXES ... 

SO DEPENDING HOW YOU SEE IT AS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL, YOU MAY LIKE THAT OR YOU WONT .. 

I PERSONALLY THINK THE NASTYNESS WILL SUBSIDE. BUT NOT THE BAD MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY OR THE OR 
THE SIDES TAKING SIDES .. AND CERTAINLY OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS WILL BE TESTED AGAIN .. 

So here is one question'? 
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Why do we buy a armored vehicle for the city'? Why did we at least not get asked'? Or just TOLD we were buying one'? 
Why do I have to hear it on the street that we did? From peopple asking me "how much was that toy"? 

Just one example for now,, .. ,. .. ,.,.,. 

11/5168 views, 11/6 98 views, today so far 47 .. 
You like it read it. You don't keep working at your job and don't open it. 

Last question .... wht do we have a city fire truck in the Winn Dixie parking lot empty? 
Are we using it for grocery shopping? 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, vide<:is and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meotings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit! am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 AU Rights Reserved No part or this website may 00 reproduced without C)(press consent of Bob Barnas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 1117/2013 5:30PM 
ELECTION IS OVER AND SUE WELLER IS THE WINNER. 

THE QUESTION NOW IS: 
IS THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS A WINNER? 

This website is my personal freedom of speech spot where I can let as many people who choose to view it get my opinion 
rt is kind of like the Alachua Today that puts in print whatever they want. lt is mostly of the time "his' opinion, 

So when I post something here, you may disagree, and you have that right and you can call me and if something is factually 
wrong I will fix it and I will say I'm sorry. But just as this election had 700 plus dividad down the middle with a vision for High 

Springs .. It is then understandable there wm be those that do not like my opinion And! not liking theirs 
So read below in diffornnt color a comment I wHI add Thursday at 5:30PM 

A DAY AFTER THE BATTLE ENDED I HAVE LOOKED AT THIS FROM EVERY ANGLE.. 

MY DISCUSSION WITH ED MCKINNON. 

THE CHEAP SHOTS, AND THE CORDIAL COMMENTS. 

I THEN SPENT THE DAY YESTERDAY REFLECTING AND ATTENDING TWO CATHOLIC CHURCH EVENTS .. 

SAT AT THE TABLE WITH THE BISHOP AND THREE PRIESTS .. 

WENT HOME AND THOUGHT AND PRAYED SOMEMORE AND HAVE COME TO THIS CONCLUSION. 

BOBBY SUMMERS TEAM WORKED HARD AND HAD THEY NOT, THE COUNT WOULD HAVE BEEN MUCH LESS .. 
THE WELLER TEAM DID THE SAME .. 

IT CAME DOWN TO SOME THAT SAID THEY WOULD VOTE BUT SAT HOME, SOME THAT SWITCHED SIDES AND 
Fl NALLY THOSE THAT JUST FELT IT DIDN'T MA TIER WHO GETS IN, MY TAXES ARE LOWER THAN EVER, AND I STILL 

HAVE FIRE AND POLICE COVERAGE AND MY STREET NUMBER DOWNTOWN ARE OK. 

AND BOBBY SUMMER CAN NOW TAKE A DEEP BREATHE AND GET READY TO EN.JOY HIS NEXT GRANDCHILD .. 
ENJOY SEMI RETIREMENT AND FAMILY WE ALL KNOW THE HEAT THAT 3-4 SHARKS WOULD HAVE CREATED .. 

SO IN THE END I AM IN A REAL GOOD PLACE.. BUT AS I SAY THAT, DO NOT, DO NOT THINK I WILL EVER LOWER MY 
GUARD. THAT I WILL NOT FIGHT THE FIGHTS I HAVE ALWAYS FOUGHT. I STILL HAVE DEVILS TO DEAL WITH HERE.. 

THE OTHER THING I ALSO WANT TO SAY IS THAT AS A COMMISSIONER, I HAVE BEEN HELD BACK BECAUSE OF THE 
ROPES OF SUNSHINE AND OATH I NOW REALIZE AS A NON COMMISSIONER I HAD MORE FREEDOM .. 

AS I SAID IN THE PREVIOUS POST, AND OTHERS HAVE SAID, THE CITY IS IN THE HANDS OF THE SAME MAJORITY 
THAT HAS BEEN HERE FOR A YEAR.A CITY MANAGER AND CITY CLERK THAT HAVE FAILED BIG TIME IN MY 

OPINION ON KEEPING "Five·· COMMISSIONERS FULL y INFORMED .. AND THEY KNOW THAT AND COULD CARE LESS .. 

PJease understand this is my opinion and that the city clerlc and city manager seem to disagree,, 
Well evaluations are due, and I we are still waiting for' the fonns to fill them out. 

One day hopefully the commission will get them .. 
So this makes a good poin~ why have we not seen any forms? Whos job is it to get them? 

My point is if you never kept commissioners fully informed as the charter state, then you really need guidance,. 
So over the next few days I will create a page of things that I hear or see that I think I should be fully informed on .. 

Things I hear that the commissioners should have been told about. 

WILL THIS BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE BY .WHOEVER' IS GOING TO BE MAYOR AND THE OTHER COMMISSIONERS.? 
WILL THE 4 DAY WEEK EVER SE REVIEWED PROPERLY? 

WILL THERE SE INCREASES IN TAXES AND FEES AND MORE? 

WE ALL WILL WAIT AND SEE .. THE WAY I SEE IT HAPPENING IS THAT NOTHING IS GOING TO CHANGE AT CITY HALL 
BUT I DID SEE THE WRITING ON THE WALL FOR MOTIONS FOR HIGHER FEES AND TAXES ... 

SO DEPENDING HOW YOU SEE IT AS HALF EMPTY OR HALF FULL, YOU MAY LIKE THAT OR YOU WON'T 

I PERSONALLY THINK THE NASTYNESS WILL SUBSIDE. BUT NOT THE BAD MANAGEMENT OF THE CITY OR THE OR 
THE SIDES TAKING SIDES. AND CERTAINLY OUR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC VIEWS WILL BE TESTED AGAIN .. 

So here is one question·? 
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Why do we buy a armored vehicle for the city? Why did we at least not get asked'? Or just TOLD we were buying one? 
Why do I have to hear it on the street that we did? From peopple asking me "how much was that toy"? 

Just one example for now.,,.,. .... ., .... 

1115 168 views, 1116 98 views, today so far 47 .. 
You like it read it. You don't keep working at your job and don't open it. 

Last question .... wht do we have a city fire truck in the Winn Dixie parking lot empty'? 
Are we using it for grocery shopping? 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be C<:lmmenling after city commission mcctingsJworkshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I 3dmit J am the typo King •. 

This website ls copyright protected. Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights Ro served No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Ba mas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 1 'l/5/2013 9:00PM 

ELECTION IS OVER AND SUE WELLER IS THE WINNER. 

THE QUESTION NOW IS: 

IS THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS A WINNER? 

TONIGHT YOU WILL SEE SUE WELLER GO ON TV20 AND SAY THIS IS A SIGNAL THAT THE CITY IS BETTER 

THAT IT IS HAPPY WITH HAVING HAD HER FOR ONE YEAR AS THE MAYOR 

BUT.JUST AS AMERICA IS DIVIDED DOWN THE MIDDLE, A VOTE IN HIGH SPRINGS THAT IS SEPARATED BY ONLY 30 
OR SO VOTES, AND ONE SIDE GETTING 350 AND THE OTHER AROUND 325, THEN IS THAT A MANDATE'? 

IS THAT A SIGN THAT 3565 REGISTERED VOTERS ARE HAPPY'? 

THIS LAST YEAR UNDER THE MAYORSHIP OF SUE WELLER THE CITY STARTED NOTHING NEW OTHER THAN A PUSH 
FOR AN ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT. 

AND WE GOT THAT 4 DAY WORK WEEK FOR THE EMPLOYEES .. 

BECAUSE THE ELECTION WAS COMING, TAXES WERE NOT RAISED AND FEES HELD CLOSE .. 
WHAT WILL HAPPEN THIS YEAR? 

I GUESS WE WAIT AND SEE. 

THE RESULT OF THIS ELECTION IS THAT NOTHING WILL CHANGE ON THE COMMISSION MAJORITY OR MAKE UP. 
NOTHING WILL CHANGE AT CITY HALL 

AND THE COMMENTS FROM SUE WELLER HUSBAND TO WILL NOT STOP. SHE NEEDS TO ASK HIM WHAT HE SAID 
TONIGHT AFTER HER VICTORY TONIGHT YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP. 

SUE WELLER HAS WON THE ELECTION. SHE WILL MOST LIKELY RETURN AS MAYOR AND JAMISON AS VICE MAYOR 
THE LAND DEVELOPMENT CODES WILL BE THE ONES FROM ZEPHYERHILLS, AND THE REQUIREMENT FOR PERMITS 

AND SUCH WILL CONTINUE THAT NOW REQUIRE EVEN A PART TIME LAWN CUTTING GUY TO GET A PERMIT. 

WHILE SUE WELLER CAN SMELL THE SWEET SUCCESS OF VICTORY TONIGHT. SHE STILL HAS TOM TO PUT OUT 
FIRES FOR. SHE STILL HAS CITY INSURANCE ISSUES. SHE STILL HAS A EMPLOYEE UNION AND A POLICE UNION TO 

DEAL WITH. SHE WILL PUT FORTH A ENTERTAINMENT DISTRICT AND SHE WILL MOST LIKELY MESS WITH THE 
DISTANCE FROM SCHOOLS AND/OR CHURCHES FOR THE SALE OF ALCOHOL 

I COULD GO ON, BUT rM TIRED. 

BOBBY SUMMERS RAN A CLEAN RACE.. HE CAN TAKE THAT TO SLEEP TONIGHT. 

I LOOK FORWARD TO OUR FIRST MEETING TO SEE WHAT HAPPENS .. TO SEE WHAT GETS DONE .. WHAT REALLY GETS 
DONE. OR MORE TO THE POINT, WHAT REALLY DOESN'T GET DONE. 

AND WHERE THE TAXES AND FEES WILL BE IN THE COMING MONTHS .. 

This wcbsit<. will bo posting stories. pictures, \lideos :ind comments to local newspapers that have biogs and ,o;cbsitcs. ! will also bo commentmg aftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keoping the public informed of the events and hoppcnings at your city hall, public record of -.:ity business and more. And I odmit I am the typo King. , 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/4/2013 6:00PM 

TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE THE ELECTION AND THE GLOVES CAME OFF 

SOME SUE WELLER SIGNS HIT THE STREET WITH NO DISCLAIMERS 

THEN MORE SIGNS "ABOUT" SUE WELLER VOTE POPPED UP TODAY 
YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP 

A FEW DAYS AGO SOMEONE WHO APPARENTLY LIKES SUE WELLER, THOUGHT THEY WOULD DO HER A FAVOR 
AND PUT SOME "SPECIAL", "VOTE FOR SUE WELLER" SIGNS OUT. 

SIGN THAT HAVE NO DISCLAIMERS AS WE ALL THOUGHT REQUIRED BY LAW 

WELL THAT GIFT LIKE THE ONE THE CHAMBER GAVE HER, HAS TURNED INTO ANOTHER NIGHTMARE OF ISSUES 
FOR THE CITY AND MORE .. FOR EVERY ACTION, THERE IS AN EQUAL AND OPPOSITE REACTION. 

IMMEDIATELY THE REAL SUE WELLER SENT SOMETHING IN WRITING TO JENNY THAT SHE HAD NO IDEA THE 
PERSON OR CONCERNED PERSONS THAT PUT THEM OUT. AND FOR TWO DAYS THEY FELT A GOOD THING HAO 

HAPPENED PROBLEM IS THIS OPENED THE DOOR FOR MORE SIGNS WITHOUT DISCLAIMERS .. 

TODAY THIS CREATED, "OH, WE ARE NOT HAPPY NOW" LOOKS TODAY ON THE CORNER DOWNTOWN. 

SHARON YEAGO (OF THE CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS) SAYS TO ME, "BOB YOU HAVE NO 
DISCLAIMER ON YOUR SIGNS" ..... I SAID, "NOT MINE" 

SO TO MAKE IT CLEAR, THESE NEW SIGN SEEM TO REFLECT VOTES BY WELLER 
1) TO OPPOSE PRAYER BEFORE MEETINGS .. 

2) VOTES TO NOT LOWER TAXES KEEPING THEM HIGHER 

NOW I DO NOT HAVE THE PICTURES OF THEM .. I DIDN'T TAKE ONE. BUT MAYBE TOM WELLER CAN SEND THEM TO 
ME AND I CAN POST THEM, OR SEND THEM TO FRIENDS POST. 

THEN WE ALSO HAVE THE PROBLEM THAT OUR CITY MANAGER AND CODES GUY ARE NOT SURE WHAT IS GOING 
ON .. SOME SIGNS COMING DOWN, SOME NOT. SOME RULES FOLLOWED AND OTHERS NOT .. 

BUT THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN BACKROOM DEALS HAPPEN, WHEN CITY HALL TAKES SIDES. 
,JUST LIKE THE HIGH SPRINGS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE DID .. 

GUESS YOU CAN SAY WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND .. 

STANDING ON ANOTHER CORNER WAS SUZIE CLARK, THE PERSON WHO THREW DIRT AND STRING ON THE 
COMMISSION DESK. ON ANOTHER CORNER WAS THE DONA TORS TOM AND LINDA HEWLETT WHO GOT THE ROAD 
BEHIND CITY HALL CLOSED. AND NEVER FORGET LINDA HEWLETT IS MY RECIPIENT FOR TELLING THE BIGGEST 

WHOPPER OF A STORY TO THE ALACHUA (TABLOID) TODAY. THIS IS THE WELLER CABINET. 

AND AS THE NIGHT OF SIGN HOLDING CAME TO AN END, SUE WELLER GOT A PERSONAL VISIT FROM HER BESTEST 
FRIEND THE LAWYER WHO SUED THE CITY MANY TIMES ...... LINDA RICE CHAPMAN. 

FREINDS WILL BE FRIENDS .. 

I HEAR CANDIDATE SUMMERS GOT A PARTY TO PUT A POST CARD IN THE MAIL 
I HEAR HE WILL BE GETTING ROBO CALLS TO .. 

A FOOTNOTE: I WONDER IF THE CONCERNED PERSON WHO STARTED THE SIGN WARS 
STILL THINKS IT WAS A GOOD MOVE TO PUT OUT THOSE DISCLAIMERLESS SIGNS? 

WONDER IF THEY HAVE THE GUTS TO CLAIM RESPONSIBLllTY? 

SEE YOU ALL TOMORROW AT THE POLLS 

This websito will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. t .viii also be commenting after city commission mootlngsJworkshops 
or CRA mccrtings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public rocord of city business and moro. And I admit I am the typo King, • 
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IT IS NOW UP TO THE VOTERS NOW, 

This website will bo posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be commentfng after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city halt, public reeortl of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 11/212013 10:00pM 

LAST DAYS OF THE ELECTION .. SUE WELLER HAS ILLEGAL SIGNS OUT IN 
PLACES .. NO DISCLAIMERS ON THEM .. ADD TO THIS THE GIFT FROM THE 

CHAMBER OF A IN KIND DONATION FOR A FREE CAMPAIGN SPOT AT THE FALL 
FESTIVAL THE CASH ERROR ON THE REPORT .. THIS HAS BEEN THE WORST I 

HAVE SEEN OF A CANDIDATE IN YEARS .. 
WONDER WHO THE CAMPAIGN ADVISOR IS? 

THE NEWSPAPERS CAME OUT WITH THE USUAL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

SAME PEOPLE SUPPORTING THEIR CANDIDATE.. 

MAKE NO MISTAKE BELIEVING THAT THERE IS CHANGE TO A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS WITH COMPROMISE IN THE 
WINO .. THE SAME DISLIKE FOR EACH OTHER IS STILL OUT THERE WITHIN THE CORE OF THE GROUPS ON EITHER 

SIDE. 

A RECENT OFFER OF AN OLIVE BRANCH ONLY BROUGHT A QUESTION OF ''WHO ME" .. NO COMPROMISE IN ANY 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

REGENSDORF IS STILL LOOKING FOR HIS POUND OF FLESH AND I EXPECT HIM TO GET EVEN MORE VEXATIOUS AND 
FRIVOLOUS IN THE FUTURE.. 

TODAY MYSTERY SUE WELLER SIGNS POPPED UP AROUND TOWN .. RED, WHITE AND BLUE. SEEMS THE 
SUPERVISOR OF ELECTIONS WAS TOLD THAT SUE WEL.LER HAS NO KNOWLEDGE OF WHO MADE THEN AND PUT 
THEM OUT. THESE SIGNS HAVE NO DISCLAIMER AND ARE SERIOUSLY A VIOLATION OF ELECTION LAW IF THEY 

WERE HERS .. THIS ADDED TO THE OTHER VIOLATION OF CASH ON HER REPORT WOULD SHOW ANOTHER 
DISREGARD FOR THE RULES .. 

SOMEONE SAID TO ME THAT SUE SHOULD STEP UP AND ASK THE CITY TO REMOVE THEM. THEN WE WAIT TO SEE 
WHO SHOWS UP TO CLAIM THEM AND GET THE PROPER DISCLAIMER GOOD SUGGESTION. 

THIS ELECTION IS NOW A WAIT TO SEE IF THERE IS GOING TO BE ANY LAST MINUTE MAILBOX STUFFING .. AND LAST 
MINUTE INSULTS .. GUESS WE JUST WAIT TO SEE .. 

BOBBY SUMMERS HAS TAKEN THE HIGH ROAD AND IS RUNNING ON HIS PLATFORM OF NOT MESSING WITH THE 
TAXES OR FEES. 

SUE WELLER IS RUNNING ON A FOCUS OF DOWNTOWN GROWTH AND ENTERTAINMENT. 

THIS YEAR IN MY EYES, BYRAN WILLIAMS FAILED AS A LEADER OF THE CRA WITH NO NEW IDEAS .. HE ALSO TOOK 
NOT ONE STEP FORWARD ON HIS PROMISE OF A YOUTH COUNCIL THIS FOLKS IS A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT. 

BUT YOU GET WHAT PAY FOR ........ :) 

JAMISON DID NOTHING TO BRING FORWARD ONE NEW IDEA AT A COMMISSION MEETING. HE CONTINUED WITH HIS 
"'HERE" WHILE ALL OTHERS COMMISSIONERS SAY "PRESENT' AT MEETINGS .. THIS IS HIS TRADEMARK AND MOST 

LIKELY WILL BE HIS LEGACY IF HE KEEPS GOING DOWN THIS PATH 

THIS WAS THE YEAR OF THE WELLER COMMISSION. THIS WAS THE RESULT OF PUTTING IN PLACE THE ROAD 
BLOCK BEHIND CITY HALL AND MAKING HER SUPPORTERS HAPPY MADE HE THE MAYOR, .JAMISON THE VICE 

MAYOR AND "I LOVE HIGH SPRINGS" WILLIAMS THE CRA .. 

IF WELLER WINS, I FULLY EXPECT THIS TREND TO CONTINUE. AND I FULLY EXPECT THE SIDES TO BE THERE 
NOTHING WILL CHANGE ANO THE CITY WILL SUFFER. BACKROOM MEETINGS WILL CONTINUE UNDER THE SHADOW 

OF RUNNING THE CITY. FORGET THE CHARTER THAT GIVES A MAYOR ONLY LITTLE AUTHORITY .. ALCOHOL AND 
NOISE WILL COME TO THE DOWNTOWN AND SURROUNDING AREAS . .ANO GARBAGE WILL STILL BE IN CANS 

DOWNTOWN AND THE STREET WILL REMAIN DIRTY .. 

FOLKS, YOU ALL KNOW THIS IS THE FUTURE OF THE CITY FOR ANOTHER YEAR IF WELLER IS BACK IN OFFICE. 

IF YOU BRING BOBBY SUMMERS IN. HE WILL BE A FRESH FACE OF TRUE VALUES OF A CHRISTIAN MAN AND DO 
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VVNA I I~ bVUU t"Ut< ALL I t1t: VVMMUNI I Y .. 

IT IS NOW UP TO THE VOTERS NOW. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos .:ind comments to local newspapors that have biogs and websites. I wiU also be commenting after city commission rnoetingsJworkshops 
or CRA meetings kooping the public informoo of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected. Copyright© bobbamas com 2012·2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Samas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 10/31/2013 7:00PM 

FINAL DAYS OF THIS ELECTION 

THE NEWSPAPERS CAME OUT WITH THE USUAL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

SAME PEOPLE SUPPORTING THEIR CANDIDATE .. 

MAKE NO MISTAKE BELIEVING THAT THERE IS CHANGE TO A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS WITH COMPROMISE IN THE 
WIND THE SAME DISLIKE FOR EACH OTHER IS STILL OUT THERE WITHIN THE CORE OF THE GROUPS ON EITHER 

SIDE .. 

A RECENT OFFER OF AN OLIVE BRANCH ONLY BROUGHT A QUESTION OF "WHO ME" .. NO COMPROMISE IN ANY 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR. 

REGENSDORF IS STILL LOOKING FOR HIS POUND OF FLESH AND I EXPECT HIM TO GET EVEN MORE VEXATIOUS AND 
FRIVOLOUS IN THE FUTURE .. 

TODAY MYSTERY SUE WELLER SIGNS POPPED UP AROUND TOWN .. RED, WHITE AND BLUE. SEEMS THE 
SUPERVISOR OF ELECTIONS WAS TOLD THAT SUE WELLER HAS NO KNOWLEDGE OF WHO MADE THEN AND PUT 
THEM OUT.. THESE SIGNS HAVE NO DISCLAIMER AND ARE SERIOUSLY A VIOLATION OF ELECTION LAWIF THEY 

WERE HERS .. THIS ADDED TO THE OTHER VIOLATION OF CASH ON HER REPORT WOULD SHOW ANOTHER 
DISREGARD FOR THE RULES .. 

SOMEONE SAID TO ME THAT SUE SHOULD STEP UP AND ASK THE CITY TO REMOVE THEM. THEN WE WAIT TO SEE 
WHO SHOWS UP TO CLAIM THEM AND GET THE PROPER DISCLAIMER. GOOD SUGGESTION .. 

THIS ELECTION IS NOW A WAIT TO SEE IF THERE IS GOING TO BE ANY LAST MINUTE MAILBOX STUFFING .. AND LAST 
MINUTE INSULTS. GUESS WE ,JUST WAIT TO SEE .. 

BOBBY SUMMERS HAS TAKEN THE HIGH ROAD AND IS RUNNING ON HIS PLATFORM OF NOT MESSING WITH THE 
TAXES OR FEES .. 

SUE WELLER IS RUNNING ON A FOCUS OF DOWNTOWN GROWTH AND ENTERTAINMENT 

THIS YEAR IN MY EYES, BYRAN WILLIAMS FAILED AS A LEADER OF THE CRA WITH NO NEW IDEAS .. HE ALSO TOOK 
NOT ONE STEP FORWARD ON HIS PROMISE OF A YOUTH COUNCIL. THIS FOLKS IS A BIG DISAPPOINTMENT. 

BUT YOU GET WHAT PAY FOR. ........ :) 

JAMISON DID NOTHING TO BRING FORWARD ONE NEW IDEA AT A COMMISSION MEETING. HE CONTINUED WITH HIS 
"HERE" WHILE ALL OTHERS COMMISSIONERS SAY "PRESENT" AT MEETINGS. THIS IS HIS TRADEMARK AND MOST 

LIKELY WILL BE HIS LEGACY IF HE KEEPS GOING DOWN THIS PATH 

THIS WAS THE YEAR OF THE WELLER COMMISSION. THIS WAS THE RESULT OF PUTTING IN PLACE THE ROAD 
BLOCK BEHIND CITY HALL AND MAKING HER SUPPORTERS HAPPY. MADE HE THE MAYOR, JAMISON THE VICE 

MAYOR AND "I LOVE HIGH SPRINGS" WILLIAMS THE CRA. 

IF WELLER WINS, I FULLY EXPECT THIS TREND TO CONTINUE. AND I FULLY EXPECT THE SIDES TO BE THERE 
NOTHING WILL CHANGE AND THE CITY WILL SUFFER. BACKROOM MEETINGS WILL CONTINUE UNDER THE SHADOW 

OF RUNNING THE CITY. FORGET THE CHARTER THAT GIVES A MAYOR ONLY LITTLE AUTHORITY ALCOHOL AND 
NOISE WILL COME TO THE DOWNTOWN AND SURROUNDING AREAS .. AND GARBAGE WILL STILL BE IN CANS 

DOWNTOWN AND THE STREET WILL REMAIN DIRTY 

FOLKS. YOU ALL KNOW THIS IS THE FUTURE OF THE CITY FOR ANOTHER YEAR IF WELLER IS BACK IN OFFICE. 

IF YOU BRING BOBBY SUMMERS IN .. HE WILL BE A FRESH FACE OF TRUE VALUES OF A CHRISTIAN MAN AND DO 
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RULING IN THE AMBROSE LAWSUIT 

A lawsuit was filed by Ross Ambrose with attorney Linda Rice Chapman .. The lawsuit 
was to block the $1,000,000 debt limit charter amendment 

The result was the voiding of 1801 votes only, and a filing fee to Mr .. Amborse .. 

Judge Griffis said OK, but no legal fees to anyone .. 

In stepped Paul Regensdorf .. 

Paul Regensdorf then said the commission violated and said the Commission 
violated meeting laws.,,.Jiled a motion to rehear the case" ,Judge Griffis said no, again .. 

Paul Regensdorf didn't like that ruling, he then appealed the case to the 1st District 
Court in Tallahassee .. It was attended by Paul Regensdorf, Lucie Regendorf, Linda 

Rice Chapman, Christian Popoli and Ross Ambrose .. And myself.,., .. 

A three Judge panel listened to both sides .. 

The three Judge panel did not waste time on this, and ruled "without an opinion°' to 
deny any legal fees. 

You can't make this stuff up .. 

CUCK HERE FOR RULING 

Page 1of1 

This website will be posting stories pictures, videos and comments to loca! newspapers that have biogs and websites. 1 will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings :.<coping the public Informed of tho events and happenings at your city hnll, public record of city busmcss nnd mero. And I admit I nm the typo King •. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbarnas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without citpress consent of Bob Barnas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 101221201311:00PM 
THE ALACHUA TODAY DID CALL ME, CARL MCKINNEY THE MANAGING EDITOR DOES SAY THAT 

THIS IS NOW BECOMING COMPLICATED. HE SEEMS TO BE SEEING TWO SIDES. 
THE QUESTION I POSED TO HIM IS THIS. A MOTION WAS MADE BY COMMISSIONER WELLER TO 

CHANGE THE ORDINANCE TO 3 MILLION, AMBROSE ATTORNEY'S OMIT THIS "FACT' IN ALL 
DOCUMENTS. EVEN IN THE APPEAL. ADD TO THAT, CHAPMAN AND DEPETER SAT SILENT IN THE 

CHAMBER DURING THE MOTION FOR 3 MILLION,, THEN ONLY SPOKE "AFTER" THE VOTE, 
SO I AM WONDERING, IS IT A VIOLATION OF FLORIDA BAR RULES OR LAW TO HAVE SAT SILENT 
"WHILE" A VIOLATION OFFS 166,,041 WAS HAPPENING"? OR OMIT FACT IN AN APPEAL?,,,,,,HMMM 

CANDIDATE NIGHT AT THE WOMENS CLUB 

In case you missed it, and most likely you did, cause there were like 21 people supporting Bobby Summers and 
20 supporting Sue Weller, Of course that is my count and if you asked Tom Weller you might get a different 
count. 

Bottom line is it was just another night of the same 3 year old questions about the sewer, business, traffic and 
growth,, Answered in the same political way with only a few exceptions, 

Now, in questions from the audience, there wer'e some big differences though, 

When asked about serving alcohol near' a church, Bobby Summers said the 500 foot distance is good,, 
Sue Weller danced around a liquor store, bar and restaurant theme with a bar, but only had a concern for 
schools and not concerned about the distance from a "church",, 

When asked about taxes and fees, Bobby Summers said we need to control costs and try to cut taxes and hold 
the line on fees, Sue Weller just said she would "not" promise to never raise fees or taxes What does that 
mean'? 

Sue Weller defended a charter government where staff is separated from commissioners, but then went on to 
explain how we should hire "prnfessionals" like a city planner and recreation director,, But the charter give that 
job to the city manager,, Not the commission,, We have zero input to the actual hire, 
Not our job to define professional, our' is it now? 

Anyway, nothing crazy except for a crazy question about Bob Barnas bringing back police dispatch by ,Jeri 
Langman,, Which brought out big laughter from the crowd, You can't make this stuff up,,,, 

Bobby Summers had a theme,, It was simple,, "I want a Better High Springs", 

Sue Weller had a theme,, "Give me "another"' year and I can make it better",, 

Which makes me ask of the Mayor, who has had a full year as Mayor, with her majority,., ,,"what did you do for 
us this year"? 

This wobsito will be posting stories. pictures, videos and comments to local n'-'wspapers that have biogs and websitos. I will af~.o be commenting after city ~ommission mcetings/worl-lshops 
or CRA mOOings l-leeping tho public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I adm•t I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright «;J bobbamas com 2012·2013 Al! Rights Rcsor~od No part of this. website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 10/20/2013 4:00PM 
THE ALACHUA TODAY DID CALL ME. CARL MCKINNEY THE MANANGING EDITOR DOES SAY THAT 

THIS IS NOW BECOMING COMPLICATED. HE SEEMS TO BE SEEING TWO SIDES. 
THE QUESTION I POSED TO HIM IS THIS. A MOTION WAS MADE BY COMMISSIONER WELLER TO 

CHANGE THE ORDINANCE TO 3 MILLION. AMBROSE ATTORNEY'S OMIT THIS "FACT' IN ALL 
DOCUMENTS. EVEN IN THE APPEAL. ADD TO THAT THAT CHAPMAN AND DEPETER SAT SILENT IN 

THE CHAMBER DURING THE MOTION FOR 3 MILLION .. THEN ONLY SPOKE AFTER THE VOTE. 
SO I AM WONDERING, IS IT A VIOLATION OF FLORIDA BAR RULES OR LAW TO HAVE SAT SILENT 
"WHILE" A VIOLATION OFFS 166 .. 041 WAS HAPPENING? OR OMIT FACT IN AN APPEAL? ....... HMMM 

LET TALK ABOUT THE ELECTION LETTERS 

THE ALACHUA TODAY HAS POSTED SEVERAL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. SEEM TO BE EVENLY POSTED .. 
BUT THERE WAS ONE BY SUSAN BECK THAT SUPPORTS SUE WELLER, BUT USES A TWIST OF THE TRUTH 
TO GET THERE .. SHE USES THE "US OR THEM" SCENARIO TO PUSH THAT THIS YEAR IT WAS THE WELLER 

COMMISSION THAT GOT SOME THINGS DONE. 

THE DIVIDE OF "US OR THEM" THAT MS .. BECK SPEAKS OF HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE MAJORITY OF 
HIGH SPRINGS RESIDENTS .. THEY ARE HAPPY .. BUT, IT DOES ROOT IN A SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE ON 

TWO SIDES JUST LIKE THE UNITED STATE GOVERNMENT THAT LIKES TO FLEX THEIR POWER, AND 
CONTROL WHAT GETS DONE ANO WHAT GETS PLACED AS LIES OR BAD INFORMATION IN THE NEWS .. 

MS .. BECKS TRIES TO TELL EVERYONE THAT THE SUCCESS OF THE CRA FUNDING, THE PRIEST THEATER, 
THE OLD SCHOOL ANO RAILS TO TRAILS IS HERE BECAUSE OF SUE WELLER. 

THE TRUTH IS THE FIRST CRA FUNDING PROPOSAL FOR THE PRIEST WAS STARTED BY BOB BARNAS 
NEXT THE OLD SCHOOL FUNDING AND FINISHING WAS DONE UNDER THE DEAN DAVIS COMMISSION 

AND THE RAILS TO TRAILS "DREAM" THAT WAS STARTED LONG AGO THAT WE APPROVED FOR A TRAIL 
FROM NEWBERRY TO HIGH SPRINGS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO A POSSIBLE TRAIL TO FORT WHITE. AND IS 

.JUST A MAYBE OF A TRAIL SOMEDAY IN THE FUTURE. BUT NOT WHAT WE FIRST APPROVED .. 

SO THE TRUTH IS, THERE HAS BEEN A VOTE BY THIS WELLER COMMISSION TO REWARD THE HEWLETT'S 
(BIG CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTOR TO THE "THEM" COMMISSION) WITH A CLOSED ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL .. 

THIS WELLER COMMISSION HAS BEEN ASLEEP MOST OF THE YEAR. 

THIS LAST YEAR ONLY ACCOMPLISHED TO DO NOTHING EXCEPT KEEP THE PAPERS QUIET. 
CLOSE THE ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL 

SHUTDOWN OUR CITY HALL GOVERNMENT WITH A 4 DAY WORK WEEK. 
GIVE US A EMPLOYEE UNION .. 

GIVE A $50,000 LEGAL SETTLEMENT TO SUE WELLE RS BEST FRIEND. 
VOID 1801 VOTES, WITH ROOTS IN A MOTION MADE BY COMMISSIONER WELLER. 

AND HAVING "THEIR" ATTORNEY'S DISRUP"llNG OR CREATING DOUBT AT CITY MEETINGS THAT ARE 
HURTING GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENTS FOR HIGH SPRINGS. 

NOTHING, I AGAIN SAY NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO PROMOTE THE SPRINGS AND RIVERS OF OUR AREA. 
NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO HELP BUSINESS GET STARTED .. 

NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO CLEAN UP THE STREETS OF DOWNTOWN AND 
BACKROOM MEETINGS HAVE GOTTEN EVEN MORE FREQUENT 

MS .. BECK SEEMS TO SAY THINGS ARE ALL BETTER IN HIGH SPRINGS .. 
SEEMS TO THINK CITY MANAGEMENT IS JUST FINE. 

SHE NEEDS TO TAKE HER HEAD OUT OF THE SAND .. THEN .... 
ASK THE BUSINESSES THAT WANT SIGNS AND ARE HAVING PROBLEMS, WHY? 

ASK THE MOTORCYCLE BUSINESS THAT HAS BEEN WAITING FOR A PERMIT TO OPEN, WHY? 
ASK MAYOR WELLER WHAT HAPPEN TO THE HELP FOR PLANTATION OAKS? 

ASK THE PEOPLE ON THE ROADS WHERE WATER HAS WASHED ROADS AWAY AND GO UN REPAIRED, WHY? 
ASK WHAT HAPPENED TO THE HEAL TH INSURANCE NEGOTIATIONS THAT ARE COSTING THE CITY MONEY? 

http://www .. bobbarnas .. com/ 10/20/2013 
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ASK WHY THERE IS A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY BECAUSE OF JIM TROIANO? 
ASK WHY THE CITY FAILED TO GET All! AUDIT REPORT TO THE STATE IN A TIMELY MANNER? 

ASK WHY THE FARMER MARKET PAVILION PROJECT IS 011! HOLD? 
FINALLY, STAND AT CITY HALL ON FRIDAY, AND ASK THOSE "NOT" GETTING SERVICE, ARE THEY HAPPY'? 

SO I ASK, ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THIS NEW VERSION OF HIGH SPRINGS? 

This website will 00 posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
ot CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city halt, public record of city business and moro. And I admit I -0.m the typo King .• 
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SEEMS THERE IS A FLU IN HIGH SPRINGS 
ONLY EFFECTING A FEW ATTORNEY'S 

CALLED RECALCITRANT FLU 

Page 1 of2 

SYMPTOMS COME AND GO, BUT MOST COMMON IS BLUTTING OUT INSULTS AND NOT 
KNOWING WHEN TO SHUT UP OR RESPECT ANYONE .. WE NEED THE FLORIDA BAR? 

LET TALK ABOUT THE ELECTION LETTERS 

THE ALACHUA TODAY HAS POSTED SEVERAL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. SEEM TO BE EVENLY POSTED. 
BUT THERE WAS ONE BY SUSAN BECK THAT SUPPORTS SUE WELLER, BUT USES A TWIST OF THE TRUTH 
TO GET THERE .. SHE USES THE "US OR THEM" SENARIO TO PUSH THAT THIS YEAR IT WAS THE WELLER 

COMMISSION THAT GOT SOMETHINGS DONE .. 

THE DIVIDE OF "US OR THEM" THAT MS .. BECK SPEAKS OF HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE MAJORITY OF 
HIGH SPRINGS RESIDENTS, THEY ARE HAPPY. BUT, IT DOES ROOT IN A SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE ON 

TWO SIDES JUST LIKE THE UNITED STATE GOVERNMENT THAT LIKE TO FLEX THEIR POWER, AND 
CONTROL WHAT GETS DONE. AND WHAT GETS PLACED AS LIES OR BAD INFORMATION IN THE NEWS .. 

MS .. BECKS TRIES TO TELL EVERYONE THAT THE SUCCESS OF THE CRA FUNDING THE PRIEST THEATER, 
THE OLD SCHOOL AND RAILS TO TRAILS IS HERE BECAUSE OF SUE WELLER. 

THE TRUTH IS THE FIRST CRA FUNDING PROPOSAL FOR THE PRIEST WAS STARTED BY BOB BARNAS 
NEXT THE OLD SCHOOL FUNDING AND FINISHING WAS DONE UNDER THE DEAN DAVIS COMMISSION 

AND THE RAILS TO TRAILS "DREAM" THAT WAS STARTED LONG AGO THAT WE APPROVED FOR A TRAIL 
FROM NEWBERRY TO HIGH SPRINGS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO A POSSIBLE TRAIL TO FORT WHITE. AND IS 

JUST A MAYBE OF A TRAIL SOMEDAY IN THE FUTURE. BUT NOT WHAT WE FIRST APPROVED. 

SO THE TRUTH IS, THERE HAS BEEN A VOTE BY THIS WELLER COMMISSION TO REWARD THE HEWLETT'S 
(BIG CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTOR TO THE "THEM" COMMISSION) WITH A CLOSED ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL .. 

THIS WELLER COMMISSION HAS BEEN ASLEEP MOST OF THE YEAR 

THIS LAST YEAR ONLY ACCOMPLISHED TO DO NOTHING EXCEPT KEEP THE PAPERS QUIET. 
CLOSE THE ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL 

SHUTDOWN OUR CITY HALL GOVERNMENT WITH A 4 DAY WORK WEEK.. 
GIVE US A EMPLOYEE UNION. 

GIVE A $50,000 LEGAL SETTLEMENT TO SUE WELLERS BEST FRIEND. 
VOID 1801 VOTES, WITH ROOTS IN A MOTION MADE BY COMMISSIONER WELLER 

AND HAVING "THEIR" ATTORNEY'S DISRUPTING OR CREATING DOUBT AT CITY MEETINGS THAT ARE 
HURTING GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENTS FOR HIGH SPRINGS. 

NOTHING, I AGAIN SAY NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO PROMOTE THE SPRINGS AND RIVERS OF OUR AREA. 
NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO HELP BUSINESS GET STARTED. 

NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO CLEAN UP THE STREETS OF DOWNTOWN AND 
BACKROOM MEETINGS HAVE GOTTEN EVEN MORE FREQUENT. 

MS .. BECK SEEMS TO SAY THINGS ARE ALL BETTER IN HIGH SPRINGS 
SEEMS TO THINK CITY MANAGEMENT IS JUST FINE .. 

SHE NEEDS TO TAKE HER HEAD OUT OF THE SAND. THEN ...... . 
ASK THE BUSINESSES THAT WANT SIGNS AND ARE HAVING PROBLEMS, WHY? 

ASK THE MOTORCYLE BUSINESS THAT HAS BEEN WAITING FOR A PERMIT TO OPEN, WHY? 
ASK MAYOR WELLER WHAT HAPPEN TO THE HELP FOR PLANTATION OAKS? 

ASK THE PEOPLE ON THE ROADS WHERE WATER HAS WASHED ROADS AWAY AND GO UNREPAIRED, WHY'? 
ASK WHAT HAPPENED TO THE HEAL TH INSURANCE NEGOTIATIONS THAT ARE COSTING THE CITY MONEY? 
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ASK WHY THERE IS A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY BECAUSE OF JIM TROIANO'? 
ASK WHY THE CITY FAILED TO GET AN AUDIT REPORT TO THE STATE IN A TIMELY MANNER'? 

ASK WHY THE FARMER MARKET PAVILLION PROJECT IS ON HOLD? 
AND FINALLY, STAND AT CITY HALL ON FRIDAY, AND ASK THOSE NOT GETTING SERVICE, WHY'? 

SO I ASK, ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THIS NEW VERSION OF HIGH SPRINGS? 

This website will be posting stories,. pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and Hebsitos. I will also IX! commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public infonned of tlla events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Ba mas 
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SEEMS THERE IS A FLU IN HIGH SPRINGS 
ONLY EFFECTING A FEW ATTORNEY'S 

CALLED RECALCITRANT FLU 

Page 1 of2 

SYMPTOMS COME AND GO, BUT MOST COMMON IS BLURTING OUT INSULTS AND NOT 
KNOWING WHEN TO SHUT UP OR RESPECT ANYONE. WE NEED THE FLORIDA BAR? 

LET TALK ABOUT THE ELECTION LETTERS 

THE ALACHUA TODAY HAS POSTED SEVERAL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR SEEM TO BE EVENLY POSTED. 
BUT THERE WAS ONE BY SUSAN BECK THAT SUPPORTS SUE WELLER, BUT USES A TWIST OF THE TRUTH 
TO GET THERE. SHE USES THE "US OR THEM" SCENARIO TO PUSH THAT THIS YEAR IT WAS THE WELLER 

COMMISSION THAT GOT SOME THINGS DONE. 

THE DIVIDE OF "US OR THEM" THAT MS .. BECK SPEAKS OF HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE MAJORITY OF 
HIGH SPRINGS RESIDENTS. THEY ARE HAPPY BUT, IT DOES ROOT IN A SMALL GROUP OF PEOPLE ON 

TWO SIDES JUST LIKE THE UNITED STATE GOVERNMENT THAT LIKES TO FLEX THEIR POWER, AND 
CONTROL WHAT GETS DONE. AND WHAT GETS PLACED AS LIES OR BAD INFORMATION IN THE NEWS .. 

MS .. BECKS TRIES TO TELL EVERYONE THAT THE SUCCESS OF THE CRA FUNDING, THE PRIEST THEATER, 
THE OLD SCHOOL AND RAILS TO TRAILS IS HERE BECAUSE OF SUE WELLER 

THE TRUTH IS THE FIRST CRA FUNDING PROPOSAL FOR THE PRIEST WAS STARTED BY BOB BARNAS .. 
NEXT THE OLD SCHOOL FUNDING AND FINISHING WAS DONE UNDER THE DEAN DAVIS COMMISSION. 

AND THE RAILS TO TRAILS "DREAM" THAT WAS STARTED LONG AGO THAT WE APPROVED FOR A TRAIL 
FROM NEWBERRY TO HIGH SPRINGS HAS BEEN CHANGED TO A POSSIBLE TRAIL TO FORT WHITE. AND IS 

JUST A MAYBE OF A TRAIL SOMEDAY IN THE FUTURE .. BUT NOT WHAT WE FIRST APPROVED .. 

SO THE TRUTH IS, THERE HAS BEEN A VOTE BY THIS WELLER COMMISSION TO REWARD THE HEWLETT'S 
(BIG CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTOR TO THE "THEM" COMMISSION) WITH A CLOSED ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL 

THIS WELLER COMMISSION HAS BEEN ASLEEP MOST OF THE YEAR. 

THIS LAST YEAR ONLY ACCOMPLISHED TO DO NOTHING EXCEPT KEEP THE PAPERS QUIET. 
CLOSE THE ROAD BEHIND CITY HALL 

SHUTDOWN OUR CITY HALL GOVERNMENT WITH A 4 DAY WORK WEEK. 
GIVE US A EMPLOYEE UNION .. 

GIVE A $50,000 LEGAL SETTLEMENT TO SUE WELLERS BEST FRIEND. 
VOID 1801 VOTES, WITH ROOTS IN A MOTION MADE BY COMMISSIONER WELLER 

AND HAVING "THEIR" ATTORNEY'S DISRUPTING OR CREATING DOUBT AT CITY MEETINGS THAT ARE 
HURTING GROWTH AND IMPROVEMENTS FOR HIGH SPRINGS. 

NOTHING, I AGAIN SAY NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO PROMOTE THE SPRINGS AND RIVERS OF OUR AREA .. 
NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO HELP BUSINESS GET STARTED 

NOTHING HAS BEEN DONE TO CLEAN UP THE STREETS OF DOWNTOWN AND 
BACKROOM MEETINGS HAVE GOTTEN EVEN MORE FREQUENT. 

MS. BECK SEEMS TO SAY THINGS ARE ALL BETTER IN HIGH SPRINGS. 
SEEMS TO THINK CITY MANAGEMENT IS JUST FINE. 

SHE NEEDS TO TAKE HER HEAD OUT OF THE SAND .. THEN ..... 
ASK THE BUSINESSES THAT WANT SIGNS AND ARE HAVING PROBLEMS, WHY? 

ASK THE MOTORCYCLE BUSINESS THAT HAS BEEN WAITING FOR A PERMIT TO OPEN, WHY? 
ASK MAYOR WELLER WHAT HAPPEN TO THE HELP FOR PLANTATION OAKS? 

ASK THE PEOPLE ON THE ROADS WHERE WATER HAS WASHED ROADS AWAY AND GO UN REPAIRED, WHY·? 
ASK WHAT HAPPENED TO THE HEALTH INSURANCE NEGOTIATIONS THAT ARE COSTING THE CITY MONEY? 
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ASK WHY THERE IS A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE CITY BECAUSE OF JIM TROIANO'? 
ASK WHY THE Cl1Y FAILED TO GET AN AUDIT REPORT TO THE STATE IN A TIMELY MANNER'? 

ASK WHY THE FARMER MARKET PAVILION PROJECT IS ON HOLD'? 
FINALLY, STAND AT CITY HALL ON FRIDAY, AND ASK THOSE "NOT" GETTING SERVICE, ARE THEY HAPPY'? 

SO I ASK, ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THIS NEW VERSION OF HIGH SPRINGS? 

This website will be posting stories. pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also bo commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, pubHc record of city business and moro. And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected. Copyright© bobbarnas com 2012·2013 AU Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Samas 
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High Springs News 

Updated 1011512013 S:OOPM 
TODAY AT 9:00 A.M, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2013 

COURTROOM TWO, FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL ORAL ARGUMENTS WERE GIVEN 
BEFORE .JUDGES VAN NORTWICK, ROWE, AND MARSTILLER .. 

ARGUMENTS LIMITED TO 15 MINUTES AND PAU!. WAS TOLD HIS TIME WAS UP .. 
PAUL REGENSDORF FEELS A SECOND AGENDA SHOULD HAVE BEEN DONE 

A WHOLE NEW MEETING DONE. OUR SIDE FELT THAT MEETINGS ARE MEETINGS AND 
NOTHING WAS DONE OUT OF THE SUNSHINE. 

RULING TO COME WILL POST THE RESULT WHEN GIVEN .. 

I am disappointed .. I think it is time for change .. 

OK .. 1801 VOTES VOIDED BECAUSE OF A MOTION TO CHANGE IT TO 3 MILLION ..... 

PRAYERS IN OUR MEETINGS CHALLENGED BY TOM WELLER .. 

4 DAY WORK WEEK LEAVING TAXPAYERS TO ONLY READ A CLOSED SIGN ON THE DOOR EVERY FRIDAY .. 

A LAWSUIT THAT GOT THE MAYORS BEST FRIEND A LAWSUIT SETTLEMENT .. 

AND BELIEVE THIS. GOT THE MAYORS "VOTE FOR SUE WELLER" SIGN ON PEGGY ROAD 
NEAR HER BEST FRIENDS HOUSE NO WHERE NEAR HIGH SPRINGS 

(thanks to a friend for the tip) 

AND NEVER FORGET ONE OF THE FIRST WELLER COMMISSION VOTES THAT BLOCKED THE ROAD AT THE 
PARK BEHIND CITY HALL THE PLACE I NOW CALL HEWLETT PARK. THE SYMBOL OF THIS COMMISSION 

JUST A FEW OF THE THINGS THAT THE WELLER COMMISSION DID THIS YEAR. 

THEN THERE IS THE POLITICS OF THE ALACHUA TODAY .. WHO WILL THEY MEET WITH? NOT ME 
NOW I ASK, "IS THAT IS A PROFESSIONAL PAPER THAT WANTS THE TRUTH'"? 

GET A NEW MANAGING EDITOR AND THE PAPER IS GETTING WORSE .. WATCH ... 

This website will Ix! posting storios. pictures, videos and comments to loc11I newspapers that havo biogs and websites .. I will also be commonting after clty commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho events and happenings ot your city hall, public record of city business and more. And ! admit I om tho typo King .. 
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Updated 1017/2013 11:00PM 

THINGS ARE NOT SO HAPPY IN TURKEY CREEK 
Seems the Alachua City Commission is taking the money for recycled water 

and have zero concern for the noise from the Biomass .. 

Wanna bet there will be someone running against Boukari this time? 

OK, here in sleepy High Springs not much has happened in the last year since we got a new Mayor· and Vice 
Mayor. Few meeting .. Tabled issues like water· and sewer rates that I am sure will come back up after the 
election if Mayor is reelected .. That called politics .. And not much has been told to ALL the commission. 

The charter says that our charter officers are to work at the pleasure of the commission .. 

They are suppose to keep us fully informed .. 

They don't 

So maybe the Mayor knows what is going on, but I certainly don't. 

The city manager said he would provide ALL with reports .. 

Haven't seen one .. 

So what going on with: 
PBA contract 

Solid Waste contract 
Employee contract 

Farmer market contract 
Did a letter go to the County about extending the CRA yet? 

Where are we at with Community Service worker? 
How is that Health insurance thing coming? 

How are we doing on finding out about the sewer reserve? 
Whats going on with the Farmers Market Pavilion? 

Businesses waiting and waiting for action on permits I hear 

These are just a few of the dropped balls. 

We did get a government shutdown of our own. 
A 4 day, and sometimes a 3 day work week .. 

Loosing money on that deal, but employees sure got a deal! 
That ball didn't get dropped .. It got taken care of real fast 

Wish other things could move that smooth and fast. 

No reports on anything, like we were told we would get. 
No phone calls on keeping us fully informed. 

So if you have read the Observer and what Mayor Weller hope for in growth, why did nothing, I say nothing 
happen to make High Springs VIBRANT to date? 

What I only recall as Vibrant might be the attempt to get a entertainment district in place .. More Vibrating noise 
downtown, and longer hours seem to be the talk that is going around? 

I think the backroom meetings are alive and well 
But getting something done for growth ...... ha 
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I started this year off with hope that Mayor Weller would get something done. 
You certainly can't count on Jamison or Williams to put anything forwai·d, 

I am disappointed .. I think it is time for change again.. 

This wobsito wm be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also 00 commenting after city commission mootings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings .at your city hall, public record or city business and more. And I admit r am the typo King .. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 9/30/2013 S:OOPM 

Making sense of the budget 3 of your High Springs 
Commissioners approved. 

Jamison, Weller and Williams all said "'YES". 
Remember this ... ., 

Our city manager came out telling us all how there is going to be found funds., 
There would be roll forward money., 

That he and staff have a lot of confidence., 

But they are speaking GASS language. 

GASS is: Government Accounting Standards Board or a Government way of accounting for funds .. 

Today I was watching Florida ChanneL A big discussion of the State budget and bond rating .. A reference to 
GASS changing some rules and guidelines .. The person speaking was Ben Watkins, Director of Bond Financing .. 

He was speaking to Pensions, but made it clear he was a bond guy .. 

At one point he made a statement of "voodoo" funding ..... 
That brought a series of questions from the Senators .. 

Sound familiar? 
So right now I want to QUESTION something our city manager seemed to think was going to be a source of 

found money .. But never went far enough in his explanation of how it was found .... 
So I will continue for you all and give you the truth, the facts, and the real number that are in the budget in 

black and white .. Not corning from the smoke and mirror of GASS .. 

On page 9/95 of the budget Mr. Booth pointed out that the commission (last years for this fiscal year) said 
there would be $2000 .. 00 in Ad Galore - Delinquent money coming in. He was truthful .. 

He then pointed out that in fact there was actually a YTD number of $70,796 .. 00 coming in. That was truthful. 

Where the smoke and mirrors is coming into play is that he stopped there. He made it SEEM like the city would 
be taking in around $68,000 .. 00 extra ..... While the number on this line support that, you need to look just above 

it at the line item, Ad Valorem. ........ budgeted revenue .... $1,3000,000 .. 00 .. 
BUT HERE IS THE SMOKE ...... Actual YTD is $1,240,267 .. 00 ..... .a differ·ence of a $70,796 .. 00 shortfall ... . 

Yes a shortfall in regular paid Ad Valorem. ..... 
Why, because those that were suppose to pay on time did not. They are paying late (delinquent) .. 

So the bottomline of Mr .. Booths' presentation of a "windfall" of $70,000 .. 00 is just plain wrong .. 

Why"? Last year we budgeted $1,302,000 .. 00 corning in revenue in Ad Valorem.. 
Actual YTD right now is $1,240,267 (Ad Valorem) and $70,796 (Ad Valorem - Delinquent) 
A total of$1.,311,063. Leaving $9,063 in additional revenue NOT A $70.,000 WINDFALL 

This is how the GASB boys do the numbers and pass it on to the public at all levels .. 
This is the voodoo numbers presentation that get us in trouble .. 

So is GASS accounting a story or a lie"? You can't make this stuff up .. 

More interesting facts and figures tomorrow.. 
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Another meeting in the record books 

Election in November reminder 

Who will win .. Ver/ quiet all around town 

Two Dalmatians had a close call on the street today Like my neighbors dog, ! guess they learned to dig a hole to get 
out. Good thing they liked my whistle to them Back home and safe .. Truth is I think animals a bunch .. 

Ther·e were some interesting things said at the meeting on Thursday .. 

lnter·esting things on the record now .. 

If you haven't listened to the meeting yet, you need too. 

Seems there is a snag in the future of the Farmers Market Pavilion .. 
Of course Jamison would say I was beating up on the past commission of staff if I had said something .. 

Seems the USDA-HD says there was something wrong with the bidding process .. 

Now who started this Pavilion paperwork'? 
As I recall we were told bidding or no bidding was taken care of.. 

So did past staff, city manager, Farmers Market manager submit it improperly'? 
Or is USDA-RD once again playing hardball with us? 

Then more on the Farmers Market. .... 
What was said by our city manager is that they are still OK where they are until January or Febrnary. 

But I am hearing their last day was yesterday ..... 

So who is right and who is wrong'? 

I am also hearing there are more back room deals taking form on the futur·e of the 
Farmers Market and a Recreation Director .. 

But of course, maybe it is just the rumor mill .. 

And who really got the City Auditor firm sniffing on this stinky mess with our sewer reserve funds? 
Who is right will maybe be known .... Maybe. 

Never forget this .. The Auditor· works for the commission, NOT city staff or Charter Officers ... 

And why all of a sudden is the Police Chief pulled from PBA negotiations? 
Something just not right here. , 

Who really dropped lhe ball on the PBA negotiations? 

Moral of the stories ...... when you tell enough of them and they are all different depending on who you are talking 
to, and then those stories get passed around., cause you trusted someone. 

Then is it considered a story or a lie'? You can't this stuff up .. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 10/1/201311:00PM 

Dropping the ball list is being compiled 

/~I 
~~ 
~.b 

Working on a story about reporters, or maybe just one or two tabloid wor1<ers .. 
Journalist or reporter is for those that deserve the name. 

Page 1 ofl 

I am setting up interview with a professor at the UF School of Journalism to ask some questions .. 

Also doing some talking to the Florida Press Association .. 
Is there an award for the worst journalist? 

I will be posting some interesting emails I received .. 
You can't make this up .. 

About the Florkfa Pross Association 

The Florida Press Association was founded In 1879 as a nonprofit corporation to 
protect the freedoms and advance the professional standards of the press of Florida, 

lf's purpose includes the promotion and encouragement of higher standards of 
journalism to the benefit of tho industry and the public; the aid and advancement of 
the study of journalism; the encouragement of a better understanding between the 
public and the press; the encouragement of better business methods and practices 
within the industry; the encouragement of positive fraternal relations within th& press 
and the representation of the common interests of the press on Issues of general 
welfare and mutual concern, 

The Florida Pt'e$S Association includes all of the daily and most of the weekly 
newspapers. in the state in its membership .. 

Th1s website will 00 posting stories pictures, Videos .:ind comments to local newspapers that have biogs and wobsltcs. I will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public n.icord of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 10/1412013 7:00PM 

9:00 A.M .. , TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2013 
COURTROOM TWO, FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL 

2000 ORA YTON DRIVE 
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 

ORAL ARGUMENTS ARE SCHEDULED BEFORE JUDGES VANNORTWICK, ROWE, AND 
MARSTILL.ER. (JUDGES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.) 

ARGUMENTS WILL BE LIMITED TO 15 MINUTES PER SIDE. Really ...... 15 minute Paul ... 

I am disappointed .. I think it is time for change .. 

OK ... 1801 VOTES VOIDED BECAUSE OF A MOTION TO CHANGE IT TO 3 MILLION 

PRAYERS IN OUR MEETINGS CHALLENGED BY TOM WELLER. 

4 DAY WORK WEEK LEAVING CUSTOMERS READY A SIGN ON THE DOOR EVERY FRIDAY 

A LAWSUIT THAT GOT THE MAYORS BEST FRIEND A LAWSUIT SETTLEMENT. 

AND BELIEVE THIS .. GOT THE MAYOR A VOTE FOR SUE WELLER SIGN ON PEGGY ROAD 
NEAR HER BEST FRIENDS HOUSE NO WHERE NEAR HIGH SPRINGS .. 

AND NEVER FORGET ONE OF THE FIRST WELLER COMMISSION VOTES THAT BLOCKED THE ROAD AT THE 
PARK BEHIND CITY HALL THE PLACE I NOW CALL HEWLETT PARK. THE SYMBOL OF THIS COMMISSION .. 

JUST A FEW OF THE THINGS THAT THE WELLER COMMISSION DID THIS YEAR. 

THEN THERE JS THE POLITICS OF THE ALACHUA TODAY ... WHO WILL THEY MEET WITH"? NOT ME. 
NOW I ASK, "IS THAT IS A PROFESSIONAL PAPER THAT WANTS THE TRUTH'"? 

GET A NEW MANAGING EDITOR AND THE PAPER IS GETTING WORSE. WATCH ... 

This wobsito will bo posting stories, plcturos, videos and comments to Joc11I newspapers that h<lvo biogs <ind websites. l will also bo commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
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High Springs News 

updated 912312013 11 :OOPM 

THE BUDGET WAS APPROVED TONIGHT (MONDAY 9123) 

Tight lips on the city manager and finance manager. 
Nothing said about the black hole in the budget. Nothing about the zeros where there should be reserve funds 

It is my guess that the city will need to fill the missing funds, but from where. 
Guess the 3 commissioners (Weller, Williams and Jamison) that approved a budget that might be in violation of 

statute and a federal bond resolution need to start coming up with their plan. 
More on the missing budget dollars tomorrow 

Being told the Luncheon was a regular event 
Told it was a Birthday luncheon. 

How special 
Suppose will read a story in the Tabloid .. 

Still waiting to see if the Tabloid prints a correction to the lawsuit story 

A local eatery with the tabloid writer (using writer loosely). 
Best friends the Lawyer and City Mayor Sue Weller and others and have a lunch. 

Still guess was a little celebration talk of taking the city to court and getting a planned settlement? 
Now 1 am uncterstandig that one other is the organizer of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs {that claimed to be non··polltical). and a $250 00 

contributor to Sue Weller campaign. Could that be Linda .Jones and Linda Hewlett'? 
Wow. what can they be talking about? 

I still wonder who paid for the lunch? 

I wonder if the young UF student tabloid managing editor will report the correct story from what is 
written in the settlement paperwork? Is he smart enough to pull the record? 

What should have been reported? Basically that there was NO one side at fault 
That the settlement was in the best interest of both sides in this lawsuit .. Especially the city .. 

Another day in High Springs politics. 
Will the tmth ever come out? 

Not if we leave it up to the "professionals" at the Alachua Today, 
its managing editor and a biased reporter .... 

or maybe we can just start calling it a comic book .. 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/22/2013 3:00PM 

One tip of a luncheon was true. 

The other tip Not so true 

But there is a new one that is true 
Need to get some back up information 

This is gonna be a good one 
Has anyone heard of the University Club? Hear there are some good pictures out there .. 

(.JUST ADDED LUNCHEON PICTURE WITH THE MAYOR, HER BESTEST FRIEND AND THE TABLOID LADY) 

A MEAL MEETING AT THE ROUND TABLE 

So if you are an attorney and settle a lawsuit and the settlement says that it was no fault on either side , 

What do you do or say? 

According to our insurance attorney,,,,,,really should say nothing, 

But if you are this one SPECIAL attorney,,,you don't do what your suppose to,,,Jnstead 

First thing you do is call a biased paper and get them to write a story with your twisted version, 

Then you go to a local eatery with the tabloid writer (using writer loosely),, 
Your best friend the City Mayor Sue Weller and others and have a lunch,, 

Or was it a celebration of taking the city to court and getting a planned settlement'? 
Now I am understandig that one other is the organizer of Concorned Citizens for a Setter Hlgh Springs (that claimed to be non-political) and a $250.00 

contributor to Sue Weller campaign. Could that be Linda Jones and Linda Hewlett? 
Wow what can they be talking about? 

I wonder who paid for the lunch'? 
I wonder if there were lunches like this in South Florida after lawsuits'? 

I wonder if the young UF student tabloid managing editor will report the correct story from what is 
written in the settlement paperwork? Is he smart enough to pull the record'? 

What should have been reported? Basically that there was NO one side at fault 
That the settlement was in the best interest of both sides in this lawsuit. Especially the city, 

Another day in High Springs politics,, 
Will the truth ever come out? 

Not if we leave it up to the "professionals" at the Alachua Today, 
its managing editor and a biased reporter,,, 

be we can just start calling it a comic book, 
r:= -. 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/20//2013 S:OOPM 

One tip of a luncheon was true 

The other tip. Not so true 

But there is a new one that is true 
Need to get some back up information 

This is gonna be a good one 
Has anyone heard of the Universit>; Club? Hear there are some good pictures out there. 

A MEAL MEETING AT THE ROUND TABLE 

rage 1 OIL 

So if you are an attorney and settle a lawsuit and the settlement says that it was no fault on either side,.. 

What do you do or say? 

According to our insurance attorney ... really should say nothing .. 

But if you are this one SPECIAL attorney ...... you don't do what your suppose to .. ..instead 

First thing you do is call a biased paper and get them to wr·ite a story with your twisted version ....... . 

Then you go to a local eatery with the tabloid writer (using writer loosely) .. 
Your best friend the City Mayor Sue Weller and others and have a lunch. 

Or was it a celebration of taking the city to court and getting a planned settlement? 

I wonder who paid for the lunch? 
I wonder if there were lunches like this in South Florida after lawsuits'? 

I wonder if the young UF student tabloid managing editor will report the correct story from what is 
written in the settlement paperwork? Is he smart enough to pull the record? 

What should have been reported? Basically that there was NO one side at fault 
That the settlement was in the best interest of both sides in this lawsuit. Especially the city .. 

Another day in High Springs politics. 
Will the truth ever come out'? 

Not if we leave it up to the "professionals" at the Alachua Today, 
its managing editor and a biased reporter .... 

or maybe we can just start calling it a comic book. 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/13/2013 9:00PM 
ALACHUA TODAY .......... What can you say? Time will tell .. 

The High Springs City Budget is one step closer to approval or not. 
Sewer rate increases are off the table for now. Why? 

Election jitters and posturing'? A new understanding of the fees? 
My suggestion before voting.,.Jisten to ALL the meetings about rates and who said what 

But a new theme, no credit card buying for one commissioner ... Really he said that. 

Now for more on the City Budget. .. 

There is much more that I am learning from this city budget and how the 
city is run. When I did my survey of people coming to city hall on a day 

that it was closed, it was mixed .. Just as those that the city staff surveyed. 
So then one must ask, 4 day or five day and for who .. 

My argument is that we are commissioners who represent the taxpayers. 
So we should be open 5 days a week. No 4 or even 3 day work weeks. 

But other commissioners like Jamison and Weller seemed torn whether 
we should have a 4 day work week .. And for different reasons. 

But the city manager, guess he thinks it is just fine. 

The one thing that seemed to catch everyones attention was our revenue. 
So wm in 3 months when numbers are looked at be just doing a favor for 
some, or a service for other? And then we must ask, are we making the 

same revenue or will we be loosing revenue? 
This question when answered will be the tipping point. 

But untii then the staff wins again. 4 day week. A 3, or in some cases 4 
day weekend. And they are really happy about that based on all those 

smiley faces in the audience. So for now, 4 day week. 

~ 
And the select staff can still have their cake and eat it too .. For now. 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/13/2013 9:00PM 

ALACHUA TODAY""" ., What can you say? Time will tell .. 

The High Springs City Budget is one step closer to approval or not 
Sewer rate increases are off the table for now., Why? 

Election jitters and posturing? A new understanding of the fees'? 

Page 1 ot l. 

My suggestion before voting ... Jisten to ALL the meetings about rates and who said what 
But a new theme, no credit card buying for one commissioner-.. ,,Realiy he said that. 

Now for more on the City Budget., .. 

There is much more that I am learning from this city budget and how the 
city is run. When I did my survey of people coming to city hall on a day 

that it was closed, it was mixed. Just as those that the city staff surveyed. 
So then one must ask, 4 day or five day and for who. 

My argument is that we are commissioners who represent the taxpayers. 
So we should be open 5 days a week. No 4 or even 3 day work weeks. 

But other commissioners like Jamison and Weiler seemed torn whether 
we should have a 4 day work week .. And for different reasons. 

But the city manager, guess he thinks it is just fine. 

The one thing that seemed to catch everyones attention was our revenue. 
So will in 3 months when numbers are looked at be just doing a favor for 
some, or a service for other? And then we must ask, are we making the 

same revenue or will we be loosing revenue?. 
This question when answered will be the tipping point. 

But until then the staff wins again .. 4 day week .. A 3, or in some cases 4 
days weekend .. And they are really happy about that based on all those 

smiley faces in the audience. So for now, 4 day week. 

~ 
And the select staff can still have their cake and eat it too. For now .. 
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NOT SO FUNNY FACTS 

So I am wondering if this is like a thing similar to what happens when a elephant knows It is going to die and it 
goes to the mysterious "Elephant Graveyard". 

So, will High Springs make the news as the place where old "Lawn Tractors" go to die·? 
You can't make this cockamamie stuff up,. only in beautiful Downtown High Springs. 

So if your a tourist .this is what you get to see. 
So I ask this of one person .. is this business friendly or what? 

,1,,s of t~e middle of this •.·eek ;a.·24,-·13: this has been cleaned up_ But they ar.8 still using CJty parking places for display. 

And another question .. (look below al the building 1181 the True Value building) 
It seems fi"Om the property appraisers site that the place where tractors are d!sptayed is city property for parking 

So can Jim Gabriel then be allowed to put his bikes in parking spots around his store? 
So can Irish Waterdogs then put canoes in the parking places in front of his store? 

As Commissioner .Jamison would say 'just askin" 

rage i or i 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/8/2013 9:00PM 
ALACHUA TODAY PRINTED A CORRECTION 

(To a story that was written by CM Walker and apparently edited by Mr Carl McKinney) 
The papers new Managing Editor (Mr .. McKinney} sent me a email to my city account. And I replied., 

He sent it to "Barnas", not Mr. Barnas, not Commissioner Barnas, 
Just "'Barnas" ,,,,,(class act, or is this how he was taught at UF where he may still be a learnin) 

I wif/ not post another word on this subject till after this Thursday tabloid when it comes out .. 
Depending on what is or is not printed .. Will govern what comes next. 

Welcome to High Springs, Mr. McKinney .. Thanks for attending the CRA meeting,. 

Now for the City Budget. .. 

There "is" a transfer of funds (in the sewer budget) 
that is over $100,000.00. 

Now after years of attending budget presentations and asking questions, 
I seem to think that a BUDGET is all about "revenue and expenses", or 

money in and money out (cash). 

I was told that again this year when I asked about some reserves not 
showing in this "budget" .. Those reserves I was told were on the balance 

sheets and not part of the "budget". 

So when I asked where this $100,000.00 amount of "TRANSFERRED IN 
AMOUNT" came from, the answer was, "NOT in the budget", but on a 

different page and a figure of a fund balance in the sewer funds that was 
some $6.8 Millions of assets? Maybe? Now $100,000.00 out of a $6.8 

million number would not be too much to generally worry about.. Well "IF" 
that $6.8 was money called (cash). Remember a budget to me in revenue, 
cash, money .. And "IF" we did not just vote to spend another $100,000.00 
for a Ree's and Parks Director, some police cars, a spiffy Fire command 
vehicle and maybe some raises, I might not have been looking at this .. 

But this "mystery money" really has me concerned ....... . 

So when I asked more questions i got this GASB (Government 
Accounting Standard Board) answer and way of accounting .. I really did 
not think it was correct. I wondered if it was cash, or part of the assets, 

iike a pipe or grinder pump. 

I left that meeting feeling like the old days when I asked a question of 
Helen McGiver. Kind of like this cartoon below ..... . 

http://www .. bobbamas.com/ 9/9/2013 
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So in the end, I never got a answer. i did get a phone call from Bill 
Coughlin who suggested I dig a little bit and "get" the answer .. 

So I will at the next meeting. And I will contact GASB advisory council and 
maybe or maybe not get a straight answer. 

(click below to see their link) 
click here 

You can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 

This wcbs!to will be posting stories .. pictures. videos and comments to focal nowspap(l·f'S that havo biogs and websites. r will also bo commenting <lfOOr city commission mootings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public Informed of tho ovonts and happenings at your city hall, public record of city busin¢ss and moro. And 1 admit I am tho typo King .. 
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High Springs News 

updated 9/812013 9:00PM 
ALACHUA TODAY PRINTED A CORRECTION 

(To a story that was written by CM Walker and apparently edited by Mr Carl McKinney) 
The papers new Managing Editor (Mr, McKinney) sent me a email to my city account. And I replied 

He sent it to "Barnas", not Mr, Barnas, not Commissioner Barnas, 
Just "Barnas".,,, (class act, or is this how he was taught at UF where he may still be a fearnin) 

I will not post another word on this subject till aft.er this Thursday tabloid when it comes out, 
Depending on what is or is not printed, Will govern what comes next.. 

Welcome to High Springs, Mr., McKinney. Thanks for attending the CRA meeting. 

Now for the City Budget ... 

There "is" a transfer of funds (in the sewer budget) 
that is over $100,000 .. 00. 

Now after years of attending budget presentations and asking questions, 
i seem to think that a BUDGET is all about "revenue and expenses", or 

money in and money out (cash). 

I was told that again this year when I asked about some reserves not 
showing in this "budget". Those reserves I was told were on the balance 

sheets and not part of the "budget"" 

So when I asked where this $100,000.00 amount of "TRANSFERRED IN 
AMOUNT" came from, the answer was, "NOT in the budget", but on a 

different page and a figure of a fund balance in the sewer funds that was 
some $6 .. 8 Millions of assets? Maybe? Now $100,000.00 out of a $6.8 

million number would not be too much to generally worry about. Well "IF" 
that $6.8 was money called (cash) .. Remember a budget to me in revenue, 
cash, money. And "IF" we did not just vote to spend another $100,000.00 

for a Ree's and Parks Director, some police cars, a spiffy Fire 
commanvehic!e and maybe some raises. So this "mystery money" really 

has me concerned ........ . 

So when I asked more questions I got this GASB (Government 
Accounting Standard Board) answer and way of accounting .. I really did 
not think it was correct. I wondered if it was cash, or part of the assets, 

like a pipe or grinder pump. 

I left that meeting feeling like the old days when I asked a question of 
Helen McGiver. Kind of like this cartoon below"" ... 
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High Springs News 

updated 8/31/2013 9:00PM 

It must be election time in High Springs .. 
When leaves fall the we know it is Fall. When it snow it is Winter. 

And when the Alachua Today starts printing WRONG information that may or may not be on 
purpose to help a candidate, we know it is election time in High Springs .. 

Many time I have said the Alachua Today is biased .. It has a Editor· that may over edit. 
And I have called out a reporter or two for NOT getting the correct information. 

Tommorow I will really cover the really, really bad information this paper put out last week .. 

Remember I said I was digging into some stories. Well I have, and am 
making the decision NOT to post the findings on them. 

I will say this about cases, depositions, testimony and legal teams. 

I just watched the wife of George Zimmerman take a guilty plea on 
PERJURY. Seems she made a statement to police or authorities about 
how much money they raised for Georges defense. That was not true .. 

Imagine that, not telling the whole story truthfully is perjury. 

So if you are a lawyer and have one key person going to be the one your 
whole case is based on and there is some information or documents that 

would prove that persons testimony "might just not be truthfui" ..... you may 
have a problem. And if there is information that the lawyer· knew perjury 

was taking place, is that a problem for that lawyer .. 

Just askin ...... you can't make this stuff up. 

NOW FOR THE CITY BUDGET 

As I see it right now the budget is not too bad. We won't have a millage 
increase, will just basically duplicate the budget of last year and we will 

move forward .. Commissioner Jamison didn't like a detailed review .. 

What has me really upset is that a few objections "!" made have been 
completely ignored .. I made 3 suggestions to the last printed budget. 

The newly printed and neatly bound version was just a basic reprint But 
really fancy. The "special raise" for one employee was stili in the 
numbers. The suggestion that the money be used for a "do good 

increase" that could be given to other staff was ignored. 
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High Springs News 

Updated 10/14/2013 7:00PM 
9:00 A.M., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2013 

COURTROOM TWO, FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF APPEAL 
2000 ORA YTON DRIVE 

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 

Page 1 or 1 

ORAL ARGUMENTS ARE SCHEDULED BEFORE JUDGES VANNORTWICK, ROWE, AND 
MARSTILLER. (JUDGES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE .. ) 

ARGUMENTS WILL BE LIMITED TO 15 MINUTES PER SIDE. Really ...... 15 minute PauL 

I am disappointed .. I think it is time for change .. 

OK .. 1801 VOTES VOIDED BECAUSE OF A MOTION TO CHANGE IT TO 3 MILLION ..... 

PRAYERS IN OUR MEETINGS CHALLENGED BY TOM WELLER. 

4 DAY WORKWEEK LEAVING CUSTOMERS READY ASIGN ON THE DOOR EVERY FRIDAY 

A LAWSUIT THAT GOT THE MAYORS BEST FRIEND A LAWSUIT SETTLEMENT. 

AND BELIEVE THIS. GOT THE MAYOR A VOTE FOR SUE WELLER SIGN ON PEGGY ROAD 
NEAR HER BEST FRIENDS HOUSE.. NO WHERE NEAR HIGH SPRINGS .. 

AND NEVER FORGET ONE OF THE FIRST WELLER COMMISSION VOTES THAT BLOCKED THE ROAD AT THE 
PARK BEHIND CITY HALL THE PLACE I NOW CALL HEWLETT PARK THE SYMBOL OF THIS COMMISSION. 

JUST A FEW OF THE THINGS THAT THE WELLER COMMISSION DID THIS YEAR 

THEN THERE IS THE POLITICS OF THE ALACHUA TODAY .. WHO WILL THEY MEET WITH'? NOT ME. 
NOW I ASK, "IS THAT IS A PROFESSIONAL PAPER THAT WANTS THE TRUTH'"'? 

GET A NEW MANAGING EDITOR AND THE PAPER IS GETTING WORSE.. WATCH ... 

This wobslto will bo posting stories. pictures, vide·os and comments to local nows papers that h11vo biogs and wcbsitos. I will a!so be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho events and happenings at your city haU, public rocord of city business and more. And I admit J am tho typo King •. 
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that can be used to give money for a job change it is used, But when there 
is a policy to reprimand for insulting a commissioner or taxpayer, or using 

city computers for personal use, or spare time surfin, then that policy is 
well, lets say, ignored. 

The decision that came out of Thursday nights budget "workshop" was to 
make 2 more "special" meetings where votes can be taken to decide if 

these "pet" budget items move forward .. Yes, "special" meetings that last 
year we understood should be done to get "votes" to make decisions and 
not just recommendation made to a city manager that DO NOT get made. 

I oh so remember how last year we gave our "then" city manager many, 
many suggestions and direction at meetings that she ignored. That's why 

we made "special' meetings to get those votes on the record. 

It will now be interesting to see those votes take place in the coming 
weeks. Votes that "may or may not" be that loving agreeable attitude that 

was mentioned in a recent letter to the editor in the Alachua Today. 

More to come ..... 

TI1is website will bo posting stories, pictures, vidoos and comments to toc;;it newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also txi commenting <lftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King, . 
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High Springs News 

updated 8/30/2013 9:00AM 

Another update there is another lawsuit against the city over the actions of James Troiano .. 

As our Police Chief he has been accused of some not so nice things against Brian Pritchard .. 

A massive records request has been sent to the city .. I would guess that the complaint I filed 
against him that never had any action taken against him was one that I am sure Pritchard will 

be reading .. 

Remember I said I was digging into some stories .. Well I have and am 
making the decision NOT to post the findings on them. 

I will say this about cases, depositions, testimony and legal teams. 

I just watched the wife of George Z.immerman take a guilty plea on 
PERJURY. Seems she made a statement to police or authorities about 
how much money they raised for Georges defense. That was not true. 

Imagine that, not telling the whole story truthfully is perjury. 

So if you are a lawyer and have one key person going to be the one your 
whole case is based on and there is some information or documents that 

would prove that persons testimony "might just not be truthfu!" ..... you may 
have a problem. And if there is information that the lawyer knew perjury 

was taking place, is that a problem for that lawyer. 

Just askin ........ you can't make this stuff up. 

NOW FOR THE CITY BUDGET 

As I see it right now the budget is not too bad .. We won't have a millage 
increase, will just basically duplicate the budget of last year and we will 

move forward. Commissioner Jamison didn't like a detailed review. 

What has me really upset is that a few objections "l" made have been 
completely ignored .. I made 3 suggestions to the last printed budget. 

The newly printed and neatly bound version was just a basic reprint. But 
really fancy. The "special raise" for one employee was still in the 
numbers. The suggestion that the money be used for a "do good 

increase" that could be given to other staff was ignored .. 
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that can be used to give money for a job change it is used. But when there 
is a policy to reprimand for insulting a commissioner or taxpayer, or using 

city computers for personal use, or spare time surfin, then that policy is 
well, lets say, ignored. 

The decision that came out of Thursday nights budget "workshop" was to 
make 2 more "special" meetings where votes can be taken to decide if 

these "pet" budget items move forward. Yes, "special" meetings that last 
year we understood should be clone to get "votes" to make decisions and 
not just recommendation made to a city manager that DO NOT get made. 

I oh so remember how last year we gave our "then" city manager many, 
many suggestions and direction at meetings that she ignored .. That's why 

we made "special' meetings to get those votes on the record. 

It will now be interesting to see those votes take place in the coming 
weeks. Votes that "may or may not" be that loving agreeable attitude that 

was mentioned in a recent letter to the editor in the Alachua Today. 

More to come .... 

This wobsito wlll bo posting stories pictures, videos and comments to local nowsp:ipcrs that h3VO biogs <ind websites. I wl!I also be commenting after city commission mootingslworkshops 
or CRA moetings keeping the public informed of tho oven ts and happenings at your city hall, public rocord of clty business and mor(I. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 
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NOT SO FUNNY FACTS 

So I am wondering if this is like a thingsimilartowhathappens when a elephant knows it is going to die and it 
goes to the mysterious "'Elephant Graveyard''., 

So., will High Springs make the news as ttte place where Oki '1..awn Tractors'"' go to die'? 
You can't make ttliS coekamamie stuff up ... only in beautiful Downtown High Springs. 

So if your a tourist .this is what you get to see. 
So I ask this of one person .. ...is this business friendly or what? 

.''.s of the middle of this ,,·1eek (8 24 '13) t!iis has be3n ::leaned rJp But ttiey are still using :ity park1r.g ~laces for 1ispla~ 

And another question .(look below at the building 1181 the True Value building) 
lt seems from the property appraisers site that the place where tractors are displayed is city property for parking 

So can Jim Gabriel then be allowed to put his bikes in parking spots around his store'? 
So can hish Waterdogs then put canoes in the parking places In front of his store? 

As Commissioner Jamlson would say "Just askin'' 

rage 1 or I 

This webs lie wW bo posting stories, pictures, videos nnd comments to local newspapers that have biogs nnd websites. l will nlso be commenting nfter City commission mootings/workshops or 
CRA mootings koop1ng tho public infonruxl of tho events and happenings at yol.lr city hall, public record of city business and more. And! admit I am the typo King ... 
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High Springs News 

updated 8/26/2013 9:00PM 
City manager seems to be working hard,, 

Looking at saving money and listening to good, and and ugly goings on, 
Christian Popoli lawsuit with attorney Linda Rice Chapman still out there looking for 

a settelment or go to trial Be some great stories at a trial,, 
Ross Ambrose lawsuit with attorney Paul Regensdorf is in appeal stage,, He really want 

attorney fee's,, Wonder if a appeal judge will be one that is on the 
Florida Courts Technology Commission'? Just askin,,,,,,,, 

Seems there was a large settlement in an accident case of a locaL 

Going to do some digging into a few stories I am hearing about. 

Seems the lawn Tractor graveyard is shrinking. 
One suggestion I would make id that the business look into asking the 

city to close the street (1st Pl) behind the building. Would make a perfect 
place to keep those tractor instead of "city parking places". 

ON THE OTHER HAND I AM NOW WONDERING WHY THIS HAS GONE ON 
SO LONG. WAS THERE PERMISSION GIVEN BY SOME CITY OFFICIAL? 

DID A PAST OR PRESENT OFFICIAL, COMMISSIONER OR MAYOR 
APPROVE ALLOWING LAWN TRACTORS IN CITY PARKING SPACES. 

SO WHEN WILL BIKES BE PLACED IN PARKING PLACES, CANOES OR 
RESTAURANT TABLES EVEN OR BARBER SEATS? 

JUST ASKIN ..... 

This websito will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that havo biogs and websites. 1 will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 
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High Springs Funny facts 

NOT SO FUNNY FACTS 
So I am wondering ifUtis is like a thing similar to what happens when a elephant knO'#s it is going to die and it 

goes to the mysterious "Elephant Graveyard .... 
So, will High Springs make the news as the place where old "Lawn Tractors'" go to die'? 

You can't make this cockamamie stuffup ... on?y in beautiful Downtown High Springs 
So if your a tourist....this is what you get to see 

So I ask this of one person .. is this business friendly or what? 

-----

And another question .. (look below at the building 1181 the True Value building) 

MORE 

It seems from the property appraisers site that the place where tractors are displayed is city property for parking 
So can Jim Gabriel then be allowed to put his bikes in parking spots around his store? 
So can lriSh Waterdogs then put canoes in the parking places in front of his store? 

As Commissioner .Jamison would say. 'just askin" 

!:'age l or l 

This website will bo posting stories, pictures, videos .::md comments to local nows papers that have biogs and websites. I wm also bo commenting titter city commission meetings/works.hops or 
CRA mcc!ings kooping tho public informed of tho ovcnts and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And I admit I am tho typo King .•. 
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High :Spnngs l'unny tacts 

NOT SO FUNNY FACTS 

So I am wondering if this is like a thing similar to what happens when a elephant knows it is going to die and it 
goes to the mysterious "Elephant Graveyard ... , 

So., will High Springs make the news as the place where old "'Lawn Tractors'" go to die? 
You can't make this cockamamie stuff up ... only in beautiful Downtown High Springs 

So if your a tourist...lhis is what you get to see. 
So I ask this of one person . Js this business friendly or what? 

And another question .(look below at the building 1181 the True Value building} 

MORE 

tt seems from the property appraisers site that the place where tractors are displayed is city property for parking. 
So can Jim Gabriel then be allowed to put hlsblkes ln parking spots around his store'? 
So can 111sh Waterdogs then put canoes in the parking places in front of his store? 

As CommiSSioner ,Jamison would say "Just askin'" 

rage i or l 

This wobsitc will be posting stories .. pictures, videos :md comments to local newspapers that havo biogs and websitos. I will also be commenting after city commission mc0tingslworkshops or 
CRA moot in gs keeping tho public Informed of tho ovcnts and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And I admit! .:im tho typo King ... 
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High Springs News 

updated 8/22/2013 11:00PM 

I heard a comment Thursday that someone said Mayor Weller has things going smoothly and 
that I {Bob Barnas) try to make things not run smoothly. I must remind some that this is a 
commission city, that should have input from ALL the commissioners .. I do not want us to 

have a city that has a Mayor that makes the choices for all the commission, as was done in 
the past. .. I do not want deals brokered in a way that excludes other commissioners input 

And I do not want a return to the day when a commission votes to stop negotiating on 
something, then a side meeting directs someone to disregard that vote .. 

I would suggest that those that want to make these comments, attend some meetings .. 

COMMISSION MEETING THURSDAY 

A very full agenda was dealt with in a quick manner. 

The standout for the night was a increase in your city fire assessment fee. 

It is now $73.00. The Fire Chief wanted it higher to cover some costs. 
Mainly a new roof. At a cost of around $25,000.00. Now it is my opinion 

that the funds for this roof are currently in this years budget as roll 
forward money. But we can't get that answer yet. And if we look at next 

years budget there should be some easy cuts to find this money. 

But it seems that 3 commissioners were just itching to raise something 
higher. Your taxes seem to be safe, so they jacked the fire assessment 

fee up to $83. Jamison, Williams and the deciding vote by Weller. 
Barnas and Gestrin vote no way ..... 

Your sewer, water and trash bills are next on the agendas. 

Then there is this question? 
Whatever happened to subjects discussed and things agreed upon but 

never voted on over the years? I have been looking at past agendas. 

Things that were talked about under Mayor Coughlin, Mayor Travis, Mayor 
Davis and now Mayor Weller .. 

Things that commission majority's wanted and asked to happen ... 

And still a poor website! 
And still no job descriptions! 

No mileage logs for city vehicles! 
No merit raise plan? 

Land Development Codes that are not valid! 
t..1- ..... -....-1 ....... ,.. .... -.i: .. a... ......... ~-- .... --=--": ...... --.., 
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(must not have one) 
Downtown streets are still going unkempt! 

Downtown flower pots empty! 

ON THE OTHER HAND 

We did get Hewlett Park. 
We did close the road behind City Hall. 

We did get a 4 day work week! 
(that leaves people standing at the city hall door wondering why) 

We did get a employee union., 
We have managed to keep the "unfriendly" to business stigma. 

So I ask again, 
Who runs the City of High Springs? 
I have my opinion .. what is yours? 
Come to a meeting and find out. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos .:ind commonts to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also t>o commenting nftor city commission maotings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of tho events and huppenings at your city hall, public rocord of city business and more. And 1 <idmit I am the typo King .. 
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High Springs lllews 

updated 8/22/201310:00AM 
I heard a comment today that someone said Mayor Weller has things going smoothly and 
that I (Bob Barnas) try to make things not run smoothly .. I must remind some that this is a 
commission city, that should have input from ALL the commissioners .. I do not want us to 

have a city that has a Mayor that makes the choices for all the commission, as was done in 
the past ... I do not want deals broker·ed in a way that excludes other commissioners input. 

And I do not want a return to the day when a commission votes to stop negotiating on 
something, then a side meetings directs someone to disregard that vote. 

I would suggest that those that want to make these comments, attend some meetings .. 

COMMISSION MEETING NIGHT 

A very full agenda. Plenty to talk about and I hear maybe an addition of the 
solid waste contract. This could go late tonight. 

Whatever happened to subjects discussed and things agreed upon but 
never voted on over the years? I have been looking at past agendas .. 

Things that were talked about under Mayor Coughlin, Mayor Travis, Mayor 
Davis and now Mayor Weller .. 

Things that commission majority's wanted and asked to happen .... 

And stm a poor website! 
And still no job descriptions! 

No mileage logs for city vehicles! 
No merit raise plan? 

land Development Codes that are not valid! 
No employee of the year nominations? 

(must not have one) 
Downtown streets are still going unkempt! 

Downtown flower pots empty! 

ON THE OTHER HAND 

We did get Hewlett Park .. 
We did close the road behind City Hall. 

\Jlle did get a 4 day work week! 
(that leaves people standing at the city hall door wondering why) 

We did get a employee union .. 
We have managed to keep the "unfriendly" to business stigma. 

~- I --1, ---:-
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Who runs the City of High Springs? 
I have my opinion ... what is yours? 
Come to a meeting and find out. 

This website will be posting stories .. pictures, videos and eommnnts to local newspapors that have biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .• 

This websito is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas. com 2012··2013 AU Righ~ Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without oxpross consent of Bob Barnas 
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High Springs l\lews 

updated 8/9/2013 7:00PM 

The November Election 
And the race for our next city commissioner is in place. Two 

officially registered candidates. 
One is incumbent Sue Weller and the other is politically 

experienced Bobby Summers. 

The city office is now closed on Friday. This stinks ... 
I plan to sit outside city hall Friday and ask people what they think. 

Results of sitting outside city hall from 8:30-11 :30AM FRIDAY 

25 people came up to the door to do business. 
(of the 25) 

12 High Springs residents .. 

15 Wanted tag business 
1 Wanted title business 
2 Wanted to pay water bill (one was cash) 
1 Wanted to talk about his irrigation meter 
2 Wanted information on business permits 
1 Wanted information about cutting down trees 
3 Not sure, was busy talking to others 

Of those i spoke to, several were really unhappy. 3 said they may 
understand why there is a 4 day week. Most felt a city should serve the 

public, and be open. 1 then went on talking about trash pick up, city 
services and more .. 

Many let me know how they had ONLY today to alo business and would go 
to Gainesville for tags or title work .. 

Then FEDEX delivered two packages .. But no one there to sign. I gave 
them a business card and told them ! was a commissioner and the 

delivery women asked me to take them so she would not have to take 
them back .. I did .. So I ask, what would have happened or what will happen 

for future Friday deliveries .... 
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All in all, an eye opening day that give many examples why we SHOULD 
NOT be closed. That this should have been thought out better before 

trying it. Where did this originate is the question? 
Where we go from here will be interesting .. 

Stay tuned .. 

This website will bo posting storlos .. pictures, videos ;:ind comments to local nowspapors that have biogs .ond wobsitos. I will also be commenting nftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city haH, public record of city business and moro. And l admit I am tho typo King .. 

This wobslte is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Ba mas 
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High Springs Election and meeting 

updated 8/2/2013 G:OOPM 

The November Election 
The city office closed Friday and the race for our next city 

commissioner is in place. Two officially registered candidates. 
One is incumbent Sue Weller and 

the other is politically experienced Bobby Summers 

UPDATE 
THE CITY BUDGET 

The budget workshop which was not advertised on the city board in front 
of city hall (oops!) began with a message from our city manager stating 

that this was a tight budget, and that there were no "raises" in it. 

This was a great statement because the economy is still struggling to 
come back and raising your taxes is not what needs to happen now. 
So when it was discovered that there was a 5% increase for one select 

employee, it caught everyone by surprise. Especially how it was 
presented .. And the look on the city managers face was interesting, since I 

don't think he knew that increase was in the numbers. 

This will certainly be a discussion that will be continuing at coming 
meetings .. Much, much more at issue and complicated than just a 5°/o pay 

raise for one. 

Other increases in our fire department and public works spending will be 
questioned in the coming weeks. 

The good, no great news is that the Police Department and our Police 
Dispatch is holding the line on spending. Working better than ever at 

protecting the community and dispatching calls. 

While the commission wants to hold the millage to what we had last year 
there is still time to reduce it"'" . .lets see who makes cut suggestions. 

Coming next, commission votes, consensus and how they really effect 
This website will be posting stories picturo~ll'fl\StA1fl}Qms~c:folrirc>~h1hA'fitcW~sQ~i~mmcnting after city commission mcctingslworkshops 

or CRA meetings keeping the puSl'ic'fn1'6rl\i~ ar'd'16' (i'(cnll a"nM~p'(ninQs '!t1\ilur ~hafi, ~tMc~rficJl'a' ifc"rt}' lll'f~~\'i'!Shlo~. And 1 admit I am the typo King .. 
This wobsito is copyright protected Copyright© bobbatnas.com 2012·2013 Alt Rights ResoNcd No part of this W<!bsite may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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hip. Trying to act like he understands the finances of the city. 
So as of the vote last night, 

YOUR TAX MILLAGE CANNOT BE GO UP .. THE CURRENT 6.15 WILL BE 
THE HIGHEST WE CAN SET OR KEEP TO BALANCE THE BUDGET. 

Commissioner Jamison along with Commissioners Weller and Williams 
made and supported a motion to raise your sewer fees around $5.00 a 
month ....... The vote was just about taken, but came to a stretching halt, 

when they realized that once again this would only hurt the sewer users 
who are paying for the mistakes and bad decisions and PLANNING done 

by the previous people at city hall. 
I once again pointed out that there are other ways to separate the sewer 

and water bill, make it fair and work the city budget so as not to raise 
rates .. 

The motion was tabled to another date. It should come up in September .. 
MEANING ....... NO SEWER INCREASE FOR NOW .. 

And the other big item on the agenda was Impact Fees for new 
construction. Right now they are back at full tilt and builders don't like it. 
Actually neither do any of the commissioners .. So the first step was taken 
to reduce them. A good thing. I also made a motion to get a "powwow" of 
builders, banks and the real estate community together to come up with a 

program that works for ALL concerned .. A really good thing. 

So in all i feel the Taxpayers got the best of the motions because the truth 
is finally coming out. The bashing of past managers, and commissioners 

help make a point. 

And once again at this meeting we had the usual player throwing their 
shots at how "THEY THINK" the city should go. You could not come dose 
to making up the cockamamie ideas that come out of the mouths of a few 
disgruntle people. How they see "fair and equitable" as only something 

that would benefit THEIR agendas .. 

More to foliow .... But for now, good day. 
For more good reading go the Friends Post 

CLICK HERE 
This ~robsitc will be posting stories. pictures. videos ~nd comments to local newspap-Ots Chat litlV<J biogs 3Ud \liebsitcs. I will Jlso be commenting Mtor city commission moetingsiworkshops 

or CRA meetings keeping tho public informod of tho evonts and happenings at your city hall, public rocord of city business and more. And I admit I am tho typo King . 
This wobsito is copyright protected Copyright(¢; bobbamas.com 2012··2013 All Rights Reserved. No part of this. Nebsito may be reproduced without express consent of Bob 8arm1s 
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A BACKROOM DEAL OR 
UNDEAL WAS MADE... L- ,L_ 

MORE TO FOLLOW ~ ~ 
YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS UP 

H#k-1.!jij!J,00+@11;.;411411.1.;iafg#R·ti#h·*':~j 

High Springs Election and meeting r·ecaps 

updated 7/2712013 10:00AM 

The November Election 
The city office closed tonight and the race for our next city 

· commissioner is in place .. Two officially registered candidates. 
One is incumbent Sue Weller and 

the other is politically experienced Bobby Summers 

THE CRA MEETING 

With only one hour set for the meeting the members learn to move fast. 
The focus has gotten real. The CRA is understanding that parking 

downtown and further improvements and renovations are important. 

A unanimous vote directed the City Manager (aka CRA Executive 
I 

Director) to find a way to keep the downtown cleaner, and to come up 
with a solution for parking for handicap and getting a better handle on 

parking time limits and maybe even designated parking spots. 
Something that all agree MUST be dealt with before the other large 

downtown restaurant opens its doors. 
In addition to this, funds were set aside to be used for i'esidential 

improvements in the CRA district 

THE CITY COMMISSION MEETING 
YOUR TAXES, YOUR FEES AND MORE 

In another meeting where the past mistakes are brought up to really point 
out what NOT to do in the future, Commissioner Jamison once again got 

on his soap box that my "bashing" of the past meetings and 
commissioners is getting old to him .. I guess as an educator he just 

doesn't believe in looking at the past and learning .. 
I wonder how he got to where he is today? 

It is interesting to see how each commissioner handles your tax dollars .. 
Commissioner Jamison wants all the tax bucks he can have to massage a 

budget. Wants to make sure "his" recreation ideas get funded., 

So he was the only commissioner voting to basically increase the millage 
when four other commissioners wanted to pass on the savings to the 

taxpayers who properties have been assessed at a lower rate .. 
You really should attend a meeting and watch this guy shooting from the 

http://www.bobbamas.com/ 7/27/2013 
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The City of High Springs 

updated 7124/2013 

The November Election registration cutoff Friday, July 26th 
When you just thought thing were getting quiet 

TWO PEOPLE THINKING OF RUNNING THAT I KNOW OF ...... 
THEN I HEAR A THIRD NAME 

l DON'T THINK WELLER WILL BE AN AUTOMATIC COMMISSIONER 

Philosophy of good government.. .. 

Depending on your upbringing, education, the golden spoon or your 
economic standing, your take on good government may be completely 

different than your neighbor. 

And depending on these above standards you have, your belief in growth 
or who should pay for it may also be completely different. 

But if you are a city commissioner you are bound by the charter ...... 
It says this: 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the 
governing, and exists in order to provide the public with full and accurate 

information, to promote efficient administration management, to make 
government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable 

treatment to all persons .. 

FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT TO ALL ... 
(not the few outspoken guru's) 

At a time in the economy when MOST are still struggling to make ends 
meet, is it time to return to the government style of the past? 

This question will be my concern at the budget meeting .. 

This .vobsitc will 00 posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be commcnt1ng attcr city commission meetings/workshops 
or CR!\ mootings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city busmcss and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bObbamas com 2012 2013 All Rights Rcsor~od No Ptut of this wobsito may bll reproduced Without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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The cost to our taxpayers and residents 

updated 7/23/2013 

WHERE DO WE GO NOW 
FYI COUNTY IS CONSIDERING TAX AND MSTU INCREASES 

CLICK HERE TO READ IT 

Philosophy of good government.. .... 

Depending on your upbringing, education, the golden spoon or your 
economic standing, your take on good government may be completely 

different than your neighbor .. 

And depending on these above standards you have, your belief in growth 
or who should pay for it may also be completely different.. 

But if you are a city commissioner you are bound by the charter .... 
It says this: 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the 
governing, and exists in order to provide the public with full and accurate 

information, to promote efficient administration management, to make 
government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable 

treatment to all persons. 

FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT TO ALL ... 
(not the few outspoken guru's} 

At a time in the economy when MOST are still struggling to make end 
meet, is it time to return to the government style of the past? 

This question will be my concern at the budget meeting .. 

This wcbsito will be posting stories pictures, vidc:os and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. ! will also be commenting attor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and rnoro. And I admit I am tho typo King. 
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Stuff 

updated 7 /812013 

A search for knowledge 

Since I am being mentioned, written about, accused and referred to in so 
many legal documents and carbon copied on so many more letters, I 
spend alot of time and money going to County and Federal buildings 
getting copies and asking questions on so many things and people, 

pulling past information from so many sources .. 
There must be an easier way ... ? 

Well records and how they are kept and transmitted are changing. So in 
an effort to keep up, I need to know where the legal system in Florida is 
headed .. So I have been reading report after report about the law and the 

Florida Court Technology Commission. 

lt has an impressive list of members that serve a varying number of 
years .. They are setting the benchmark for court record and how they are 

transmitted and retained. And much more. 

So I feel I need to know more. 

It is a great mix of Judges and even attorney's. 

So the next meeting is: 

Upcoming Meetings & Materials 
Scheduled for August 1-2, 2013. 

Location: 
George Edgecomb Courthouse 

Judicial Conference Room, 6th Floor 
800 East Twiggs Street 

Tampa, FL 33602 

Haven't been to Tampa for awhile. 
Continuing education ..... . 

This wobsitc will be posting stories pictures,. videos and comments to local newspaper'$ that have biogs and websites. ! will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
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All seems to be quiet 

updated 6/2612013 10:00PM 

City of High Springs Commission meeting 
Thursday June 27, 6:30PM 

The meeting only had 3 commissioners .. 
Barnas, Jamison and Williams. 

So things need all 3 votes to pass .. And they did. 

rage l 01 i 

But a question was again raised about invocations at meetings. And the 
city manager made a comment that it is not allowed. Or said something 

like that to Billy Dowdy. So tonight I researched it. 

Here is a link to a recent news article. The Supreme Court WILL hear a 
case concerning religious invocation at meetings. 

BUT NOT UNTIL OCTOBER OF THIS YEAR .. 

So why did this all change when Commissioner Weller became Mayor 
Weller? Why does the city manager not like a Christian invocation at the 

beginning of the meeting? Or any? I think we need a vote. 

Time for the return of prayer ...... 
click here 

http ://www. npr org/b !ogs/thetwo-way /2013/05/20/185508793/supreme-c ourt-takes-case-on-.prayer-at-governm ent-meeti ngs 

This wobsitc will 00 posting 'Stories pictures, videos and comments to !ocal newspapers thut have biogs and webe.itcs. I wiU also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public fnferme<.I of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit tam the typo King,. 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/18/2013 9:00PM 

Correction to my comment about the 48 page brief. 
And then another question. What did Mayor Wellers husband 

say to the one of the owners of the Priest Theater? 
Maybe Mayor Weller can ask him and then tell me, before I 

post the wrong statement I have been told he made. 

CORRECTION 
TONIGHT I WAS GIVEN A DOCUMENT AND ALSO REMINDED THAT MY STATEMENT BELOW IS NOT PERFECTLY CORRECT. BELOW I STATED 

"it was Commissioner Sue Weller who made the FIRST suggestion to amend th Ordinance to $3 '.JOO 000.00 or $2.000 000.00." 
All of this is correct except that SHE really only said $3,000,000 00 .vhen she introduced HER version in writing of HER version of Ordinance 2013··12 

So 1 am removmg the S2 000 000 00 from the original post 

But what I will now say is that I did not say in the original post that her introduction also had other maj<lr changes to the body of the Ordinance 2013- i 2 
And at no time. again no time did the City Attorney .Jbject to any of these changes by her 

Commissioner Sue Weller made the FIRST MOT!ON to change the amount and was seconded by Commissioner Jamison_ This is something to remember 
And this leaves me with the question had this passed with $3 000 000 00 would a lawsuit still have been filed saying we made a mistake? 

On page 9 and 17 ... 

I find the reference to the change 
from $1,000,000.00 to $2,000,000 .. 00 .. 

In his brief (which isn't so brief) he now blames a "Commission Majority", 
for all the problems. This in my recollection may not be correct.. I will need 

to listen to the meeting. i seem to remember that is was Commissioner 
Sue Weller who made the FIRST suggestion to amend the Ordinance from 
$1,000,000.00 and also made a statement using the term "null and void". 

A statement that was used by Attorney Linda Rice Chapman in the 
original lawsuit. I find it very interesting that Commissioner Sue Weller 

(bestest friend of this attorney) had the exact term ready to go at the 
meeting. But most importantly to me, is that it was Commissioner Sue 

Weiler who made the first suggestion to CHANGE the Ordinance to 
$3,000,000.00. NOT the majority that is attacked .. 

The Regensdorf brief, seems to omit this fact. 

And be assured, our team of attorneys has been given this information .. 

This wobsite will be posting storios, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I wil! olso be commenting after .:ity commission mcctin9slworkshops 
or CRA meetings kooping tho public informed of the 'lVOnts and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And f admit I am the typo King .. 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 611812013 9:00PM 

Correction to my comment about the 48 page brief.. 
And then another question.. What did Mayor Wellers husband 

say to the one of the Owners of the Priest Theatre? 
Maybe Mayor Weller can ask him and then tell me, before I 

post the wrong statement I have been told he made. 

CORRECTION 
TONIGHT I WAS GIVEN A DOCUMENT ANO ALSO REMINDED THAT MY STATEMENT BELOW IS NOT PERFECTLY CORRECT. BELOW I STATED 

'it was Commissioner Sue Weller Nho made the FIRST suggestion to amend th Ordinance to $3 000 000.00 or $2.000 000 00." 
All of this is correct except that SHE really only said $3.000.000 00 •Yhen she introduced HER version in ·writing of HER version of Ordinance 2013-12 

So I am removing !he $2 000 000 00 from the original post 

But what I .-.ri!I now sa~ is that l did not say in the original post that her introduction also had other major Cl'langes to the body of the Ordinance 2013-12 
And at no lime. again no time did the City Attorney object to any of these Changes bf her 

Commissioner Sue Weller made the FIRST MOTION to change the amount and was seconded by Commissioner Jamison This is something to remember 
And this leaves me with the question had this passed with $3 000 000 00 would a lawsuit still have been filed saying we made a mistake? 

On page 9 and 17 .... 

I find the reference to the change 
from $1,000,000.00 to $2,000,000.00 .. 

In his brief (which isn't so brief) he now blames a "Commission Majority", 
for all the problems .. This in my recollection may not be correct. I will need 

to listen to the meeting. I seem to remember that is was Commissioner 
Sue Weller who made the FIRST suggestion to amend the Ordinance from 
$1,000,000.00 and also made a statement using the term "null and void". 

A statement that was used by Attorney Linda Rice Chapman in the 
original lawsuit. I find it very interesting that Commissioner Sue Weller 
(bestest friend of this attorney) had the exact term ready to go at the 

meeting. But most importantly to me, is that it was Commissioner Sue 
Weller who made the first suggestion to CHANGE the Ordinance to 

$3,000,000.00. NOT the majority that is attacked. 
The Regensdort brief, seems to omit this fact. 

And be assured, our team of attorneys has been given this information. 

This website will be posting stories pictures, videos ;1nd commonts to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also b<l commenting after city commission moctings/Workshops 
or CRA meetings kccpmg the public informed of the events and happenings at 1our city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/17/2013 9:30AM 

A comment on a 48 page 
not so brief, brief. 

On page 9 and 17 ... 

I find the reference to the change 
from $1,000,000 .. 00 to $2,000,000.00. 

rage 1 01 1 

In his brief (which isn't so brief) he now blames a "Commission Majority'', 
for all the problems. This in my recollection may not be correct. I will need 

to listen to the meeting. i seem to remember that is was Commissioner 
Sue Weller who made the FIRST suggestion to amend the Ordinance from 
$1,000,000.00 and also made a statement using the term "null and void". 

A statement that was used by Attorney Linda Rice Chapman in the 
original lawsuit. I find it very interesting that Commissioner Sue Weller 

(bestest friend of this attorney) had the exact term ready to go at the 
meeting. But most importantly to me, is that it was Commissioner Sue 

Weiler who made the first suggestion to CHANGE the Ordinance to 
$3,000,000.00 or $2,000,000 .. 00. NOT the majority that is attacked. 

The Regensdorf brief, seems to omit this fact. 

And be assured, our team of attorneys has been given this information .. 

This wc.bsito will be posting stories pictures. videos and comments to local nowspapern that h.avo Ologs .:ind websites. 1 will also be commenting aftcr city commission moctings/worl<shops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hnlt, public record of city business and more. And I admit I ;'lffi the typo King .. 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 611712013 9:30AM 

A comment on a 48 page 
not so brief, brief. 

On page 17 paragraph 9 ... 

I find the reference to the change 
from $1,000,000.00 to $2,000,000.00. 

rage 1 01 1 

In his brief (which isn't so brief) he now blames a "Commission Majority", 
for all the problems. This in my recollection may not be correct. I will need 

to listen to the meeting. I seem to remember that is was Commissioner 
Sue Weller who made the FIRST suggestion to amend the Ordinance from 
$1,000,000.00 and also made a statement using the term "null and void". 

A statement that was used by Attorney Linda Rice Chapman in the 
original lawsuit. I find it very interesting that Commissioner Sue Weller 

(bestest friend of this attorney) had the exact term ready to go at the 
meeting. But most importantly to me, is that it was Commissioner Sue 

Weller who made the first suggestion to CHANGE the Ordinance to 
$3,000,000.00 or $2,000,000.00. NOT the majority that is attacked. 

The Regensdorf brief, seems to omit this fact. 

And be assured, our team of attorneys has been given this information. 

This website will be posting stories pictures, vidoos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs. and wobsitc·s. I wil1 also bo commenting .iftcr city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA mc«ings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public rccotd of city business and moro. And l admit! am the typo King, . 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/14/2013 1 :OOAM 

Another meeting in the books 

So I can't wait to order my new, 
"On behalf of the City of High Springs" stationary. 

i Just can't decide if I want this on the top or bottm of the page.sand they 

And how much can I put as to indicate my office? 
Lets see .... 

Office of Commissioner Bob Barnas 
or 

Office of Commissioner Seat 
or 

Office of former Vice Mayor Bob Barnas 

Maybe I can put more ..... 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos 1.1nd comments to loc<1l nowspapors that have biogs .::ind websites. I wil! also be commenting after city commission moetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho publ!c informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And 1 admit I am the typo King .. 

This website Is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 Alt Rights Reserved No part of this website may bo reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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Hoo 11arnas rrnm rage rage I ot I 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/1212013 7:00PM 

A comment on Florida Statute 

When an attorney and a Plaintiff are offered a pile of money to end a 
lawsuit and they just file more complaints, is there ever an end in sight? 

Well there is a Florida Statute 112.3187 (9)d .. that says: 

(d) Payment of reasonable costs, including attorney's fees, to a 
substantially prevailing employee, or to the prevailing employer if the 

employee filed a frivolous action in bad faith. 

So what happens if a judge or jury rules a lawsuit is frivolous? 
I think this has happened in the past in a civil case I react 

An attorney in 2002 was ordered to pay $11,030.36 to a Defendant. 

Thls website will bo posting stories picturos, videos and comments to loc.nl ncwspupcrs that have biogs and websites. I will also bo commenting llftcr city commission mcotingslworkshops 
or CRA mcotings keeping tho public informed of tho ovcnts and happenings at your city hall, public record of city bus.iness and moro. And I admit I am the typo King •. 

This website is copyright protectod. Copyri9ht ©bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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POSTING THE TRUTH ONCE AGAIN AND MORE 

updated 6/8/2013 7:00PM 

A comment on Florida Statute 

When an attorney and a Plaintiff are offered a pile of money to end a 
lawsuit and they just file more complaints, is there ever an end in sight? 

Well there is a Florida Statute 112 .. 3187 (9)d. that says: 

(d) Payment of reasonable costs, including attorney's fees, to a 
substantially prevailing employee, or to the prevailing employer if the 

employee filed a frivolous action in bad faith. 

So what happens if a judge or jury rules a lawsuit is frivolous? 
I think this has happened in the past in a civil case I read. 

An attorney in 2002 was ordered to pay $11,030.36 to a Plaintiff. 

This vrobsitc will be posting stories pictures, videos and comments to local oewspapors that h.uvo biogs :ind websites. I will also bo commenting after city commission moot!ngs/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho events .:ind happenings at your city hall, public record of city business .'lnd moro. And I <ldmit I .::im the typo King. , 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 6/3/2013 11 :OOPM 

A REFLECTION ABOUT 
HIGH SPRINGS 

!'age 1ot1 

High Springs CRA has been here using your tax dollars for around the 
last 27 years or so .. 

So what did they do besides pay the city bills? 

For many years we gave money to an organization called the CDC .. Not 
sure who really got over $100,000.00 .. Not sure how the money was used. 

Never did get to see those Dot Harvey books and checks. 

Well we did get 7 or 8 bike racks that cost about $4,000 .. 00 and sit getting 
rusty around town, going unused. Truly, unused ....... 

But over the last few months the Priest Theater started a fund raiser, and 
hit their goal, no, exceeded their goal and raised over $85,000.00. 

Monday night saw a packed house to watch Star Trek for $3.00 admission .. 

Last week the High Springs CRA 7-0 funding vote did what a CRA is 
suppose to do .. It will help rehab the Priest Theater .. It will be money that is 

accounted for, and that will bring a building back to life .. And it will be a 
benefit to the entire community of High Springs and its visitors .. 

Thanks to those that contributed time and money to such a great project. 

Now maybe next meeting we can find out who is suppose to paint the 
rusting bike racks? Only in Cockamamie ..... 

This wobsito wil! be posting stories pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs :ind wobsitcs. I will also be commenting <lfter city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings Kooping tho public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall, pub!ic record of city busim.iss and more. And! admit ! am the typo King. , 

This .vobsitc is copyright protected Copyright«: bobbarnas com 2012·2013 All Rights Rosorvcd No part of this website may be reproduced without oxpross consent of Bob Samas 
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Bob Barnas Fmnt Page 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 5/28/2013 7:00PM 

BACK TO WORK IN 
HIGH SPRINGS 

We are going to have a CRA meeting this week. 
Go over the goals .. 

Some of which I am sure will overlap with city goals. 

Page I otl 

The one subject that I believe will again stir the political pot is the Old Train Station 
building,, Much excitement has been generated by some about acquiring this building,, This 
excitement coming with none of the parties wanting it, stepping up with a way for them to 

pay for it,, They all seem to assume govemment funds will be there .. And all seem to be 
willing to pay WHATEVER the price may be .. 

So I remind everyone of the Pigg Property purchase, the sewer bonds and loans, the 
Million Dollar Old School and other projects wher·e taxpayer dollars were FREELY spent by 

a majority vote of a few,, 

Before I will even consider this, ! need facts of value. Not what and owner THINKS it is 
worth,, When a market is down, you don't pay a price that is too high,, 
It must be by law, "Fair Market Value" .... Fair and Just is what it says,, 

Unless you just don't care because of a personal reason,, 

We have so many othel' options that are truly good and viable. I wait to see how certain 
CRA board members will weigh ALL the options. This must be an unbiased decision. 

Law needs to be considered when a Government wants to buy something for public use .... If 
this becomes the final option. ALL board members and commissioners must forget the 

seller is a friend and treat this transaction fair and unbiased for the benefit of the taxpayers .. 
All options must be used to avoid another financial joke .. 

I look forward to a discussion that looks at ali options of other buildings and honest, 
researched decisions. 

This website will be posting stories. pictures, V'idcos ;md comments to local ncwsp.::ipars thut h;ivc biogs :md NCbsitos. I wilt also be commenting ;if!or city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informod of the events and happenings at your city hall, public n:cord of city bus.inoss and more. And I admit tam the typo King .. 
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FUNNY FACTS 

If you say samething to a .Judge that is just so far out there,. he may give you a look like this. ... 

You can"\ make thts cockamamie stuff up.""' 

caption might be, "Your in contempt of court. again" 

This websiro will bo posting stories picturos, vidoos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs 1.lnd websites. 1 will also bo commenting after city o;:ommission meetings/workshops or 
CRA meetings kooping the public informed of the events :ind happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And 1 admit I am tho typo King ... 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas.com 2012·2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this wobsito may be reproduced without express consont of Bob Bam3s 
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"People .... very 

£2& ., 0&·++ 
Meeting update and more 

Does anyone understand what an olive branch means? 

last night I pulled back and offered it again. I wailed for a few people to step up to the 
microphone and say "I'm sorry•, Or come up to me and say it to my face,, 

That did not happen from the ones that really needed to do it, 

Complaint from Bob Barnas the citizen is complete, but did not make todays mail. So the 
Florida Election Commission won't get it till next week, 

Here is a note when a complaint is filed with them,, 

~nciined to set W'lthin five working days of receiving the compla1nt. the Commission wllf mait a copy of the complaint to the person (or 
moral standards tor pe:sons} named in the complaint. The Commi.s'sioo will also notify the pe:son named whether the Comm~ will 

ott>ets," investtgalo ll!e complaint and what sect!<>ns of taw lt wm investigalo,, See Se<:tlon 106,25(2), flw'.da Starutes,, 
Elizabeth Drew 

'"Consider h<>w 
h:ard it is to change 
yourself and you•n 
understand what 
Jittle chance you 
have in ttying to 
change others." 
Jacob M .. Braude 

Next class for 
Sunshine rules and 

regulations for 
commissioners 

(Jamison) 
that have not 

attended is this 
sum""" Wl'ty has 
he not al!lmded? 

So in about a week those named will hear from the FEC 
This one could get real expensive,,,,.,, 

Lets see if I am right or wrong. I was right about Lany Travis violating election law,,, 
You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up,, 

This one still makes me wonder,,,,,. Byvan Williams said this,,.,."'! am not a member of the 
Concerned Citizens fol" a Better High Springs", "Did not attend one meeting",, So that leaves 

two commissioners ll'rilo may have attended meeting together to make the CCFBHS 
manifesto, ,,,,that opposed the debt limit referendum,, hmmmmm? 

Thts.·~.W ~pos&lg---. ~~~~to local newspaper.; that have biogs and wobsltos..1 will also be commenting aftor<:tty c:ommlsslon meetingslworkshopa: 
°" CRA ~ :weping U'lo pubfic lni'Ol'ml!ld of tho e'IOOts and 'happenings at your i;:ity holl,, public l"(lcorcl of city busfnoos retained. Arnt I admit I am th<l typo King ... 

This we.bs1.t:e is oopyrigl'lt prot«:bld. Copyrighte bobbarnas.corn 201Z.2013 All Rights RC$CM!d .. No part of this website may be reprodue1"11 without cxpros:i consent 1)f Bob Samas. 
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all pages updated 
4/3/2013 7:30P!d 

STARTING 
TOMORROW !WU 
BE LOOKlffS SACK 
AT THE LAST YEAR. 

THE LAWSUJTS. WHO 
Al.ED THEM AND 

WHY. THE THE ETHIC 
COMPlAtNTS- AND 

THE l.ETTfRS THAT 
HAVE GONE BACK 
ANO FORnt ''MTH 

lKE FLO~DA BAR 
FECANOTHE 

COMPLAINANTS. 
THE PAST ETHIC 

COMPLAINTS ANO 
TiiE ONES THAT ARE 

OUT THERE NOW. 
WHOS CONNECTED 
TO WHO fN THESE 

FlUNGS. AND MOST 
OF ALL THE TRUTH 

ANOlHEUES. 
YOU 'llC»M"WANT TO 

11nssnus. 

Moo> truth about 
lhefulelany 

Travis reccived .. 
Want to read it 

F+&AfHM 
Meeting update and mere 

The liars have not learned, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicl<ed will continue to cast 
tt>e\lr spells and the unbelievers will never learn .. 

Tune to reveal letters wilh some of the most revealing truths and lies .. The Truth must be told 
and it will. i feel these letters and records will be a understanding that much that has been 

written was false and misleading. How much has NOT been reproted, Buckle up ....... 

'Ndh lawsuits and revealing reconls, much more is now coming to light. 
The truth is coming out ..... 

So to the spell casters, fue mouth lllat said, ~screw the constitution", the non believers, the 
legal vultures and most of all the liars .... Jam not going away .. To the drafters of agendas, 

place al! the slupid code and contributor rewarding issues you want on the agenda .. 

Keep the park road closed, continue to ignore the truth about the dispatch, keep your head in 
the sand and let the missed budget issues keep going on. Ignore and reward the noise makers 
and most of all just keep treating yoUI' job as a High Springs Commission as part time .. Don't 

go to the classes and don't be a good example, keep ignoring you homework and what is 
happening right in front of your nose .. I am just sitting back, watching the new majority show. 

The real work is falling behind and will soon bit you in the ass ... , 

i am not going away .. My paperwori< has been sent ro the Florida Election Commission .. We will 
see what they say .. We will see if there is a majol' violation of election law to be revealed ... 

As a side note ..... .! bear Jimmy Troiano the once fine Police Chief and person that insulted me 
and Robyn Rush publicly while still employed by the city is now looking for public records .. 

Was at city hall Wednesday .... but Jenny is on vacation .. 
Oh, the current upstairs staff can help him, again, and again .. 

This ~willbGpostifls stories,~. 'tri®os milc.ommenb tG local~ that tme biogs and~. I wm :ibo be commenting "1'tl:rdty commission mcctl~ 
or CRA mQ(Afngs ke<lping ttKt pubWe infomtod of the events and happenings at your city ha!T. public record of crty bu:slne5s retained And J admit I am tho typo King .. 

Thts website l!I CQ9yrlght Pf'O¢:CC'tcd. Copyri_ghtCbobbamas.eom 2012-2013 All Rltzhts Rcsorved. No part of thi$ w®site may be te9f'(lduced without eXJ>re$S COl'ISQnt of Bob Bamn.s. 
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updated 
3128113 10:30Plll 

"People are very 
inclined to set 

moral standards fur 
others .. " 

Eli:zabethDrew 

"Consider how 
hanl it ls to change 
yoursetf and you'll 
understand: what 
little ehance you 
have in trying to 
change others " 
.Jacob M. Braude 

Meeting update and more 

Does anyone understand what an olilre brand> means? 

Tomgltt I pulled back and offered it again., I waited for a few people to step up to the 
microphone and say '1'm so"'Y"· Or come up to me and say it to my faee, 

That did not happen from the ones that really needed to do it, 

So guess what? 

It goes in the mail tomorrow,. 
To !he Florida Election Commission. 

You just ~n't make this cockamamie stuff up, 

Then there was this Manley crying that he was being picked on. 
He just doesn't get it. Does not understand why he won the award last week, 

Neverwill ,, 

And finally, the only thing Jamison has done this year is to bring forward a "behavioral 
control" agenda item .... that fizzled. Made him look foolish .. Listen to him on the audio at the cjty 
-bsite .. He did the backstroke .. Last week he wanted censure, and penalties .. This week just 

one sentence in the rules. Fizzle, fizzle and poof. 
Even Byran saw it as a swpid idea. 

And finally, Byran Williams said this .... "I am not a me<l'lbru' of the Coneemed Citizens for a 
Better High Springs~ .. Seem they {CCFBHSl matle anolher of those freedom of speech lie in 

posting his name all over the pfaee. 

Then 1ltere Is the $400 fine against lany Travis for violating Election law. I was gonna talk 
about it, but he wasn't there .. So I gave the documents to the Alachua Today, Wonder if they 

will do a story on taking cash donation he should not have. Just sayin ... what fair is fair, 

Th!sc~ wl.llbe po$1.ing ~ plctml5, videos and oommooto to focal~ um mnre biogs and webs!• I w»I also oo commenting aft« city QOl'nmlssJon ~ 
M CAA meeting& keeping the pubfk: Informed of the wonts and hllppenJngs at y.()Urcity hall, pubitc rocon:I of city l>usincSs n!t!ined,, And I admit I ~ the typo King_ 

Thb ~is copyrigtit ~ CopyttgfrtO bobbamas.eom 2012-2013.Al! ~ RuseM!d. l\lo part oft.Ns 'ltebsite rrnl'J bo ~wlthout~ ~of Bob Ban'wJ .. 
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updah!d 
312511310:3!1PM 
"People ara WWJ 
lncllnedtoset 

mora!sm."l<lardsfu< 
ottwtrs."" 

EF.zabeth Dfe>N 

"Conslde< how 
hard tt ls to change 
yourself and you'll 
understand what 
tittle chance you 
have in trying to 
ehange others,." 
Jacob M .. Braude 

Bnlaking Mews 

I was given a gift. Clear the pages ... .my new mission~-

F°JJSt of all understand tltero is a difference between noo partisan and non political .. 
Read the Our Town article by Larry Benike where he calls CCFBHS non partisan .. 

Fer several months I have been putting together information and documents on something .. 

Was almost where l needed to be last meeting but the audio system did not record what Linda 
Jones said Ami the minutes 'l!lat we have from that meeting did not accurately say what slle 

said fully. So I was going to do something !his Thursday to comict our minutes .. 

But Man:h 25th, 2013 about 7PM tonight linda Jones posted her wonls exactly as she said 
them and more en facebooll. 

Thank you Linda .. fur the gift. 
My folder is complete and next I will ....... .. 

You just can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 

OK, here is a cut and paste from the Facebook page of CCFBHS after Gene Levine posted a 
political ccmment ... the admin for CCFBHS person posted this .. 

"Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs This group will not be addressing political 
campaign issues .. Those are for other groups .. We are nonpartisan and nonpolitical and will 

only be focused on policy recommendations to move High Springs forward." 
September 211, 2012 at 9:45pm and one like by Donna Mogler .. · 

So whos the liar now? Jones or the person that posted tllis 9128112 post? 
Who defines policy or politics? 

Justaskin? 
Thi$~Wi!:ltie~~~vldeosand~tolocal~t1Jathav:o~amf~lwitl.-boJ)c~~cit}I ~~ps 

orCRA ~ ~tlieptlblc ~of the cwents Md~ :It your city ba!J,, ~rocotd ofclty ~ nibined. And I ~it I am ttietypo King... 
Th'.s website is. copyriQN:~ ~Cbobban'ms..ecm 2012-2013AH RigJ'lt:S RC$Ct110C1. Nopa:rt of this ~may to~ccd without~ .conSClllt of Bob 93mall. 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

UPDATE Ai\ID MORE 

updated 5/28/2013 7:00PM 

BACK TO WORK IN 
HIGH SPRINGS 

We are going to have a CRA meeting this week. 
Go over the goals .. 

Some of which I am sure will ovel'lap with city goals .. 

Page I of! 

The one subject that I believe will again stir the political pot is the Old Train Station 
building .. Much excitement has been generated by some about acquiring this building. This 
excitement coming with none of the parties wanting it, stepping up with a way for them to 

pay for it .. They all seem to assume government funds will be there .. And all seem to be 
willing to pay WHATEVER the price may be .. , 

So I remind everyone of the Pigg Property purchase, the sewer bonds and loans, the 
Million Dollar Old School and other projects where taxpayer dollars were FREELY spent by 

a majority vote of a few .. 

Before I will even consider this, I need facts of value .. Not what and owner THINKS it is 
worth .. When a market is down, you don't pay a price that is too high. 
It must be by law, "Fair Market Value" ...... Fair and Just is what it says .. 

Unless you just don't care because of a personal reason .. 

We have so many other options that are truly good and viable., l wait to see how certain 
CRA board members will weigh ALL the options .. , This must be an unbiased decision .... 

Law needs to be considered when a Government wants to buy something for public use .... ..lf 
this becomes the final option. ALL board members and commissioners must forget the 

seller is a friend and treat this transaction fair and unbiased for the benefit of the taxpayers. 
All options must be used to avoid another financial joke ... 

I look forward to a discussion that looks at ail options of other buildings and honest, 
researched decisions .. 

This website will be posting stories pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers th zit h.:ivc biogs and websites. I wilf also be commenting after city commis:iion meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings kooping tho public informed of tho events a11d h.ippcnings at your city hall, public rocord of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 

This .vcbsitc Is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012 .. 2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be reproduced without express consent of Bob B.:imas 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 5/25/2013 i:OOPM 

ENJOY THE MEMORIAL DAY 
WEEKEND IN 

HIGH SPRINGS 

Oblivion with Tom Cruise playing at the Priest. 

May 26, open water park at Camp Kulaqua. 

Memorial Day ceremony 8AM, next to city hall. 

Page I ofl 

Be back Tuesday with some interesting comments on a 
lawsuit. Discovery is gonna be interesting ... 

Seems Alachua attorney Linda Rice Chapman wants to go to 
trial and is demanding a really really big pile of money from 

the City of High Springs. 
This website will be posting stories, picturos, videos and comments to !ocal newspapers that have biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission mlXltingslworkshops 

or CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho oven ts (Ind happenings at your city hall_. public record of city business :and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbarn~s.com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be roproduecd without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 5/18/2013 1:38PM 

RULES ARE RULES 
OR ARE THEY? 

Page I ofl 

I did not attend the Civility and Budget workshop .. It was attended by four commissioners 
and less than five in the audience, I hear .. 

I hear that the there seemed to be no consensus as to adding more civility to the rules .. 
I hear that Paul Regensdorf once again demanded more that 3 minutes because he had 

important things to share .. I hear that our Mayor Sue Weller did what she has all the right to 
do and that is bend the rules, or better said, amend the rules to allow this attorney Paul 

Regensdorf to enlighten the commission and the few attending .. I hear he got way off 
subject.. I hear that Mayor Weller did NOT set a time limit on him and that he went on for 

about 22 minutes. I look forward to listening to his diatribe of rhetoric and wisdom. 
Then there was another speaker who only took her alloted time. 

To only be followed by another demand from Paul Regensdorf to be heard again .. 

I look forward to hearing what commissioners supported any changes and what ones did 
not. Was there a majority consensus to do ANYTHING 01· not? 

Will our attorney once again spend time and taxpayer dollars to draft more rules? 

What was suppose to be workshop on civility has really accomplished something 
completely new. It has raised the bar on time limits of speakers. it has opened up Pandora's 

minute limit box .. It has raised many questions that seemed to be under control. 
Will Mayor Weller now allow others from both sides of issues to speak unlimited by time? 

Will Mayor Weller allow anyone to go off subject? 
Or will Mayor Weller realize the error of this meeting and correct it in the future? 

Time will tell .. 

This is the second meeting that Mr.. Regensdorf has had rules bent for him ..... 
Guess he is above the rest.. 

Another learning curve for this commission. 

Don't Apply To Me 

This website #ill be posting stories, pictures, Videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites, 1 will also be commenting after city commission mootings/w-Orl<.shops 
or CRA meetings keeping the pubHc infonncd of the events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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UPDATE AND MORE 
updated 5/14/2013 11:59PM 

BREAKING NEWS 
ON ELECTION LAW COMPLAINT 

AGAINST PAT RUSH 

On October 29, 2012 Eric May posted this on his blog, smearing Pat Rush and just about 
anyone who supported him .. 

According to the latest campaign finance reports, Patrick Rush, a candidate for High Springs City 
Commission, accepled a donation for $1,000, double the legal limit imposed by Florida law .. 

According to Florida Statute 106 .. 08, contributions cannot be made in excess of $500 by any individual 
person or company.. The law does allow an exemption if the donation is made by a political party .. 

The check came from Dr .. Joseph M .. Rush, an internal medicine doctor· in Gainesville, according to 
sources.. Dr .. Rush is presumably related to candidate Patrick Rush, who serves as his own campaign 
treasurer and signed the report. 

The donation is listed on his financial reportjustabove an in-kind donation of$100 made by Bob Barnas, a 
current city commissioner and real estate agent with Bosshardt Realty .. There is no description of what 
Barnas contributed, only the letter "N" is listed, also a violation of statutes .. 

Accepting a donation in excess of the statute-imposed limit constitutes either a first degree misdemeanor 
or a third degree felony, depending on how many illegal contributions are made. 

He followed this post up with an Election law complaint with 2 charges. 

Seems Eric May alleged that Pat Rush violated the law when he took the cash donation of 
$1000.00 .. This might be correct? But was it? PROBABLE CAUSE was found .. 

Seems Eric May alleged that my inkind donation marked with an "N" was a violation. Well 
investigation found NO PROBABLE CAUSE .. 

(but on his blog he did not say "alleged violation" did he? Made a false statement again?) 

A hearing was held today in Tallahassee .. Pat Rush made a statement and presented his 
side .. Then there was a motion made by someone on of the State Commission .. 

(Correction to come. Not sure if Florida Election Commission or Ethics Commission) 
The ruling was ..... 

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT 

This website will be posting storie5. pictures, Jidcos and comments to loco! newspapers that have biogs and wcbsitts. I .viii also be commenting after City comrnissl<.m mectingsfworkshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the pllblic informed of the 0vents and happenings at your city hall, pubtlc record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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naung LIOW 

Based on infonnation provided by Pat Rush a motion was made by a commission 
member on the charge of accepting a $1000 .. 00 campaign contribution 

THE MOTION WAS FOR: 

NO PROBABLE CAUSE 
THE MOTION PASSED 

ALL CHARGES DISMISSED 
NO FINE 

IF I COULD AGURE OUT HOW TO PUT A HOBO BEARD AND A BOW TIE ON THIS GUY I WOULD., WILL A "'l'M 
SORRY'", BE COMING TO PAT RUSH NEXT? TIME WILL TELL IF A MAN STEPS UP ... 

Havin' To Eat Crow .... 

SEEMS THERE ARE A FEW MORE COMPLAINT OUT THERE RIGHT NOW WITH FLORJDA ETHICS AND THE FLORJOA ELECTION 
COMMISSION AND I HEAR MAYBE ANOTHER SOON TO COME .. WHEN WILL IT STOP'? WHEN WIU PEACE BE MADE? 

!'age l Ot I 

This website will bo posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites J will also bo commonttng aftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall public record of city businciss retained And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 5f141201311:59PM 

BREAKING NEWS ON ELECTION 
LAW COMPLAINT AGAINST PAT 

RUSH BEFORE MIDNIGHT TONIGHT 

On October 29, 2012 Eric May posted this on his blog, smearing Pat Rush and just about 
anyone who supported him. 

According to the latest campaign finance reports, Patrick Rush, a candidate for High Springs City 
Commission, accepted a donation for $1,000, double the legal limit imposed by Florida law .. 

According to Florida Statute 106 .. 08, contributions cannot be made in excess of $500 by any individual 
person or company.. The law does allow an exemption if the donation is made by a political party .. 

The check came from Dr· .. Joseph M .. Rush, an internal medicine doctor in Gainesville, according to 
sources.. Dr .. Rush is presumably related to candidate Patrick Rush, who serves as his own campaign 
treasurer and signed the reporl 

The donation is listed on his financial report just above an in-kind donation of $100 made by Bob Barnas, a 
current city commissioner and real estate agent with Bosshardt Realty .. There is no description of what 
Barnas contributed, only the letter "N" is listed, also a violation of statutes .. 

Accepting a donation in excess of the statute-imposed limit constitutes either a first degree misdemeanor· 
or a third degree felony, depending on how many illegal contributions are made. 

He followed this post up with an Election law complaint with 2 charges .. 

Seems Eric May alleged that Pat Rush violated the law when he took the cash donation of 
$1000.00 .. This might be correct? But was it? PROBABLE CAUSE was found .. 

Seems Eric May alleged that my inkind donation marked with an "N" was a violation .. Well 
investigation found NO PROBABLE CAUSE .. 

A hearing was held today in Tallahassee. Pat Rush made a statement and presented his 
side. Then there was a motion made by someone on of the State Commission .. 

(Correct to come .. Not sure if Florida Election Commission or Ethics Commission) 
The ruling was ..... 

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT 

This website will be posting stories, pictures. videos and common ts to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I ""ill also be commenting after cit)' commission meetingsr.....ork::.hops 
or CRA meetings Keeping the public informed of tho events and happenings at your crty hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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FUNNY FACTS ABOUT HIGH SPRINGS 

~Funny newspaper post_ •.. for the New Observer~ ... 
(I sold my soul paper} 

,.«·~ 

i.· .. 9 
t~· .. 

. ;.;. l' :.::-., \ .. 
Then of course funny but not so funny. 

Baseball Park If you build it,, they may come .. And may not 

Nations Park in Newbeny that was written about in local nows is not filling the bill that was promised. 

Readtbis: 

rage I or I 

This website will be posting stories picturos, vidoos :md commomts to local ncwsp.ipors that have biogs :ind wobsitos. I wi!1 also bo commenting after city commission meetings/workshops or 
CRA meetings kooping tho publ!c lnfonn<!d of the ovonts and happenings ::it your city hall, public rocord of city business and more. And I admit I am tho typo King .. 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 511012013 12:10AM 

The meeting on May 9th had a proclaimation calling May Civility Month 
So when they did this !ast time with Eric May (l"m not gonna be Mayor Eric) and Larry Travis they started arguing .. 

I didn't want to be the one doing it tonight 
I wasn l It was someone else who lost control at the meeting. 

Seems we found out who has a little temper problem .. 

Anyway in the sprit of civility ... take a break. 

OK, so you know I have been complaining that we as commissioners are not kept informed 
about what goes on at city hall that can be important to the entire city. How charter officers 

need to keep us informed .. Well I am now thinking is might be a spell put on the city hall, 
that follows those who leave too. Seems our former city manager who kept things to a 

select few when he was here is still doing it. You gotta read the story that has some 
Zephyrhills council disappointed .. Lets just hope the "excuses" stay in Zephyrhills. 

Enjoy ..... . 

click here 

This wobsito will 00 posting stories picturos, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and wobsites. l will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA mcatings keeping tho public informod of tho cvonts and happonings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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UPDATE AND MORE 

updated 5/6/2013 8:00PM 

Friday, April 26, 20131 accompanied Dean Davis to Tallahassee to take notes, pictures and for 
support At about 11AM there was a scheduled hearing on all of the 6 allegatiOns that were made .. In 
the 5 minute hearing that was attended by Dean Davis and Linda Rice Chapman the seven member 

Florida Commission on Ethics ruled to dismiss, stop, the allegations against Dean Davis. 
Zip, nada, zilch, over and done .. 

click here 

Received a copy of a Day Camp rental agreement and Contract for the City of High Springs to ente!' into with a 
local group .. I am not sure how we got to a point that this was written before we as a commission have voted 

that this is something a majority wants .. Our city attorney has to have spent alot of time doing this. But of 
course this falls under their regular hours .. But what if they had other things to do? How do they pick what is 

top of the list for our city and taxpayers? 

Like where are the tax annexations at with the county'? 

So I will have many questions for the meeting on Thursday .. 

City Insurance company has replied to me and I have forwarded to the city attorney. 

This wobsito will be posting storios, pictures, videos and comments to local nows papers that havo biogs and websites, r will also be commenting llftor city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings kooping tho pub Uc informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And I admit I am the typo King .• 
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Update and more 

updated Front PagelFaith 5/5/2013 2:00PM 
Seem Civic Center Park event a rain out 

rage 1 or 1 

Friday, April 26, 2013 I accompanied Dean Davis to Tallahassee to take notes pictures and for support. At 
about 11AM there was a scheduled hearing on all of the 6 allegations that were made, In the 5 minute hearing 
that was attended by Dean Davis and Linda Rice Chapman the seven member Florida Commission on Ethics 

ruled to dismiss. stop., the a/legations against Dean Davis. 
Zip nada zilch over and done 

Press Release Dean Davis cleared 

In the last few weeks the City Manager seems to have approved a day camp., Really, the city 
manager without consultation of the city commission went ahead and seems to have given a green 

light to this idea 
Day Camps have regulations, DCFS maybe, insurance, a director or organization that is registered, 
background checks, a plan for good, bad and ugly and more. How much time will the city staff or 
charter officers spend on this that will cost the city money,, Has anyone thought about costs to 

operation and who will pay for it. Why did Alachua drop the program (l heard)? 
I look forward to this coming in front of the commission before another dime is spent by the city., 

There are Day/Summer camps throughout the county .. Let the professionals watch over the children. 
This is NOT something you come up with and TRY to see if it works. 

More digging news., 

Why two corporations? Why Not for Profit as opposed to Non Profit? 

I have sent a email to insurance company asking them to look into this. 

Why not just do this at the Woman's Club in High Springs? 

The safety of our youth must be the first priority ... 
This website will be posting stories picturos, vid<ios ;rnd comments to local nows papers that h:ivc biogs and websites. I will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 

or CRA mcotings keeping tho public infotmcd of the events and happenings at your city h.nll, publ!c record of city business and morn. And I admit I om the typo King .. 
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Update and more 

updated Front Page/Faith 5/5/2013 2:00PM 
Seem Civic Center Park event a rain out 

Pagel of l 

Friday, April 26, 20131 accompanied Dean Davis to Tallahassee to take notes, pictures and for support At 
about 11AM there was a scheduled hearing on all of the 6 allegations that were made. In the 5 minute hearing 
that was attended by Dean Davis and Linda Rice Chapman the seven member Florida Commission on Ethics 

ruled to dismiss, stop, the allegations against Dean Davis. 
Zip. nada, zilch. over and done .. 

Press Release Dean Davis cleared 

In the last few weeks the City Manager seems to have approved a day camp,, Really, the city 
manager without consultation of the city commission went ahead and seems to have given a green 

light to this idea .. 
Day Camps have regulations, DCFS maybe, insurance, a director or organization that is registered, 
background checks, a plan for good, bad and ugly and more. How much time will the city staff or 
charter officers spend on this that will cost the city money,, Has anyone thought about costs to 

operation and who will pay for it Why did Alachua drop the program (I heard)'? 
I look forward to this coming in front of the commission before another dime is spent by the city. 

There are Day/Summer camps throughout the county. Let the professionals watch over the children. 
This is NOT something you come up with and TRY to see if it wol'ks .. 

More digging news .. 

Why two corporations'? Why Not for Profit as opposed to Non Profit? 

I have sent a email to insurance company asking them to look into this, 

Why not just do this at the Woman's Club in High Springs'? 

This website will bo posting stories picturos, Videos and comments to local newspapers thllt have biogs and websites, I wi!I a!so be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings kooplng tho public informed of tho oven ts and happenings <it your city hall, public record of city business and more. And I admit lam tho typo King .. 
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Update and more 

updated 4/29/2013 11:00AM the Station Bakeiy 
Another Thursday night commission meeting under the belt and here are a few personal observations. 

The usual players attended 
There is this one guy who just can't stop saying how good he is at what he does 

You just have to listen to this guys logic And how he twists things 

Then of course there was that special Zumba lady again. After the meeting she drove past Commissioner 
Gestrin and Robyn Rush and fired off the usual middle finger 

This is the person who wants to be on a city board. 
Jams ion would most likely say "what would her mother think? 

+ 
BREAKING NEWS 

DEAN DAVIS CLEARED OF ALL SIX AL.LEGATION IN ETHICS COMPLAINT 

Last year and into this year, Dean Davis, Linda Gestrin and myself have been the target of political and personal 
attacks in the press and court documents .. They are mostly public record and I have expressed many time my 

opinion of the truths and facts that have been distorted and flat out wrong .. 

Last year on September 18, the Florida Commission on Ethics received a Complaint, The Complaint was against 
Dean Davis and it contained 6 allegation of violation of Florida Statute all related to the sale and assistance to 

Plantation Oaks senior living center in High Springs,, l have seen the complaint and the allegations., The complaint 
lists attorney Linda Rice Chapman as the Complainant. While technically (as said to me by an investigator) she is the 

Complainant, I have been totd that is was FILED by her on behalf of Ron Langman,, 

The complaint was numbered as 12··149 .. An investigation was done by the Florida Commission on Ethics advocate 
over the last few month. On Mach 6, 2013 the ADVOCATES RECOMMENDATIONS were completed and a report made 
for the commission That ADVOCATES RECOMMENDATION found for each of the six allegations., that "There is NO 

probable cause to believe that Respondent (Dean Davis) violated" .. ,, . a section of the Florida Statute. 

Today .. Friday1 April 26, 2013 I accompanied Dean Davis to Tallahassee to take notes, pictures and for support .. At 
about 11AM there was a scheduled hearing on all of the 6 allegations that were made. ln the 5 minute hearing that 

was attended by Dean Davis and Linda Rice Chapman {see photo, Ron Langman wets not there), the seven member 
Florida Commission on Ethics ruled to dismiss, stop,. the allegations against Dean Davis .. 

Picture of Dean at the Hearing <click herel 
Zip, nada, zilch, over and done .. 

On Wednesday of next week, I have been told that the Florida Commission on Ethics will publish a "Press Release" 
on their website to confirm what I am posting here. 

This is the second Ethic Complaint filed against him that has been dropped., 

A SIDE BAR FROM THE WAITING ROOM 

Last Thursday Apr'il 25 at our CRA meeting Sue Weller suggested for the top of 
her CRA list of things was a railroad museum in the "old Station Bakery 

building-·' .. (Linda Rice Chapman was NOT at the CRA meeting. She told Dean 
Davis she was in Tallahassee.,) 

THIS 'OLD STATION BAKERY., BUILDING USE COMMENT WAS THE 
FIRST TIME THIS WAS EVER SAID AT A PUBLIC MEETING ..... 

Correc.t;on .... Apparently this was mentioned at a meeting I missed Jenny was not sure if 
Chapman attended. So correction to above_ it was mentioned at a previous meeting. 

Now while Dean Davis was in the headng waiting room and speaking to Linda 
Rice Chapman, some small talk took place. 

One of her comments to him was this .. 
-·1 understand that there has been a lot of discussion about using the ·'old 

Station Bakery building'' for a railroad museum" 

So while it was discussed at a meeting, why is it becoming a possible "only 
option•·J use .. I think if you measured it you would find it is too small .. 

This website 'N~!~ ~e posting stories picture~. videos (lnd comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites I will also be commenting aftor city commission meetingslworl<shops 
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FUNNY FACTS ABOUT HIGH SPRINGS 

I B.!lVE DECIDED TO POST FUNNY F:l!.CT NOT JUST Ol'MEETINGS AND llNTICS l!.T CITY Jll!.LL, BUT FUNNY 
Fl!.CTSFROMl!.ROUND OUR TOWN .. 

SOBEREllllETWOFUNNYF:l!.CTFROMTBEOBSERVERMONTRLYPllPERTB.!lTISOWNEDANDOPERJl.TED 
BY Barllara l!. .. Llewellyn .. ONE JI.BOUT Bl!.BB AND ONE JI.BOUT BER PJIPER .. 

BllRBllRl!. TOLD ME SBE DOES NOT (fixed thls) SHOP FOR GROCERIES IN BIGJI SPRINGS .. SBE HllS 4N 
UNUSWIL REllSON FOR NOT SHOPPING l!.T WINNDDl'.1£. 

THE PllBKING LOT MllKES Bl!.BB UNCOMFORTl!.BLE. DOESN'T LIKE THE TR.Unc GOING JI.ROUND IT.. so 
SHE SHOPS FOR GROCERIES l!.T POBLilt'S. 

THERE .n:RE MONTHLY RECIPES ON I PAGE THAT IS C8 JJ.£D FOOD FOCUS by Lucie Regensdorf .. 
RECIPES TB.!lT llllE SEEMINGLY CREl!.TED BY LUCIE. BUT JI.RE TREY? 

I B.!lVE ONLY SEEN ONE CREDIT TO ONE SOURCETOl!.RECIPE ORIGINl!.TORS .. 
CuUdne at home Magazine 

BUT IN DOING l!. GOOGLE SEARCH OF OTHER RECIPES, IT SEEM TBllT THEY JI.RE JUST REPRINTS FROM 
OTHER SOURCE AND NOT ORIGINAL. NOW I DON'T BELIEVE TBl!.T IT IS l!.Gl!.INST THE LAW, BUT 

SHOULDN'T THE PllPER GIVE CREDIT TO THE ORIGINATOR AND TEST KITCHEN TBllT l!.CTU.llLLY DW THE 
RECIPE .. AND IN MANY OFTBE Cl!.SES IT SEEMS THE TRUE SOURCE IS FOOD NETWORB .. 

BUT NO CREDIT GIVEN .. 

SO IF' YOU LIKE RECIPES TW!.T l!.REREPRINTS OF' OTHER PEOPLES WORB.!ND THEIR TEST KITCHENS, 
THEN ONE CHOICE C4N CERTl!.INLY BE THE OBSERVER .. 

AND IF'YOUWl!.NTTO SEE MANY MORE 11NE ORIGNil!.L RECIPES BEFORE REPRINTING 
THEN GO TO FOOD NETWORK .. 

HERE IS l!. RECIPE FROM THE l'OOD NETWORB WEBPl!.GE FOR CREllMY SPRING PEl!. WITB P4NCETTll .. 
CLICK HERE 

BELOWISANEKllCTWORDI'ORWORDREPRINTFROMTHEllPRILZOJ30BSERVERFOR 
CREAMY SPRING PEl!. WITH PANCETTl!. .. 

"Add the flour to the drippings in the skillet and cook, whisking. until toasted about 1 minute" 
Note: Kosher salt and low sodium chicken broth too 

NOTHING SERIOUS, JUST l!. HINNY f:l!.CT TO ME, TB.!lT INS'l'El1D OF' THE PAPER PRINTING THE RECIPE AND 
GIVING CREDIT TO THE ORIGINAL CREl!.TOR, THE PllPER MllKES IT l!.PPEllR llS THOSE OF ANOTHER ... 

~iZ· 
!:!!! 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comment3 to local newspapers that have biogs and websites ! will also be 
commenting after city commission meetings/workshops or CRA meetings 'o<Geping the public informed of the events and 

happenings at your city hall. public record of city business and more And I admit Jam the typo King. 
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Update and mo!'e 

updated 4/26/2013 9:30PM 

Pagel of2 

Another Thursday night commission meeting under the belt and here are a few personal observations .. 

The usual players attended. 
There is this one guy who just can't stop saying how good he is at what he does 

You just have to listen to this guys logic And how he twists things 

Then of course there was that special Zumba lady again After the meeting she drove past Commissioner 
Gestrin and Robyn Rush and fired off the usual middle finger 

This is the person who wants to be on a city board . 
. Jamsion would most likely say "what would her mother think? ' 

... 
BREAKING NEWS 

DEAN DAVIS CLEARED OF ALL SIX ALLEGATION IN ETHICS COMPLAINT 

Last year and into this year, Dean Davis, Linda Gestrin and myself have been the target of political and personal 
attacks in the press and court documents .. They are mostly public record and I have expressed many time my 

opinion of the truths and facts that have been distorted and flat out wrong .. 

Last year on September 18, the Florida Commission on Ethics received a Complaint The Complaint was against 
Dean Davis and it contained 6 allegation of violation of Florida Statute all related to the sale and assistance to 

Plantation Oaks senior living center in High Springs. I have seen the complaint and the allegations. The complaint 
lists attorney Linda Rice Chapman as the Complainant While technically (as said to me by an investigator) she is the 

Complainant, I have been told that is was FILED by her on behalf of Ron Langman .. 

The complaint was numbered as 12~149,. An investigation was done by the Flodda Commission on Ethics advocate 
over the last few month. On Mach 6, 2013 the ADVOCATES RECOMMENDATIONS were completed and a report made 
for the commission .. That ADVOCATES RECOMMENDATION found for each of the six allegations, that "There is NO 

probable cause to believe that Respondent (Dean Davis) violated" ....... a section of the Florida Statute .. 

Today, Fr·iday, April 26, 2013 I accompanied Dean Davis to Tallahassee to take notes, pictures and for support, At 
about 11AM there was a scheduled hearing on all of the 6 allegations that were made,, In the 5 minute hearing that 

was attended by Dean Davis and Linda Rice Chapman (see photO, Ron Langman was not there), the seven member 
Flor'ida Commission on Ethics ruled to dismiss, stop,. the allegations against Dean Davis .. 

Picture of Dean at the Hearing <click here> 
Zip, nada_ zilch, over and done .. 

On Wednesday of next week, I have been told that the Florida Commission on Ethics will publish a "Press Release"' 
on their website to confirm what I am posting here .. 

This is the second Ethic Complaint filed against him that has been dropped .. 

A SIDE BAR FROM THE WAITING ROOM 

Last night (Thursday April 25) at our CRA meeting Sue Weller suggested for 
the top of her CRA list of things was a railroad museum in the "old Station 

Bakery building" .. (Linda Rice Chapman was NOT at the CRA meeting .. She told 
Dean Davis she was in Tallahassee .. ) 

THIS "OLD STATION BAKERY" BUILDING USE COMMENT WAS THE 
FIRST TIME THIS WAS EVER SAID AT A PUBLIC MEE11NG .... 

Now, while Dean Davis was in the hearing waiting room today and speaking to 
Linda Rice Chapman some small talk took place., 

One of her comments to him was this.,. 
"1 understand that there has been a lot of discussion about using the "old 

Station Bakery building" for a railroad museum" .. 
What'? I ask, how did she know about this? Just asking? Amazing stuff ... 

This website w~!~ ~posting stories. pictures vidc?s and c~n:imcnts to local newspapers that have bJ09s and websites I w.ill also be commenting ~tter city commission m~t!ngs/workshops 
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Update and more 

updated 4/18/2013 8:30PM {Funny Facts) 
This is the Charter Preamble for the City of High Springs .. Florida 

TIME TO GO BACK TO BASICS READ IT PLEASE 

Page I ofl 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to provide 
the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management, to make 

government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons. The orderly 
efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual citizens .. Citizens are 

encouraged to exercise their rights with dignity and restraint so as to avoid any sweeping acceleration in the 
cost of government because of the exercise of individual prerogatives, and individual citizens are encouraged 

to grant respect for the dignity of public office 

It says this: 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to 
provide the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management, to 
make government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons, 
The orderly, efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual citizens .. 

" This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing""" 
"TO PROVIDE THE PUBLIC WITH FULL AND A CCU RA TE INFORMATION",, 

I ASK, IS THIS BEING DONE BY THE CHARTER OFFICERS ANO THE MAYOR SUE WELLER '? 
FROM WHAT I HAVE BEEN FINDING OUT IN THE LAST FEW DAYS I THINK NOT. 

THE MISINFORMATION THE BACKROOM DEALS AND THE TELL ONE AND NOT ALL OF THE PAST HAS RETURNED TO CITY HALL 

THEN THERE IS THE NEW AMENDED BUDGET.OMG. THERE IS A HELEN MCGIVER EMAIL THAT SAYS WE ARE TO HAVE A 
RESERVE OF $299,230.44 ON 9/30/2012 BUT THAT WE ARE SHORT ALMOST $90,000 00, THIS EMAIL WAS TO THE AUDITOR 

THIS NEW AMENDED BUDGET WE ARE TO BE LOOKING AT SEEMS TO NOT TAKE RESERVES INTO ACCOUNT 
THEN THERE IS THE ISSUE OF WHAT I CALL THE SHUPE RESERVE. A TWO MONTH EMERGENCY RESERVE 

WHERE IS IT IN THIS BUDGET? 
I AM NOW BEGINNING TO BELIEVE HELEN LEFT US A SMOKE AND MIRROR PUZZLE THAT THIS CITY MANAGER AND ALL 

COMMISSIONERS BOUGHT INTO 
NEWSFLASH (;) 

I JUST LISTENED TO A BUDGET MEETING, HELEN SAYS WE HAD EXTRA FUNDS. BUT THEN LISTEN CLOSELY TO WHAT SHE SAID 
NEXT VERY QUIETLY THAT NO ONE HEARD,, 

THERE IS NO EXTRA/FOUND $30MOO.OO ... NADA, ZIP AND ZILCH AS THE A HORNEY GURU WOULD SAY 
SEE YA AT THE BUDGET MEETING AND I WILL MAKE IT ALL PUBLIC 

This wobsito will be posting stories pictul'(!s, vidoos and commonts to local newspapers that have biogs nnd websites. I will also bo commenting after city commission mootings/wor!<shops 
or CRA meetings kcoping tho public:: informed of th.:. ovcnts and hnpponings at your city hall, public record of city business and moro. And J admit I am tho typo King. , 
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Update and more 

updated 4/16/2013 8:10AM 
This is the Charter Preamble for the City of High Springs. Florida 

TIME TO GO BACK TO BASICS READ IT PLEASE 

Page 1ot1 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to provide 
the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management to make 

... government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons. The orderly 
· ~ efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual Citizens. Citizens are 

encouraged to exercise their rights with dignity and restraint so as to avoid any sweeping acceleration in the 
cost of government because of the exercise of individual prerogatives, and individual citizens are encouraged 

to grant respect for the dignity of public office 

It says this: 

This municipal government exists to pr'otect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to 
provide the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management, to 
make government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons .. 
The orderly, efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual citizens .. 

"TO PROVIDE THE PUBLIC WITH FULL AND ACCURATE INFORMATION". 

; ASK. "IS THIS BEING DONE BY THE CHARTER OFFICERS AND THE MAYOR SUE WELLER? 

FROM WHAT I HAVE BEEN FINDING OUT IN THE LAST FEW DAYS I THINK NOT 

THE MISINFORMATION THE BACKROOM DEALS AND THE TELL ONE AND NOT ALL OF THE PAST HAS RETURNED TO CITY HALL 

THEN THERE IS THE NEW AMENDED BUDGET. .. CMG 

This website will be posting stories, picturos, Videos ~md comments to local nows papers that have biogs and wc·bsltos I will also be commenting otter City commission mcct!ngslworkshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informed of the events and happenings at your city hall public record of city businoss rotainc-d And I admit I am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights. Reserved No p11rt of this wobsite may bo reproduced without express consent of Bob Barn11s 
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tsoo I:Sarnas l"IOnt rage 

Update and more 

updated 4/17/2013 10PM 
This is the Charter Preamble for the City of High Springs Florida 

TIME TO GO SACK TO BASICS READ IT PLEASE 

rage I 01 l 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to provide 
the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management. to make 

government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons. The orderly 
efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual citizens Citizens are 

encouraged to exercise their rights with dignity and restraint so as to avoid any sweeping acceleration in the 
cost of government because of the exercise of individual prerogatives, and individual citizens are encouraged 

to grant respect for the dignity of public office 

It says this: 

This municipal government exists to protect the governed, not the governing, and exists in order to 
provide the public with full and accurate information, to promote efficient administration management, to 
make government accountable to the people, and to ensure fair and equitable treatment to all persons. 

The orderly, efficient and fair operation of government requires the participation of individual citizens .. 

" This municipal govemment exists to protect the governed, not the governing" .. 
"TO PROVIDE THE PUBLIC WITH FULL AND ACCURATE INFORMATION". 

I ASK, 'IS THIS BEING DONE BY THE CHARTER OFFICERS AND THE MAYOR SUE WELLER'? 
FROM WHAT I HAVE BEEN FINDING OUT IN THE LAST FEW DAYS I THINK NOT 

THE MISINFORMATION, THE BACKROOM DEALS AND THE TELL ONE AND NOT ALL OF THE PAST HAS RETURNED TO CITY HALL 

THEN THERE IS THE NEW AMENDED BUDGET. .... OMG. THERE IS A HELEN MCGIVER EMAIL THAT SAYS WE ARE TO HAVE A 
RESERVE OF $299 230 44 ON 913012012. BUT THAT WE ARE SHORT ALMOST $90,000.00. THIS EMAIL WAS TO THE AUDITOR 

THIS NEW AMENDED BUDGET WE ARE TO BE LOOKING AT SEEMS TO NOT TAKE RESERVES INTO ACCOUNT. 
THEN THERE IS THE ISSUE OF WHAT I CALL THE SHUPE RESERVE. A TWO MONTH EMERGENCY RESERVE 

WHERE IS IT IN THIS BUDGET? 
I AM NOW BEGINNING TO BELIEVE HELEN LEFT US A SMOKE AND MIRROR PUZZLE. THAT THIS CITY MANAGER AND ALL 

COMMISSIONERS BOUGHT INTO 
NEWSFLASH 0 

I JUST LISTENED TO A BUDGET MEETING HELEN SAYS WE HAD EXTRA FUNDS. BUT THEN LISTEN CLOSELf TO WHAT SHE SAID 
NEXT VERY QUIETLY THAT NO ONE HEARD 

THERE IS NO EXTRA/FOUND $300 000.00 ... NADA, ZIP AND ZICLH AS THE ATTORNEY GURU WOULD SAY 
SEE YA AT THE BUDGET MEETING AND I WILL MAKE IT ALL PUBLIC 

This website will be posting stories, picturos. vidoos and comments to tocal newspapers that have biogs and websites ! will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops. 
or CRA mootings keeping tho public informed of the events and huppcnings at your city hall public record of city business rot;iinlXl And I admit J am tho typo King .. 

This website is copyright prote<:tcd Copyright ~4' bobbarnas com 2012-2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website m.-iy be reproduced without ox press consent of Sob Ba mas 
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Hob Ha.mas l"ront Page 

Update and more 

updated 4/1212013 8PM 

Sorr11 missed the meeting last night, 

Page 1 of2 

am fighting the flu bug and soar throat would not have benefited from being there I did talk to Jenny and got a 
highlight of the meeting. Best part is that Sue Weller will be running again. 

J hear all commissioners got a budget report too .. I did not 

Oh and I heard a great story of Bruce Borders and the Fire Department staff 

I hear that ACT did a story on traffic cameras .. I also got a call from WC.JS about them .. When I told them that the cameras are part of the 
Smart Traffic program. the chuckle was good to hear .. Seems that news mole that gets stories to the press has not had anything worth 

TV time Maybe there will be one coming from the FEC 

You know months ago I would go out to my car after a meeting and would see two commissioners talking in the parking lot. Was 
interesting that the conversations lasted so long .. But while I could not hear what they said, I was able to hear the call of the Eastern 
Whippoorwill bird in the background It talks alot at night and I wanted to hear its call better. You all might not know I am an avid bird 

watcher. ,Just another one of my many delights in life 

So to hear those 'birds better I bought a piece of equipment. Have had it for close to two months and gotten lots of use out of it.. Just 
finding out there is more background noise I hear instead of the birds But some background noise can atso be interesting. Anyway 

Here is a picture of my latest toy. For bird listening of course. And I have heard some great songs 

I 
\ 

! like taking pictures too 
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This wobsito will bo posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local nows papers thnt havo biogs and websites 1 will also be commenting after city commission meotings/worl<shops 
or CRA meetings keeping tho pub!lc infonned of tho events and happenings at your city hall public record of city business retained And I admit I am the typo King .. 
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Hob Hamas Front Page 

Update and more 

updated 4/9/2013 10:30PM 
Apparently things really never change Pay them more money and the spots never change. 

Seems a city manager decided NOT to tell the council 
Go figure .. You can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 

Zephyrhills misses out on state grant to aid poor 

Pagel otL 

ZEPHYRHILLS -- Zephyrhills was eligible to receive hundreds of thousands of dollars in state grant funding this 
year for homeless prevention, but City Manager Jim Drumm didn"t tell the council about the grant. ·-rm a little 

disappointed we didn't even know about it," Councilman Lance Smith said. "I think that's a shame, There'-s a lot of 
people who could have been helped with that money. "Officials with the county's Coalition for the Homeless 

notified Drumm and Dade City Manager Billy Poe that both municipalities could apply for the state Emergency 
Services grant. Dade City applied and received 

The liars have not learned, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast their spells 
and the unbelievers will never learn. 

Many of you have read in the papers there was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs concerning 
the Ballot issue to limit debt 

This is true. it was filed by Ross Ambrose and by his attorney Linda Rice Chapman .. 
It was heard by Judge Griffis .. He told both sides to request a trial. Some how neither side did what the judge said .. 

Then there was a compromise and an offer to render the ballot issue "ab initio" was made. The Judge accepted the 
city offer .. He also denied attorney fees to Linda Rice Chapman,. His ruling was made on October 31, 2012 in a 15 page 
document It gives both sides some wins and some losses .. But on page 14 it says this, "The City Commission Motion 
to Dismiss is granted in part and denied in part Plaintiff has pied for declar·atory relief, based on alternative theories 

of the City Commission's violation of Section 286 .. 022 and 166 .. 041, Florida Statutes .. The facts and aJternative theories 
are co mingled .. Therefore, the claims for relief based on Section 286,,011 are dismissed with prejudice .. As to the 

remaining claims, the City Commission shall file an Answer to the Complaint within (10) days from the date of this 
order 

This ruling would give back Ross Ambrose his filing fees But it would not give Linda Rice Chapman a 
dime ... because it says, "with prejudice" ... 

Both sides filed answers and motions and in court the .Judge asked why they did not set for trial. He was 
not happy .. No one had a good answer, and Paul Regensdori was now in the mix. 

Since this ruling the .Judge reaffirmed his "with prejudice" ruling .. No money for Chapman .. 

Now Paul Regensdori took charge .. And Linda Chapman is now saying she is not involved. It seems Paul 
Regensdori is asking for money only .. It seems he is asking for money for Linda Chapman .. Remember he 

stated at a meeting he would get involved "pro bono''.. Really .. 

So now you have most of the truth of the story .. But here is more. 

The attorney representing the city is Linda Edwards. Now remember the Judge ruled on October 31, 2012. 
Well here is the twist On November 1, 2012 (the very next day) Linda Chapman sends a letterto the CITY 

attorney (going around the insurance attorney Linda Edwards) and asks for money .. She completely ignores 
the Judges ruling. She does not ask Linda Edwards to communicate with Mr .. Walker .. This is not good. 

This is so not good, there is an email from Linda Edwards TO Linda Chapman telling her it is not good . .I 
have asked for this emaiL. 

So please click on the link below and read the letter Linda Chapman sent to our City Attorney Scott Walker 
and what she said about Linda Edwards After the Judge ruled the day before ''with prejudice" she is now 

doing an end around to Walker. throwing Linda Edwards under the bus and asking for $24.331 .. 35 and 
moreover money from three commissioners,. 

click here 
Remember the Judge just told her it was over. Done, finished and goodbye. 

Scott Walker replied the next day and said to her, "In response to your offer of settlement, please provide 
the authority on which you rely for Mr. Ambrose's claim for attorney's fees .. I would note, the Court 

rlic::;mic:.c:.p.ti with nro.i11rlir~i::o' 1 
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,~ ..... ., .. ,. ............. ~., .. .,.,.," I'" ... , ..... ~ ..... .. 

click here 
All seemed over, until Paul Regensdorf has filed an appeaL An appeal that again is by him according to 

Linda Chapman in a letter sent to the Florida Bar. 

So why is this being appealed by an attorney who is pro bono? Why did Linda Chapman pull out? Why did 
Linda Chapman try to go around Linda Edwards'? 

This is the truth of where this lawsuit is right now .. But the big question I keep asking the commission is, 
"what about the 1801 votes"? What can we do to tell those voters what has happened to their vote? 

So who won? No one ..... .You can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 
And when I maybe get that email from Linda Edwards ......... or 

Maybe Linda Chapman will give it to the Alalchua Today to publish .. :) .. 

Also, remember Popoli was asking the city to settle for over $100,000 .. 00 .. Well That is still out there 
And now there is another lawsuit against the City for something Chief Jim Tr·oiano was alledged to have 

done .. 
And a personal lawsuit against him too ..... 

This wobsito will bo posting slories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that h1Jvo biogs and websites J wrn also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings kooping tho public informed of tho events and happenings at your city hall public record of city business rotainod. And I admit I am tho typo King •. 
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Hob Harnas l'ront Page 

Meeting update and more 

updated 4/4/2013 6:30PM 

STARTING TOMORROW ETHIC COMPLAINTS 

Pagel OIZ 

THE ONES THAT ARE OUT THERE NOW. WHOS CONNECTED TO WHO IN THESE FILINGS AND MOST OF ALL THE TRUTH AND 
THE LIES 

YOU WONT WANT TO MISS THIS 

Mogler closed on downtown building 4/2/13 sold for $164,000 .. 00 

Was it all about the noise? 

The liars have not learned, the traitors will continue to betray, the wicked will continue to cast their spells 
and the unbelievers will never learn .. 

Many of you have read in the papers there was a lawsuit filed against the City of High Springs concerning 
the Ballot issue to limit debt .. 

This is true. It was fifed by Ross Amborse and by his attorney Linda Rice Chapman .. 
It was heard by Judge Griffis .. He told both sides to request a triaL Some how neither side did what the judge said .. 
Then there was a compromise and an offer· to render the ballot issue "ab initio" was made .. The Juge accepted the 

city offer .. He also denied attorney fees to Linda Rice Chapman. His ruling was made on October 31, 2012 in a 15 page 
document .. It gives both sides some wins and some losses, But on page 14 it says this, -''The City Commission Motion 
to Dismiss is granted in part and denied in part. Plaintiff has pied for declaratory relief, based on alternative theories 

of the City Commission's violation of Section 286 .. 022 and 166 .. 041, Florida Statutes .. The facts and alternative theories 
are co mingled .. Therefore, the claims for relief based on Section 286 .. 011 are dismissed with prejudice,, As to the 

remaining claims, the City Commission shall file an Answer to the Complaint within (10) days from the date of this 
order .. 

This ruling would give back Ross Ambrose his filing fees .. But it would not give Linda Rice Chapman a 
dime ....... because it says, "with prejudice" .... . 

Both sides filed answers and motions and in court the Judge asked why they did not set for trial .. He was 
not happy. No one had a good answer, and Paul Regensdorf was now in the mix .. 

Since this ruling the .Judge reaffirmed his ''with prejudice" ruling .. No money for Chapman.. 

Now Paul Regensdorf took charge .. And Linda Chapman is now saying she is not involved .. It seems Paul 
Regensdorf is asking for money only .. It seems he is asking for money for Linda Chapman .. Remember he 

stated at a meeting he would get involved "pro bone" .. Really .. 

So now you have most of the truth of the story .. But here is more .. 

The attorney representing the city is Linda Edwards .. Now remember the Judge ruled on October 31, 2012 .. 
Well here is the twist On November 1, 2012 (the very next day) Linda Chapman sends a letter to the CITY 

attorney (going around the insurance attorney Linda Edwards) and asks for money .. She completely ignores 
the .Judges ruling .. She does not ask Linda Edwards to communicate with Mr Walker This is not good .. 

This is so not good, there is an email from Linda Edwards TO Linda Chapman telling her it is not good .... 
have asked for this emaiL. 

So please click on the link below and read the letter Linda Chapman sent to our City Attorney Scott Walker 
and what she said about Linda Edwards .. After the ,Judge ruled the day before "with prejudice", she is now 

doing an end around to Walker, throwing Linda Edwards under the bus, and asking for $24,331 .. 35 and more 
money from three commissioners. 

Remember the ,Judge just told her it was over .. Done, finished and goodbye .. 

Scott Walker replied the next day and said to her, "In response to your offer of settlement, please provide 
the authority on which you rely for Mr Ambrose's claim for attomey's fees .. I would note, the Court 

dismissed. with prejudice .. 
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All seemed over, until Paul Regensdorf has filed an appeal .. An appeal that again is by him according to 
Linda Chapman in a letter sent to the Florida Bar. 

So why is this being appealed by an attorney who is pro bono? Why did Linda Chapman pull out'? Why did 
Linda Chapman try to go around Linda Edwards? 

This is the truth of where this lawsuit is right now .. But the big question I keep asking the commission is, 
"what about the 1801 votes"? What can we do to tell those voters what has happened to their vote? 

So who won? No one ..... .You can't make this cockamamie stuff up .. 
And when I maybe get that email from Linda Edwards ........ or 

Maybe Linda Chapman will give it to the Alalchua Today to publish. :) .. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, videos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites 1 will also be commenting after city commission meetings/workshops 
or CRA meetings keeping the public informod of the events and happenings at your city hall public rocord of city business retained And I admit I am the typo King •• 

This website is copyright protected Copyright© bobbamas com 2012-2013 AU Rights Reserved No part of this website miiy be reproduced without express consent of Bob Barnas 
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updated 
3121<13 SPM 

§#i·l,l§J#tji1§11•@b·H·@•i~NiiM+@i;@Hiij@~u3t§1.1•@ 
High Springs City updates 

I'm back. ..... 

OK. I spent 4 night relaxing with no TV, limited communication .. 
So I had lots of time to think about what was said at the last city meeting .. 

What was said in a email from .John Manley Ill .. (tomorrnw) 
Let look at how many public figures (NOT elected officials) here in High Springs have Codes of 

Conduct in their profession. How many hold positions that have a code. 

And tomorrow, I will post some more opinions on what has happened in the last few week and 
especially what happened at the last meeting with the Code of Conduct issue .. 

It was said by Vice Mayor Jamison that he wasn"t raised to treat someone the way I did. He 
took another cheap shot that HIS parents would not be pleased with HIM had he treated 

someone like I did. 

And in the Code of Conduct that was presented on his behalf by om city attorney. he forgot 
about all of that in his presentation .. 

SO I would ask this of Vice Mayor Jamison. What would a parent think of a daughter that had 
potty mouth to many? That fired the middle finger on a regular basis? That would treat senior 

citizens like dirt'? .Just as kin Scotty ..... 

Visit High Springs Florida Facebook 
Poe Springs F acebook 

Suzie page actually did not go away I have one question nagging me. 

Oh, and a gavel for an oops calling a patk Hewlett Park .. So I guess I need to remember .James 
Paul Park is James Paul Park .. But Hewlett Hollow is a name I use for my fictious town called 

Cockamamie ... .Where you just can't make this stuff up .. 

I hear a new antique shop is coming to downtown High Springs. 

This .vob!."itc· mil be posting 5tcri.:is. pictures, •Jidcos and ~ommcnts (o Joc~I ncwspaporo th.it have biogs :md websites I will also be· commenting after city commission mcotings.Jworkshops 
or '.::RA mooiings keeping th~ public infommd of the events nnd happening& at your cilV hall public oocord of city business rntained And) .idmit I am tho typo X1ng .. 

This ,...cbsitc is copyright protected Copyright~ bobbama~· com 2012 .. 2013 ll,,ll Right~. Reserved No part of this 11ebsitc ma'/ be ·cproduccd without express consent of Bob Ba mas 
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lip dated 
3122/13 10PM 

Hypocrite of the 
week Award 

.John Manley Ill 

a41.urng&1w+1.fi.r.fiUM-Mt@IW¥«nw1wn.t•m 
.Just stuff update 

The new agenda is out for the next meeting March 28th .. 
I gotta tell you all Five month into this new majority commission and I am now gonna call it the 

"Spinning wheels three Commission"". 
Where is the audit that was promised for this agenda? 

And the finance director took a hike ... coincidence? 

The code of conduct thing is back with a new name asking for "behavioral controls"" .. 
You really really could not have made this stuff up .. This new majority has fixated on 

controlling Bob Barnas .. Stopping my comments and trying to sweep the past under the rug. 
This is the focus of every meeting. 

Byran Williams has not placed ONE issue on an agenda to help the city .. Scott .Jamisen maybe 
did a few superficial things .. Bryan does get a nap in from time to time .. 

And I understand the CRA workshop was NOT controlled by him as chairman of the CRA. but 
the city manager as executive director .. And control was non existent 

So lets see where this '"behavioral" control goes. Lets see how much time will be devoted to it 
I can't wait for this meeting where I can mention what happened to .Jan Levitt at the break at 

!he last meeting .. And I can"t wait to talk about who also should be '"behaviorally" controlled .. 
NEXT 

Mr .. Manley wrote another of his attack emails .. So much for starting fresh .. 
Now for the joke of the week and Hypocrite award .. 

John Manley Ill and his Linkedin page you win. 
click here 

50 organizations listed. Most financial and most have financial codes of conduct 
Read that he says he is on the High Springs Parks and Recreation Committee .. 

Is he, really? And if not and he is embellishing his Linkedin bio? 
Is he embellishing everything? 

You be the judge of this financial wizard. I just cant stop laughing. 

This website;, Nill be posting stor;cs. pictures, ,,ridcos. and comments to !ocul n<.'.'wspapcrs that havc biogs and wobsitos I will ,1lso bu .::omm:.nling .lrtcr .::ity commiss1on mcetings<workshcr;..s 
or CRA :11cotings kocping the public informed of the ovents and happenings ,lt your city hall public record of -::•ty bt·sinoss ·otninud And I admit I a1T1 tho typo King .. 

TI1is -11Cbsito is copy1·1911t protoclod Copyrigllt 'C bobbamas com 2012 .. 2013 AU Rights Reserved No pJrt of thi~ . .vobs•t'J may be :cprodt"ccd witho~"t oxpre;:;s .:-.onscnt ::if Bob Samas 
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updated 
312211310PM 

Hypocrite of the 
week Award 

John Manley Ill 

Just stuff update 

The new agenda is out for the next meeting., March 28th .. 
I gotta tell you all .. Five month into this new majority commission and I am now gonna call it the 

"Spinning wheels three Commission', 
Where is the audit that was promised for this agenda? 

And the finance director took a hike .... coincidence? 

The code of conduct thing is back with a new name asking for "behavioral contm!s" 
You really, really could not have made this stuff up. This new majority has fixated on 

controlling Bob Barnas. Slopping my comments and trying to sweep the past under the rug, 
This is the focus of every meeting .. 

Byran Williams has not placed ONE issue on an agenda to help the city. Scott .,lamisen maybe 
did a few superficial things. Bryan does get a nap in from time to time. 

And I understand the CRA wor·kshop was NOT controlled by him as chainnan of the CRA, but 
the city manager as executive director. And control was non existent. 

So lets see where this "behavioral" control goes. lets see how much time will be devoted to it 
I can't wait for' this meeting where I can mention what happened to Jan Levitt at the break at 

the last meeting. And I can't wait to talk about who also should be ""behaviorally" contrnlled .. , 
NEXT 

Mr. Manley wrote another of his attack emails .. So much for starting fresh. 
Now for the joke of the week and Hypocrite award. 

John Manley Ill and his linkedin page you win .. 
click here 

50 organizations listed .. Most financial and most have financial codes of conduct. 
Read that he says he is on the High Springs Parks and Recreation Committee 

Is he, really? And if not and he is embellishing his Linkedin bio'? 
Is he embellishing everything'? 

You be the judge of this financial wizard I just cant stop laughing ...... 

n11s W(!bsit0 wiU be posting stories, picturos, videos and Jommcnts to local .i<!wspaptrs that have biogs and websites I will also be commcnt!.19 after city commissH>n meetings'worksl·1ops 
or CRA mootings kooping tlw public informed of the· events .:ind happenings at your city hall public tccord of city busin<-ss rctii1ned And I admit I am the typo King. 

This wcbsitc is copyr!gl1t protected Copyright '.CJ bobbnmas. com 2012-2013 All Rights Resurvcd No part of th"\ website may be- rcproduC'J-d mthout cxprcw ~onscnt of Bob Samas 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

updated 
3/15/13 12:45AM 

High Springs City updates 

On vacation enjoy your 3119/2013 meeting,, 

Now click on a link below to see more of the good side of High Springs 

Visit High Springs Florida Facebook 
Poe Springs Facebook 

Suzie page actually did not go away. I have one question nagging me 

Pagel ot I 

This website will be posting stories, pictu~, 1id(toS and comm<1nts to local 11(!".vspape" thM 11111<:! bl.:igs and wobsites l wil! also be commenting aft<;r city commission mcctings/w.:>rkshops 
or CRA meetings !<:ooping tM publh: infonncd of the events and happenings at your city hall pub Iii; ·.-ecorj of cit;/ business. ret.:lincd And I admit I :im the typo King .. 

This 1vobsitc is copyright protcctod Cop~right '!? bobbamas ::om 2012 .. 2013 AH Rights Rcsnrvcd. No p3rt of this WQbmte may 00 reproduced without <:lxpress consent ::>f Sob Sn mas 
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PAUL REGENSDORF PAGE 

Just sayin .oc can you? 

Ready airn shot fa1 orite saying? 

This has been his comment at meetings wher: he dcesn t lik~ comrr:issicners making a decision ,iVithout 
rnaybe not ha«.1ing enough information or raally lister:ir:g to his f:.C-Sition and 'otif'lg the Jther •iVay. 

He ·Nou!d jL1st love to debate things fore.;er :.,mtil he gets his vay. 

He· most recently has been complaining about the fact that th·8 iast COfftmission majority has brought back 
the police dispatch He said something like if it :osts too 1T1uch .. ve should get rid of it So its been dear 

from listening to hirn he does riot liks ha ·:ing OL:1·· ::-o:.n .jispatch 

He justs does not get the fact that our LOCAL dispatch is Nhat Ne no·-v ha1,e better than ever. 

With the flip of a switch we can ha·.;e direct corrnr1unication Nlth the Corr1rnunity Scrool 
ASO cannot do that IN'e can 

Thjs websito will bo posting stories, pictures, vidoos and comments to 1oc:il nowsp:ipcrs that have biogs and websites I will a!so be c0mmontlng ;iftcr city commission me-0tingsJworkshops 
or CRA mecti119s keeping tho public informed of !he events :irod hnppcnings at your c;ty hall pubHc record of city blJsincss ret:iincd. And l ;idmit l am tho typo King .. 

This '>'((lbsitc is c<>pyright protcctOO. Copyright 'K: bobbarnas com 2012--2013 All Rights. Rcscr.1ed No pmt at !his website may bu reproduced Nithout O)(pmss cons-en! of Bob Samas 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

updated 
3113/1311PM 

wµw.1.ij£t.iJ1tfln•;J§,1J.fiilli*#H'e•.WU§n!.¥1£H@@.4:k#t}1,1114I 
High Springs City updates 

Pagel of2 

I submitted a L.etter to the Editor to the Alachua County Today yesterday .. 
Will they print it? Will they edit it? Find out tomorrow. 

Now click on a link below to see to good side of High Springs 
Visit High Springs Florida Facebook 

Poe Springs Facebook 

Now the stories running in both papers call me out for getting upset at a local public figure and political 
supporter of Mayor Sue Weller, Vice Mayor Scott Jamison and Commissioner Byran Williams. This person now 
has a select page on my website so please read this page and check out more about her on the '"Suzie"' page .. 

Suzie Clark for the last 3 or so years has campaigned against almost anything I have done. She has called me 
out in commission meetings .. She has made obscene gestures to me as I am around town .. And oh so much 

more in accusations and stories .. 

More importantly she went door to door with Byran Williams walking up to doors where another candidate had 
signs and asked, "what can we do to get your vote""? She walked door to door with Commissioner Byran 

Williams to these select homes .. It was her that walked up to those doors (with Byran standing back) and asked 
this question .. "'Whal can we do the get your vote·•. 

Basically asking people to trade/switch their vote for a favor· 

At a Commission meeting she was escorted out of the meeting by the police chief after she was speaking at the 
podium where she was talking about cleaning up things .. Then with no warning quickly came around the podium, 
approached the dais where all commissioners sit and dumped a bag of dirt and string on my computer and desk 

area. And while doing it said '"now clean this up . 

Her most recent issue with me was her treatment of the senior citizens at the High Springs Civic Center Over 
the last several months she has been given '"free"' use of the building by the city .. Her and her group were 

suppose to use it, clean it and rearrange the sitting area so the seniors can come in and then use it for their 
meals and activities. On many occasions she has not kept her side of the bargain and conflicts have turned into 

accusations and more .. She constantly has made it difficult for the seniors on the days she is there .. 

Over the Valentines Day period a group of people organized a party for the seniors .. The city scheduling of the 
space created a problem and the party date was shifted to a Monday (Zumba exercise day) .. There were around 

3 Zumba people using the place and it was cold outside. They wanted to come in and wait inside till it was there 
time to use the space .. Suzie said no .. 

A heated discussion began and she insisted she had the space until a certain time on the cloci< .. She then pulled 
out her agreement with the city and told this to the seniors standing outside. Basically telling them to go away 

and come back at '"their'" designated time. No middle grcund .. No OK Ne can work this out. Just go away. 

In the picture on the Suzie page. she has the agreement next to her and is calling the city manager to complain 
about 30 or so senior citizens wanting to come inside .. Wanting to take part in a Valentines Day Party. 

This is l!'ihat made me upset again. ')'ou see Suzie Clar~ gets just about wh.-ate--1er she wants from the ne:N 
majority of Commissioners., 

She helped Byran Williams win his election, she supports Mayor Sue Weller and Vice Mayor Scott .Jamison, and 
now she acts like the city is hers This is Suzie Clark.. 

NOW 
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writing about Sob Barnas is the thing to do to make him look bad .. The Alachua Today paper NEVER asked me 

my side of this story .. The Observer called me and refused to print what you are going to read here. 

What you read in both papers is usually done this way when it comes to poiitics They want to sell or give 
newspapers to be able to tell the people who buy ads in them that they have a circulation number Not that the 

news is good Its al! about the bucks .. 

Ask yourself why are they not telling you about: 

1) The Fire Station construction of the new building with donated funds is about to be finished 

2) The youth baseball event coming to High Springs and how many people will be there 

3) How $320,000 .. 00 of High Springs money was "'discovered' in a budget balance why was it "missing"' in the 
first place 

4) And here is the big one .. 1801 voter in High Springs voted at the last election to limit the debt the city could 
take on .. Limit it to $1,000,000 .. 00 by the city commission. Anything more would require a vote by the High 

Springs voters Stories have been written about this as if three commissioners create a problem. Far from the 
truth .. The truth is that the ''bestest friend'" (Linda Rice Chapman of Alachua) of Mayor Sue Weller filed the 

lawsuit that we are facing for Ross Amborse. And your 1801 vote may not count.. Thanks Commissioner Weller.. 

And here's the kicker to all this .. It was Mayor Sue Weiler (then Commissioner Weller) that made the motions to 
change it to $3,000,000 .. 00 or $2,000,000 .. 00 that c.reated the prnblem the lawsuit is focusing on as a substantial 

change .. Not the Ordinance process that has been reported .. The motion by Sue Weller that was done to 
increase the amount is the r·eal problem that no newspaper has focused on. 

Please come back for more truth on what happens here in High Springs. 
And I thank the papers for getting the information out that there is a place to go to read more about their stories 

and the truth behind the story .. 

This wc-bsite· w1!1 be posting stori;:;s., pictures, 1ido.:is .1nd ;-::imn·.i:r.ts tJ loc~I :1cw;;p.1pcr~ th:it l1::tvc biogs and HObsitos I wi!I also be ;:;:immcr.ting after ..::it)' commission m·.x;tingslworllshops 
or CRA mr.:ietings kcopinq tho public informed of the c·1<rnts and happening~ at 1our ;;ity hJI! public record ,,f city bu$inoss. rctmnod ,lnd I Jdmit I am the t/po King .. 

This website is copyright protected Copyright c;, bobbarnas ~om 2012-2013 :\II Righi'> Resor·,;;d No ;)art of this NObsitc may bo roproducr.d Jt'ith.'.lut €'Xpmss ;;onscnt of Bob Barna~. 
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Bob Barnas High Springs 

m.1;\§@[.'.t:#Hl#li;{:t.!§:t;.1@tw1•st+M@Rll#Ml-Ei@dii3'¥1,lii4 
City Hall Clean up 

Sunday Hatch 10. 2013 Adventurers Club from ttw Gainesvilkt Spanish Seventh oay Acfventigt cmuch 
cuie to our eity to help clean up. tt was a volunteer projeet coordmated with them and camp Kii:dac{ua. 

I expec:led maybe 5 kids. CIOSe to 30 kids and adults came to do thiS community project for us .. 
lban.ks to them and Camp Kulaqua for the huge effort and groat results. 

T\·ii·.> •l>'cbsitc Nill be posting stories, piciures, l'idcos ;ind comments to local now:,-.papers that have biogs :ind websites l wm also \:Xl' co!'l'lmcnting after city comm;sslo,, mc(!tinoslworkshops 
or C'RA mootings keeping the public1nformcd of :110 c.vcnts and happenings 3t 1our cit;' h11H public record of city busincz.s. retained. And l admit I am tho typo King.. ~ 

This N<:ibsite is ~opyright protected Copyright :~) bobbarnas com 2012 .. 2013 All Right~ Rcse.-v.-id No p~rt cf this web5ite may 00 reproduced without oxprcs5 con~ont of Bob Bnrrw.a 
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writing about Bob Barnas is the thing to do to make him look bad. The Alachua Today paper NEVER asked me 

my side of this story. The Observer called me and refused to print what you are going to read here. 

What you read in both papers is usually done this way when it comes to politics .. They want to sell or give 
newspapers to be able to tell the people who buy ads in them that they have a circulation number .. Not that the 

news is good .. Its all about the bucks .. 

Ask yourself why are they not telling you about: 

1.1 The Fire Station construction of the new building with donated funds is about to be finished .. 

2) The youth baseball event coming to High Springs and how many people will be there 

3) How $320 ... 000 .. 00 of High Springs money was ·'discovered" in a budget balance why was it "missing" in the 
first place .. 

4) And here is the big one .. 1801 voter in High Springs voted at the last election to limit the debt the city could 
take on .. Limit it to $1,000,000.00 by the city commission. Anything more would require a vote by the High 

Springs voters .. Stories have been written about this as if three commissioners create a problem. Far from the 
truth ... The truth is that the "'bestest friend" (Linda Rice Chapman of Alachua) of Mayor Sue Weller filed the 

lawsuit that we are facing for Ross Amborse .. And your 1801 vote may not count. Thanks Commissioner Weller .. 

And here's the kicker to all this. It was Mayor Sue Weller (then Commissioner Weller) that made the motions to 
change it to $3,000,000 .. 00 or $2,000,000 .. 00 that created the problem the lawsuit is focusing on as a substantial 

change Not the Ordinance process that has been reported. The motion by Sue Weller that was done to 
increase the amount is the real problem that no newspaper has focused on .. 

Please come back for more truth on what happens here in High Springs .. 
And I thank the papers for getting the information out that there is a place to go to read more abouttheir stories 

and the truth behind the story 

This wc·bs'!'J will l:.c posting <;tories, picturos, 1idoos ar . .:l ;omments to local nowspapors that h.~vo blog5 ~nd .vobsitos I will also be commr.mling Mtcr cit/ commission mootingzlworkshops 
or CRA .TJcetmgs kooping tho public informed :iflho ~;o·nt~ Md i1appi;1nings ~t yo:ir ~ity hall public rccord :if city businoss retained And I .1dmit 1 ani tho t·;po King .. 

This wobsito rs ..::opyright protoct"'d C?pyright ''C bol'bam~s cc.m 2012-2013 ~II Rights Rc~rvnd. i\lo part of tll\S .vcbsito 1ny bo roproducod without ·'°IXprcss ~onscnt of Bob Barnas 
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Paul Regensdorf 

PAUL REGENSDORF PAGE 

Hes Back 

Pagel ofl 

ln the last 'fe·N days .e'</eryone (corr1missioners and charter officers) got an email frorn Mr Regensdorf about 
Code of Conduct our City having one It ·~vill be on the agenda Thursday night 

He had !inks to 3 different suggested codes and offered his help to the city attorney and rr1ore 
Now remernbar this is the guy ·who has a appeai to a la\vsuit against us ·.vith Ross Arnbrose. 

This is the gtiY .Nllo ,vent on a 15 minute rant at a CRl\ rneeting that would violate e .. ery rule in these 
:odes he sent us So I am Nondering is there a statute of lirrdtatiJns going backwards on these 

suggestions he rr1ake? 

Of course the real ~uestion on Thursday 1Nill be de these codes violate Freed-:im -:if Speak and 
Expression·? Cc these very codes stop legitimate debate? 1 sav..· cne code on line Nhere it says a 

Corr1rr1issioner should 'not'' cornment on a subject unless they are fully knowledgeable on the subject 
Oh my ho·N did that ·..vork for the se·'/\rer system fiasco? 

Then there is this line from one of the South Miami 11ersion that Regensdorf likes: 
5 Ensure the integrity of the actions of the each board or the City Corr1mission by avoiding discrimination 
through the dispensing of special favors or unfair pri·Jileges to anyone whether for remuneration or not 

Can you say .James Paul Park (aka Hewett Park)? 
Can you say thousands of dollars to the CDC? 

And Nhat about ·bestest friends· conf!!ict of interest? 

SJ ..vith Flcrida Cornrnissi:)n on Eth:cs thay have statute :)f limitatlons time that goes back.Natds S:i if Larry 
Tra"is violated sornething 2 years ago and ·11e just find out about 1t he is subject to a FCE complaint. 

And if say Byran V'Jil!iams violated a Florida Election law and vve find out Ne can file a complaint 
/Jill this be the case Nitr1 a High Springs Code of Conduct? 

VJcL:!d tl·:e :::ailing :if a press conferenc3 in tr1e city ::harr1b~rs be a Code of Conduct violati:in' 

! looked at the ·vcte fr::m the one Regensdorf likes frorn South Florida it -.,.,,as not unanirr10llS. 
3 ::omrnissioners fMayor Vice l'v1ayor and one Commissioner ~oted yes ona vvas absent and one .;oted ilO 

Interesting line in the sand there How about here? 
Gonna be a good political discussion here this Thursday 

Just say in. Y:u cant mal<e this Cockan1an1ie stuff up or can you? 

,is .,;cbsitc will 00 posting storic·s pictures, ~idcos and cor.imc·r.ts to loc<1I ncwsp<1p1:-rs that ha~u bloqs am! wubsitcis ! Mii al~ . .:> be commonting .1ftcr citt ;;ommission mootingsiworkshcps 
or :RA mootings kCQping the public informed Jf the ~vents nnd hapl)(!nings .i.t your ::ity llal! pubhc record vf cit1 l:lusincss rot<lincd And I admit I am th~· typo King .. 

Th's wc,b-:;itc it. ~opyrlght protc-ctcd Copyright'"~ bobbama~-. com 2012·2013 A!I Right~. Rcso.,·,.cd Ne part ·::f this Neb site rnuy bo rcpr0du~d withod ~xpros.s C0•1wnt or Sob Samas 
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Paul Regemdorf 

PAUL REGENSDORF PAGE 

Hes Back 

Pagel ofl 

in the last few days a .. eryone (comn1issioners and :;harter officers) got an email frorn Mr Regensdori about 
Code of Conduct :>ur City having one lt ;~ill be on the agenda Thursday night 

He had links to 3 different suggested :;odes and offered his help to the city attorney and n1ore 
New reme0'1ber this is the guy Nr:-::: has a a,cpeal to a laNsuit against us ·,1'1ith Ross Ambrose. 

This is the guy ... ,.ho ..vent 011 a 15 rr!inute rant at a CR.A rr1eeting that Nou!d violate e\1ery rule in these 
c::id.es he sent us So ! a1T1 ,,•.r"cndsring is there a statute of limitations going baCk·_~ards :>n these 

suggestions he tnake? 

Of course the 1·eal question on Thursday will be do these codes violate Freedorr1 cf Speak and 
Expression? Do these Je1·y codes sto~ legitimate debate7 ! saw one code on !ine where it says a 

Cornmissi~nsr should "not· comment on a subject unless they are fully knowledgeable on the subject 
Oh rny how did that Nork for the sewer system fiasco? 

Then there is this line from one of the South Miami ·.t·ersion that Regensdorf likes: 
5 Ensure the integrity of the actions of the each board or the City Cornrnission by avoiding discrimination 
through the dispensing of special favors or unfair privileges to anyone whether for rerr1uneration or not 

Can you say Jarnes Paul Park (aka Hewett Parkr? 
Can you say thousands of dollars to the CDC? 

So Nith Florida Cornmissicn on Ethics they have statute of limitations time that goes backwards So if La:rry 
Tra Jis ,,io!ated SJmething 2 y·ea1·s age: and -Ne just find out about it he is subject to a FCE corr1plaint 

And if say By1·an v"Jilli.ams violated a Florida Election laN and we find out -Ne can file a .::ornplaint 
V\lill this be the case Nith a High Springs Code of Conduct? 

V'Jould tr1e calling of a pr~ss r..cnfer<.:!nce in th~ city ::hambers be a Code Jf Conduct violation-? 

I ,1 o~k&d at the 1ote ftj1~'1 t11e .:ne Rege1 .. :sdorf likes fro1T1 Scuth Fk::r·ida it Nas 11::it unanirnous 
3 comm:ssion8rs tMayor vi::e i'>11ayor and one Cornrnissroner .roted yes one ·was absent and one voted 110 

lnte1·esting line in the sand there Ho1Jv about here? 
Gonna be a gocd po!itica! dis.::ussion here this Thursday. 

Just say in Y ::iu :ant rnake this Cockamarnie stuff up. or can you? 

This websito witl 00 po.;ting storios p'cturcs. Jidcos .md ;:cmrne.1t'3 to local .1owspapers that h<.i~o biogs and w<'.lb5itcs l wiU J!sc be commontlng 11ftcr city commi5sion mootings,1worksi1opi: 
or CRA 1l'X!Ungs k~\ng ~i'le public informed ofttwi ~vonts . .:ind hrippcnings at F>wr ~ity llall public 1"\'.lcord of city business rot.:iin<Jd And I admit I am thet~po King •. 
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updated 
3/10/13 8PM 

*#*·'ll*#fi·i1WH@IJ1h·?I@H~M#fj,1.&MJ 
High Springs City updates 

High Springs basically has two newspapers for now. Both have devoted the last two year to 
trashing Dean Davis, Bob Barnas and Linda Gestrin .. On occasion they post a good story .. 

Over· the last few weeks so many good things have happened here they did not report 
So if you want to see good new about High Springs or Poe Springs go to these links below .. 

Then like the page and keep returning for more good new 
Then save the money you pay these papers for ads no one reads, and use the papers like I 

do in the litter box .. Or at the bottom of the bird cages .. 
A challenge to the papers coming tomorrow .. 

Now click on a link below to see to good side of High Springs 
Visit High Springs Florida Face book 

Poe Springs Facebook 

Now the stories running in both papers call me out for getting upset at a local public figure and political 
supporter of Mayor Sue Weller, Vice Mayor Scott Jamison and Commissioner Byran Williams. This person now 
has a select page on my website so please read this page and check out more about her on the "'Suzie" page. 

Suzie Clark for the last 3 or so years has campaigned against almost anything I have done She has called me 
out in commission meetings. She has made obscene gestures to me as I am around town .. And oh so much 

more in accusations and stories. 

More importantly she went door to door with Byran Williams walking up to doors where another candidate had 
signs and asked, "what can we do to get your vote"? She walked door to door with Commissioner Byran 

Williams to these select homes .. It was her that walked up to those doors (with Byran standing back) and asked 
this question.. "What can we do the get your vote". 

Basically asking people to trade/switch their vote for a favor .. 

At a Commission meeting she was escorted out of the meeting by the police chief after she was speaking at the 
podium where she was talking about cleaning up things .. Then with no warning quickly came around the podium, 
approached the dais where all commissioners sit and dumped a bag of dirt and string on my computer and desk 

area .. And while doing it said. "now clean this up·. 

Her most recent issue with me was her treatment of the senior citizens at the High Springs Civic Center .. Over 
the last several months she has been given "'free"" use of the building by the city .. Her and her group were 

suppose to use it, clean it and rearrange the sitting area so the seniors can come in and then use it for their 
meals and activities .. On many occasions she has not kept her side of the bargain and conflicts have turned into 

accusations and more .. She constantly has made it difficult for the seniors on the days she is there. 

Over the Valentines Day pedod a group o! people organized a party for the seniors. The city scheduling of the 
space created a problem and the party date was shifted to a Monday (Zumba exetcise day) .. There were around 

3 Zumba people using the place and it was cold outside. They wanted to come in and wait inside till it was there 
time to use the space .. Suzie said no 

A heated discussion began and she insisted she had the space until a certain time on the clock She then pulled 
out her agreement with the city and told this to the seniors standing outside .. Basically telling them to go away 

and come back at ·'"their"· designated time .. No middle ground No OK we can work this out .Just go away .. 

In the picture on the Suzie page, she has the agreement next to her and is calling the city manager to complain 
about 30 or so senior citizens. wanting to come inside. Wanting to take part in a Valentines Day Party .. 

This is what made me upset again .. You see Suzie Clark gets just about Nhate1er she ·•·ants from the new 
majority of Commissioners. 

She helped Byran Williams win his election, she supports Mayor Sue Weller and Vice Mayor Scott .Jamison and 
now she acts like the city is hers .. This is Suzie Clark .. 

NOW 

There is oh so much more good going on in High Springs that these two papers can write about. But they feel 
11.1ritinn ~h..-u1t Rnh R~rn~c ic: tho thinl"'I tn til"\ tn m~l.ro hif'n lrv'\l.t h~'"' Tho Al-:al"'h11~ TnN.::n1 n~nt>I" l\rc:::vg:;~ .,ci:ltot"I mo 
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my side of this story. The Observer called me and refused to print what you are going to read here. 

What you read in both papers is usually done this way when it comes to politics They want to sell or give 
newspapers to be able to tell the people who buy ads in them that they have a circulation number .. Not that the 

news is good .. Its all about the bucks .. 

Ask yourself why are they not telling you about: 

1) The Fire Station construction of the new building with donated funds is about to be finished. 

2) The youth baseball event coming to High Springs and how many people will be there 

3) How $320 •. 000.00 of High Springs money was ""discovered' in a budget balance why was it "missing" in the 
first place 

4) And here is the big one .. ·1801 voter in High Springs voted at the last election to limit the debt the city could 
take on .. Limit it to $1,000,000 .. 00 by the city commission .. Anything more would require a vote by the High 

Springs voters .. Stories have been written about this as if three commissioners create a probiem. Far from the 
truth The truth is that the ''bestest friend" (Linda Rice Chapman of Alachua) of Mayor Sue Weller filed the 

lawsuit that we are facing for Ross Amborse. And your 1801 vote may not count. Thanks Commissioner Weller. 

And here's the kicker to all this .. It was Mayor Sue Weiler {then Commissioner Weller) that made the motions to 
change it to $3,000,000 .. 00 or $2,000,000 .. 00 that created the problem the lawsuit is focusing on as a substantial 

change Not the Ordinance process that has been reported .. The motion by Sue Weller that was done to 
increase the amount is the real problem that no newspaper has focused on. 

Please come back for more truth on what happens here in High Springs 
And I thank the papers for getting the information out that there is a place to go to read more about their stories 

and the truth behind the story 

This wcb$ito will be por.ting stories, pictures, .,rideos 11nd comments to loc:il no'.'1-spaprn'S that lrn~c biogs and w<'1bsitcs I #ill als.:i be commenting after cit} commission .11eetingsrworkshop5 
or CRA :TIOOling!l keeping tho public informed of the ovents and happenings at ~our city hall public record of city business rct::iinod And I admit I am th(! typo King .. 

This ..vcbsitc is. copyright protected Copyright t' bobbarnas com 2012··2013 Ali Rights Rc!;mvod No p.:.rt Df this. website may bo •cproductd witl1out ox press consent ?f Bot 8arn:'.ls 
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Suzie Clark 

m;g.IaJ®i¢4!{1@11a'1.¢4t®l•iif1r·*H#TI1fdl 
This is the real Suzie Clark 

Suzie Clark update ... 

Zumba gets the space free. And takes donations too ...• 
Suzie Clark said so at the meeting Feb. 28th. 

When referring to some locals she doesn t like, Suzie Clark said of them: 
it reminded me of the TV reality show 'Red-Necks on Vacation ., 

You want to hear more of the truth. Any morning bring a pot luck meal to the seniors at 
the Civic Center and ask them how they have been treated by Zumba Suzie ... 

Page 1 of l 

This wobsitc will be posting (ltories, pictures, 'Jidcos and comments to local newspaper:; that have blog~. and wcbsito1> I nill also be commanting after oily commission mooting5/worksh?ps 
or CRA meetings !moping tho public informed of thi:i events and happenings ;it your city hall public r(!cord of c1t1 Ousini;ss rctamcd And I admit l am the typo King .. 

This .veb!litc is copyright protected Copyright © bobbamas com 2012-2013 ,!\II Rights Rose Nod flJo p;irt of th1z wcbsito m~y be !"(!produced without 'lxprfJss ,,:om~ent of Bob Sam:;is 
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updated 3/8/13 9AM 

Q#J.i.ij@fij1i@@~iJ·M.blffli¥imlMi+¥m+l 
High Springs City updates 

Today two local newspapers are running stories about this website 
With all that goes on in our area this is what they want to write about 

For the last two years both papers have continually run stories to run down SELECT 
commissioners in the city of High Springs and never report the full and truthful stories, or my 
side of the story,, Please take the time to read !his page and others. And come back daily for 

update on what really happens in High Springs and at the meetings, 

Check out the other pages by just clicking on the titles above, 

Now the stories running in both papers call me out for getting upset at a local public figure and political 
supporter of Mayor Sue Weller, Vice Mayor Scott ,Jamison and Commissioner Byran Williams. This person now 
has a select page on my website so please read this page and check out more about her on the '"Suzie" page,, 

Suzie Clark for the last 3 or so years has campaigned against almost anything I have done, She has called me 
out in commission meetings,, She has made obscene gestures to me as I am around town., And oh so much 

more in accusations and stories,, 

More importantly she went door to door with Byran Williams walking up to doors where another candidate had 
signs and asked, "what can we do to get your vote"? She walked door to door with Commissioner Byran 

Williams to these select homes, It was her that walked up to those doors (with Byran standing back) and asked 
this question "What can we do the get your vote",, 

Basically asking people to trade/switch their vote for a favor,, 

At a Commission meeting she was escorted out of the meeting by the police chief after she was speaking at the 
podium where she was talking about cleaning up things Then with no warning quickly came around the podium, 
approached the dais where all commissioners sit and dumped a bag of dirt and string on my computer and desk 

area,, And while doing it said, "now clean this up'", 

Her most recent issue with me was her treatment of the senior citizens at the High Springs Civic Center, Over 
the last several months she has been given "free" use of the building by the city., Her and her group were 

suppose to use it, clean it and rearrange the sitting area so the seniors can come in and then use it for their 
meals and activities,, On many occasions she has not kept her side of the bargain and conflicts have turned into 

accusations and more, She constantly has made it difficult for the seniors on the days she is there. 

Over'the Valentines Day period a group of people organized a party for the seniors The city scheduling of the 
space created a problem and the party date was shifted to a Monday (Zumba exercise day),, There were around 

3 Zumba people using the place and it was cold outside, They wanted to come in and wait inside till it was there 
time to use the space. Suzie said no,, 

A heated discussion began and she insisted she had the space until a certain time on the clock,, She then pulled 
out her agreement with the city and told this to the seniors standing outside. Basically telling them to go away 

and come back at 'their'" designated time No middle ground. No OK we can .vork this out Just go away. 

In the picture on the Suzie page, she has the agreement next to her and is calling the city manager to complain 
about 30 or so senior citizens wanting to corne inside 'IJ1ianting to- take part in a Valentines Day Party .. 

This is what made me upset again .. "(ou see Suzie Clark gets just about ·whatever she 11Jants fr.om the new 
majority of Commissi.'Jn,ers 

She helped Byran Williams win his election. she supports Mayor Sue Weller and Vice Mayor Scott Jamison and 
now she acts like the city is hars. This is Suzie Ciark .. 

NOW 

There is oh so much more good going on in High Springs that these two papers can write about, But they feel 
writing about Bob Barnas is the thing to do to make him look bad, The Alachua Today paper NEVER asked me 

my side of this story., The Observer called me and refused to print what you are going to read here,, 

file://C:\software downloads\sitebuilder ne"\\'"\ Yahoo SiteBuilder\sites\OObbamas.com\sitebui.,.. 318120 l.3 



tsoo tsamas l"Iont rage 

What you read in both papers is usually done this way when it comes to politics .. They wantto sell or give 
newspapers to be able to tell the people who buy ads in them that they have a circulation number. Not that the 

news is good .. Its all about the bucks. 

Ask yourself why are they not telling you about: 

1) The Fire Station construction of the new building with donated funds is about to be finished .. 

2) The youth baseball event coming to High Springs and how many people will be there 

3) How $320,000.00 of High Springs money was ""discovered" in a budget balance why was it ·'missing'" in the 
first place .. 

4) And here is the big one. 1801 voter in High Springs voted at the last election to limit the debt the city could 
take on .. Limit it to $1,000,000.00 by the city commission .. Anything more would require a vote by the High 

Springs voters .. Stol'ies have been written about this as if three commissioners create a problem. Far from the 
truth .. .The tr'Uth is that the ""bestest friend""' (Linda Rice Chapman of Alachua) of Mayor Sue Weller filed the 

lawsuit that we are facing for Ross Amborse .. And your 1801 vote may not count. Thanks Commissioner Weller. 

And here's the kicker to all this. It was Mayor Sue Weiler (then Commissioner Weller) that made the motions to 
change it to $3,000,000 .. 00 or $2,000,000 .. 00 that created the problem the lawsuit is focusing on as a substantial 

change .. Not the Ordinance process that has been reported .. The motion by Sue Weller that was done to 
increase the amount is the real problem that no newspaper has focused on. 

Please come back for more truth on what happens here in High Springs .. 
And I thank the papers for getting the information out that there is a place to go to read more about their stories 

and the truth behind the story 

This wc-bsite will be p?sting stories, pictures., ,,ridoos and ~or:1mcnts t., le.cal nowspaprncs that ha,'1'· biogs cand ,11cbsitc.·s I will al!'c be comm(!nting Jftu cit'.· commission .nectir.gsl.vcrkshops 
or CR<'\ .necungs l<ooping the public infonnod of tho events Mld 11.upp<mings at 1ourc•ty i1Jlt public rocor:l of-;1ty busmcss mtained ,':\nd I <idmit I Jm lhc typo K'ng. 

Thh1 mbsito is copyright prot!..><::tod Copyright <1;1 bob~ar.1as ~om 2012 .. 2013 1111 Right~ Ro:mrvt d i~o p<nt ~I this .-mbsitt' r::iy be ·oprcdu~cd .v'tho~·t c•xtross :':inscnt of B:'>b B~rno~. 
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Bob Barnas Front Page Pagel of l 

In ·the next few days .. . ti. 
story about the Oboervor 
No·W5paper ~ts editcr and 
their reporting of the full 

story, the· trnth and morf! 
Pull :1p a ;:hair. 

updated 3/7/13 9pm 

iiittiH~fJ+.Jt™'#+m**·®t•i*Ar,wwmtw 
Whats in someones garage? 

OK, remember the election where those contributors the Hewletts. were holding signs. 
The Hewletts that made contributions to Byran and I believe Jamison? 
The same Hewletts that sent a letter to the city to close the park road .. 

And the same Hewletts who were happy the new majority in one of their first meetings 
voted for the closing of the park road Nothing else important to deal with correct? 

OK, now remember those bike racks that CRA money went to fund? Remember when a 
rack was used to promote Byran? (look at the picture) 

Whose bike racks are !hey actually? CDC or the city? Or the Hewletts? 
Where is this bike rack now? 

I think it might be in a supporters garage? 
Another reward just borrowing it? Or just storing il there? 

{UPDATE) 
Can you say Hewlett or maybe Ambrose? 

So in closing. why is it there and not in city possession'? 
inventory control by the Hewletts or Ambrose for the Hewlett park I guess . 

. Just askin ... you can't make this cockamamie stuff up. 

This website will 00 postin9 stories, pictures, videos and commi:mis to local newspapers lhut hllvO blog~·. and wobsltos I will a!s.o be ;:ommcnting Mtcr city commission mcctings/"orkshops 
or CRA. mootings ke<:ping tho public informed of tho events and h(lpponings .:it your cty haU public record of city business retained .'.Ind I admit I am the typo King .. 

This W"Obz1te l"Z> copyright protected Copyriaht@bobbamas com 2012-2013 All Rights Rcscf\ICd No part :>f this website 'fl.ly be rcprodu~ed wilhOL·t C)(pross cons()nt of 89b Barnas 
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updated 317/13 8pm 

Page I ofl 

Whats in someones garage? 

OK, remember the election where those contributors the Hewletts. were holding signs .. 
The Hewletts that made contributions to Byran and l believe Jamison? 
The same Hewletts that sent a letter to the city to close the park road. 

And the same Hewletts who were happy the new majority in one of their first meetings 
voted for the closing of the park road. Nothing else important to deal with correct? 

OK. now remember those bike racks that CRA money went to fund'? Remember when a 
rack was used to promote Byran? (look at the picture) 

Whose bike racks are they actually? CDC or the city'? Or the Hewletts? 
Where is this bike rack now? 

I think it might be in a supporters garage? 
Another reward, just borrowing it? Or just storing it there? 

Can you say Hewlett? 
So in closing. why is it there and not in city possession'? 

City inventory control by the Hewletts for the Hewlett park I guess .. 
,Just askin ..... .you can't make this cockamamie stuff up. 

This wobsrto will be posting stories, pictures, "idcos ond comments to !oc.:il newspapers that have biogs and websites. I Nil! also 00 Gommonting aftor city co.llmission mcotings,•worksl'lops 
or CRA tniwtings keeping tho public informed of !ho o~<.mts and happenings 1.1t your city hall .'\r.d I admit I am the typo King .. 

This website's copyright protected Copyright@ bobbamas com 20'12-2013 11.!I Rights Reserved No pari of t11is wobs.1to may be r~producod without oxpross ;:on sent ~f Sob Sam:is 
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Bob Barnas l'ront Page Page I ot l 

updated 3/6113 9pm 

Update 

Compiling documents and getting ready for a visit to Jacksonville .. 

Who said this? Here's the answer. 

"With regard to Mr.. Drumm" Couglin said, "we could not reconcile the differences 
between the role of the commission, which is to set the policy .. and his role, which is to 

administer the government.1
' 

.Just wanted to point out that it seems like ground hogs day .. 
Same theme over and over. 

Hoping we got that behind us .. 

Was reading a Gene Levine letter to the editor.. 
A question, what ever happened to tha printing business he had? 

Ttns websittl will 00 post'.ng sto'"ios, pictures, 'idElOS and comm1'lnts !o loc.,I ncwspap0fS that ha,n biogs 3nct <V(lbsitcs. i will also be commenting <iftcr city ~ommissiorr mootingslw.orl<shops 
or CRA meetings koop1ng the public mf0fmed ?f tho cvont'3 and happor1ings at your city h.:ill And I admit I am tho typo King •. 

This .vcbsito is copyright protected Copyright@ bobbnmas com 2012-2013 AU Rights Rcsc:;1(!d No part of this website may be roprodt1ccd without express consent of Bob B.:irnas 
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Bob Barnas Faith Pagel of I 

V'ii";en SJrr:unded b~ 3,.il and ti"'e presence Jfthe de .. ·i! himself 

Ephesians S· 1C-·18 

Tr.e ·whole .i~nnor of God 
Finally be strong in the Lord .and ir. the strength of i1is might Put on tr1e ti hole arrnor cf God that you may be able t:i 
stand against the sche1T1es Jf the de1,il For Ne do 11::rt Nrestlc against flesr1 and blo::id J::ut against the rulers against 

trie authorities against the .::osrnic pO{Jers ::>.,er tr: is present darkness against the spiritual fo1·.:es of evil in the 
heavenly places. Therefcre take up the Nhole arrrior of God tt1at you ir1ay be able to . .vithstand 1n the evil day and 

having done a!I tc stand finT1 Stand therefore ha, ing fastenej :r the belt cf truth and l1aving put on the breastplate 
of righte::iusness and as shoes for your feet ha·1ing put :)n the readiness ;iiven by the gospel of peace ln all 

:ir:urr;stan:::es take up the shield of faith feith .r1hich ~·cu :an extinguish ail the flar11ing jarts of the elil one· and take 
the· he!rnet of sai\atiD-n and the sv.ord :if the Spirit wh'.ch iS the .ii.or:! Jf God pi-aying at ':111 ti1·nes in the Spirit ,vith all 

prayer and supplication. To that end keep ale·rt bith all perseverance rr1ak1r:9 supplication for all the saints 

This website will bo posting storios, pictures, 1idoos and commEints to local newspapers that have biogs and websites. I wilt .:ils::> bo commenting aftor city "ommission mootings/workshops 
or CRA mooting5 keeping the public informed of the cv<mtt, .:ind hnpponings nt 1our city h.:ill Ar.d l admlt t ;:im tho typo King .. 

This w.:ibs'tc is copy1·ight p:otuctod Cop) right re;: bobbarn<is com 2012 .. 20·13 (\II RiOhts Rosi: No ct No part of th it. woOsito .r1ay 00 roproducod without oxpross consent of Bob Bnrna:;. 
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Bob Barnas Emnt Page 

Faith updated 

updated 3/5113 1 pm 

Pagel of 1 

Update 

On Break .... 

Compiling documents and getting ready for a visit to Jacksonville .. 

Post for today ...... who said this? Tomorrow the answer 

··with regard to XXX .. XXXXXXX" XXXXXXXX said, "we could not reconcile the 
differences between the role of the commission, which is to set the policy, and his role, 

which is to administer the government. 'i 

This ,..cbsitc wi!I b~ posting stories, pictures, 1ideos and comments to loc;i_I newspapers that ha~·e biogs Jnd websites. I wilt also be· commenting <iftor city commission mwtingsfworkshops 
or CRA meetings Keeping tho pul:.!ic informed ?I tho events and happonlng:; .~t your city hatl And! .:i.dmit I am the typo King .. 

This website is cop;tright protected Copyright© Oobbarnas com 2012··2013 AH Rights Rcsor,100 No purt of this website may be reproduced without express eonsont !lf Bob Samas 
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Bob Barnas Front Page Pagel of l 

FEB 28TH 

MEETING IN THE 
RECORD BOOK 

updated 311113 7pm 

Update 

Smooth Feb 23th meeting until Vice Mayor .Jamison went on the attack again .. 

Seems he doesn't like my "blog" .. Apparently doesn't believe in First Amendment rights. 

Commissioner .Jamison doesn't like me posting he and others did something wrong or 
his and others opinion stinks, or lack fact<> .. 

Does he remember when Roger Maltbie made the statement that someone needs to take 
Barnas out. A threat.. Or the bag of dirt dumped on the dais by Suzie Clark. Or the 

disruption by Paul Regensdmf of the CRA meeting .. And never, forget his smiles when 
the Langman/Chapman press conference was orchestrated .. 

Then there"s the Hewletts ... .remember they wrote that I violated the charter 600 
time ..... not 300 like Linda Rice Chapman said, not 100 like Larry Travis said, but 600 

Where was this ''high and mighty Vice Mayor" Jamison when posts were made by his 
son .. Posts by his friends of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs on the (City 

Commissioner run) highspringsblog and the Alachua Today website? The press 
conference Langman/Rice Chapman orchestrated that made and supported lies or false 

statement? Oh, not against him, or his contributors .. So that was all OK! 

NOW 
Seems like the new lawsuit Regensdorf mention on the 23th was filed against the city 

because of something done by Troiano. 

The compensatory time issue seems to be getting nearer a resolution All this going 
back to the Drumm era,. Never addressed then and never addressed up until now .. And 

!hat letter written by Jeri Langman that said how many people would get compensatory 
time., .oops again .. 

Ith.as been said the tt'u!h hurts. When you are a liar .. I suppose it does. 
Print the page, save it .. 

This wcb~;itc· will be· posting 5torif.·s, picturos, 1id1Jos and comments to local ncwsp<lpcrs that have biogs .:lnd .vobsitor.. l will also be commenting after city commission m-:iot!r.gs.rworkshops 
or CRA meetings kooprng the pubhc informed ofth".l c~onts and happenings at )'Our city hall And I admit lam th<l typo King 
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FEB 28TH 

MEETING IN THE 
RECORD BOOK 

Update 

Smooth Feb 28th meeting until Vice Mayor Jamison went on the attack again. 

Seems he doesn't like my "'blog"' Apparently doesn't believe in First Amendment rights .. 

Commissioner Jamison doesn't like me posting he and others did something wrong or 
his and others opinion stinks, or lack facts .. 

Does he remember when Roger Maltbie made the statement that someone needs to take 
Barnas out.. A threat. Or the bag of dirt dumped on the dais by Suzie Clark .. Or the 

disruption by Paul Regensdorf of the CRA meeting .. And never, forget his smiles when 
the Langman/Chapman press conference was orchestrated. 

Then there's the Hewletts ..... remember they wrote that I violated the charter 600 
time ... not 300 like Linda Rice Chapman said, not 100 like L.arry Travis said, but 600 ... 

Where was this "high and mighty Vice Mayor" Jamison when posts were made by his 
son .. Posts by his friends of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs on the (City 

Commissioner run) highspringsblog and the Alachua Today website? The press 
conference Langman/Rice Chapman orchestrated that made and supported lies or false 

statement'? Oh, not against him, or his contributors. So that was all OK! 

NOW 
Seems like the new lawsuit Regensdorf mention on the 28th was filed against the city 

because of something done by Troiano. 

The compensatory time issue seems to be getting nearer a resolution. All this going 
back to the Drumm era. Never addressed then and never addressed up until now .. And 

that letter written by Jeri Langman that said how many people would get compensatory 
time .. oops again 

It has been said the truth hurts. When you are a liar .. I suppose it does .. 
Print the page, save it .. 

. , , 
\This ·#apsito .viii bo posting st~rios; pictul'CSc)liefoo and comments to local nowspapcrs tl111t hav.} biogs Jnd websites. I will ll-;o be commonting nftor city commission mootingslworkshops 
\,, "'·-. -- _':!".9.8A-ml:fo11n ~ coping th<>· public informed of the events ::ind happenings at your city hall And I admit I nm the typo King ,__ --------
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FEB 28TH 

MEETING IN THE 
RECORD BOOK 

Update 

Smooth meeting tonight until the end when Commissioner ,Jamison went on the attack 

Seems he doesn't like my "blog'" .. Of course he is an educator .. But needs to go back to 
class, A blog is a ''interactive website". This "website" is certainly not and never has 

been interactive It is my Freest Amendment right It is not his to take away Good luck 
with a resolution to limit my freedom of speech .. 

Seem he didn't like the Larry Travis vs Jim Troiano liar comment. Seems he doesn't 
remember when Troiano (at a commission meeting) said Larry Travis directed him 

(Troiano) to reopen the negotiations with the county, after the commission majority 
ordered him (Troiano) not too .. Troiano said in a meeting that Larry told him to do this. 
And Larry vigorously denied it An email (Troiano) that is public record, to the county, 

says The Mayor told him to ... , 

And to this date Troiano never recanted his statement that Travis directed him. And 
Travis insisted that he never told him, So one is not telling the truth Which one was my 

question, and still is today, 

Commissioner Jamison doesn't like being told he did something wrong or his opinion 
stinks, or is without fact I wonder if Commissioner Jamison recalls the posts on "biogs" 

by his son The posts by his friends of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs .. 
The press conference and his comments and other·s at meetings and in the press, that 

made false statements and supported false statements. 

I still this the biggest liar in town rests in the name Commissioner ,Jamison used (with 
permission) tonight The Hewletts.,,,remember they wrote that I violated the charter 600 

time ..... not 300 like Linda Rice Chapman said. not 100 like Lany Travis said, but 600 ... 

I have spoken the truth once again tonight And will do it tomorrow 
Print the page, save it. 

This v.·cbsito Nill be posting stories, pictures, Videos and comments to loc:il newspapers \hat hJvc biogs and websites. I will llso be commenting after city commission :nc<!ti11gs/.vorkshops 
or CRA meetings Keeping the public info:med Qf tho events and happenings at your city hall And I admit I am the typo King 
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Suzie Clark owner of the Wellness Spa 

}@1tr.14wHl$444~44¥J4VJ-@1iRIJH-i#laji;;qJ 
BREAKING NEWS UPDATE 

Suzie Clark update ..... 

Monday morning at the Civic Center Zumba fi1st Seniors second .. 

Zumba gets the space free. And takes donations too ...... 
Suzie Clark said so at the meeting Feb .. 28th. 

Page 1 ofl 

This Hcbsito will be posting stories, pictures, videos <md comments to local newspapers that have biogs and wobsitos. I will also Do commenting after city ~om mission 1'1.::ictingslworkshops. 
or CRA meetings koQping tho public infonnod of tho events and hllf)pcnings at your city hall 11.nd l admit 1 .:im th!J typo King 
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NEXT 
COMMISSION 

MEETING 
FEB 28TH 

Update 

Spoke to the Florida Commission on Ethics and asked many questions,, 

Look forward to them doing the right thing .. 

New subject .. or back to the old 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

I have a copy of the November 1, 2012 Alachua Today Newspaper that proudly, boldly 
and blatantly published Four Guiding Principles. Then published the names of all ofthe 

members of this Political Action Committee. 

I am now reading Florida Law .. 

One records request deserves another 
Stay tuned. 

This website will be posting stories, pictures, ,.idcos and comments to local newspapers that have biogs and ~bsites. I Nill also bo commenting Mt<ir city commission mectingslworkshops 
or CRA meetings kocplng the public informed of the events and happenings ilt your :ity hall And I admit I am tho typo King 

• 
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PAUL REGENSDORF PAGE ON BREAK 

This .vcbsitc will be posting stories, pictures, vid<:!os ;:ind comments to local newspapers that have biogs and websites I will also be ;:ommonting after city commission mcetings1workshops 
or CRA meetings kucping the pub tic informod of the events and happenings <:lt your city hill I.. And l admit I am the typo King 
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Suzie Clark owner of the Wellness Spa 

!M1tJ.•;w;;H™rno?+@1WfRf-M!+¥fft1;,y 
BREAKING NEWS UPDATE 

Suzie Clark update ... 

Stopped by city hall Monday .. No report of disruption of Zumba or the Seniors .. 
Suppose there is a detente? 

huh ..... just kidding .. She's most likely whipping up a new potion .. 

rn get a report .. 

Heard a great story about Russell over the weekend. Wow ... 

Page 1of1 

This wcbsito will bo posting stories, p!cturos, video!". and comments to locnt newspapers that have biogs and #Jb:Jitcs. I wm also be commenting after city commission mectings/worli:shops 
:ir CRA meetings keeping tho public informed of tho events and happenings at your c;ty hall And I admit J 3m tho typo King 
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Bob Barnas Faith 

·~MESSAGE TC THE LL>RS AND NON BELIE· ERS >NC ESPECIA.LLY THE TRAITOR 

2 Timoth) 3:13 
But elil peop!e and irnpost:irs ·,vi!I go from bad to f. . .JrS3 as they ::'lecei ... e others and are 

therr1sel ves ::!ecel, ed 

Reve!aticn 20: 12 
And l saw the dead smail and gr-eat stand before God: and the b:i:iks Nere opened. and 

another book ·Nas opened Nhich is [the bookJ of life and the jaad ,.vere judged out of those 
things which were 1;1ritten ir: the bocks accor::ling to their .vorks 

Page 1of1 

This webslto wm bo posting stories, picturos, videos and comments to loc:il newspapers th.it have biogs and wcbsik.Js, J will also be commenting after city commission meetings/works.hops 
or CRA meeting'.' keeping the public 'nformcrd of the rNer.ts 11nd happenings at yr::ur city hall And I admit lam the typo King 
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Holland & Knight 
50 North Laura Street Suite 3900 I .Jacksonville. FL 32202 I T 904 353 2000 I F 904 358 1872 
Holland & Krnght L.LP j www hklaw com 

April I 6, 2013 

Ms. Sharon L Y eago 
21120 NW 132"d Lane 
High Springs, FL 32643 

Re: Pro Bono Representation -

Paul R. Regensdorf 
(904) 798-7398 
paul regensdorf@hklaw.com 

Defense of complaintfiled with Florida Elections Commission 
by Robert Barnas 

Dear Shar·on: 

This letter will confirm that we have agreed to represent you, Sharon Yeago, in connection with 
the defense of a complaint filed with the Florida Elections Commission by Robert Barnas on a 
pro bono basis When we say "pro bono," we mean that we will not collect from you any money 
for legal services we provide for you in connection with this matter We may, from time to time, 
send you invoices of our services rendered which reflect the amount of time and expenses 
incurred by us on your behalf but which you are not required to pay, unless agreed to otherwise 

Description of' Representation 

Our representation of you will involve the defense of the charge before the Floiida Elections 
Commission and an attempt to recover attorneys' fees for you pursuant to the paragraph below 
under Florida Statute §106 265 .. Our representation will be deemed to have begun on April 8, 
2013 

Fees and Costs 

Sometimes the comts and other formns will allow us to apply to be reimbursed for our· costs (for 
such things as copying docUinents, telephone calls, overnight mail, investigators, research, etc) 
and also for our attorney fees .. These applied-for costs and fees will be not be paid by you; rather 
they will be paid by the other side or a third party in the case In the event that the court 01 other 
formn issues an award of attorneys fees and costs against the other side or third party, you agree 
that we will be entitled to, and will receive, the portion of any such award attributable to Holland 
& Knight's work, (although such an award would or may be issued in favor of your name) Any 
request for an award of attorneys foes and costs would be based solely upon Holland & Knight's 
work with respect to the above described representation. For any work performed by me with 
respect to the above described representation, our statement will reflect the time at my regular 
billing rate of $505 per hour, subject to being paid solely from a comt order award of attorneys 
fees.. Any other attorneys from Holland & Knight working on this matter would have their time 
reflected at their normal rates, but in no event would the maximum hourly rate exceed mine .. 



Ms .. Sharon Y eago 
Ap1il 16, 2013 
Page2 

Termination 

When this matter is concluded, we will no longer be your lawyers unless we have agreed to 
continue to represent you on some other matte1 . Either of us can end the representation at any 
time 

Please sign below if you agree with the terms of this letter and return in the enclosed envelope. 
Keep the second copy for your records 

We look fo1ward to working with you. 

Approved this-·~-· day of 
--------' 2013 

SHARON L. YEAGO 

----------------
cc: Suzanne M Judas 

#22943470_vl 

Very tmly yours, 

Paul R. Regensdorf 



DATE: 02/18/14 PROFORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 

&llo5.45C 
(s0pl2H 

F 0 R 
F 0 R 
F 0 R 
F 0 R 
F 0 R 

Billing Attorney George E., Jr Scnuiz 
Multi Responsible Attorney 

Paul R. Regensdorf 
Multi Originating Attorney 

CREDITABLE MATTER 

INTERNAL 
I N T E R N A L 
I N T E R N A L 
INTERNAL 
I N T E R N A L 

02550 100% 

88004 100% 

U S E 
U S E 
U S E 
U S E 
U S E 

07000 

Suzanne M. Judas 
Client 094000 Pro Bono - Firm 
Matter 
Arrangement 

094000.05839 Sharon Yeago, defense of complaint 
Community Service (094100) & Pro Bono (094000) 

# 

0 NL Y 
0 NL Y 
0 NL Y 
0 NL Y 
0 NL Y 

9911 PCS Dept 
Date Opened: Apr 19, 2013 

Matter Rate Code: i 

.L=Standard 
2=Nationa1 

Rate 
Rate 

Page .L ll) 

FORMAT 
SCHEDULE 
CLIENT NOTES 

******************N*O*T*E*S************* *** 
This is a draft oill format M 3 2 
COM 

Business IntaKe: Please fill in matters 6213 -
6911. 

ORIGINATING ATTORNEY NEEDS TO REFLECT THE PRO 
BONO/PCS PARTNER FOR THE OFFICE OPENING THE 
MATTER. 
2/1/14 - BILLING AND RESPONSIBLE ATTORNY SHOULD 
BE THE SAME, CANNOT BE AN ASSOCIATE. 

02/02/11 - Matter 094000.04540 - Special Rate 
for Donald Goldsmith (68015) © $795 effective 
01/0lill. (plb) 

07-27-05 Proforma Template is prfint 

NEW MATTERS: ANY ELECTRONIC NEW MATTER MEMOS 
WHERE JEFFREY MITTLEMAN IS THE PRO BONO PARTNER 
YOU MUST CONTACT THE PERSON WHO PREPARED THE 
WORKFLOW FORM TO SEE WHAT "SUB-PRACTICE GROUP 
CODE SHOULD BE USED OTHER THAN SUB-PRACTICE CODE 
"4230" 

NEW MATTERS: DO NOT FILL IN MATTER NUMBERS 
ASSIGN NUMBERS FROM THE BOTTOM 

- -- - --------

~ 

~ 
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DATE: 02/18/14 PROFORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

MATTER NOTES 

ELECTRONIC ID: 
The following is the Matter Address: 

Pro Bono - Firm 02/18/14 

The following is the Copy To Address, if anv: 

For professiona.L services rendered through 02il8/14 

Page 2 (2) 

ANY ACTION - BILLING, TRANSFERS OR WRITE-OFFS. 
NO MATTER TO BE BILLED WITHOUT APPROVAL. THESE 
ARE NON-BILLABLE CREDITABLE MATTERS. 

The companion file for nilling is 086066. \any 
CSOFT cost must ne changed to hard cost DY A/P 
prior to nilling) . Buddy Scnulz snould oe 
nilling attorney on all companion matters. 

ALL MATTERS NON-BILLABLE - PRACTICE 999, 
CATEGORY 11 
SCHEDULE ALL MATTERS - COM 

Arrangement code on matter level is COM. 

ALSO NEEDS PRO-BONO PARTNER'S APPROVAL TO OPEN; 
Be sure when opening files to put the "Client's 
Names" that are on the matter in tne matter 
description \the Client name is actually "Pro 
Bono" and if the names are not on the matter 
thev are hard to identifyi. Be sure to tie them 
into conflicts as Supportive Parties or if there 
are Adverse Parties they should ne tied in too, 
EVEN if they are NOT LISTED under conflict 
information. 

When transferring files oe sure to change the 
scneduling, and watch for names to ne put in: 
Example - Client Names on tranferred files 
snould oe put in matter aesc. " put in the 
address on 94000 #'s. 

Effective i/1/06 all duplicating is at $.10 a 
copy 



DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

Our Matter Number 094000.05839 

Sharon Yeago, defense of complaint 

*------------------- ----Printed----------------------------* 
Date Timekeeper Hours Rate Value 

04/16/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 202.00 

04i19/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.60 505.00 303.00 

04/19/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 202.00 

04/19/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.90 505.00 454.50 

04/19/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. l.80 505.00 909.00 

04i20/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.80 505.00 404.00 

04/20/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

04/21/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. l.60 505.00 808.00 

04/21/13 Regensdorf, Paui R. 0.40 505.00 202.00 

04/22/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

04/22/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

04/22/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 0.80 505.00 404.00 

Review FEC Complaint for appropriate parties 

Draft opening memo and retention letter 

Emails with client re: retention and Telephone 
conference with client re: final details and 
schedule 

Draft and revise supporting affidavit for 
Hew1etts 

Detailed review of complaint and controlling 
statutes 

Revise affidavit and Email with Hew1etts 

Email with client re: facts in affidavit 

Multiple emails with Hew1etts, Telephone 
conference with L. Hewlett, revise affidavit 
and meeting with Hewietts for affidavit and 
pnotos 

Interview w/ R. Amorose re: facts for further 
affidavits 

Research FEC rules for ultimate dismissal and 
fees. 

Review photographs of sign for evidence 

Emails with B. Boukari re: other FEC complaint 

Page J !31 

Status Index 
NB 38818508 

NB 38818639 

NB 38818647 

NB 38818649 

NB 38821517 

NB 38818658 

NB 38818659 

NB 38818661 

NB 38818662 

NB 38817449 

NB 38818665 

NB 38818667 



DATE: 02/l8/l4 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/l8/l4 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printect----------------------------
Date TimeKeeper Hours Rate Va.Lue 

04/23/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

04/25/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

04/26/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

04/26/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.60 505.00 303.00 

04/28/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

04/29/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. .L.70 505.00 858.50 

04/30/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.90 505.00 454.50 

05/02/13 Regensaorf, Pau.L R. 0.70 505.00 353.50 

05/02/13 Regensaorf, Paul R. 0.60 505.00 303.00 

05/03/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

05/04/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

05/05/13 Regensaorf, Paul R. l. 70 505.00 858.50 

05/05/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 202.00 

05/06/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

05/06/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 0.60 505.00 303.00 

05/06/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. J.40 505.00 .L,717.00 

Multiple emails with R. Amoros re: Barnas signs 

Emails with client re: status of response 

Prepare and file notice of appearance with FEC 

Telepnone conference with with Clerk of the FEC 
re: format, procedures and appearance 

Multiple emails witn HS citizens re: nacK up 
copies of Barnas• blog for response 

Review Barnas screen snots for response and 
motion 

Draft affidavit for Client in support of 
response 

Revise and redraft affidavit of Ms. Yeago 

Review FEC rules and begin case review for 
response 

Revise and send draft affidavit to client 

Emails with witnesses re: barnas's sign 

Revise partial draft of response and Emails 
with client 

Revise affidavit and email with client 

Emails with client re: affidavit 

Emails with and Multiple telephone conferences 
with Ambrose counsel re: affidavits for FEC 

Page 4 \4) 

Status Index 

NB 38818697 

NB 38818744 

NB 38818752 

NB 38818753 

NB 38818772 

NB 38821064 

NB 38821461 

NB 38986027 

NB 38986028 

NB 38986034 

NB 38986046 

NB 38986224 

NB 38986234 

NB 38986240 

NB 38986250 

NB 38986269 



DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printed----------------------------
Date Timekeeper Hours Rate Value 

05/06/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.90 505.00 454.50 

05/06/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

05/07/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 4.30 505.00 2,171.50 

05/07/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 2.20 505.00 1,111.00 

05/08/13 Regensd.orf, Paul R. 0.20 505.00 101.00 

05/09/13 Regensdorf, Pau·1 R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

05/15/13 Regensdorf, Pau..1. R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

06/12/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.80 505.00 404. 00 

. ......,,.. 

06/12/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

06/14/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

06/23/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

06/25/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. l.30 505.00 656.50 

06/28/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 202.00 

Receive and review previous affidavits for 
inclusion and revise clients 

Prepare and send email and affidavit to E. 
MacKinnon re: Barnas 

Emails with client re: response and review, and 
compete final first draft of review, and revise 

Prepare and review all exhibits, proof and 
final edit response and file response 

Email with FEC re: response 

Emails with FEC re: detail of response 

Emails witn client re: FEC and Rusn complaint 

Receipt and initial review of decision of 
Florida Elections Commission and Telepnone 
conference witn client re; ramifications 

Review Complainant's blog re: attorneys fees 
for frivolous complaints and Telephone 
conference with client 

Telepnone conference with FEC re: notices, 
14-day deadline, confidentiality and closing 
the file 

Emails with client re: status and timing of FEC 
Comp.la int 

Detailed research into right to recover 
attorneys fees for fa1se FEC Complaint 

Email M. Aus1ev re: reports of Mr. Barnas• 
previous complaints 

Page 5 C5) 

Status Index 

NB 38986270 

NB 38986274 

NB 38986314 

NB 38986326 

NB 38986488 

NB 38986494 

NB 38986644 

NB 39060434 

NB 39060580 

NB 39057933 

NB 39138783 

NB 39140378 

NB 39140961 



DATE: 02/18/14 PROFORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printed-------
Date Timekeeper Hours Rate 

07/01/13 Regensdorf, Paui R. 0. 70" 505.00 

07jOl/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

O?jOl/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

07/01/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 1.10 505.00 

07/01/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.20 505.00 

07/02/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.10 505.00 

07/03/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 1.10 505.00 

07/03/13 Regensaorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 

07/03/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 1.30 505.00 

07/03/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 

07/03/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.90 505.00 

07/04/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 1.20 505.00 

07/04/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

Value 

353.50 

202.00 

202.00 

555.50 

101.00 

50.50 

555.50 

151.50 

656.50 

151.50 

454.50 

606.00 

202.00 

Email witn FEC re: closing of tne case 

Conference and Emails witn M. Ausley re: 
necessary researcn into parallel complaints for 
possible use, Bar Ethics, Election, USDA. 

Telephone conference and Email with L. R. 
Chapman re: Mr. Barnas complaint to USDA and 
related 

Emails re: .Local complaints against man in 
enclave 

Review USDA materials re: possible inclusion in 
motion 

Receive and review letter from FEC re: closing 
case. 

NOT BILLABLE TO Complainant -- repeat email 
from L. R. Chapman re: USDA 

Detailed emails with T. DePeter, B. BouKari, 
and L. R. Chapman re: their compiaints 

Emails with B. BouKari re: otner complaints 
filed ny Mr. Barnas 

Initial review of Mr. Barnas complaints and 
orders for comparison to Ms. Yeago•s complaint. 

Te.Lepnone conference with FEC re: records 
search for Travis complaint 

Receive and review detailed email with 
attachments on DePeter complaint and sewers 

Emails with T. DePeter re: nistory of sewer 
issue and his representation 

Page 6 (6) 

Status Index 

NB 39213456 

NB 39213459 

NB 39213479 

NB 39213483 

NB 39213487 

NB 39213488 

NB 39213533 

NB 39213536 

NB 39213541 

NB 39213542 

NB 39213543 

NB 39213549 

NB 39213550 
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DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printed----------------------------
Date Timexeeper Hours Rate Va1ue 

07 I 05/13 Regens.dorf, Paul R. 1.20 505.00 606.00 

07/05/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.70 505.00 353.50 

07 /05/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. 5.20 505.00 2,626.00 

07/05/13 Regensdorf, Pau1 R. 0 .40 505.00 202.00 

07/06/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. J..20 505.00 606.00 

07/07/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 2.30 505.00 .L,161.50 

07 /07 /13 Rege_nsdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 151.50 

07 /08 /13 Regensaorf, Paui R. 0.20 505.00 101.00 

07/08/13 Regensaorf, Paul R. 1.20 505.00 6.06.00 

07/08/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. .L.90 505.00 959.50 

07/09/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. 8.50 505.00 4,292.50 

07/09/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 202. 00 

07/09/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 505.00 252.50 

07/10/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 6.30 505.00 J,181.50 

Research various 1ega1 options for standard and 
proof requirements for FEC attorneys fees 

Detailed email with CCFBHS steering committee 
re: meeting 

Detailed file review, legal anaiysis, and Mr. 
Barnas comments review for motion for attorneys 
fees 

Begin outline of motion/petition for fees 

Prepare pros and cons of seeking attorneys fees 

Prepare for and attend meeting of CCFBHS 
Steering Committee re: attorneys fees 

Email with client re: risxs 

Email with client re: neginning of outline 

Multiple emails with from client re: CCFBHS 
publications and communications, at start 

Draft and edit ctetailed affidavit for Ms. 
Yeago•s consideration 

Complete initial draft of Petition for fees and 
initial edits 

Emails with client re: revision and draft 
petition 

Emails with client re: revisions to Ms. Yeago's 
affidavit 

Edit, revise. compile all exhibits, and file 

Page 7 {71 

Status Index 

NB 39213609 

NB 39213612 

NB 39213633 

NB 39213662 _,.) 

NB 39213625 :t<:J ~ .· \i 
NB 39213615 <.) -- '() .a~ ' 
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NB 39213817 

NB 39213824 



DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02il8/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printed---
Date TimeKeeper Hours Rate 

07/10/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

07/11/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 

07/11/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

07/11/13 Regensd.orf, Paul R. 0.30 505.00 

07/11/13 Regensdqrf, Paul R. 0.40 505.00 

08/30/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. .L .20 505.00 

09il3/13 Regensdorf, Pau.L R. .L.20 505.00 

10/18il3 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.60 520.00 

10/25/13 Regensdorf, Pau.L R. 0.50 520.00 

10/28/13 Regensdorf, Pau.L R. 0.70 520.00 

10/28/13 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.50 520.-00 

10/29/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 520.00 

10/30/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 520.00 

Value 

202.00 

151.50 

202.00 

151.50 

202.00 

606.00 

606.00 

312.00 

260.00 

364.00 

260.00 

156.00 

260.00 

Emails witn FEC re: Petition, August meeting 
date, and problems with that date 

Email with client re: finished Petition 

Emails with FEC re:rescnectuling nearing for 
November 13-14 

Emails witn client re: availanility on November 
13-14 in Tallanassee 

Emails with and Multiple telephone conferences 
with FEC re: November date 

Reseacn into procedures for Novemoer meeting, 
witnesses, presumptions, evidence 

Telepnone conference FEC and research on 
attorneys fees nearings and details of 
procedure 

Email with and Te1epnone conference with client 
re: any details on November nearing 

Emails with client, review of wensite of FEC, 
and other internet data for scnedu.Le of Nov. 
meeting 

Emails witn client re: November nearing 

Multiple telepnone conferences with FEC re: 
schedule of nearing for Novem.t>er .bOard meeting 

Receive and review final notice of Nov. 13 
hearing on fees 

Email with E. Lipman of FEC, and receipt of 
emails from FEC with audio of previous 
attorneys fees nearing 

Page 8 (SJ 

Status Index 

NB 39213860 

NB 39213917 

NB 39213919 

NB 39213951 

NB 39213961 

NB 39464747 

NB 39616579 

NB 39796520 

NB 39797767 

NB 39795578 

NB 39795579 

NB 39798007 

NB 39798164 



DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

•- -------Printed----------------------------
Date TimeKeeper Hours Rate Value 

lli04il3 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.70 520.00 364.00 

11/06/13 Regensdorf. Paul R. 0.40 520.00 208.00 

11/11/13.Regensdorf, Paul R. .L.30 520.00 676.00 

11/12/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 520.00 260.00 

11/12/13 Regensctorf, Paul. R. .i.20 520.00 624.00 

11/12/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 3.70 520.00 1,924.00 

11/12/13 Regensaorf, Paul R. 0.80 520.00 416.00 

11/13/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 11.70 520.00 6.084.00 

11/17/13 Regensdorf, Pau.L R. 0.50 520.00 260.00 

11/18/13 Regensdorf, Pau·1 R. 0.60 520.00 312.00 

11/20/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 

11/23/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.20 520.00 104.00 

12/17/13 Regensdorf, Paul. R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 

Listen to May fees nearing with MarK Herren 

Emails with and Multiple telephone conferences 
with client re: possible offer of an olive 
orancn 

Email with and Telephone conference witn FEC 
re: attendance at neaiing on fees 

Review time entries for bill and Emails with 
client re: "mediation" 

Emails witn and Telephone conference with M. 
Herron re: FEC proceedings for fees 

Receive and review of emails with FEC and new 
materiais from Mr. Barnas 

Complete balance of file review and prepare for 
FEC argument 

Multipie emails with and Multiple teiepnone 
conferences with client over presentation to 
FEC 

Prepare for, travel to, and attend nearing on 
fees at the Florida Elections Commission 

Receive and review Email with client re: 
summary of mediation 

Email with and Teiepnone conference with 
"mediator" re: aosence of input into 
nonexistent procedure 

Email with L. Sellers re: DOAH procedures 

Email with client re: petition and evidence of 
memoers 
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Status Index 

NB 39866087 

NB 39866817 

NB 39865317 

NB 39864.902 

NB 39864922 

NB 39864923 

NB 39864927 

NB 39863915 

NB 39932287 

NB 39932311 

NB 39932771 

NB 39933372 
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DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

•- ---------------Printed----------------------------
Date TimeKeeper Hours Rate Value 

12/18/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.20 520.00 104.00 
Receive and review of Mr. Barnas response to 
amended initial order 

12/21/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.10 520.00 52.00 
Receive and review Mr. Barnas' cnange of 
address 

12/23/13 Regensdorf, Paul. R. 0.70 520.00 364.00 
Email with and Telephone conference with L. 
Sellers re: DOAH 

12/23/13 Regensdorf, Paul. R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 
Emails witn Mr. Barnas re: scheduling 

12/26/13 Regensctorf, Pau1 R. 0.50 520.00 260.00 
Emails with Mr. Barnas re: seeKing conference 
with judge and possible continuance 

12/27/13 Regen~dorf, Paul R. 0.20 520.00 104.00 
Emails with client re: DOAH developments 

12/27/13 Regensdorf, Paul. R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 
Email with and Conference with J. Mansfield re: 
RFP's in computer cases and social media 

12/27/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. .L.30 520.00 676.00 
Draft and Revise RFP to Mr. Barnas 

12/30/13 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.50 520.00 260.00 
Edit and finalize RFP and emails with Mr. 
Barnas re: FEC case 

01/03/14 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.70 520.00 364.00 
Receive and review orders from DOAH on nearing 
and on pre-nearing issues. 

01/03/14 Regensdorf, Paul R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 
Receive and review order denying request for 
pre-trial. nearing 

01/07/14 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.30 520.00 156.00 
Email with FEC re: 1acK of participation in 
DOAH proceeding 

01/07/14 Regensctorf, Paul R. 0.90 520.00 468.00 
Receipt and initial. review of Email with B. 
Barnas and requests for production 

01/08/14 Regensctorf, Pau·l. R. 0.50 520.00 260.00 
Email with and Telepnone conference with client 
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Status Index 

NB 40082525 

NB 40082678 

NB 40082683 

NB 40082685 

NB 40082725 

NB 40082728 

NB 40082758 

NB 40082763 
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NB 40248469 
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DATE: 02/18/14 PRO FORMA STATEMENT AS OF 02/18/14 FOR FILE 094000.05839 # 

*------------------------Printed----------------------------
Date TimeKeeper Hours Rate vaiue 

FEE SUMMARY 
ATTORNEY TITLE 

02550 Regensctorf, Paui R. 
02550 Regensdorf, Paui R. 

TOTAL 

Partner 
Partner 

*-----------PRINTED---~-------* 

HOURS RATE AMOUNT 

78.10 505.00 
32.80 520.00 

110.90 

39,440.50 
17,056.00 

56,496.50 

Page 11 (11} 

Status 

*------------ACTUAL--------------* 
HOURS RATE AMOUNT 

78.10 
32.80 

110.90 

505.00 
520.00 

39,440.50 
17,056.00 

56,496.50 

Index 

DATE AMOUNT COST DESCRIPTION COST CODE STATUS INDEX VOUCHER # VENDOR # CCHECK # 

04/23/13 5.76 Telepnone Telephone NB 38424720 
Call to (352)359-4256 0017.50 Mins., from 25489 

TOTAL 5.76 
COST SUMMARY 

CODE DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 

El05 Teiepnone 5.76 

TOTAL 5.76 

PROFORMA SUMMARY 

TOTAL FEES 56,496.50 

TOTAL COSTS 5.76 

INVOICE TOTAL 0.00 











BEFORE THE 
STATE OF FLORIDA 

COMMISSION ON ETHICS 

In re HABIB BRYAN BOUKARI, 

DATE FILED 
DECO 5 2012 

COMMISSION ON ET11!CS 

) 
) 
) 
) 

Complaint No 12-209 
Respondent 

PUBLIC REPORT AND ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT 

On Friday, November 30, 2012, the Commission on Ethics met in executive session and 

considered this complaint for legal sufficiency pursuant to Commission Rule 34-5 .002, FA C 

The Commission's review was limited to questions ofjmisdiction of the Commission and of the 

adequacy of the details of the complaint to allege a violation of the Code of Ethics fot Public 

Officers and Employees No factual investigation preceded the review, and therefore the 

Commission's conclusions do not reflect on the accmacy of the allegations of the complaint 

The Commission voted to dismiss the complaint for lack of legal sufficiency, based on 

the following analysis: 

This complaint was filed by Robert J. Barnas of High Springs, Florida 

2 The Respondent, Habib Bryan Boukari, allegedly serves as Vice Chait of the City 

of Alachua's Downtown Redevelopment I rust Board. 1 

3 The Complainant alleges that the Respondent's brother serves on the Alachua City 

Commission and that the Respondent's 2011 reappointment to the Downtown Redevelopment 

Trust Board violated the anti-nepotism law It also is alleged that the Respondent and his mother 

'Although the CE Form 50 identifies the Respondent as the "Vice Mayor," the complaint itself makes clear that that 
the Respondent is an appointee to the Downtown Redevelopment Trust Board, an unpaid position .. His brother.. Ben 
Boukari, is apparently Vice Mayor of the City of Alachua and another brother, /\dam Boukari, is the Assistant City 
Manager 



partially own and operate a newspaper and that the City places advertisements and official 

notices in the paper The Complainant alleges that this results in a "special private gain" to the 

Respondent, as prohibited by Section 1123143(3), Florida Statutes 

4 Section 11:2 3143(3), Florida Statutes, provides: 

No county, municipal, or other local public officer shall vote in 
an official capacity upon any measure which would inure to his 01 
her special private gain or loss; which he or she knows would inme 
to the special private gain or loss of any principal by whom he or 
she is retained or to the parent organization or subsidiaiy of a 
c01porate principal by which he or she is retained, other than an 
agency as defined in s 112.312(2); 01 which he or she knows 
would inu1e to the special private gain or loss of a relative or 
business associate of the public officer .. Such public officer shall, 
prior to the vote being taken, publicly state to the assembly the 
natme of the officer's interest in the matte1 from which he or she is 
abstaining from voting and, within 15 days after the vote occms, 
disclose the nature of his or her interest as a public record in a 
memorandum filed with the person responsible for recording the 
minutes of the meeting, who shall inc01poratc the memorandum in 
the minutes 

This statute prohibits a public official from voting on a matter that inures to his special private 

gain or loss or to the special private gain or loss of a relative, a principal by whom he's retained, 

or others specified in the statute 

5 Section 112 3143(3) does not appear to have any applicability to the Respondent, 

based on the allegations in the complaint Although it is alleged that the Respondent voted on 

land-planning and zoning issues as a member of the Downtown Redevelopment I rnst Board, 

there is no indication that any votes inured to his special private gain 01 loss Therefore, the 

allegations are legally insufficient to indicate a possible violation of Section 112 3143(3), Florida 

Statutes 

6.. Section 112 3135(2)(a), Florida Statutes, provides: 

2 



A public official may not appoint, employ, promote, or advance, 
or advocate for appointment, employment, promotion, or 
advancement, in or to a position in the agency in which the official 
is serving or over which the official exercises jurisdiction 01 

control any individual who is a relative of the public official An 
individual may not be appointed, employed, promoted, 01 

advanced in or to a position in an agency if such appointment, 
employment, promotion, or advancement has been advocated by a 
public official, serving in or exercising jurisdiction or control over 
the agency, who is a relative of the individual or if such 
appointment, employment, promotion, or advancement is made by 
a collegial body of which a relative of the individual is a member. 
However, this subsection shall not apply to appointments to boards 
other than those with land-planning or zoning responsibilities in 
those municipalities with less than 35,000 population This 
subsection does not apply to persons serving in a volunteer 
capacity who provide eme1gency medical, firefighting, or police 
services Such persons may receive, without losing their volunteer 
status, reimbursements for the costs of any training they get 
relating to the provision of volunteer emergency medical, 
firefighting, or police se1vices and payment for any incidental 
expenses relating to those services that they provide 

7 The allegations are legally insufficient to indicate a possible violation of Section 

l 123135(2)(a), Florida Statutes, by the Respondent Section 112.3135(2)(a) prohibits a public 

official from appointing a relative to a position in an agency over which he exercises jurisdiction 

or control. and here, there is no allegation that the Respondent appointed or advocated for the 

appointment of any relative. 

8 The allegations that the City placed advertisements and meeting notices in a 

newspaper partially owned by the Respondent implicate Sections 112 313(3) and 112 313(7)(a), 

Florida Statutes, which state: 

DOING BUSINESS WITH ONE'S AGENCY -No employee of 
an agency acting in his or her official capacity as a purchasing 
agent, or public officer acting in his or her official capacity, shall 
either directly or indirectly purchase, rent, or lease any realty, 
goods, or services for his or her own agency from any business 
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entity of which the officer or employee or the officer's or 
employee's spouse or child is an officer, partner, director, or 
proprietor or in which such officer or employee or the officer's or 
employee's spouse or child, or any combination of them, has a 
material interest Nor shall a public officer or employee, acting in a 
pt ivate capacity, rent, lease, or sell any realty, goods, or services to 
the officer's or employee's own agency, if he or she is a state 
officer or employee, or to any political subdivision or any agency 
thereof; if he or she is serving as an officer or employee of that 
political subdivision The foregoing shall not apply to district 
offices maintained by legislators when such offices are located in 
the legislator's place of business or when such offices are on 
property wholly or partially owned by the legislator This 
subsection shall not affect or be construed to prohibit contracts 
entered into prior to: 

(a) October 1, 1975 
(b) Qualification for elective office 
(c) Appointment to public office 
( d) Beginning public employment 

(7) CONFLICTING EMPLOYMENT OR CONTRACTUAL 
RELA TIONSHIP .. ·-No public officer or employee of an agency 
shall have or hold any employment or contractual relationship with 
any business entity or any agency which is subject to the regulation 
of, or is doing business with, an agency of which he or she is an 
ottice1 or employee, excluding those organizations and their 
officers who, when acting in their official capacity, enter into or 
negotiate a collective bargaining contract with the state or any 
municipality, county, or other political subdivision of the state; nor 
shall an officer or employee of an agency have or hold any 
employment or contractual relationship that will create a 
continuing or frequently recurring conflict between his or her 
private interests and the performance of his or her public duties or 
that would impede the foll and faithfol discharge of his or her 
public duties. 

9 Section 1123 13(3 ), Florida Statutes, prohibits a public officer from acting in a 

private capacity to sell services to his own agency or any political subdivision thereof Section 

1 12 .313( 7)(a), f lorida Statutes, prohibits the Respondent fiom having a contractual relationship 

with a business entity doing business with his agency. However, Section 112313(12)(c), Florida 
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Statutes, contains an exemption for the purchase or sale of legal advertising in a newspaper, and 

the published notices included with the complaint appear to constitute legal advertising See also 

CEO 81-66, where the Commission opined that Section 112Jl3(3), Florida Statutes, is not 

violated as long as the subordinate board on which the public official serves plays no role in 

approving or giving advice on the agency's purchase of services fiom the subordinate board's 

member.. Accordingly, the allegations are legally insufficient to indicate possible violations of 

Sections 112 313(3) and 112 J l 3(7)(a), Florida Statutes 

Accordingly, this complaint is hereby dismissed for failure to constitute a legally 

sufficient complaint with the issuance of this public report 

ORDERED by the State off lotida Commission on Ethics meeting in executive session 

on November 30 .. 2012 

SHM/jcc 

cc: Mr Habib Bryan Boukari, Respondent 
Mr Robert f. Barnas, Complainant 

1Qe~5- ;){//~ 
I 

Date Rendered 

~1rziruRER 
Chair, Florida Commission on Ethics 
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In re JAMES D DRUMM, 

Respondent 

BEFORE THE 
STATE OF FLORIDA 

COMMISSION ON ETHICS 

DATE FILED 
SEP 14 2011' 

OOMMISSI0\11 <:'iN E1'NiC~ 

) 
) 
) 

Complaint No. 11-098 

PUBLIC REPORT AND ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT 

On Friday, September 9, 2011, the Commission on Ethics met in executive session and 

considered this complaint for legal sufficiency pmsuant to Commission Rule 34-5 .. 002, F A .C. 

The Commission's review was limited to questions ofjurisdiction of the Commission and of the 

adequacy of the details of the complaint to allege a violation of the Code of Ethics for Public 

Office1s and Employees No factual investigation preceded the review, and therefo1e the 

Commission's conclusions do not reflect on the accuracy of the allegations of the complaint 

The Commission voted to dismiss the complaint for legal insufficiency, based on the 

following analysis: 

I.. This complaint was filed by Robert J Bamas of High Springs, Florida 

2 The Respondent, James D Drumm, allegedly fo1merly served as the City 

Manager of High Springs 

3 The complaint alleges that the City of High Springs has been in the process of 

developing a centrnl sewer or wastewate1 treatment system for 10 years The Complainant 

alleges that the City improperly failed to collect $2 64 million in user impact fees for the pn:iject. 

He also alleges that after Phases 1 and 2 of the project, the City had $2 million in foderal grant 

money "left over," and so created a previously-unplanned Phase 4N of the pn;iject for the pmpose 



of using the leftover fonds. The Complainant further alleges that in mder to authorize the use of 

the funds, the granting authority (the USDA) required a new Preliminary Engineering Report. 

The complaint alleges that the Respondent, unilaterally and without either a vote of the City 

Commission or a bid process, entered into a contract with Jones Edmunds and Associates for 

engineering services.. The Complainant alleges that this action violated the City Charter, as well 

as state and federnl law prescribing which local officials may enter into contracts and requiring 

bids on contracts exceeding certain thresholds .1 

4 The allegations implicate Section 112 .313(6), Florida Statutes, which states: 

No public officer, employee of an agency, or local government 
attorney shall corruptly use or attempt to use his or her official 
position or any property or resource which may be within his or 
her trust, or per form his or her official duties, to secure a special 
privilege, benefit, or exemption for himself, herself, or others 

Pmsuant to Section l 12J 12(9), Florida Statutes, "conuptly" is defined as 

done with a wrongful intent and for the pmpose of obtaining, 01 

compensating or receiving compensation for, any benefit resulting 
from some act or omission of a public servant which is inconsistent 
with the proper performance of his or her public duties. 

5.. Section 112313(6) prohibits the co11upt use of one's position for personal gain, or 

to benefit another The alleged failure of the City to collect impact fees or otherwise properly 

manage the pr0ject does not identify any actions taken by the Respondent Therefore, these 

allegations are legally insufficient to state a possible violation of Section 112 313(6), Florida 

Statutes 

1 Specifically, Section l87 17, Florida Statutes, which provides that any municipality may contract by and through 
its duly authorized officers; Section 255 0525(2), Florida Statutes, which requires public advertising for competitive 
bids solicited by a political subdivision for construction projects expected to cost more than $200,000; Section 
287 055, Florida Statutes-the Consultant's Competitive Negotiation Act-which requires that agencies publicly 
announce projects where professional services must be purchased and the cost of the project is estimated to exceed 
$325,000 or when the fee for professional services for a planning or study activity exceeds $35,000, and requires 
competitive selection for these services 
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6 With respect to the allegation that the Respondent improperly entered into a 

contract with Jones Edmunds, in order to state a possible violation of Section 112313(6), the 

complaint must also contain factual allegations indicating that the Respondent acted "for the 

purpose of obtaining" a benefit for himself or someone else.. The complaint does not allege that 

the Respondent himself received any benefit, and while it does allege that Jones Edmunds and 

Associates benefitted, it lacks any factual allegations which would suggest that the Respondent 

acted "for the purpose" of benefitting this company Even if the Respondent's actions violated 

some other local or statutory requirement2, absent this element, the allegation is legally 

insufficient to indicate a possible violation of Section 112313(6), Florida Statutes 

Accordingly, this complaint is hereby dismissed for failure to constitute a legally 

sufficient complaint with the issuance of this public report 

ORDERED by the State of Florida Commission on Ethics meeting in executive session 

on September 9, 2011 

cc; Mr .. Tames D Drumm, Respondent 
Mr. Robert J Barnas, Complainant 

RTS/vad 

---S~ Ji .2f) I/ 
Date~ ' 

~Ls~" -
Ro~~ -----

Chair, Florida Commission on Ethics 

2 While Sections 187.17, 255 0525(2), 287055(4), and 838.22(2) may be standards of conduct against which to 
measure whether the Respondent's conduct was undertaken wrongfully, these sections are outside the Commission's 
jurisdiction and their violation, without more, cannot constitute a violation of Section 112 313(6) 
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Bob Barnas Front Page 

{Front Page)( Faith J(ine Trum about BYii\j( Documents)(Guest Commenp 

TRlJTH • JUSTICE. AMERICAN WAY .. 

For a little milder side 
of goings on In High 
Springs try reading 

"friends post" 
(cljck here) 

HIGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 
YOU CONTROL DEBT 
AMENDMENT 1 on LAST PAGE 

11/2/12 10:31 AM 

SWEARING IN OF 
NEW FLORIDA 

A TIORNEYS THEIR 
OATH AND FLORIDA 
BAR ETHICS AS IT 
MAY RELATE TO A 

LOCAL TOPIC. 
(click here) 

LAWYERS OATH 

.Judge Griffis ruled on the lawsuit brought by High Springs resident Ross Ambrose and his Alachua attorney Linda Chapman 
As I see it there are 3 winners. 

1 , The city was found to have made emergency meeting and notices properly 
2. There is a question as to the change from $1 ,000,000 to $2,000,000 as made in the lawsuit. 
3. But the most Important winner is the voter, The Amendment will still be on the ballot. The voter will have a chance to make 

a difference in the final decision with their vote. 
Your vote of YES will be considered when this continues after the election. 

AS A SIDE NOTE OF THE 203 NAMES ON THE CONCERNED CITIZENS LIST THERE ARE ONLY 
108 REGISTERED VOTER IN HIGH SPRINGS. 

http://bobbarnas com/index.html Page 1 of 1 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
I PM OS OEC • · 

FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION sV:':l c r . 
Z.LEG·;·:o-~!S i:'. 

FLORIDA ELECIIONS COMMISSION, 
PEIIIJONER, 

i· ''.:'.g 
l' vv 

v. 
AGENCY CASE No.: FEC 04-379 
F.O. No.: DOSFEC 06-129 W 

FLORIDIANS FOR ALL PAC AND LOUISE 
PETERSON, CHAIRMAN, 

RESPONDENI. 

CONSENT ORDER 

The Respondent, Floridians fo1 ALL PAC and Louise Peterson, Chairman, and the 

Flo1ida Elections Commission (Commission) agree that this Consent Order resolves all of the 

issues between the parties in this case. The parties jointly stipulate to the following facts, 

conclusions oflaw, and orde1 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1 The Respondent is an issue 01ientated statewide political committee that 

registered with the Flo1ida Division of Elections (FDOE) on July 25, 2003.. 

2 On June 28, 2006, the staff of the Commission issued a Staff Recommendations, 

recommending to the Commission that there was probable cause to charge Respondent with: 

One count of violating Section 106 143(1)(b), Flotida Statutes, 
failure of a person who makes an expenditure for a political 
advertisement to mark prominently the political advettisement as a 
"pd pol. adv" or a "paid political adve1tisement" and to identify 
the sponsor 

3.. On September 1, 2006, the Commission entered an Order of Probable Cause 

finding there was probable cause to believe that the Respondent violated Section 106 143(!)(b), 

Florida Statutes, on one occasion. 

P_COIS(2/06) 1 



4.. The Respondent and the staff stipulate to the following facts: 

A The Respondent is an issue orientated statewide political committee that 
registered with the Florida Division of Elections (FDOE) on July 25, 
2003. The committee focused on supporting the constitutional amendment 
initiative on mandating a minimum wage level for Florida workers in the 
November 2004 election Ms. Louise Peterson was named as the 
committee's chairperson 

B. I he Complainant was identified in an October 2004 St. Petersburg Times 
news article as a "political consultant " 

C Amendment 5 was a constitutional amendment question on the November 
2004 statewide ballot that offered voters the option of mandating a 
minimum wage of $6.15 for Florida workers. It passed receiving 713 
percent of the vote 

D Complainant provided a copy of a videotaped advertisement that she 
recorded from the television airwaves Complainant stated the 
advertisement aired in the Tallahassee area The advertisement was 
approximately 10-15 seconds in duration The advertisement contained 
infoimation about the alleged impact of low wages in Florida, encomaged 
citizens to register to vote if they were not, and contained the statement, 
"Vote for Amendment Five .. " At some point in the adveitisement, it 
displayed the telephone number of the Leon County Superviso1 of 
Elections' office 

E At its conclusion, the adve1tisement had a written disclaimer that read, 
"Paid for by Floridians for ALL PAC The Floridians foi ALL PAC is 
responsible for the content of this announcement." Additionally, the 
narrator stated at the adveitisement' s conclusion that, "The Floiidians for 
ALL PAC is responsible for the content of this announcement " 

The disclaimer should have stated, "paid political adveitisement" or "pd 
pol adv" and contained Flmidians for ALL PAC's name and addiess. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

5.. Commission has jmisdiction over the parties to and subject matter of this cause, 

pmsuant to Section I 06.26, Florida Statutes 

6 The Respondent neither admits nor denies that she or the committee violated 

Section 106 143(i )(b ), Florida Statutes 

P_CO!S (2/06) 2 



ORDER 

7 The Respondent and the staff of the Commission have entered into this Consent 

Order voluntarily and upon advice of counsel 

8 1 he Respondent shall bear her own attorney foes and costs that are in anyway 

associated with this case. 

9 The Respondent understands that before the Consent Order is final agency action 

the Commission must approve it at a public meeting. After approval, the Consent Order is final 

agency action of the Commission on the violations listed in the Order of Probable Cause 

10 The Respondent voluntarily waives the right to any further proceedings under 

Chapters I 06 and 120, Florida Statutes, and the right to appeal the Consent Orde1 

11 The Respondent will carefully review Chapters I 04 and I 06, Flo1ida Statutes, 

and avoid any frture violation of the chapter .. 

12 If the Commission does not receive the signed Consent Orde1 and the fine 

within 20 days of the date you received this order, the staffwithdtaws this offer of settlement and 

will proceed with the case. 

13. The Respondent shall remit to the Commission a fine in the amount of $300. 

The fine shall be paid to the Florida Elections Commission, I 07 West Gaines Street, The Collins 

Building, Suite 224, I allahassee, Floiida, 32399-1050, as a condition precedent to the 

Commission's execution of this Consent Order. 

The Respondent hereby agrees and consents to the terms of this Consent Orde1 on 

~2~.J_CJ~c:7'_k_) ______ ~ 2006. 

P _COl5 (2106) 3 



The Commission staff hereby agree and consent to the terms of this Consent Order on 

Dvhi le-r ;; !P __ _:.__:::__:_;..;.:;._..:,. _ _::_C?'-_:._ _ _, 2006 .. 

General Counsel 
Florida Elections Commission 
107 West Gaines Street 
The Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050 

Approved by the Florida Elections Commission at its regularly scheduled meeting held 

on November 16-15, 2006 in Tallahassee, Flmida and filed with the Clerk of the Commission on 

_ /)ecvv-.bet: . ..:../ _____ , 2006, in Tallahassee, Florida 

Copies furnishe<i to: 

~.JL: ~0/LA_/~ 
Chance Irvine, Chairman 
Florida Elections Commission 
107 West Gaines Street 
The Collins Building, Suite 224 
I allahassee, FL 32399-1050 

Charles A Finkel, Assistant General Counsel 
Mark Heuon, A~torney for Respondent (certified mail w OPC) 

P_C015 (2106) 4 
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CONCERNED·CrrlzENS FOR A BETI'ER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Cili7.ens for a Better Irzgh Sprirlgs supports a local . 
' ·· govenutU!llt with a commission and professional management that 

provide leadership, accountability and a vision for our future. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the CommissioneJS and the citizens to 
• restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 

. .I .. 

I Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
resporun"bility 

Principle Three. There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the 
manner· in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City st.aff and with residents 

Prin.ciple Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Spi:ings 
City government as a responsil>le, caring and fuir government This commitment must 
encompass 1elatlons with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 

1 owners, with the public-·at-Iarge, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

We the People ••• Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs ate looking for local 
residents, business owners and othern invested in and supportive of these Piinciples to join 
this effort. FOI moxe information, or to sign on as a supporter of (',oncemed Citizens for a 
Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
h!m.;!ltinyurl.com/bosjqm3 

EXHIBIT 

j . A 
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CONCERNED CrnzENs FORA BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle On.e: There must be a cenunihnent liy the CommiSsionets and tile citizms to nstore 
professional, uperieacedaad 8CCOmltabJe management to file City: 

• commitment to the city manager fmm of go11e1mnesu; 
• commilinent to relain a professional, experienced and accountable city manager, to compensate; 

herJhim commcosmate with ability and experience, and to protect bim/hea: fu>m impropei pressures 
fi:om elected officials; 

• commitment to main a competent professioual city attorney and to compensilte him/her 
commensurate with ability and experience; 

• commitment to retain the current Finance Diiector of the City, the City Cletk, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commensmat.e with 1heir ability and expei:ience; 

• ~ a continued commitment to pioviding the n=azy infrastructw:e to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Spiings; 

• foster a working relationship with ALL business owners, small and large {especially those that have 
large investments in our community}, that have potential to grow and expand employment 
opportunities; 

• · reStOie the e8Scntiru function of a City siaffas snpporters of the C'..Ominlssi<iil's worl< and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and presented in a business-like manner a1 meetings, with reasonable 

notice to the public and to othei Commissioners; 
• dedication to the <:OnCept that a professionally managed City can normally accomplish its business 

dU1ing the regularly scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:.30pm., when most citizens and Commissioners who are einployed can reasonably attend and 
participate; 

• appoint a cliarter review commission with directions to perform a full review of the Charter; 
• evaioare the nature and make-up of all City boardslcomrnissions/committecs and make any necessary 

changes to re-invigorate and fulfill the City's mission .. 

Princiole Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addresses both short and long tezm co1·e needs and brings the City back to fist:al iesponsibllity: 

• re-evaluatio.n of the local dispatch center, and a redirection of those designated funds into vitally 
needed city functions; 

• evalualion of the sewei system to ensure productivity, effectiveness and affordability now and in the 
future, always in light of our commitment to the economic development and the environment 11Jis 
includes establishing an immediate priozity to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fall sewer tales; 

• evaluation of the City's wateI system to provide needed repairs and to insure that it fairly and 
efficiently delivers quality water to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, generating 
reasonable revenues from users; 

• promote and utili2e current tax abatement progiams to attract new business and employers to High 
Spxings; 

• prohibit any consideration of any new progi:ams outside of the City without a clear statement of 
municipal pwpose and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 
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CONCERNED ClTizENS FORA BETTERBIGH SPRINGS 

POLICYREcoMMENl>ATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Tltree: There must be a amimihwent to restore drility aad &imess to die manner in 
which City gftannaeat is eondu&:ted and to the manner ia which its elected officiab interact with City 
staff, wid1 residenfs, and with the public: 

• a broad c:ommitmellt to restoring the quality of life, benefits and IDOlllle of the Cify's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the proper way to interact with City employees in a city manager form of 
government; 

• abusive oonduct by any City official or employee toWlll:d City staff OI citizens will no longer be 
tolerated; 

• educate Commissionexs, the Cify staff, and Plan Board member.; on theiI approp1iate roles in 
evaluating proposals fut new businesses 01 development to assure that High Springs can propedy 
interact with people interested in developing a business relationship with ow: City .. 

Prindpk Four.: There must be a_ CJ>~~~nt ~o _r~rillg the r:ep~o~ '!_f ~ S'-rittfl .. ~ 
goverument as a responsible, caring and fail goverument. lhis commitment must encompass 
relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the 
public-at-large, with the press, and most of all with its own citizens: 

• promote programs that encourage the public to come to High Springs to .enjoy our Good Nature, and 
ensure that while here they experience our good ~ 

• create a piogi;am where a designated City Commissioner is assigned the responsioility of repairing 
relationships with necessazy goveinme.ntal entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
government; 

• re-educate Commissioners on their limitations in contacting other governmental entities on behalf of 
the City without autho1ity from the Commission to do so; 

• proactivcly announce to local, state and national governments that there is or will shortly be a 
decidedly new and rational approach to government in High Spiings; 

• encourage growth and diversity, maintain gieen space and conser\.ation of sensitive areas, and 
promote the re·-use and re-development of existing vacant and under-developed areas, all with an 
awareness of the local environment and a concern fox the future of High Springs 

Concerned Citizens fo1 a Belter Hig/1 Springs is a nonpalftsan. ncnpolitical grassroots citizens' group 
and pursuant to Fla Stat Section 106 011, does not qualify as eilher a political committee er an 
electioneering com11nmications organf.zation We eneowage local residents, business owners and otlre1s 
invested in and supportive of ow goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at 
fucitizeru@gmail.com or 'Liking' tire group on Facebook at http l/tinywl.comlbosiqm3 
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Concerned Otizens 
For A Better High 

II 
MISSION SfATEMENT 
Concerned Citizens for a 
Eletter Hi;Jh Springs 
supports a local 
government with a c .. 

Like Concerned 
Citizens For A Eletter 
Hi;Jh SprilgS likes this 

I Pc,rnoto P"'' I 
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Corrm.mity: 86 lilre this - 7 

Like Corrrrent Share 3 2 

31 people saw this post 

EB Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 28, 2013 

~ Boost Post 

Quick Update, The previous post indicated that only one polling 
place would be open in High Springs on November 5th. Actually, 
BOTH polling places will be open, Please plan to adjust your 
routine to allow a few minutes to vote for one of the two 
candidates running for city commissioner. 

Unlike Corrrrent · Share 

200 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
.. October 16, 2013 

~ Eoost Post 

5 

VOTE 
~ 

Unlike CotlTl"ent · Share 

199 people saw this post ~ Boost Post 

Yes, in an "off year" your vote counts The only item on the High Springs Ballot is the open seat for one Commissioner. Is this issue important 
enough for you to vote? Because there is only ONE item on the ballot you can actually vote Monday -Thursday at City Hall between 7:30 and 
6PM. Just go to the City Clerks Office on the 2nd floor and request your absentee ballot You can vote on the spot if you like, Or, you can also 
call City hall @ 454-1416 #6 and request a ballot be mailed to you,. The third option is to visit the Civic Center (only polling place open) on 
November 5th to cast you ballot. The bottom line is that you can let a few folks in High Springs decide the election or we can encourage each 
other, with all our differences, to vote. Spread the word. 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

315 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
;!!! a link 
- August 29, 2013 

Tonight, Thursday the 29th is the last budget workshop. Budgets 
should reflect the priorities of the community. Finding money for 
items the Commission does not authorize in the budget is hard 
Be informed. Some items not in the budget: See More 

AUGUST 29, 2013 BUDGET WORKSHOP I City 
of High Springs Aorida 
highsprings. us 

AUGUST 29 .. 2013 6:30 PM 

Like · Conment Share 

https:/""""'.facebookcom'pages/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-High-Springs/116316048518849?ref=hl 

8 

~Boost Post 

2 
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59 people saw this post ~Boost Post 

· '2il. Concemed Citizens For A Better High Springs shared a link 
~ Juty 24, 2013 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

The proposed budget for 2013-2014 is available on line .. The budget will be presented Thursday (7/25/13) night at City Hall, 6:30 PM, You can 
down load a copy by going to the City Web Page or dicking http://www,,highsprings .. us/?q=node0/o2F373 

2013-2014 PROPOSED BUDGET I City of High Springs Florida 
WWW .highsprilgs , US 

Under Florida law (Statute 119 .011), aD infonration, including e·rrail, written letters, docurrents and phone rressages, sent to the 
City of High Springs is subject to Public Records law, This inckJdes the sender's e·rrail address, horre address or phone nurrber if 
shown in the message, the content of th 

Unltke Comrent Share 4 

150 people saw this !):)St ';:I &:>ost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
~alink. 
-· · July 18, 2013 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
a!!!ahnk, 
• June 2, 2013 

Sitting down to review a budget is probably not a family priority 
during the summer - especially when we are talking about the 
City's Budget However, a new budget will begin to effect our City 
October 1 - just two and a half months from n.. See More 

Keep spreading the word and being shameless about asking for a 
contribution! 45 hours ago the need was $9000 and with 22 hours 
to go the need is less than $4300 .. There have been 62 new 
donors in these past 23 hours - amazing. High Spring . See More 

City of High Springs Florida 
www highsprings us 

Under Florida law (Statute 119.011}, aU information, ildJding e-ma~, 
written letters, docurrents and phone rressages, sent to the City of High 
Springs is subject to Public Records law, This includes the sender's e-mail 
address, hon-e address or phone nurrber if shown in the rressage, the , 

Unlike Com-rent Share 3 

160 people saw this post ~ Eoost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
Im al1nk. 
• May 2 2013 

Many of us have been touched by cancer. This weekend the Relay 
For Live will be held at the Civic Center There are many teams 
walking. We have been asked to pass a tong a link to the 
Community Development Corporation where you can find out 
more and have the opportunity to contribute 

http://www. highspringscdc. com/home/ 

Home 
www.highsp-tngscdc.com 

Joonia! - the dynarric portal engile and content rranagerrent 5'{Stem 

Unlike · Corrrrent · Share 4 2 

91 people saw this post ~ &:>ost Post 

Unlike Com-rent ·Share 

314 people sawthiS post 

Save the Priest 
www kickstarter com 

After 100 years, the Priest rrust 
surrender to the derrands of Hollywood 
and convert to digital projection to 
continue entertainilg 

6 

~Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
~alink. 
• May3, 2013 

Home 
www.highsprtngscdc.com 

Joonia! ·the dynanic portal engine and content rranagerrent system 

Like Corrrrent Share 

63 people saw thts post ~Boost Post 

[;ail Con.cerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
I!§! a hnk 
" Aprd4- 2013 

"Springs Enternal" -~ enjoy this wonderful US Airways magazine 
article about our hometown of High Springs, Florida! 

US Airways - April 2013 
www nxtbook.com 

Digital Edition 

Like Corrrrent Share 

430 peop}e saw this post 

4 

~Boost Post 
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~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ March25. 2013 

Code Of Conduct The City of High Springs has been discussing a 
"Code of Conduct'' for Commissioners & Charter Officers. The 
issue will again be on the agenda Thursday March 28th. The 
Steering Committee made the following statement at 
the ... See More 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

963 people saw this post 

liS Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
1!f! February 13, 2013 

14 

Boosted 

Is this for real? Ever think what you are being offered is a scam'? 
Retired Alachua County Sheriff's officer Joe Pine will hold a class, 
here in High Springs, to help citizens of all ages learn how to 
avoid scams, Identity theft and other fraudulent criminal activity,, 
The class will be held at the Masonic Lodge on SATURDAY 
February 16th @ 6 PM .. The Masonic Lodge is the brick building on 
1st Avenue near WN 5th Street.. There is no charge for this crime 
& fraud prevention seminar. 

Unlike .. Cornrent Share 

76 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens for A Better High Springs 
t.§! January 16, 2013 

Some local hospitality for a Vet? 

3 3 

VJ Boost Post 

There is a Marine veteran, Mac McQuown, who is walking 15,000 
miles across America to raise awareness and donations for 
Veterans causes with the goal of going to all SO state capital 
buildings. He is currently walking from Gainesville to High Springs 
and will arrive later today (Wednesday 1/16) His next stop will be 
Lake City but he needs a place to stay for the next three nights 
(Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday nights). If you would be willing 
to assist Mr. McQuown in this worthy cause by allowing him to 
stay with you for the next three nights please contact Su Weller at 
(352) 514-7058 

Unhke Cornrent · Share 2 

• Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared a link 
Apr~4, 2013 

Like · Comrent Share 

123 people saw this post 

Save the Priest 
www.kic:kstarter.com 

After 100 years, the Priest rrust 
surrender to the derrends of Hollywood 
and convert to digital projection to 
continue entertainilg. 

~Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
1:;B March 14. 2013 

Everyone Wants To Make A .Difference. 

Cancer effects so many at so many levels. The Soup-R¥Sweet 
Social is your opportunity to say that you understand or have been 
effected,, 

THIS SATURDAY- March 16th from 5:30 to 8 PM (FOR ONLY $5 + 
a non~perishable food item) you can show your support for the 
fight against cancer. 

Your donated food item will go to the community pantry run by 
Catholic Chari, . See More 

Like Comrent Share 8 2 

1,148 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Ill February 6 2013 

Boosted 

Heather McCall Caballero posted this and we also wanted to 
share this information with the community. He was a very good 
public servant and will be missed. 

Sgt Chuck Harper lost his fight with cancer this evening. For those 
of you who may not know him, Sgt Harper was the HSPD officer 
who responded to the shooting at our school He has fought a 
long hard battle and I ask that you pray for the family he has left 
behind 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

95 people saw this post 

Concerned Otizens For A Better High Springs 
Decerrber 14, 2012 

6 3 

Sl Boost Post 

Ii Ccnc;;rn-:::d Citb;ens Fer A Bet Home 

ii I Concerned Citizens For A B... 11meline Recent 

A quick update with some Community Information: 

For the first time since the Youth Center closed, these halls will be 
filled with folks at the Holiday Appreciation Dinner for City 
Employees ¥ this Friday! If you have volunteered to 
help .... See More 

htlps:/lw.wllacebook.com'pag es/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-Hig ll-Spring s/116316048518849?ref.= hi 

J Promote P<.fJC I 

j Recent 
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Like · Comrent Share 

741 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ Decenber 10, 2012 

10 

Boosted 

Please excuse an earlier posting today that was a commercial 
advertisement. Our Facebook account was hacked 

Unlike · Comrent Share 

91 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
I!! Noverrber 27, 2012 

~Boost Post 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

Unlike Corment Share 

68 people saw this post ~Boost Post 

2 

A holiday gathering for City Employees & Familles is being planned for December 14th. If you would like to know more, help out or show your 
support in some way there is more information posted below. You can also email us at HSCitizens@Gmail com. 

Dear Better Citizens supporters, 

On Friday, December 14th from 6pm to 8pm in the Old Schoolhouse next to the Police Department, Concerned Citizens for a Better High 
Springs will host a Holiday Appreciation Dinner for our City' .. ,. See More 

https:/i\v.\W.facebookcom'pag es/Concerned-Citizens-F or-A-Better-H ig Ir Spring s/116316048518849?ref= hi 
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Unlike Corrrnmt SI-ere 

96 people saw this JX>St 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
!_B Noverrber 16, 2012 

Hello, 

The election may be over but the work of the Concerned Citizen's 
group continues. However, with the holidays approaching, a new 
commissioner yet to be sworn in and waiting the arrival of a new 
City Manager stepping back for a while is appropriate. In the 
mean time, here is some important information to pass along 

1) The group will not be meeting this week (Sunday November 
18th) 

2) On Tuesday evening, the 2oth, at 6:30 PM ln City Hall, Byran 
Williams will be sworn in., Public service is not easy and many are 
not willing to attempt it This will be the last meeting for Mayor 
Dean Davis and your opportunity to acknowledge his service of 
three years and to support Byran as he begins a new three year 
term .. The Commission will elect a Mayor and Vice Mayor at this 
meeting as well as appoint citizens to many of the Citizen Boards 

3) The Citizens group will be hosting a holiday party for City 
Employees on Friday evening December 14th .. The event will have 
live music and be served buffet style. All of the details are not 
confirmed - but if you would like to help, make a dish or be 
Involved please email us or contact Ed MacKinnion. Some 
business have expressed an interest in helping to put together 
gift baskets". If you are interested in contributing something, in 

any quantity (items, gift certificates or just a note of thanks) 
please let us know! 

Lastly, Catholic Charities always appreciates support for those in 
our community in need,, If you have some food, warm clothing or 
other items that can be shared they would welcome your 
donations .. catholic Charities is located in the brick building under 
the water tower on SE 1st Avenue 

Have a safe and happy Thanksgiving week! 

Becky Johnson, 
Bob Jones, 
Linda Jones, 
John Manley 

I.Ke · Corrrrent Share 2 

l1ii'I Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ Novenber 8, 2012 

4 

VJ Boost Post 

You may have voted but there is still work to do! Concerned 
Citizens will again be meeting this Sunday @ 3PM in the old Video 
City building 

We are still focused on our Guiding Principles. If you would like a 
copy or to be added to the .... See More 

coNc£RNEi5cirrai\1.~TFBn· ;t 
BETTER flIGI-1 SPRl.VGS 
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Unlike Corrrrent · Share 6 

~ lk>ost Post 
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79 people saw this ixist 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
l!f! Noverrber 7, 2012 

~ 13oost Post 

Thanks to all the new supporters! For those that have been liking 
our posts, if you want to be counted as a supporter, you must Like 
our page ... not just our photos and posts! 

Like Corrrrent Share 

~Boost Post 

(i;iil Concern. ed Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
tl'f!.! a status 
- Noverrber 6, 2012 

Let's GET OUT THE VOTE! Concerned Citizens volunteers will be 
offering rides to the polls. Anyone needing a ride to vote should 
contact coordinator Sandi Gardner at 352-339-4345, 

Unlike Conl'TE:nt · Share 

61 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ Noverrber 6, 2012 

~ 13oost Post 

Let's GET OUT THE VOTE! Concerned Citizens volunteers will be 
offering rides to the polls. Anyone needing a ride to vote should 
cont.act coordinator Sandi Gardner at 352-339-4345,, 

Un~ke Corrrrent · Share 

63 people saw this p:>st 

l'iiD Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
lf:I! Noverrber 3, 2012 

Employee Appreciation Lunch #3 (13 photos) 

Like Corment · Share 

2 

~Boost Post 

9 

~Boost Post 

3 
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iii! Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared a Hnk 
l!f! Noverrber 3, 2012 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

As a Concerned Citizen we wanted to pass along some relevant information Knowing what is happening in our community is an opportunity to 
have discussion with our neighbors and friends., The email contains information about: 

Daylight Savings Time 
Opportunities to join City Advisory Boards 
An Update regarding Friday's lunch for City Employees 
The next meeting of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

First, a reminder that Daylight Sav .... See More 

CHARTER REVIEW BOARD MEMBERS WANTED I City of High Springs Aorida 
www. highsprings us 

The City of High Springs is currently accepting applications for the appo'1trrent of five rrerrbers to the Charter Review Board to 
review the City Charter and 1T0ke reoorrrrendations for revisions or arrendrrents, if needed, to the City Cormission Merrbers ITT.Jst 
be electors of the City of High Springs hok:li 

Like Corrrrent " Share 

82 people saw this post -;:! Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens for A Better High Springs 
l!f! Noverrber 1, 2012 

The dirt was flying at the Ground Breaking this past Saturday for 
Phase I of an addition to our Fire Department Friday lunch will be 
served to City employee's starting at 11:30 AM. Feel free to stop 
on by. Saturday the Crossroads Pregna .. See More 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

~ Concerned Citizens for A Better High Springs 
ti!!! October 30, 2012 

5 2 

~Boost Post 

ltS Concerned. Citizens For A Better High Springs 
IJI! October 31. 2012 

Check out this week's Alachua Today for an important message 
from us! Thanks SO MUCH for your support! 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 5 

88 people saw this post ~Boost Post 

Concerned Citizens will be serving lunch to all available city employees again this Friday on the concrete pad near the caboose. If you would 
like to help or donate please email us at HS Citizens@Qnail.com 

We have posted photos of before, during and after the improvements were made to James Paul Park behind City Hall last year - check them 
out The City has recently reopened this road to all traffic 

https://w.wdacebookcom'pages1Concernecl-Citizens-For-A-Better-High-Springs/11631604851884g?ref=hl 
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Unlike Corrrrent Share 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
l!f! October 30, 2012 

James Paul Park- Before, During, After (22 photos) 

,,., 

I '·zj 
Like Corrrrent Share 

leil Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 25 .. 2012 

NEED A RIDE TO VOTE? 

~Boost Post 

Concerned Citizens volunteers will be offering rides to the polls on 
Election Day as well as for Early Voting .. Anyone needing a ride to 

l 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 28, 2012 

7 

~Boost Post 

We re getting ready to publish our current list of supporters 
please LIKE our page before Spm on Monday to be included ... or 
send us an email to: hscitizens@gmail.com. ST AND UP AND BE 
COUNTED .. individuals AND businesses are welcome! 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

~ Concerned. Citizens For A Better High Springs 
l!f! October 26. 2012 

~ Eoost Post 

Looking for something to do this weekend? Read below for details 
about the Fall Festival, Annual Car Show, tv.ro haunted houses 
and the Ground Breaking for the new addition to the fire station! 
Yes, lots of good things are happening 

• Sp"" See More 

htlps:/iwlm.facebookcom'pages/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-High-Springs/11631604851884!1?ref=hl 
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vote should contact coordinator Sandi Gardner at 352-339-4345 .. 

Unlike · Con-rrent Share 6 

~!host Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
!11f! a link 

October 23. 2012 

October 23, 2012 
CITIZEN GROUP ENCOURAGES HIGH SPRINGS VOTERS TO 'GO 
ALL THE WAY' TO THE END OF THE BALLOT; 
CHECK YOUR POLLING LOCATIONS AND 
ANNOUNCES THAT RIDES ARE AVAilABLE TO THE POLLS 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs enco .. See More 

Alachua County SOE Mobile Web Site 
elections .alachua. fl .us 

2. Type in your street narreYou do not need to enter the directK>n or 
street type. Exarrple: If you !ive on East Main Street , type in Main 

Unlike Corrrrent Shart- 3 2 

85 people saw this post ~Boost Post 

ES Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 15, 2012 

Employee Appreciation Lunch (7 photos} 
Great food for 30 was provided to again recognize our city staff 

Unlike · Corrrrent Share 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
mJ October 19, 2012 

5 3 3 

~ 13oost Post 

Concerned Citizens will be meeting Sunday October 21st@ 6PM 
in the old Video City building. Please bring a chair! This photo is 
from the 4th of July, when our City had its own fireworks display. 
If you are interested in the Sunday's agenda please email us at 
HSCitizens@Gmail .. com 

Like Corrrrent Share 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
;'!§! October 13 2012 

6 

~ 13oost Post 

Volunteers spent time during the Community Garage Sale today 
talking with folks about what has been happening in our 
community and the policy's we would like the City and 
Commission to focus on. Please let us know if you would like to be 
on the email list by emailing HSCitizens@Gmail.com Thank you to 
everyone that helped today, stopped by or provided food! 

ht1ps:/lvMw.facebook.com'pages/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-Higt>-Springs/11631604851884~?ref=hl 10/15 
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iuuum&hilmmullil'A">'J I 
___ , 

Unlike · Comrent Share Tag Photos 

!iii Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
l!J! a fink 
~· October 10, 2012 

7 2 

Folks, this link will provide you with your very own copy of our 
Five Key Areas of Concern: 
https://docs. google .com/open? 
id=OB8wcOLUP4es6blltSWlhLTGh2eUO 

Please share!! 

5 Points.pdf ~ Google Drive 
docs.google.com 

Unlike Comrent Share 

98 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Ii! October 10, 2012 

2 

Vl Boost Post 

Already up to 170 individuals and businesses .... let's get to 200 
before the week's end! 

Unlike Comrent Share 

109 people saw this post 

EiiJI Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Im October 10, 2012 

3 2 

'fl Boost Post 

Over 160 names now ... keep em coming. We've just posted Five 
Key Areas of Principal Concern. Please read them! Please share 
them. Please Like them! 

Like 
Unlike Corrrrent Share 7 

~Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
... at111k 
•.. October 10 2012 

If you haven't had a chance to pick up last week's Alachua Today, 
here's a great artide about our growing group and one of our first 
acts of kindness, to our city employees! 

Unlike · Corrrrent Share 

Ea Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
li!!J October 10, 2012 

11 

~Boost Post 

We have a spot for you! If you have "liked" this page you can 
follow us on FB. If you would like to receive email and PDF files of 
what we post and are working on please email the group at 
HSCitizens@Gmail.com with your name. We promise not to send 
email every day Please let us know if you do not want your name 
included in a public listing. 

Like Corrrmnt Share 

~Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
;!J! a link 
~- October 10, 2012 

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 
1. The Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re
installation was premature at best and ill-advised at worst 
a. Recently, the City Manager's Offi .. See More 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs I Facebook 
www facebook.com 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 94 likes 62 takng alx>ut 
thiS 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 7 3 

4 
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Unlike Corrrrent · Share 4 

100 people saw this post ~ Boost Post 
,.. ......... , ........... .,., .. ,, ............ , ........ .,. ... I" • ..., .... .erilg Aladlua, Hgh '"'"'"""gs;,,---
Newbeny, Hawthorne, LaCrosse, Wa~o, Archer and Micanopy 

iii Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
!Ii! October 5, 2012 

Pick up a copy of Alachua Today this week for a great article on 
our group and what we stand for! 

Like Corrrrent · Share 

105 people saw this 1X>5t 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 3, 2012 

Employee Appreciation Lunch (8 photos) 
Wed,, Oct3, 2012 

lke ConYrent Share 

VJ 13oost Post 

Vl Boost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
l!i't! a link. 
- October 2, 2012 

3 

2 

128 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 8, 2012 

~ Boost Post 

Thanks to everyone who's joined recently ,, 165 strong!! Visit us 
this weekend at the Yard Sale! 

Like · Corrrrent Share 2 

133 people saw this post ~ eoost Post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
ti!! Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs's album. 

October 3, 2012 

A special THANK YOU to our city employees! 

Employee Appreciation Lunch (8 photos) 

Like Corrrrent Share 

158 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Jem October 2, 2012 

10 4 

~Boost Post 

Wow! Almost 150 names already! Keep them coming share our 
Mission Statement and Principles with your friends Tomorrow is 
'who says there's not a free lunch' day when we suppart some 
city employees with . free lunch from local restaurants! 

Unlike Corment · Share 7 

https:liwlM<.facebookcom'pages/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-Higt>-Springs/116316048518849?ref=hl 12115 
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THANK YOU Gainesville Sun Editorial Board for supporting good 
government in High Springs! 

High Springs seems to be a classic example of what happens 
when elected commissioners overstep their 
www.gatorsports.com 

Is this any way to run a local governrrent? 

Unlike Co~nt · Share 

132 people saw this post 

~ Concernc. d Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Ill! October 1. 2012 

7 2 

~Boost Post 

2 

Thanks SO much everyone! we-re over 100 and still adding 
names. Watch for more news articles and lots of discussion in the 
coming days and weeks. 

Unlike · Contrent Share 

131 people saw this post ~ eoost Post 

fiD Conc.erncd Citizens For A Better High Springs shared 
~al1nk 
A Septerrber 30, 2012 

Please join our group to help change this! 

Polit!cal turmoil continues to bubble in High Springs 
www gainesville com 

It was Quiet in Hgh Springs on Thursday ni;Jht, from the errpty sidewalks 
and darkened storefronts to the surprisingly cordial City Corrrrission 
rreeting 

Like Corrrrent · Share 

130 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
Ill! Septerrber 29, 2012 

2 

~Boost Post 

2 

2 

Some of you that have ''Liked" this page did so BEFORE we posted 
the Mission Statement and the four Principles If you agree with 
what we have published continue to follow along .. If you do not 

117 people saw this post 

fail Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 1, 2012 

-;J Boost Post 

We are over 120 names already! Keep em coming! Please 
continue to share this page so we can reach out to a large 
number of people .... and thank our city employees when you see 
them! 

Unlike Corrrrent Share 

134 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citl:zens For A Better High Springs 
1!f1 October 1 2012 

Let's get the next 100 names .... who's in? 

Like · Corrrrent Share 

133 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
m!I October 1, 2012 

2 

~ eoost Post 

3 

-;l Boost Post 

One more to go to reach our goal of 100 supporters! Who's in? 

Unlike · Corrrrent Share 

135 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ October 1, 2012 

four more and we're at 100!! 

Like Corrrrent Share 

128 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ Septenber 30, 2012 

4 

~Boost Post 

~Boost Post 

Thanks for all the new UKES ! Please continue to share with your 
FB Friends! 

Like Corrrrent Share 

127 people saw this post 

~ Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 
~ Septerrber 30 2012 

~ eoost Post 

Thanks to all the new Likes-'!! Please Share this page with 
everyone you know and get them to Like it too! They can also 
send an email to hscitizens@gmail.com to let us know they're 
with us in the quest for good government in High Springs! 

Like Conrrent Share 

124 people saw this post 

Concerned Citi:zens For A Better High Springs 
Septentier 28, 2012 

~Boost Post 

https:/iw.wl.facebookcom'pag es/Concerned-Citizens-F or-A-Better-H ig ll-Spri ng s/116316048518849?ref= hi 13/15 



212412014 Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

wish your name to be published or do not suppo ... See More 
Thanks to all the new Likes today! We'll be adding your nam·es to 
the list of supporters for good policy and good government 

Li 
LrKe Co~nt · Share 

Li~ Corrm2nt 

8 3 

o;;J &lost Post 

~Ji:ij 

Like Comn.:!nt Share 

~ Concerned Citizens for A ~tter High Springs 
~ Septenber 28, 2012 

~ Socst Post 

Folks, thanks so much! We already have. 19 Likes! If you support 
our effort5 please share and let's get to 100 supporters by 
Monday! We need to show community support so we need to get 
many hundreds of names, 

Like · Comrent Share 9 6 

John P Man!ey III, Darron Watson, Thomas G Cia1 ich and 6 others l&e 
this 

~ Barbara Kowats am considered county but have a High Springs 
~ address and used to love this city lets try to bring back that love 

Septerrber 28, 2012 at 4:50pm Unlike · 2 

Concerned Citizens fot' A Better High Springs Thanks 
Barbara! Judi Kearney and Patti Grunder can we add your narre 
too? 
Septerrber 28, 2012 at 4:52pm · Uke 

Sanna Saal'e I'm also considered county with a High Springs 
address. In the recent past I've been very involved in High Springs 
(Main Street Conmttee, Design Team Chair). I would love to see pro
action, especialty to restore businesses to Main Street! 
Septenber 28, 2012 at 5:20pm ' Unlike ' 3 

Gene l.cvine As of Friday night 9/28/2102, if the infomtlon Is 
correct, it appears that Edward Riess has thrown in the towel 
leaving Scott Janison to retain Seat S unopposed, That leaves Patrick 
Rush to run against Byran William; for Seat 4 the seat now held by 
Dean Davis who is aD too friendly with Rush 

Dean·'s close friend Robyn Rush instructed Davis to support Pat Rush 
and Davis is going around town putting up ~vote For Rush" signs 

We rrust rerrerrber Pat Rush as the sole owner of 'Pat's Place·· a 
coffee shop on Main street that went out of business. He couldn't 
blame anyone else for his businesses·· denise because he rrade all the 
decisions. How can any citizen of High Springs even think of voting for 
someone who couldn't successfully run his own srmll business to run 
our City's b!g business? 

Evef)'one should send the present triunvirate a dear rressage that 
we the people, who this trio works for, can't take ther lack of 
professiona!ismanyrrore. We will vote for Byran Wiiiiam> because he 
has nothing to hide about his past and wants the chance to do 
damage control and better position High Springs to thrive once again 
by bringing in mJCh needed jobs 
Septenber 28, 2012 at 9: 16pm · Uke 

~ Concerned Citizens r;or A 3ett~r Migh Springs This group will 
~ not be addressing political carrpaign issues. Those are for other 

~ groups. We are nonpartisan and nonpolitical and will onty be focused 
on policy recomnendations to rrove High Springs forward 
Septerrber 28, 2012 at 9;45pm Uke · 1 

Concef'necl Citizens !=or A Better nigh Sptings Please take a 
look at our Principles and Policy Recormendations under "About' 
Septerrber 28, 2012 at 9:45pm · Uke 

r;l 2oost Fest 

Joined Facebook 
Septerrber 17, 2012 

https:/NM.w.facebookcom/pag es/Concerne<l-Citizens-For-A-Better-H ig !>-Spring s/116316048518849?ref= hi 

s 
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Like Corrrrent 

Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

\• 
Founded on September 28, 2012 

In High Springs, Florida 

1'1 Add a Photo 

About Create Ad Create Page Devebpers Careers Privacy Cookies Terms Help 

Facebook© 2014 English (US) 

htlps:/;.w,,,.facebookcom'pageslConcerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-High-Springs/116316048518849?ref=hl 
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08 MAY 30 PM J: 2b 
STATE OF FLORIDA 

FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMIS~~~F,fo-lJ13~,1sDsf:i..1on !....L.L.f-..,.1ff~~:; l; ri j d 

FLORIDA ELECIIONS COMMISSION, 
PETIIIONER, 

v. 

FLORIDA HOUSE VICI ORY, INC.; JEFFREY RYAN, 
CHAIRMAN; AND SARA HENNING, TREASURER, 

RESPOND ENIS. 

-------,~·----------

_____ ! 

AGENCY CASE No.: FEC 06-129 
F.O. No.: DOSFEC 08-054 

CONSENT FINAL ORDER 

The Respondents, Florida House Victory, Inc. Jeffrey Ryan, Chairman, Sara Henning, 

Treasurer, and the Florida Elections Commission (Commission) agree that this Consent Order 

resolves all of the issues between the parties in this case The parties jointly stipulate to the 

following facts, conclusions oflaw, and order: 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I The Respondents are Florida House Victory, Inc, Jeffrey Ryan, Chairman, and 

Sara Henning, Treasurer. 

2 On July 18, 2007, the staff drafted a Staff Recommendation recommending to the 

Commission that there was probable cause to believe that The Florida Election Code was 

violated On August 23, 2007, the Staff Recommendation was amended nunc pro tune August 

16, 2007, to correct a scrivener's error in Count 6, 

3 On August 31, 2007, the Commission entered an Order of Probable Cause finding 

that there was probable cause to charge the Respondents with the following: 

Faa020 (3/06) 

One count of violating Section 106,03(1), Florida Statutes, failure 
of a political committee to file a statement of organization; 

v~~ -11 
I 
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One count of violating Section 106..03(2), Fl01ida Statutes, failm·e 
of a political committee who filed a statement of 01ganization to 
include the required info1mation in the statement; 

Four counts of violating Section 106..07(5), Flo!ida Statutes, 
prohibiting a campaign treasmer and a political committee 
chai1man from ce1tifying to the conectness of a campaign 
treasmer's report that is incorrect, false, or incomplete; and 

203 counts of violating Section 106. 19(l)(a), F101ida Statutes, 
prohibiting a person or organization from accepting a contribution 
in excess of the legal limits 

4 On September 4, 2007, the Respondents were served through thei1 attorney with a 

copy of the Order of Probable Cause .. 

5.. The Respondents requested a Consent Order with the Commission within 30 days 

of receiving the Order of P10bable Cause. 

6 The Respondents and the staff stipulate to the following facts: 

Faa020 (3/06) 

A Respondent, Florida House Victory, Inc, filed as a political 
committee with the Division of Elections (Division) on July 1, 2004 
Reco1ds from the Division's web site list Respondent, Jeffrey T Ryan, as 
the chairman of the political committee and Respondent, Sara Grange1 
(Henning) as treasmer. 

B The Division of Co1porations records show Fl01ida House Victory, 
Inc as an inactive co1poration. 

C The Complainant, Etic Buermann, is an attorney who resides in 
Miami-Dade County.. In 1982, he was admitted to the Florida Bar. In 
2000, he was appointed legal counsel for the Republican Pa1ty of Floiida 
He also fo1merly served as vice-chai1man of the Floiida Elections 
Commission for six years. 

D. Complainant alleged that Respondents collected contributions and 
made expenditures prior to filing its statement with the Division on July I, 
2004 Complainant stated, "Between Aptil 17, 2003, when Florida House 
Victory, Inc .. filed incorporation papers and July I, 2004, when the entity 
filed as a political committee, the committee received $132,328 in 
contributions " Complainant also stated that during the same time period, 
Respondents made several expenditures 

E According to records from the Division of Corporntion, Florida 
House Victory, Inc .. filed its Articles of Incorporation on April 17, 2003 
Jeffrey T. Ryan and Sarah A Granger we1e listed as the first Board of 
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Directors Jeffrey I Ryan was listed as the initial registered agent and the 
incorporator 

F. The pmpose for which Florida House Victmy was organized (as 
stated in Article III of the Articles ofincorporation) included: 

To promote and wmk for the improvement of government 
by identifying and assisting responsible citizens in taking 
an active and effective role in governmental affairs by 
rnnning for election and re-election to state and local 
offices within the State of Florida by providing support to 
favorable candidates 

Io conduct fi.mdraising activities to raise fonds for the 
payment of the expenses of the Corporation and to make 
contributions to candidate, political committees, 
committees of continuous existence, and political parties, 
as authorized by Florida Law. 

G. Respondents' campaign treasmer's reports (CTR) confiimed that 
Respondents accepted contributions and made expenditures in April of 
2004 Respondents filed its statement of organization on July I, 2004 as a 
political committee supporting statewide issues Jeffiey Ryan was listed 
as its chairman. Sara Granger was listed as the treasurer. 

H Respondents did not file a written response to the complaint. 
When sent an affidavit asking about the .delay in filing the statement of 
mganization with the Division, Respondent Jeffrey Ryan stated, "I caJ!Ilot 
recall at this time, perhaps in discussing the question with the I reasmer 
Saia Henning, I can recall " 

I When questioned about the activities that Respondent engaged to 
support statewide issues, Mr . Ryan responded, "I cannot recall at this time, 
perhaps in discussing the question with the I reasurer Sara Henning, I can 
recall." When asked if the corporation and the committee were separate 
entities, Mr Ryan stated, "We were following the lead of Senate Victory 
in this matter, and I don't believe there was any separation of fi.Jnction 
between the committee and the corporation .. " 

J When sent an affidavit asking about the delay in filing the 
statement of organization with the Division, Respondent Sara Henning, 
treasurer of the committee, responded, "Io my recollection, prior to 
becoming an Issues PC, Florida House Victory, Inc was registered as a 
527 Political Committee At that time, 527 Political Committees did not 
report to the Division of Elections The law was then changed and we 
were told to change to an Issues Political Committee In the spiiit of 
disclosure, we opted to report contributions and expenditures from our last 
quarter as a 527 Political Committee" 
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K Section 106..03(1), Florida Statutes (2003), requires that a political 
committee file a statement of organization within I 0 days of anticipating 
receiving a $500 contribution or making a $500 expenditure during a 
calendar year .. 

L. Section 106..0l l(l)(a), Florida Statutes (2003), includes within the 
definition of political committee, a combination of two or more 
individuals, or a person other than an individual, that, in an aggregate 
amount in excess of $500 during a single calendar year: 

1 Accepts contributions for the purpose of making 
contributions to any candidate, political committee, 
committee of continuous existence, or political party; 

2 Accepts contributions for the purpose of expressly 
advocating the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage 01 defeat of an issue; 

3. Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the 
election 01 defeat of a candidate or the passage or defeat of 
an issue; or 

4 Makes contributions to a common fond, other than a 
joint checking account between spouses, from which 
contributions are made to any candidate, political 
committee, committee of continuous existence, or political 
party. 

M The purpose for which the committee was organized fits the 
definition ofa political committee. Form 8872 filed with IRS shows that 
on April 17, 2003, Respondents received $2,500 contribution from Florida 
PBA Inc. Law & Order PAC and $2,500 from Florida PBA Inc PAC 
CCE 

N Respondents' form 8872 also shows that Respondents began 
expending money on April 22, 2003 On April 30, 2003, $2,500 was 
expended to Florida Senate Victory, Inc Recipient's occupation was 
listed as "Political committee" On May 6, 2003, $354 was expended for 
food for caucus meeting 

0. On June 2, 2003, $1,545 was expended to Jeffrey T. Ryan as 
salary Mr Ryan's occupation was reported as Finance Diiector for the 
Florida Democratic Party. On the same date, $705 was paid to Sarah A 
Granger as salary Ms Granger's occupation was reported as Deputy 
Director for the Florida Democratic Party 

P Respondents' Form 8872 also shows that on June 11, 2003, 
Respondents contributed $1,000 to Business for Better Government The 
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recipients' occupation was repoited as "Political Committee .. " On June 
30, 2003, $353 was expended to Christopher L.. Smith as reimbursement 
for !Iavel expenses including airfare and car rental 

Q. The complaint was filed with the Florida Elections Commission on 
May 18, 2006. Complainant provided records showing that Respondents 
began accepting contributions and making expenditures in April of 2003 
Contributions from various entities exceeded $500.. Although the 
contributions and expenditures occuned beyond the two-year statute of 
limitations, Respondents should have registered as a political committee 
and listed the names of the candidates that it was supporting in Apr ii 2003.. 

R. Respondents continued to act as a political committee between 
May 18, 2004, and July 1, 2004 During that period, Respondents 
accepted 15 contributions in excess of $500.. Additionally, Respondents 
made a $25,000 con!Iibution to the Florida Democratic Party (FDP) on 
May 28, 2004; a $50,000 con!Iibution to the FDP on June 8, 2004; a 
$33,750 contribution to the FDP on June 21, 2004; and several other 
expenditures that appeared to be for the purpose of receiving additional 
contributions for the purpose of making contributions to a candidate, 
political committee, committee of continuous existence, or political party .. 

S By failing to file as a political committee during the period from 
May 18, 2004 to July I, 2004, Respondents were operating as an 
unregistered political committee in violation of Section 106.03(1), Flmida 
Statutes 

I. Complainant alleged that Respondents' statement of organization 
filed with the Division on July I, 2004, was incomplete Complainant 
stated that Respondents did not disclose its connection to the Florida 
Democratic Party (FDP). Complainant also alleged that Respondents 
inaccurately listed "suppmt statewide issues," as its area, scope and 
jurisdiction 

U Complainant also alleged that Respondents' articles of 
incorporation showed that it was organized and controlled by FDP 
employees and consultants to support candidates. One of the purposes 
listed in Respondents' Articles of Incorporation include "identifying and 
assisting responsible citizens .. . by mnning for election and re-election to 
state and local offices within the State of Florida by providing support to 
favorable candidates .. " 

V. Complainant also included with the original complaint, copies of 
Respondents' publications that contained the following disclaimer: "Paid 
for by the Florida Democratic Party." Respondents did not list support of 
candidates in the area and scope section of its statement of organization 
form filed with the Division Additionally, Respondents did not list any 
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affiliate organizations on the fo1m. 

W.. Respondents' CIRs revealed that Respondents made several 
contributions to the FDP prior to July I, 2004 .. However, the 1epo1ts did 
not list any contributions from Respondents to candidates 

X. When asked in an affidavit why the FDP was not listed as an 
"affiliate" 01ganization on Respondents' statement of organization, 
Chailman Ryan responded, "At the time the entity was established it was 
not intended to be affiliated with the FDP. To my knowledge there is no 
definition of what is an afflicted (sic) entity or organization." Mr .. Ryan 
could not recall whethe1 the committee expended any funds to purchase 
political adve1tisements that suppo1ted statewide issues .. 

Y When questioned about whether Respondents made any 
contributions to candidates, Mr Ryan stated that they did not When 
asked if Respondents published any adve1tisements in suppo1t of 
candidates, Mr .. Ryan attested, "I cannot recall at this time, perhaps in 
discussing this question with the I reasurer, Sara Henning, I can recall '' 

Z When asked about the lack of any affiliated 01 ganizations listed on 
Respondents' statement of organization, Ms Henning stated, ''At the time 
the entity was established, it was not intended to be affiliated with the 
Florida Democratic Pa1ty To my knowledge, there is no definition of 
what is an affiliated entity 01 organization" Ms. Henning also avowed 
that to her knowledge Respondents did not make any contributions to 
candidates or publish any advertisements on behalf of any candidates 

AA. When asked if the committee published any ads suppoiting 
"statewide issues," Ms .. Henning responded, "The scope and jurisdiction 
were listed as 'Statewide Issues' in accordance with following the model 
set forth by Senate Victo1y." (Florida Senate Victory, Inc. was a political 
committee, chaired by Joseph Peny. Senate Victory was not listed on 
Respondents' statement of OJ ganization as an affiliated OJ ganization . .) 

BB. Both, Mr Ryan and Ms. Henning, acknowledged working for the 
FDP before being named as officers of the committee According to 
Division records, Ms. Henning resigned as treasurer in April of 2005 
Respondents did not file an amended statement of organization with the 
Division to show the change in the committee's officers 

CC. Webster's Ninth New College Dictionary defines affiliated as 
"closely associated with another typically in a dependent or subordinate 
position <the university and its - medical school> Black's Law 
Dictionary states that affiliation "[i]mports less than membership in an 
organization, but more than sympathy, and a working alliance to bring to 
fruition the proscribed program of a proscribed organization, as 
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Date 
Filed 

08/16/04 

distinguished from mere co-operation with a proscribed organization in 
lawful activities, is essential. Bridges v Wixon, Cal, 326 U.S. 135, 65 
S.Ct 1443, 1447, 89 LEd 2103 (1945)" 

DD Respondents' IRS Form 8872 shows that as of March 31, 2004, 
Respondents were paying a salary to Jeffrey Ryan and Sarah Granger at 
the same time they were employed by the Florida Democratic Pruty. 
Respondents continued to pay a salary to Mr Ryan and Ms .. Granger after 
July 1, 2004 

EE. Additionally, Respondents continued to contribute to the FDP afte1 
July 1, 2004, and the FDP continued to pay for flyers announcing House 
Victory events (See Exhibit 6 attached to the Repo1t of Investigation.) 
Fmthe1more, Respondents deposited numerous checks that were made 
payable to the Democratic Pruty into the Florida House Victory, Inc 
campaign account and repo1ted those checks as contributions This 
relationship creates an "affiliation" as contemplated by this section. 1 

FF. Complainant alleged that Respondents did not "promptly and 
adequately report cont1ibutions and expenditures " 

GG Respondents filed 12 reports and two amended reports with the 
Division between April 1, 2004 and December 31, 2005 Chairman Ryan 
and Ms. Henning, the treasurer, certified all the reports except the 
amended F2, which was filed by diskette and a signed summary page was 
not on file Table 1 lists the CTRs that do not agree with bank records 

Reporting 
Period 

07/24/04 to 
08/06/04 

2004 F2 
Amended 

Information on CTR Information from bank 

•CTR lists a $25 contribution from •Not found in bank records 
James Donelin on 8/6/04 

•CTR lists a $35 contribution from •Not found in bank records 
David Henderson on 8/6/04 

•CTR lists a $25 contribution from •Not found in bank records 
Claudia Marshall on 8/6/04 .. 

• CTR lists a $I 00 contribution from •Not found in bank records. 
Martha Simons on 8/6/04 

1 Buckley v. Valeo, 424 US. 1, 22, 96 S Ct 612 (1976), states: "[m]aking a contribution, like joining a political 
party, serves to affiliate a person with a candidate [and] enables like-minded persons to pool their resources in 
furtherance of common political goals " 
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12/06/04 

01/05/05 

··--
04/01/05 

-· 
07/08/05 

01/10/06 

Faa020 (3/06) 

•CTR lists a deleted $50,000 •Not found in bank records. 
contribution from the Committee for 
Fair Representation on 7 /29/04 .. 

·•CTR shows a $4,000 expenditure •Bank records show a $4,000 
to Jeffery T Ryan on 8/06/04 (No withdrawal on 8/04/04 
check was found that corresponds 
with this expenditure) 

08/07/04 to •CTR lists a deleted $50,000 • Bank records show a wire 
08/26/04 contribution from Business for withdrawal on 8/25/04 of$50,018 

2004 F3 Better Government on 8/25/04 .. from Better Gov't and an incoming 

Amended wire transfer on 8/26/04 for $50,000 
-

10129104 to •CTR shows $43,456.04 in total •Bank records show $25,206 .. 04 in 
12/31104 contributions for this period total deposits for this period. 

2004 Q4 
Original 

---- ----
01/01/05 to •CTR shows $130,336 11 in total •Bank records show $131,336 11 in 
03/31/05 contributions for this period .. total deposits for this period. 

2005 QI 
Original 

·- --
04101105 to • CTR shows a $250 contribution • Bank records show a $500 check 

06130105 from Brevard County Chiropractic from Brevard County Chiropractic 

2005 Q2 Society-PAC on 06/23/05 Society-PAC 

Original • CTR shows a $1000 contribution • Bank records show a $500 check 
from Pinellas County Chiropractic from Pinellas County Chiropractic 
on 06/23/05 

• CTR shows a $I 00 contribution • Bank records show a $500 check 
from Performance Health on fiom Performance Health 
06/23/05 

•CTR shows a $100 contribution •Bank records show a $50 check 
from Affordable Health Center, Inc from Affordable Health Center, Inc 
on 06/25/05 

--
10/01/05 to •This expenditure is not listed on • Bank records show an "external 

12/31/05 the CTR withdrawal" of $7,058 34 to Capitol 

2005 Q4 One on I I /3/05 

Original •This expenditure is not listed on • Bank records show a closeout 
the CTR. withdrawal of$93,034.42 was made 

on 11/29/05 .. 

HH Chairman Ryan filed a sworn response to questions asked by staff. 
When asked about the discrepancies between the CTR and the bank 
records, Mr .. Ryan stated, "I cannot recall at this time " According to 
Mr. Ryan, he did not prepare the CIRs for the committee When asked if 
he reviewed the CTRs for accuracy before filing them with the Division, 
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he responded, "no." Mr Ryan stated that he trusted in the competence of 
the treasurer, 

II When questioned about the discrepancies in the 2004 F2 CTR, Ms 
Henning stated that the contributions from Mr .. Donelin, Mr Henderson, 
Ms .. Marshall, and Ms .. Simons were cash contributions collected at a golf 
tournament and then paid out in tips to the golf pro and bag handlers Ms. 
Henning stated that she must have forgotten to record the expenditures 
Accepting that explanation, Respondents' 2004 F2 CIR would still be 
incorrect because it listed the contribution type as "check" and failed to 
list the cash expenditures. 

JL Ms Henning also explained that the $4,000 withdrawal shown on 
the bank statements co11esponds with the expenditure to Jeffrey Ryan on 
the CIR When asked about the date on the checks and the delay in 
reporting them, Ms Henning explained that the checks were collected by 
the Flotida Chiropractic Association She stated, "Once the representative 
of the FCA completed the fimdraising, all the checks were presented at a 
single event." 

KK Investigator Wade asked Mi Henon, Respondents' attorney, about 
the $50,000 contribution fiom the Committee for Fait Representation 
listed on the 2004 F2 CIR He stated that according to Ms Henning, the 
contribution was returned Ms.. Henning also stated that the $50,000 
contribution from Business for Better Government listed on the 2004 F3 
CIR was returned 

LL Investigator Wade also asked Mr Herron about the discrepancy 
between the total contributions listed in the 2004 Q4 CIR and the total 
deposits. The CTR listed 24 contributions during the reporting period of 
October 29, 2004 through December 31, 2004, totaling $43,456.04 .. Bank 
records showed six deposits totaling $25,206. 04 Mr Herron said that 
according to Ms.. Henning, she may have recorded some of the 
contributions twice, a clerical e11or on her part 

MM I able 2 compares the bank records to the 2004 Q4 CIR 

# of Contr·ibutions Corresponding Bank Records 
1--~~~~~~~-1-~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~·~--! 

21 Substantiated by copies of contributor checks 
~-~~~~~~~+-·~~~~~~ 

2 Substantiated by a review of monthly bank statements 

Unsubstantiated ($500 fiom CC Dockery) 

NN. As depicted in Table 2, only one contribution listed on the 2004 
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Q4 CIR was unsubstantiated .. However, the monthly bank statements did 
not show deposits that matched the contributions listed on the report 
Investigator Wade was unable to determine why there was such a disparity 
between the information listed on the CIR and shown in the bank records 

00. Investigator Wade asked Mr.. Herron about the disparity between 
the total contributions and bank records for the 2005 Ql reporting period 
The CIR summary page showed $130,3 3611 in total contributions, while 
bank records showed $131,336JL Mr .. Herron did not provide an 
explanation for this disparity. 

PP Ms Henning acknowledged that the information on the 2005 Q2 
CIR, was recorded incorrectly However, according to Ms Henning, she 
was not the committee's treasurer at the time the report was filed. Mr. 
Herron explained that Ms. Sara Smith was the treasurer for the committee 
when the 2005 Q2 report was filed According to Mr .. Henon, Ms Smith 
acknowledged that she mistakenly entered the data incorrectly. 

QQ Investigator Wade asked Ms .. Henning about the two expenditures 
shown in the monthly bank statements during the 2005 Q4 reporting 
period that were not recorded on the CTR However, Ms .. Smith was the 
treasurer for the committee when the 2005 Q4 CIR was filed Mr Herron 
stated that according to Ms Smith, she mistakenly failed to report the two 
expenditures. 

RR Respondents' Articles of Incorporation stated that the purpose of 
the group was to provide "support to favorable candidates [and] to 
make contributions to candidates, political committees, committees of 
continuous existence, and political parties " Complainant alleged that that 
a political committee that supports candidates could not accept 
contdbutions that exceed $500. 

SS. Respondents' CIRs showed that fiom April I, 2004 to December 
31, 2005, Respondents accepted nU!llerous contributions that exceeded the 
$500 limit Table 3 lists the number of contributions that exceeded $500 
during each reporting period .. 

r-"'.'.77"'.""'""'"t::""".--:-,-:··~~·".'""·-. -.··-~"""'.".'"':'-:--""'."--:-".,....., .... ....,_.--:---. ·-~·'."··-·.·:-·- .. ·-·-·~"·-··---·········"·"--~ --··--,:---·--:-··· 

jJ_~, .•• I~~t~;~.;.,~*8~~~~~,.~;?~J,~~H~~~}~~~~~~?~g~tt: ~~~?? ...•.... 
Report Code Period Covered Contributions Total 

Exceeding $500 Contributions 

2004 Q2 04101104 - 06/30/04 15* 31 

2004 Fl 07101104 - 07123104 48 51 

2004 F2 07124104 - 08/06/04 10 17 

2004 F3 08107104 - 08/26/04 2 2 

2004 GI 08/27/04 - 09110104 0 0 
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-
2004 G2 09/11/04 - 09/24/04 I 2 

2004 G3 09125104 - I 0/08/04 0 0 

2004 G4 I 0/09/04 - 10/28/04 4 12 

2004 Q4 10/29/04- 12/31/04 8 12 

2005 QI 01/01/05 - 03131105 36 91 

2005 Q2 04/01/05 - 06130105 20 62 

2005 Q3 07 /0 l /05 - 09/30/05 56 60 
-

2005 Q4 I 0/01/05 - 12131105 3 3 

Total 203 343 
*This number ts includes infonnation recorded on or after May 18, 2004. 

TL Respondents' CTRs from April 1, 2004 through December 31, 
2005, did not list any contlibutions to candidates However, Respondents' 
CTRs disclosed numerous contributions to the FDP and Democratic 
Executive Committees tluoughout 2004 and 2005. Also during that time, 
the FDP paid for advertising for various joint fundraising events with 
Respondents, members of the House Democratic Caucus, and 
Representative Cluis Smith. 

UU. During the period from May 18, 2004 tluough December 31, 2005, 
Respondents received 203 contlibutions in excess of $500. (See Exhibit 12 
attached to Report of Investigation) There did not appeai to be any 
expenditure listed on the CTRs to support statewide issues .. (See Exhibit 8 
attached to Report of Investigation). For the reasons discussed above, the 
committee was operating as a candidate political committee and was 
prohibited by Section 106 08(1), Florida Statutes, from accepting 
contributions in excess of $500 .. 

VV According to records fiom the Division, a notification letter was 
mailed to Mr. Ryan on July 7, 2004 .. The letter read: 

Enclosed please find copies of Chapter 106, Florida 
Statues, 2004 Committee and Campaign Treasurer 
Handbook, 2004 Calendar of Reporting Dates and 
Cainpaign Treasurer's Report forms We are also 
enclosing a copy of a memorandum sent to political 
committees and committees of continuous existence 
regarding changes made in the campaign financing laws, 
effective July 1, 2004 

WW According to a questionnaire affidavit from Mr Ryan, the 
committee's chairman, he has never mn for public office He stated that 
he had never been appointed as tleasurer for a candidate's campaign; 
however, he served as deputy treasurer for the Tim Ryan for State House 
of Representative campaigns in 1998, 2000, 2002 and 2004. Jn additional 
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to se1ving as chaitman for Flo1ida House Victmy, Inc., Mr .. Ryan stated he 
has se1ved as chai1man of two othe1 committees of continuous existence, 
Business for Better Government and Victo1y 2006 He acknowledged that 
he had received and read Chapter I 06, Flodda Statutes He attested that 
he received but did not read the Committee and Campaign Treasurer 
Handbook 

XX. Ms .. Henning also provided a questionnaire affidavit Ms. Henning 
stated she had not mn fo1 public office She added that she did not recall 
receiving or 1eading Chapter I 06, Flodda Statutes or the Committee and 
Campaign Treasurer Handbook 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

7.. The Commission has jmisdiction ove1 the paities to and subject matter of this 

cause, pursuant to Section I 06.26, F101ida Statutes 

8 There is no limit on contributions to political committees that support 01 oppose 

only issues The te1m "issue" used in the definition of "political committee," is defined in 

Section 106..011(7), Florida Statutes That section provides that issue means(!) a proposition 

that is submitted to the electors fo1 their approval or iejection at an election, or (2) a proposition 

for which a petition is circulated to have such proposition placed on the ballot fo1 an election 

Respondents' activities did not appear to meet this definition To the contrn1y, the committee 

was operating as a candidate political committee 

9. Section 106 Ol l(l)(b)2 .. , Flodda Statutes, provides that unde1 some cilcmnstances 

a co1porntion is not required to register as a political committee.. Co1porntions fo1med for 

purposes othe1 than to support or oppose issues or candidates, are not political committees (1) if 

their activities me limited to contdbutions to candidates, political pa1ties, 01 political committees, 

or if their activities aie limited to expenditmes in support of or opposition to an issue from 

co1porate funds, and (2) if no cont1ibutions are received by the corporation " The committee 

does meet this exception .. 

10 .. In Richman v. Shevin, 354 So.2d 1200 (Fla. 1977), cert denied, 439 US 954 
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(1978), the Florida Supreme Comt agreed that by making distributions to candidates, the Judicial 

Trust Fund effoctually supported candidates for judicial office and included the trnst fund within 

the definition of "political committee " The court stated that the Legislatme, in promulgating 

Sections 106.011(2)2 and 106.08, F101ida Statutes (1975), regulating campaign contributions, 

determined that individuals in a collective capacity should only be permitted to have a limited 

amount of political clout Id at 1205. 

I 1 Subsequently, in Falzone v State of Florida, 500 So . .2d 1337 (Fla 1987), the 

Florida Supreme Cou1t upheld the indictment and plea of nolo contendere by Falzone when he 

and three othe1 individuals were indicted fo1 allegedly failing to file a statement of 01ganization 

as a political committee as required by Sections 10603 and 10619, Floiida Statutes The comt 

agreed that requiiing political committees to file a statement of organization pmsuant to Section 

106.03 is supported by the compelling state interest of informing the electorate as to who is 

involved in iaising and spending money for elections 

12 Members of a political committee can be held liable if they (a) paiticipated, (b) 

set the action in motion, 01 (c) agreed to the action See, Fulton v. DOE, 689 So2d 1180 (Fla. 

2"d DCA 1997), and FEC v. Mary McCarty and The Committee to Take Back our Judiciary, 

Case# FEC 01-195 

13. The Commission staff and the Respondents stipulate that the facts set forth in the 

Staff Recommendations constitute a reckless disregard of Sections 106 .. 03(1), 106.03(2), 

10607(5), and 10619(1)(a), Florida Statutes. 

ORDER 

9.. The Respondents and the staff of the Commission have entered into this Consent 

2 Subsequently renumbered as I 06 011 (I), Florida Statutes. 
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Order voluntaiily and upon advice of counsel 

10.. The Respondents shall beai their own attorney foes and costs that aie in any way 

associated with this case 

11 . The Respondents understand that before the Consent Order becomes final 

agency action, the Commission must approve it at a public meeting. After approval, the Consent 

Order constitutes final agency action of the Commission on the violations listed in the Order of 

Probable Cause. 

12.. The Respondents voluntarily waive the right to any farther proceedings under 

Chapters 104, 106, and 120, Florida Statutes, and the right to appeal the Consent Order 

13 This Consent Order is enforceable under Sections 106265 and 120 .. 69, Flotida 

Statutes.. The Respondents expressly waive any venue p1ivileges and agrees that if enforcement 

of this Consent Order is necessary, venue shall be in Leon County, Flotida, and Respondents 

shall be responsible for all foes and costs associated with enforcement 

14 If the Commission does not receive the signed Consent Order within 20 days of 

the date you received this order, the staff withdraws this offer of settlement and will proceed 

with the case 

15 Payment of the civil penalty is a condition precedent to the Commission's 

consideration of the Consent Order. 

PENALTY 

WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing facts and conclusions of law, the Commission 

finds that: 

A Respondents have violated Section 106.03(1) Florida Statutes, on one 

occasion for failing to file a statement of organization as a political committee 

Faa020 (3/06) 14 



Respondents are fined $1,000 for this count 

B.. Respondents have violated Section 106 03(2) Florida Statutes, on one 

occasion for failing to include the required information on a statement of organization 

Respondents are fined $1,000 for this count 

C Respondents have violated Section 106.07(5) Flmida Statutes, on four 

occasions fo1 certifying to the conectness of campaign treasurer's reports that were 

inconect. Respondent is fined $1,000 for each of the fom counts for a total of $4,000. 

D Respondents have violated Section 10619(1 )(a) Floiida Statutes, on 203 

occasions for accepting cont1ibutions in excess of the legal limits. Respondent is fined 

$1,000 for each of the 203 counts for a total of $203,000. 

Therefore it is 

ORDERED that the Respondents shall remit to the Commission a civil penalty in the 

amount of $209,000, inclusive of foes and costs payable as follows: $100,000 payable on or 

before November 9, 2007; and $109,000 payable on or before June 30, 2008 .. Payment shall be 

made by cashie1's check 01 by Respondents undersigned attorney's trnst account check. The 

civil penalty shall be paid to the Floiida Elections Commission, 107 W .. Gaines Street, Collins 

Building, Suite 224, I allahassee, Florida, 32399-1050 

Faa020 (3/06) 15 



hereby agree and consent to the teims of this Oider on The Respondents 

.?~?_-~,d~,e"'e_..J._,"-__ 2_~_?~---' 2007 .. 

~~~-46~~~=='..__ _______ _ 
on, Attomey for Respondents 

261 Ce tennial Place 
Tallahassee, Floiida 32308 

~--an aiiman, Florida House ~c' 
200 W .. College Ave., Suite 210 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

ida House 

The Commission staff hereby agrees and consents to the terms of this Consent Order on 

.-a~~_.,,.,_t-vt.._~:i.._··~1 _____ , 2001 

Faa020 (3/06) 16 

ada~;; 
Charles A. Finkel, GeJeral Counsel 
Florida Elections Commission 
107 W .. Gaines Streets 
Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050 



Approved by the F 101ida Elections Commission at its regularly scheduled meeting held 

on May 15 & 16, 2008 at Tallahassee, Flo1ida and filed with the Clerk of the Commission on 

/h ety !J~---' 2008, in Tallahassee, Flo1ida 

Copies furnished to: 

Charles A. Finkel, Genernl Counsel 
Mark Heron, Attorney for Respondents 

Faa020 (3/06) 17 

z-Bustillo, Chairman 
Flori a Elections Commission 
1 W .. Gaines Streets 
Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1050 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STA'IEMENT 

Concemed Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government with a commis'sion and professional 
management that provide leadership, accountability and a visionfor ourfuture. 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch Prnject is a major financial drain whose re-installation was ptemature at best and 
ill-advised at worst. 

a, Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at approximately $325,000; 

b, The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superior modem equipment, at 
an original budget amount of$105,000; 

c, Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 2% for the past two years; and an 
expected further drop of at least 9%, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
for this service,, 

Therefore, we believe that: Shifting the emergency dispatch from the County to the City is an ill-timed 
expense that the City is unable to afford. 

2. The mornle of the City's employees has been badly eroded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non-union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their compensation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmosphere. 

a, The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has ranged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits for some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction for others, A fire fighter in High 
Springs now earns less than $11 per hour. 

b,, The generally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good management practices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the form 
of state and federal labor law violations, "Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of discriminatory 
practices,, 

c, Ther,e is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in order to assure a reasonable work 
environment, If unionization occurs, it is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management. Labor costs for the City may well rise dramatically, 

Therefore, we believe that: The morale of the City's valued employees is frightening low. The 
turnover rate is unacceptable. The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the City's staff must 
return to one based on trust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be corrected 
immediate(y., 

3. The prolonged absence of professional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
greatly reducing its performance 

a, The unprecedented number of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted governmental management practices,, 

b, The City has been operating without an experienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Planner, or 
City Engineer leaving the City significant loss of institutional knowledge and very vulnerable in all 
phases of operation and management oversight. 



d. The City's insurance underWiiter for liability coverage for the Commission, has increased the 
annual insurance liability costs from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of$237,949 in 2013. 

Therefore, we believe: The City must immedia:tezy commit to proper{y funding and open(J7 selecting a 
professional City Manager committed to returning High Springs to good government 

4. C1itical infrastiucturn items a1·e not being prnpedy monitored and the lack of necessazy 
maintenance, or funding reserves, exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system collapse. 

a) Water· & Sewe1~ Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water· due to the ancient delivery system which is bo1dering on collapse .. If water· wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event. Without available sewers and a functioning water· system, each 
with proper· capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Sp1ings. 
Fmther, the City is contractualiy committed to expansion as part of its land use program from the 
past .. Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that are needed to allow High Sp1ings to thtive once 
again .. 

I 

b) Brick & Mortar ·· City owned facilities go empty or Cannot be adequately maintained at the 
cmrent budget levels .. The economy has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and ther·e is a glut of vacant commer'Cial buildings .. Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue 

Therefore, we believe: Shuffling monies to non-·urgent, unplanned projects is leaving urgent 
infrastructure projects inadequately.funded. A review of the economic viability ofprojects under each 
department needs to be done, eliminating any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the 
City's infrastructure. 

5. Prnposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change and significantly limit how future 
Commissions are able to run City gove1nment: 

a.. The amendment would prohibit the City Commission from incmring any debt beyond one million 
dollais unless first approved by a 2/3 vote ( 4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
refer·endum by the voters approving the debt, before the Joan could be made, ensw:ing that an 
immediate response to a major crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective .. 

b. If the amendment is approved, it has the potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 
planning tools less available for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a transaction. Some say the cost 
of funds for the City could rise dramatically. Long-range planning concerns were not considered 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be caiefully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this amendment. 

Therefore, we believe: The proposed amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 
213 majority of Commissioners [4 of .5 voting] AND a referendum vote by the citizens1 is a serious and 
significant limitation on.future Commissions' ability to manage thefinancial resources of the City. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business owners and others invested in and 
supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at hscitizens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tinyurl..com/bosjqm3. A current list of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 
Recommendations developed by the group can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail.com. 



CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sptings supports a local government with a commission and professional 
management that provide leadership, accountability and a vision/or ourfuture 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re-installation was premature at best and 
ill-advised at worst.. 

a.. Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at approximately $325,000; 

b The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superior modern equipment, at 
an original budget amount of $105,000 but always projected at less than the City's cost; 

c. Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 82% for the past two years, and an 
expected fur.ther drop of at least 9%, making the local dispatch center's increased cost 
inappropriatd at this time 

THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shifting the emergency dispatch from the County to the City is an 
ill-timed expense that the City is unable to afford. , 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitndes. The non-union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to theiI compen~ation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmosphere. 

a. The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has ranged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits for some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction for others A fire fighter in High 
Springs now'earns less than $11 per hour; 

b The generally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor Jaw and good management practices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the form 
of state and federal labor law violations, "Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of discriminatory 
practices; 

c.. There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in order to assure a reasonable work 
environment' If unionization occms, it is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management Labor costs for the City may well rise dramatically 

THEREFORE; WE BELIEVE: The morale of the City's valued employees isfrightening low .. The 
turnover ratq is unacceptable .. The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the City's staff 
must return to one based on trust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be corrected 
immediate~y 

3. The prolonged ,absence of professional management is destroying the City's cr·edibility and 
greatly reducing its performance. 

' a. The unprecedented number of Conunission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted governmental management practices; 

b The City has been operating without an experienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Planner, 
City Enginedr, Public Works Director, full time Codes Enforcement Officer, full time Utilities 
Operator, and full time Parks and Recreation staff leaving the City with a significant loss of 
institutional knowledge making it very vulnerable in all phases of operation and management 
oversight; 
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d. The City's insurance underwriter for liability coverage for the Commission, has increased the 
annual insurance liability costs from; $!3,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of $237,949 in 2013. 

THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The City must immediately commit to propelly funding and open~y 
selecting a ~professional City Manager committed to returning High Springs to good 
government.. 

4. Critical infras~ructure items are not being properly monitor·ed and the lack of necessary 
maintenance, o~ funding reserves, exposes the City to an unr·easonable risk of system collapse. 

a) Water & Sewer·- Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water due to the ancient delivery system which is bordering on collapse If water wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs .. 
Further, the City is contractually committed to expansion as patt of its land use program from the 
past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that ate needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again; 

b) Brick & M:'l>rtar - City owned facilities go empty or cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels .. The economy has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant commercial buildings Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue. 

THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shuffling monies to non-urgent, unplanned projects is leaving 
urgent infrastructure projects inadequate(y funded A review of the economic viability of 
projects umter each department needs to be done, eliminating any activity whose funds could 
better used to preserve the City's infrastructure .. 

S. Proposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change and significantly limit how future 
Commissions a(e able to run City government: 

' 
a The Amendrpent would prohibit the City Commission from incurring any debt beyond one million 

dollars unle~s first app10ved by a 2/3 vote (4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
referendum ~y the voters approving the debt, before the loan could be made, ensuring that an 
immediate r~sponse to a major crisis is virtually impossible from a financial perspective; 

b If the Amen(lment is app10ved, it has the potential to make d.ebt consolidation and other financial 
planning toqls less available for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a uansaction Some say the cost 
of funds for 1the City could rise dramatically Long-range financial concerns were not considered 
by the Commission and they should be carefully explored by the citizens when considering this 
Amendment: 

THEREFORE', WE BELIEVE: The proposed Amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, unlessfir:st 
approved by :U 2/3 majority of Commissioners ( 4 out of 5) AND an expensive referendum vote by 
the citizens is a serious and significant limitation onfuture Commissions' ability to manage the 
financial resoun;es of the City .. 

' Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, pursuant to FlaStat 
Section 106 011, does not qualify as either a political committee or an electioneering communications organization We encourage 
local residents, business owners and others invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effort 
by email at hscitizens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at http://tinvurl.com/bosjqm3 
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Local 

High Springs residents rally to form grassroots 
group 
Details Published on Monday, 08 October 2012 19:32 Written by C.M WALKER Hits: 660 

0 C.omments 

Concerned Citizens for a - High Springs hosted a lunch for City 
employees on the heels of a 6 .. 07 percent pay cut. 

HIGH SPRINGS - Members of the newly-formed group, 

"Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" (CCBHS), 

delivered lunch on Wednesday, Oct 3, for City of High Springs 

employees affected by the recent 6 07 percent salary cut to all 

non-union City employees .. 

"We want to encourage our City employees to hang in there by 

providing support in a meaningful way," said CCBHS Publicity Chair Sharon Yeago. "Our employees are 

taking a financial hit for the benefit of the city.. We want them lo know how much we appreciate their efforts 

and supplying lunch is one small way we can help relieve one burden, the financial responsibility of lunch, 

and show our appreciation," said Yeago. 

The group, which has grown to more than 150 members in fewer than five days, was "formed to support 

good policy decisions in our government• said CCBHS Steering Committee Chair and High Springs 

resident John Manley. Other members of the Steering Committee include local residents Becky Johnson, 

Bob Jones and Linda Jones. 

"We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organization," explained Yeago. The group has already created a 

mission statement and guiding principles, which are all listed on the organization's Facebook page. The 

group's mission and key principles are to provide for professional, experienced management of the City of 

High Springs and restoration of long-held standards of governing that include a comprehensive budget 

process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and 

fair 

Steering and Events committees have been established by the group," said Yeago One of the first actions 

of the Events Committee is the provision of Wednesday's lunch for non-union city employees. Events 

Committee members include Ed MacKinnon, Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, Lisa Phelps and Sandra Webb. ( {\ J 
~~\:· 

httn·//UIU1U1 "l""hn.,tntfovr.nrn/news-featnred/latest/2722-hisili-sorinru;-resid.... 2/23/2014 
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"This citizens group came together out of a deep concern and love for the cily of High Springs.. This cily is 

at a crossroads,· Manley said. "We feel it is important to put any history aside, and build a broader, more 

rational and encompassing plan for the future of High Springs that the majority of the citizens can get 

behind and work to make happen,· explained Manley .. 

"We are encouraging citizen participation in deciding the direction of our cily, • said Y eago "This is a group 

to help our government consider policy decisions that make our cily viable,· she said.. "Our group has no 

political agenda. We just want to help the city make the best decisions they can for our citizens and the 

future of High Springs,· she said .. 

Yeago explained further, ·our agenda is based on good policy and we wiU be making what we consider to 

be good policy recommendations on an ongoing basis.. Good policy transcends politics.. Ifs not about who 

happens to be in the office at the moment Ifs about how our government serves its citizens now and in 

the future .. " 

~e're trying to do is develop solutions for what we feel are the problems we now have,~ 

~e are a strategic group, not a political group,• he insisted.. "Politics is not a part of wh;(;'fe 

doing .. We want to contnbute solutions and encourage other citizens to get involved to help do the same," 

he said. 

. · · ". ·. mti!i~~eb--e. Previous commissions made 
er different economic conditions than weave today .. Perhaps we have to look at earlier 

decisions in a different light given our current economic condition We want a city that is professional and 

well run: he said.. "We just want to participate in the process.· 

Anyone interested in more infonnation about Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs may locate their 

website on Facebook or contact a member of the organization .. 

# # # 

email Cwalker@alachuatodav.com 

blog comments powered by DISQUS back to top 
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FW: Judge Griffis Ruling on Challenge to Charter Amendment 
From: Bob Barnas 
Sent: Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 8:36 am 
To: daniel .. bean@hkfaw .. com 

doc10312012151332 pdf pdf (637.5 KB) 

Mr. Bean, 

I received this email just as you see it with all cc: names from your attorney Paul 
Regensdorf. 

rage 1 or'* 

I know he is a respected attorney and I have watched him at meetings and on Florida 
Channel.. He is also certainly an opinionated person.. 

Using a work email as he has done with several emails in the last few days to make his 
comments, makes it look as though he is representing the parties in these lawsuit against 
the city, and I personally feel putting out 112 truth in doing so .. 

While I know it is his intention to create doubt, I do not like his personal attacks as you can 
see from his emails. 

Please remind him of his real job and Florida Bar ethics. 

Bob Barnas 

·-Original Message-·-
From: Paul..Regensdorf@hklaw com 
Sent: Wednesday, October31, 2012 9:39pm 
To: sharon@yeago .. net, sunsetwishes@hotmail.com, ticonderoga47@hotmail .. com, 
jmanley3@yahoo.com, tgdepeter@windstrearn .. net, lltinc@windstream.net, 
damonwatson@yahoo .. com, Cindymac0915@yahoo .. com, editor@alachuatoday.com, 
ballewellyn@aotcorn, ourobserver2@aotcorn, chris .. curry@gvillesun .. com, 
thecoffeeclutch@yahoo .. com, dixieazc@windstream .. com, wcrossfw@aol..com, 
globalvisionstore@email.com, bbonnitaf@aol.com, bwilliams@highsprings .. us, 
cpopoli@highsprings.com, ddavis@highsprings.us, deandavis1@windstream net, 
donasjewelry@windstream .. net, airbear2@live.com, dlmogler@gmail .. com, 
dphshadow@aoLcorn, emay@highsprings.us, efuggetta@gmaiLcorn, 
imgreatoz@aot com, abbots@windstream. net, 4publicissues@gmaiL corn, 
allcreationssalon@yahoo .. com, bluemoon77@windstream .. net, 
rnusicjunction@windstream .. net, dgest007@aol .. com, LCT5555@yahoo .. com, 
ltravis@highsprings .. us, lucie@gradyhouse .. com, ezap3@windstrearn .. net, 
paintedlady@windstream .. net, linkousrnassage@hotmaiLcom, bastnata@live.com, ·0 
pjrush@windstream.net, paul@gradyhouse .. com, PRegensdorf@stearnsweaver.com, . )'f>J 
rbeckdpm@gmail.com, ross@westsidestories .. com, sagebrusher@windstream net, <eJi.)"-

~(1}\J~ 
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highspringsernporium@yahoo .. com, suefpelra@msn.com, sweller@highsprings .. us, 
aciysue@gmail.com, suzieann@windstream.net, milkyway386@aol.com, 
albert@towerpublications.com, apri!..sanders@bankofamerica com, adorin@bellsouth.net, 
mrmjohnson@msn .. com, bobbarnas@bosshardtrealty .. com, 
bbentz@landdesignsouth .. com, eats@gatorbq.com, oliverdahlman@windstream .. com, 
globalgreenvisionstore@gmail .. com, bsummers@windstream.net, 
brenda@forresterrealty .. com, brent@barislaw .. com, cdoherty@greatoutdoorsdining .. com, 
daviscg@windstream.net, highspringspawnandjewelry@yahoo .. com, clh@hostweb.net, 
clheuss@mac .. com, wpburden@aolcom, dabadesigndp@bellsouth .. net, 
oneilconstruction@windstream.net, e .. shupe@yahoo .. com, post441@gmail com, 
shupe@netzero.net, paulkidd1@windstream .. net, garygrunder@windstream .. net, 
garygrunder@hotmail .. com, genelev@windstrearn .. net, jamesg10@aoLcom, 
lahnehoc@aoLcorn, hclarich@windstream.net, hsrotary@windstream .. com, 
ireneachami@yahoo .. com, jdbain@ferrellgas.com, cbuilders@windstrearn .. net, 
jim@jdsandscorn, jim@santeferiver.com, jcomly@heritage-mechanicaLnet, 
shepjohn@windstream .. net, shipitandrnore@i-3inc.com, judikearney@windstrearn .. net, 
kbentz@landdesignsouth.com, kbentz@greatoutdoorsdining.com, 
kelly .. barber@edwardjones .. com, lgeiger@hospiceofthenaturecoastorg, 
funtimefoods@windstrearn.net, theflowerexchange@windstream .. net, 
lwright@msbank.com, mwright@famescable .. com, Bennett@truevalue.net, 
marilynvanover@alarionbank .. com, mike .ellis@prirneconduit.com, griff@eigenptcom, 
qsteedley@concreteconstructorsllc .. com, rene@gue corn, rll@ronaldlawrencegroup.com, 
rdupont@NorthFloridaHerald .. com, ronaldwilson009@windstream .. net, 
snelson@fbchighsprings.org, sanna386@yahoo .. corn, staceyb@windstream .. net, 
hnkc@gmaiLcom, snj1900@aoLcom, watkinsint-1@hotrnaiL corn, thewlett@attnet, 
thomas .. mcintoch@trendrealty .. com, toddboyle@hotrnail .. com, tclarich@windstrearn .. net, 
rusticinn@windstream .. net, thornaswellerattomeyatlaw@windstream .. net, 
windyphi@msncorn 
Subject Judge Griffis Ruling on Challenge to Charter Amendment 

To all interested in the course of government in High Springs: 

Attached to this email is the interim decision of Judge Stanley Griffis of the Eighth Judicial Circuit in 
Gainesville, just issued late this afternoon. Judge Griffis is the judge assigned to hear Ross Ambrose's suit 
against the City, challenging the improper manner in which the Charter Amendment was placed on our 
ballot for next week's general election. 

Every citizen should read it and should understand the context in which this most unusual decision was 
rendered. 

Judge Griffis was quite careful not to directly affect the election next week, thereby preserving as much as 
possible the rights of all .... until his NEXT hearing after the election.. 
In doing so, however, Judge Griffis analyzed in detail the manner in which this Charter Amendment 

decision was rushed through the Commission, without thought for citizen participation, without care for 
proper legal procedures, against the advice of the City Attorney, and in a manner that actually caused the 
Judge to rule, preliminarily to be sure, that if the ultimate proof matched what he had heard, this 
ordinance was fatally flawed and will be struck down 

http://webmaiLbosshardtrealty .. com/versions/webmail/10.1 .. 8-RC/popup .. php?wsid=l 92f3cb. l/3/2014 



This all happened after only a preliminary hearing; the expected pmof of irregularities was so compelling 
to this judge that he ruled, at the outset, and before the case was even at issue, that Mr. Ambr·ose and his 
counsel had demonstrated a substantial likelihood of success on the merits. Accordingly, the Supervisor of 
Elections was barred from taking any further action regarding the election results in the very unlikely event 
that the Charter Amendment passes next Tuesday. 
The willingness of a Judge in today's times to wade into a "political" issue like this one, especially on the 
eve of an election, is both startling and refreshing. Our judiciary is under attack from certain quarters, in 
hopes that judges will become cowed into inaction on controversial matters. In this case, however, the 
judge was so unimpressed with our Qty Commission's abilities to govern and follow the rules .. even after 
they were told what they were during the hearing, that he felt compelled to author on his own a 15 page 
opinion and make sure that it issued before the election. Extraordinary effort by one of our state court 
circuit judges .. 
REMEMBER: this case and this order do not address the wisdom [or rather the incredible depth of 

ignorance] 'that this proposed charter amendment demonstrate,; The rush by the Commission majority in 
July to get some sort ofstatement out as "red meat" for the Commission majority's rapidly dwindling 
number of supporters, in the form of this half-baked idea, is a classic example of how these three 
Commissioners -- Barnas, Gestrin and Davis .. _do not care about how government should be run, the 
process for discussion and debate .. And this cockamamie limitation on spending/borrowing can only 
completely hamstring any future Commission at a time when we need great flexibility and insight to 
address the serious pmblems we face as a city ... a significant number· of them created in the 11 short 
months that this Commission majority has run rough-shod over the proper process of government. 

SO, DESPITE THIS WONDERFUL PRELIMINARY VICTORY FOR GOOD AND 

BETIER GOVERNMENT IN HIGH SPRINGS, IT IS, FOR NOW, ONLY THAT-

PRELIMINARY. SO IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOU GO TO THE POLLS ON THE 

5TH OF NOVEMBER [OR EARLY VOTE BY SATURDAY], GO DOWN TO THE 

END OF THE BALLOT, VOTE "NO" ON THE CHARTER AMENDMENT AND 

VOTE FOR BYRAN WILLIAMS FOR COMMISSIONER. PAT RUSH IS A 

BARNAS CLONE AND WOULD CONTINUE Ti-!E DISASTER THAT 2012 HAS 

BEEN FOR HIGH SPRINGS. 

lf anyone would like to discuss this decision and its implications, I would be happy to chat about it with you. 

Paul 

Paul Regensdorf I Holland & Knight 
Partner 

50 North Laura Street, Suite 3900 I Jacksonville FL 32202 

Phone 904798.7398 !Cell 954.562 .. 9598 I Fax 904 3581872 

pauLregensdorf@hklaw.com I www.hklaw.com 

Add to address book ! View professional biography 

****IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH 
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An update on "antics" and the lawsuit 
concerning the proposed Charter 
Amendment 
All, 
while Gary Grunder may consider all of this "antics," [and as one whose work requires him to deal with the City as an 
attomey-whoevet's in charge-· he has every right and reason to view things differently, or maybe he just disagrees] 
i thought it important to update anyone pnterested in reading further] to more "antics" from our Vice Mayor. 
except ......... it's not just antics; it a simple attempt at bullying and it should not be tolerated by decent citizens., to 
call unacceptable c:Onduct mere •antics" is to denigrate norms of human behavior .. lefs agree to call !hem what they 
are. 
i and many others have decried Bob Samas' many many many attempts at bullying people in High Springs to get his 
way. most of you know of personal examples that have happened to you or to others. one classic example was where 
the Vice Mayor contacted a long-time citizen's employer and "complained" that the citizen's work time was being 
taken up partly by sending out emails about High Springs pn part critical of Mr. Barnas].. i guess he couldn't stand the 
sting of the lash and therefore tried to imperil that citizen's job and livelihood .. shame on him. 
Yes!mday's Shenanlaans ..... or antics .... by Mr Barnas - a complaint to my law firm 
apparently buoyed by the. somewhat"success" of his earlier tactic against the long-time citizen by going to that 
person's place of business in. an attempt to poison the well there, Ml:. Barnas has tried the same tactic with my law 
finn, Holland & Knight where i am a partner in their Jacksonville office .. he contacted my Executive Partner, Dan 
Bean, by email yesterday with accusations that suggested that i had held myself out as representing Ross Ambrose 
[when i clearly stated Linda Chapman did and attached the opinion demonstrating that] and he said that i was putting 
out "half-tiuths" and that i should mind my .ethics . I'll copy the full text of his email at the end of this email.. 
Fnterestingly, BOb used his Bosshardt email address. ya gotta love the guy!!] · 
The results of Mr. Barnas' email to my firm 
well, i want to thank Bob for that act, and want to announce to all what effect Bob's complaint has had .. Dan Bean [my 
Executive Partner] suggested that i formally request our firm to approve Holland & Knight's joining the Ambrose 
lawsuit, pro bono, on Ross' behalf, since Dan agreed that it seemed like a might well be a worthy effort .. one of the 
great strengths of H&K is its willingness to take on numerous causes for people around the country who cannot 
otherwise afford to pay our billing rates .. i am contacting Ross Ambrose and his lawyer today, and will, if successful in 
that effort, .then begin the somewhat tedious effort to clear conflicts and to get firm approval for the pro bono 
representation of Ross Ambrose .. frankly, if Mr .. Barnas tiadn't rattled Dan's cage, i doubt we would be taking these 
steps. but we. are. thanks Bob. 
as a result, since H&K MAY in the next weeks approve this representation pf, of course, Ross agrees] and since my 
role then wo.uld leave the position of being a pure commentator on the Bamasian antics and would move into a 
possible and potential legal one, i have sent THIS email from a personal email address to make certain that anyone 
can tell that i am speaking here for myself, and not on behalf of my law firm ............ at least not yet. 
So don't forget to vote today. Vote against the proposed Charter Amendment !Vote "N0'1. and vote for Byran 
Williams. And take your neighbors and friends to the polls as well. 
and if you don't want to read about the "antics" of our City Commission, don't bother reading this far down in the 
email. just delete it at the start. ifs really easy. 
-Paul Regensdorf 
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VOTE ON NOVEMBER 6TH 

GO ALL THE WAY 
TO THE END OF THE BALLOT 

To ensure your voice is heard! 
High Springs Residents ... Need a Ride to Vote? We Can Help! Call Sandi at 352-339-4345 

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A 

BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government 
with a commission and professional management that provide leadership, 

accountability and a vision for our future. 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

\ . . 
Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the. citizens to restore professional, 

experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to rest01e a comprehensive budgetary process that addresses both 
shott and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

l'linciple Three. There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 
government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 
reside11ts; 

P1inciple Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 
responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens 



We, the people ... 
Susanne.Ackermann 
Stefl Hulin Affron 
Christopher Agle 
Ross: Ambrose 
Lars Andersori 
Patsy Anderson 
Dickie Aroin 
Shari 41bury 
Carol)!Tl Baker 
Jeannette Banks 
Penny Banks, former City empk>yee 
!oAnne Barrows 
Celeste Beck 
RogerG Beck, DPM 
Susan J. Beck 
Larry Behnke 
Anne Alfano Bello 
Marilyn Bennett 
Karen Bentz 
Marvin Blankenship 
Susie Blankenship 
David Bludworth 
Alvan Bluhm 
Barbara Bluhm 
Nonna Boone 
Donna Bradbrook 
Anna Bradjord 
Stacey Breheny 
Sharon .Britton 
lay Bromenschenkel 
Susan Brot~rton 
Linda Buccheri 
Healther McCall Caballero 
Valorie Cason 
Pat Caudle 
Dennis Chouinard 
Paula Gavin Cifuentes 
Heather Clarich 
Jeannette Clarich 
Thomas Clarich, Sr 
Thomas G Clarich 
S'uzie Clark 
Hal Cohen 
Linda Cohen 
Tina Colli'n,.~ 
John Comly 
Jim Conner 
Barbara Co.x 
Paige Coyle 
Rick Coyle 
Crystal Lane C'urran 
4.ndrew Daugherty 
Carol Daugherty 

Karen-Wood Davis 
Tom DePeter, former City 

l'ommissioner!City Attorney 
Joan Dickson 
Ron Dickson 
Deborah.Douglas 
/en Drow 
Da.wn Lange Drumm 

·Ronald DuPont,'' 
Saroj Earl 
Terry Emma 
Shannon Erickson 
Darin Erskin 
Holly-Erskine 
William Eyerly 
Jennifer Forrester 
Earl Gabriel 
Lucille Gabriel 
Debbie Gamber 
Maggie Gamber 
Jim GambertOn 
Erin Gardner 
Solidi Gardner 
Peter George 
Allan Graetz 
Laura Graetz 
RandJ Graetz 
Alice Green 
Patricia GTuntler . 
Donald Gudbrandsen -
Elaine Gudbrandsen 
C'onstance Reuss 
Michael Reuss 
Linda Hewlett 
Tom Hewlett 
Linda Heyl 
Kim Simmons Hill 
Brian Hinote 
Misty MeadHinson 
Albert Isaac 
Lynn Jamison 
Scott Jamison, City Commissioner 
Loyce A Jones 
Becky .Johnson, Steering Committee 
David .Johnson · 
Bob .Jones, Steering Committee 
Linda Jones_ Steering Committee 
Willa Jones 
S'harOn KantOr 
Judi R"earney 
Mike Kearney 
Wanda Kemp 
Barbara Kowats 

Bradley Kyes 
Alvalyn L.::mcaster 
Karma Norjin Lhamo· 
Karen Koch LeMonnier 
Arlene Dorin Levine 
Gene Levine 
Nancy Linkous 
Tim Linkous 
Michael Loveday 
Christopher Locke 
Angie Lovelock 
Buck Machete 
Cindy-MacKinnon 
Ed MacKinnon 
Francis MacKinnon 
Michael Mahoney 
Terry Maltbie 
.John P Manley Ill, Steering Conimittee 
Sharon Manley 
Kathy Clarich Matheny 
Sanford Matheny 
Barbara Martin 
Dr Tony Matheny 
Herb Matilsky 
Robert McClellan 
Thomas McDonald 
Marilyn Mesh 
.Dena Meyerhoff 
Steve Meyerhoff 
Barbara G Miller 
Donna Mqgler 
Henry Mogler 
Scott Mogler 
Aaron Morphet 
Patti Moser 
Betty Muller 
Patty Napier 
Diane Norton 
Genie O'Brien 
Sylvia Odom 
VaneS'S'a Oppel 
layne Orr 
Cynthia Pailthorpe 
Betsy Patterson 
Monalisa PhelpS 
AndyPh!llips 
Peter Pint/er 
Richard Pis 
Christian Popoli, former City Pla~ner 
Christy Popoli 
Nellie Reed 
Lucie RegenS'doif 
Paul Regensdoif 
Maggie· Riggall 
Cathy River.s 
Russell A Roberts 
Sanna Saare 
Teri J Salomon 

Julie Gamber Samosuk 
L)r.daShulte1'Schladant 
Saroj Shana 
Leslie Smith 
Mike Smith 
AShley Spence 
Janet Stein 
Jim Stein 
Darryl Steinhauser 
Heidi Tapanes 
Rick Testa 
Betsy Thomason 
Scott Thomason 
Nancy Torres 
Dorsey Travis 
Larry Travis, former City Commissioner 
Joanne Tremblay 
Sharon Tugman 
Ian Walker 
Jim Walker 
Toni Warner, former City employee 
Marlo,,, Watkins 
Damon Watson 
Sandra Webb 
S'ue Weller, City Commissioner 
Tom Weller 
Susie Westfall 
JennifetJVhitne)i 
Byran Williams, Candidate/of City 

Commission 
Mike. Williamson 
Charlett Wilsoti 
Sonja Moore Wilson 
Carol Wiltbonk 
Lee Wiltbonk 
Jim Wood 
Sally Wood 
Tom Work 
S'luz~on Yeago 
Larry 7,orovich 

Local Businesses 
Adventure Outpost 
Back in Balance Natural Health Care 
Dive Pub & Grub 
Enchanted Memories 
Flying Fi1h 
GoHighSprings cOm 
Grady Holi.se Bed & Breakfast 
GIA Consulting Group 
High SjJrings Copy Center 
Pampered Paws 
The Wellness Spa 
The Workshop 

PLEASE JOIN US by emailing ui 
at hsc'itizens@gmail.com oi· "Like" 
ui on Facebook, 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, ptusuant to Fla.Stat Section 106,011, does 
:1ot qualify as either a political committee or an electioneering communications organization We encowage local residents, business owners and others 
.nvested in and supportive of ow· goals to sign on to show public support for this effort 
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friends post 
A Fly in the ointment 

Monday, October 1 .. 2012 

Press Release 

CITIZEN GROUP GAINS MOMENTUM 

IN SUPPORT OF BETTER GOVERNMENT FOR HIGH SPRINGS 

HIGH SPRINGS, FL-A High Springs citizen group is gaining momentum in its effort to effect good policy 

decisions by local government. Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, a newly formed nonpartisan, 

nonpolitical group hopes to effect positiVe change through education and advocacy for better policy decisions 

by elected officials .. 

In the three days since announcing its Mission and Guiding Principles through email, Facebook and media 

releases, more than 100 local residents, businesses and others invested in this small town located in northern 

Alachua County have signed on to support the group's mission and key principles that provide for professional, 

experienced management of the City of High Springs and restoration Of long-held standards of governing that 

include a comprehensive budget process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open 

government that is inclusive, open and fair.. 

The group has appointed a Steering Committee comprised of local residents John Manley, Becky Johnson, 

Bob Jones and Linda Jones. An Events Committee was also appointed: Ed MacKinnon, Linda Hewlett, 

Tom Hewlett, Lisa Phelps and Sandra Webb .. 

"This group Of citizens came together out of a deep concern for the City of High Springs. The City is at a 

crossroads .. The direction our city government has taken in the last 1 O months is destroying any chance of 

progress for the City; and, conversely, is actually pushing the City backwards to the point that the City will no 

longer be a viable, functioning seat of government We feel it is important to put any history aside, and build a 

broader, more rational and encompassing plan for the Mure of High Springs that the majority of the Citizens 

can get behind and work to make happen," states Steering Committee Chair John P .. Manley, Ill as the 

reason for the group's formation .. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springscontinues to seek local residents, business owners and others 

invested in and supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at 

hscitizens@gmaiLcom or 'Liking'the group on Facebook athttp://tinyurl.com/bosjqm3 .. A cunent list of 
supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy Recommendations developed by the group 

can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail.com.. 

## 

Background: 

Mission Statement: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government with 

professional management thatprovides leadership, accountability and vision for our future. 

Guiding Principles: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore professional, 

experienced and accountable management to the City; 

http://post441.blogspot.com/2012/1 O/press-release-citizen-group-gains.html 2/23/2014 
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Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that addresses 

both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 

government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 

residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 

responsible. caring and fair government. This commitment must encompass relations with government entities 

at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the publio-at-large, with the media. and most of all 

with its own citizens .. 

Supporters as of 10/1/12 at 10:30a.m .. : Stefi Hulin Affron, Ross Ambrose, Dkkie Arvin, Shari Asbury, Back in Balance 

Hat:ural Health Care, Carolyn Baker, ,Jeannette Banks, Penny Banks, .JoAnne Barros, Roger G .. Beck, DPM, Susan J .. Beck, 

Marilyn Bennett, Karen Bentz, Marvin Blankenship, SUsie Blankenship, Stacey Breheny, Sharon Britton, .Jay 

Bromenschenkel, John Caldwell, Jeannette Clarich, Thomas G Clarich, Suzie Clark, Dive Pub & Grub, Jen Drow, Dawn 

Lange Drumm, Ronald DuPont, Jr .. , Saroj Earl, Terry Emma, Enchanted Memories, Flying Fish, Earl Gabriel, Lucille 

Gabriel, Debbie Gamber, Maggie Gamber, Grady House Bed & Breakfast, Alan Graetz, Laura Graetz, Randy Graetz, 

Patricia Gronder, Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, Lynn .Jamison, Scott .Jamison, Becky Johnson, Bob .Jones, Linda .Jones, 

Sharon Kantor, Wanda Kemp, Ba.rbara Kowats, Arlene Darjn Levine,Gene Levine, Haney Linkous, Tim Linkous, Angie 

Lovelock, Cindy MacKinnon, Ed MacKinnon, Francis MacKinnon, .John P Manley Ill, Sharon Mantey, Kathy Clar'ich 

Matheny, Sanford Matheny, Dr .. Tony Matheny, Barbara Martin, Herb Matilsky, Robert McClellan, Thomas McDonald, 

Barba.ra G Miller, Donna Mogler1 Henry Mogter, Scott Mogler1 Patti Moser, Patty Napier, Genie O'Brien, .Jayne Orr, 

Cynthia Pa11thoree, Pampered Paws, Monalisa Phelps, Andy Phr11ips, Christian Popoli, Christy Popoli, Lucie Regensdorf, 

Paul Regensdorf, Maggie Riggall, Russell A .. Roberts, Sanna Saare, .Julie Gamber Samosuk, Darryl Steinhauser, Heidi 

Tapanes, Nancy Torres Dorsey Travis, Larry Travis, Damon Watson, Pro Realty of Gainesville, Inc .. , Sandra Webb, SUe 

Weller, Tom Weller, .Jennifer Whitney, Byran Williams, Mike Williamson, Charlette Wilson, Sonja Moore Wilson, .Jim 

Wood, Sally Wood, Sharan Yeago 

-Nancy 

"---··----·-····•"''"""' .. _ ..... -... -................... "'''""·-·- ........ """"'" "'""'""'"'"'"""'"'"'"-"'"'• ..... -...................... "'-""""" ........................... - ....................... - .......... - .......... _ ....... _ ... , ........ _, _______ ,. .. -... - ........... -.. ·--"''"""'"·-· 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W, Gaines Street 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922·-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-0783 

June 10, 2013 

-------The Honorable Robert J Barnas 
20147 NW 25ih Terrace 
High Springs, Floiida 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13 .. .J25; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Mr Barnas: 

·- --------rhe-Flori:da-Elections-€ommission-has-received-yom-complaint-alleging-vi0lations-of----·---------
Florida's election laws I have reviewed your complaint and find it to be legally 
insufficient 

In your complaint, you essentially allege that Respondent's organization, Concerned 
Citizens for a Better High Springs, is a political committee, and that Respondent should 
have registered it, appointed a treasure1 and a registered agent, and filed 1eports disclosing 
the group's expenditures I find this complaint to be legally insufficient because you did 
not provide sufficient evidence that Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a 
"political committee" as the term is defined by Section 106. 01 l(l)(a), Florida Statutes 

In order to meet the definition of a "political committee," a group must make expenditUI"es 
in excess of $500 "that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defeat of an issue " There is no cost to create a Facebook page or to post 
information to a Facebook page, so the Facebook postings referenced in the complaint do 
not represent expenditures In addition, the flier and the newspaper advertisement included 
with the complaint do not use words of express advocacy such "vote for ," "vote 
against ," OI "elect," with respect to a particular candidate or issue and, as such, they are 
not "political advertisements" 01 expenditures that otherwise rende1 the group a political 
committee 

Because Concerned Citizens for a Bette1 High Springs is not a "political committee" as 
that term is defined in Ch 106, Florida Statutes, it was not required to register, appoint a 
treasurer or registered agent, or file disclosure reports The group also does not meet the 
definition of an "electioneering communications organization" because the exhibits 
provided with the complaint are not "electioneering communications " (See Sections 
106 011(18) and (19), Florida Statutes) As such, this complaint is legally insufficient 
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If you have additional infozmation to conect the stated ground(s) of insufficiency, please 
submit it within 14 days of the date of this Jetter If the additional infozmation corrects the 
stated ground(s) of insufficiency, I will notify both you and the Respondent If you.~ubmit 
an additional statement containing facts, you must sign the_statement and have your 
signature notruized In addition, any additional facts you submit to the Commission roust 
be based on either personal information or infozmation other than hearsay 

Until this case is closed, section 106 25(7), Florida Statutes, provides that the Respondent 
may not disclose this Jette1, the complaint, 01 any document 1elated to this case, unless he 
01 she waives confidentiality in wiiting Io waive confidentiality, the Respondent must 
mail or fax a written waiver of confidentially to Donna Ann Malphuis at the address or fax 
number listed above 

If you have any questions concerning the complaint, please contact us at 
foc@myfloridalegal.com 

Sincerely, 

AMI/dam 

cc: Paul R Regensdorf, Attorney for Respondent, w/out complaint 

COMOOS IS/09\ 



FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
·---··-------·-··-····----·--·-----·-··--·--·-···-·..,-...,..---·-······----..,-""" 

Complainant: 
. - ., 

.;...-.~ ........ ..;.., ____ :,.,:...;..;, 
Respondent: 

REVIEW OF COMPLAINT FOR LEGAL SUFFICIENCY 

Complainant is a member of the High Spiings City Commission; he is currently serving as 
"vice mayor" Complainant was first elected to the city commission on November 8, 2011; 
he will be up for re-election in 2014 Complainant has been employed as a realtor with 
Bosshardt Realty since 2005 
-···--------···- ·-- -------·--·--·--·-·· 
Respondent is a food systems consultant She advises local, state, and national 
organizations on the successful development of faimers markets, local food systems, and 
the implementation of federal agriculture and nutrition prog1ams Respondent is the 
manager of Sharon L Y eago, LLC 

... ~."'-----'··'--·--1----·-------·-·----··--·-·-.. ·-----·-.. ----.. ·----
Background: Ihe City of High Springs held a municipal election on November 6, 2012 1he supervisor 

of elections for Alachua County ran the election along with the state and county elections 
The ballot for the municipal election included a referendum question pertaining to a 

- -·- ·-··--··c----·--- -proposano·amend-the'Cify-Chaitei, ·and ·tlie ifames"of rwocandidates·seekinJfto ·fill sear··· 
four on the City Commission 

Byran Williams secured more than 55 percent of the vote to win a three-year term as a 
member of the City Commission And electors voted 2-to- l to adopt the proposal to 
amend the City Charter to restrict municipal borrowing Based upon the complaint, and 
my research, it would appear that Respondent was in favor of Mr Williams, however, it 
also appears that she was of the opinion that the City Charter should not be amended 

Violations)n complaint: §106 02l(l)(a), §106 022(1), §106 03(3)(c), §106 06, §106 07, §106 19(l)(d) 

Reviewer's vfolations: § 106 03(1 )(a), §I 06 19(1)(c) ---......... ----·-----.. -· __ .. _.,,_,, _________ _ ·-··-·-----.. -------.. ··-·-""'"""·-----
Violations for CMS: §106.03(1)(a) 

' ... ,, ,,, ~ 1£ **'j,j!'.'i'.-~> 
P-'-~:~.1.~::\t~!·i·--.~~.~R~"'-t'"".'s~""'~-'""--.-·_. __ 

1. Complainant alleges that Respondent was required to register het unincorporated group, Concerned 
Citizens for a Better High Springs, as a political committee, but failed to do so 

·---·-·-----·-·----.. ----·- _____ ,.,, .. , __ , _______ _ -·-----·""'"" ____ _ 
2. Complainant alleges that Respondent was required to appoint a treasurer and a registered agent, and to 

file reports disclosing the g1oup's expenditures, but failed to do so 
-· .. ------·-:-·-_;:-_:-·~~-:;-::;::;:;-'(1'·::··\·:::(·i_--:- ----·--::~:-·.~· ·,_.. ' ·-···--·-;··, .~ ~· '~ -·--·---·-::-;~~·:_ ·'.,~:'.~/·::_;'.: -~::~1 

"""".:...:...:...:..;;c__,:2·~·-"'."'k::.:;'.W""j"''~.~ /;_ _ _:~:=.~~VIE\\'., o~ ,(:_()M:!~~~~.! Iss~~'. .. _' -----· t :; J. + -----·'-'· 
L With a review of the complaint and attachments, as well as the definition of "political committee" in 

Section 106 01 l(I)(a), Florida Statutes, Complainant apperus to be without evidence of a local political 
---· .. ---.. ·--------·· .. ------·------.. 

1 
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--------~----·· ···--"-·--------· -----·--· 
committee requiring registlation with the city clerk's office I found no evidence that Respondent and her 
group had spent anything, much less $500 00, fo1 express advocacy pertaining to the November 6, 2012 
municipal election In support of his complaint, Commissioner Barnas submitted the following documents 
for our review: 

• Copies of a ballot and a printout of the election results (Exhibit I) 

• Copies of e-mail messages of Complainant communicating with Respondent, and Complainant 
communicating with Lee Vincent and Scott Walker; and a Facebook posting by Linda Jones, a 
"member" of Respondent's group (Exhibit 2) 

• Copies of postings on Respondent's Facebook page (Exhibit 3) 

• Copies of articles by newspaper reporters about Respondent's group, Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs (CCFBHS] (Exhibit 4) 

• A copy of a three-page flier (Exhibit 5) 

• A copy of a full-page advertisement published by Respondent's group in the November I, 2012 
Edition of the Alachua County Today (Exhibit 6) · 

Facebook (Exhibit 3, and 2): 

---·· ·-- ·--- -J:he-closest-example-ot.exp1ess.advocac.y_on.F.aceb.ook. app.ea1s_t.o_be_a 119.§.ting_Qy_G~11~Levin~ an al_leged 
"member" of Respondent's group In his posting, Mr Levine states: " We will vote for Byran-- ---
Williams because " However, this does not appear to be an example of a political advertisement by Mr 
Levine or Respondent's group because it is not a paid adve1tisement As I have unde1stood, anyone can 
open a Facebook account and make all the postings they want, free of cha.ige 

I hree-page Flier (Exhibit 5): 

The flier is not a political advextisement because it is void ofexp1ess advocacy 

And based upon the complaint, the flier was distlibuted as a handout at a candidates' fornm which was 
held at the High Sptings Woman's Club Further, while the flier discloses the position held by 
Respondent's group pertaining to the proposed amendment to the City Charte1, it offers no insight as to the 
group's position pertaining to candidates tunning fox the High Springs City Commission Therefore, the 
flie1 could not be considered as an electioneering communication By definition (Section 106Ol1(18)(a), 
Florida Statutes), an electioneeting communication does not include messages distributed by hand And 
electioneering communications pertain to candidates, only 

Full-page Newspaper Advertisement (Exhibit 6): 

Finally, the newspaper advertisement is not a political advertisement because it is void of express 
advocacy 

And while a newspaper advertisement is coveted by the definition of an electioneeting communication, 
and the advertisement at issue identifies a candidate by name among a list of 202 individuals and 12 
businesses, the ad provides no insight as to the opinion of Respondent's group pettaining to Byran 
Williams' possible fitness for public ofiice--nothing 

[Legally insufficient] ___________________ ..., ________ _ 
2 



-------------·-·---·-------- --------··-----·----------------
2, There appears to be no evidence that Respondent and her group engaged in activities requiring registration 

as a political committee or as an electioneering communications organization Therefore, there appears to 
have been no need to appoint a tr·easurer and registered agent, or to file treasmer reports pertaining to the 
group's expenses [Legally insufficient] 

1--L. 

~j ... .j[~~--,·,~:ljj,~:~~jtl~;y~#;,~~,~§~fo~~Alt7~~;,A~~~~f_~JC:~T-~'{.l'. .. '._t,ii--
r recommend that this complaint is legally insufficient because Complainant appears to be without evidence that 
would demonstrate that Respondent had a duty to register as a political committee or as an electioneering 
communications organization 

•· :~--~~~~;.·:2!~i~ ,~ ~!~r~l'-;_:'.!~~::~i!~~E0~1t~t1~~bljfiJ~~jE_ .~tl''·~~~'.J/\. ;~.if 'I~:"if"---~J 
Complainant swore to the complaint on April I, 2013 Ihe two-page complaint form and attachments were filed 
with the FEC on April '3, 2013 The notary is Deborah A Vaughn, the commission number is EE 20430, and 
the commission expires on August 24, 2014 

~-~:':~~~i~;,-~_\i:~ii~~~1~,-"fft'.~~r~~ifk$;;,1:~i,~~1~~J·11t:- ,,12r,11~l~_lt~~;mr, 
, :B,espondent?s Address: Complainant's Address 

;.:_ ... ___ ,. -· ·······---'-------··--·-·---·--------.. -'·--·----···-·---·-·---·--------·---------
Ms Sharon L Yeago 
21120 N.W 132•d Lane 
High Springs, Florida .32643 

I he Honorable Robert J Barnas* 
20147 NW 257'" Ie!!ace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 

-------- ----·-·-------·-----------· '-"·'===~- ... __________ ,,_ .. ____ ---·----"'-

Assigned Investigator: 

Reviewer's Notes: *COMPLAINANT_ is currently serving the City of High Springs in the capacity 
of the city's "Vice Mayor " 

3 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W Gaines Street, 

Paul Regensdoif; Esquire 
Holland & Knight 
50 North Laura Street 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

(850) 922-4539 

June 28, 2013 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13··125; Respondent: Sha1on L. Yeago 

Dear MI Regensdorf: 

·-·-----·----On. Iune...10,.2013,_the..Elorida .. Elections__C.ommission_nQ.tiil~!.i_RQberj; J. Barnas thfil__ _______ _ 
the complaint he filed on April 3, 2013 was legally insufficient Since the 
Commission did not receive any additional information that corrected the stated 
grounds of insufficiency, the case has been closed 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Sincerely, 

AMT/dam 

cc: Robert J Barnas, Complainant 

Faa016 (1/09) 



STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

Lt Re: Sharon L. Y eago _______________ , ________ _; 

TO: Paul Regensdorf, Esquire 
Holland & Knight 
50 No1th Laura Street, Suite 900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Case No.: FEC 13 .. 125 

Robe1t J. Barnas 
20147NW25J1h Ienace 
High Spiings, FL 32643 

NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS JfEES) 

A hearing will be held in this case before the Flotida Elections Commission on November 13, 2013at10:00 am, or 
as soon the1eafle1 as the patties can be heard, at the following location: Senate Office Building, Room S-110, 404 South 
Monroe Str·eet, Tallahassee, FL 32399 

Failure to appear in accordance with this notice will .constitute a waiver of your right to participate in the heaiing 
Continuances will be granted only upon a showing of good cause Motions or other materials received after 5:00 p. m on 
August 9, 2013 (the Friday before the meeting) may not be considered by the Commission 

This hearing will be conducted pursuant to Section 106 25, Florida Statutes, which governs your paiticipation as 
follows: · 

If you are the Respondent, you may attend the heaiing, and you or your attorney will have 5 minutes to present your 
'tion to the Commission --

If yon are the Complainant, you may attend the heaiing, and you or your attorney will have 5 minutes to present your 
response to the Commission ~ 

Please be advised that both confidential and public cases are scheduled to be heard by the Florida Elections 
Commission on this date As an Appellant, Respondent or Complainant in one case, you will not be permitted to attend the 
hearings on other confidential cases 

The Commission will electronically record the meeting Although the Commission's recording is considered the 
official record of the hearing, the Respondent may provide, at his own expense, a certified court reporter to also record the 
hearing 

If you require an accommodation due to a disability, contact Donna Malphurs at (850) 922-4539 or by mail at I 07 West 
Gaines Street, The Collins Building, Suite 224, Tallahassee, Florida 32399, at least 5 days before the hearing 

See further instructions on the rnverse side 

l!!!!Y .. 9dCJ(eever'l'cman 
Executive Director 
Florida Elections Commission 
October 24, 2013 



412312014 Concerned Citizens For A Better High Springs 

About 

MISSION STATEMENT Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a 
local government with a cormission and professional rranagement that provide 
leadership, accountability and a vision for our future, 

Description 

"Good Policy equals good government" 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There roost be a cormitment by the Cormissioners and the 
citizens to restore professiOnal, experienced and accountable rranagement to 
the City 

Principle Two: There roost be a cormitment to restore a corrprehensive 
budgetary process that addresses both short and long term core needs and 
brings the City back to fiscal responsibility 

Principle Three: There roost, be a cormitment to restore civility and fairness to 
the rranner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its 
elected officials interact with City staff and with residents 

', 

Principle Four: There roost be a comritment to restore the reputation of High 
Springs Cfy government as a responsible, caring and fair government This 
corrmtment roost encorrpass relations with government entities at all levels, with 
the City's staff, with business owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, 
and most of all with its own citizens 

We the People Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for 
local residents, business ovyners and others invested in and supportive of these 
Principles to join this effort, .. For more inforrration, or to sign on as a supporter of 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, errail hscitizens@gmail,com, 

Basic Info 

Founded September 28, 2012 

Life Events 

2012 ii> Founded on September 28, 2012 

arc u ufl A) 

https://wwwfacebookcom'pages/Concerned-Citizens-For-A-Better-Hig h-Springs/11631604851884S?id= 116316048518849&sk=info 1/1 



westlaw. 
II CFR.§ 10022 

Effective: [See Text Amendments] 

Code of Federal Regulations Currentness 
Title 11 Federal Elections 

Chapter I. Federal Election Commission 
Subchapter A General 

"Ill Part I 00 Scope and Definitions (2 
USC 431) (Refs & Annos) 

"Ill Subpart A General Definitions (Refs 
& Annos) 

-+ § 100,22 Expressly advocating (2 
us.c 431(17)).. 

Expressly advocating means any communication 

that--

(a) Uses phrases such as "vote fOr the President," 
"re-elect your Congrcss1nan,'' "support the 
Democratic nominee," "cast your ballot fOr the 
Republican challenger fOr U .S Senate in Georgia," 
''Smith for Congress," "Bill McKay in 94,'' "vote 
Pro-LifC" or "vote Pro-Choice" accompanied by a 
listing of clearly identified candidates described as 
Pro-LifC or Pro-Choice, "vote against Old 
Hickory," "defeat" accompanied by a picture of one 
or more candidate(s), "reject the incumbent," or 
communications of campaign slogan(s) 01 

individual word(s), which in context can have no 
other reasonable meaning than to urge the election 
or defeat of one or 1nore clearly identified 
candidate(s), such as posters, bumper stickers, 
advertisements, etc which say ···Nixon's the One;· 
"Carter '76," "Reagan/Bush" or-·'Mondalc!''; or 

(b) When taken as a whole and with limited 
rcfCrcncc to cxtc1nal events, such as the proximity 
to the election, could only be interpreted by a 
reasonable person as containing advocacy of the 
election or defCat of one or more clearly identified 

candidatc(s) because--

Page I 

(1) The electoral portion of the communication 
is unmistakable, unambiguous, and suggestive 
of only one meaning; and 

(2) Reasonable minds could not diffor as to 
whether it encourages actions to elect 01 defeat 
one or more eleatly identified candidate(s) or 
encourages some other kind of action 

[60 FR 35304, July 6, 1995; 60 FR 52069, Oct. 5, 
1995] 

SOURCE: 45 FR 15094, March 7, 1980; 65 FR 
38422, June 21, 2000; 67 FR 12839, March 20, 
2002; 67 FR 49111, July 29, 2002; 67 FR 65210, 
Oct 23, 2002; 68 FR 451, Jan 3, 2003; 74 FR 
63964, Dec 7, 2009, unless otherwise noted 

AUTHORITY: 2 USC 431, 434, 438(a)(8), and 

439a(c) 

II CF R.§ 10022, II CFR§ 10022 

Current through April 17, 2014; 79 FR 21647 

© 2014 Thomson Reuters 
END OF DOCUMENT 

© 2014 Thomson Reuters No Claim to Orig. US Gov. Works 
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STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

In Re: Sharon L. Yeago Case No.: FEC 13-125 
I 

ORDER ON PETITION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS 

THIS MATTER was heard by the Florida Elections Commission at its regularly 

scheduled meeting on November 13, 2013, in Tallahassee, Florida on Respondent's Petition for 

Attorney's Fees and Costs pursuant to Florida Statute 106 265 and Rule 2B-L0045 The 

Commission reviewed the Petition and the case file, and was otherwise fully advised in the 

premises, and it is hereby 

ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows: 

1 Respondent's Petition contains sufficient facts and grounds to support a claim for 

costs and attorney's fees 

3.. This matter shall be referred to the Division of Administrative Hearings for a 

formal hearing. 

4 The parties to the claim shall be the respondent and the complainant The 

Respondent shall prove by clear and convincing evidence that he is entitled to an award of costs 

and attorney's fees .. The Commission shall review the recommended order of the designated 

administrative law judge and the parties' exceptions before entering a final order 

DONE AND ORDERED by the Florida Elections Commission on November 13, 2013 

Copies furnished to: 
Amy Toman, Executive Director 
Robert Barnas, Complainant 

Tim Holladay, Chair 
Florida Elections Comm' sion 

Paul R Regensdorf, Attorney for Respondent 

9: 21 
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Re: FEC 13-125 - Submission of Additional Documentation at the 11/13113 Heming 
Bob Brunas 
to: 
Donna Malphurs 
10/29/2013 04:39 PM 
Show Details 

3 Attachments 

graycol.gif CCF10292013_00000 pdf CCF10292013_00001 pdf 

Donna, 

Attached please find a letter and documents for the Commission Please let me know you received all. 

Case 13-125 

Bob Barnas 

On Tue, Oct 29, 2013 at 9:34 AM, Donna Malphms <Donna.Malphurs@myflmidalegal.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr.. Barnas, 

This email summarizes our telephone conversation this morning and confirms that you are not 
requesting a continuance in this matte1 If I have misunderstood, please advise me immediately 

Please keep in mind that any additional documentation submitted in this matte1 will be offered to the 
Commissioners the morning of the hearing, and such documents will be reviewed at their discretion 

If you have any additional questions, please let me know 

Donna Ann Malphurs, Agency Clerk 
F 101 ida Elections Commission 
850-922-4539 x 102 

· .. Bob Barnas ---10/29/2013 02:12:19 AM---Ms. Malphurs, In reviewing the attachments for my case 
I have a prnblem 

From: Bob Brunas <bbarnas@highsprings.us> 
To: Donna Malphurs <Donna. M alphms(c{)rnyfloridalcgal.com> 
Date: 10/29/2013 02:12 AM 
Subject: Re: 13-125 

file://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\Local\Temp\notesFCBCEE\-webl203 .htm 10/29/2013 
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Ms .. Malphms, 

In reviewing the attachments for my case I have a problem. 

1) I received a Jetter dated June 10, 2013 finding my complaint legally insufficient 

2) Received a Jetter dated June 28, 2013 that the case was closed. 

Other than those two letters, I received nothing from the FEC. 

In looking at your attachments there are numerous documents fiom the Respondent, her attorney and 
affidavits that I have never seen until Oct 28, 2013 

Allegations on the case itself; and a motion for Attorney fees I have never seen. I would have expected 
that when these case documents were given to the FEC, I should have been provided copies. Not to 
mention the additional motion. 

Then on Oct 28, 2013 I received a letter telling me of a NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR 
ATTORNEYS FEES) That notice may have also had a typo concerning a date for continuance 

So in short, I had no idea this case had a reply from the Respondents attorney, and a Motion for Fees .. I 
had no idea there was a reply, and what the grounds were against me. And now that I have read them, 
I feel that there is not going to be sufficient time to prepare for this myself There are many misleading 
statements and documents given to the Commission that need to be properly addressed 

I close in asking a question Is it part of the procedure for the Complainant to be copied, or supplied 
with a copy of any Motions filed that would continue a case? As I read FEC Rules I see 2B-1 .. 0045 
states that to claim costs and attorney fees, the respondent shall file a petition the the Commission 
within 30 days of dismissal. That apparently was done on July 11, 2013. The rule then goes on to say, 
the Commission clerk shall forward a copy of the petition to the complainant by certified mail That 
apparently was not done .. 

Having said this, I am going to speak to an attorney in the next few days and then see the options I 
may have If after reading this, you have a suggestion, please contact me .. 

Bob Barnas 
High Springs City Commissioner 
352-538-7355 

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 3:35 PM, Donna Malphurs <Donna.Malphurs@myfloridalegal.com> wrote: 

Mr. Barnas, 

I have emailed you the records pertaining to this case Please confirm you received them 
Thanks 

Donna Ann Malphms, Agency Clerk 
Florida Elections Commission 

file://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\Local\ I emp\notesF CBCEE\-web 1203 him 10/29/2013 
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.850-922-4539 x l 02 

BobJJamas 
Office of High Springs City Commissioner 
On Behalf of the City of High Springs 
352-538-7355 

*Please note:* 

/' 
I 

Florida has a ve1y broad public records lavv Most written communication, 
including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
public records available to the public and Media upon request Your e-mail 
communication may be subject to public disclosure 

Bob Barnas 
Office of High Springs City Commissioner 
On Behalf of the City of High Springs 
352-538-7355 

*Please note:* 

Florida has a very broad pub lie records law Most written communication, 
including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
public records available to the public and Media upon request. Your e-mail 
communication may be subject to public disclosure 

file://C:\Users\Malphursd\AppData\Local\Iemp\notesFCBCEE\-webl203 htm 
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October, 29, 2013 

FLORIDA ELECTION COMMISSION 

107 w. Gaines Street 

Collins Building, Suite 224 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399 

Attn: Donna Malphurs 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13-125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Ms .. Malphurs and the Florida Election Commission, 

On October 28, 2013 I received an regular letter informing me that there would be a FEC hearing 

scheduled for my complaint case number 13-125 This hearing would be on November 13, 2013 at 

lO:OOam in Tallahassee 

Immediately upon receiving this letter I contacted you at your office and we had a conversation and 

emails were exchanged to bring me up to date on this case. It had been my understanding that it ended 

with a letter dated June 28, 2013 from the FEC that the case was closed 

Since that letter I have received no additional emails or correspondence from the office of the FEC Your 

office has confirmed that no additional emails, letters (regular or certified) have been sent to me either 

by mail or electronic communication So I hope you see my surprise that this case is still ongoing and 

that I am now being asked to pay fees and costs 

In the conversations and emails that have taken place since Oct. 28, 2013, and following my review of 

the documents you sent me, I informed you that it was in the best interest of the FECs' time, my time 

and the case to me NOT ask for a continuance 

After my review of documents, and considering the miscommunication concerning timeline of events, I 

am asking that you submit the paperwork title REPLY TO MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES, to the 

com mission and for the record 

Th~ for your help and understanding 

~.»1 
RobertJ Barnas, Complainant 

20147 NW 257th Terrace 

High Springs, Florida 32643 

352-538-7355 
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October 29, 2013 

REPLY TO MOTION FOR A TIORNEYS FEES AND COST 

Case No .. ; 13-125 

Respondent: Sharon L Yeago 

Complainant: Robert J .. Barnas 

Basis for the complaint was that Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs was and is a Political 

Committee and failed to register and do filings as required 

Florida Statute 106 .. ll(l)(a) 1 Defines a "Political committee" as a combination of two or more 

individuals, or a person other than an individual, that, in an aggregate amount excess of $500 during a 

single year: 

c.. Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the passage or 

defeat of an issue .. 

The statute does not say that to be a committee they must say vote yes or no It simply says, "that 

expressly advocate the passage or defeat of an issue" (in this case) 

It also says they must spent $500 or more. And there is no doubt or question that the newspaper ad 

alone cost more than that 

I made no other claims that were malicious, false or with intent to harm anyone. Just uphold what I see 

as law and the truth. 

I submitted documents as did Mr .. Regensdorf. I said in writing and in the submitted exhibits that 

showed where there was a handout opposed the debt limit. I also submitted the page on their 

Facebook that says the same. An opposition to the debt limit that was on the upcoming ballot. 

The key documents I submitted with my original complaint are: 

1) "exhibit 5",, CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETIER HIGH SPRINGS, two sided Mission Statement in 

handout form,, Read this carefully, because it has Five Key Areas of Principal Concern. With 5 being 

opposition to ballot debt limit issue .. 

2) A Facebook post that I submitted that was posted on 10/10/2012 that matches exactly the handout 

distributed by the organization,, 

This two sided handout I submitted was distributed at the Woman's Club Forum where candidates 

spoke on October 23, 2012 .. Ten days after the Face book opposition to the debt limit was posted 
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Now, in his request for fees and costs, Mr., Regensdorf also submitted a Mission Statement as an 

exhibit "A", But here is the difference,, His Mission Statement and exhibit has the same font on the top, 

and the same wording on the top, but everything else is different to fit his claim for fees and cost Five 

Key areas is gone. It only now has 4. Number 5 was the opposition to the debt 

Mr,, Regensdorf claim for fees and cost many times state that the organization never opposed 

anything,, This might have a little merit, if you use HIS exhibit "A",, So I ask the commission to carefully 

look at the Mission Statement I submitted, then compare the exhibit of Mr,, Regensdorf. Then ask the 

question, "why would a lawyer submit an altered document"? You can't make this stuff up,, 

Next I submitted a copy of the newspaper ad Many names of which include a Tom Hewlett, who 

memorializes his name as a member of the organization, Along with many others including Mr, 

Regensdorf. 

In my complaint I mention a sign that said VOTE NO, I did not know who made it or got a picture of it In 

his claim for fees and costs, Mr Regensdorf has another exhibit "2" Page 35-38 are an Affidavit by Tom 

Hewlett, the member who we now know made the sign, Tom Hewlett as a member of the organization 

posted the VOTE NO sign on the fence,. A clear opposition as a member, 

Then in the last year, the esteemed attorney in the organization, Mr., Regensdorf along with an attorney 

Linda Rice Chapman filed a lawsuit for another member of the organization, a Mr Ross Amborse, to 

oppose the ballot issue and the vote, Another clear opposition by members of the group to the ballot 

issue,, What is the cost of that? And it has resulted in the voiding of 1801 votes And a ruling by Judge 

Griffis of with prejudice for "no attorney fees", and an order denying a separate motion for 

Reconsideration for attorney fees in that case. And now, a appeal to the 1st District Court for 

Attorneys fees ONLY. in that case,, 

I still feel that this organization is a political committee as defined,, what I do not have is the resources to 

continue this fight and get Affidavits of others who can corroborate my complaint and connect the 

spending of more than $500,, I cannot afford depositions and in the best interest of the City of High 

Springs stopped filing in the case 

I did not do this complaint with malice, hate or intent to harm anyone I just wanted the truth, I 

SUBMITTED the truth and felt the FACTS spoke for themselves 

Attached are : 

Exhibit 1, The Face book post from October 10, 2012 that matches the Original Mission Statement 

passed out at the candidate forum 
Exhibit 2, Original (unaltered version) Mission Statement of the Concerned Citizens for a Better High 

Springs Handed out on October 23, 2012, 



Exhibit 3, The new and altered and improved Mission Statement submitted as supporting document by 

Mr, Regensdort,, Altered from the original version in my complaint to better suit his current position., so, 

when did this change occur? 

Exhibit 4, Tom Hewlett Affidavit stating he held a sign in opposition to the debt to vote NO, 

The final comment I have is that if you are a member of a organization (as stated plainly in the 

newspaper), that still is on the internet and Facebook alive and well where does.your connection end? 

And you have been at meetings or passing out flyers in a booth or recruiting while making statements 

opposing candidates or issues and then you post a sign that says VOTE NO, or file a lawsuit in opposition 

to a ballot issue, WHERE DOES SEPERATION OCCUR? When does a separation occur from of the 

organization to an individual person? 

Again, nothing was done with malice or intent to harm I submitted my complaint in good faith 

I ask that this commission deny a motion for fees and costs 

~ 
Robert J Barnas, Complainant 

20147 NW 257th Terrace 

High Springs, Florida 32643 

352-538-7355 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BEmR HIGH SPRINGS 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 
L The Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re
installation was premature at best and ill-advised at worst 
a. Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to 
acquire and maintain the system internally at approximately 
$325,000; 
b .. The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, 
with superior modem equipment, at an original budget amount of 
$105,000 but always projected at less than the City's cost; 
c Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8.2% 
for the past two years, and an expected further drop of at least 
9%, making the local dispatch center's increased cost 
inappropriate at this time 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shifting the emergency dispatch from 
the County to the City is an ill-timed expense that the City is 
unable to afford . 
2. ·nie morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by 
the City's Commission leadership and attitudes. The non··union 
employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in 
reductions to their compensation and benefits, all in an 
increasingly hostile atmosphere .. 
a The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has 
ranged from a 15% reduction in income and benefits for some 
employees, to as much as a 30% reduction for others. A fire 
fighter in High Springs now earns less than $11 per hour; 
b The generally hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in 
charges of violations of accepted labor law and good 
management practices, and has thus exposed the City to 
litigation in the form of state and federal labor law violations, 
"Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of discriminatory practices; 
c. There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in 
order to assure a reasonable work environment If unionization 
occurs, it is a direct result of a hostile work environment and poor 
management Labor costs for the City may well rise dramatically. 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The morale of the City's valued 
employees is frightening low The turnover rate is unacceptable. 
The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the City's staff 
must return to one based on trust and appreciation This 
unhealthy situation has to be corrected immediately 
3 The prolonged absence of professional management is 
destroying the City's credibility and greatly reducing its 
performance 

, Page 1 of3 
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a.. The unprecedented number of Commission meetings is 
unheard of and demonstrates the City's inability to handle its 
business using accepted governmental management practices; 
b. The City has been operating without an experienced City 
Manager, City Attorney, City Planner, City Engineer, Public Works 
Director, full time Codes Enforcement Officer, full time Utilities 
Operator, and full time Parks and Recreation staff leaving the City 
with a significant loss of institutional knowledge making it very 
vulnerable in all phases of operation and management oversight; 
d ·nie City's insurance underwriter for liability coverage for the 
Commission, has increased the annual insurance liability costs 
from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of $237,949 in 2013. 
THEREFORE, WE BEUEVE: The City must immediately commit to 
properly funding and openly selecting a professional City Manager 
committed to returning High Springs to good government 
4 Critical infrastructure items are not being properly monitored 
and the lack of necessary maintenance, or funding reserves, 
exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system collapse .. 
a) Water & Sewer- Experts have warned the City that it is close 
to losing its ability to provide drinking water due to the ancient 
delivery system which is bordering on collapse If water wells fail, 
the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained 
sufficient reserve funds to deal with such a catastrophic event 
Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many 
residents cannot, locate to High Springs Further, the City is 
contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use 
program from the past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs 
that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once again; 
b) Brick & Mortar - City owned facilities go empty or cannot be 
adequately maintained at the current budget levels. The economy 
has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant 
commercial buildings Vacant buildings and homes create blight, 
invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue. 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: Shuffling monies to non-urgent, 
unplanned projects is leaving urgent infrastructure projects 
inadequately funded. A review of the economic viability of 
projects under each department needs to be done, eliminating 
any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the City's 
infrastructure 
5. Proposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change 
and significantly limit how future Commissions are able to run 
City government: 
a. The Amendment would prohibit the City Commission from 
incurring any debt beyond one million dollars unless first 
approved by a 2/3 vote (4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS 
passage of a referendum by the voters approving the debt, 

Page2 of3 
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before the loan could be made, ensuring that an immediate 
response to a major crisis is virtually impossible from a financial 
perspective; 
b .. If the Amendment is approved, it has the potential to make 
debt consolidation and other financial planning tools less available 
for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a 
transaction . Some say the cost of funds for the City could rise 
dramatically. Long-range financial concerns were not considered 
by the Commission and they should be carefully explored by the 
citizens when considering this Amendment 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The proposed Amendment to limit the 
debt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 2/3 majority of 
Commissioners ( 4 out of 5) AND an expensive referendum vote 
by the citizens is a serious and significant limitation on future 
Commissions' ability to manage the financial resources of the 
City .. 
Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a nonpartisan, 
nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, pursuant to Fla .Stat 
Section 106 .011, does not qualify as either a political committee 
or an electioneering communications organization. We encourage 
local residents, business owners and others invested in and 
supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this 
effort by email at hscitizens@gmaiLcom or 'Liking' the group on 
Facebook at http://tinyurl com/bosjqm3 

/ 
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By,Y~ f 1"'0"CONCERNEri\..'.1TIZENS FOR A. BETIER fuGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government with a commission and professional 
management that provide leadership, accountability and a vision for ourfutur·e. 

FIVE KEY AREAS OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch Pn>ject is a major financial drain whose re-installation was pr·emature at best and 
ill-advised at wont. 

a. Recently, the City Manager's Office projected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at approximately $325,000; 

b. The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superior modern equipment, at 
an oxiginal budget amount of$105,000; 

c Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 2% for the past two years; and an 
expected further drop of at least 9%, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
for this service 

Therefo1 e, we believe that: Shifting the emergen<;y dispatch from the County to the City is an ill-timed 
expense that the City is unable to afford. 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by the City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non-union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their compensation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmosphere. 

a. The reduction in benefits and elimination of overtime has ranged from a 15% ieduction in income 
and benefits for some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction foi others .. A fire fighter in High 
Spiings now earns less than $11 per hour 

b. The geneially hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good management practices, and has thus exposed the City to litigation in the form 
of state and federal labor law violations, "Whistle Blower" claims, and charges of discrirninatoiy 
practices 

c. There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in order to assure a reasonable work 
environment If unionization occurs, it is a direct result of a hostile work envitonrnent and poor 
management Labor costs fot the City may well rise dramatically 

TherefoI"e, we believe that: The morale of the City's valued employees is frightening low. The 
turnover rate is unacceptable .. The attitude of certain Commissioners towards the City's staff' must 
return to one based on trust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be corrected 
immediate(y. 

3. The prolonged absence of professional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
greatly reducing its pe1formance 

a.. The unprecedented number of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted governmental management practices 

b. The City has been operating without an experienced City Manage1, City Attorney, City Planner, 01 

City Engineer leaving the City significant loss ofinstitutional knowledge and very vulnerable in all 
phases of operation and management oversight.. 
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d. The City's insurance underWiiter for liability coverage for the Commission, has increased the 
annual insurance liability costs from; $13,754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a projected 
premium of$237,949 in 2013.. 

Therefore, we believe: The City must immediate(y commit to properly funding and openly selecting a 
professional City Manager committed to returning High Springs to good government 

4. Critical infrastructure items are not being properly monitored and the lack of necessary 
maintenance, or funding reserves, exposes the City to an unr·easonable risk of system collapse. 

a) Water & Sewe1~ Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
di inking water due to the ancient delivery system which is bordering on collapse. If water wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor has it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event. Without available sewers and a functioning water system, each 
with proper capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs .. 
Further" the City is contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use program from the 
past Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that ar·e needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again. 

b) Brick & Mortar - City owned facilities go empty or cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels The economy has created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant commercial buildings .. Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue .. 

Therefore, we believe: Shuffling monies to non··urgent, unplanned projects is leaving urgent 
infrastructure projects inadequatelyfunded. A review of the economic viability ofprojects under each 
department needs to be done, eliminating any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the 
City's infrastructure. 

5. Proposed changes to the City Charter will drastically change and significantly limit how future 
Commissions are able to rnn City government: 

a. The amendment would prohibit the City Commission from incurring any debt beyond one million 
dollars unless first approved by a 2/3 vote ( 4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
refer·endum by the voters approving the debt, before the loan could be made, ensuring that an 
immediate response to a major crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective. 

b. If the amendment is approved, it has the potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 
planning tools less available for the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a transaction Some say the cost 
of funds fo1 the City could rise dramatically. Long-range planning concerns were not considered 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be car·efully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this amendment 

Therefore, we believe: Ihe proposed amendment to limit the debt to $1,000,000, unless.first approved by a 
2/~ majority of Commissione~s [4 of 5 voting] AND a refenmdum vote by the citizens, is a serious and 
significant limitation on future Commis:sions' ability to manage thefinancial resources of the City. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business owners and others invested in and 
supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at hscitizens@gmail .. com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tinyurl .. com/bosjqm3. A current list of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 
Recommendations developed by the group can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail.com. 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local 
government with a commission and professional management that 
provide leadership, accountability and a vision for ourfuture. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
1 restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 
I .. 

I Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both shott and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility 

Principle Three. There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the 
manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City staff and with residents 

Principle Four. There must be a commitment to restore the 1eputation of High Springs 
City government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass 1elations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff; with business 
owners, with the public· at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens 

We the People ... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local 
residents, business owners and othets invested in and supportive of these Principles to join 
this effort For more information, or to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
http;//tinyur l.com/bosi.mn.J. 

EXHIBIT 

j A 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle .One: There must be a commitment liy the Commissioners and the citizens to restor·e 
professional, experienced and accountable management to the City: 

• commitment to the city manager fo1m of government; 
• commitment to retain a professional, experienced and accountable city manager, to compensate; 

herihim commensurate with ability and experience, and to protect him/her fiom imprope1 pressures 
from elected oflicials; 

• commitment to rotain a competent profossional city attorney and to compensate him/hei 
commensurate with ability and expeiience; 

• commitment to retain the cutrent Finance Diiector of the City, the City Clerk, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commenswate with their ability and experience; 

• maintain a continued commitment to providing the necessary infrastructure to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Sp1ings; 

• fostei a woiking t'elationship with ALL business owners, srnat! and large (especially those that have 
large investments in om community), that have potential to grow and expand employment 
opportunities; 

• re5to1'e ihe essential ftinciion of a City staff as supp6rteis of the Ci:>mmis5iort's work and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and presented in a business-like manner at meetings, with reasonable 

notice to the public and to other Commissioners; 
• dedication to the concept that a professionally managed City can no1mally accomplish its business 

<luting the regularly scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:'l0p m., when most citizens and Commissioners who are employed can 1casonably attend and 
participate; 

• appoint a cha1ter review commission with directions to perform a full review of the Charter; 
• evaluate the nature and make··UP of all City boards/commissions/committees and make any necessary 

changes to ie-invigorate and fulfill the City's mission .. 

Principle Two: fhere must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addresses both short and long teim cote needs and brings the City back to fiscal xesponsibility: 

• 1e-evaluation of the local dispatch center; and a zcdirection of those designated funds into vitally 
needed city functions; 

• evaluation of the sewet system to ensure pxoductivity, effoctiveness and affordability now and in the 
future, always in light of ou1 commitment to the economic development and the envitonment This 
includes establishing an immediate priority to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fai1 sewer rates; 

• evaluation of the City's water system to provide needed repairs and to insure that it fairly and 
efficiently delivers quality wate1 to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, generating 
reasonable revenues from users; 

• promote and utilize cum:nt tax abatement programs to attract new business and employers to High 
Springs; 

• prohibit any consideration of any new prog1ams outside of the City without a clear statement of 
municipal pu1pose and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in 
which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City 
staff, with residents, and with the public: 

• a broad commitment to restoring the quality of life, benefits and morale of the City's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the proper way to internet with City employees in a city manager form of 
government; 

• abusive conduct by any. City official 01 employee towatd City staff 01 citizens will no longer be 
toleiated; 

• educate Commissioneis, the City staff, and Plan Board members on their appropriate roles in 
evaluating proposals foi new businesses 01 development to assuie that High Sptings can proper Jy 
interact with people interested in developing a business relationship with out City 

Principle Four: fhere must be a c.ommitment to restoring the reputation of High Springs City 
;;;rnment as a responsible, caring and fair govern~ent. Ibis commitme~t ·must encompass 
relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the 
public-at-large, with the press, and most of all with its own citizens: 

• promote programs th.at encourage the public to come to High Springs to .enjoy out Good Nature, and 
ensure that while hern they experience our good nature; 

• create a progiam where a designated City Commissioner is assigned the xesponsibility of repahing 
relationships with necessary govexnmental entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
government; 

• re-educate C'.ommissioneis on thci1 limitations in contacting othex governmental entities on behalf of 
the City without autho1ity from the Commission to do so; 

• proactively announce to local, state and national governments that there is ox will sho1tly be a 
decidedly new and rational approach to government in High Sp1ings; 

• encourage growth and divexsity, maintain gieen space and conservation of sensitive areas, and 
promote the re .. use and re-development of existing vacant and under··developed a1eas, all with an 
awrueness of the local environment and a concern for the future of High Springs 

Concerned Citizens fo1 a Better High Springs Is a nonpa1tisan. nonpolitical grass1oots citizens' group 
and pursuant to Fla Stat Section 106 OJI, does not qualify as either a political committee or an 
electioneering communications Ol'fianization We encourage local residents, business owners and others 
invested in and supportive of out goals to sign on to show public supp01t fo1 this effort by email at 
h.1citjzen>@gmai/.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at hllp l/tinyur l.comlbosjqm3 



STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

AFFIDA VI:r OF THOMAS HEWLETT; 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY the . , 

within named Thomas Hewlett who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

My name is Thomas Hewlett and my residence is ) 15 SE 61h Lane, in the City of 

High Springs, Florida 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and every fact set forth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is trne and correct 

3. I was aware of the formation of a concerned citizens group in the City of High 

Springs in the Fall of 2012 because the teno1 of City government in High Springs, Jed largely by 

the th1ee person rnajolity including the Vice Mayor, Robe1t Barnas, had become uncivil, 

unnecessarily contentious, and unacceptable As a lesult of these 1ealities in our City, a group of 

citizens formed an infounal 01ganization called the Concerned Citizens Fo1 a Better High 

Spiings I was not on the stee1ing committee of that organization, but I attended several 

meetings and I am aware of the wo1k that they did and the goals that they set 

4 The Concerned Citizens group developed a number of goals and policies that it 

wished to advocate, none of which was directly iclated to suppotting the candidacy of any 

individual, the opposition to any candidate, noi the passage 01 opposition of any ballot issue on 

the Novembe1 2012 election In fact, the Concerned Citizens g1oup consciously avoided any 

such endorsement for 01 against any individual or any issue so that it could stay above the fray .. 

The issues that the public statements and the newspaper adveztisement by this group cleatly 

EXHIBIT 
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raised reflect that commitment to good government, but avoid any endorsement of 01 expzessly 

advocating for or against any candidate or for or against any issue on the November 2012 ballot 

5 On the November 2012 ballot in the City of High Sp1ings was a charter 

amendment pushed significantly by the Vice Mayot, Robezt Barnas, which was designed to 

severely limit the power of future city commissions to govern 

6 ~ince the Concerned Citizens group took no public position whatsoever with 

respect to that chruter runendment, and since the City Commission majority [including Vice-

Maym Barnas] distributed no information of any sort that explained the proposed amendment, 

my wife Linda and I decided as individual citizen5 that we would put up signage against the 

passage of that 01dinance. Without any consultation with the Concerned Citizens group, and 

neither seeking no1 obtaining the endorsement or help of any group in the City of High Springs, --_-· 
my wife and I paid a total-tf}9~o obt in two commercially printed signs that urged the 

. / 

citizens of High Spring~vote "N.o" on t e proposed charter amendment The signs made no 

reference to the Conce1 ed Citizens .gi6up whatsoever _.,, -----
7 Photographs of the fronts and backs of these signs are attached he:teto as Exhibits 

8 The Concerned Citizens g1oup was not aware of the preparation of these signs, 

they did not endozse the prepaiation of these signs, they did not contiibute to the funding for 

these signs, and did not in any way suggest any design 01 format for these signs My wife and I 

took this on ouxselves as individual citizens in the City of High Springs A copy of the payment 

that we made from our personal checking account is attached hereto as an Exhibit as well 

9 As the election appioachcd, another individual citizen in the City of High Springs 

brought a personal lawsuit against the City, challenging the method by which this charter 

amendment had been rammed through the City Commission, largely by Vice· Mayot Barnas 

2 
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Attached please find Ms Yeago's Petition for attorneys fees I have scanned and attached the petition separately 
from the exhibits. 

Thank-you 

Respectfully submitted, 

Paul R Regensdorf 

Paul Regensdorf I Holland & Knight 
Partner 

50 North Laura Street, Suite 3900 I Jacksonville FL 32202 

Phone 904 798 7398 I Cell 954 562 9598 I Fax 904 358.1872 

paul regensdorf@hklaw com I www.hklaw com 
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IMPOSED BY THE IRS, WE INFORM YOU THAT ANY TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS 
COMMUNICATION {INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
(I) AVOIDING TAX-RELATED PENAL TIES UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (II) 
PROMOTING, MARKETING, OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY TAX
RELATED MATTER HEREIN .. **** 
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STAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

CASE NO.: FEC 13-125 
In Re: SHARON L YEAGO 

Respondent 

PETITION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS 
PURSUANT TO FLORIDA STATUTE §106,.265 AND 

RULE 2B-1.0045 OF THE FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

The Respondent, Sharon L Y eago, by and through her undersigned counsel, files this 

Petition for Attorneys' Fees and Costs Pursuant to Florida Statute §106..265 and Rule 2B-l .0045 

of the Florida Elections Commission, and would show this Commission as follows: 

I. Summary of basis for the imposition of attorneys' fees in this cause. 

I The Flo1ida Elections Commission is charged with the weighty responsibility of 

enforcing Florida's Election Code to ensme that those who paiticipate in Florida's electoral 

system play by the rules and comply with Florida law. When a candidate 01 an official is shown 

to have violated Florida's Election Code, this Commission is required to impose the sanctions 

that the law allows to ensure the purity of the electoral prncess. 

2 The flip side of that responsibility, howeve1, is just as important, and some would 

say that in the very few cases to which it applies, perhaps even more important. That is that 

when a person in the State of Florida, with malicious intent, or reckless disregaid for the truth of 

the allegations contained in a complaint hails a good citizen before the Florida Elections 

Commission and chaiges them with corrupting the electoral p1ocess in some way by violating the 

Florida Elections Code, then that wrongful complainant should himself be brought before the 
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Commission and required to pay the fees and costs of the person who has been wrongfully and 

recklessly hailed before this Commission 

3 Any fair review of the complaint filed by Mr .. Robert Barnas against Shawn 

Yeago will demonstiate that the malicious intent, and certainly reckless disregard sufficient for 

the imposition of attorneys fees we1e p1esent in Mr .. Barnas' complaint by virtue of the fact that 

he made repeated simple factual allegations in his complaint which he knew to be false and 

which the very documents attached by him to his detailed complaint established, without 

question or perndventure, were indeed false .. Notwithstanding the actual knowledge of the falsity 

of the factual allegations in his complaint, and fully knowledgeable of the position held by the 

1espondent Ms Yeago in the State of Florida as a person widely respected and placed in a 

position of public trust, Mr.. Barnas planned and persevered over a number of months to file this 

complaint, as he has in so many other cases in bringing baseless charges against good citizens in 

the High Springs, Florida community such as Sharon Yeago 

4 Mr Barnas' charges are not mere matters of opinion nor are they allegations about 

which reasonable people could disagree; instead, they are simple allegations of pmported "fact" 

that are false, were proven false by the very information submitted by Mr. Barnas, and known by 

him to be false 

5 This Commission in the fulfillment of its obligations under the Florida Statute 

§ 106 .265 and Rule 2B-· 10045 should determine that this petition contains sufficient facts and 

grounds to support a claim for costs and attorney's fees and should schedule the requisite hearing 

to consider and then impose attorneys' fees and costs against Mr. Barnas in this matter. 
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II. What a prnper complaint for failing to register a political committee would look 
like, IF there had been a political committee in existence which had violated 
Florida's Election Code. 

1 The law with respect to umegistered political committees that expressly advocate 

for or against an issue, or for or against a candidate, is exceedingly clear and simple Were there 

to be a violation of the Election Code, a valid, legally-sufficient complaint would have had to say 

little moie than this: 

a. Organization X expressly advocated for [or against] a specific issue on the 

November 2012 ballot and/or expressly advocated for [or against] a specific candidate on the 

November 2012 ballot; and 

b. Organization A made expenditures in an aggregate amount in excess of 

$500 in expressly advocating the issue or candidate described above. 

2. It is really that simple .. I wo paragraphs and evidence of advocacy and monet 

1. In fact, in the words of Mr Barnas himself, in the letter accompanying his own 

complaint against Ms .. Yeago, he states, correctly and accUJately, "the law is clear" and applies 

in large and small communities .. Mr Barnas' Complaint at R-000003. 

4. Consequently, in complying with this very cleai: and simple law that even a non-

lawyer can understand, a complainant would need to do no more than demonstrnte exactly where 

and how Organization A had expressly advocated for or against an issue or a candidate and then 

presents some evidence that that express advocacy was furthered by an aggregate expenditUJ e in 

excess of $500 It is not difficult. Indeed, Mr.. Barnas, the complainant himself, tluough his own 

independent research, pointed the Commission to a simple consent order of this Commission in 

Case Number FEC 04-379, Final Order No 06-·129, in which the subject organization admitted 

that it had mn an advertisement which contained the simple, clear, unambiguous statement "Vote 

for Amendment Five" without complying with the law It is really easy 
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5. That is simply all that a valid complainant here would have had to have done; 

allege that Sharon Yeago and the Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs had expressly 

advocated a position for or against the ordinance 01 the election and stated that -- somewhere-: 

in some document, in some publication, 01 in some advertisement: 

Vote for [or against! !he charter amendment or vote for [or against! 
Byran Williams. 

6. If this Commission is looking for a short, succinct, and clearly understandable 

requirement for anyone who is considering filing such an accusation of an election code 

violation, this Commission need look no farther than Mr Barnas' own complaint, in paragraph 

3, where he states: 

It is clear· .that a PC is only 2 or· more people, spending $500 or more, 
and in support or against a candidate or issue. 

Mr. Barnas' Complaint at R-000003, 

7 With the possible minute ac!justments that the amount spent would have to exceed 

(and not merely equal) $500 and that the "support" would have to be "expressly_advocating" a 

position, Mr Barnas through his careful 1esea1ch knew exactly, what he had to allege. 

Unfortunately for Mr Barnas, he also as smely knew exactly what he had to prove when he filed 

this complaint against Sharon Yeago A careful review of the factual allegations in his complaint 

(which have been found legally insufficient) demonstrates that each and every factual allegation 

concerning alleged violations of law were patently false, known by him to be false, dispr:2Y£!! 

by the ver:v_documents he chose !JLattach to the complaint and othetwise filed with the 

willfolness and recklessness necessary to warrant the imposition of the attorneys' foe penalty or 

sanction called for by Rule 2B-l .0045 and Florida Statute §106.265(6) 
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III. The specific allegations contained in Mr. Barnas' complaint .. 

Despite its length, the narrative contained in Mr Barnas' complaint form and in 

his four page letter actually raise only two or three factual points, each of which is false, known 

by him to be false, and provably so by the very documents he chose to attach 

2.. The following are the factual allegations Mr. Barnas chose to make, in the order 

that they were made They will be discussed subsequently in groups so that all repetitive 

allegations making the same charge can be discussed in one place .. 

A Ms. Yeago formed an organization "most specifically to oppose a ballot 

referendum issue to limit debt" (Complaint form at 1, R-000001). 

B "Two or more people, making expenditures and opposing a ballot issue " 

(Complaint form at 2, R.000002). 

C. "This complaint is a complaint against a group/committee that was 

organized to oppose a specific issue " (Narrntive Letter at page 1, R-000003) 

D "This complaint is that a group of many individual (sic) forming an 

organization/PC to defeat the ballot issue " (Nanative Letter at page I, R-000003).. 

E "This complaint is that a group of many individual (sic) forming an 

organization/PC, to .... also suppott and support (sic) the election of Byran Williams and Scott 

Jameson" (Narrative Letter at page !, R-000003) 

F. "Again, this group had more than two people, and may have taken 

contributions, but certainly made expenditures on advertising, signs, written material and events 

advocating reform at the City And again, for the defeat.of a ballot issue of the City_ of High 

Springs." (Narrative Letter at page 2, R-000004)(Emphasis in the original) 
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G "A group of more than two people who spent more than $500 on the High 

Springs City Election and the defeat of a ballot issue to limit debt of the City " (Nanative Letter 

at page 2, R-000004).. 

H "These meetings discussed the future of High Springs, the ballot issue and 

support for Byran Williams (Narrative Letter at page 3, R-000005) 

I. "At the Candidate Fornm at the High Springs Women's Club they 

distributed more fliers (Exhibit 5) that set in stone their political stance on the debt issue on 

the ballot. They support DEFEATING the charter amendment issue (Narrative Letter at page 

3, R000005)(Emphasis in original) 

J. "I have also attached a copy from the Face book site where Gene Levine 

(one of the members) makes a post in support of Byran Williams and refers to "we" (the group) 

and the Facebook page allows it to go out to all friends and the public for the record" (Narrative 

Letter at page 3, R-000005) 

K "[M]any named members . held his [Byran Williams] signs next to the 

two 4ft X 4ft "Vote NO" posters opposing (with CCFBH disclaimers) the ballot referendum. " 

(Narrative Letter at page 4, R-000006).. 

L Ms .. Yeago [with Linda Jones] "through their 'steering' had knowledge of 

spent funds opposing an issue on the ballot and supporting candidates " (Nanative Letter at 

page 4, R 000006)(Emphasis in original).. 

3 The materials submitted with Mr Barnas' complaint by themselves, as well as the 

materials submitted in conjunction with Ms. Y eago's response, demonstrate conclusively, 

factually, and without uncertainty or any issue of debatable opinion, that Mr Barnas' statements 

above are, each and every one, patently false, contradicted by his own materials, and submitted 
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to this Commission for what can only be viewed as a malicious and reckless complaint in an 

attempt to f\uther an agenda of his own and hmt the individual who is the target of this 

unprincipled attack. 

4. Mr.. Barnas' charges set forth above are grouped together below to demonstrate, 

se1ially, the falseness of each and eve1y charge, a falseness fully known by Mr Barnas at each 

stage of this proceeding He had to know they were false: he pe1 sonally collected the many 

pages of exhibits which conclusively establish that Ms. Yeago and the Concerned Citizens group 

neve1, at any time, expressly advocated any issue on the November 2012 ballot nor any 

candidate for election on that ballot. Surely Mr.. Barnas read each and every page before he 

swore under· oath that Ms._yeago had violated the law. Common decency, if not compliance 

with the law, would have required that. 

5 Although it will make this motion more bulky, to ensure that each and eve1y Staff 

Member and Commissioner who 1eviews this motion will have a self-contained package of all 

relevant materials, Ms .. Yeago has attached to this Petition a copy of the original Complaint by 

Mr .. Barnas (Exhibit A); Ms. Yeago's Response to that Complaint (Exhibit B); the letter from the 

Commission finding that the Complaint was legally insufficient (Exhibit C); the Commission's 

lette1 closing the file upon Mr. Barnas' failure to submit any supplementary matetials (Exhibit 

D); and an Affidavit of Ms Yeago In Support of this Petition (attached hereto as Exhibit E) 

which will be discussed he1eafter Additional materials will be attached to this Petition and 

discussed later in this Petition 
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IV, Mr. Barnas' uusubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for a Better 
High Springs was formed to oppose the Charter Amendment referendum on the 
November 2012 Ballot and expressly advocated against it are categorically false, 
known by him to be so, and malicious and r·eckless in their nature. [Allegations A, 
C, D above]. 

I It is difficult to add much to the tecord that is folly befote this Commission on 

this topic .. Mi Barnas, for teasons of his own, wishes to think or imagine that the Concerned 

Citizens organization was created to oppose his pet Chatter Amendment In fact, however, as 

was conclusively demonstrated by Mr.. Barnas' own materials (as well as by those submitted by 

Ms .. Yeago in support of het Response), the original mission statement, guiding piinciples, and 

policy recommendations issued by this good government organization prnve and establish that 

the ordinance was not even one of the topics mentioned in theit founding principles and 

recommendations, and was categorically not the reason for the fo1mation of this group, nor did it 

become so late1 

2 Mr.. Barnas did invest a great deal of personal time and energy in tJying to rain 

this Charter Amendment thrnugh the City Commission, but that effort was summatily rejected by 

the Eighth Circuit Court in and for Alachua County when the ordinance was declared null and 

void [because of improprieties in how the Commission majority had rushed it through) in a 

sepatate action that was not brought by or supported by the Concerned Citizens group He may 

still be smatting fiom that direct and extrnordinary judicial rebuke, but it is not cause to lash out 

at a patently "good government" group in his own community 

3 Where an individual makes a simple factual statement that is not the suqj ect of 

conjecture, speculation or opinion, and simultaneously submits information that directly and with 

patticulatity disproves the very factual statement just made by that person, then the falseness of 

the statement and reckless disregatd of the person making the statement are cleat Mr Barnas 

acted with willfol malice and 1eckless dis1egard when he made patently false statements 
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repeatedly to this Commission that the Concerned Citizens mganization was formed to oppose 

the Charter Amendment election Nothing could be fwther fiom the truth 

V. Mr. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for a Better 
High Springs, and Ms. Yeago personally, expressly advocated against the passage of 
the Charter Amendment referendum on the November 2012 ballot Are categorically 
false, known by him to be so, and malicious and reckless in their nature. 
(Allegations B, F, G, H, I, J, Kand Labove). 

Whatever the reasons were for the formation of the Citizens Gtoup (and the 

documents conclusively establish that it was to restore badly needed good government to the 

City of High Springs and not to oppose the Ordinance), the group could, conceivably, have 

changed course and expressly advocated for or against that ordinance ... had they wished to do so 

and had they wished to become a political committee under Florida Statutes But again, the 

factual record submitted by Mr Barnas, as well as supplemental materials submitted by the 

Respondent Ms. Yeago, categorically prove that that never happened. There was never any 

statement made by Ms .. Yeago or the Concerned Citizens group that expressly advocated that the 

ordinance should be voted down Not ... a ... single ... statement 

2.. The first detailed press release from the Concerned Citizens group, along with its 

mission statement and fom guiding piinciples, may be helpful to this Commission [See attached 

Exhibit F] These documents are folly, 100% consistent with all the documents that have 

previously been presented to this Commission in showing what the Concerned Citizens group 

was involved with, and more particularly what it was not involved with. These documents 

published in late September and the first part of October 2012 again conclusively establish and 

add to the already uncontradicted record that demonstiate that Mr Barnas was well aware that 

this mganization did not enter the political fray on any issue that was on the ballot in November 
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2012.. This organization was clearly not formed to advocate one way or the other on any such 

issue, and more importantly never did so ... 

3 It is undoubtedly true that the Concerned Citizens group in its several publications 

of policies and principles advocated for a number of~ civic issues involving return to sound 

professional management [from the year during which the Commission was largely headed by 

Mr. Barnas as Vice-Mayor], a return to civility and fairness from the slash and bum attack 

philosophy of Mt Barnas such as is consistent with this very Complaint against Ms .. Yeago, and 

a meaningful return to fiscal and budgetary responsibility so that the limited dollars of a 

municipality in 2012 and 2013 could be spent on valuable and meaningfol municipal projects, as 

they had in the past Each of these was an impmtant civic goal, addressed issues of 

governmental impottance, and not a single one of these issues and statements expressly 

advocated for or against the ordinance in any way None of the issues that the Concerned 

Citizens grnup discussed and advocated were eve1 presented to the citizens of High Sptings fo1 

their vote one way or the other. The materials submitted before this Commission by Mr. Barnas 

prove that his allegations to the contrruy are simply false, reckless and willfwly malicious 

VL Mr. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for a Better 
High Springs, and Ms. Yeago personally, expressly advocated the election of Byran 
Williams on the November 2012 ballot ar·e categorically false, known by him to be 
so, and malicious and reckless in their' nature. [Allegations E, H, J, and L above]. 

J. Mr Barnas accuses the Concerned Citizens group of expressly advocating for the 

election of Byron Williams in the November 2012 City Commission election for the City of 

High Springs .. 

2 Again, it is difficult to add further understanding to the nature of this brash 

allegation other than to say that, like the others, it is totally and patently false, reckless, willfolly 
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malicious and categorically contrary to the materials that Mr. Barnas has submitted to this 

Commission 

3 The Concerned Citizens gioup in gene1al, and Ms. Yeago in particular, at no time 

ever took any position fo1 or against Mr Williams in his election bid, for or against M1. 

Williams' opponent in that election, or fo1 or against anyone else rnnning fo1 civic office in the 

City of High Spiings 

4.. M1 Barnas has failed to produce (because there is none) a single piece of 

documentary evidence that suggests that the gtoup in any way, or Ms .. Yeago individually, 

expressly advocated for the election of Mr Williams or against the election of his opponent It 

simply did not happen. The only reference that Mr. Barnas even tangentially made was that 

some individuals (unidentified), who we1e also supporters of the Concerned Citizens group, may 

have themselves held signs for Mr. Williams Perhaps so Those individuals we1e p10bably also 

Presbyterians, Catholics, Methodists, Republicans, Kiwanians, Italian-Americans, AARP 

members and Hatley Davidson owners, but none of those groups "expressly advocated" for Mr 

Williams' election simply because one of their membe1s happened to hold a sign in his support 

5 .. Mr Barnas is not an unskilled 01 untutored individual in the political rough and 

tumble world The allegations of express advocacy for Mr Williams' campaign were false, 

malicious and reckless, and we1e known by him to be false because he personally selected the 

tens of pages of mate1ials that p10ve their falsity.. Neither Ms. Yeago nor the Concerned Citizens 

group that Mr Barnas sought to pillory through he1 ever expressly advocated anyone's election, 

01 defeat, in the November 2012 election. Petiod The record is clear and uncontiadicted. And 

Mr Barnas knew it 
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VII. Mr. Barnas' unsubstantiated assertions that the Concerned Citizens for a Better 
High Springs, or Ms. Yeago personally, expended in excess of $500 expressly 
advocating ANYTHING in the November 2012 election are categorically false, 
known by him to be so, and malicious and reckless in their nature. [Allegations B, F, 
G, and K above]. 

M1. Barnas' allegations concerning the Concerned Citizens grnup's expenditure of 

mo1e than $500 in express advocacy fail to link any spending of any money to any express 

advocacy of any issue OJ J!.!!Y. candidate on the ballot in the City of High Springs in November 

2012. Reason? The1e was none and M1 Barnas' own materials prnve that 

2 It is I 00% tJue and accurnte that the Concerned Citizens group did collect some 

money f1om its members to purchase an adve1tisement in the local newspape1 which was 

published piior to the election of November 2012. That advertisement has been clearly 

reproduced in the materials submitted before this Commission and, contrary to the expressly 

false allegations of Mr. Barnas, the adve1tisement does not advocate for or against any.,issue 

or advocate.for or against any_candidate Pe1iod No gray area. Indeed, the adve1tisement 

does not even mention the Chaite1 Amendment issue, no1 does it mention any candidate for any 

office on the November 2012 ballot As Mr.. Bainas expressly knows by virtue of his caieful 

quotation of the statute in his 1ecitation of the law in his complaint, in orde1 to be a political 

committee OJ an electioneeiing organization, the group has to spend in excess of the defined 

amount of money in the express advocacy of an issue on the ballot or a candidate 

3. A Women's Club can advocate healthy eating habits; a Lion's Club can advocate 

good vision care; AARP can advocate sound planning fo1 retirement; and each group can spend 

money in fUithe1ing those causes But unless those causes are on a ballot and constitute 

expressly advocating issues that a1e placed before the electorate, that conduct does not fall within 

the defined areas of campaigning or electionee1ing which can b1ing organizations within the 
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ambit of Florida Statute Chapter I 06 Interestingly, as set foith in detail in Ms Y eago's 

Response to the Complaint, the only time the Concerned Citizens group even mentioned the 

ordinance was to factually describe some of the effects it would have and then to urge the 

citizens of High Springs to look into the matter themselves before voting on it, whichever way 

they chose to vote on the ordinance .. 

4 Similarly, the fact that an individual who identified himself as a membei of the 

Concerned Citizens group posted on the Concerned Citizens Facebook page that he was 

suppoiting an individual (expressly advocating his election) does not convert that individual 

statement into the express advocacy of the website page. The argument is legally insufficient as 

explained in the Response of Ms .. Yeago and, as noted by the Commission in the rejection of Mr 

Barnas' Complaint, does not constitute the expenditure of dollar one in favor of anything by the 

Concerned Citizens group or Ms .. Y eago. 

5.. Perhaps the most telling indictment of the complainant Mr Barnas and the 

patently false allegations that he has attempted to foist upon this Commission comes in his 

baseless suggestion that Ms. Y eago 01 the Concerned Citizens group spent money on signs to 

oppose the ordinance directly. Mr Barnas goes so fat in embroideiing this false claim that he 

states on page 4 of the Nanative Lettet attached to his complaint that the signs even had the 

apprnptiate disclaimer by the Concerned Citizens foi a Better High Sp1ings grnup. There was no 

suppoit for this bald allegation, but that has never deterred Mi .. Barnas 

6 As has now been directly shown to this Commission in the Response of Ms. 

Yeago to the otiginal Complaint, the signs to which Mr. Barnas was reforring had nothing to do 

with the Concerned Citizens group, weie not prepared by them, paid fot by them, stimulated by 

them, or created by them. Rather, two individuals, from their own pockets, spent money for the 
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signs and still have them in their possession Photogiaphs of the actual signs are attached to 

Ms Y eago's response and, along with the affidavit of the signs' creator, demonstrate that the 

Concerned Citizens group did not create or sponsor or pay for them. The truth behind these 

signs did not deter Mr Barnas from concocting a false story about there being disclaimers 

[which there weren't] and the like, in the failed attempt to fool this Commission into thinking that 

the signs were the product of the Concerned Citizens group 

7 What is particulady galling, and should be equally galling and startling to this 

Commission, is that Mr .. Barnas was the only individual in the pre-election period who actually 

DID attempt to fiaudulently capitalize on the very good name of the Concerned Citizens group 

.!lv himself cr·eating signs actively endor·sing the passage of. the ordinance.. There of course is 

nothing w10ng with a private citizen -·· or the Vice Mayor -·· creating signs to expressly advocate 

that one citizen's views That's the American way of campaigning But, the signs that Mr 

Barnas prepared are reflected in the photographic attachments to Ms Yeago's Response, and 

contained a legend at the bottom of his signs that that was calculated to confose the public into 

thinking that the signs were by the Concerned Citizens group, which had garnered tremendous 

good will and respect in the six weeks since it had been formed. Mr Barnas was actively hoping 

to coattail in on and usurp the Concerned Citizens' good name and the fact that they consistently 

stayed above the fray Mr Barnas placed on the bottom of his signs -- urging the Charter 

Amendment's passage ··- that the signs were by "Citizen. Concerned for· a Better High 

fu!!ings." The subtle play on words was a deliberate and successfol way to suggest that the 

Concerned Citizens group favored his ordinance, while all the time he knew that that group had 

remained scrupulously neutral His deceptiveness there and before this Commission, in 

attempting to mislead the Commission as to the actual actions of Ms .. Y eago and the Concerned 
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Citizens group demonsttate the willful maliciousness and reckless disregard fo1 the ttuth that 

wan ant an order compelling him to pay the attorneys foes incuued in this defense .. 

VIII. Mr. Barnas is no novice in the art of filing complaints against individuals in the City 
of High Springs with whom he disagrees .. 

I In considering the motivation for why in the world Mr Barnas would possibly file 

a complaint befo1e this Commission that was so patently false and known by him to be patently 

false, it might be logical fo1 this Commission to ask whethe1 perhaps Mr.. Barnas was unfamiliai 

with the procedmes of filing complaints with State Commissions in the State of Florida and was 

an unfamiliar and unschooled novice with the rules and procedures under which such complaints 

rue measured and tested. Should anyone on this Commission have that concern about Mr 

Barnas possible naivety, I think it is a belief which can be responded to and dispelled quite 

easily 1 

2 First of all, reference to Mr Barnas' complaint fo1m and his 4-page narrative letter 

attached thereto demonstrates that Mr.. Barnas, although not a lawyer, demonstrates great facility 

with finding law, regulations and p10cedures which, he frequently thinks, justify him in filing 

complaints against various individuals. In this case, he not only conectly identified many of the 

statutes that a1e highly relevant to this Commission's determination that his Complaint was 

legally insufficient, but he also was sufficiently adept at utilizing this Commission's website to 

identify p1evious decisions where, unlike in the case here, a g1oup actually did exp1essly 

advocate for a candidate or an issue in an election, but did so without propeily complying with 

Flo1ida Statute §I 06 .03 and the sections related thereto He's no uneducated farm-boy 

1 Should anyone on the Commission or its staff be concerned about the "equities" of assessing fees against Mr 
Barnas for his legally insufficient and probably false ·-complaint against Ms Yeago, Mr Barnas' website posting 
for June 12, 2012 (the very same day this Commission's letter finding his complaint to be totally wanting would 
have arrived) should be reviewed See Exhibit H hereto). In that post Mr Barnas denied a plaintiff and his attorney 
rejecting a settlement offer, and focused on the law applicable to that case that allowed attorneys' fees for a frivolous 
complaint Here that statute is Florida Statute §I 06..265(6) 

------------------
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3. Beyond the familiarity with the procedures demonstrated by Mr Barnas in the 

filing of this Complaint against Ms Yeago, this Commission (or the Division of Administrntive 

Hearings) may wish to review Mr. Barnas' prior history of filing similar complaints against 

individuals in the High Springs area with whom he has had disagreements or taken issue, in the 

fow months before he was elected to the High Sp1ings City Commission and his fast year on that 

body 

4 Although the records of these various commissions are not always easily 

searchable and although there may easily be more such complaints that have been filed, the 

undersigned counsel was able to unearth four (4) prio1 complaints Mr. Barnas has served against 

people with whom he had an ax to grind in the High Springs Area. These individuals included 

James Drumm (the former City Manager that Mr Barnas drove from office while he was part of 

a majority of the Commission in his first year), Thomas DePete1 (who was the City Attorney for 

part of the year when M1. Barnas and his majority had thei1 one-year of majority control on the 

City Commission of the City of High Spdngs), Linda Rice Chapman (a private attorney who 

successfully sued the City of High Springs challenging the charter ordinance in question here and 

establishing that it was void ab initio), and B1yan Boukari (the edito1 of the local newspaper, 

who safe to say, has not been charitable towards Commissioner Barnas and his heavy-handed 

approach to City government in High Springs) The unde1signed can and will present copies of 

all of the publicly available documents with respect to these matte1s, but suffice it to say the 

circumstances a1e as follows: 

a. On July 25, 2011, Mr Barnas filed a complaint with the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics, Complaint 11-098, against Jim Drumm, the then-City Manager of the 

City of High Springs, with respect to his management of a sewer improvement project in the City 
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of High Springs that Mr. Barnas was unhappy with. On September 14, 2011, the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics dismissed that complaint for failme to constitute a legally sufficient 

complaint 

b On June 28, 2011, Mr Barnas filed Complaint No. 11-085 with the State 

of Florida Commission on Ethics against Thomas G.. DePeter, who was the City Attorney of the 

City of High Springs when Mr Barnas was elected, challenging the manner in which Mr . 

DePeter had left the position of Mayor and assumed the position of City Attorney On August 3, 

2011, the State of Florida Commission on Ethics dismissed Complaint 11-085 f01 failure to 

constitute a legally sufficient complaint 

c On October 29, 2012, Mr Barnas filed with the State of Florida 

Commission on Ethics Complaint 12-209 against Bryan Boukari with respect to Mr Boukari's 

membership on the City of Alachua's Downtown Redevelopment Trust Board. While it might 

seem strange to this Commission that a City Commissioner in the City of High Springs would 

concern himself with a claim of an ethics violation with respect to a redevelopment board in 

another city, this Commission should be aware of the fact that Bryan Boukari, in addition to his 

position on that Board, was the publisher of the local newspape1 who closely watched and 

1eported on the actions of Mr Bamas as the Vice Mayor of the City of High Springs and, safo to 

say, was relatively uncharitable in its assessment of Mr. Barnas' performance 2 The response of 

Mr Barnas was the ethics complaint referred to above.. On December 5, 2012, the State of 

2 Mr Barnas publishes frequent comments, and invectives, on his "personal" website Many of these comments 
shed insight into the unfortunate motives of this "public servant", and many will be presented at the probable cause 
hearing and the final assessment hearing An example of his antipathy or worse toward Mr. Boukari (of Alachua 
County I oday), as well as all journalists who cover High Springs, can be found in his recent post fro June 8, 2013, a 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit G 
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Florida Commission on Ethics dismissed Complaint 12-209 fo1 failure to constitute a legally 

sufficient complaint 

d.. In addition to these ethics complaints, Mr. Barnas also has seen fit to file a 

Florida Bar Complaint against Linda Rice Chapman, an attorney in the High Springs area, who 

successfully challenged the City's passage of the ordinance in question as being illegally adopted 

and void ab initio, and who also represents a former City employee who claims that he was 

wrongfolly terminated by the City, largely or at least partly through the actions of the Vice 

Mayor at that time, Mr. Barnas. Although the paperwork with respect to that complaint was 

widely bandied about and discussed by Mr Barnas on his website, his complaint against Ms 

Chapman is not presently available, but was also dismissed by the Florida Bar and the above 

Ethics Commission complaints have been 

5 The foregoing four complaints, as well as the instant complaint against Ms 

Yeago, are indicative of Mr. Barnas' approach to government While a citizen in the United 

States clearly as the right to petition his government for grievances, and Mr. Barnas had every_ 

right to file each_and every one of the complaints that he chose.to file, when they are declared 

legally insufficient as was the complaint against Ms .. Yeago, however, the individual who has 

properly exercised his constitutional rights to petition his government for redress also has to pay 

the piper And that time has come 

6 It should be noted, in "fairness" to Mr Barnas, that he has filed apparently one 

successful complaint with a Florida commission and that was to this Florida Elections 

Commission against the prior Mayor of the City of High Springs with respect to a technical 

violation on receiving cash contiibutions. Although it may well be that that individual, Larry 

Travis, had already self~reported the violation to the Elections Commission, it should be noted 
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that M1. Bamas' complaint against Lauy Travis, Case No 12-124, did .1esult in a Consent Orde1 

agreed to by Mr Irnvis .. It is also interesting to note, howeve1, that, like a claimed violation of a 

group fo1 failing to registe1 as a political committee, it is a simple task and easily satisfied to 

allege and prove that a "too-large" cash contribution has occu11ed, if it is true. 

7. The complaint against Mr Travis was a very small number of pages [total: 5) that 

simply proved that he had reported an illegal contribution, to which Mr I ravis agreed .. Had Mr 

Barnas had any evidence, whatsoever, that Ms. Yeago and the Concerned Citizens Gioup had 

violated Florida's election code by expressly advocating for or against an issue or for or against a 

candidate, that could have been easily submitted to this Commission in a 3 01 4 page complaint 

The attachment of pages up to and including 33 pages in the Complaint against Ms Yeago 

demonstrates that M1 Barnas was attempting to cause the Commission to conclude that there 

must be something to this Complaint if he had spent the time of collecting all of those pages and 

sending them on to the Commission Nothing could be further frnm the truth 

IX, Legal standard for the imposition of attorneys' fees under Florida Jaw 

8 As reflected in the affidavit of Ms Y eago filed herewith in support of this Petition 

(See Exhibit "E" hereto), Ms. Yeago conectly notes that she has neve1 sought any relief from 

Mr. Barnas nor filed any complaints against him, before he filed this complaint But, when he 

filed the blatantly false complaint against her, she foels that the law and this Commission's rules 

anticipate a claim fo1 attorneys' fees in a proper case. 

9 She has instituted no other action against him, such as for a possible violation of 

§106265 for a civil penalty, for sanctions under §104 41, or fo1 the patent violation of the sworn 

oath he made in filing the complaint in this matter against Ms .. Yeago See black box legend at 
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the bottom of Florida Elections Commission Complaint form relating to Flmida Statutes §§ 

T75 082 and 775. 083.. Any violations to these statutes will be left to the enforcing authorities 

10.. This Commission is certainly familiar with its powers and authority given to it by 

Florida law with respect to the imposition of sanctions, attorneys' fees, costs, 01 other penalties 

with respect to individuals who violate Florida law and/or file false complaints, such as Mr 

Barnas has done Florida Statute §106265(6) provides in pertinent part: 

(6) In any case in which the Commission determines that a person has 
filed a complaint against another person with a malicious intent to injure 
the reputation of the person complained against by filing the complaint 
with knowledge that the complaint contains one or moie false allegations 
or with a reckless disregard for whether the complaint contains false 
allegations of fact material to a violation of this chapter or Chapter I 04, 
the complainant shall be liable for costs and reasonable attorney's foes 
incuned in the defense of the person complained against, including the 
costs and reasonable attorney's fees incurred in proving entitlement to and 
the amount of costs and fees .. 

There can be no question about Mr.. Barnas' willfulness, intent, maliciousness, and reckless 

disregard with respect to the Complaint he has filed before this Commission. 

11 Although Mr. Barnas made bold, clearly-stated factual statements which, if true, 

might have raised a question concerning whether an organization was a political committee, the 

materials submitted by Mr .. Barnas failed to present even the slightest question of fact about the 

truthfulness of his allegations and indeed, disproved each and every one of the critical factual 

allegations set forth above 

12 Mr Barnas' Complaint before this Commission is totally and completely false, 

misleading, and demonstrates a willfulness and a reckless disregard for this Commission's 

intelligence and the reputation of the Respondent, Ms. Sharon Yeago. This Commission should 

exercise its authority at the hearing on this Petition by finding that this Petition is sufficient to 

order a final hearing against Mr Barnas, which will lead to a determination that he is liable for 

--------·--------
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Ms Yeago's substantial fees incuned in the preparation of the Response to the Complaint and in 

the preparation of this Motion and any hearing(s) necessarily held pursuant thereto 

13 This Commission has duly taken the provisions of Florida Statute §106 265(6) 

and p10vided in Rule 2(B)-, 1 .. 0045(1) as follows: 

"(!) If the Commission deteimines that a complainant has filed a 
complaint against a respondent with a malicious intent to injure the 
reputation of such respondent by filing the complaint with knowledge that 
the complaint contains one or more false allegations or with reckless 
disregard for whether the complaint contains false allegations of fact 
mateiial to a violation of Chapte1 104 or 106, the complainant shall be 
liable for costs and 1easonable attorneys' fees incurred in the defense of 
the complaint, including the costs and reasonable attorneys' fees incurred 
in proving the entitlement to and the amount of costs and fees." 

The Petition must be filed within 30 days from the dismissal of the Complaint and is required to 

state with particularity the facts and grounds that prove entitlement to costs and attorneys' fees 

The foregoing Motion sets forth with g1eat particularity precisely how Mr Barnas' Complaint, in 

each and every material way, is false and has wrongly accused Ms Yeago and the Concerned 

Citizens of violating Florida law when in fact the record conclusively establishes that his 

allegations were not true and Mr. Barnas knew them to be false at the time he filed this 

Complaint 

14 While the ptecise motivation for Mr Barnas' malice and the cause for his reckless 

disregard may never be known to a certainty, the Respondent is only required to p10ve by clear 

and convincing evidence that she is entitled to the award of costs and attorneys' foes As detailed 

elsewhere in the materials before this Commission, Mr .. Barnas spearheaded an eleventh hour 

effort to ram a charter amendment through the City Commission of the City of High Springs and 

get it on the ballot in November 2012. Although the Eighth Citcuit Court in and for Alachua 

County later struck down his efforts as being void ab initio, Mr Barnas has lashed out at a 
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number of individuals from High Springs, most related to that effort He has filed an 

unsuccessful bar complaint against the same lawyer who successfolly got the charter amendment 

stricken as void ab initio.. He has (over the years) filed unsuccessful Ethics Commission 

complaints against the editor of the newspaper that has challenged his method of running the 

High Springs City Government, the previous City Manager whom Mr. Barnas drove out of 

office, and the former City Attorney who warned the City Commission that the actions they were 

taking in passing the charter amendment ordinance were in fact void and illegal. 

15 Mr Barnas has now broadened his attack to a pure "good government" group in 

the City of High Springs that carefolly stayed away from issues on the November 2012 ballot 

Without any evidence whatsoever to demonstrate a violation of any election laws by this group, 

or by Ms .. Yeago, however, he was left to fabricate those allegations in the hope that neither the 

Commission nor Ms Y eago would call him on it Each of them have, and it is now fot this 

Commission to detetmine whether an award of foes in favor of Ms Y eago is appropriate. 

16 Again, turning to Mr. Barnas' complaint itself may be the best place to conclude 

this petition Quoting liberally from the first foll paragraph at the top of Page 3 of Mr Barnas' 

Narrative Letter accompanying his complaint (R 000005 of the Record), and changing it only 

slightly to conespond to the claim for foes here by Ms Yeago, Mr Barnas argued: 

The FEC need [sic] to bring to bear its power and authority given to it by 
the State of Florida law [sic] and investigate, and take all appropriate 
measure [sic] under its power to determine the status of [Mr Barnas' 
patently false complaint] and then administer the penalties, fines and 
rulings under its power, should they find this [complaint by Mr .. Barnas to 
be as devoid of merit as they have already concluded in their June 10, 
2013 Letter]. 

For all the many foregoing reasons contained in this petition, it is respectfolly 

urged by Ms .. Y eago that this Commission, pursuant to Rule 2B-l .. 0045 determine that the 
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Petition does contain sufficient facts and grounds to suppo1t the claim for costs and 

attorneys' fees and that the Commission further order a hearing involving any disputed 

issues of material fact to be held before the Commission, or Commissioner or 

Commissioners designated by the Commission, or by refe11ing the Petition to the 

Division of Administrative Hearings for a formal hearing .. 

Respectfolly submitted, 

Paul R Regensdorf, Esq. 
Florida Bai No: 0152395 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 
50 N .. Laura St, Ste 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-353-2000 
Fax: 904-358-1872 
E-Mail: paul.iegensdorf@hklaw.com 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and co11ect copy of the foregoing was served via email 

this I O'h day of July, 2013, to: 

Donna Ann Malphurs 
Agency Clerk 
Flo1ida Elections Commission 
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107 W Gaines Street 
Suite 224 Collins Building 
Tallahassee, FL 32399·-1050 
foc@myfl01idalegal.com 

#24114488_vl 

(.sf Paul R. RegensdOif 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W .. Gaines Street, 

Suite 224 Collins Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-0783 

Aptil 3, 2013 

CERTIFIED MAIL 70042510000147395596 

Sharon L Yeago 
21120 NW 132"d Lane 
High Springs, FL 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13··125, Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Ms Yeago: 

On Apiil 3, 2013, the Flotida Elections Commission received the enclosed complaint alleging 
that you violated Flozida's election laws Section 10625(2), Florida Statutes states: 

The respondent shall have 14 days after receipt of the complaint to 
file an initial response, and the executive director may not 
determine the legal sufficiency of the complaint during that time 
period 

If you choose to file a response to the complaint, please send it to my attention at the addiess 
listed above To ensure that I receive your response in a timely manner, you may also want to 
send it via e-·mail to my attention, at [~c!il mylloiidalcgat~Qrn You will be notified by letter 
whether the complaint is deteimined legally sufficient Please note that all correspondence from 
this office will be mailed to the same address as this letter Therefore, if your address changes, 
you must notify us of your new address. 

Under section 106 25, Florida Statutes, complaints, Commission investigations, investigative 
repotts, and other documents relating to an alleged violation of Chapters 104 and 106, Flo1ida 
Statutes, are confidential until the Commission finds probable cause or no probable cause. The 
confidentiality provision does not apply to the pe1son filing the complaint. However, it does 
apply to you, the Respondent, unless you waive confidentiality in writing. 
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The confidentiality provision does not preclude you from seeking legal counsel. However, if you 
retain counsel, your attorney must file a notice of appearance with the Commission before any 
member of the Commission staff can discuss this case with him or her 

Enclosure: Complaint w/attachments 

DAM/ip 

Sincerely, 

~·~1ft~ 
Donna Ann Malphms 
Agency Clerk 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

107 West Gaines Street, Suite 224, Tallahassee, Florida 32399·-1050 

-

Telephone Number (850) 922-4539 r· "-;: c E ~' IE I) 
www.fec state.fl.us. · ·· - ' .,, ;..... 

CONFIDENTIAL COMPLAINT FOR 
The Commission's records and pt'oceedings in a case ar·e ronfidential until the Commission r"Ules on prnbable 

cause. A copy of the complaint will be provided to the person against whom the ~omji!~jjij lS;:bf<lllill!D, \ 
............... - .... . '" .... ' - . 

1. !'ERSON BRINGING COMPLAINT: 

Name: ~o_be~-~-Ba.~~~-----··-----·-·----------·-·-·-·-- Wo1k Phone: (.~~~)-~~~:~~-~5-
Address: -~°-!~ 7 _N~-~-57th T_err~~_:_ __ ----·---·-·---· Home Phone: (~8~)~~4-~~!.02_ 
City: High Springs County: Alachua State: FL Zip Code: 32643 

-··- ·-··-·--·- ·-··--·····---- .... ·--·--·· -----·-··-·--
2. PERSON AGAINST WliOM COMPLAINT IS BROUGHT: 

A person can be an individual, political committee, committee of continuous existence, political pruty, 
electioneering communication organization, club, corporation, prutnership, company, association, or any 
other type of organization. If both an individual and a committee 01 organization are involved, name both. 

Name of individual: -~_!1ar0!.2__~..:-~::~99. __ ·------··------------··-···-··---·--·--·-----·-· 
Add1ess: _?.}__~ 2~_!':l_Y.Y__.2.~~n~~~~:_ ___ ---·· --------·--- Phone: (~52 ).3_~-~~~ 15 _ 
City: Hig~~Er.~g~- County: _Alac~~~--· State: Y.~~----·· Zip Code: 3.?._?._4~---
If individual is a candidate, list the office 01 position sought: -------·-··-----.. ·----·---- _ 

Name of committee or organization: ·---.... ·---·--·--·--··-.. ---·----·---·-·--------·----

Address: --··----·--·--·-·-·-.. ----·---····-----·---··-.. _ .. _____ _ Phone: L_J ___ ··-·---· 

City: __ ·-·-----··-· County: -··-·---··--- State: .. ----·-·--- Zip Code: ---------·--·----
Have you filed this complaint with the State Attorney's Office? (check one) [] Yes !j] No 

3. ALLEGED VIOLATION<S>:. 

Please list the provisions of The Florida Election Code that you believe the person named above may have 
violated The Commission has juiisdiction only to investigation the following provisions: Chapter 104, 
Chapter 106, Section 98.122, and Section 105.071, Florida Statutes. Also, please include: 
----------·-----·-·---.. --------·--·----------··--··-------····------·--·--------

v' The facts and actions that you believe suppo1t the violations you allege, 
./ The names and telephone numbers of persons you believe may be witnesses to the facts, 
.( A copy or pictUie of the political adve1tisements you mention in your statement, 
./ A copy of the documents you mention in your statement, and 
./ Other evidence that supports your allegations .. 

Sharon L Yeago formed a oganization with Linda Jones and several others to make political 
.. -----·-- -
positions know and most specifically to oppose a ballot referendum issue to limit debt 
---··-··------------····---··-·-----··---------"-----------·---·----
This was on the ballot November 2012 in the city of High Springs, Florida. -·---·----------------·------· 
Details of the complaint and Florida Statutes is attached .. 

----··----·--··-···---------·-··---··-------

FEC 002 (Rev 4 .. 24. 05) 



Two or more people, making expenditures and opposing a ballot issue .. In addition, 
·--·----------·--··--·-----·---·-· ... -·----.. --·-----······--·-·-·-·------··-·--·---·--·--·--·-··-----------
registered agent was not named. Registered treasurer was not named and reports 
··--·----------·-----··------·-------.---.----------------·····----··-·--·-·-· 
were not filed. Again, detail information is attached. 
·---------·-------------·--·----·-····----------·--···-···------·-----··--·-··----·--·-·---·--·-
-----------··---·--··---------·--·-·-7--------·-··--·····-·-----------··-·--·-------· 

Additional materials attached (check one)? lj]Yes []No 

4. OATH 

STATEOFFLORIJt , 
COUNTY OF·-· ' C{ cl~1u ~ ··-·-· 
I swear or affirm, that the above information is t of my knowledge. 

:::r original Signafu"i:;;n;;r;~n B~inging Compiaint . 
tr> .---c: •' g ~~ 

!.:~ < ' -~., 

~ 

' " 

'. '"'" ~;: -~ I ' c 0:: l.:- '··-

! 0- .-: .... 
"" . . ·--
~ (, .... , 
~ 

(Print, Type, or Stamp zed Name ofNotary Pubbc) 

Personally known, ____ Or Produced Identification_. ___ _ 

Type ofldentdicanon Produced ____ .. _______ , _______ _ 

Any person who files a complaint while knowing that the allegations are false or without merit commits a 
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in Sections 775.082 and 775.083, Florida Statutes. 

FEC 002 (Rev 4 .. 24·-05) 
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April 1, 2013 

Florida Election Commission 
107 West Gaines Street 

Suite224 

Tallahassee, Florida 323~·1050 

OearFEC, 

High SpringS is a small town compared to Tallahassee The numbers of voters and dollars spent are at 
different ends of a chart .. But money is money and politics is politics .. So whether it is millions of dollars 
and hundreds of votes for a large town and a Political Committee (PC) or a small town where thousands 

of dollars and a few dozen vote Is Involved, the law is clear and has been written to deal with both 

equally., As an example I suggest you look at FEC case 06 .. 129 .. 

And if a PC's action affects Tallahassee or High Springs, the result of the vote of a yes or no Is the same .. 
The loss or win in an election, or an Issue. Size of a voting population Is not of importance .. And with 
that, MUST be dealt with in a manner that is equal, whether a town is big or small. 

Florida law has been written to deal with either case, big or small. It is clear that a PC is only 2 or more 

people, spending $500 or more, and in support or against a candidate or issue. Not issues, not 
candidates combined, but only one issue would be sufficient .. And in this case a ballot referendum. 

This complaint Is a complaint against a group/committee that was organized to oppose a specific issue, 
and in fact is still in existence and making statements in support of or against Issues. 

I will detail my allegations in following information. I am submitting this now because I just was able to 

document (in writing and not hearsay) a second person to satisfy the two person rule .. 

For the November 2012 election in High Springs Florida candidates registered to run, and an Issue was 

place on the ballot to limit the debt of the city and placing a restriction on the ballot .. The ballot was set 
by Alachua County Election office of Pam Carpenter and the municipal High Springs Qty Clerk (In charge 

of city ballot) Jenny Parham (see ballot and results Exhibit 1) .. And two candidates for one seat were 
Byran Williams and Pat Rush .. The other seat was Scott Jamison and Ed Reiss .. 

This complaint Is that a group of many individual fanned an organization/PC, to defeat the ballot Issue 

and also support and support the election of Byran Williams and Scott Jamison. They set up a "steering 
committee" (please note they do use the word committee) to write their goals and positions and called 

them "principles" .. I feel this organization used the tenn "steering committee'', but was actually a PC 
that would conform to Florida Statute as defined in 106 .. 011 (l)(a)(l)(c). 

Makes expenditures that expressly advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defeat of an 6ssiie" .. 
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Again, this group had more than 2 people, and may have taken contributions, but certainly made 
expenditures on advertising, signs, written material and events advocating reform at the city. And 
again, for the defeat of a ballot Issue of the City of High Springs,, The ballot issue was a referendum to 

limit city debt. 

This organization used a disclosure that it was a "grassroots" organization and did not fall under Florida 

Statute 106,, Florida Statute 106 makes no mention of exclusion of any "grassroots" group. The fact that 

they referred to FS 106.11 is proof they knew of this statute. Vet they knowingly and willfully avoided 

complying with it on all levels. 

What FS 106 covers and FS 106.011 defines, is a "political committee", And most certainly it is my 

opinion in this complaint that this group/organization began a string of violations when it knowingly and 

willfully avoided becoming a PC that never properly registered as required under FS 106,,03 (3) (c)., 

"A political committee which Is organized to support or oppose only candidates for municipal 
office or issues to be voted on in a municipal election shall file a statement of organization 
with the officer before whom municipal candidates qualify". 

They never appointed a treasurer as required by FS 106 .. 021(1) (a)., 

"Each candidate for nomination or election to office and each political committee shall 
appoint a campaign treasurer" .. 

Never appointed a registered agent required by FS 106 .. 022 ( l),, 

"Each political committee, committee of continuous existence, or electioneering 
communications organization shall have and continuously maintain in this state a r·egistered 
office and a registered agent and must file with the filing officer a statement of appointment 

for the registered office and registered agent", 

Never filed timely reports of the organization and its financial expenditures as required by FS 106.07 .. 

"Each campaign treasurer designated by a candidate or political committee pursuant to s 
~.~.:"4: shall file regular reports of all contributions received, and all expenditures made, 
by or on behalf of such candidate or political committee" 

The following information will be a timellne of the birth or founding of Concerned Otizens for a Better 

High Springs (hereafter referred to as CCFBHS). A group of more than 2 people who spent more than 

$500 on tl\e High Springs City Election and the defeat of a ballot issue to limit debt of the city., 

Again, it is my contention this organization fits Florida Statute 106 as a PC. They never registered 

properly or filed reports of financial disclosure. They ignored the law 

While there are more than 100 members, it would be difficult to single out Individual officers. But there 

are two people who have made written statement (see Sharon Yeago attached email Exhibit 2, and 

Exhibit 2 a Facebook statement of Linda ,Jones) where they admit to being either the spokesperson or 
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steering committee person and hubs for information in and out of the organization. These two people 1 
hold fully responsible for organizing and NOT filing as a PC, registering as an agent or treasurer of this 
PC. Then, not filing appropriate financial reports and disclosures as required by a Florida Statute of a PC. 
I have named Sharon Yeago in this complaint as the responsible party .. 

The FEC needs to look at the timeline and evidence .. The FEC needs to see how this organization has 
tried to call itself a "grassroots" organization to simply avoid being a PC. The FEC need to bring to bear 
its power and authority given to it by the State of Florida law and investigate, and take all appropriate 
measure under its power to determine the status of this organization and then administer the penalties, 
fines and rulings under its power, should they find this organization is a PC and failed on all levels to 
register and file reports .. To not do so would open the door for all other organizations to avoid Florida 
State requirements across Florida, whether big or small .. 

Here is a timellne and evidence I have gathered .. 

During early September 2012 an organization called CCFBHS and their Facebook page surfaced. A PC was 
born.. It says on the Facebook page that it was founded September 28, 2012 .. I have attached (Exhibit 3) a 
copy of the Facebook founded page .. 

On October 1 and 8, newspaper stories came out that reported the organization, steering committee 
people and more. Sharon Yeago again Is quoted (Exhibit 4) .. 

They have a Facebook page "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs" that has an "About" page 
with a Mission Statement. The mission statement Is a statement of political views and opinions that 
address issues facing High Springs .. This site was established September 17, 2012, founded September 
28, 2012 and ran almost weekly political statements right up till, the election on November 7, 2012. 

'This organization from early September began holding regular meetings at the building (Video City) 

owned by one of its members, Ed MacKinnon (George Edgar MacKinnon).. This in effect was an in kind 
donation (one donation for every meeting) by Mr .. MacKinnon that he has not disclosed and/or was not 

reported by CCFBHS 

These meetings discussed the future of High Springs, the ballot issue and support for Byran Williams .. 

At the candidate Forum at the High Springs Women's Club they distributed more flyers (Exhibit 5) that 
set In stone their politlcal stance on the debt Issue on the ballot. They supported OEFEATING the 
charter amendment issue. I have also attached a copy from the Facebook site where Gene Levine (one 
of the members) makes a post in support of Byran Williams and refers to "we• (the group) and the 
Facebook page allows it to go out to all friends and the public for the record. 

This organization gathered name$ of over 100 supporters and friends. This organization on October 31, 

2012 places a full page ad In the Alachua Today newspaper (Exhibit 6) The cost of which Is estimated 
over $500. Either someone wrote a check to the paper, or the paper made an in kind donation While I 
have said estimated at over $500, it has been said to me that the cost is much closer to $1000 .. This one 
ad alone will be the key to expend"ltures. Two names in this ad (at that time and now) are sitting High 
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Springs Commissioners Sue Weller and Scott Jamison and 1 candidate Byran Williams (at that time), and 

is now a sitting commissioner (who was elected and sworn in on November 17, 2012).. 

During the pre election period many named members held signs for Byran Williams and on Election Day 

had a tent with his signs and again held his signs next to the two 4ft X 4ft "Vote NO" posters opposing 

(with CCFBHS disclaimers) the ballot referendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one of 

the two polling places .. I do not have a picture of these posters, but witnesses will verify that they were 

there and that these members held candidate Byran Williams signs. The cost estimated of two large 

referendum posters is estimated at $100 .. 

I have included additional pages and pictures from the Facebook site. You will see political statements 

and pictures of organization/political banners. At an event at city hall this committee/organization 

displayed a large banner (see photos dated ........ ) naming their organization and, asking for people to "join 

us", they handed out flyers (at a cost) and made political statements on issues facing the City and the 
Commission of High Springs .. The cost estimated of this banner is $100. 

Other expenditures by the CCFBHS included lunches for city employees on city property. Cost unknown .. 

This organization certainly has spent well over $500, with my estimate being more like $1000-2000 

This organization after the election has virtually stopped activity, but is still in existence. It was their sole 

purpose to truly influence the election ;ind ballot issue .. But they still seem to be lo around based on 

their Facebook. 

This complaint is that Sharon Yeago with Linda Jones organized and created a steering committee for 

the CCFBHS as a Political Committee .. And through their "steering" had knowledge of spent funds 
opposing an Issue on the ballot and supporting candidates, in violation of Florida Statute as mentioned 

above. More specifically this complaint is that Sharon Yeago has violated: 
1) FS 106.03 (1) by failing to register a PC with the Supervisor of Elections (Jenny Parham) for the City of 

High Springs (a Florida municipality) .. 
2) FS 106.022 by never appointing a registered agent as required .. 

3) FS 106.021(1) (a) by never appointing a treasurer as required .. 

4) FS 106 .. 19 (l)(d) making many financial expenditures. 

5) FS 10606 several times for not keeping records. 

Respectfully submitted, 
\ / 

.... "' ,,,. 
""" I /"to. 

.,_, \.i" 
' ' 

Bob Barnas 

I 

20147 NW 257"' Terrace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 
352-538-7355 (cellphone) 

"· OJu .. ·) ·-----------·------Lf---·----··----·--- ··--··---·-----·-----· 
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OFFICIAL RESULTS 
GENERAL ELECTION, AIACIRJA COUNTY 

NOVEMBER 6, 2012 
**INCLUDES ALL LEGALLY CAST BALLOTS** 

Date:l l/16/12 
lime:l6:55:28 

Page:4of4 

Registered vorers 164970-Cards Casi 242059 146.:73% Num. Report Precinct 63 - Num .. Rqlorting 63 l 00.00"/o 

Archer2 
·----.... ---·-.. ---··--·---.. -·-· .. ··-·--, 

Total 
Number of Precincts I 
Precim:ls Reporting l I 00 .. 0 % 
Times Cowtted 5151696 74 .. 0 % 
T'otal v oteS 457 
James Mayben):·-··---.. ---------218 -4-7-.. 7-0"A-. 

-·-~~2-~.~----- - . --·- ---- ... ...P9 ... 52.3~_ 
- ·-·-····--···---·--··-··--·--·-·---·-··-"··-----1 
High Springs 4 

fotal 
Numberof Precincts 2 
Precincts Reporting 2 100 .. 0 % 
Times Counted 2911137JO 78 5 % 
Total Votes ____ ..... _ ...... ---·--·--·-- 2634 ----· 
Pat Rush 1179 44 .76% • 

Byran Wiiiiams -----·-.. ··-·-----· 1455~~ 
High Springs Charter ··-··-· .. --... - ·-···--·---··--· ·1 

fotal 
Number of Precincts 2 
Precincts Reporting 2 100 .. 0 % • 
I'imesCounted 2911/3710 78.5 %, 
Total V oteS 2686 -"YES-------··--··--------.. ·--····ISOf·-67.0s% 

~--.------·-----·----·--·· .. --- 885 32.95% 
----·-.. -·-·---......... -··--··----·-------, 
Annexation : 

Total 1 
Kumber of Precincts 1 
Precincts Reporting I I 00. 0 % , 
rimes Counted 680n98 85.2 % 
Total Votes 665 ' 
FOR .. --·-----···-··-·-·---62--9.32%' 

AGAINST 603 90.68% -·------·-··--··---·· -··--·------- -- ------

----.-----····-------
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. 
,~, , .. 
! - . Bob Barnas< bbamas@highsprings.us> 

Re: Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
1 message 

Sharon Yeago< sharon@yeago .. net> Fri, Dec ·1, 2012 at 12:25 PM 
To: Bob Barnas <bbamas@highsprings.us> 
Cc: John Manley <jmanley3@yahoo .. com>, Bob Jones <liconderoga47@hotmaU.com>, l.inda Jones 
<sunselWishes@holmail .. com> 

Bob, if you are interested in publicly supporting our values, you 
shOUld follow the instructions ouHined in every publication, press 
release or article that has been written or distributed to date. 
These are readily available on Facebook, Alachua Today and the 
Observer 

Please let me know if you need another copy of these materials. We 
can share with your our Guiding Principles, Recommendations etc 

As you also knoW by reviewing our supporters list previously submitted 
we almady have three commlssiOners Who support our values. 
Therefore, attendance at our meetings could become problematic and I 
would recommend legal adVlce on that issue .. 

I am traveling and have not had access to my computer (I'm using a 
guest services computer right now during my lunch break at a 
conference in Jax) which is why the delay in my response to you .. 

I look forWard to your response.. I return to High Springs this 
evening and can forward you any materials you require at that lime. 

Take care Sharon 

On lhu, Dec 6, 2012 at 1:04 PM, Bob Barnas <J:l'~a1.'ai>@i119·1sv11'190 .i» wrote: 
>Sharon, 
> 
> So how does someone, say someone like me become a membel1 ls there an 
> application? 
> 
> Can I get a Ust of current members after I become a member? 
> 
> I understand other commissioners are mmbers and for the good of the 
> community we should have unity. 
> 
>Bob Barnas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> 
> 
> 
>On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 8:02 PM, Sharon Yeago <c'·,z:o~@yce~c !"e<> wrote: 
>> 
» Dear Bob, Lee and Scott, 
>> 
>> f am the official spokesperson for the Concerned Citizens group. 
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City of'High Springs Mail ·· R( oncemed Citizens for a Better High Sprh..,,s 

>> have handled all pubfldty and development of public policy 
>> statements. 
>> 
>>As you may also know, we are a group of concerned citizens. We are 
>> not incorporated, have no fictitious name registration and therefore 
>> do not have a bank account We do have a Steering Committee (copied 
>> here.) A list of our public supportera is attached for your record 
>> and to clarify 'Who are lhese people?' This was published In Alachua 
» Today. Please feel free to distribute to anyone requiring clarity. 
>> IMlile there are many names of prominent citizens, most of those listed 
» are regular folks who just live and/or work in High Springs. 
>> 
>> For clarification, we have absolutely no affiliation with any other 
>>organization, including the HS CDC and I would appreciate it if you 
>>would keep that in mind during future public statements about our 
>> group.. Most of the supporters of CCFBHS are actively engaged in their 
>> communjty, whether at church, their childrens' school, the community 
>>theater, or other groups and so it would stand to reason that they 
>>would be affiliated with one organization or another, We inctude 
>> Republicans, Democrats, liberals, moderates and one supporter who 
>> describes herself as 'right of the Tea Party.' Our supportera 
>> comprise all aspects of community life in High Springs .. 
>> 
>>If you require a mailing address, please feel free to use either my 
>>personal residence at21120NW132 Lane, High Springs, FL 32643, or PO 
>> Box 2114, High Springs, FL 32655-·2114, which I have maintained for 
>> more than a dozen years .. 
>> 
>> Regarding donations, we are accepting gifts and gift certificates as 
>>well as food and volunteer time for the Hollday Gathering event which 
>> is a dinner for City employees and their families.. In addition to 
>> food, gifts will be distributed. Many citizens are coming forward to 
>>help with this dinner. 
>> 
>> As a point of reference since we don't each other very well, I served 
>> the City of High Springs for 8 years as an independent contractor that 
>> developed and managed the High Springs Fanners Market from 2000 to 
>>2008. 
>> 
>> I was also a consultant to the City many years ago when the City tried 
>>to save the Youth Center which was previously located in the Old 
>> Schoof.. In both cases, I was specifically requested to seive by the 
>>City Commission (we were under a mayor fonn of govemment back then) 
>> I have worked very closely with city staff for a Jong time and have a 
>>fondness and respect for our government and the people who work for 
>> us, the taxpayers. 
>> 
>> Please direct any questions, concerns or Issues to me should they 
>> arise. I will be most happy to respond as quickly and completely as 
>> possible so that there are no further issues with miscommunication or 
>> distribution of incorrect information 
>> 
>> Thank you for your service to our City 
>> 
» Take care, Sharon 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> Begin forwarded message: 

Page2of4 
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>> 
>>From: Bob Bamas<:.:c, ::::=·~: ~ ·; , .. ,~,; .. ·:.> 
>> Subject Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
>> Date: December 5, 2012 3:46:53 PM EST 
>>To: Lee Vincent <1 'l.o~ ·:.@•": ":: ·· ·;•3 ~>.Scott Walker 
>> <sc: l©,(': dsei:c1 ~ 1 ~3i"1~:- ::>,, .s .... ~·i"::- ~~~.~1-;c 
>> 
>> t.ee and Scott, 
>> 
>> I asked Jenny today for an address for the group. She has no physical 
>> address linked to this group. I would like to know iff this is OK? Is 
>> it OK to give the use of the "Old Schoor to a group that has no 
>>single spokesperson as their head and no address to correspond with 
» should there ever be an issue going down the road? They are aSking the 
» community on Facebook for donations It does not say to the city, or 
»to them 
>> 
>> 1he only thing Jenny has is that the email from them that they use was 
>> linked to a request from Ross Amborse. So if he is their spokesperson 
>> or person that organized the group fine, just let us know so we can 
>> send a thank you card or documents we may have to deal with Ed 
>>McKinnon, Sharron Yeago, Linda Jones ... .who is actually tme 
>> responsble person for the grassroats group? Are they at the address of 
» CDC? I think we need to know. 
>> 
» While there are many prominent names in the group, I have been asked 
» who are these people? 
>> 
>>cc: "lSCi'tZ& .s©.~ ~re 1 i con-· 
>>Bob Barnas 
» High Springs City Commissioner 
>> ~~:;.s:e·.1:.cf 
>> 
>> *Please note:* 
>> 
>> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
» including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business 
>>are 
>>public records available to Ille public and Media upon request. Your e-mail 
>>communication may be subject to public disclosure 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>> 
>>-· 
>>Sharon L. Yeago 
>> 3~:: .. 1.. ~1s .. o .: 11 phone 
>> 252 206 -~· , c cell 
>> 
>> ·-·-·-·-·-···--··--· 
» "The first wealth is health " 
» - Ralph Waldo Emerson 
>> 
» "Let thy food be thy medicine and thy medicine be thy food " 
» ·· Hippocrates 
> 
> 
> 

··- .t.. 

Page3of4 
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>Bob Barnas 
> High Springs City Commissioner 
> S?~:·-52.8··?'Sf5 
> 
> *Please note:• 
> 
> Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written communication, 
> including e-mail addresses, to or from the City regarding City business are 
> public recolds available to lhe public and Media upon request. Your e .. mail 
> communication may be subject to public disclosure. 
> 
> 

Sheron L. ''ea20 
~ .... e6 -ii ·J e .. 3(}'j 7 phone 
&62·-256·8·~ ~ E eel: 

'The first wealth is heclth" 
- Relp:1 Waldo Emerson 

"Let thy food be t~ll' medicine and thy medicine be ihy food " 
- fiippocrstes 

Page4of4 
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!s~--c~',:; r.:~·'e,jjO~S<ln:'.!.'>1•~ ·-w--------··1 ~ ·'==================! ... -·-------·--·----.. -----· ~:.~~_:i. ___ .=: __ _ 

Concemed Citizens For A Better High Springs liked 
126 likes l ~·ra.tg ;~:i.Jt t:us 

CC1l"1llll'ilty 
MiSSION STllTEMENT Conoemed Otizeis for a setm' High sr:n;gs supportS 1t local QO'lemment mth a 
~and~~tthat)Jt'OV11e!eaderShJc),~11'1da'Vfslonfuraurtuture. 126 

AtoJt .• St.ggest an Eo.t' 

Code Of Conduct. Tile City of High Springs haS been dlscusslng a 
"Code of Cond~ For CommlSSlonelS & Charter Officers The 
issue w!H again be on the agenda Thursday Mareh 28th. 'The 
Steering Committee made ll1e following statement at tile last 
commlssiOn Meeting .. 

/ \ "Good t.venlng Mayor & commtsslonefS1 

" 
MV name IS lJnd8 Jones and I am .a resident of Edg:emOf'e In High 
5pr1ngs .. 1 amspee10ng-on bahalf of tile Concerned 
Cltilens group, where I serve on tne Steering Commltree 

Last tal~ when our Mission Sta:tement was drafted, we pubhdy 
defined four Pnndpitsthal: ~ould guide ouo group, Th$ lnc:tu<Jed, 
"Prlndp/e Three: There must be a commttment to restore CMlity 
ams ta!mess to the manner In whfch Qty government is 
conducted and to the manne; fn wtuch its elected officlals Interact 
with cnv staff and wtt:h ra!.dents. •· Adopling a Code or conduct 
for our city leaders 1S consistent with thts prindple and we 
encoumg:e the COmmtsston to do $0. 

The City of High Springs Is Mt breaklng ttei.v ground by 
COllStderm!l such a c<>de. Th<! cities of Bradenton and St Pete 
here In AOlida have receotfV adopted such codes, ones I can Ol'h'y 
assume our City AttomeY mis reviewed In preparifi9 the 
Re.solution you are C(lJ1Siderlng tonight. The Internet, soaa! 
Media, ava!lablffty of vfcl:eo cameras In everyone's ceti phOne are 
Just some of the drlvl11!l forces behind the need for ourotv to 
provide dear guidance and ecpetta'dOnS for our officials ihe jOb 
of repres.ntlng the city Is a 24{7 responsll>ltlt\' where It s not 
l!aSY, if not at times impossible, to make the distinction between 
personal' comment and actrot'\ vs. ttiat of a representative .. 

COO<:ernecl Crtfzens believes that it Is the duty of our 
representatives to be held to a higher standard as should be 
detailed in an 3dGPted Code of Conduct. Please vote t.o support 
such a code or explain to the community why the proposed code 
Is not being supported. 

Thank yQU .. • 

t;"'] COncernad Clt:2er.t For J. t'~fu? · Hlg~1 Sprinss 

- MardllS 

Evety0ne Wants To Make A Difference .. 

cancer effects so many at so manv leve!S .. The SOup·R··Sweet 
Social Is your opportunlt\' to "'f that you Ulldeistand or have 
been effected,. 

THIS SATURDAY .. March 16th from 5:30 to 8 PM (FOR ONlY $5 
+ a non·-petlshab!e food Item) you can show your support for the 
tlght agamst cancer .. 

Your donated food Item wm go to the community pantry run by 
catholic Chan . ~ t1<··c. 

Shcire 

Diana Potte1, Jams Oltaldo Samet\, Jam Dodson ands oth~ lllco this, 

~ Misty Mo•t:l' HJnsor. \'/llele IS ttl!sbelrtg held? WOUid have been 
~ g:OOd to lctlo\'I about ttllS ii ilttMt soones1 

Mai ch 15 <1t 6:.1t1am vr<i mo!:11c 

E&;] Conetmed Cii:fums F-or A aa:u~ High Sprlnptllte SOIJp-R .. 
- sweet&eitlS tlang h6d attk:eWOtnen's Ctubtn Hlgb Sprlngs, 

The inlO!mllbon and niquestto pm; d!\s 1nfon'naloJon &1ot'IQ \Wl5 

pfCIYlde:I to us on 7hurscf&y. Hope )'Ollr pknsaro fledble enough to 
make It and support these mmmuruty groups 
March 15 at 10· 13atl' 

CJ Cones-nee! C1Szeni: For A Sailet" H!;h Sp~ings 
Mf1 FebruaiyG 

Heather McCall caballero posted this and we also wanted to 
share this Jnrormatton with the community He was a very good 
publlc servant and will be mJSSed, 

Sgt Chuck Harper lost his fight with cancer this eve11lng . For 
those of you who may not know him, Sgt Harper was the HSPO 
officer who responded to the shooting at our school. He has 
fought a Jong hard baltk! and I ask ttiat you pray for the famlly 
he has left behind. 

$'11:rc 

Ci1:·:s~ms:: l'ar~' fc-:·.: .• 1~;;:.iv.::~:· (29 pl'\Otos) 
Old SctlOOS Hoose fbst aien~, Dec 1.;, 2012 
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1..-oncernea citizens tor A He( High Sp1i!lgs 

MISSION$t1!.1lM81r~O!bns IO:tactbel'HIQh 5P!ll'IQ5~e 
focal" QCNe!Mlflltll'lb 8COll'lrli.J$Wlaticl~~that~ 
~~onde'llSIOnforD11J1illl.lre. ---

Basic Info 

History by Year 

.Good Po!icyequal!~ SlfTmnment' ~Ot2 foU11d~on Sept«nc: 28 .. 2012 

..,,,,., """"""' 
Ptf!\C'~OM: Theft ml/St" be• emnrMmer!t tr,>t1tec:omnilssbltM and the 
dlUeflS IOnstorl l)IOtm!Ooa~ ~ an6 ~ IMlllgtlTlt'ltto 

""'"" Prlnd¢eT,~;Thetemustbea~torestxlreeo::tn~ 
b..lclgelaryproassth.lt~t#hsf)crt..-16~tenn a>:en«ds~ 
DJlnQS lfle~blttc tD$'Clll~ 

Prindple 'flu=: "fbete mc.$t be A ~to restonl dYllr)' Bild f.llmcss fO 
tl'oelDMlltl' ~~Ct)' {ICl'tttJIQle:lls COlductr:delld to thel'l'lm'lncr In~ 
Its e'«lt.dct.lda&lnt6'attt1iU1~$faftaMl'd!f'I ~ 

Pr'll'l(ijtel'O!ll:~l'lluA:be"cornm!merr:to~tbe~ol'tf4ll 
~Qbo~asa~wtn.;11111dfaii'~TI\ls 
co11111111mW1tmust~nUtiOll.Swllb~enlftles:attCl!e'.'$, 
Wlttlthe Qy'sstaft', l'ft:h ~cwners.. wltllthe~ wlh tlw: 
medl.l, atld m<tlt d al; with llsOYlfl ~ 

we tt1e l"«I!*-.- Q)rlotmed Citb::CtW ror a £1lCertflgh Sprl!lg$ M'll loo!drlg for 
IOQll~bushesso\'l'l'lel'S.,otflersltlW!ittld!llflldSWPOrtlv'ltol~ 
Prindplcs toJOltl this effort. for more inromwion, or to slOa 411 as a~ 
of COnc:otled Otlzol:S l'or a 8ettO'"High Sorlngos, Cllag bscitizicns@~ 

" 
,. , ..... n,..r·~ • ,..,,..,.. f) .·1;. 

;..., • I : 1 i , 'j '.l!.'. 
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(1) Facebook \. 

.; people like this,. 

I 

Founded on September 28, 2012 
In High Springs, Florida 

R Snaro~ 1:e~~o' How do we go about making Hlgll Springs better?? I am wlUing to work at it! 
~ ~ September 17, 20!2 at 7:48pm 1 

Pagel ofl 

t'71 Cot1cet<:letl Clil;rens !'ol' A Bette• Wgft Sptings Keep up to date with th!S page .. Opportunities to meet, discuss and create I 
!W to review and Implement will be fortltcomlng 

Sep.embe;· 17, 2012 a• 8:39pm 1 

ljf..:IJ Robert 1r.c;:;lallan Whatever happened to the Vision of a vibrant little Main straet town, with cafes and upscale Shops? Instea< 
iiljl ministries, empty storefronts and second·hand junk sl!Ops. And I thought the city was going to tum Poe Springs Into the eco-tc 

I am very disappointed. 
September 21, 2012 at 9 "'9am 

rA Sharor1 \'eago watch thlS sapce for more Information! 
flJ Septembe> 28, 2012 at 10: !Sam 

• •• 1 Ge:;ie O"B:ien @Robert, I heard on NPR WUFT radio the otner day that Poe Sptfngs Park has been turned baek over to the c . . 
~ .adl Springs, and the ongoing problems rebUlfdfng the concrete steps was ment!oned. At the end of the segment they said "mayb ... 

Septembe1 28, 2012 a! 2:24pm t 

• • Genie o '&ti<'n 'Thank you for the lnvltatton to like this page and get lnvolVed. Technically I !Ive In an unlnoorporated area bell 
f ,,,j, tiogh Sptfngs bUt If my Input and or participation m helping to restore civility and sanity m the Qty or High Sprtngs Is welcome, 

assist however I can 
5ep\embe1 28, 2012 a• 2:.26pm 

£..:11 s~eror. \ea go we'n add your name to our effort, thanks Genie! 
~ September 28, 2012 at 2 34om 1 

fl<'·· s::san Seffer·i>•~:ti is:ad.. Tell your ftfends about lhls effort. It Is lmpor1llnt that word gets out. If we all worl< together we can 

::...::: September 28, 2012 ac 2:~6p;n 

~"".] Co:ice:·n..:1 Citizens Fot f-. 6ette1 ~ligl! S1>1ings Sharon Kantor, Robert McClellan, please let us know lfwe can add your na 
l!llil supporters .. See more lnfonnatlon above that has been added. we can email you our founding MISS!on Statement and P~ncipfe 

September 28, 2012 at 2:47pm 1 

R] I si:smm i!orl:.ton Please add me to your list. I am thankful to tiave a successful business in High Sp~ngs, but more civility and 
would definitely encourage me to keep It here. Let me know what I can do. 

e. .. .. 
September 28, 2012 a, 3:47pm 4 

r.l!llJI l3aci< :En Ba!ar.ce ltai:-.1:a! iloal~h Cai'e lam so happy to see I am not the only one concerned about the way things are hap 
~ this time. I often feel like "Allee In Wondertand' that has dropped down the rabbit hole and things Just keep getting curiouser< 
• -"- see the charm and charachter of our town restored. 

September 30, 2012 at S:4Spm 2 

,. .Jsy;ie O'' Sign me up..! have watched as many others have, our community fall apart. A few y~ars ago we helped shape the! 
\.. j seems like now we are just watthlng people In power fight with no sense of how they are affecting the fives of so many. An opt 

· beginning. Thanks,. 
Octobe< 1 2012 at 7:53at'1 " 

( 
"\I -

~... . , .J (,J ... .;,_ ,) 
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C.itizen C'noup FODllS In High Springs 
SfaffRepom:r 
• Mon. Oet 01, 2012 

group of local citizens has formed Concerned Citizens for a Better 
• Springs in an etrortto effect good policy decisions by local 

. . This newly formed nonpailisan, nonpolilical group hopes 
effect.positive change through education and advocacy for better 

dedsions by elected officials, utilizing existing governance 
structums and creating new policies to improve the wellbeing of1he City of High Springs. 

According to local resident, John P. Manley, Ill, one of fhe Initial organizers of the group, 
"We hope to put before the Citizens of High Springs a series of goals for the management 
and adminislration of the City to return it to a balanc:ed, financially viable operation .. 
Additionally, we wish to promote the City Administration as a pro-active catalyst for serving 
the people and move the City to reach its highest and best potential .. We wish to create an 
environment of appreciation and initiative that works to rebuild the once strong morale 
amongst the City Staff so they can continue to serve the Citizens with the distinction for 
friendliness and service they have always had. Finally, we wish to incorporate those near 
term goals for stabilizing the City into a component of a broader landscape that paints a 
future picture of the City that aff the townspeople can embrace; and work together to 
accomplish. We want our town to be the kind of town that our children hope to remain in to 
start their families and raise their children • 

lhe group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 
supports a local govemment with professional management that provides leadership, 
aocountabilily and Vision for our future," 

The group developed four Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community and 
wiU ofl'er policy recommendations on these issues: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
restore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process 
that add1 esses both short and kmg term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal 
responsibility; 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and faimess to the manner 
in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials 
interact with City staff and with residents; 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the publiC>-at-Jarge, with the media, and most of an with its own citizens. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is looking for local residents, business owners 
and others invested in and supportive of its goals.. For more infonnation, or to sign on as a 
supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email bscitizens@amail.coin or 
visit them on Facebook at \VW\IV.dny;;r[,comJ!;;:osjgm3., 
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High Springs reside~ts .rally_ to .. form grassroots 
grow 

ea.--Cllimlsfara 9-lllgbSpinp balllella lunr:!lfot Cit¥ 
employMS on die heels of a 6.07 pen:enf.Pll!J cut. 

HIGH SPRINGS··· Members of the newly·fonned group, 
"Concemed Citizens for a Better High Springs" (CCBHS), 
deliverad lwK:h on Wednesday, Oct. 3, fi>rCilV of High Springs 

employees alfected by the recent 6 .. 07 pescent salary cut to all 

non-union City employees .. 

"We want to encourage our City employees to hang In 1llere by 
providing support in a meaningful way,• said CCBHS Publicity Chair Sharon Yeago.. "Our employees are 
taking a finallclal hit for tile benefit of tile city. We want lhem to know hoW much we appreciate their efforts 
and supplylng lunch is one small way we can help relieve one burden, the financial responsibility of lunch, 
and show our appreciation: said Yeago 

The group. which has grown to more lhan 150 members in fewer than five days, was "li:mned to support 
good policy decisions in our govemmeot,• said CCBHS steeling Commltl.ee Chair and High Springs 
resident John Manley. Ottmr members of the Steering Comrnttme include local residents Becky Johnson, 

Bob Jones and l.lnda Jones .. 

Solh Yeago and Manley are proud that they were able to attract so many c.lizerls interesled in suppoiting 
good policy decisions by city government in such a short time using Facebook, email and personal 

oulleach. 

"We are a l!Onpa!itical, nonpartisan organization," explained Yeagn. The group bas already created a 
mission statement and guiding principles, which are aU listed on the organization's Facebook page.. lbe 
group's mission and key principles are to provide for professional, experienced management of1he City of 
High Springs and ftlSlolalion of long·.IJeld standalds of governing that include a comprehensive budget 
process and reslming High Springs' repUtation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and 
fair 

Steering and Events committees have been established by Ille group," said Yeago .. One of the first actions 
of the Events Committee is the provision of Wednesday s lunch for non-union city emplOyees.. Events 
committee members mclude Ed MacKinnon, Linda Hewlett, Tom Hewlett, l.isa Phelps and Sandra Webb 

·---------·---------- ~ G-J-o-~ "i 
" ........... IL --- 'X 'f "< 
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"This citizel\S group c:ametuge!ttel· out Of a deep concern and love forfue city of High Springs. This city is 

at a crossroads; Ma!lley said.. ~feel it is impollant to put any histoly aside, and build a bmede.r, more 
rational and encompassing plan forlhe lill!lre of High Sp!ings that Ille majolily of !he ci!izel'IS can get 
behind and W<Jfk la make happen," explained Manley .. 

"We are encol.!llllJing cilizen pafficipalion in deciding the direction of our city," said Yeago .. ~This is a group 
to help OUI" govermnerll: CXIDSide! policy «ledsiol1s that make our city Yiallle," she said. "Our gJOUp has no 
polilical agenda We just~m llelp lite city make the best decisions they can for our c:itizetls and Iha 
future of High Springs: slle said. 

Yeago explained fulther, "Our agenda is based on good policy and we will be ma!<ing what we oonside4" lo 

be good policy l8COl!lll'll!l1dallo1ts oo an ongoing baSls. Good policy transcends politics.. Ifs not about who 

happens IO be In the office at file moment. Ifs aboUt how our government serves its citiZens now and in 
the future .. • 

"What we're llylng la do is develop so!utions for what we feel are the problems we now have,• Manley 
said.. "'Ml are a slraleglc group, not a polilical group,• he insisted. "Politics is not a part of what we're 
doing .. We want to contribUte solutions and encourage other c!tizens to get Involved to help do the same,• 
he said .. 

"WI have problems that may take 5or 10 years ..... orposslbly more, ID solve. Previous commissions made 
decisions underdl!ferent economic conditions than we have today.. Perhaps we have to took at earlier 
decisions In a difrerent light given our current economic condition. We want a city that is professional and 
well run: he said. "We just want to participate in Ille process • 

Anyone intereSled In more info1111alion about Concerned CitiZens for a Better High Springs may locale !heir 

website on Facebook or c:onta1:t a member of the organiZation .. 

# # # 

email Cwaiker>@alachuatoday.com 

'f ,., II 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FORA BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MlsSION STATEMEN'f 

Concerned C/Jklms for ll Beller High Springs supports a locaJ government with a commissiDn muJ professional 
~ement that provide lemlerslrip, treCQUntablllly and a Wsion for our future. 

FIVE KEY AREAs OF PRINCIPAL CONCERN: 

1. The Dispatch Project is a major financial drain whose re-installation was p1emature at best and 
fll..advised at worst 

a. Recently, the City Manager's Office PrQjected the cost to acquire and maintain the system 
internally at approximately $.325,000; 

b. The County provided identical dispatch services to the City, with superior modem equipment, at 
an oiiginal budget amount of$105,000; 

c .. Ad valorem tax revenue continues to drop in excess of 8 .. 2% fo1 the past two years; and an 
expected further drop of at least 9%, making the local dispatch option the most expensive option 
for this se:rvice. 

Therefore, we believe that: Shifting the emergency dispatchfrom the County to dte C4J.> is an ill-Wned 
expense that the City is rmable w afford. 

2. The morale of the City's employees has been badly eroded by tbe City's Commission leadership 
and attitudes. The non-union employees have had to bear a disproportionate share in reductions 
to their compensation and benefits, all in an increasingly hostile atmosphere. 

a The reduction in benefits and elimination ofoveitime has tanged from a 15% reduction in income 
and benefits fot· some employees, to as much as a 30% reduction for others .. A fue fightet in High 
Springs now emns less than $1 I per hour. 

b. The geneially hostile stance of the Commission has resulted in charges of violations of accepted 
labor law and good management pi:actices, and bas thus exposed the City to litigation in the furm 
of state and federal labor law violatioDS, ''Whistle Blower'' claims, and charges of discximinato1y 
practices. 

c.. There is now a strong likelihood the employees will unionize in ordei· to assure a xeasonable work 
environment. H' llllionization occms, it is a direct resuh of a hostile work environment and poor 
llllUlllgement. Labor costs fur the City may well 1ise diamatically.. 

Therefore, we believe that: The morak of the City's valued employees is_fright.ening low. The 
turnover ride is U11a«eptalile. The attitude of certain C,ommissioners towards the City's staff must 
return w one based on trust and appreciation. This unhealthy situation has to be co"ected 
immedUltely. 

3. The prolonged absence of professional management is destroying the City's credibility and 
gr·eatly reducing its performance 

a. The unprecedented numbet of Commission meetings is unheard of and demonstrates the City's 
inability to handle its business using accepted goveinmental management prnctices. 

b.. The City bas been opetating without an expetienced City Manager, City Attorney, City Plannei, or 
City Engineer leaving the City significant loss of institutional knowledge and very vulnetable in all 
phases of opeiation and management oveisight. 

--------"---·-·-·-----------------------------------------·--·-----
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d. The City's insumnce underwriter fur liability coverage for the Commission. bas increased the 
annual insurance liability costl! ftom; $13;754 in 2011, to $121,000 in 2012, with a ~jected 
premiumof$237,949in2013 .. 

Therefore, we believe: The City must immediately COllJBZit w pruperly funding and openly seli!cting a 
professional City Manager commilled to returning Kigh Springs w good government. 

4. Critical infrastmctnre items are not being properly monitored and the Jack of necessary 
maintenan~ or· funding reserves, exposes the City to an unreasonable risk of system coDapse. 

a) Water & Sewer• Experts have warned the City that it is close to losing its ability to provide 
drinking water due to the ancient delivery system which is bordering on collapse. If water wells 
fail, the City does not have any system flexibility, nor bas it retained sufficient reserve funds to 
deal with such a catastrophic event. Without available sewers and a :functioning water system, each 
with propei · capacity, new businesses will not, and many residents cannot, locate to High Springs. 
Further, the City is contractually committed to expansion as part of its land use prognun :from the 
past. Insufficient capacity will cost many jobs that are needed to allow High Springs to thrive once 
again. 

b) Brick & Mortar - City owned fucilities go empcy or cannot be adequately maintained at the 
current budget levels .. The economy bas created a 15% vacancy factor equaling about 350 homes 
among single family residents; and there is a glut of vacant commercial buildings .. Vacant 
buildings and homes create blight, invite crime, cause falling real estate values; and result in a 
continuing drop in revenue. 

Therefore, we believe: Shuffling monies to non-urgent, unplanned projects is leaving urgent 
infrastructure projects inadequately.funded. A revkw of the economic viability of projects untkr each 
department needs w be done, eliminating any activity whose funds could better used to preserve the 
City's infrastructure. 

5. Proposed changes to the City t.'harter will drastically change and significantly limit how future 
Commissions are able to nm City government: 

a. The amendment would pro.bJDit the City Commission ftom incmting any debt beyond one million 
dollms unless first approved by a 213 vote (4 out of 5) of the Commission PLUS passage of a 
1eferendum by the voters approving the debt, befure the Joan could be made, ensuring that an 
immediate response to a major crisis virtually impossible from a financial perspective. 

b.. If the amendment is approved, it bas the potential to make debt consolidation and other financial 
planning tools less available fur the City since governmental entities and financial institutions 
would have no organization with which they could deal to finish a t.ramactlon. Some say the cost 
of funds fur the City could rise dramatically .. Long-range plamring concerns were not considered 
by the Commission in any detail, and they should be carefully explored by the citizens before 
election day when considering this amendment. 

Therefore, we believe: The proposed amendment to limit the debt to SI,000,000, unless first approved by a 
213 majority of Commissioners [4 of 5 vudng/ AND a referendum vote by the citizens, is a serious and 
signif1eant limilation on.future Commissions' ability to manage the.finandal resources oft/re City. 

Concerned CltlZens ror a Better High SpringS continues ID seek local residents, business owners and others Invested in and 
supportive of Its goals to sign on ID show public support for this effort by email at hsdtlzens@grnall.com or 'Liking' the group 
on Facebook at http://tinyuri.com/basjqm3.. A current fist of supporters, the Mission Statement, Guiding Principles and Policy 

L_:=::.::~::_:~upcan be~uested byemailathscitiz:ns@lgmaD.com ------·--·--····-----___ _ 

·-· .. -·---·-----. -t:-T<:-·-'7-"'--------·-·------·-----------
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 
reminds you to , _ 

to ensure your voice is heard in High Springs! 

,c-··--···-··-------·--·-----·-···-SAMPLE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT···----------·~··-·--·-·-----, 

Al.ACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA 
NOVEMBER 6, 2012 

~ 
-·-·--···-·-------··---------··-----------·---·-··---------·······-·· ..... - .... -..... ___ , ___ _ -···--·-- ·-·-·--- ·-

, VOTE BOTH SIDES OF BALLOT Page 4of4 
lit ~~· , . ,. ·-·--·-----·--·· .. ------·----·--------···-·--·-··-·-·-------·-····-·-··-------

' ·' ---·"--·--·.. ·-·-.. --·---------·-·"··--·------···---·· ... ··-·-···-------·-------.. --
HIGK SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 

SEAT4 
(Vote for One) 

--···- ---"'··--------... ·--·--·-------·-·----... --.-
QPat Rush 

0 Byran Willlams 

HIGH SPRINGS CITY COMMISSION 
SEATS 

(Vote for One} 

-·-· ·-·-· .. ----·--·-···---···-·--·--·-----... ---·---·--- ... -····-.. ··-· 
C)Srolt Januson 

.. ) Edward "8f Riess 
--.. --·--·-----·-------·--·---·-·-----·-.. --·---·-•a.•·-------·-·--·-·-
~--·--------· .. -----.. ·---·-----·------.. ·--·-···------·---

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF HIGH SPRINGS CHARTER 
NUMBER1 

It has been proposed to amend !he City of High Spnngs Charter to restrict 
municipal bomlwing to One Million Dollars Oii any smgle I081! transaction, 
unless the Ctf¥ Comm!SSion votes by !wo-tturds majonty and a!so receives 
refel'endum approv3! of the voters of High Springs .. 
Shall the above Charter amendment be adopted? 

QYES 

C1NO 
~-L~ ........ ---~-""""',,;;;;;;:;::;::~;:;;;::;:::;;;:::;:::;;;:::;:::;;;:::;:::;;;:::;:::;;;:::;:::;;;:_~G;_,~,;;:;;;;::::::;;::::::;;::::::;;~·-~-~-~-====:::::~-~~-

~ .JV .t'""..1.. 
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CONCaU'IEO cmzENS FOR A BEn"ER HIGH SAA!NGS 

FIVE KEY AAEAS OF PR!NOPAI. CONCERN 
1 1be D1Spatch Pro,Jeet IS a maJof finaooal drain whose re
uistaflatJon was premature at Dest and llJ.·adwsed at worst. 
a Recently, the aty Manager's~ pro]tcted the cost to 
acquire and matntam the system internally at approximately 
$325,000, 
b. The Cotmty provided {cfent>c:al dispateh seivices to the Oty, 
with supenor modem equipment, at ~n ongmal budget amount of 
$105,000 but always proJeCIOO at less than the Oty's cost; 
c Advatorem taxl't'llerwe conbnuesto drop in excess ofS 2o/~ 
for the past two years, and an expected further drop or at least 
9%, makmg the local dispatch ceoi.r'.s increased cost 
mappropnate at this tlme. 
TiiEREFORE, WE BEUE\IE" Shrf'tmg the emergency dispatch ftom 
the County to the Qty is an d~bmed "'9anse that the Qty is 

unable to afford 
l. The morale of the Crly's employees has been badly eroded by 
the Oty's ComlllJSS<Qn leadership and altltudes. The no~11rl10ll 
employees have had to bear a dispropolbonare share rn 
reductJOns to ttletr compensatroo and benefits, an •n an 
1ncreasmg1y hosllle atmosphere. 
a The redutbon in benents ano ekmmabon of overtime has 
ranged from a 15% reducbon tn U\COl'rle ~nd benefitS for some 
employees, to as much as a 30% redudlon for others A fire 
fighter in High Spnngs now earns Jess than $11 per hour; 
b .. The generally hostile staflce Of the COmmrsslon has resulted In 
charces of violations of accepted: labor 1~ and good 
management practices, .and has thus exposed the Oty to 
lltlgallon m the form Of state and federal Saber Jawv.olatlons, 
"Whistle Blower"' claims, and charges of chsamunatory practices; 
c There G now a strong ll'kellhootf the employees wfll un10l'l!Ze 1n 
order to essure a n?asonable work envwonment. lf umonaabon 
occurs, rt IS a direct result of a hosttle work environment and poor 
management Labor costs tor tile Oty may welJ rise dramabea!ly 
1HEREFORE, WE Ba.ICVI; The morale of the Oty's valued 
employees IS l'nghtenmg low, The turnover rate as unacceptable 
The attitude of certain Commcssioners t<>wan:ls the Otv's staff 
must return to one based on trust and appreoabOn ThlS 
unhealthy stuation has to be corrected unmediately .. 
3 The prolonged absence of professional management is 

destro~ng the City's credibility and greally reduang its 
performance 
a The unprecedented number of ComffilSS!on meetings tS 

unheard of and demonstrates the Oty's 1rrablftty to hand!e ltS 
busmQSS usmg accepted governmental management prattTi:es, 
b. The City has been operabng wrthout an expenenced Qty 
Manager, Qty Attorney, Oty Planrier, Crty Engineer, Public WOrks 
Oirt!dor, full time Codes Entorcement Officer, full tune Ubtll:les 
Operator, and full time Parks and Recreation staff leaving the Oty 
Wlth a sgmflamt loss of mstttutional knowledge mate.mg It very 
vulnerable man phases of operation and menagement oversight, 
d Tile City's insurance underwnter for ltab11lty coverage for the 
comm1SStOn, has increased the annual insurance hal:l111ty costs 
trom, $13,?S<l ll"I 2011, to $121,000 in 2G12, with a pro)ected 
premium of $237,949 In 2013 
THEREFORE, WE BELIEVE: The aty must immed~te~ commit b> 
properly fundtng and apen!y selecting a professional City Manager 
committed to returning High Spnngs to good govemment 
4 Otb<:al mfrastrueture items are not being property monitored 
and the lade of necessaty ll\8lntenance, or funding reserves, 
exposes t'he Qty to an unreasonable nsk or S)'Stem collapse 
a) Water & Sewer .. Experts have warned the City that It is close 
to lossng Its ability to prowde drfnkuig water due to the ancient 
de!Nery system which 1s bordenng on colfapse £f water wells fa/I, 
the Oty does not have any system flexibdity, nor has it retained 
suffloent reserve functs to deal wrth SUCl'I a catastrophic event 

,, .. 
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without available sewers and a fUl\Cb01'llng water system, eacl1 
with proper capaotV, new bUS"nesses will not. ana manv 
~ents cannot, ~c:are to High S;mngs Further, the Oty ~ 
contrac:tualfy committed to expansion as part of rts land use 
program from the past Insuffioent ca:paoty \'11!1 cost many JObs 
that are needed to allow High Spnngs l'O thnVe once aga111; 
b) Bnck & Mortar .. oty owned faclllbes 90 empty or cannot be 
adeQUately mamtalned at the current bu~et levels. The economy 
has: created a 15% vacancy factor eQU3f11118bout 350 homes 
among single family residentsi and there rs & glut of vacant 
commeraal buildings vacant bwldtl'IQS and homes create blight, 
1!'Mte atme, ceuse fa!hng real estate values; and resutt: m a 
contlmnng drop m revenue. 
THEREFORE, WE BBJEVE Stwffhng monies to non,,urgent, 
unplanned pro)<(ls ~ leaving Ull!•nt lnftastrudure Pl'))eds 
madeQuately funded,, A revtt!w of the economu: viabl&ty of 
pro]ed:S under each department needs to be done, el1rr11nabng 
any aclMty w-funclS could better used to preserve Ille Cly's 
infrastructure. 
5 Ploposed changes to the Cty 01am>' \'Iii dras<><:oDy Change 
and Significantly litllt how Mun! O>mmlssf°"'.,., able to run 
Oty government: 
a. 1he Amendment woutd prohibit the Oty comrruSSlon ffOm 
mcurrfng any debt beyOncl one mUlon dollars unless lust 
apJJl'0"8d by a 213 voto ( 4 out of 5) of the. comm1SS10n PLUS -ol •referendum by the voters approving the debt, 
befOre the loan could be made, ensunng that an immediate 
response to a rnBJOr OlSIS IS virtually llY\l)()SSKlle from a flnaooal 
peispecl1Ve; 
b If the Amendment is approved, 1t has the potential to make 
debt consolidation and other finanaal planmng tools leSS avaflable 
for the Oty Stnce governmental enbtles.and financial 1nsbhtlons 
wotJld have no organ!2ab0n wlth which they could deal to firush a 
transactior+, some Sitf the cost of funds for the Oty could nse 
dramatically, Long-1<1nge flnanaal concerns were not consKlered 
by the Comm""°" and they should be carefully expJored by the 
obzens when COl'1Sldenng U1fS Amendment. 
~WE BalE\IE: 1"he proposed Amend,_ IX> limit ti.. 
de!Jt to $1,000,000, unless first approved by a 213 majOl1tY or 
eommissronen; (4 out of S) ANO an mcpensrve referendum vote 
by the dtl2ens s a seilots and $lgnlfi<:a!t ilmlll!tlon on future 
CommJsslons' abtlit:y to manage the nnanoar resources or the 
Oty., 
Concerned Obzens for a Better High Spnnos IS a nonparbsan, 
nonpofmca! gt115Sroots ottzens' group and, pursuant to Fla Stat 
Sectcon 106 .011, does not qualify as ether a pofitical commrttee 
or an electroneenng communications orgamzabon .. We encourage 
local TeS\dfmts, bus:iness owners and others mvested tn and 
supportive of our goalS to Sign on to show public support for thtS 
effort by emaJ.I at hscrbzens@gmatl .. com or 'l.Jlang' the group on 
Fa<:ebook at h..'tp l/tlrr1Url com/boSJQrr>3 .. 

.. 
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·::e1.e I,-, .. ·· c .As of Frida) night 9/28.'2102, if the informtion is c01rect, it appears that 
Edward Riess has t!mm n i!l the towel leal"ing Scott Jamison to 1eta.in Seat 5 unopposed .. 
That leaves Patrick Rush to run against Byran Williams for Seat 4 the seat now held by 
Dean Davis \\ho is all too ftiendly with Rush. 

Dean's close friend Robyn Rush instructed Davis to suppmt Pat Rush and Davis is going 
around town putting up ''Vote Fox Rush" signs. 

We must remember Pat Rush as the sole owner of'"·Pat's Place" a coffee shop on Main 
street that went out of business. He couldn't blame anyone else for his businesses" demise 
because he made all the decisions .. How can any citizen of High Springs even think of 
voting for someone who couldn't successfully mn his own small business to run our 
City's big business? 

Everyone should send the present tdumvitate a clear message that we 1he people, who 
this uio works fot, can't take their lack of professionalism anymore .. We will vote for 
Byran Williams because he has nothing to hide about his past and wants the chance to do 
damage cont:tol and better position High Sptings to thl:ive once again by bdnging in much 
needed jobs .. 

'. 
- v 
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Volunteers spent time during the Co."llmunily Garage 5ale today talking with folks about what has been 
happening in our community and the policy's we Would llke the City and Commission to focus on. Please let 
us know If you would like to be on tile email list by emaffing HSCltlzens@Gmail,com. ·Jllank you to everyone 
that helped today, stopped by or provided food! 

IopofFoxm 
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Please jOln our group IX> help change this! 

Political turmoil continues to bubble in High Springs 

W\w-t gamesvme .com 

It 1•vas quiet In High Springs on i'hursday night, from the empty sidewalks and darl<ened storefronts to the surprisingly cordial City 
Commlsslon meeting. 
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October 23, 2012 
C!TlZEN GROUP ENCOURAGES HIGB SPRINGS VOTERS 'TO 'GO ALL THE WAY' TO THE END OF THE 
BALLOT; 
CHECK YOUR POWNG LOCATIONS AND 
ANNOUNCES 'THP;f RIDES ARE AVAILABLE 10 THE POl.lS 

Concerned Citizens for a Better tilgh Springs enco ... See More 

Alachua County SOE Mobile Web Site 

elections .a!achua fl..us 

2 Type In your street name You do not need to enter the direction ot su-eet type. Example: If yol• live on East Marn Street , type 
In M<:iin 



Concerned Citizens For A Be{ digh Springs 

tencemtd ~iot A !alter KT¢l Spl"Jngs: 
Oi:tober 31, 20l2 

O>ed< oot lhlS l'l<ek's-... Toa.y for an I-.,_.ge 
from us! lhal1lcs SO MUCH foryotJT SU!>i>O'tl 
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Al.ACHllA CoUNlY TODAY LOCAL NEWS i'!ruRsDAY, NoVE!mR 01, 2012 AS 

VOTE ON NOVEMBER 6TH 

GO ALL THE WAY 
TO THE END OF THE BALLOT 

To ensure your voice is heard! 
High Springs Residents ... Need a Ride to Vote? We Can Help! Call Sandi at 352·339·4345 

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A 

BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government 
with a commission and professional management that provide leadership, 

accountability and a vision for our future. 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Prip£iple One: There must be a commitment by the Comm.issionern and the citizens to restore professional, 
experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Prip£Wle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetaxy process that addresses both 
short and Jong term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

Principle Three·· There must be a commitment to restore civility and faimess to the manner in which City 
government is conducted and to the mannex in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 
residents; 

Principle Four; 'There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 
iesponsible, eating and fail government This commitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff~ with business owners, with the public·at·large, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens. 

---····--·--·-·-···-··-·---·-----· ··------·----·--·-·--·---··---·····--··-·----·----
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We, the people$$C 
Susamie Ackennano 
Stefi Hulin Affron 
Christo~r Agle 
Ross Ambrose 
La.rs Anderson 
Patsy Anderson 
Dickil Anrin 
Shari Asbury 
Carolyn Bakr 
leanne#e Banks 
Ptlln} Bank, farmer City empio}ee 
ToAnne B01row.s 
Celeste Beck 
Roger G Beck, DPM 
Susan/ Beck 
l.Arry Behnke 
Anne Alfano Bello 
Marilyn Bennett 
Karen Bentz 
MQJ'Vin Blankenship 
S"'ie Blankenship 
David Bludworth 
Alvan Bluhm 
Barbara Bluhm 
Norma Boone 
Donna Bradbrook 
A'nna Bratfford 
Stac<y Breheny 
Sharon Brluon 
Jtiy Bromenschenkl 
Susan Brotherton 
Linda Buccheri 
Health.er McCall Caballero 
Valorie Cason 
Pat Caudle 
Dennis Chouinard 
Paula Gavin Cifuentes 
HeatMr Clal'ich 
Jeannette CJ.ariGh 
Thcmar Claridi, SI'. 
T/wmas G Clarlch 
Sude Clark 
Hal Cohen 
Linda Cohen 
Tina Collins 
/Qhn Ccml} 
.Jim Conner 
Barbara Ccx 
Paige Coyle 
Rick Coyll 
Crystal l.Ane Cumin 
Andrew Daugherty 
Carol Daugherty 

Kann Wood Davis 
TomDePeter,fo~r City 

Commissianer/Ciry Attorney 
Joan Dickson 
Ron Dickson 
Deborah Doug/ar 
!en Drow 
Dawn Lange Drumm 
RonaldDuPont, Ir. 
SarojEarl 
TerryEnima 
Shannon Erickson 
Darin Erskin 
Holly Erskine 
William Eyerly 
Jennifer Fornstet 
&rrl Gabriel 
Lucille Gabriel 
Debbie Gamber 
Maggie GamJMr 
Jim Gamberton 
Erip Gardner 
Sandi Gardner 
Peter George 
All<ui Grae1< 
Laura Graef4 
Randy Grael1. 
Alice Green 
Patricia Grwider 
Danaid Gudbrandsen 
Elaine Gudbrandsen 
Constance Heuss · 
Michael Heuss 
Linda Hewlett 
Tom Hewlett 
Linda Heyl 
Khn Simmons Hill 
Brian Hinote 
Mi.rry Mead Hinson 
Albert Isaac 
Lynn Jamison 
Scott ]tlmison, City Commissioner 
Loyce A. Jones • 
Becky Johnson. Steering Committee 
David.Johnson 
Bob Jo~s, $t4tring Committee 
Linda .Jones, Steering Committee 
Willa Jones 
Sharon Kantor 
Judi Kearney 
Mi~Keamey 
Wonda Kemp 
Barbara Kowats 

Bradley Kyer 
Alvalyu l.ancastet 
KJirma Norjin Lliamo 
Karen KockLeMonnier 
Arlene Dorin Uvine 
Gene Levine 
Nancy Linkous 
Tim Linkous 
Micliael l.Aveda} 
Christopher Locke 
Angie l.Avewck 
Buck Machete 
Cindy MacKlnnon 
&JMacK'w= 
FranciJ MacKinnon 
Michael Mahoney 
Terry Maltbie 
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John P M°'*Y /JI, Sl<ering Committee 
Sharon MOJ!ky 
Kathy Clarich Matheny 
Sa!iford MoJheey 
Barbara Martin 
Dr. Tony Matheny 
Herb M01Usky 
Robert McClellan 
Thomas McDonald 
Marilyn Mesh 
Dena Meyerhoff 
Steve Meyerhoff 
Barbara G Miiler 
Donna Mogler 
Henry Mogler 
Scott Mogler 
Aaron Morpher 
Patti Moser 
Betty Muller 
Patty Naftier 
DianeNortlJn 
Genie O'Brien 
Sylvia Odom 
Vanessa Oppel 
Jayne Orr 
Cynrhia Pailthorpe 
Betsy Pauerson 
MonaUsa Phelp' 
Andy Phillips 
Pmer Pintler 
Richard Pis 
Chnstian Popoli, former City Planner 
Christy Popoli 
Nellie Reed 
Lucie Regensdorf 
Paul &gensdorf 
Maggie Rigga!J 
Cathy Rivers 
Russell A RolMrts 
SannaSaare 
Tsri I Salomon 

Julie Gamber SamoslJk 
l;y1ula Siluttet Schladant 
Sarof Shana 
L<slie Smith 
Mike Smith 
Ashley Spena 
/OIU!t Stein 
Tim Stein 
Darryl Steinhauser 
Heidi Tapanes 
Rick Testa 
Betsy 1'1wm4Son 
Scott Thomason 
Nancy Toms 
Dorsey Travis 
l.Arry Travis, fanner City Ccmmisskmer 
Joanne Tremblay 
Sharon Tugman 
Ian Walker 
Jim WaUrer 
Toni Warner, farmer City empwyee 
Marwn WoJkinr 
Damon Watson 
Sandra Webb 
Sue Weller, City Commissione1 
Tom Weller 
SU3ie Westfall 
l<nnifer Whitney 
Byran Williams, CandldoJe for City 

Commission 
Mil« Williamson 
Charlett Wilson 
Sonja Moore Wilsen 
Carol Wlllbank 
Lee Wiltbank 
Jim.Wood 
Sally Wood 
Tom Work 
Sharon Yeago 
lArry Zorovich 

ltJCgl Busincrsy 
Adventure Outpost 
Back in Balance Natural Health Care 
Dive Pub & Grub 
Enchanted Memories 
Flying Fish 
GoHighSpring, .. com 
Gratfy House Bed & Breakfast 
GLA Comulting Group 
High Spr/118• Ccpy Center 
P.~red Paws , 
'lhe Wellness Spa 
The Workrhop 

PLEASE JOIN US by omai/ing us 
at hscilit.tns@gmalJ.com or "Like" 
us on FtWebook 

C-Oncerned Citizens for· a Bettet High Springs is a nonpartisan, nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group and, pU!'SWlllqo Fla.Stat Section 106. Oll, does 
not qualify as eith<r a political committee or an electloneeting communications organization We encourage local ~idents, business ow!'ers end others 
invested in end supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effori. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA EI,ECTIONS COMMISSION 

CASE NO.: 13-125 

RESPONSE OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 
TO COMPLAINT IN FEC CASE N0.13-125 

The Respondent, Shaton Yeago files this Response to the Complaint filed 

against her in this Florida Elections Commission matter, Case No. FEC 13-125, 

and would respectfully show the Commission as follows: 

1. Pur·poses of. this Response: This Response will fulfill three purposes that 

are equally important in the proceedings of this Commission 

a First, foremost, and most simply, this Response will demonstrate that 

the Complaint of Mr. Barnas is legally insufficient, on its face and as a matter of 

Jaw, and should be denied, dismissed and stricken 

b. Second, this Response, the very attachments to the Complaint 

themselves, and the attachments to this Response, will further establish that, not 

only is the Complaint legally insufficient, it is also factually devoid of tluth on its 

key points, incorrect, willfully false, and clearly known by Mr. Barnas to have 

been so .urior to its filing. 



/ 
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c Third, because of the points that will be conclusively established in 

the first two purposes above, this Response will lay the groundwork for a Petition 

for Attomeys Fees, Sanctions, and Such Other Penalties as the Commission Deems 

Appropriate, which will be promptly filed within 30 days of the dismissal of this 

Complaint, pursuant to this Commission's Rule 2B-L0045, and Florida Statute 

§106.265(1) and (6).. On page 3 of his Complaint [R-00005], Mr .. Bamas urges this 

Commission "to bring to bear its power and authority" in this matter.. Respondent 

agrees 100% But once that power and authority reviews the totally deficient 

Complaint in this matter and dismisses it, the remainder of this Commission's 

statutory charge [to penalize those who wrongfully attempt to invoke this 

Commission's sanctions against a totally innocent group] will, it is believed, 

compel it to sanction Mr. Barnas, an all··too-frequent "complainer" in the several 

halls of our State government. 

2. The Complaint is legally insufficient, on its face. 

a.. It is a relatively simple task to allege a legally sufficient complaint 

against an individual/group, charging that they have operated an unregistered 

Political Committee For the purposes of this Response, the legal sufficiency 

would have been essentially satisfied if it could be shown that the individual/group 

had: 

2 
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Expressly adv~!l.the election or defeat of a candidate, or 

the passage or defeat of an issue on a public election ballot. [This first point is a 

simple matter of showing exactly where that express advocacy is found in the 

Record or elsewhere. This Commission has tens if not hundreds of consent or other 

final decrees where groups have openly stated "Vote for Jones," or "Vote against 

Proposition 6." It is painfully easy to allege and prove that a group has expressly 

advocated a candidate or an issue ...... when it is true] 

ii Spent more than $500 on expressly advocating that election or 

defeat, or that passage or defeat [Note: it is not sufficient to suggest only that an 

individual/group has raised or spent more than $500 on other activities; the money 

must be spent on the defined express advocacy .. Florida Statute §106 .. 011 clearly 

states the requirement in this fashion: a political committee is a group "that in an 

aggregate amount, in excess of $500 .... [m]akes expenditures that expressly 

advocate the election or defeat of a candidate or the passage or defeat of an issue0 

Again, it is not hard to allege a violation .... jf one has occurred. You show that the 

target group (1) expressly advocated for a candidate or an election issue, and then 

(2) similarly show that it spent in excess of $500 on the express advocacy. As will 

be shown, the Complainant is 0 for 2 on these critical requirements .. 

3 



1. 

iii.. If points one and two are clearly and sufficiently shown to 

exist, THEN [if the group has at least two "members"] the provisions of Chapter 

106 I equire a number of steps to be taken since the group could then be deemed a 

"Political Committee.n Sharon Yeago readily admits that neither she nor the 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs group complied, or even attempted 

to comply, with these statutory requirements, because there was no reason to. 

Neither she nor the Concerned Citizens group is or was a political committee and 

the gioup never expressly advocated any action that would nigger the 

requirements of Chapter 106 The Respondent does not claim ignorance of the 

law; rather the Record before this Commission shows a scrupulous compliance 

with the law, a compliance that the Complainant, Mr Barnas' own materials 

establish and which simultaneously prove the actionable misconduct of the 

Complainant, as that conduct in defined in Rules 2B- 1002 and 2B. 10045 and 

Florida Statute§ 106..265. 

b The Complaint, at first blush ,"appears" to make some general 

conclusmy allegations that could conceivablY. lead to a legally actionable [or 

"sufficient"] complaint, if the supporting materials were at all consistent with the 

allegations and proved ( 1) express advocacy and (2) an expenditure of more than 

$500 in that advocacy .. Fm example, Mr .. Barnas, the Complainant, states [under 

oath] in paragraph 3 of the Commission's form [Record-000001] that the 

4 
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Concerned Citizens group was formed "specifically to oppose a ballot 

referendum... Similarly, on page 1 of the Complaint's narrative [R-000003] it is 

alleged that the group [the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs] was 

"organized to oppose a specific issue," and again on that same page it is alleged 

that the group was formed "to defeat the ballot issue" and now adds that the group 

was also. formed to "support and support [sic] the election of Byran Williams and 

Scott Jamison .... [Id .. ] 

c.. Again, on page 2 of the narrative, Mr .. Bainas alleges that the group 

made "expenditures" for "the defeat of the ballot issue." 

d.. What is exceedingly odd about these allegations of the Complainant is 

that not one -- not a single one -·· is coupled with any quoted materials of the 

Concerned Citizens group that actually DID expressly advocate the defeat of the 

ordinance or DID advocate the election of anyone, or the defeat of anyone .. 

e There is no material issued by the Concerned Citizens group that the 

Complainant cites or quotes or 1efers to for either proposition ... for one simple 

reason: the group never expressly advocated for or against the ballot charter 

amendment nor did it ever expressly advocate for or against any candidate The 

Complainant asks the Commission or its staff to check out his materials.. The 

Respondent agrees with THAT request in spades.. Seldom has a group more 

5 
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painstakingly documented its guiding principles and mission than did this group.. It 

was loudly committed to a return to professional management and civility in High 

Springs, after a disastrous course of neither under the one year of control by the 

then majority [none of whom were on the ballot], including the Complainant. 

f. The absence of any specific [or even general] statement being cited by 

the Complainant in his abortive effort to claim that the Concerned Citizens group 

was advocating any position in the election speaks volumes, The Complainant's 

charges are made up and imaginary.. They have no basis in fact whatsoever, and 

the ve1y materials he asks this Commission to look at prove conclusively that this 

group, pushing for a return to good government, refused to get into the gutter of 

local politics in High Springs as politics existed in the Fall of 2012, and avoided 

every single one of the negative and provably false charges that the Complainant 

asserts The fact that the Complainant has the temerity to make these patently false 

allegations in the face of clear materials to the contrary -·· that he attaches to his 

Complain -- proves the ill-motive and actionable intent of Mr. Barnas, under Rules 

2B-l 002 and 2B-l 0045, and Florida Statute §106265 This critical component of 

this Commission's responsibilities will be expanded on in the final portion of this 

Response and in the above described Petition that will be filed within 30 days 

following the dismissal of this Complaint. 

6 
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g. The legal insufficiency of the Complaint is amply demonstrated by the 

fact that the documents that were actually written by and statements made by The 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs uniformly avoid making any express 

advocacy for any candidate or any issue on the ballot The Complainant clearly 

knew that this was the case (despite his sworn allegations to the contrary); two 

specific allegations demonstrate the ill will of the Complainant 

h First, Mr. Barnas, the Complainant, makes reference to a sign that 

urged a no vote on the charter amendment He claims (again, "under oath") that 

there were "two four ft x four ft" "Vote No" posters opposing (with CCFBHS 

disclaimers) the ballot referendum that were hung on a fence at the entrance to one 

of the two polling places." No photograph of these signs is submitted and no other 

effort is made to link them to the group that the Respondent was a sometimes 

spokesman for other than to say (without definition) that they were "with CCFBHS 

disclaimers." 

Attached to this response and discussed in greater detail in the next 

section of this response are the affidavits of the Respondent and of the individual 

who bought the signs and personally created them, without any assistance 

whatsoever from the Concerned Citizens group, without any support by it, and 

without any acceptance of the language by the Group. In short, because a citizen 
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uiged follow citizens to vote no, the Complainant has accused Ms Yeago, under 

oath, of doing something that she [and the Concerned Citizen's group) had 

absolutely nothing to do with. The reason for these allegations, and the 

motivations for this unprincipled attack on her, will be clear 

j. The second point raised is a statement in the Complaint that a High 

Springs resident (Gene Levine) urged the citizens of High Springs to vote no on 

the charter amendment It is claimed that Mr. Levine posted this on the Facebook 

page of the group (along with hundreds of other posts of all different sorts). 

Significantly, there is no allegation that Mr. Levine's statement itself claims to 

have been on behalf of the Concerned Citizens group (because it was not and Mr .. 

Levine did not claim it to be), there is no allegation that the Concerned Citizens 

group agreed with this, advocated this, or joined Mr. Levine's opinions (because 

they did not in any form or fashion), and there is no argument why somehow a 

person whose Facebook page has something posted to it becomes an express 

advocate for each and every such statement In fact the law in the United States is 

directly to the contrary.. See Section 320 of the Communications Decency Act, 47 

U.S .. C. §230 

k The Complaint, on its face, is absolutely devoid of any statement, 

whatsoever, made by The Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs which in 

8 
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anyway advocated the election or defeat of any candidate in the election or the 

passage or defeat of any issue on the November 2012 ballot in the City of High 

Springs.. Mr.. Barnas is a serial "complainer" before numerous boards, 

commissions, and associations in the State of Flolida and apparently takes some 

joy or solace in serving as a Commissioner by means of a rule of threats and 

intimidation. This Commission, on the face of the Complaint, can easily and 

readily acknowledge and determine that the Complaint is legally insufficient and 

should be dismissed without further attention The Concerned Citizens For a Better 

High Springs, and Ms .. Yeago as its sometimes spokesperson, at no time was a 

Political Committee pursuant to Chapter 106 of the Florida Statutes and 

consequently had no obligation to comply with the various registration 

requirements contained in that Chapter for political committees 

L The Complaint in this cause is an embarrassment and, in an 

appropriate petition following dismissal, it will be urged that this Commission 

sanction Mr Barnas for bringing this matter before the Commission willfully, 

maliciously, and for improper motives, all of which su\:)ject him to the sanction of 

this Commission and to the payment of the attorneys' fees of the Respondent for 

preparing this response. 

9 
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3. .The Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs is not and never was 

a Political Committee. 

a.. As set forth in extensive detail above, the Complaint and the 

documents attached the1eto conclusively establish that the representations made 

under oath by the Complainant that the Concerned Citizens group had taken a 

position on the ballot chaiter amendment issue aie patently false and were known 

by the Complainant to be false when they were filed The materials on their face 

demonstrate that the Concerned Citizens group cleaily published their list of 

principles and mission statement and none of them addressed, directly 01 

indirectly, either the issue of the charter amendment nor the or defeat of that 

matte1, nor the election of any individual. 

b. 1 o supplement the materials submitted by the Complainant in this 

cause, affidavits have been submitted to this Commission of the Respondent, 

Sharon Yeago, and of three citizens ofthe City ofHigh Springs, Thomas Hewlett, 

Ross Ambrose, and Ed MacKinnon 

c.. Ms Yeago's affidavit, as the Respondent before this Commission, 

reiterates in detail that which is clear from the attachments to the Complaint: the 

Concerned Citizens group had a highly defined and complex set of goals for the 

City, and none of them expressly advocated for or against an issue on the ballot 

10 
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Although the Complainant has attached many of the publications of the Concerned 

Citizens group (all of which are completely consistent), the very first publication 

which demonstrates in detail exactly why the group was formed has not been 

attached and that is now before this Commission in the record, attached to Ms. 

Yeago's affidavit as Exhibit A to that affidavit. The gtoup was not formed to 

oppose a charter amendment provision, nor to advocate for or against any 

candidate.. Those matters are simply not addressed whatsoever in the formative 

documents of this organization. All of these documents were publically circulated 

in the City of High Springs and the Complainant, Mr Barnas had full and complete 

access to all of them and was fully familiar with them prior to the filing of this 

Complaint [which took place months after the election]. He willfully failed to take 

note of that which he knew and has misrepresented these critical facts to this 

Commission 

d The issue of the two signs that were visible at the election polling 

places in the City of High Springs are a second and further example of the 

duplicity of the Complainant in this cause.. There is a suggestion that the "vote no" 

sign at the polls had some sort of a "disclaimer" with respect to the Concerned 

Citizens group. Nothing could be furthe1 from the truth The affidavit of Mr. 

Hewlett [Exhibit 2 to this Response] and the photographs attached thereto as 

Exhibits A and B] conclusively demonstrate that the sign urging voteis to vote 

11 
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against the charter amendment was that of Mr .. Hewlett and his wife alone, without 

the consultation with, support from, or payment by the Concerned Citizens group .. 

The sign (a photograph of the front and back of which are attached as Exhibits A 

and B to Mr Hewlett's affidavit) contained absolutely no l'eference whatsoever to 

the Concerned Citizens group, which was fully and completely consistent with the 

fact that the sign was Mr·. and Mrs .. Hewlett's personal statement. Mr. Batnas' 

sworn statement to this Commission under oath, that this was in some way related 

to and contained a reference to the Concerned Citizens group is totally and 

completely false, and provably so .. 

e. Mr Barnas' sworn misrepresentations to this Commission of the sign 

that the Hewletts prepared is made worse by the fact that on election day, Mr .. 

Barnas himself prepared signs urging the voters in the City of High Springs to vote 

yes.. Of course, Mr Barnas had every right to do that and if he did it by himself, or 

did it with someone else and spent less than $500 he would have been able to do so 

without running afoul of Chapter 106. 

f What in fact Mr .. Barnas did, however, as reflected by the affidavit of 

Mr Ed MacKinnon [Exhibit 3 to this Response], another citizen of High Springs, 

was to attempt to hijack the good name and good will of the Concerned Citizens 

group which had been established in High Springs prior to the election Mr. 
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Barnas on his sign, claimed at the bottom (as shown by the blow-up attached to 

Mr. MacKinnon's affidavit as Exhibits A and B to his affidavit) that the sign was 

prepared by a "concerned citizen for a better High Springs". Clearly, Mr Barnas 

was the only individual attempting to wrongly utilize the name of the Concerned 

Citizens group when he personally urged a vote for the charter amendment 

g To come before this Commission in a sworn document subject to the 

pain of perjury and statutory penalties and contend that it was the Concerned 

Citizens group that put its name on some sign is outrageous, provably false, and 

should not be condoned by this Commission 

h The final affidavit [Exhibit 4) attached to this Response is by Ross 

Ambrose, another citizen of High Springs. His affidavit recounts the City 

Commission's complete failure to fulfill its statutory duties to inform the electorate 

of the meaning and purpose of the Charter Amendment The public was 

completely uninformed by the City about what the majority of its Commissioners 

wanted to do to the Commission in the future. The citizens deserved to know what 

they were voting on 

4. The actions of the Complainant, Robert Barnas, were deliberate, 

malicious,_without basis in law or fact, and contrary to this Commission's 

Rules and to the Florida Statute Chapter 106. 
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a. The motivation of the Complainant is legally inelevant to the 

determination by this Commission that the Complaint he has filed in this cause is 

legally insufficient. As set forth in painstaking detail above and irrespective of the 

additional materials furnished by the Respondent in this cause, the Complaint and 

the record before this Commission on its face, conclusively demonstrates that the 

Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs never, at anytime, in any way, 

through any medium, ever expressly advocated for or against any candidate or for 

or against any ballot issue.. The materials attached conclusively establish that the 

Concerned Citizens group was scrupulous and law-abiding in its concern for good 

government. The group focused its attention on a number of good government 

issues other than those few that were actually on the ballot in November of 2012. 

The Complainant, for reasons that will become painfully clear to this Commission 

and its staff, chose to willfully ignore the very materials that he submitted to this 

Commission Had he bothered to do look at them even cursorily, any person of 

average intelligence would clearly have seen that the Concerned Citizens group 

never expressly advocated anything regarding the November 2012 election. 

b Mr. Barnas cannot ultimately claim that he simply didn't "know" the 

law, and mistakenly made these false charges. In the very first paragraph of his 

complaint he urges this Commission and its staff to review one of its own cases, 

which he had researched "carefully" ··- FEC Case No 06-129, and suggested 

14 
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[apparently] the similarity of that case to this one.. That Consent Order, however, 

proves the willfulness of his actions here, because the group in !.!!!! matter had 

published an advertisement that had expressly stated "Vote for Amendment Five" 

(a ballot issue on the statewide ballot at that time).. If Mr .. Barnas had bothered to 

read that decision closely and compare it to each and every piece of written 

material published by the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, he should 

have recognized that the High Springs group was totally and completely within the 

Jaw.. Notwithstanding this fact, the Complainant publicly broadcast his plans for 

weeks to file this complaint against Ms Yeago [a woman who works in the public 

sector and whose livelihood is built on her character and credibility], and 

announced to all when he finally did so.. His actions are malevolent and willful 

and knowing and without any basis in the law. They cannot be condoned. 

b. The additional points that the Complainant, Mr. Barnas, has attempted 

to use (the signs, etc .. ) to try and "demonstrate" that the Concerned Citizens group 

was somehow involved, have also boomeranged. A visual review of the signs 

shows that the only_mirson in the.City of High Springs who attempted to flaunt the 

Jaw with respect to a political committee was Mr. Barnas himself; who deceptively 

masgueraded as this nonpartisan political group,_with his. own sign. expressly 

advocating that the charter amendment be passed. See Exhibits 2 and 3. 
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b. As noted in the opening portions of this Response, and as will be more 

extensively described in the Petition that will be promptly filed within thirty (30) 

days of the dismissal of this Complaint, Mr. Barnas' actions were, candidly, those 

of a bully. He has acted before this Commission in direct violation of this 

Commission's rules and of Florida Statute 106.265 He has filed a Complaint 

which is, on its face, false, vindictive, malicious and actionable under Florida law 

He knows the group has done nothing wrong, but his pattern, before this 

Commission and before several other commissions and associations in the state of 

Florida, is to shotgun complaints to as many organizations as possible in hopes that 

he will quell citizen resistance to his inappropriate tactics. It is precisely this form 

of incivility in small town government that stimulated the creation of the group that 

Mr Barnas now attacks.. The group's formation had nothing to do with candidates 

or election issues. It had everything to do with good government. 

c As noted above, Mr Barnas does not always act quietly and in the 

shadows Rather, he loves to publish selected materials and attacks on his website 

including the details concerning the many complaints (often confidential) that he 

files before the Florida Ethics Commission, this Commission, the Florida Bar 

Association, and anyone else who will accept complaints from an individual such 

as him. 

16 
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d. In the case of the Concerned Citizens For a Better High Springs, Mr. 

Barnas through his website long trumpeted the fact that he intended to file this 

spurious complaint against the group. (See attached composite Exhibit 5 }. In 

doing so, it can be seen that Mr Barnas had ample time to study the statutes, to 

review the materials, and to educate himself concerning the falsity of the 

information and charges that he has now put forth to this organization.. He chose 

not to do so Rather, as reflected by Exhibit 5, Mr Barnas actually went out and 

sought advice as to how to file the Complaint and, although wisely no attorney 

chose to represent him in this matter, Mr. Barnas' published actions demonstrate 

that he decide to make these false charges knowingly, willfully, maliciously, and in 

a very public manner, long prior to the actual filing of the Complaint in question. 

e. When the Concerned Citizens group, through a different spokesman, 

made a public statement at a recent City Commission meeting in the City of High 

Sp1ings on the issue of a need for civility in our City government (one of the 

group's founding goals) and the passage of a civility code (as is common in many 

cities throughout the State of Florida), Mr Barnas in his view of the world 

gleefully published that he had now identified someone else who was brave 

enough to stand up and be a spokesperson for this group Although not named as a 

respondent in his Complaint, he claimed that this proud public statement as basis 

for his now filing the Complaint in question. Despite the widely published steering 
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committee and the names of hundreds who supported the Mission of the group, Mr. 

Barnas went after the spokespeople .. 

f It is respectfully suggested to this Commission and its staff that the 

conduct of the Complainant before this Commission (let alone the conduct of this 

same individual before numerous other organizations and bodies in the State of 

Florida) is in violation of Florida law and subject to the sanction of this body by 

way of penalty, attorneys' foes and such other relief as this body deems 

appropriate Upon the dismissal of the charges before this Commission against 

Ms Yeago, a subsequent Petition pursuant to Rule IB-1 0045 and Florida Statute 

§I 06..265 will be made, formally requesting these payments and sanctions from 

and against Mr Barnas. 

#23067986_ v ! 

R~pt;K //1 

Paul R Regensdorf, Esq.£~ __ :::'] 

Florida Bar No: 0152395 / 
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP 
50 N. Laura St., Ste 3900 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
Phone: 904-353-2000 
Fax: 904-358-1872 
E-Mail: Ifilul.regensdorf@hklaw.com 
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SIAIE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

Case No. FEC 13-125 

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE M:E THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Sharon Y eago who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

I My name is Sharon Yeago and I have lived in the High Sp1ings, Florida area for 

the last 14 years . My cmrnnt residence address is 21120 NW J 32 Lane, High Springs, Floiida 

32643. 

2 I have peisonal knowledge of each and every fact set fozth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is tme and correct 

3 In the fall of 2012, a group of citizens in the High Springs area got together 

informally because they were very concerned about the unprofessional and partisan behavior of 

City elected officials and the detiimental effect it was having on City ope1ations and staff 

moxale. This info1mal group, which was a gathering of local residents, business owners and 

other concerned individuals, took on the name of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs .. 

There was no fo1mal organization of the group other than a steering committee that arose from 

the need to organize meetings, activities and record om concerns, mission and p1inciples in 

writing I functioned from time to time as a spokesperson foz the group, and assisted in 

prepmation of certain materials and in c1eating certain press releases concerning the mission and 

principles of this group .. 

4. The Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs carefully crafted and 

documented its concerns as well as its mission and principles that it wished to work toward. The 

group at no time issued any statement nor made any other comment expressly advocating the 

election or defeat of any candidate to the Cicy Commission, nor did it expressly advocate for the 
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approval of; nor against the passage of, the cha:rte1 amendment that was on the ballot in 

November2012. 

5. The Complainant, Bob Barnas, is and was a High Springs City Commissioner at 

the time of our group's coming together in the Fall of2012 and held the position of'Vice Mayor. 

Mr B8mas was not running for election in November 2012 and, despite his primary role in the 

creation of a hostile atmosphere created by unprofessional and partisan behavior by members of 

the City Commission, neither his name nor any specific or general reference to him is found in 

any of the materials issued by The Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs group .. 

6. A careful review of all of the materials prepared by Concerned Citizens for a 

Better High Springs, including each and every document attached to MI. Bamas' complaint in 

this case, conclusively establishes, without any question of fact whatsoever, that Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Springs group did not expressly advocate for or against any candidate, 

nor for or against any specific issue on the November 2012 ballot, nor was it formed to do either .. 

The group was extremely careful to stay out of the immediate politics of the November 2012 

election and so stated in all of its matexials. 

7. As established in the public records and a separate lawsuit brought by a resident 

of the City of High Springs concerning the ballot initiative, Mr Barnas personally invested a 

great deal of personal and political energy to force the issue of a spending limitations onto the 

ballot despite the advice of the tben··cuuent City Attorney, the former City Attomey, and 

ultimately the cuzrent City Attorney of the City of High Springs. His precipitous actions were 

contrary to Florida Jaw, had not been prope!ly noticed, and were therefore void.. The 

Complainant did not heed that advice from those individuals .. 
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8.. Once that ballot initiative for the charter amendment was passed by the 

Commission (in contravention of the City Attorney's advice), the City was wider a statutory 

obligation to present infotmation to the electorate concerning the proposed amendment and what 

•the amendment was supposed to do.. Ballot summaxies were to be placed at the polling stations 

and not one of these activities was performed by the complainant, then Vice Mayor, or by the 

City Commission. 

9 The Complainant-sponsored chaxter amendment actually passed on the vote [in 

the absence of the statutorily·-required explanation of its terms], but was preliminaxily enjoined 

, by the Circuit Court in the Eighth Circuit, Judge Griffis, and later struck as void ab initio when 

the new City Attorney ultimately acknowledged the fatal defects and confessed error concerning 

the actions of the then City Commission majority, including Vice Mayoi Bob Barnas, the 

Complainant. 

IO. Io partially fill this vacuum of public infoxmation regarding the issue, Concerned 

Citizens for a Better High Springs included some information in one release that was a factually 

accurate statement concerning what the onlinance did and how it was supposed to work The 

proposed amendment, which was designed to provide a strict limitation on the power of city 

government to borrow money and conduct its business, was factually identified as such by 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs. Such concerns never lead the group to expressly 

advocate either the passage or defeat of the ordinance Quite to the contrary, material published 

by this group expressly told the citizens that the considerations of the effects on future 

government "should be ca:r·efully explored by the citizens before election day when conside1ing 

this amendment" The vote1s were to decide what type of government they wanted .. 

3 
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11.. A statement I made in an early press release concerning this group accurately sets 

forth what this gmup stood for. 

We are a nonpolitical, nonpartisan organization [I explained] the 
group has already Cleated a mission statement and guiding 
plinciples, which are all listed on the organization's Facebook 
page.. The group's mission and key principles are to provide for 
professional, experienced management of the City of High Springs 
and restoration of Jong-held standards of governing that include a 
comprehensive budget process and restoring High Springs 
reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open 
and fair .. 

A copy of the group's original policy statement concerning the desire for good government is 

attached as exhibit A to this affidavit. As with each and every other statement from this group, it 

did not expressly advocate any candidate or election issue and the unsupported statements of the 

Complainant, contradicted by his own attached matexials, do not change that reality. 

12 The Concetned Citizens group at no time held any fundraising events.. Druing 

one of our fu·st meetings, we passed the hat to covet any potential costs of printing our 

infoxmation or a group banner for any public events we were able to attend [well under $500 . .] . 

No bank account was established At no time did we assist in the preparation of; or purchase, or 

commission or approve any documents, signs, or banners favoring or not favoring any candidate 

or the passage of the charter amendment in question. Because the November 2012 ballot was 

quite long --appmximately four (4) pages for High Spring's voting districts ··-and because the 

City of High Springs' election matters were on the very last page of this long ballot, at the end, 

the group purchased a ful\ .. page ad in the Alachua Today newspaper on the Thursday before the 

election to encourage voters to "Go All The Way" to the end of the ballot to vote on the High 

Springs candidates and charter amendment issue This ad [included in the Record at R-000031-

32] also set out our guiding principles, but does not in any manner whatsoever, speak for or 
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against any issue or individual on the ballot in November 2012 In addition to the full page ad, 

we issued a press release and handed out flyers at communify events also encouraging voters to 

"Go All The Way" to the end of the Jong ballot None of these materials, as reflected in this 

Commission's Record, expressly advocated any issue or candidate on the ballot To suggest that 

they do, in the face of the materials themselves, is a deliberate attempt to mislead this 

Commission .. 

U Mr. Barnas publishes a blog or website page frequently in which he "comments" 

on activities in the High Springs aiea .. For weeks before he filed this complaint against me he 

announced publically bis intention to file an Elections Commission complaint and proudly 

discussed the "advice" that he had obtained in the prepaiation of the very complaint that he filed 

before this Commission. He also bxagged about filing the complaint after he filed it. [See 

attached exhibits]. Any individual who read the materials that he attached to this Complaint 

would see that there is not a single statement for or against any individual or any issue contained 

in any of the Concerned Citizens' materials and Mr Bainas' complaint to this Commission can 

only be seen as an attack against me peISonally, umelated to any imagined violation of Florida 

Statutes 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YEIH NOT. 

ST ATE OF FI,ORIDA 

COUNTY OF A ....... ~ 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged this ···1 n~ day of. M.A.--\ , 2013, by 

_ "5 1-\A@;:N ~--j~ __, ~~~~y ~~~ ~--ffi9or who has produced 

as identification . 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGII SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local 
government with a commission and professional management that 
provide leadership, accountability and a vision for our future. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to 
1estore professional, experienced and accountable management to the City 

Principle T~: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary 
process that addresses both short and long te1m core needs and brings the Cit,y back to fiscal 
responsibility 

Principle Three. There must be a commitment to restore civilit,y and fairness to the 
manner in which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected 
officials interact with City staff and with residents 

Principle Four There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs 
City government as a responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must 
encompass relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business 
owners, with the public-at-large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens. 

We the People ... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local 
residents, business owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join 
this effort For more information, or to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a 
Better High Springs, email hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at 
http://tiqyut1,com/bosjgm3 .. 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restor·e 
professional, experienced and accountable management to the City: 

• commitment to the city manager form of government; 
• commitment to retain a professional, experienced and accountable city manager, to compensate; 

her/him commensurate with ability and expelience, and to protect him/her from improper pressures 
from elected officials; 

• commitment to retain a competent professional city attorney and to compensate him/her 
commensurate with ability and experience; 

• commitment to retain the current Finance Diiector of the City, the City Clerk, and other valued 
employees, and to compensate them commensurate with their ability and experience; 

• maintain a continued commitment to providing the necessaiy infrastructure to attract and retain 
businesses and employers to the City of High Springs; 

• foster a working relationship with ALL business owners, small and large (especially those that have 
large investments in our community), that have potential to grow and expand employment 
opportunities; 

• restore the essential function of a City staff as supporters of the Commission's work and actions; 
• allowing issues to be developed and presented in a business-like manner at meetings, with reasonable 

notice to the public and to other Commissioners; 
• dedication to the concept that a professionally managed City can normally accomplish its business 

during the regulaily scheduled, twice monthly meetings of the Commission, historically scheduled at 
6:30p m, when most citizens and Commissioners who are employed can reasonably attend and 
palticipate; 

• appoint a charter review commission with dhections to perform a full review of the Chatter; 
• evaluate the nature and make-up of all City boards/commissions/committees and make any necessary 

changes to re-invigorate and fulfill the City's mission 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to l'estore a comprehensive budgetary process that 
addrnsses both short and long term cor·e needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility: 

• re·evaluation of the local dispatch center, and a redirection of those designated funds into vitally 
needed cizy functions; 

• evaluation of the sewer system to ensure productivity, effectiveness and affordability now and in the 
future, always in light of our commitment to the economic development and the environment This 
includes establishing an immediate p1iority to add planned users to the sewer system to help maintain 
reasonable and fair sewer rates; 

• evaluation of the City's wate1 system to provide needed repairs and to insur·e that it fa.illy and 
efficiently delivers quality water to the citizens of High Springs in a reliable manner, generating 
reasonable revenues from users; 

• promote and utilize current tax abatement programs to attract new business and employers to High 
Springs; 

• pwhibit any consideration of any new programs outside of the City without a clear statement of 
municipal purpose and professional analysis of the financial feasibility of any such project 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS CONTINUED ••• 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restor·e civility and fairness to the manner in 
which City government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City 
staff, with rnsidents, and with the public: 

• a broad commitment to restozing the quality of life, benefits and morale of the City's dedicated and 
invaluable employees; 

• Commissioners must learn the proper way to interact with City employees in a city manager form of 
gover runent; 

• abusive conduct by any City official 01 employee toward City staff or citizens will no longer be 
tolerated; 

• educate Commissioners, the City staff, and Plan Board members on their appropriate roles in 
evaluating proposals for new businesses or development to assuie that High Spdngs can properly 
interact with people interested in developing a business relationship with our City 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restoring the reputation of High Springs City 
government as a responsible, caring and fair government. 1 his commitment must encompass 
relations with government entities at all levels, with the City's staff; with business owners, with the 
public.at-large, with the press, and most of all with its own citizens: 

• prnmote programs that encourage the public to come to High Springs to enjoy om Good Nature, and 
ensure that while here they experience our good nature; 

• create a program where a designated City Commissioner is assigned the responsibility of repairing 
relationships with necessary governmental entities, such as the USDA and Alachua County 
govemment; 

• re-·educate Commissioners on their limitations in contacting other governmental entities on behalf of 
the City without autholity from the Commission to do so; 

• proactively announce to local, state and national governments that there is 01 will shortly be a 
decidedly new and iational approach to government in High Springs; 

• encourage growth and diversity, maintain green space and conservation of sensitive areas, and 
promote the re-use and re-development of existing vacant and under-developed areas, all with an 
awareness of the local environment and a concern for the foture of High Springs. 

Concerned Citizens f01 a Better Higlz Springs is a nonpartisan nonpolitical grassroots citizens' group 
and pursuant to Fla Stat Section 106 011, does not qualify as either a political committee or an 
electioneering communications or,;anization We encowage local residents, business owners and others 
invested in and supportive of our goals to sign on to show public support for this effort by email at 
h.1citizem@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at http //tinyurl.com/bosiqm3. 
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STATE OF FLORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

(_ 

AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS HEWLETT 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNED AUTHORITY, the 

within named Thomas Hewlett who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

1. My name is Thomas Hewlett and my residence is 315 SE 61
h Lane, in the City of 

High Springs, Florida .. 

2 I have personal knowledge of each and evety fact set forth in the following 

affidavit and each statement contained herein is trne and cotrect 

3. I was aware of the formation of a concerned citizens group in the City of High 

Springs in the Fall of 2012 because the tenor of City government in High Sptings, led largely by 

the three person majoiity including the Vice Mayor, Robert Barnas, had become uncivil, 

unnecessarily contentious, and unacceptable As a result of these realities in our City, a group of 

citizens fo1med an informal organization called the Concerned Citizens For a Better High 

Springs I was not on the steering committee of that organization, but I attended several 

meetings and I am aware of the work that they did and the goals that they set . 

4 The Concerned Citizens group developed a number of goals and policies that it 

wished to advocate, none of which was directly related to supporting the candidacy of any 

individual, the opposition to any candidate, nor the passage 01 opposition of any ballot issue on 

the November 2012 election In fact, the Concerned Citizens group consciously avoided any 

such endorsement for or against any individual or arty issue so that it could stay above the fray 

The issues that the public statements and the newspaper advertisement by this group clearly 
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raised reflect that commitment to good government, but avoid any endorsement of or expressly 

advocating for or against any candidate or for or against any issue on the November 2012 ballot 

5.. On the November 2012 ballot in the City of High Springs was a charter 

amendment pushed significantly by the Vice Mayor, Robert Barnas, which was designed to 

severely limit the power offoture city commissions to govern 

6 Since the Concerned Citizens group took no public position whatsoever with 

respect to that charter amendment, and since the City Commission majority [including Vice·· 

Mayor Barnas] distributed no information of any sort that explained the proposed amendment, 

my wife Linda and I decided as individual citizens that we would put up signage against the 

passage of that ordinance Without any consultation with the Concerned Citizens group, and 

neither seeking nor obtaining the endorsement or help of any group in the City of High Springs, 

my wife and I paid a total of $98 58 to obtain two commercially printed signs that urged the 

citizens of High Springs to vote "No" on the proposed charter amendment The signs made no 

reference to the Concerned Citizens group whatsoever 

7 Photographs of the fronts and backs of these signs rue attached hereto as Exhibits 

8. The Concerned Citizens group was not aware of the preparation of these signs, 

they did not endorse the preparation of these signs, they did not contribute to the funding for 

these signs, and did not in any way suggest any design or format for these signs My wifo and I 

took this on ourselves as individual citizens in the City of High Springs A copy of the payment 

that we made from our personal checking account is attached hereto as an Exhibit as well 

9. As the election approached, another individual citizen in the City of High Springs 

brought a personal lawsuit against the City, challenging the method by which this charter 

amendment had been rammed through the City Commission, largely by Vice-Mayor Barnas 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrose v. City of High Spiings 
OI-2012-CA·3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, this date personally appeared Ed 

MacKinnon, who being fust duly sworn under oath, deposes and states: 

When I went to the polls on November 6, 2012 I saw Vice Mayor Bob 

Barnas place a large yellow sign stating "High Sptings Debt Cap. Vote Yes, You 

control debt, Number 1 Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at Precinct 60, with a 

disclaimer at the bottom stating the postet· was paid for by "Citizen Concerned for 

a Better High Springs .. " 

I am a member of "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs"; Vice 

Mayor Barnas is not Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is a non-

political grassroots organization that formed to further the goals of professional, 

experienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal responsibility, civility 

and fairness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City government and its 

relationship to citizens and the community.. Within a few days of fonning, this 

group had more than 200 members We recently put a full page ad in the local 
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• Affidavit of Ed MacKlnnon • Ambrose v City of high Springs 
02.-2012·0.-3385 

paper urging citizens to vote, but taking no position on any issues. I believe the 

wording on the notice posted by Barnas was an attempt to confuse the voters into 

believing this well respected group of citizens supported this measure. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETII NAUGHT. 

) n I}\, -·--·····----· ( J\..\ ,, 
--·-----~--

Ed MacK.innon 

STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF _A-L~C~----------·-· 
Sworn to or affumed and signed before me on 

Nov~· 9
1 
:lot;!.. by 

_ill_tt.Alfl!.) ~ 9'Iflf1L _ NOTARY 
PUBLIC or DEPUTY CLERK [Ptint, t_ype, or 
stamp com.missioned name of notruy or deputy 
clerk ] _____ Personally known .:!... .. Produced 
identification. Type of identification produced 
_.fi.oez.1!?!k Pl&\~ LI(.~ 

Wll.SON A. STE!N (A' Notaiy Publlc. Statoof Florida 
Commlss;ol\# 00841644 

My oomm. OJIP/fOS Feb. 06. 2013 
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• 
AFFIDAVIT 

In Re: Ross Ambrose v .. City of High Springs 
01-2012-CA-3385 

STATE OF FLORIDA 

COUNTY OF ALACHUA 

• 

BEFORE NIB, the undei:signed auth01ity, this date personally appeared Ross 

Ambrose, who being fiist duly swom under oath, deposes and states: 

Ordinance 2012 .. 13 was not available to the public for review at the second 

reading (public heaiing) on .July 31, 2012 .. I was unable to obtain a copy of 

Ordinance 2012-13 when I filed my Complaint in August 2012. I directed my 

Counsel to obtain a copy of Ordinance 2012-13 to file with the Court. Despite 

repeated requests, my counsel was unable to obtain same .. Her last attempt was on 

October 22, 2012. 

I went to City Hall on Octobei· 23, 2012 and obtained an unsigned copy of 

Ordinance 2012-13. It was not until at least October 24, 2012 that the Ordinance 

was signed by the Mayor .. 

When I went to the polls on November 6, 2012 (Precinct 60, High Springs) I 

requested to review a copy of the proposed Chaiter Amendment (Ordinance 2012-
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Affidavit of Ross Amb! 
Ambrose v. City of high Springs 
01-2012-CA.··3385 

( 

• 
1.3) that was on the ballot It was not available for me or any other citizens to 

review in its entirety. However, all of the State amendments were posted and 

available, as requiied by Flo1ida statutes 

From the time the prnposed Charter amendment was purpottedly passed on 

July 31, 2012 through election day there was no education on the proposed Chru:ter 

Amendment provided to citizens by the City .. There were no town hall meetings; 

there were no mail-outs or pamphlets published that would educate the citizens as 

to how the proposed debt cap could or would affect them .. 

On election day, I saw a la!'ge yellow sign stating "High Sp1ings Debt Cap. 

Vote Yes, You control debt, Number I Last page of Ballot" outside the polls at 

Precinct 60, with a disclaimer at the bottom stating the poster was paid for by 

"Citizen Concerned for a Better High Spzings." 

I am a member of "Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings"; Vice 

Mayor Barnas is not Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sptings is a non··· 

political grassxoots oxganization that fotmed to ftuther the goals of professional, 

expe1ienced and accountable management of the City, fiscal responsibility, civility . 
and faitness and a commitment to restore the reputation of City govexnment and its 

relationship to citizens and the community. Within a few days of f01ming, this 

group had more than 200 members The group recently placed a full page ad in the 

2. 



Affidavit of Ross Am!e 
Ambrose v .. City of high Springs 
01··2012-CA··3385 

• 
( 
• 

local paper urging citizens to vote, but taking no position on any issues. I believe 

the wording on the notice posted by Bai:nas was an attempt to confuse the voters 

into believing this well respected group of citiZens supported this measure .. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETII NAUGHT 

A"J__../7 --~ ~--~ ···-·-··· 
ssAmbrose 

STATE OF FLORIDA COUNTY OF ~a__ -··· 
/ 

Sworn to or affumed and signed before me on 
'!,</-! ;;:z_ b ,1 . 

( ·---·-.. -·ft; ~--'.'NOTARY 
LIC or DEPUTY.CLERK [Pi:int, t:ype, or 
p colil;JJrissioned name of notary or deputy 

clerk]_~Personally known-·-·-- Produced 
identification Type of identification p1oduced 

3 

Gl,.. ~ JEANNETTE 8 BANKS 
~ MYCOMMISSION#EE219371 

CXPJReS Auglllt f3, 2018 
f~7)39M1i!IO. ·-·-florm~CQW 
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TRUTH· JUSTICE·· AMERICAN WAY 

IGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 

udge Griffis ruled on the lawsuit broug y g Springs resident Ross Ambrose and his 
NJ I see It there are 3 winners In this Vexatious ht1gat1on. 

1 .. The city was found to have made emergency meeting and nohces properly • 

11/3/12 9 32 PM 

SWEARING IN OF NEW 
LORIDA ATTORNEYS 

THEIR OA'TH AND 
FLORIDA BAR ETHICS 
AS IT MAY RELATE TO 

A LOCAL TOPrc 
(click here) 

LAfYYERS OATH 

. ihere 1s a question as to the change from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000 as made In the lawsuit is In quesf1on .. 
But the most Important winner Is the voter. The Amendment wlll still be on the ballot The voterw!ll have a chance 10 make 
8 difference In the fJnal decision with their vote 

Your vote of YES will be considered whe-n this continues after the election --...,-,,.....,....,.---.,,.-..,...,.-.,.,.,,,,__,-,-. ..,...-,-.,-~--,~,,.,_,-.,,....,.-.-,,.--:--,:-·--·-
In this Ambrose case the Judge said "the elalms for rellef on SecUon 286.011 are dismissed with pre1ud1co" 

So In a court case that 1s dismissed "with prejudice" It means that It Is dismissed permanently. No redo on this part. 
_Meaning that the cockamamie flm1taUon Is strt/ on the ballot, and money Ambrose was looking to pocket Is off the table. 

I·- )< "'( ... .. .. / ... .,., ... v 

... ~."· ' ,, •'(~ :t t .. .:_'.: - 1 "'"" ~ ~: 
~ ,,,. "' .,.,.. ...... ,.,~ It.,......... _,,. :'#I ..,. 
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Bob Barnas Photos 

f. Front Pa9e jC~.il'fu.tr.i;Uiilo;,UijW} r .9.2£'!..~~( Q.!!ist commelli 

·: P!: VOTE ON 1 UE5f'Jl { PR.OBt.E M 

All reports from the 3 candidates have a problem 

This 1s the documents page And the documents submitted pnnted and displayed by all candidates have problems 

Click on the links below to see the problems As of today I hear an have been corrected 
Well not au yet 

As a srde note, I received my Nohce of Heanng m front of the Flonda Election Commission concem1n9 a hearrng for 
the election code 1110\aU.on of tal<U\g $200 cash donat1<.m by l,e.rry "po~ mouth~ Tre.\11'3 Will he be found m v1ola.\1on 

or will he be released from a v1olatron or w11J he accept a negotiated agreement? November 15, 2012 9AM 

11/2/12 10 ll AM 

I will po&t 1M notice for all to read Ma)lbe he can ta~s a fan 'Dus of supporters \here'' 

Got another certified letter m 1he mall today as well PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL from the Florida Eth1~ \ 
Comm1ss1on confirmrng they received some documents --_,.,,, 

I also received a document that shows the motion for the PIGG house was made by Byran Wdl1ams and Oepeter 
made the statement he did not see any f1nanc1a1 downside 

Seems Ms Martha doesn l know the truth Oh, got some mterestrng Ms Martha stuff thrown my way as well To 
disclose this might be over the top Really 1s not good Really 

Fk:lnda Statute 100 07(2)(a)2(b)1 Any roport that 1s Ceemed to be 1ncompleto by lhe officer 
with whom !he canc!1date qual1f1&G Shell be accepted on a cond•1ronal basis The campaign 
treasurer shall bO Mt1f1ed by cert1fied ma1I or by another melhod using a common earner 
that provices a proof of delivery of !he notree as to why the report 1s 1ncomp1e1e anc wtlh1n 7 
daY$ after reoe1pt of B\JCh notice must file en &dclendum to the report provKlll"lg al! 
information necessary to complete the report 1n compb;mce wtlh this section Fa1ture to Ille 
a comptete report after suc:h notice constllutes a v1otahon of this chapter 

, 

http //bobbarnas com/Documents html 

.!am1sop Septtmber Camoa1go Rgoort 

W!1!1aros SeRlember Camoaigo Beoor11 

W!!t!ams SeplAmbar Camoatqn Report 2 

~ Octqber Campaign RQport 

Page l of 1 
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HIGH SPRINGS DEBT LIMIT 

VOTE YES 
YOU CONTROL DEBT 
AMENDMENT 1 on LAST PAGE 

THIS WOULO PUT FUTURE DEBT CONTROL WITH VOTERS 

10/30/12 10:49 PM 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W. Gaines Street 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

Telephone: (850) 922-4539 
Fax: (850) 921-0783 

June IO, 2013 

The Honorable Robe1t J Barnas 
20147 NW 257th Tenace 
High Springs, Florida 32643 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13·125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Deat Mr, Bainas: 

The Florida Elections Commission has received your complaint alleging violations of 
Florida's election laws I have 1eviewed yom complaint and find it to be legally 
insufficient 

In yom complaint, you essentially allege that Respondent's 01ganization, Concerned 
Citizens fot a Bette1 High Springs, is a political committee, and that Respondent should 
have registered it, appointed a tteasure1 and a registered agent, and filed repo1ts disclosing 
the gxoup's expenditures I find this complaint to be legally insufficient because you did 
not provide sufficient evidence that Concerned Citizens fox a Better High Springs is a 
"political committee" as the te1m is defined by Section 106 .. 01 l(l)(a), Florida Statutes .. 

In order to meet the definition of a "political committee," a group must make expenditures 
in excess of $500 "that expressly advocate the election m defeat of a candidate or the 
passage or defeat of an issue " There is no cost to create a Facebook page or to post 
information to a Facebook page, so the Facebook postings referenced in the complaint do 
not represent expenditwes In addition; the flie1 and the newspaper advertisement included 
with the complaint do not use words of express advocacy such "vote foi .. ," "vote 
against ," or "elect," with respect to a particula1 candidate 01 issue and, as such, they are 
not "political adve1tisements" m expendittues that otherwise tender the group a political 
committee 

Because Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs is not a "political committee" as 
that te1m is defined in Ch 106, Flotida Statutes, it was not required to registe1, appoint a 
tteasme1 or registered agent, or file disclosm·e reports The group also does not meet the 
definition of an "electioneering communications mganization" because the exhibits 
provided with the complaint ate not "electioneering communications " (See Sections 
106 011(18) and (19), Florida Statutes.) As such, this complaint is legally insufficient 

Com005 (5/09) 
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I. 

If you have additional information to correct the stated ground(s) of insufficiency, please 
submit it within 14 days of the date of this Jetter If the additional information corrects the 
stated ground(s) of insufficiency, I will notify both you and the Respondent If .YQU submit 
an additional statement containing facts, you must sign the statemeni and.,have yom 
signature notarized In addition, any additional factS you submit to the C9rmnission inust 
be based on either personal information or information other than hearsay · 

Until this case is closed, section 106 25(7), Florida Statutes, provides that the Respondent 
may not disclose this letter, the complaint, or any document related to this case, unless he 
01 she waives confidentiality in writing To waive confidentiality, the Respondent must 
mail or fax a written waiver of confidentially to Donna Ann Malphurs at the address or fax 
number listed above. 

If you have any questions conceming the complaint, please contact us at 
fec@myfloridalegal.com 

Sincerely, 

;Ct\ -···--
verTodan-

AMI/darn 

cc: Paul R Regensdoif, Attorney for Respondent, w/out complaint 

COMOOS (S/09) 
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FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 
107 W .. Gaines Street, 

Paul Regensdoif; Esquire 
Holland & Knight 
50 North Laura Street 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Collins Building, Suite 224 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050 

(850) 922-4539 

June 28, 2013 

RE: Case No.: FEC 13-125; Respondent: Sharon L. Yeago 

Dear Mr Regensdorf: 

On June 10, 2013, the Florida Elections Commission notified Robert J Barnas that 
the complaint he filed on April 3, 2013 was legally insufficient Since the 
Commission did not receive any additional information that corrected the stated 
grounds ofinsufficiency, the case has been closed 

Please let me know if you have any questions 

Sincerely, 

1L----· 
verToman 

AMT/dam 

cc: Robert J Barnas, Complainant 

Rt..C_E.WEO lUl 0 2 101a 
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STATE OF l'tORIDA 
FLORIDA ELECTIONS COMMISSION 

' \. 

AFFIDAVIT OF RESPONDENT SHARON YEAGO 

PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFORE ME THE UNDERSIGNEO AUTHORIIY, the 

within named Sharon L. Y eago who, after being duly sworn on oath stated as follows: 

1. My name is Sharon Y eago and I have lived iTI the High Springs, Florida area Cor 

the laSt foUiteen years. My current residt:nce address is 21120 Northwest 132 Lane, High 

Springs, Florida 32643. 

2.. I have personal knowledge of each and every fact set furtb i.n 1he following 

affidavit and each statement confuined herein is true and com:ct. 

3.. I am the Respondent in case number 13-125 before the Florida Elections 

Commission, in which the complai.rum.t, Robert Barnas, alleged that I, and the group that I and 

hundreds of c:;iti?..ens are a part of - Concemed Citi?,enS for a Better High Sptings - in some way 

violated the Florida Election ('..ode by expressly advoarting either for or against an issue, or for 

or against a candidate on the November 2012 ballot in the City of High Springs .. 

4.. For the last thirteen years, my principal occupation has been that of a consultant, 

grant writer, program manager and educator in supporting Flotida farmers and :fur.mers markets 

and in providing healthier more local food ptoducfs to low income Flotida residents. 

5. As such, my work brings me in contact with govcinment and quasi-government 

agencies from the federal level to the county and municipal level. l have worked, on a 

nonpartisan basis, with and for such organizations as national nonpmfits and federal agencies, 

regional health planning councils, county departments of health, municipalities, comm1mity 

redevelopment agencies, the University of Florida. lnstitute of Food and Agricultural Sc:;iences, 



( 

as well as the City of High Springs .. Jn 2000, the then-elected High Springs City Commission 

asked me to develop and manage a community farmers market which opened in March 2001 and 

which I successfully managed for the City of High Springs until 2008 .. Further, in 2006 I wrote a 

1.rr<U1t, on behalf of the City, which was funded to create the High Spii.ngs Food Seew:ity Prqjeet 

which provided access to healthy locally grown food to those low income citizens on SNAP 

(Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program), formerly known as Food Stamps.. This was the 

first program of its kind in Florida. My work with the City of High Springs brought positive 

publicity and visitors to the City on a regular ba5is and I enjoyed a positive workillg relationship 

with city staff' and commis.'lioners .. 

6.. In those various capacities, my teputatlon and carefully developed relationships 

with the many public, private and governmental organizations with whom I work is cdtical to my 

career and such an investigation on allegations as described by Mr .. Barnas, even though false, 

had 1he po!enlial, even slightly, to damage my professional reputation. 

7. T have known Mr.. Barnas for a number of years, and he both knows me 

personally, and is well--acquain!ed with my business and profession as above-described, 

including my work with the High Springs Farmers Market. 

8 When I first 1eceived notice that I bad been singled out by Mt. Barnas as the 

target of his Florida Elections Commission Complaint, I was stunned as well as concerned as to 

what such a complaint with a State Elections Commission might do to my professional 

repumtion. 

9. When I carefully reviewed Mr. Barnas' Complaint and the many attachments 

which purported to support his allegations, I became personally co11fident that any fair review of 

his Complaint would come to the immediate conclusion that there was absolutely no fuctual or 

2 
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legal basis for his charges as I had taken absolutely no position, let alone "express advocacy" 

with respect to any issue on the November 2012 ballot, or with respect to the election of any 

position on the November 2012 ballot I, and other members of the Concerned Citizens for a 

Better High Springs, had been exceedingly careful not to do so. The legitimate concerns that the 

Concerned Citizens group and hundreds of' tesidents in High Springs bad expressed in the 

thoughtful guiding principles and Mission Statement delineated in my Re~1'onse to M:r., Barnas' 

complaint conclusively establish that Mr .. Barnas' unsupported - and unsupportable ·- charges on 

violations of the Election Code were false and were easily known by him to have been 

categorically false.. l believe that his motive was malicious, vindictive, reckless and actionable 

under the Election Code, Florida Statute §106.265(6) and tbis Commission's Rules .. 

1 O. Nevertheless, as a layperson in these matters and to ensure that my professional 

reputation would be pro!ec!ed at the highest level, I retained the highly-reputable law .firm of 

Holland & Knight, through its Partnet, Paul Rcgcnsdorf; Esquire, for the purpose of ensuring that 

this frivolous Complaint was handled in the most efficient and effective manner by filing a 

detailed Response to the Complaint to ensure my profossional credibility was not impaired. 

11. T was info!Dlcd before filing my Response to the Complaint that there is a 

provision in 'Florida law which allows an individual in a position such as myself to seek 

attomeys' fees back against a complainant if the complaint is without merit, false, malicious, and 

clearly and convincingly without any j usticiablc issue of Jaw or fact, which l believe clearly 

describes this current action .. 

12.. Mr. Bamas' Complaint, along with its many attachments, bas now been properly 

found by the Commission to be just that ·-· legally insufficicnt. I have directed my counsel to 

prepaie, pursuant to Rule 2B-1..004S of this Commission's rules, a Petition for Attorneys' Fees to 



be submitted in accordanci: with Rule 2B·1.0045 and Florida Stal'llte §106.265(6) to recover such 

reasonable attorneys' fees and costs as this Commission and/or the Division of' Administrative 

Hearings shall assess as a reasonably amount for fees and costs .. 

13. Prior to authorizing and directlng the filing of this Petition, I discussed with 

members of the Steering Committee of the Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs 

specifically two of tQe four Guiding Principles which in fuct motivated llie formation of this 

Concerned Citizens group. Ihosc principles arc: 

Principle Three: There must be a commitment to restore civility and 
fairness to the manner in which city government is conducted and to the 
manner in which its elected officials inlemcl wi1h city staff and with 
residents .. 

Principle Four: There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of 
High Springs city government as responsible, caring and fair government .. 
This commitment must encompass relations with governroent entities at 
all levels, with the city's staff, with business owners, with the public-at·· 
large, with the media, and most of all with its own citizens .. 

14. l do not believe that this Petition gives even the slightest hint or suggestion that 

the filing of this Petition is in any way akin to the frivolous and legally insufficient C'.omplaint 

filed by Mr .. Barnas in Olis matter.. Upon deep reflection, however, it was recognized that Mr. 

B!ll'l'las, who proudly proclaims that he is currently (and wa.~ at relevallt times hereto the Vice 

Mayor) an elected City Commissioner of the City of High Springs, has chosen to file a number 

of complaints against citizens and public officials in the High Springs area, usually without any 

basis whatsoever and usually dismissed as being legally insufficient. I have not gone out of my 

way to :file any sort of offensive complaint against Mr.. Barnas for the improprieties of his 

reflected in his Complaint before this Commission not initiated in any way any investigation into 

the legality of his conduct by virt'Ue of !he fact lliat he .filed a Swom Complaint, under pcnalzy of 

perjury, that was knowingly false and known by him lo be false. Indeed, the very complaint 

4 
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form submitted by Mr. Barnas, sworn and notarized. contains the bJack .. box legend just below 

the notruial, ''.Any person who files a complaint wliile knowing that the allegations are false or 

wit/1out merit commits a misdemeanor of tlte fw'I degree, punis/1able us prQVided in Sections 

77.S~-82 and 775. 083, Florida Statutes. " 

15. However, this C',ommission by its own rules and the Florida Legislature by its 

statutes have specifically directed that when a false and reckless complaint is filed and is found 

to be wholly wmmng, legally insufficient, llDd without bai.;::; in the law or fil.et, such as Mr .. 

Barnas', it is for this Commission and under certain cirmstances, the Division of 

Administrative Hearings, to determine whether fees and costs should be assessed against the 

Complainant. 

THEREFORE, T respectfully request that this Commission consider the Petition to which 

this Affidavit is attached, perform the legal obligations imposed upon this Commission by the 

Legislature of the State of l"lorida, and take such action with respect to the Petition for Attorneys' 

Fees as the Commission feels is just and appropriate in accordance with the laws of tbe State of 

Flodda and the Rules of this Commission. 

FURTHERAFFIANTSAYETHNOT. tL! 
1 _fl&_~L //, 

STATE OF FLORIDA 
COUNTY OF 41 4< !)118 

I ~ -----

'Ihe foregoing instrument was acknowledged this 9th day of July, 2013, by Sbar'On 
Y eago, who is personally known to me 01· who has produced 
, ___ .F<..c &.!;!A ... "'O • i.... as identification. 

5 
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Witness my band and official seal, this 9 day of' Ju, '1 _, 2013. 

Ybu&.ip-2 (~_, 
Notary Public 
Printed Name 
ofNotary _L!::l.sS.La!~' 1 1/A, o!Q vere ,_ 

Commission Expires:_, _ _!;f_~=J..Y.. __ _ 

Commission Numbct: ]?b_!l,&?O"l_j_ ___ _ 

6 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

September 30, 2012 

MEDIA CONTACT: 
Sharon Y eago 
386-418-8017 phone 
352-256-8115 cell 
Sharon@yeago.net 

CITIZEN GROUP GAINS MOMENTUM 
IN SUPPORT OF GOOD POLICY FOR HIGH SPRINGS 

HIGH SPRINGS, FL- A High Springs citizen group is gaining momentum in its effort to effect good 

policy decisions by local government Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, a newly formed 

nonpartisan, nonpolitical group hopes to effect positive change through education and advocacy for better 

policy decisions by elected officials. 

In the first 48 hours since announcing its Mission and Guiding Principles through email and Facebook, 

more than 50 local residents, businesses and others invested in the City of High Springs have signed on to 

support the group's mission and key principles that provide for professional, experienced management of the 

City of High Springs and restoration of long ··held standards of governing that include a comprehensive budget 

process and restoring High Springs' reputation as a fair and open government that is inclusive, open and fair 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs continues to seek local residents, business owners and 

others invested in and supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this efforrby email at 

]1scitizens@gmail.com or 'Liking' the group on Facebook at http://tinyurl.com/bosjgm3.. A cuIIent list of 

supporters can be requested by email at hscitizens@gmail.com. 

High Springs resident John P. Manley, III states as the reason for the group's formation, "This group of 

citizens came together out of a deep concern for the City of High Springs The City is at a crossroads. The 

constant infighting and bickering and dissention between factions, representing divergent views of the role and 

vision for the City, is destroying any forward progress for the City; and, conversely, is actually pushing the City 

backwards to the point that the City will no long be a viable, functioning seat of government We foel it is 

important to put any history aside, and build a broader, more encompassing plan for the future of High Springs 

that the majority of the Citizens can get behind and work to make happen." 
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The group's mission statement reads, "Concerned Citizens for a Better' High Springs supports a 

local government with professional management that pI'ovides leade1ship, accountability and vision for 

our futurn." 

The g10up developed fom Guiding Principles that it is using to educate the community: 

frinciple Ong_: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to restore professional, 

experienced and accountable management to the City; 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that addresses both 

short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility; 

f.rinciple Three;, There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 

government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 

residents; 

frinciple Four. There must be a commitment to restore the reputation of High Springs City government as a 

responsible, caring and fair government This commitment must encompass relations with government entities 

at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public·at-large, with the media, and most of all 

with its own citizens. 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Spiings continues to seek local residents, business owners and 

others invested in and supportive of its goals to sign on to show public support for this effm t For more 

information, or to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs, email 

hscitizens@gmail.com or visit them on Facebook at http://tinyurl.com/bosjgm3 

## 
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CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR A BETTER HIGH SPRINGS 

MISSION STATEMENT 

Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs supports a local government with a 
commission and professional management that provide leadership, accountability and a 
vision for ourfuture. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Principle One: There must be a commitment by the Commissioners and the citizens to iestore professional, 
experienced and accountable management to the City 

Principle Two: There must be a commitment to restore a comprehensive budgetary process that add1esses 
both short and long term core needs and brings the City back to fiscal responsibility 

f.rinciple Three .. · There must be a commitment to restore civility and fairness to the manner in which City 
government is conducted and to the manner in which its elected officials interact with City staff and with 
residents 

Principle Four There must be a commitment to iestore the reputation of High Springs City government as 
a responsible, caring and fair government. This commitment must encompass relations with government 
entities at all levels, with the City's staff, with business owners, with the public-at--large, with the media, and 
most of all with its own citizens 

We the People ..... Concerned Citizens for a Better High Springs are looking for local residents, business 
owners and others invested in and supportive of these Principles to join this effort For more information, or 
to sign on as a supporter of Concerned Citizens for a Better High Sp1ings, email hscitizens@gmail.com or 
visit them on Face book at http://tiny1,!rl.com/bosjqm3. 

Stefl Hulin A,ffron 
Ross Ambrose 
Shari Asbury 

Jeannette Banks 
Pennv Banks 

Roger G Beck, DPM 
Susan /, Beck 

Marilyn Bennett 
Karen Bentz 

Stacey Breheny 
Sharon Btitton 

Jay Bromenschenkel 
John Caldwell 

Thomas G Clarich 
Dawn lAnge Drumm 
Ronald DuPont, Jr: 

Enchanted Memories 
F(VinK Fish 

Grady House Bed & Breakfast 
1.Aura Graetz 
Randy Graetz 

Patricia Grunder 
Unda Hewlett 
Tom Hewlett 
Linda Jones 

Shilr'On Kantor 
Barbara Kowats 

Arlene Dorin Levine 
Gene L.evine 

Nanc.v Unkous 
Tim Linkous 

John P Manley Ill 
Cindy MacKinnon 

Ed MacKinnon 
Karen C/arich Matheny 

Sanford Matheny 
Dr Tony Matheny 
Robert McClellan 

Thoma< McDonald 
Barbara Martin 
Herb Mati/,ky 

Barbara G Miller 

Donna Mof(ler 
Henry MOKier 
Genie O'Brien 
Pampered Pets 
Arn(y Phillips 
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THE NEWS IN PRINT IN 
HIGH SPRINGS 
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For sometime I have been critical of the local monthly or weekly Tabloids 
and Talk radio. The false information printed and the hypocritical OK if we 

do it, but not OK if you do it radio. 

The last few editions of the Observer had Eric May report as a guest. It 
seems he is missing in this issue. Maybe he is busy working over at 
Ozean in Alachua getting the Talk of the Town radio station up and 

running with an on line version, after it was booted of the air at 99.5. 

Seems Ward Scott didn't like the change that was coming and once again 
let his mouth fire first before his brain. 

I have pictures of piles of Observers and the Alachua Todays just sitting 
all over town .. No one reading or buying them. Wonder why? Has the 

public finally discovered that most that has been written in the past on 
politics was junk, biased and generally poor reporting, and hurtful to High 

Springs? So why read it, or advertise in it? 

When Dean Davis was accused, both Tabloids had no problem printing 
hundreds of words how Dean was accused falsely of things. They both 

used his name repeatedly along with mine and Linda Gestrin. 

Well this June edition of the Observer on page 5 had a tiny paragraph that 
stated Dean Davis has been cleared now and in the past of any wrong 

doing. Stuck inside not on the cover .. And of course no name of who filed 
it .. I understand the Observer owner "worked" for Ron Langman (husband 
of the terminated city manager Jeri Langman) at one point. His name was 

plainly not mentioned as THE person who had Alachua attorney Linda 
Rice Chapman file the Florida Ethics complaint for him. Why not? 

Or at least that is what was said to have happened ...... 

The question is did the Observer owner OMIT facts cause someone told 
her to? Was she a puppet? Or was it just cause she had full control and 

power of what to print and who to rip or not rio? 

http:/ Ibo bbamas .. com/index..html 6/10/2013 
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The Alachua Today reported nothing on Dean Davis being cleared. 

The Alachua Today has less good news and since politics is quiet, no one 
reading that thing either. Only thing keeping that rag alive is ads from the 
City of Alachua and the national chain and local grocery insert Its on line 

edition is a mess. And virtually dead .. 

The people who use to read the Observer, the Alachua Today and listened 
to Talk radio, are now seeing the truth that the paper's ONLY mission was 

to disgrace and embarrass SELECT commissioners. 
As was the mission of that Talk radio show. 

If all remains the same, we will never see the truth printed in these tabloid. 
And the online version of Talk will continue its hypocrisy ... 

Now for one more paper. 

The Gainesville Sun is now CHARGING to read its on line edition. Wonder 
if anyone is paying up? 

As new social media is being born daily, the old radio and news print is 
dying. And new technology must be done right not half ass. 

Adapt or die ... 
But to adapt would take smarts and/or talent. .. 

So what is left? 
TI1is website wlll be posting stories, pictures, vldeos 11nd comments to to cal newspapers that h11ve biogs and websltO$. I wi11 tilso bo commenting 11tter clty commission meetings/workshops 

or CRA meetings keoplng the public Informed of the events and happenings at your city 111111, publlc record of city bus!O()$$ and more. And l admit 1 am the typo King •• 
This WllbSito Is copyright protoctod Copyright <l:l bobbamas com 2012 .. 2013 All Rights Resorv11d No part of this wobsito may be roproducod without oxp~s consent ol Bob B11rn11a 
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A comment on Florida Statute 

When an attorney and a Plaintiff are offered a pile of money to end a 
lawsuit and they just file more complaints, is there ever an end in sight? 

Well there is a Florida Statute 112.3187 (9)d. that says: 

(d) Payment of reasonable costs, including attorney's fees, to a 
substantially prevailing employee, or to the prevailing employer if the 

employee filed a frivolous action in bad faith .. 

So what happens if a judge or jury rules a lawsuit is frivolous? 
I think this has happened in the past in a civil case I read. 

An attorney in 2002 was ordered to pay $11,030.36 to a Defendant. 

This webs!to w!U be posting stories. pJcture5, videos and comments to local newspapers that htive biogs .:ind websites. I will also be commonllng after city commission meetings/Workshops 
or CRA moot in gs keeping the pub Uc lnlormed of tho events ;ind happenings at your city hall, public record of city bu$inoss and more. And I admit I am the typo King, • 

Th ls website Is c:opyrlght protected Copyright© bobb11mas com 2012 ·2013 All Rights Reserved No part of this website may be rcprodu~d without oxprO$$ consent of Bob Ba ma$ 
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